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. MALE CASHMERE GOAT. 

The property of Richard Peters, of Atlanta, Georgia, imported in 1849 from Turkey, in Asia, by J. B. Davis, M.D., 

of South Carolina, Live weigbt 155 pounds. Weight of yearly fleece 7 pounds. 

: HMERE GOAT. 
The property of Richard Peters, of Atianta, Georgia, imported in 1849 from Turkey, in Asia, by J. B. Davis, M.D., 

of South Carolina. Live weight 102 pounds. Weight of yearly fleece 4 1-4 pounds, 
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REPORT 

OF THE 

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS. 

May 13, 1856.—Resolved, That there be printed two hundred thousand copies, extra of 
the Agricultural portion of the Patent Office Report, for the use of the House, and ten 
thousand copies, extra, additional, for the use of the Patent Office. 

Unitep States Parent Orrtce, 

March 31, 1856. 

Sir: Agreeably to the design of Congress, as indicated by the ap- 

propriation of March 3, 1855, for the collection of agricultural statis- 
tics, and the procurement and distribution of cuttings and seeds, ] 

have the honor to transmit herewith the Agricultural portion of my 

Annual Report. 

The operations of the past year have been conducted in the same 

general manner as for the year previous. The same method of pro- 

curing and distributing seeds, roots, and cuttings has been continued ; 

but arrangements have now been made by which the annual visit of 

an agent to Europe for the selection and purchase of those articles will 

hereafter be rendered unnecessary. 

Through the large and well-known establishments of Messrs. Vil- 

morin-Andrieux & Co., in Paris, William Skirving, in Liverpool, 

Charlwood & Cummins, in London, and Ernst Von Spreckelsen & 
Co., at Hamburg, we expect hereafter to obtain any seeds we may 

need, selected with as much care and fidelity as though such an agent 

were despatched each year for the purpose. 

The means pursued for obtaining most of our agricultural statistics, 

_ though deemed the best that could then be devised, have been far short 

of what was desired, and much of the information obtained has been 
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exceedingly loose and desultory. To render this information more 

complete and reliable, a project to secure the cv-operation of the several 

State and Territorial governments has been in contemplation. Some 

of the States have for several years past obtained these statistics for 

their own purposes, with highly satisfactory results.. In Lopes that 

others might be induced to imitate this example, and that the system 
might be developed so far as to embrace the whole Union, the follow- 

ing circular was prepared and addressed to the governors and other 

prominent individuals of the several States and Territories :— 

‘¢Wasuineton, February 29, 1856. 

‘‘Srr: An appropriation is annually made by Congress to defray the 

expense of obtaining statistics, and to aid in other methods, to some 

extent, in promoting and fostering the agricultural interests of this 

country. There is every reasonable probability that this course of 

policy will be continued hereafter. 

“¢The results hitherto obtained , however, have been very imperfect, in 

consequence of a want of system, and of the means and machinery 

requisite for the attainment of the purpose in view; and, though the 

results have probably been such as to justify the expenditures hereto- 

fore made, they are insignificant in comparison with those which it is 

believed might be attained by the exertion of a suitable effort. 

‘‘To put in operation independent machinery on the part of the 

Federal government, adequate to the attainment of the object in view, 

would involve. so many objectionable consequences, both financial and 

political, that no one would be willing to propose or support such a 

measure. But the idea has been suggested that, by the co-operation 

of the several State and Territorial governments, the object sought 

might be attained without any considerable increased expense, or the 

creation of additional offices. 

‘© In some of the States, the practice has been already introduced, of 

annually obtaining statistics of the kinds suggested in the accompany- 

ing schedule; by making it the legal duty of the assessors to obtain 

these statistics at the time they are making their annual assessments 

of personal or real property. Such statistics will not be precisely 

accurate, but they will be far more reliable than estimates made in 

any other manner that seems as practicable, and cannot but be inter- 
esting and useful in an eminent degree. Every year will add to the 

accuracy of these statistics, and of the deductions drawn therefrom ; 

and every year would demonstrate their value, in a still greater degree, 

as the agricultural wealth and importance of this country become 
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more real and more generally recognised. It cannot but be useful for 

the world to know, annually, the productions that are to be found in 

its chief granary. 

‘¢But, in order to reap the greatest possible advantage, a concert of 

action is indispensable. Uniformity and system in obtaining the de- 

sired information are essential to success. The importance of being 

able to construct one set of tables for one State, and a different set for 

another State, is trifling in comparison with what would result from 

tables which should be uniform for all those States where the same 

articles were produced. The entire amount of each product should 

be shown, as far as possible, and, if to the agricultural statistics those 

in relation to its commerce and mineral products can be added, the 

value of the results will be vastly enhanced. 

‘‘A material element of the system above shadowed forth is the 

establishment of a central agency, by which the information obtained 

in the different portions of this extended country may be collected, 

arranged, and published. The Agricultural branch of tle Patent 

Office seems naturally to suggest itself for this purpose. Adequate 

means are there found for collecting and arranging the information 

obtained in the several States, and the Annual Agricultural Report 

furnishes a ready vehicle for disseminating this digested information 

over the whole country. 

“Such a plan is, therefore, now suggested for your consideration. If 

you deem it worthy of yo wr countenance, you are invited to take such 

steps as you may think preper to cause its general adoption. Espe- 

cially are you desired to use your influence to cause your own local 

legislature to act efficiently in the matter, as far as their territorial 

jurisdiction extends. 

‘A schedule is herewith furnished, showing, in a general way, the 

nature of the information which is thought desirable. Other items 

may be added; but, in order to insure uniformity to this extent, it is 

suggested that nothing herein contained should be omitted, so far as 

the articles enumerated are produced in your State or Territory. 

“It is not expected that any further than general aggregates will 

be returned to this Office; and, in order that such returns may be 

published in the Report for the then current year, they should be com- 

municated, if possible, by the first of June, annually. 

‘‘ Yours, very respectfully.’’ : 
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Amount and estimated value of some of the principal agriculiural and 

mineral products, and the manufactures resulting therefrom, of the 

State of ———., in the year 1855. 

Articles. Quantity. Valuation. 
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It was hoped that the object sought would be deemed sufficiently 

important, to each of the State and Territorial governments, to induce 

them all to take the requisite steps for, procuring and furnishing the 

desired information, which could be digested and sent abroad through 

the Annual Report of this Office, and thus the design of Congress 

would be attained, in as full and complete a manner, and with as lit- 

tle cost and trouble, as could ever have been anticipated. . 

From the answers received, it is regarded as probable that such 
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will eventually be the case; but, from the lateness of the time when 

the circular was issued, nothing definite could be expected until an- 

other year. 

The real plan proposed has not been fully understood by some of 

those to whom the circulars were addressed. Many of them have 

supposed that the information obtained was to be communicated to this 
Office in its crude state, just asit was procured by the township assess- 

ors throughout the country ; whereas, the design is, that all the sta- 

tistics of each State, as derived from the different local officers, should 

be fully digested and consolidated, so that nothing but general aggre- 

gates might be furnished to this Office. 
In this way, the Office would have no great burden thrown upon 

it. “It would be serving merely as a channel through which the in- 

formation, derived from so many different sources, might find its way 

to the world in a convenient and intelligible shape. 

It has been suggested by some, that all the important items of in- 

formation contemplated in this circular might be found embraced in 

the regular census returns, made every five or ten years; but this 

does not at all reach the point inview. The great object is to pro- 

eure reliable information, annually, in advance of the census re- 

turns, and which may be disseminated for the use of the whole 

country. 

If all the producers and dealers in pork could learn, with reason- 

able certainty, how much was slaughtered last year, and how many 

hogs were on hand, so as to be able to institute a comparison, in 

relation to similar facts, for previous years, the utility of such inform- 

ation would be evident. The same is true in regard to any other 
agricultur al or mineral product. 

It is hoped that these considerations will present themselves favora- 

bly to the minds of State and Territorial legislators, and that ere 

long a judicious, economical and well-regulated system, of this nature, 

may grow into existence. 

About the time of preparing the foregoing circular, another was 

issued, and sent to consuls, missionaries, and other persons residing 

abroad, the object of which was to obtain information relative to the pro- 

duction and manufacture of cotton in foreign countries. It was believed 

that, as this information could be collected at small cost, its procure- 

ment would be legitimate, and would prove highly eI and 
useful. 

' his measure related, not merely to the present, but also to the 

probable future. It was intended to show the amount of cotton pro- 
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duced in other countries, and also their adaptation to its future pro- 

duction. A like course might also be advantageously pursued with 

regard to tobacco, and perhaps other staples of this country. 

Associated with this subject are the steps which have been taken 
to obtain statistics of certain meteorological facts, which seem vitally 

connected with agriculture. The degree of heat, cold, and moist- 

ure, in the various localities, and the usual periods of their occurrence, 

together with their effects upon different agricultural productions, 
are of incalculable importance, in searching into the laws by which 

the successful growth of such products are regulated, and will enable 

us, with some degree of certainty, to judge where any given article 

can be profitably cultivated, and whether other countries will 

ever pe likely to compete successfully in its culture. 

We know, already, sufficient in relation to the meteorological facts 

involved in the question, to state that neither England, nor any portion 

of Northern Europe, can ever be successful competitors in the culture 

of Indian corn. It may, very probably, be within the reach of more 

extended scientific observation and research to determine whether 

cotton, and many other of our products, can hereafter be cultivated 

with success in any of the other quarters of the world. 

In conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution, an effort has 

already been commenced by this Office to obtain such of these meteoro- 

logical statistics as are most intimately connected with agriculture. A 

few hundred dollars were appropriated for that purpose the past year, 

and the expenditure is believed to have been judicious, and its con- 

tinuance by this Office is contemplated. 

Asa supplement to these meteorological investigations, the im- 

portance of chemical analyses of soils and products naturally sug- 

gests itself. The full purpose of the former, as above set forth, 

cannot be carried out without a resort to the latter. Something in 

this direction has already been attempted. An accomplished chemist 

has been employed to analyse certain portions of the corn and cotton 

plants. This course of investigation could, doubtless, be continued 

with very great advantage to all our agricultural interests. : 

The system of inquiry relative to the classes of insects injurious 

or beneficial to our various agricultural products, which was com- 

menced in 1854, has been continued through the past year, and 
is still in progress. A knowledge of all these insects—of their 

natures and habits—is the first step towards the discovery of the 

means necessary to check or prevent the ravages of such as are de- 
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structive, and may very probably end in this result. It is con- 

fidently believed that the money which has been devoted to this object 

has been judiciously and usefully expended, and that these investiga- 
tions may be profitably continued for many years. 

Measures have also been commenced to test the value and relative 

usefulness of the different grasses that are to be found in the country, 

whether of native or of foreign origin; to determine their nutritive 

properties, their proper modes of treatment, and the climate and 

soil best adapted to their profitable culture. As this is by far the 

most valuable product of the country, taken in the aggregate, a 

moderate expenditure for the purposes above intimated will pro_ 
bably meet with approval. | 

Some apology would seem to be due for the large amount of foreign 
statistics which are contained in this Report; but this is regarded by 

many quite as essential as the statistics of our own country, in order 

that we may know who are our competitors, and where an opening 

may occur for the sale of our products. 

Having endeavored thus to carry out what he believed to he, in 

substance, the intention of Congress in making the appropriation for 

agricultural purposes, the undersigned now presents the results which 
have been attained during the past year. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 

CHARLES MASON, 

Commissioner, 
Hon. Natuantet P. Banks, Jr., 

Speaker of the House of Representatives. 



REPORT 

ON THH 

SKEDS AND CUTTINGS RECENTLY OBTAINED BY THE 

PATENT OFFICE, 

WITH 

SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE EXPEDIENCY OF INTRODUCING OTHERS. 

Sir: The benefits which have resulted to the country, and those 

yet in the progress of development, from the introduction or distribu- 

tion of useful seeds, plants, and cuttings, obtained from distant parts of 

the globe, as well as from different regions of this country, have been | 

such as to call forth the expressed gratification and general approval 

of the agricultural portion of the community in all sections of the 

Union. From the success which has thus attended the past efforts 
of this enterprise, we are led to hope that a rich recompense may 

attend our labors in future. And here permit me to repeat what 

was expressed on a former occasion: The time for believing that 

the exclusive possession of any benefit contributes solely to the pri- 

vilege or prosperity of any particular country or kingdom, has gone by, 

and that the principles of free and universal intercourse and exchange 

are now conceded to constitute the surest foundation for the happiness 

of nations. This is so obviously true in matters of this sort, that it 

cannot for a moment be attended with a doubt. Hence it may be in- 

ferred that there is an ample field for exertion on the part of our 

general government, as well as of States and individuals, to increase 

our agricultural and botanical riches, and more especially those pro- 

ducts which so conspicuously and permanently add to our useful and 

economical resources. 

Among the seeds, cuttings, and tubers that have been introduced, 
or otherwise obtained, within the last three years, the culture of which 

has been attended with marked advantage and success, I would in- 

stance the following :— 
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CEREALS. 

The Turkish Flint Wheat, from near Mount Olympus, in Asia, a 

hardy fall variety, with a dark-colored chaff, a very heavy beard, and 

a long, flinty, light-colored berry, will prove highly profitable to the 
farmer and miller, from its superior weight and the excellence of the 

flour it will produce. It appears to be well adapted to the soil and 
climate of the Middle States, and has even improved in the quality of 

its grain, both in regard to its color and size. It withstood the severity 

of the past winter, without much injury from the cold; and, from its 

very long and thick beard, it doubtless will be protected, in a measure, 

from the depredations of insects in the field, as well as from heating 

or moulding in the stack. The hardness of the grain, too, when dry, 

is a sufficient guarantee against ordinary moisture in transportation 

and the perforation of the weevil in the bin. 

From several reliable experiments made with this wheat, in Vir- 

ginia, with ordinarily good cultivation, the yield was 30 bushels to 

an acre. Hstimating the present annual crops of wheat, grown in 

the Middle and Southern portions of the United States, to be 

100,000,000 bushels—averaging, say 20 bushels to the acre—the in- 

creased production in those sections, if the Turkish Flint wheat 

alone were cultivated, and the ratio of yield as above, would be 

50,000,000 bushels, which would often add to the yearly resources of 

a single farm $500, and of the country, at least $50,000,000. 

The Improved King Philip or Brown Corn, the seed of which was 

obtained, three years ago, from an island in a lake in New Hampshire, 

was extensively disseminated in all the States north of New Jersey, 

and throughout the mountainous districts of Pennsylvania, Maryland, 

and Virginia. The result has been that it usually matured within 

the period of ninety days from the time of planting, (from the first 

to the middle of June,) and yielded, with good cultivation, in most 

eases, from 80 to 100 bushels of shelled corn to an acre. It is well 

adapted to high latitudes and elevated valleys and plains, where, . 

from the shortness of summer, other varieties of corn are lable 

to be killed by late spring or early autumnal frosts. The quality of 

the grain is good, being heavy, well filled with oil, and suitable for 

fattening animals, or for transportation, by sea, without injury from 

moisture in vessels. This corn also possesses another valuable property, 

in being susceptible of close planting, and consequently is of a dwarfy 
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growth, which renders the entire stalks and blades suitable for fodder, 
when cured. 

Estimating the present annual corn-crop of New England, New 

York, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Utah, Washington, and 

Oregon, at 50,000,000 bushels, say 30 bushels per acre, if the variety 

of corn in question were solely cultivated in these States, the increased 

yield, allowing the product to be 50 bushels (one-half of the maxi- 

mum) to the acre, would be more than 33,000,000 bushels, the value 

of which would be at least $20,000,000. 

FORAGE PLANTS. 

Among the forage products more recently introduced, and one 

which would seem to deserve special notice, is the ‘‘ Chinese sugar- 

cane,’ (Sorghum saccharatum,) a new gramineous plant, of Chinese 

origin, but more recently from France, by the way of Natal, in South 

Africa. Since its introduction into this country, it has proved itself 

well adapted to our geographical range of Indian corn. It is of easy 

cultivation, being similar to that of maize or broom-corn ; and, if the 

seeds are planted in May, in the Middle States, or still earlier at the 

South, two crops of fodder can be grown in a season from the same , 

roots, irrespective of drought—the first one in June or July, to be 

cut before the panicles appear, which would be green and succulent, like 

young Indian corn, and the other, a month or two later, when or before 

the seed is fully matured. The amount of fodder which it will pro- 

duce to the acre, with ordinary cultivation, may be safely estimated 

at seven tons, when green, or at Jeast two tons per acre, when thor- 

oughly cured. The stalks, when nearly mature, are filled with a rich 

saccharine juice, which may be converted into sugar, syrup, alcohol, . 

or beer, or may be used for dyeing wool or silk a permanent red or 

pink ; and the entire plant is devoured with avidity, either in a green 

or a dry state, by horses, cattle, sheep, and swine. 

Considered in an utilitarian point of view, this plant, perhaps, 

has stronger claims on the American agriculturist than any other 

product that has been brought to this country since the introduction 

of cotton or wheat. Aside from other economical uses, its value, for 

feeding to animals, alone, in every section of the Union where it will 

thrive, cannot be surpassed by any other crop, as a greater amount of 

nutritious fodder cannot be obtained so cheap, on a given space, 

within so short a period of time. 

When Cato was asked what was the best system of farmiug, he 

thrice answered, ‘‘bene pascere’’; which is to be translated, ‘‘ to graze 
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well,’’ or to procure food for cattle—having had in view the con- 

nexion between the feeding of stock and the production of manure. 

Admitting the above axiom to be true, what more economical, sure 

and feasible mode can be adopted to restore and maintain the fertility 

of the exhausted lands of this country than to extend the culture of 

this plant for the rearing and support of a larger number of cattle, or 

other animals, and enriching these lands with the manure? Without 

wishing to present the question in an extravagant light, it may be 

stated that this crop is susceptible of being cultivated, within the ter- 

ritory of the United States, to an extent equal to that of Indian corn, 

say 25,000,000 acres per annum; and, estimating the average yield 

of dry or cured fodder to the acre at two tons, the yearly amount 

produced would be 50,000,000 tons, which, to keep within bounds, 

would be worth at least $500,000,000, besides the profits derived from 

the animals in milk, flesh, labor, and wool. 

In addition to what is given above and in other parts of this vol- 

ume, respecting the growth and culture of this plant, it may be stated 

that it will resist the effects of considerable frost without injury, after 

the panicles appear, and that those who wish to save the seeds for 

planting should not cultivate it in the vicinity of Dourah corn, Choco- 

late corn, nor broom-corn, as it hybridises or mixes freely with those 

plants, which would render the seeds of the product unfit for that use. 

The German Millet, (Panicum germanicum,) another annual forage 

plant, has been introduced from France, which has proved very pro- 

ductive, is quick in growth, resists drought, and even flourishes well 

on dry soils. 

TUBEROUS ROOTS. 

The Chinese Yam, (Dioscorea batatas,) originally from China, but 

more recently from France, has been introduced, which has succeeded 

well in various parts of the Union, and promises to serve as an excel- 

lent substitute both for the common and sweet potato. It possesses the 

remarkable property of remaining sound in the earth for several years, 

without either deteriorating in its edible qualities or sustaining injury 

from frost, which adds much to its value, in being always in readiness 

for the kitchen, and this, too, often at times when the potato is 

shrivelled or otherwise impaired. 
For the history and culture of this root, see the Agricultural Report 

of the Patent Office for 1854, and page 223 of this volume. 
The Earth Almond, or Chufa, (Cyperus esculentus,) a small tuberous 

esculent, from the south of Spain, has naturalised itself to our climate 
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and soil, and has proved very prolificin its yield, when cultivated in 

the light sandy soils of the Middle and Southern States, as well as 

those which are rich, and bids fair to become a valuable crop for cattle 

and swine. It belongs to the same genus as the notorious nut-grass, 

(Cyperus repens,) but does not possess the power of spreading itself 

like that pest of Southern fields. 

NUT-TREES, FRUITS, AND VINES. 

The Persian Walnut, or Madeira Nut, (Juglans regia,) originally 
a native of Persia, or the north of China, has been somewhat exten- 

sively distributed, and appears to be well adapted to the climate of 

the middle and southern latitudes of the United States. A tree of 

the ‘‘Titmouse’’ or ‘‘Thin-shelled’’ variety (Juglans regia tenera,) 

about twenty years planted, forty-five feet in height, and fifteen 

inches in diameter, standing on the premises of Colonel Peter Force, 

in the city of Washington, is perfectly hardy, and bears yearly an 

abundance of excellent nuts. This is cunsidered the most valuable of 

all the walnuts, as the tree begins to bear in eight or ten years from 

planting the seed; and the fruit is very delicate, keeps well, and is 

rich in oil. 

In Cashmere, where the walnut is the subject of careful cultivation, 

there are four varieties: The ‘‘ Kanak,’’ or wild, the nut of which 

is diminutive, with a thick shell and scanty kernel ; the ‘‘ Wantu,”’ 

having a large nut, with a thick and hard shell, and a deficient ker- 

nel; the ‘‘Denu,’’ also a large nut, with a thick and rather hard shell, 

and a kernel large, good, and easily extracted ; and the ‘‘ Kaghazi,”’ 

so called, from its shell being nearly as thin as paper. The latter, 

which may be readily broken by the hand, is the largest of all, 

having a kernel easily extracted, and producing an excellent oil. Its 

superiority is said to be attributable to its having been originally 

engrafted, but it is now raised from seeds, alone, and does not de- 

generate. The nuts, after being steeped in water, eight days, are 

planted in the beginning of March, and the shoot generally makes its 

appearance in about forty days. If reared by grafts, the process is 

performed when the plant is five years old. The head being cut off 

horizontally, ata convenient height, the stock is partially split, or 

opened, and the scion inserted in a similar manner to that adopted by 

our ‘cleft method,” in grafting the apple or pear; but clay-mortar, 

worked up with rice-husks, is put round it, and kept from washing 

away by being enveloped in broad slips of birch-bark. 
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tn Cashmere, the walnut-tree begins to fruit, ordinarily, when seven 

years old; but two or three years more elapse before it is in full 

bearing. Theaverage annual number of nuts, brought to maturity on 

a single tree, often amounts to 25,000. It has been observed that, 

after a few seasons of full bearing, the trees fall off in producing 

fruit, and run, with great luxuriance, to leaf and branch. To this 

latter condition the Cashmereans apply the appellation of ‘‘must,’’ 

and, to remedy the evil, cut off all the small branches, bringing the 

tree to the state of a pollard. The year following, shoots and leaves 

alone are produced, which are succeeded the next season by an abundant 

crop of nuts. The cut ends of the branches swell into knots, or knobs, 

which are somewhat unsightly in the tree, until they are concealed by 

the growth of the young branches and leaves. When ripe, the fruit of 

the Wantu walnut is retailed in the city at the rate of about two cents 

a hundred. The nuts of the Dunu are sold for about three cents a 

hundred ; and of the Kaghazi, at about four cents per hundred. It 

is a common practice for the country people to crack the walnuts at 

home, and carry: the kernels alone to market, where they are sold to 

oil-pressers, for extracting their oil. The kernels yield half their 

weight in oil ; and the other half, which consists of oil-cake, is much 

valued, as food for cows in winter, when it is usually exchanged for its 

weight of rough rice. 

About 1,150,000 pounds of walnut kernels are annually consigned 

to the oil-press in Cashmere, producing a large amount of oil and cake, 

besides a considerable quantity eaten by man, or consumed by other 

modes. Walnut oil, in that country, is preferred to linseed oil, for 

all the purposes to which the latter is applied. It is employed in 
cookery, and also for burning in lamps, without much clogging the 

wick or yielding muchsmoke. It is exported to Thibet, and brings a 

considerable profit. By ancient custom, the crop of nuts was equally 

divided between the government and the owner of the tree, but at 

present, the former takes three-fourths; yet, even under this oppression, 

the cultivation of this product isextended, and Cashmere, in propor- 

tion to its surface, produces a much larger quantity of nuts than any 
portion of the globe. 

The Persian walnut attains the largest size in a deep, loamy soil, 

rather dry than moist ; but the fruit has the best flavor, and produces 

the most oil, when it is grown ina limy soil, or among calcareous 

rocks or stones. The site on which Colonel Force’s tree stands was 

formerly occupied by a brick-kiln. In wet-bottomed land, whatever 

may be the character of the surface, it will not thrive. The nuts may 
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be planted in a drill about six inches apart, and one-fourth of an inch 

below the surface, any time between the period of ripening and early 

spring, provided there is no danger from rats, or other vermin of the 

field ; the nuts may also be gently pressed into the ground, even with 

the surface, and covered with straw or leaves; and, to afford them 

further protection, light poles or boards may be placed over the whole, 

until spring. The only attention required in their culture, the first 

year, is, to keep the young plants free from weeds, and, about mid- 

summer, to shorten their tap or main roots, six or eight inches below 

the nuts, by inserting a spade on each side of the drills, in a slanting 

direction, so as to cut off their points, in order to induce them to 

throw out more fibres, to facilitate their transportation. Early in the 

spring of the second year, they may be transplanted to a distance of 

five or six feet apart, where they may remain until they are removed 

to their permanent sites. M. Bosc, in the ‘‘ Nouveau Cours d’ Agri- 

culture,’ recommends that they should not be removed from the 

nursery before the stems have attained a height of five or six feet 

from the ground, and are five or six inches in diameter. He says, pits 

should be previously dug for the trees, eight feet in diameter, and 

three feet deep, and the soil exposed to the air some months before 

the time of transplanting. When the removal is performed late in - 

autumn, all the branches may be left on till spring, when, before the 

sap begins to rise, the head of the tree may be entirely cut off, leay- 

ing only a main stem terminating in the stumps of the principal 

branches, which will be followed by the pushing out of new shoots, of © 
great vigor, the first year. ; 

In cases where this tree is to be grown for fruit, on dry soils or 

rocky situations, the nut ought to be planted where it is finally to re- 

main, on account of the tap-root, which will thus have its full influ- 

ence on the vigor and prosperity of its future growth, by descending to 

the sub-soil for the nourishment it could not otherwise obtain. On 

the contrary, when there is a moist or otherwise unfavorable sub-soil, 

if planted where it is finally to remain, a tile, slate, or flat stone, 

should be placed under the nut, at a depth of three or four inches, in 

order to give the tap-root a horizontal course. 
When planted as orchards, the trees may be set a rod apart, an 

acre of which would contain one hundred and sixty in the square 

form, or one hundred and eighty in quincuncem. Estimating the 

product of each tree at a bushel of nuts, and supposing that it 

will produce that quantity in twelve or fifteen years after plant- 

ing, and considering that the amount imported into this country 
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is valued at least at $100,000 per annum, the inducements for its 

culture by the farmers and planters of the Middle and Southern States 

would appear to be sufficiently ample for their immediate attention. 

The Almond, (Amygdalus communis,) which is indigenous to Syria 

and Northern Africa, has become naturalised in the south of Europe, 

Madeira, the Azores, and the Canary Islands, and is cultivated for 

ornament or its fruit in the central and southern portions of the United 

States. When grafted upon the common plum, it often attains a 

height of twenty or thirty feet, with a trunk eight or ten inches in 

diameter ; and even in the neighborhood of Paris, where the winter 

climate is almost as severe as that of Philadelphia, it is met with of 

the elevation of forty feet, and in the south of France it grows still 

higher. 
The almond is commonly one of the first among hardy trees to dis- 

play its blossoms, which generally put forth, in Barbary, in January ; 

at Smyrna, in February ; near London, in March; in Germany and 

New York, in the latter part of April ; and at Christiana, in Norway, 

not till the beginning of June. The blossoms appear before the 

leaves; and hence they produce the finest effect when planted among 

evergreens. It has been observed that, though vernal frosts often 

destroy the germs of the fruit, they do not injure the beauty of the 

flowers, but even increase their splendor. An avenue of almond-trees, 
quite hoary with frost, in the evening, will be of a brilliant rose-color 

the following morning, and will often retain its beauty for more than 

a month ; the flowers never falling off till the trees are covered with 

verdure. The fruit is not so attractive as that of the peach ; because, 

instead of preserving the same delicious pulp, its pericarp shrivels as 

it ripens, and becomes a horny kind of husk, opening of its own ac- 

cord, at the end of maturity. The kernel of some varieties of the 

almond, however, is not defended by so thick a shell as that of the 

peach and nectarine ; for it is often so tender that the nuts break when 

shaken together. The chief distinction between these fruits is, that 

the almond has a stone, covered with a coriaceous, dry, hairy cover- 

ing, while those of the peach and nectarine are developed in a rich, 

juicy pulp, surrounded by a smooth or downy skin. 

In a wild state, the almond is sometimes found with bitter kernels, 

and at other times sweet, in a similar manner to the Grammont oak, 

(Quercus hispanica,) which, in Spain, generally bears sweet, edible 

acorns, but sometimes produces only such as are bitter. The two 

varieties the most valuable for cultivation, are the ‘‘ sweet-kernelled ’’ 

il 
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almond (Amandier 4 petits fruits, or Amandes douces, of the French,) 

and the “‘soft-shelled’’ almond, (Amandier a coque tendre, or 

Amande & coque molle, of France.) The shell of the former is hard, 

but the kernel is sweet-flavored. It is cultivated in the south of 

Europe, being generally propagated by grafting, standard high, on 

the bitter almond, or on strong-growing seedling almond stocks, in 

order to insure the sweetness of its fruit. The latter is characterised 

by the softness or fragility of its shell, as well as by the sweet flavor 

of its kernel, and is the variety recently introduced and distributed 

by this Office. 
The aimond does not prosper, unless the soil be dry, sandy, or cal- 

careous, and of considerable depth ; but all the varieties will succeed 

well in a free soil, that is not too moist, when grafted or inoculated 

on stocks of the common plum. Thesituation should be sheltered, on 

account of the liability of the branches to be broken off by high winds. 

As it sends down a tap-root, exceeding two feet in length the first 

season, it has been found that such a tree, when taken up, has few 

fibres, and, consequently, but little chance of growing. From this 

circumstance, originated the practice of germinating the nuts in boxes 

of earth before sowing them, and pinching off the point of the rad- 

icles when about an inch in length, which causes it to throw out 

numerous horizontal roots. This mode of germinating the nuts also 

insures plants to the nurseryman the first season after sowing, whereas, 

when this is not done, the seeds often lie dormant in the ground two 

years. The almond requires but little pruning, except when fruit of 

a large size is desired, or the duration of the tree is wished to be pro- 

longed. 
The advantages of this tree may be briefly summed up in the fol- 

lowing words: Jt prospers upon indifferent soil; requires but little 

care in its cultivation ; is beautiful as an ornamental tree; useful as 

a shade-tree ; and profitable in its production of a much-desired fruit, 

yielding, in its bearing years, about 20 pounds to the tree, which, at 

15 cents a pound, would amount to at least $500 to an acre. The 

amount of almonds annually imported into the United States is be- 

lieved to be valued at more than $250,000. 
The Cork-Oak, (Quercus suber,) an evergreen tree, indigenous to 

the south of Europe and Northern Africa, which furnishes the well- 

known article, cork, in sufficient quantities for commerce. It is 

adapted to the soil and climate of many parts of the Middle and 

Southern States, and, aside from its desirableness as a beautiful shade- 

-tree, will prove a necessary auxiliary to the future wine-culture of 
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this country, as well as for the supply of the increasing demand for 

cork for other purposes. 

In the regions where this tree is indigenous, it usually grows to a 

height of twenty or thirty feet. It was introduced into England about 

the year 1699, by acorns brought from France or Spain, and still exists 

there in various collections, having attained, in some instances, a 

diameter of two or three feet. A tree of this species also stands 

on the estate of Samerstown, near Cork, in Ireland, with a diameter 

of at least three feet at a yard above the ground. 

The cork-tree bears a considerable resemblance to our live-oak of 

the Southern States, but varies exceedingly in the magnitude, form, 

and margin of its leaves, as well as in the size of its acorns, which, 

M. Bose alleges, may be eaten as human food in cases of necessity, 

especially when roasted. Swine are excessively fond of them, upon 

which they fatten well,'acquiring a firm and savory bacon or lard. 

The outer bark, the great thickness and elasticity of which is owing 

to an extraordinary development of the cellular tissue, forms the 

cork ; and, after the tree is full grown, cracks and separates from the 

trunk and larger branches of its own accord. The inner bark remains 

attached to the tree, but, when removed in its young state, is only 

fit for tanning. But the outer bark, that separates naturally from the 

trunk, is regarded as of little value, compared with that which is re- 

moved by art; and the reason doubtless is, that, in the latter case, it 

has not arrived at that rigid, contracted and fractured state, which is 

the natural consequence of its dropping from the tree. When this 

oak has attained the age of fifteen years, according to Du Hamel, or 

twenty years, according to Bosc, the bark is removed for the first 

time; but this first bark is found to be cracked, and full of woody 

portions and cells, and hence it is fit only for fuel, or perhaps for 

tanning. The second disbarking takes place in eight or ten years, 

when the cork is sold to fishermen for buoying up their nets, and to 

others for inferior uses. But, in eight or ten years more, the tree 

yields cork of good quality, and so continues to do until it is from two 

to three centuries old, the cork improving in quality throughout the 

whole period. 

In view of the ease with which the cork-oak can be propagated in 

the central and maritime parts of the Middle, Atlantic and Sduthern 
States, and, perhaps, on the prairies of Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, 

Missouri, and Illinois, and the general desire for diversifying the land- 
scape of those States with beautiful, long-lived, umbrageous trees, 

the comparatively long time which is necessary for its growth before 
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much, if any, profit can be realised, should not deter the prudent or 

sagacious husbandman from extending its culture. Considering it in 

a politic as well as in an economical sense, seasonable measures should 
be taken to form plantations of this tree, sufficient for the future supply 

_ of cork, particularly for the increasing demands for that material 

‘ which are likely to arise from the culture of the vine. Again, were 

non-intercourse to occur between this country and the Old World, 

which, from some political commotion, doubtless one day or other will 

take place, the sources from which it is obtained would be cut off, and, 

in a short time after, our supply would be exhausted, and we would 

be without a substitute, unless provided against such an exigency by 

the means herein proposed. As a further argument in showing the 

importance of fostering this branch of rural economy, it may be stated, 

that the amount of cork which is yearly imported into the United 

States, is valued at more than $284,000. 

Among the cuttings of frwit-trees which have been introduced, may 

be mentioned the ‘‘Prune d’Agen’’ and the ‘‘ Prune Sainte Catha- 

rine,’’ from France. They have both been extensively distributed 

and grafted on the common plum-tree in all the States rorth of Penn- 

_ sylvania, itself included, and on the mountainous districts of Mary- , 

land and of Virginia. From the success which has attended this exper- 

iment, there is much reason to believe that there will soon be produced 

from these, and other varieties from Europe, a sufficient quantity of 

dried prunes, in those regions, to supply the wants of the whole Union. 

The amount of this class of fruit annually imported into this country, 

according to official returns, is valued at $64,568. 

A quantity of the cuttings of the ‘‘ Raisin’’ and ‘‘ Currant’ grape- 

vines (Vigne chevelés and Vigne corinth) were also imported from 

France, the varieties from which are made the “‘ Ascalon,’’ ‘‘Sultana”’ 

or stoneless raisin, and the ‘‘ Zante’’ or ‘‘ Corinth’’ currant. They. 

were principally distributed in the central latitudes of the United 

States, and, as far as heard from, withstood the severity of the climate, 

last winter, and bid fair to do well. 

MEDICINAL PLANTS. 

A quantity of the roots of ‘‘ Liquorice,’’ (Glycyrrhiza glabra,) a 

somewhat tender perennial, much cultivated in the south of Europe, 

and, to some extent, in England, was introduced, and has thus far 

answered the expectations of the experimenters in several of the 

Middle and Southern States. From the increasing demands for this 

root in pharmacy, or medicinal preparations of various kinds, there is 
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no reason why its culture could not be profitably extended in most 

localities where it will thrive. The amount annually imported in a 

crude and manufactured state is valued at about $300,000. 

For the culture and preparation of this plant see Agricultural Re- 

port of the Patent Office for 1854, page 358. 

A variety of the ‘‘ Common”’ or ‘‘ Opium Poppy,’’ (Papaver som- 

niferum,) indigenous to the warm and temperate parts of Hurope and 

Asia, from Portugal to Japan, and especially cultivated in China, 

India, Turkey, Egypt, and in the Morea, has been introduced, and 

has proved itself susceptible of easy cultivation on very rich soils, and 

is well adapted to the climate of the Middle and Southern States. 
The flowers of the ‘‘ White Poppy,’”’ (Papaver s. alba,) the variety 

with which the experiment was made, may be either entirely white or 

red, or may be fringed with purple, rose, or lilac, variegated and edged 

with the same colors, but never occur blue nor yellow, nor mixed with 

these colors, each petal being generally marked at the bottom with a 

black or purple spot. The seeds are black in the plants having purple 

flowers, and light-colored in those which are white ; although the seeds 

of the latter, when of spontaneous growth, are sometimes black. The 

largest heads, which are employed for medical or domestic use, are ob- 

tained from the single-flowered kind, not only for the purpose of ex- 

tracting opium, but also on account of the bland, esculent oil that is 

expressed from the seeds, which are simply emulsive, and contain none 

of the narcotic principle. For the latter purpose, if no other, its 

culture in this country is worthy of attention. 

With regard to the cultivation of this plant, with the view of obtain- 

ing opium, there can be but little doubt that our clear sky, fervid 

summer sun, and heavy dews would greatly favor the production of 

this article; but how far these circumstances, in connexion with 

American ingenuity in devising improved methods for its extraction, 

would allow us to compete with the cheapness of labor in the East, 

can *only be determined by actual trial. Certainly it is an object 

worthy of public encouragement, as the annual amount of opiwa 

imported into the United States is valued at upwards of $407,000, a 

considerable portion of which might be saved, and thereby add to 

our resources. Besides, if we were to raise a surplus, it could be 

sent to China in exchange for tea. The successful cultivation of the 

plant, however, requires the provision of good soil, appropriate manure, 

and careful management. The strength of the juice, according to Dr. 
Butler, of British India, depends much upon the quantity of moisture 

of the climate. A deficiency even of dew prevents the proper flow of 
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the peculiar, narcotic, milky juice, which abounds in almost every part 

of the plant, while an excess, besides washing off this milk, causes 

additional mischief, by separating the soluble from the insoluble parts 

of this drug. This not only deteriorates its quality, but increases the 

quantity of moisture, which must afterwards be got rid of. 

The history of the poppy, as well as that of opium, its inspissated 

juice, are but imperfectly known. The oldest notices of this plant 

are found in the works of the early Greek physicians, in which men- 

tion is also made of the juice; but opium does not appear to have 

been so generally employed as in modern times, or the notices respect- 

ing it would have been more numerous and clear. 

In the manufacture of opium, in Persia or India, the juice is par- 

tially extracted, together with a considerable quantity of mucilage, 

by decotion. The liquor is strongly pressed out, suffered to settle, 

clarified with the white of eggs, and evaporated to a due consistence, 

yielding from one-sixth to a fifth of the weight of the heads of ex- 
tract, which possesses tle virtues of opium in a very inferior degree, 

and is often employed to adulterate the genuine opium. The heads 

of the poppies are gathered as they ripen ; and as this happens at dif- 
ferent periods, there are usually three or four gatherings in a year. 

The milky juice of the poppy, in its more perfect state, which is 

the case only in warm climates, is extracted by incisions made in 

the capsules, and simply evaporated into the consistency in which it 

‘is known in commerce under the name of opium. In Turkey, the 

plants, during their growth, are carefully watered and manured, if 

necessary ; the watering being more profuseas the period of flowering 

approaches, and until the heads are half grown, when the operation 

is discontinued, and the collection of the opium commences. At sun- 

set, longitudinal incisions are made upon each half-ripe capsule, not 

sufficiently deep to penetrate the internal cavity. The night dews favor 

the exudation of the juice, which is collected in the morning, by 

scraping it from the wounds with a small iron scoop, and depositing 

the whole in an earthen pot, where it is worked in the sunshine with 

a wooden spatula, until it acquires a considerable degree of thickness. 

Tt is then formed into cakes by the hands, and placed in earthen 

pans to be further exsiccated, when it is covered with the leaves of 

the poppy, tobacco, or of some other plant. 

Two kinds of this article are found in commerce, distinguished by 

the names of ‘‘ Turkey’’ and ‘East India’’ opium. The former 
comes in solid, compact, and translucent masses, of moderate specific 
gravity, possessing a considerable degree of tenacity, yet somewhat 
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brittle. When half cut through, the section is dense, a little shining, 

of a dark-brown color, becoming softer by the warmth of the fingers, 

in handling, and is reduced with difficulty to powder, unless done 

when it is cold, and after having been long dried in small pieces. 

The best article comes in flat pieces; and, besides the large leaves in 

which they are enveloped, they are usually covered with the reddish 

capsules of a species of rumex, used in packing. The roundish 

masses of opium, which have none of these capsules adhering to them, 

are regarded as inferior in quality. It is also inferior when it is fri- 

able or soft. The Hast India opium has usually much less consistence 

than the Turkish, being sometimes not thicker than tar, and always 

ductile. Its color is much darker ; its taste more nauseous, and less 

bitter ; and its smell rather empyreumatic. When imported, it is 

somewhat cheaper than the Turkish opium, and supposed to be of 

only half its strength. 

Among other products which appear to be worthy of introduction 

or extension, and likely to succeed in some portion of our territory, I 

would suggest the following :— 

PLANTS WHICH MAY BE CULTIVATED FOR MEDICINE, CONDIMENTS, 

OR HUMAN FOOD. 

The Vanilla Plant (Vanilla planifolia) is a native of the island of 

St. Domingo, where it climbs to the tops of the highest trees ; and is 

somewhat extensively cultivated in Mexico, in the vicinity of Vera 

Cruz. From the great demand, and the high price which it brings 

in the United States, it doubtless could be grown to advantage in some 

parts of the South, with a very little protection during the colder 

months of the year, and perhaps in hot-houses at the North. 

The amount of vanilla imported and consumed in this country, 

principally for flavoring cake, ice-cream, &c., is believed to exceed 5,000 

pounds, valued at from $20 to $30 a pound, or $125,000 a year. The 

Mexicans have three classes of these beans, which they distinguish in 

commerce by the names, pompone, ley, and simarona. 

When the fruit begins to turn yellow, it is gathered and fermented 

in heaps, in the same manner as is practised with the pods of the 

cocoa (theobroma), then spread in the sun to dry, and, when about 

half cured, pressed flat with the hand, and, rubbed over with the 

oil of Palma-Christi, or of the cocoa ; it is then exposed again to the 

sun to dry, the oiling repeated, and the pods covered with the leaves 

of a reed to preserve them. The pods, as they occur in commerce, 

are of a dark-brown color, about six inches long, and scarcely an inch 
y- 
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broad; they are wrinkled on the outside, and filled with numer- 

ous black seeds, of an agreeable smell, resembling grains of sand. 

This vine shoots out roots at every joint, like the ivy, and may either 

be grown on a piece of a rotten trunk of a tree, or planted in a pot 

of rotten tan-bark, mixed with rubbish, and the stem trained against 

any surface that will admit its roots. Like all the other plants of 

the family to which it belongs, the vanilla requires but little water. 

It should not be exposed in a continued temperature much, if any, 

below 60° F. 
The Ginger Plant, (Zingiber officinale,) a native of the East Indies, 

and of various parts of Asia, and extensively cultivated in the West 

Indies, and other warm parts of America, doubtless could be grown 

with advantage in various parts of the South. The amount of ginger 

annually imported into the United States is valued at upwards of 

$60,000. 

For the cultivation of this plant, see the Agricultural Report of 
the Patent Office for 1854, page 354. 

Iceland Moss, (Cetraria islandica,) a species of lichen, a native of 

the mountainous heaths and woods in the Alpine parts of Scotland, 

and of the Asturias, in Spain, as well as in Iceland and the north of 

Germany. It grows toa height of only two or three inches, and has 

rather arugged, bushy appearance, and doubtless would thrive, and 

perhaps with profit, in the northern parts of the United States, par- 

ticularly in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Northern New York, 

Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine. 
In Iceland and Lapland, this plant is used as an article of diet, 

being boiled in broth or milk, after being freed from its bitterness by 

repeated maceration in water; or dried and made into bread. The 

dried plant differs but little from its appearance in a recent state, 

Medicinally, it is tonic and demulcent. The decoction, as ordered in 

the pharmacopeias, is so bitter as to prevent many persons from 

taking it; and when deprived of its disagreeable tuste, it can only be 

viewed as a demulcent, and is hardly equal in its effects to linseed, 

quince-seed, and marsh-mallows. It certainly does not cure phthisis 

pulmonalis ; but in the last stage of that disease, when solid food is 
oppressive, and the diarrhoea appears to be kept up by the acrid con- 

tents of the stomach and bowels, it has appeared to check the latter, 

and to impart both vigor and nourishment to the digestive organs. 

The Florentine Iris, or Orris-root Plant, (Iris florentina,) a pe- 

rennial, native of Carniola, and common in the gardens of Europe, 
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the root of which is remarkable for communicating an oder like that 

of violets, and produces the orris of the shops. The flowers, which 

put forth in spring, are noted for the graceful curve of their petals, as 

well as for the brilliancy of their hues. It has a thick, tuberous, 

creeping stem, usually called its root, which, externally, is brown 

and yellowish, is white within, and sends out numerous fibres—the 

true roots—from the lower part. When these are pared off, the stem 

appears full of round spots. 

Independent of the value which would be derived from the roots of 

this plant, it would be highly desirable to cultivate it for the purposes 

of ornament, in all parts of the country where it would thrive. 

The Palmated Rhubarb (Rheum palmatum,) is a perennial, native 

of Russia and some parts of Asia, whence the dried root is imported 

into this country for medicinal purposes. Large quantities of the 

roots are also annually collected for exportation in the Chinese prov- 

inces, within the lofty range of the Himalayas. The best is that 

which comes by the way of Russia, as greater care is taken in the 

selection ; and, on its arrival at Kiachta, within the Russian frontiers, 

the roots are all carefully examined, and the damaged pieces destroyed. 

This is the fine article of the shops, improperly calked ‘‘ Turkey ”’ 

rhubarb. That of the best quality occurs in small pieces, with a hole 

in the middle of each, made in the fresh root, to facilitate the operation 

of drying. The color isa lively yellow, streaked with white and 

red. Its texture is dense, and, when reduced to powder, it is entirely 

yellow. 

The Chinese rhubarb, called by the natives Ta Hroangor Hai- 

houng, is cultivated chiefly in the province of Chersee. As imported, 

it is known by the name of ‘ Hast Indian’”’ rhubarb, and comes in 

larger masses, more compact and hard, heavier, less friable, and not 

so fine in the grain as the other, and having less of an aromatic 

flavor. 

This species has been introduced into England, where it has been 

extensively cultivated ; and there is little doubt, therefore, of its 

proving perfectly hardy in many parts of our own country. Large 

quantities are annually imported, the cost of which might be saved if 

its culture were successfully prosecuted here, and we might thus add 

to our productive resources, 

In the middle and cooler parts of the United States, the seeds may 

be sown in March, in a gentle hot-bed, and, when the roots are about 

an eighth of an inch indiameter, they may be carefully drawn up, 

preserving the tap-root, and planted ina fine, rich, and deep soil—but 
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not too much so, lest the roots should be too fibrous—at the distance of 

eight feet apart, a wet or cloudy day being preferred for this operation. 

Should the weather prove dry, they must be watered. When the plants 

are once in a growing state, all further care and trouble are at an end, 

except that of keeping them free from weeds. It may be stated, how- 

ever, that they do not necessarily require a hot-bed to make them 

vegetate; but, if sown in the natural ground in the Middle or Southern 

States, in the spring, when the weather is open, they will soon come 

up and thrive well. One of the greatest difficulties, in pursuing this 

method, consists in carrying the plants through their first season. If 

the weather be hot and dry, they must be shaded, and at all events 

continually watered; yet not too freely, as in most seasons the weather 

can scarcely be too dry, after the plants have been well set. Indeed, 

more evil is to be apprehended from a superabundance of moisture 

than from an actual want of it. In the month of August, or before, 

the seed-stalks should be cut off, which ought always to be done on 

the withering of the radical leaves ; and the crowns of the plants 

should then be covered with mould, in the form of a hillock. 

The largest specimens of this drug have generally been allowed to 

grow six or seven years; the roots are then very large, sometimes 

weighing from 30 to 50 pounds. The Chinese take up their rhubarb | 

in winter. Pallas says that the Tartars take up theirs in April and 

May ;. but Forster, in his ‘‘ History of Voyages in the North,” with 

more reason, affirms that the roots are dug up in winter, because they 

then contain the entire juice and virtue of the plant, as those taken 

up in summer are of a light, spongy texture, and unfit for use. 

In Tartary, after being thoroughly cleansed, and the small radicles 

cut off, the roots are cut transversely into pieces of a moderate size ; 

these are then placed on long tables, or boards, and turned three o» 

four times a day, in order that the yellow, viscid juice may incorporate 

with the substance of the root. If this juice be suffered to run out, 

the roots become light, and of but little value; and if they are not cut 

within five or six days after they are dug up, they become soft, and 

rapidly decay. Four or five days after they are cut, holes are made 

through them, and they are hung up to dry, exposed to the air and 

‘wind, but sheltered from the sun. Thus, in about two months, the 

‘roots are completely cured. The loss of weight in drying is very con- 

‘siderable, seven parts, in weight, of the green root, yielding only one 

part of that which is perfectly dry. The Chinese method is somewhat 

different. They peel the roots, cut them into slices, and dry them on 

atone slabs, under which fires are kindled; but, as this process is not 
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sufficient to dry them perfectly, they make a hole through each of 

the pieces, and suspend them on strings—some say exposed to the sun, 

while others assert that they are hung in the shade. 

The Castor-oil Plant, (Ricinus communis,) known in almost every 

‘part of the Hast and West Indies, South America, China, and the 

* countries and islands of the Mediterranean, under the name of ‘‘ Pal- 

ma-Christi,’’ has proved itself well adapted to the soil and climate of 

our Middle and Southern States ; and were its culture extended for the 

manufacture of castor-oil, there is no doubt that it would be profit- 

able, under improved methods of extracting it; and we should no 

longer be dependent on other nations for a supply. At present, we 

annually import an amount of this article exceeding in value $30,000. 

Although an annual, herbaceous plant, in the gardens of the cooler 

parts of Europe and the United States, within the tropics and the 

warm climates adjacent thereto, the Palma-Christi becomes a tree of 

several years’ standing, often having a woody trunk, of the size of a 

man’s body, and fifteen or twenty feet high. 

This plant thrives best on a light, sandy loam, although it may be 

cultivated with success in almost any soil tolerably fertile, or in any 

climate and situation where Indian corn will thrive. In the cooler parts 

of the Union, it may be planted in hills, two feet by three feet apart, 

two seeds in a place, as early in the spring as the warmth of the ground 

and the season will admit; but in the South, where the season is longer, 

and the plant assumes the character of atree, the hills should be six or 

seven feet apart in one direction, and three and a half feet in the other, 

receiving only one seed to a hill, covered to the depth of two 

inches. The culture is so simple that it only requires to keep the plants 

free from weeds, with a small flat hill to each. The only difficulty to 

contend with is, that in saving or harvesting the beans, the outward 

coats, as they become dry and elastic, fly off the plants to a consid- 

erable distance, causing the seeds to drop to the ground. In order to 

prevent this, it has been recommended to cut off the ‘branches from the 

plants, as soon as the pods begin to explode, and spread them on the 

floor of aclose room ; and, after the beans and their shells have parted, 

to separate the husks from the seeds with a fanning-mill, as with 

‘wheat, or try the common riddle and a draught of air. 

The seeds of this plant furnish the well-known medicine, castor-oil, 

which is obtained both by decoction and expression. The former 

method is performed by freeing the seeds from their husks, which are 
gathered, upon their turning brown and when beginning to burst open, 

are first bruised in a mortar, afterwards tied up in a linen bag, and 
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then thrown into a large pot, with a sufficient quantity of water, and 

boiled until the oil has risen to the surface, when it is carefully 

skimmed off, strained, and preserved for use. In extensive operations, 

a mill should be provided, moved by the agency of animal power, 

water, or steam, for bruising the seeds ; and the other apparatus used 

in obtaining the oil should be of appropriate dimensions. The oil 

thus obtained, however, has the disadvantage of becoming rancid 

sooner than that procured by expression. The best mode, therefore, 

is to subject the seeds to a powerful hydraulic press, in a similar man- 

ner to that in which oil is extracted from almonds and cotton-seeds. 

The seeds yield about one-fourth of their weight in oil. 

The Assafetida Plant (Ferula assafeetida) is a native of the South of 

Persia, growing on the mountains in the provinces of Chorasaan and 

Laar, where it is called Hingisch. The gum resin, known in com- 

merce under the name of ‘‘ assafeetida,’’ is the concrete juice of this 

plant, which is said to vary according to the soil and situation, not 

only in the shape of the leaves, but in the nauseous quality of the 

juice with which it is impregnated, sometimes occurring so mild as to 

be eaten by goats. The root is perennial, tapering, and ponderous, at- 

tains the size of a man’s arm or leg, and is covered with a blackish 

colored bark, beset near the top with numerous strong, rigid fibres ; | 

the internal substance is white and fleshy, and abounds in a thick, 

foetid, milky juice. The stem is simple, erect, straight, round, smooth, 

striated, herbaceous, six or seven inches in circumference at the base, 

and rises to a height of seven or eight feet. 

When the plants are about four years old, the roots are sufficiently 

vigorous to yield the gum, and it is collected at the season when the 

leaves begin to decay. ‘The oldest and most vigorous plants are se- 

lected, the earth from the upper part of the root of each is cleared 

away, and the stem and leaves twisted off. In this state, it is left 

for forty days, being previously screened from the sun by covering it 

over with decayed leaves. At the expiration of this time, the cover- 

ing is removed, the top of the root cut off transversely, and left for 

forty-eight hours for the juice to exude, when it is scraped off by a 

proper instrument, as opium is from the capsule of the poppy, and 

exposed to the sun, toharden. This operation is repeated three times, 

after which the root is again covered up, and suffered to remain for 

eight or ten days, when it is again uncovered and another transverse 

section is made as before. In this way, the assafcetida is collected 

eight times, when the root becomes exhausted of its juice, and soon 

after dies. 
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From the character of the climate in which this plant naturally 

grows, there can be but little doubt that it could be successfully cul- 

tivated in the mountainous parts of the Southern States, and probably 

furnish the whole country with the requisite supply. 

The Lesser or Malabar Cardamom, (Alpina vel matonia,) the seeds 

of which are imported in considerable quantities, and valued for their 

pungent taste, is cultivated in plots, either level or gently sloping 

surfaces on the highest range of the Ghaiits, between latitude 11° and 

12° 30’ N., after passing the first declivity from their base. 

The cardamom plots, or farms, vary in size and shape, being from 

fifty to sixty yards in diameter, usually oblong or oval, but sometimes 

irregularly rounded. The variety in these respects is chiefly owing 

to the convenience of the standard or permanent shade-trees. Those 

with lofty, straight stems, extensive heads, and particularly those 

which have nearly attained their full growth, and are known to be 

long-lived, are preferred for this purpose, and are left standing at a 

distance of fifteen to twenty yards from each other. 

On account of the prevailing dry weather, the months of February 

and March are selected by the cultivators as the proper time for com- 

mencing their labors, and planting the seeds, the first part of which 

is occupied in cutting down the large and small trees, leaving of the 

former, standing nearly at equal distances, such stately individuals 

as afford that degree of perpendicular shade which experience has 

taught them to be most favorable for their future hopes. The grass 

and weeds are then cleared away, and the ground disencumbered of 

the roots of the brush-wood ; the larger trees being suffered to le 

where they fell; and the shrubs, roots, and grass are piled up into 

small heaps, where, by their spontaneous decomposition, they fertilise 

the space they cover. As the cultivated plant does not flower till it 

is four years old, no further labor is bestowed upon the plots before 

that time has expired. At the revolution of the fourth rainy season, 

and towards its close, the farmers look for a crop, and their hopes 
are rarely disappointed. This first effort of Nature is generally feeble, 
the yield of seeds being not more than half of that which is obtamed 

the following year, and only one-fourth what it is after the sixth rain, © 

at which period the plant has reached the acme of its prolific vigor. 

In India, the seeds of this plant are highly prized as an agreeable 

condiment, and, as such, their use is so universal, that they are re- 

garded as a necessary of life by most of the nativesof Asia. In fact, 

their general use in those regions renders the plant a very important 

and profitable object of culture. How far its adoption could be made 
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applicable to the soil, climate, exposure, and economy of some of our 

Southern States, can only be determined by trial. 

The Sinhara, or Water Nut, (Trapa?) is a native of the Cashmere, 

but grows abundantly in the lakes near the capital, especially in the 

Wurler lake, and yields an average return of 10,000,000 pounds of » 

nuts a year. They are scooped up from the bottom of the lake in 

small nets, and afford employment to the fishermen for several 

months. 

These nuts constitute almost the only food of at least 30,000 per- 

sons for five months in the year. When extracted from the 

shell, they are eaten raw, boiled, roasted, fried, or dressed in various 

ways, after being reduced to flour. The most common preparation is 

to boil the flour in water, so as to forma kind of gruel, which, though 

insipid, is very nutritive. 

The Lotus (Nymphez lotus) is also a native of the lakes of the 

Cashmere, and its stems serve as another article of food. In autumn, 

after the plate of the leaf has begun to decay, the stem has arrived 

at maturity, and being boiled till tender, furnishes a wholesome, 

nutritious diet, which is said to support 5,000 persons in the city for 

nearly eight months in the year. 

This plant, as well as the preceding, probably would succeed well 

in the muddy bottoms of the coves, creeks, and sloughs of our lakes 

and streams ; and, if not relished as human food, doubtless its pro- 

ducts would serve to nourish animals. 

FORAGE PLANTS. 

Lhe Guinea Grass, (Panicum jumentorium,) as its name implies, 
is a native of Guinea, and was brought to the island of Jamaica in 1774, 
under the following circumstances: A cageof African birds had been 
presented to Chief Justice Ellis, with which was sent a small bag of 
their native food, the wild grass-seed of the coast of Guinea. The birds 
died, and the seeds were carelessly thrown into a hedge, when they 
quickly grew and spread; and from the eagerness of the cattle to 
reach it, attention was called to its vegetation. It has since become 
one of the most valuable productions of the West Indies, and, doubt- 
less, could be cultivated with advantage in the warmer parts of the 
South. 

Guinea grass, in Jamaica, is best planted in the spring, because it 
takes four months before the seed ripen, and the stalks acquire suffi- 
cient substance to form plants from the joints, similar to those of 
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sugar-cane. The soilshould be dry, and entirely free from stagnant 

water, which would immediately scald and rot the roots. In plant- 

ing, dig holes four feet apart, each way, to the depth of a hoe, say 

six inches, and insert a small piece of grass-root, taken from a large 

plant; open the stalks of each torn piece of root, and place them in the 

holes, covering their centres with earth, thus dividing the stalks. 

Indian corn may be planted between the rows, one hoeing of which 

will be sufficient to carry forward the grass, and the expense will be | 

covered by the corn. In four months, the grass will be seeded and 

the stalks ripe, when horses or cattle may be turned into the field to 

feed, and trample the joints into the ground. If the weather be wet, 

which is usually the case in the months of September and October, 

the young joints, thus trodden, will grow, making the field of grass a 

perfect mass of verdure, keeping down all the vegetation, unless, 

perhaps, that of quick-growing bushes, or the sprouts which spring up 

from the stumps of trees, that have not been eradicated or killed by 

burning, in the preparation of the land. 

This grass may be grazed every six or eight weeks, if carefully 

shut off in the intervening time, and the stock never allowed to eat 

it too low. The stubble is usually left at least a foot high. In lands 

which have been in sugar-cane or other cultivation, where the stumps 

have been eradicated, the grass can be planted with a plough, two 

hands following the furrow, and laying down the roots in such a manner 

as will allow the plough to cover them with the succeeding fur- 

row-slice, or mould. In dry weather, if the stubble be left high, 

when the grass appears to be completely parched and withered, it 

affords great nourishment; but the moment after the fall of rain, the 

stock should be removed ; and in six weeks afterwards, if the stubble 

has been attended to, and not fed too low, the field will be luxuriantly 

green again, and fit to be fed. If the grass is cut for soiling or 

making hay, the land will require manure, as it is then an exhausting 

crop; butif kept solely for pasturage, it will maintain itself for 

years, unless it is very poor. 

The Tussack Grass, (Festuca flabellata,) the ‘‘ gold and glory”’ of 

the Falkland Islands, grows in great abundance, especially on the 

sandy, spongy and boggy soils of these islands, which are utterly 

uncultivable for other products; and, from the circumstance of its 

growing well in England, it may be inferred that there is a possibility 

that it might be adapted to many places in our Middle and Southern 
States, even where it would be bathed with the spray of the sea. Its 
roots form large balls, which rise five or six feet above the ground, 
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and are often as many feet in diameter. The culms spring from the 

tops of these balls, bearing beautiful sheathing, compressed, green 

leaves, which hang down all round in the most graceful manner, 

numbering from two hundred to three hundred to each plant, and are 

themselves six or seven feet in length. The interior of the stem, to 

a height of five or six inches above the root, is white and soft, of an 

agreeable flavor, resembling that of the filbert or the cabbage-palm. 

This substance consists of the lower sheath, with the young central 

leaves and stem firmly encased within each other. These heaps of 

tussacks generally grow apart, but within a few feet of each other, 

the intermediate space of ground being quite bare of vegetation, 

so that, in walking among them, a person is hidden from view, 

and the whole tussack-ground is a perfect labyrinth. Cattle thrive 

admirably well upon this grass, and fatten in a short time ; and so 

fond are they of it, that when they can get at it, they will touch 

nothing else; and with horses it is the same. 

With respect to the climate of the Falkland Islands, wehave toler- 

ably exact information. D’Urville, in the account of his voyage, 

states that it is much more temperate than might have been expected 

from its latitude (52°S.) From the observations made by himself , 

and others, he concludes that the thermometer scarcely rises above 

59°, or falls below 32° F. According to Bougainville, the winter 

is very cold, but the snow lies on the ground only for a short time. M. 

D’Urville also states that, in 1822, at the beginning of December, 

which answers to June in the northern hemisphere, the highest tem- 

perature observed was almost always between 51° and 66°. On the 

other hand, Sir Woodbine Parish tells us that in the Eastern Island 

the thermometer often ranges as high as 75°, in sammer, and some- 

times falls as low as 26°, in winter. He moreover confirms the French 

statements, that snow disappears in a few hours, and that the ice is 

seldom above an inch thick. It is affirmed by others, however, that 

the snow, near Port Cook, has been known to remain upon the ground 

several days. The days of summer are described as being long and 

warm, visited with occasional showers, and producing a rapid vege_ 

tation. 
How far this plant would flourish about the ‘‘ Everglades’ of 

florida, in the ‘‘ Tulares’’ of California, or on the salt marshes and 

yeaches near the Chesapeake and Delaware bays, experiment alone 
nan determine. It has succeeded well on the island of Lewis, one of 

she largest of the Hebrides, in latitude 58° N., and is scarcely less 

luxuriant than in its native soil, having matured its seeds ana pro- 
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ducing leaves five or six feet in length. Those who may interest 

themselves in procuring this grass from the Falklands may not be 

aware that there is another tussack grass on those islands, much in- 

ferior to the Festuca flabellata, the Carex ¢rifida, which only grows to 

the height of a foot or a foot and a half, and spreads over every part, 
even to the top of the hills. 

To those who may have occasion to cultivate the tussack grass 
from seeds, which necessarily will have to be obtained from abroad, it 

is recommended that they should sow them immediately on their arri- 

val, in sandy, peaty soil, covering them to the depth of about an eighth 

of aninch. If under glass, a moderately moist temperature should 

be kept up, ranging from 45° to 55° F. When the plants are about 
halfan inch in height, they may be put into three-inch pots, and 

gradually removed into a cooler situation, until they are about three 

inches’ high, when they may: be planted six or seven feet apart in the 

open air. When the above-named heat cannot conveniently be ob- 
tained, a cold frame or garden hand-glass will be found the best sub- 

stitute. The soil, in all cases, should be of a peaty nature, and not 

sifted nor chopped too fine, except that in which the seeds are sown. In 

the early stages of the plants, a weak solution of common salt, applied 

occasionally, is found to promote their growth. When once fairly 

established, they may be multiplied with the greatest facility by slips 

from the roots. 

It may be proper to add, that the above remarks are only applica- 

ble to seeds imported from the Falkland Islands, or to such as have 
been subjected to several great and sudden changes of temperature, 

during some long sea voyage. 

PLANTS CULTIVATED FOR THEIR FIBRE, OR OTHER USES IN THE ARTS. 

Among the plants producing fibrous materials, which are worthy 

of experiment, or of further extension in the United States, are the 
‘¢Manilla hemp’’ (Musa teatilis); the ‘‘ New Zealand flax’’ (Phormium 

tena); the ‘‘ China grass’? (Behmeria tenacissima); and the ‘Si- 

sal hemp’’ (Agave sissalana) ; the two latter of which are treated of 

in another part of this volume. 

The Cochineal Plant, (Cactus cochinillifer,) or some of its congeners, 
is found in varying abundance throughout the torrid zone, as well 

as in several warm and temperate countries without the tropics. 

But much doubt still exists as to what particular species nourishes the 

cochineal insect, as it is believed that the plant which was named by 

Linneus, and which has been almost universally called Cactus cochinil- 
iil 
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lifer, is not the one that produces the best Mexican cochineal; nor is it 

positively known in what part of America it was originally a native. 

Linneus speaks of it as indigenous to Jamaica, and the warmer parts 

of the New World; but others assert that it was brought from South 

America by a Seinatiale priest. 

‘¢ Cochineal,’’ it is well known, is a small insect, (Coceus cacti,) 

which feeds upon the cactus above named, having a general appear- 

ance not very dissimilar to that of the ‘‘ meal-bug’’ of our gardens, 

and equally covered with a white powdery substance. It was propa- 

gated in Mexico long before the conquest of that country, for its pre- 

cious dye, which affords the fine red coloring matter so extensively 

used in the manufacture of carmine, and in dyeing silk and wool. 

There are two varieties known in commerce, the ‘‘ black grain’’ and 

the ‘‘ silver grain,’’ which terms arose from the fact that, when first 

carried to Europe, this insect was considered to be a seed, or grain, 

and its dyes were spoken of as ‘‘ grain’’ colors. 

The plantations in Mexico, where the cochineal is produced, are 
called ‘‘ Nopaleras,’’ the most extensive of which are in the Misteca 
and Oaxaca. 

M. de Raynal imagines that the color of the cochineal is to be as- 
cribed to the red fig on which the insect feeds ; but he is mistaken in 

this respect, as it does not feed upon the fruit, but only on the thick, 

succulent leaves, which are perfectly green; nor does that species of 

cactus bear red, but white figs. It is true, the insect may be reared 

upon the species with red figs; but that is not the proper plant of 
the cochineal. 

The Dyers’ Madder, (Rubia tinctoria,) is a perennial plant, a native 
of the south of Europe and Africa, as well as of the Levant; and, 

from the immense consumption of the roots asa dye-stuff, by calico 

printers and others, its extended culture in this country would become 

an object of great national importance. 

Madder, it is well known, contains at least two distinct coloring 
matters, a fawn and a red, and the admixture of the former with 

the latter very much impairs its clearness and beauty. In conse- 

quence of this, two kinds of red are obtained from the root. One 

is simply called ‘‘ madder red,’’ which contains the whole of the col- 

oring matter ; the other, whigh possesses far more lustre, and is much 

more valued, is called ‘‘ Turkey red,’’ because it was first obtained 
from the Levant. The manner of producing this desirable effect was 
for a long period a subject of much interest and inquiry, as the process 

ased in Turkey was enveloped in mystery. Notwithstanding that the 

\ 
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industry of the French chemists was stimulated by the interest which 

their government took in the discovery, the attempts, for a long time, 

at imitating this beautiful dye, were fruitless ; and, when at length 

they proved successful, this success was limited to one or two estab- 

lishments. It was only by very slow degrees that it became more dif- 

fused, and then each individual, who acquired the knowledge, jeal- 

ously guarded his own peculiar secrets, which he had introduced in 

the process. The most important discovery, however, was made 

known, in 1804, by Sir H. C. Englefield, of England, for a fine lake, 

manufactured from madder, which was obtained after many different 

processes. He found that the color produced from the Smyrna was of 

a deeper and richer tint than any prepared from the Dutch madder. 
In pursuing his experiments, he discovered that the coloring matter 

might be extracted from the fresh roots, and thus, not only save all 

the expenses and difficulty attendant on the process with prepared mad- 

der, but the cost of transportation, also, which would be at least one- 
fourth less than for the roots entire; besides, when separated, the color- 

ing matter may be kept for any length of time without danger of being 
impaired. A further advantage would also arise in the quantity ob- 

tained, as all the coloring matter could be extracted ; while, in the 

manner which the dyers use the roots, a very considerable part of it 

is left in the refuse, and consequently lost. 

The juicy root of madder, like that of other plants, consists merely 

of an assemblage of cells. A transverse section, when more fully 

grown, seen under the microscope, shows, first, a ring of very 

small cells (the bark) ; second, a more or less compact mass of larger 
cells, (the wood,) which become smaller and smaller, according to the 

central position ; third, a texture quite different from the other two, 

occupying the more central part of the root, and which is a com- 

pound of vessels and fibres (the heart). These differences, in the 

structure of the roots, are still more clearly seen in a section made 

somewhat obliquely. At the very first period of existence, the root 

contains a light, yellowish-colored juice. If subjected to a similar 

examination, at a more advanced stage of its growth, the same parts 

will be found ona larger scale of development, but the juice will be 

less yellow. The heart of the root will have become more developed 

than the surrounding coat which covers it, and which, as the plant 

grows, is constantly diminishing, while the heart issincreasing. At 

the same time, it is to be observed that the yellow color of the juice 

of the exterior parts (the bark and wood) is less dark than 

that of the juice, in the more internal parts. It might be inferred 
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from this, that the root contains more coloring matter when it is more 

advanced in age, and that, on the other hand, the coloring principle 

contained in the heart has a greater value than that of the cellular 

texture ; and experience has shown that such is the case. The best 

quality, which is known in Holland, under the name of “‘ Krap,”’’ is 
prepared only from the heart of the root that has been previously de-. 

prived of the other parts of less value. It is also generally known 

that the roots which are more advanced in age are preferable to the 

younger ones, and that the roots of the older plants have much more 
value, and bear a higher price, than those which are younger. And 

thus the alizarz, as the same dye is called in the Hast, is also preferred, 

as it is derived from roots which have been in the ground five or six 

years. There is considerable difference, also, between these parts of 
the root, in the loss of weight, which they respectively sustain by dry- 

ing. When the heart and surrounding layers are separately treated, 

the amount of this loss is, in the case of the former, 57 per cent. ; 

but, in that of the latter, 76 per cent. The total loss of weight, in 

drying the raw root, as itcomes from the ground, is from 72 to 80 per 
cent., or, on an average, 75 per cent. After a preliminary drying, 

which takes place, in the southern parts of France, in the open air, the 

roots, before being ground, are dried a second time in kilns or stoves, 

and undergo a further loss, say 7 or 8 per cent. ; but this loss, accord- 

ing to experience, is at least from 10 to 15 per cent. of the light-red 

colored, and from 20 to 25 per cent. of the red roots ; the latter, which 

are in the greatest demand, being, on that account, not dried quite 

so well by the cultivators. The loss of weight, in Zealand, after the 

first and second drying, is not less than in France. 

In respect to the culture of madder, it need only be stated that 

the French and Dutch methods are herein given in detail, as this 

branch of industry is best understood and most successfully carried 

on in those countries; and, as our climate does not much differ, es- 

pecially from that of France, no material alteration is required in our 

practice as regards the growth and management of the crop. , 
Madder is much cultivated in the French departement of Vaucluse, 

where a particular geological formation occurs, belonging to the more 

ancient alluvium, which seems to have been formed by the rivers 

Sorgue and Durance, by bringing a large quantity of calcareous mat- 

ter and depositing it along their banks. The land thus formed, 

called ‘‘ Paluds,’’ contains from 80 to 90 per cent. of chalk, and is 
very favorable to the development of the root, being calcareous, light, 

and rich. 
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Madder is also cultivated in the Dutch province of Zealand, where 

it grows on the rich alluvial ‘‘ bottoms’’ produced by the sea, and 

consequently abounding in soda and silicious sand, and in Alsace, 

where the soil is known to contain much lime. These differences in 

the constituents of the soil, no doubt, exercise a great influence on the 

production of the red coloring matter of this root; for it is well known 

that Zealand madder contains more of the yellow and less of the red 

coloring matter than the better sorts of the French and Alsacian pro- 

ducts. 

Madder is propagated both from seeds and from. the off-sets of the 

roots. In Vaucluse, it is grown only from seed. The soil is well 

worked, and manured during the winter with a liberal coat of dung. 

In spring, the seeds are sown in beds about five or six feet wide, with 

a space of eighteen or twenty inches between the beds. As soon as 

the young plants are up, great care is taken in clearing the land. In 

the month of November, the beds are covered with a layer of earth 

to a thickness of two or three inches, this earth being taken out of 

the intervals between the beds. The second year, the weeding is con- 

tinued, but it then presents no great difficulty nor expense, because 

the plants are more developed, especially when sufficient care has 

been taken in eradicating the weeds the first year. When the 

plants are in flower, they are usually cut and given to the cattle 

for the purpose of feeding, but are sometimes left for seed. It is 

stated that the tender foliage is as good for fodder as lucerne. The 

seeds are gathered when they present adark-violet hue. In the third 

year, the plants require no other treatment than weeding, and again 

mowing or cutting the green crop. In tne month of August or Sep- 

tember, the digging of the root is usually commenced, as soon as the 

soil is wet from autumnal rains. If the earth is dry, at the time of 

harvesting, the roots are simply cleaned ; but if they are humid, they 

are washed. In digging, one or two workmen are placed along each 

bed, who make a trench in it, in the direction of its breadth, and work 

the land carefully over, throwing out the plants and loosening the 

roots, which are then pulled ont of the ground with the hand, placed 
on linen cloths, and taken to the house, where they are dried in the 

open air and packed up in bales. 

Madder is not cultivated from seeds, in Zealand, but from shoots, or 

off-sets, planted in May, in well-worked ground, in rows about two 

feet or more apart. Great care is taken the first year in extirpating 

the weeds. In November, the plants are covered with earth taken 

from the intervals between the rows. The weeding and covering with 
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earth are repeated the second year. The third year, the ground is 

still carefully weeded, and digging begins in August. The roots are 

lifted from the ground with strong spades and transported to the stoves 
(Meestoven) for the purpose of being dried, because the climate is too 
wet to dry the roots in open air, as in the south of France. After the 

first operation, the roots are dried again before they are ground. The 

roots, being cleansed and ground to a fine powder, are then packed in 

barrels and sold. There is, however, some difference in this trade in 

Zealand and Vaucluse. In the former, the farmer not only produces 

the root, but the madder in a manufactured state; in the latter, 

it is only sold in the dry root (garance.) In Vaucluse, the root is com- 

monly dug the third year, when it is about thirty months old. In 

Zealand, it is frequently taken out of the ground the second yéar, 

when it is eighteen months old; and this is done because the severe 

winter of Holland injures the crop. In some cases, however, the 

Dutch farmers contrive to keep the roots in the ground another year. 

The average yield of dried roots to the acre, in Vaucluse, is 2,800 

pounds, or about 2,240 pounds of madder powder. In Zealand, the 

yield is 2,350 pounds of powdered madder, of the first quality, 

besides about 100 pounds of an inferior article. 

In the preparation of madder for market, there are three modes of © 

drying the roots—by the sun, in the shade, and with stoves. When 

dried by the sun, there is a considerable loss in weight, and in the 

quality of the roots. Therefore, it is preferable to dry them in the 
shade, exposed to a current of air, although the operation may be 

more promptly effected with a stove; but, by the latter process, they 

lose nearly seven-eighths of their weight. 
When the roots are sufficiently dried, they are reduced to a powder, 

first by placing them on close osier hurdles, where they are lightly 

beaten with flails, which separates the earth as well as the epidermis 

and radicles, the smallest of which are used for inferior dyeing. The 

larger roots, which are good and of a red color, are then ground in a 
small mill, winnowed or sifted, to separate the remaining dirt, re- 

dried, ground, and cleaned once more, and reduced to a fine powder 

by passing thrcugh a bruising mill; then packed in barrels or casks 

for market or use. 
The following information, relative to the culture of madder in the 

United States, is founded on experience, and, if strictly observed, will 

be conducive to successful results: A location facing the south or 

south-east is to be preferred. In choosing a soil, it should be neither 
too wet nor too dry, too stiff nor too light. A deep, rich, upland, 
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sandy loam, free from foul grass, weeds, stones, and stumps of trees, 

on which there has been cultivated a crop of potatoes, peas, wheat, 

or Indian corn, the season previous, perhaps, would be the best, bear- 

ing in mind that the presence of calcareous matter in the soil is essen- 

tial for the production of good madder, to be used in dyeing. The 

land should be ploughed deep, once in September, and again in Oc- 

tober, and permitted to lie during the winter, in ridges, to be acted 

upon by the frost. As soon as the spring has opened and the ground 
become dry and warm—say on the first of April, in Tennessee, the 

middle of April, in Ohio, and the first of May, in New York—plough 

again deep, harrow well, and strike it into ridges with a one-horse 

plough, three feet wide, with four-foot water-furrows between, or 

make the ridges seven feet wide at once, raising them, if the ground 

be moist or wet, ten or twelve inches, or if the land be dry, six or 

eight inches above the natural surface; then, with a light harrow, 

level and shape the ridges as in a well-formed bed for carrots or beets. 

The madder-sets, or seed-roots, are best selected when the crop is dug 

in the fall. Those which grow horizontally, having numerous eyes, 

are regarded as the best. They should be separated from the lower 

roots and buried in a cellar or pit, where they are to remain during 

the winter ; or they may be covered with earth in heaps, after the 

manner of storing potatoes in the field. If they are not dug in the 

fall, it must be done early in the spring, before they begin to sprout. 

Previous to planting, they should be cut or broken into pieces, con- 

taining from two to five eyes each, say three or four inches in length, 

The time for planting is as early in the spring as the ground can be 

got in good order, and there is no longer any danger from severe frosts. 

With the land prepared, as directed above, stretch a line lengthwise 

the beds, and, with a hoe or some other suitable implement, 

make a drill from two to four inches deep, according to the moisture 

or dryness of the soil and climate, along the edges of the beds, say 

six inches from the margins, and then other drills through the middle, 

about two feet apart. Into these drills, insert the sets ten inches asun- 

der, and cover them from two to four inches deep with fine earth, pat- 
ting it lightly with a hoe, after the manner of planting Indian corn. 

As soon as the young plants are seen above the ground, they should 

be carefully hoed, so as to destroy the weeds, which operation must 

be repeated as often as the weeds are liable to be injurious to the crop. 

If any of the sets have failed to grow, the vacancies may be filled by 

taking up and transplanting parts of the strongest roots, which may 

be done in June or July. When the plants are ten or twelve inches 
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high, the tops are to be bent down to the surface of the ground and 
covered, except their tip-ends, with earth shovelled from the alleys. 
They should be bent outward, as well as inward, so as to fill the 

vacant spaces of the beds—say, about a foot in each direction. After 

the first covering, repeat the weeding, if necessary, and run a single- 

horse plough through the alleys several times to keep the earth mellow 

and clean. As soon as the plants again become ten or twelve inches 

high, bend down and cover as before, repeating the operation as often 

as the plants will admit, which is commonly three times the first 

season. The last time may be as late as September, or later, if there 

be no frost. By covering the tops in this manner, they throw out 

new roots, with which it is designed to fill the ground as full as 

possible. When the vacant spaces are entirely filled with the plants, 

there will be but little chance for the growth of weeds; but all that 

do appear must be pulled out by hand. 
The second year, the beds must be kept free from weeds, and the 

tops of the plants covered with earth from the alleys as in the pre- 
ceding year, which may be repeated two or three times in the course 
of the season. If the alleys now present deep narrow ditches, and it 

is difficult to obtain good earth for covering the tops, that operation 

may be omitted, this season, after the second time. Care should be | 

taken, when covering the tops, to keep the edges of the beds as high 

as the middle ; otherwise, the water from heavy showers will run off, 

and the crop suffer from drought. 
The third year, very little labor or attention will be required, as 

the plants now cover the whole ground, and but few weeds appear, 

Should any weeds be seen, however, they must be eradicated; other- 

wise their roots will cause trouble when harvesting the madder, 

The crop is sometimes dug the third year; and, if the soil and culti- 

vation have been good, and the seasons warm and favorable, the roots 

will be of good quality ; but, generally, it is much better in quality, 

and more in quantity, when left until the fourth year. 

The digging or harvesting of the roots may be performed from the 

middle of August to the end of September. The first thing to be 

done is to remove the tops of the plants, and about half an inch of 

the surface of the earth, with asharp-edged shovel; then take a 

plough of a large size, with a sharp coulter, and a double team, 
and run a furrow outward, beam-deep, around the edge of the bed ; 

stir the earth with a fork or iron-toothed rake, removing it from 

the bottom of the furrow, and carefully picking out all the roots; 
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then plough another furrow beam-deep, as before, remove the earth, 

pick the roots, and thus proceed until the whole bed is completed. 

As soon as possible after digging, take the roots to some running 

stream, if at hand, but, if not, to a pump or well, to be washed. 

Take a large round sieve, from two and a half to three feet in diameter, 
with the meshes about as open as those used in winnowing wheat. 

Into this sieve, put half a bushel of roots at a time, and stir them in 

the water, pulling the bunches apart, so as to wash them clean ; then 
lay them on movable platforms, about two inches deep, to dry in the 

sun. These platforms should be placed side by side, not far from the 

farm building, in rows running east and west, with their ends north 

and south, leaving sufficient room to walk between them. The south 

ends may be elevated about eighteen inches, and the north ones about 

six inches from the ground. After the second or third day’s drying, 

the roots should be protected from dews at night, and from rain, by 

placing the platforms one upon another, and covering the uppermost 

one with tarpaulins or boards. Then spread them ‘out again in the 

morning, or as soon as danger from rain is over. In five or six days 

of ordinarily fine weather, the madder will be sufficiently dried to bé 
stored away preparatory to grinding. 

If the climate is not hot and dry enough to deprive the roots of 

their moisture, and thus render them fit for grinding, resort may 

be had to stoves or kilns. As soon as they are thoroughly dried, 

they may be taken to a barn and gently thrashed with flails, and de- 

prived of their rootlets and particles of dirt by winnowing ; or, what 

would be better, if the culture were conducted on alarger scale, they 

might be broken in a cast-iron bark-mill, or by some other machinery 
appropriate for the purpose, so that the particles thus reduced could 

readily be fed into a common grist-mill, or, perhaps, a mill constructed 

of iron. lLetit be borne in mind that, if the roots are not broken and 

ground immediately, they will gather dampness from the atmosphere, 

so as to prevent them from grinding freely. When ground to the 

requisite degree of fineness, the madder is fit for use, and may be 

packed in barrels like flour. 

The quantity of madder yearly consumed in the United States, 

chiefly imported, is variously estimated from 4,000 to 5,000 tons, 

valued at, say at least $1,000,000—a sum paid annually to foreign 

countries for an article that might be produced as cheaply, and of as 
good quality, at home. 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

The Tea Plant, (Thea viridis,) which has so long afforded a most 

grateful beverage to millions of people in every civilised country of 

the globe, there is much reason to believe, may be successfully culti- 

vated in favorable situations and under proper management, for local 

consumption, at least, in most, if not all of our Southern States. This 

was partially realised from an experiment made at Greenville, in the 

mountainous parts of South Carolina, by the late Junius Smith, in 

1848 to 1852. He imported several cases of black and green tea 

plants, of Chinese stock, of from five to seven years’ growth, and 

planted them in the village above named, where they remained about 

two years. On their removal toa plantation in that vicinity, in 

March, 1851, Dr. Smith stated that, ‘‘ they grew remarkably last 

summer, and are now fully rooted, with fine large main and collate- 

ral roots, with an abundance of fibrous radicles. They all stood the 

snow, eight or nine inches deep upon the level, on the 3d of January, 

and the severe frosts of winter, without the slightest covering or pro- 

tection, and without the loss of a single plant. They are now all 

forming part of the plantation, composed of those received from 

China last June, and a few planted the first week in June, which 

germinated the 17th of September. All these young plants were 

thinly covered with straw. Some of them have lost their foliage— 

others have not.’ The stems do not appear to have sustained any in- 

jury. The fresh buds are beginning to shoot. I cannot help think- 

ing that we have now demonstrated the adaptation of the tea-plant 

to the soil and climate of this country, and succeeded in its perma- 
nent establishment within our borders.”’ 

Considering the practical bearing this subject has on the economy 

and agricultural interests of our Southern States, it is surprising that 

a simple herb, which has proved of such universal acceptance, should 

retain this position in the world for centuries, and yet still con- 

tinue to be restricted in its production almost entirely to the coun- 

try of its origin, although corresponding regions, with respect to lat- 

itude, elevation above the sea, and other circumstances, which modify 

the climate, are open to its introductionand culture, and the most in- 

telligent, as wellas the most enterprising merchants and others have 

ever sought to learn every fact connected with its growth and subse- 

quent preparation. Though regarded, in general, as a luxury, and 

by some even as food, yet it is not an article from which the people of 
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any country should be debarred. On the contrary, itis the policy in 
this case, as well as in most others, of every government, to gratify 
the wishes of its people, and to facilitate the acquisition of this luxury 
by its economical importation, or, what would be far more desirable, 
to extend the production to its ownsoil. Respecting the expediency 
of such a measure in this country as that last named, little more need 

be stated than that most of our citizens will have it, and millions of 

dollars willannually be paid for its importation. To the argument 

which has often been advanced, that the very low rate of wages in 

China is the reason why the production of tea has not been encouraged 
in this country, it may be stated that, with improved machinery and 

other appliances, facility of transportation, robust and well-fed la- 
borers, and probably with the aid of the Chinamen, now in California, 
there can be little doubt that we can successfully compete, at least 

for local consumption, with the primitive utensils, tedious manipula- 
tions, and absence of railroads, canals, steam navigation, and even 

of common roads, of the enfeebled and poorly-fed Asiatics. The 

cost of the transportation of tea in China, say at a distance, upon 

an average, from the plantations to Canton, the port of shipment, of 

800 to 1,000 miles, at a waste of from six weeks’ to two months’ 

time, whole cargoes being constantly carried upon the backs of 

porters, is about four cents a pound, or about one-third of its value at 

the place of its growth. It is supposable that in no part of the Uni- 

ted States, at a corresponding distance from the seaboard, would the 

cost of carriage be equal to one-fourth of that sum, or occupy one- 

tenth of the time. Dr. Jameson, superintendent of the tea planta- 

tions of the Hast India Company, on the Himalayan mountains, in 

his report of 1847, remarks that the task-work of one laborer is to 

dress, weed, and keep in order three acres of tea-land. In our Mid- 
dle and Southern States, one hand cultivates, annually, and keeps in 

order, six acres of cotton, or of Indian corn. Therefore, assuming 

the amount of time for cultivating the respective crops to be equal, the 

American laborer would perform more than double the amount of 

work done by the Hindoo, which, undoubtedly, is about the differ- 

ence in their physical force. Again, low-priced labor compels cheap 
living, which, with the Hindoo, consists principally of a little boiled 

Tice, without animal food. This meagre diet just keeps his attenuated 
frame in existence, and renders him incapable of severe toil. On the 

contrary, the hardy laborer of the South is well and amply fed, three 

times a day, upon the healthiest food consumed by man—bacon, hom- 

mony, and corn-bread. But the chief part of the expense incurred 
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in bringing tea to the consumer in this country consists in freight, in- 
surance, storage, and the profits and commissions of the importers, 

factors, retailers, &c., most of which would be saved were this 

article produced near the place of its consumption. Without further 

elucidation of the subject, let us be content to rest the claims of the 

American cultivator for success upon the merits of the arguments 

herein set forth. 

The tea-plant is not only found in China and Japan, chiefly in a 

cultivated state, but is indigenous in the mountains which separate 

China from the Burmese territories, especially in Upper Assam, bor- 

dering on the province of Yun-nan. It is also cultivated in Nepal, at 

an elevation of 4,784 feet above Bengal, in latitude 27° 42’ N. 

Before proceeding in the inquiry, it would be desirable to ascertain 

whether one or several species of the genus Thea yield the several 

varieties of tea; as this might explain some of the discrepancies in 

the accounts respecting the soil and climate required for its cultiva- 

tion. Some authors, among whom are Mr. Fortune and Dr. Lett- 

som, who travelled extensively in China, and had ample opportuni- 

ties for investigating this subject, consider that all the varieties of 

tea may be obtained from the same plant, and that the differences are 
therefore due to the soil or climate, or to the age of the leaf and the 

mode of preparation. Others, on the contrary, are of the opinion 

that they are produced from at least two distinct species, Thea 

viridis and Thea bohea. There is no doubt, however, that the 

plants usually known as ‘‘ Green’’ and ‘‘ Black,’’ when cultivated 

under similar circumstances, retain permanently their characteristics, 

and that their leaves, respectively, generally resemble those obtained 

after infusing good specimens of green and black tea. The green tea 

plant, moreover, is much more hardy than the black; one of the 

former having lived twenty years in the open air, near London, and 

being only killed in the very severe winter of 1837-38, when the 

thermometer fell to 43° F. Yet, from the great extent of territory 

over which the tea-plant is found, and from the variety of situations 

in which it is produced, there can be but little doubt that it is grown 

in very different soils, though there are, doubtless, certain physical 

conditions that are best suited to the production of the finest flavored 
teas, 

The tea-plant loves to grow in valleys, at the foot of mountains, 

and upon the banks of streams, where it enjoys a southern exposure 

to the sun, fhough it endures considerable variations of dryness and 

moisture, and of heat and cold; for it flourishes in the climate 
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of Pekin, in latitude 40°, as well as about Canton, in 23° 8’ N.; 
and it is observed that the degree of cold at the former place is nearly 

as severe in winter as it is in some of our Middle States. The best 

tea, however, grows in a mild, temperate climate, the country about 

Nankin producing a better article than either Pekin or Canton. 
Mr. Bruce, who travelled in Upper Assam, in 1836, describes the tea 

districts as consisting of little mounds or hillocks of earth, on which 

large trees had grown, their roots alone appearing to save them 

from being washed away. One thing he observes as worthy of 

notice, that all the Assam tea grows near water, of which it appears 

to be very fond, for wherever there is a small stream, tea is sure to be 

found. He subsequently discovered, however, that tea plantations in 

thatrcountry were very extensive, both on the hills and in the plains. 

But excessive moisture, either in the soil or in the air, is not con- 

genial to the growth of the tea-plant, as it is evident from its 
preference for sandy or porous soils, or the moulds, in the moist 

climate of Assam, but which probably would not be requisite where 
the climate is dry. 

Mr. Fortune, who had frequent opportunities to inspect some of 
the most extensive tea districts of Canton, Fokein, and Chekiang, 
states that the soil of those of the northern provinces is much richer 

than it is in Quantung. ‘‘Tea shrubs,’’ he says, ‘‘ will not succeed 
well unless they have a rich sandy loam to growin. The continual 

gathering of their leaves is very detrimental to their health, and, in 
fact, ultimately kills them. Hence, a principal object with the 

grower is, to keep his bushes in as robust health as possible; and 

this cannot be done if the soil be poor. The tea plantations in the 

north of China are always situated on the lower and most fertile sides 

of the hills, and never on the low lands. The shrubs are planted in - 

rows, about four feet apart, and about the same distance between each 
row, and look at a distance like little shrubberies of evergreens. 

The farms are small, each consisting of from one to four or five acres ; 

indeed, every farmer has his own little tea garden, the produce of 

which supples the wants of his family, and the surplus brings him 
in a few dollars that are spent on the other necessaries of life.’’ In 

Japan, tea is planted around the borders of fields, without regard to 
situation or soil. 

The tea-plants are raised from nuts, or seeds, usually sown where 

they are to remain. Three or more are dropped into a hole, and 
covered with earth four or five inches deep ; these come up without 

any further trouble, and require little culture, except that of removing 
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weeds. The leaves are not collected from the cultivated plants until 

they are three years old; and, after growing nine or ten years, they 

are cut down, in order that the young shoots, which will then rise, 

may afford a greater supply of leaves. The best time to gather the 

tea is while the leaves are small, young, and juicy. The first gathering 

usually commences at about the end of February, when the leaves are 

young and unexpanded ; the second, about the beginning of April; 

and the third, in June. The first collection, which only consists of fine 

tender leaves, is most esteemed, and is called by us ‘‘ Imperial’’ tea. 

The second is denominated ‘‘ Tootsjaa,’’ or Chinese tea, because it is 

infused and imbibed after the Chinese manner. The last gatherings, 

which are the coarsest and cheapest of all, are drunk by the people of 

the lowest class. Besides the three kinds of tea named above, it may 

be observed, that, by sorting these, the varieties become still further 

multiplied. The Chinese, however, know nothing of ‘‘ Imperial’ 

tea, ‘‘ Flower’ tea, and many other names, which, in Europe and 

America, serve to distinguish the quality and the price of the article ; 

but, besides the common tea, they distinguish two other kinds, namely, 

the ‘‘ Voui’’ and ‘‘Soumlo,’’ which are reserved for people of the 
first order of society, and for those who are sick. The principal 

varieties used in Europe, and in this country, are the ‘‘ Green’’ tea, 

which is the ‘‘ Bing,’’ or common tea of the Chinese, and is gathered 

in April; the ‘‘ Voui,’”’ or ‘‘ Vou-tche,’’ a delicate kind of “ Young 
Hyson,’’ which differs only from the other in being gathered a few 

weeks earlier, and consists of the young leaf-buds just as they begin 

tounfold; and the various descriptions of ‘‘ Black’’ tea, which di- 

- minish in quality and value as they are collected later in the season, 

until they reach the lowest kind, called by us ‘‘ Bohea,’’ and by the 

Chinese ‘‘ Ta-cha,’’ or large tea, on account of the maturity and size 

of the leaves. The early leaf-buds, in spring, being covered with a 

white, silky down, are gathered to make ‘‘ Pekoe,’’ a corruption of 

the Canton word Pa-ko, white down. A few days later growth 

produces what is sometimes styled ‘‘ Black-leaved Pekoe.’’ The more 

fleshy and matured leaves constitute ‘‘ Souchong ;’’ as they grow still 

larger and coarser, they form ‘‘ Congou;’’ and the last and latest 

picking of all is the ‘‘ Bohea.’’ The variety named above, called 

‘* Voui,’’ is a scarce and expensive article, and the picking of the 

leaves in so young a state does considerable injury to the plantations. 
The summer rains, however, which fall copiously about this season, 

moisten the earth and air, and, if the plants are young and vigorous, 
they soon push out fresh leaves. 
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The process of gathering tea is one of great nicety and importance. 

Each leaf is plucked separately from the twig; the hands of the 

gatherer are kept clean ; and, in collecting some of the finer sorts, it 

has been stated, upon credible authority, that he is obliged for some 

weeks previous to abstain from all gross food, lest his breath or 

perspiration might injure the flavor; to wear fine gloves while at 

work, and to bathe two or three times a day during this period. In 

the general harvest seasons, the natives are seen in little family groups 

on the side of every hill, when the weather is dry, engaged in gather- 

ing the tea-leaves, which are stripped off rapidly and promiscuously 

into round baskets, made for the purpose, of split bamboo or ratan, 

When a sufficient quantity is gathered, it is carried home to the cottage 

or barn, where the operation of drying is performed. The Chinese 

dislike gathering the leaves on a rainy day, for any description of tea; 

and never will do so, unless necessity requires it. Some even pretend 

to distinguish the teas made on a rainy day from those made on a sunny 

day. The process of rolling and drying the leaves, it is stated, can only 

be learned by actual experience ; yet the system adopted to attain this 

end is as simple as it is efficacious. Letit be borne in mind, however, 

that the grand object is to expel the moisture, and at the same time 

to retain as much as possible of the aromatic and other desirable 

secretions. 

As to the differences of flavor and color peculiar to the green and 

black teas, it is well known that, in many instances, they are pro- 

duced by art. In describing the green teas grown in the districts of 

Chekiang, Mr. Fortune rémarks that ‘‘it must not be supposed that 

they are the green teas which are exported. The leaf has a much 

more natural color, and has little or none of what we call the beauti- 

ful bloom upon it, which is so much admired in Europe and America. 

There is now no doubt that all these blooming greenteas, which are 

manufactured at Canton, are dyed with Prussian blue and gypsum, 

to suit the tastes of the ‘ foreign barbarians!’ Indeed, the process may 

be seen any day during the season by those who will give themselves 

the trouble to seek after it. It is very likely that the same ingredients 

are also used in dyeing the northern green teas for the foreign market.”’ 

The Chinese, it is asserted, never use these dyed teas themselves ; and 

certainly their taste, in this respect, is more correct than ours. It is 

not to be supposed that the dye employed can produce any very bad 

effects upon the consumer, for, had this been the case, it would have 

long since been discovered. As to the opinion that green tea owes its 
verdure to an inflorescence acquired from plates of copper, on which 
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it is supposed to be curled or dried, there is no foundation for the 

suspicion, as the infusions undergo no change on the addition of vol- 

atile alkali, which would detect the minutest portion of copper by 

turning the liquors blue. And, besides, the drying pans and furnaces 

used throughout China, for this purpose, are said to be invariably 

made of sheet-iron. 

Lhe Box-wood Tree (Buxus sempervirens arborescens) is a hardy 

evergreen shrub or tree, indigenous to many parts of Europe and 

Asia, and has proved itself well adapted to the climate of the United 

States. In its natural habitat, it seldom exceeds twelve or fifteen 

feet in height, with a trunk from six to eight inches in diameter ; 

but, in a state of cultivation, it sometimes attains double these di- 

mensions. 

This tree is found abundantly in Turkey, particularly on the shores 

of the Black sea; but a great portion of the box-wood of commerce, 

sold in the European and American markets, as ‘“‘Turkey’’ box, is 

grown in Circassia and Georgia, whence it is brought to Odessa for 

shipment. It is also found in various parts of Persia, China, Cochin- 

China, and, from some statements, in Japan. This tree, which is of 

great longevity, and subject to but few diseases, is sufficiently hardy 

to stand the open air near Philadelphia, without protection during 

winter, where it has attained the height of twenty-five feet, with a 

trunk two feet and a half in circumference, or about ten inches in di- 

ameter. It may be propagated from seeds, by cuttings, or by layers. 

When allowed to grow freely, it produces an abundance of seeds, which 

should be gathered as soon as the capsules appear ready to open, and 

sown immediately in light, rich earth, consisting chiefly of vegetable 
mould well drained. 

The principal use to which the wood of this tree is applied in this 

country is for engraving, for which purpose it is admirably adapted ; 
and, for the finer class of illustrations, there is no wood which can be 

employed as a substitute. Hence, as in the case of the cork-oak, should 

non-intercourse between this country and the Old World ever occur, 

we should soon be without a supply of this useful material, which is a 

strong argument for extending its culture by establishing plantations 

of it on some of the waste lands of our Middle and Southern States. 

The European Sweet Chestnut, (Castanea vesca,) a native of Asia 

Minor, but cultivated in the temperate parts of Europe and Africa 
from time immemorial, has proved itself well adapted to the climate 

of the Middle and Southern States, when grafted on stocks of the 
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American species, and is deserving of extended culture in this country 

for its fruit. 

The two most desirable varieties of this tree, cultivated in France, 

are ‘‘ La Chataigne verte du Limousin,’’ which produces very large, 

excellent nuts, ofa rich creamy flavor and aromatic odor, when roasted, 

that will keep a long time, and the tree of which preserves its leaves 

green much longer than any of the other sorts; and ‘‘ La Chataigne 

exalade,’’ the fruit of which is the best of all common chestnuts for 

the table ; but, although the tree is low, with spreading branches, it 
is such an abundant bearer that it soon exhausts itself. 

The principal countries in which the chestnut is employed as an 

important article of food are the south of France, Spain, and the north 

of Italy, where it serves, in a great measure, as a substitute both for; 
potatoes and bread. In Spain, it is produced in such abundance as te 
be, not only a common food of the peasantry, but an article of ex- 

portation to the more northern nations. The quantity of chestnuts 
consumed in Great Britain and Ireland exceeds 20,000 bushels per 
annum. 

The usual modes of cooking chestnuts in France and Italy are, 

boiling them in water, with simply a little salt, or with leaves 

of celery, sage, or any other herbs which may impart to them an 

agreeable flavor; and roasting them, in hot ashes or in a coffee- 

roaster. They are also occasionally scorched before the fire, or on a 

shovel ; but, when thus prepared, arenot considered so good. In 

whatever way they are roasted, the French cooks previously slit the 

skin, or shell, of all except one; and, when that cracks and flies off, 

it isan indication that the rest are done. 

The Grammont or Sweet-acorned Oak, (Quercus gramuntia, ) formerly 

a native of the wood of Grammont, near Montpelier, in France, and 
growing wild at present in great abundance in some of the forests of 

Spain, is quite hardy, maturing its acorns in England, where it 

has been introduced; and would bea desirable acquisition to our Mid- 
dle and Southern States. 

Captain 8. C. Cook, (now Captain Widdrington,) who paid great. 
attention to this oak, when in Spain, remarks of it as follows :— 

‘¢ This species is quite distinct from the Q. ilex, its nearest con- 

gener. ‘The leaves are thicker, more rounded at the point, of a dull 

glaucous green, and the tree altogether is of a more compact and less 

graceful form than the Italian ilex. The great and essential differ- 

ence, however, consists in the acorns, which are edible, and, when in 
iv 
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perfection, are a.: goodas, or superior to, a chestnut. To give this 

sweetness, they must be kept; as, at first, they have a considerable 

taste of the tannin, like those of the other species, which disappears in 

a few days, and accounts for the skepticism of some writers, who as- 

sert that both sweet and bitter acorns are the product of the same 

tree, and that their sweetness is no character. These are the edible 

acorns of the ancients, which they believed fattened the tunny fish on 

their passage from the ocean to tae Mediterranean—a fable only proy- 

ing that the acorns grew on the delicious shores and rocks of Anda- 

lusia, which, unhappily, is no longer the case. Remains of them, 

however, may still be traced in the West; and they fattened the 

swine which produced the celebrated salt meats of Malaga and that 

vicinity. These are the bellotas which Teresa, the wife of Sancho 

Panza, gathered herself, in La Mancha, where they grew in the 

greatest perfection, and sent to the Duchess, wishing, instead of their 

being only the best of their kind, they were the size of ostrich-eggs. 

I have frequently seen them produced by individuals, and offered to the 

company as bon-bons are in some countries, with a sort of an apology 

for their intrinsic value, from their flavor and size. This species is, 

beyond question, very hardy, I believe even more so than the ilex of 

Italy. It ascends the sides of the sierras in the inclement region of | 

the centre of Castile; and, in Arragon, is seen within the limits of 

the Pinus sylvestris and P. uncinata, as also_in the cold and wintry 

valley of Andorre. The widest forests of it are now in Estremadura, 

where the best sausages and cther salted meats are made from the 

wast herds of swine which are bred in them.”’’ 

Asa proof of the hardiness of this tree, Dralet mentions that he 

found it growing on the crest of the mountains of the Andorras, where 

the snow covers the ground during several months of the year; and 

this circumstance, he says, explained to him the reason why the 

kings of Spain had succeeded in getting it to grow in the park at the 
Prado, near Madrid, where they had tried to cultivate the olive in 

vain. 

The Kermes Oak, (Quercus coccifera,) a low, bushy, evergreen 

shrub, much resembling a holly in miniature, a native of the south of 
Europe, and well known as producing the ‘‘ kermes,’’ or scarlet 

grain of commerce. Although there*has been but little demand for 

this article since the discovery of America, in consequence of the 

cheapness of cochineal, this shrub, doubtless, could be cultivated in 

favorable locations in the Middle and Southern States, on which 
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could be propagated the kermes, somewhat after the manner they are 
at present in Turkey and the Levant. 

This production was known to the Phceenicians, before the time of 

Moses, under the name of thola; and to the Greeks by the appella- 

tion of coccus, and to the Romans that of coccus baphica ; hence the 

origin of the word ‘‘ Coccinati,’’ the persons who wore robes that 
were dyed with the kermes. Previous to the discovery of America 
it was employed to a great extent in dyeing avery rich blood-red, 

which is of so permanent a nature, that the old tapestries of Brussels, 

and other parts of Flanders, although manufactured more than two 

centuries ago, have lost none of their richness of tint. Since the 

settlerhent of America. by Europeans, it has been supplanted, in a 

great degree, by the Coccus cacti, or cochineal. The kermes, never- 

theless, is still extensively prepared in some parts of Spain, as well 

as in the East ; and Bancroft states in his ‘‘ Permanent Colors,’”’ that, 

with a solution of tin, which is used with the cochineal, the kermes 

is capable of imparting a scarlet quite as brilliant as that dye, and 

perhaps more permanent. At the same time, however, as ten or 

twelve pounds contain only as much coloring matter as one pound of 

cochineal, the latter, at its ordinary price, is more economical. 

The kermes (Coccus ilicis) occurs as a parasitic insect, having all 
the appearance of a berry or seed, exhibiting not the slightest indica- 

tion of its insect nature, being immovably affixed, in clusters, to the 

branches of the oak, upon which it subsists, by introducing into the 

substance of the stem a long and delicate haustellum, It is only at 

the close of its existence, however, that it assumes the form of a seed. 

Although the insect is provided with two legs, and, when young, 

possesses locomotive powers, yet, after impregnation, it greatly in- 

creases in size, and the eggs are deposited beneath the body ; so that, 

by degrees, as the eggs are excluded, the two surfaces of the body 

come together and form a covering for the eggs; hence, it will be 

observed that it is only the females which are collected for traffic; the 

males, in the perfect state, being minute, active, two-winged flies, 

totally unlike their inert partners. 

In the natural state, the kermes are of a shining appearance, and 
of the color of a plum covered with a whitish bloom. In the condi- 

tion in which they are brought to market, they appear of a dull 
reddish-brown, which is not, of course, the natural color of good kermes, 

but is imparted to them by steeping in vinegar. The inhabitants of 
the countries where these insects are obtained, distinguish three 
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stages in their existence. In the Provencal language, the term 

‘‘ Le ver’’ is applied to them, when they are in the earliest stage of 

activity ; ‘‘ Le ver couvé,’’ subsequently, in the month of April, 

when they become stationary; and ‘‘ Le ver commence d’éclore,’’ 

in the last stage, in the middle or towards the end of May, when 
each female insect is found reduced to a skin, covering its brood of 

eggs to the number of 1,800 or 2,000. 

The crop of kermes is more or less abundant, according to the mild- 
ness or severity of the preceding winter ; when, therefore, there has 

been little or no frost, and the weather has been generally mild, a 

good yield is expected, which is not obtained every year; and, as 

there is no trouble in planting or otherwise attending to the manage- 

ment of the trees, after they are once established, and as no other in- 

struments are required for collecting the kermes than young finger- 

nails, it may be reasonably supposed that the harvest may be an in- 

expensive one. The kermes are usually collected in the morning be- 

fore the dew is off the oaks, as at that time their leaves and prickles 
inflict less injury to the hands. ‘n experienced person will thus 

pick two pounds each day. It is stated that vae price of the kermes 

decreases considerably, according to the period in which they are 

gathered, Those earliest collected are the most valued, and the later 

ones less, in consequence of being lighter than those first obtained, 

owing to the young insects having escaped. The merchants who pur- 

chase the kermes, immediately steep them in vinegar, and then expose 

them to the action of heat sufficient to destroy any remaining vitality 
in the young. This process changes their color to a bright-red hue, 

for which they have so long been celebrated. 

The Gall-nut Oak, (Quercus infectoria,) a native of Persia, Asia Mi- 

nor, Arabia, Egypt, Morocco, and Algeria, in its natural habitat, is an 

evergreen shrub, with a crooked stem, and seldom attains six feet in 

height. From the circumstance of its growing near Paris, where it 

bears the winter quite well in the open air, though losing its leaves 
in the autumn, it doubtless would be adapted to the climate of our 

Middle and Southern States. 

On this shrub, it may be unnecessary to state, is found the well- 

known ‘‘gall-nuts’’ of commerce, which are extensively used in the 
manufacture of writing-ink, and in dyeing. These excrescenzes are 

the product of the gall-fly, (Cynips scriptorum,) a small insect of a 
pale-brown color, which may often be found enclosed in the galls sold 

in the shops of the druggists, collected before the fly had made its 
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escape. The natural history of the family to which this insect 

belongs may be given in a few words, although the physiological 

nature of the changes that take place in the action of the juices 

of the plants attacked by them, whereby galls of a very great di- 

versity of form are produced, has not been ascertained. The female 

cynips is furnished with an instrument, or ovipositor, of a curved 

form, which, in most of the species, is concealed in the abdomen, with 

the extremity only slightly exposed. After impregnation, ne eggs 

are deposited by means of this boring instrument, which is exsertile, 

Within the leaves or twigs of various trees and shrubs; shortly after, 

the galls are formed on the outside of the attacked part, the eggs 

being forced from the place where they were originally deposited, 

and occupying the centre of the newly formed gall, which is gen- 

erally of a fleshy nature, and serves as food to the young grub when 

hatched. The pupa state succeeds, and is passed either within the 

gall, as in the insect now under consideration, or in the earth, the 

larva having previously to its change eaten its way out ; soon after, 

the insect assumes its imago or perfect state. Hence, it will at 

once be obvious that a gall from which the insect has escaped 

must necessarily contain less of the astringent principle than one 

which has its interior less consumed by the insect remaining enclosed 

therein ; and hence it is that there are two kinds of gall-nuts known 

in commerce: those which still contain the insect, and are known in 

the trade under the names of ‘‘ Black,’’ ‘‘ Blue,’’ or ‘‘ Green’ galls, 

termed yerly by the natives of the country in which they are col- 

lected ; and those from which the insect has escaped, and which are 

called ‘‘ White’’ galls. The latter contain not more than two-thirds 

of the astringent qualities of the former, and are of a pale-brown or 

whitish color, being not so heavy and less compact. 

Should this insect ever be propagated in any part of the United 

States, it would necessarily have to be brought over in the gall nut, in 

the larva state, and then at some period after the introduction of the 

oak itself, unless it should be found that the flies, after coming out, 

would deposite their eggs on some of our native oaks, on which they 

might succeed. 

The Avgilops, or Valonia Oak, piisena eegilops,) is indigenous to 

the islands of the Archipelago, and, indeed, to all Greece, and often 

grows to a height of fifty or sixty feet. It is perfectly hardy in the 

climate of England, from which it may be inferred that it also would 
grow in favorable localities in our Middle and Southern States. 

The cups and acorns of this tree are annually conveyed to Europe, 
where they are in great demand for tanning, and are believed to con- 
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tain more tannin than any other vegetable, in proportion to their 

bulk. These acorns, which are commonly called ‘‘ Valonia,’’ form a 

very considerable article of export of the Morea and the Levant, be- 

ing worth in England from $60 to $70 a ton. The more substance 

there is in the husks, or cups, of these acorns the better. They are of 

a bright-drab color, which they preserve as long as they are kept dry ; 

but dampness injures them, as they then turn black, and become im- 

paired, both in quality and strength. 

A kind of gall is found on this tree somewhat similar to that on 

the Quercus infectoria, and which is employed for the same purposes. 

These galls are rugose, of an angular form, and are either the fruit 

itself, distorted by the puncture of the insect, (Cynips quercus calycis, ) 

or merely the scaly cup which is enlarged into a gall. 

The Date Tree (Phcenix dactylifera) is indigenous to Syria, Ara- 

bia, and the lower parts of Persia, Egypt, and Northern Africa, 

whence it was introduced into the South of Europe; and it is also 

more or less cultivated in British India, South Africa, and in some 

parts of America. Though belonging to the extensive family of 

palms, which abound and flourish in most tropical regions, it attains 

perfection only in comparatively high latitudes, and doubtless would 

be adapted to the soil and climate of the more arid regions of Cali- 

fornia and of our Southern States. 
The date is a lofty tree, growing to a height of sixty feet, with a 

rugged trunk, crowned with leaves six or eight feet long, with pinnz 

three feet long, and a little more than an inch broad. The flowers of 

both sexes, which grow on separate trees, come out in very long 

bunches, from the trunk, between the leaves, and are covered with a 

spatha, which opens and withers. Those of the male tree have six 

short stamens, with narrow, four-cornered anthers, filled with pollen. 

The female flowers have a roundish germ, which afterwards becomes 

an oval berry, with a thick pulp, enclosing a hard, oblong sions. 

This berry is the fruit known as the date of commerce, upon which a 

considerable portion of the people of Egypt, Arabia, and Persia almost 

entirely subsist. A single tree will produce from ove hundred to three 

hundred pounds of this fruit in the season. They come into bearing 

at from six to ten years of age, and are fruitful for upwards of two 

hundred years. Being; dicecious—that is, the stamens and pistils 

occurring in the flowers of different trees—the crops entirely fail, or 

the fruit is unfit for food and worthless, if the fecundation is in any 

way prevented. It is a fact worthy of note, however, that the male 
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flowers will keep during the year; and yet, if shaken over the female 

flowers, at the time of opening, impregnation will readily take effect. 

The extensive importance of the date tree, in the countries where it 

occurs, is perhaps one of the most curious subjects to which a trav- 

eler can direct his attention. Independent of the use of the fruit as 

food, the inhabitants make a conserve of it with sugar, and even 

grind the hard stones, to feed to their camels. In Barbary, they 

form handsome beads of these stones. From the Jeaves, they make 

couches, baskets, bags, mats, brushes, and fly-traps; the trunk is 

split, and employed in erecting small buildings, also for fences to 

gardens; and the stems of the leaves are used for making cages for 
their poultry. The threads of the web-like integument at the base 

of the leaves are twisted into ropes, which are employed in rigging 

small vessels. The amylaceous central part of the trunk is also good 

to eat, and the buds are esteemed a delicate vegetable; and even the 

young shoots are said to resemble asparagus. The sap, which is 

sweetish when first collected, and may be drunk as a mild beverage, 

is distilled into a kind of spirit, known in eastern countries by the 

name of ‘‘arrack.’’ . It is obtained by cutting off the head of the tree, 

and scooping out a hollow in the top of the stem, where, in ascend- 

ing, it lodges. Three or four quarts may be obtained daily from a 

single palm, for ten or fifteen days; after which, the quantity de- 

creases until, at the end of six or eight weeks, the stem is exhausted, 

becomes drv, and is used for fuel. 

The Tamarind Tree (Tamarindus indica) is a native of Egypt and 
Arabia, as well as of the East Indies. In the West India islands, 

where it has become naturalised, it is cultivated both for the sake 

of its shade and its acid, cooling, highly grateful fruit, the pulp of 

which is mixed and boiled with sugar, and forms an important article 

of commerce. It is very abundant in Jamaica, growing to a large 

size, and thrives well in the savanas, but most luxuriantly in the 

deep, rich brick mould of that island. This tree was very early 

introduced into England, where it sometimes is knowa to flower ; from 

which circumstance it may be inferred that it would prosper in 

favorable localities in some of our Southern States, and probably 

mature its fruit. 

There is, perhaps, only one species of this genus; but the West 
Indian tamarind, believed to be only a variety, differs so much from 

the Hast Indian, in the form of its fruit and the number of its seeds» 
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that it is regarded by some as specifically distinct.* The pods of the 

West Indian variety are from two to five inches long, containing 

from two to four seeds; but those from the East Indies are almost 

twice as long, and contain from eight to twelve seeds. The seeds in 

both are roundish, somewhat angular, flattened, hard, polished, with 

a central circumscribed disc at each side, and lodged in a quantity of 

soft pulp. When ripe, the pods are of a dull-brown color. 

In Jamaica, the pods, or fruit, are gathered in June, July and 

August, according to their maturity. They must be fully ripe, which 

is known by their fragility, or easily breaking on a slight pressure 

between the finger and thumb: The pulp and seeds are first taken 

out of the pods, and cleaned from fragments of shells, placed in casks, 
in layers, and the boiling syrup from the sugar-house is poured in 

just before it begins to granulate, till the cask is filled; the syrup 

infuses itself into every part of the tamarinds, quite to the bottom, 

and when cooled, the cask is headed for sale. Sometimes a superior 

article is made with clarified syrup, which imparts to the fruit a more 

agreeable taste. The Hast Indian tamarind differs from that of the 
West Indies, not only in the size and form of the fruit, but in its 

relative sweetness. The former are preserved without syrup or sugar, 

being simply cured with salt. Those employed for domestic use are 

merely dried in the sun. 

The Frankincense or Olibanum Tree (Boswellia serrata) is indi- 
genous to the mountains of Central India, where it is known under 

the name of Sali, and as producing the olibanum of commerce, or the 

gum frankincense of the ancients. It is a lofty tree, with the foliage 

crowded at the extremity of the branches, and is frequent in the forests 

between the Sone and Nangpur, from which circumstance it may be 

inferred that it would be adapted to the soil and climate, in favorable 

locations, in some of our Southern States. 

* Correction.—It may here be stated that the account of the Tamarind Tree, as growing 

in Virginia, which appeared at page 321 in the Agricultural Report of the Patent Office 

for 1854, is incorrect. Doubts were expressed at the time the statement was received as 

to the probability of such a circumstance, for it was believed that the climate of Virginia 

was too severe for the successful growth of this fruit in the open air. I will only add, 

that the tree in question proves to be the ‘‘ Honey Locust,’’ (Gleditschia triacanthos,) which 

zrows wild in abundance in Louisiana, Mississippi, Kentucky, and Tennessee, and is 

sparingly produced east of the Alleghanies, from Pennsylvania to Florida. Its fruit con- 

sists of flat, crooked, pendulous pods, from twelve to eighteen inches in length, of a red- 

dish-brown color, the pulp of which, for about a month after maturity, is very sweet, but, 

in a few weeks after, becomes extremely sour. Formerly, sugar was extracted from 

these pods, and a beer was made from them by fermenting the pup while fresh. 
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Olibanum distils from incisions made in the bark of the tree during 
the summer months, occurring in the form of semi-transparent 

masses, or tears, of a pale-yellowish or pink color, solid, hard, and 

brittle. It has a bitterish acrid taste, and, when chewed, sticks to the 

teeth, and renders the saliva milky. When heated, it burns brilliantly, 

and diffuses an agreeable odor, in consequence of which, in the early 

ages, it was much used as incense in the sacrifices, and, in modern 

times, the Greek and Roman Catholic churches still retain the use of 

frankincense, in some of their ceremonies. It is seldom employed 
for other purposes, except as a perfume in the rooms of the sick, 

although other gums bearing that name are in more general use, 

and are by many regarded as identical with it; for instance, Lam- 

arck designates the gum of the Amyris gileadensis by this name; 

Forskal and Sprengel, that of the Amyris kataf; while Linneus 

erroneously thus denominates the resin of the Juniperus lycia. 

The Balsam of Gilead Tree (Amyris gileadensis) is a native of 

Arabia, and grows spontaneously in the mountains of Yemen. Al- 

though not indigeneous to Judea, it was cultivated with great perfec- 
tion many years before Christ, in the gardens of Jericho, on the banks 

of the Jordan; and it is from Gilead, in that country, whence the 

merchants brought the resinous product to Egypt, that is derived the 

appellation of ‘‘ Balsam of Gilead.”’ 

This shrub, or tree, which seldom exceeds fourteen feet in height, 

has a trunk eight or ten inches mn diameter, with many spreading, 

crooked, purplish branches, having protuberant buds, loaded with 

aromatic resin. The great value set upon this drug in the Hast is 

traced to the earliest ages. When Alexander the Great was in Judea, 

a spoonful of the balsam was all that could be collected on a summer’s 
day ; and, in the most plentiful year, the great royal park for these 

trees yielded only six gallons. It was consequently so dear that it 

sold for double its weight in silver. That of the best quality is said 

to exude naturally, but the inferior kinds of the present day are ex- 

tracted by boiling the branches. It is at first turbid and white, df a 

strong, pungent, agreeable, aromatic odor, and of a slightly bitter, acid 

taste; upon being kept it becomes thin, limpid, of a greenish hue, 

then of a golden yellow, and at length of the consistency of honey. 

This balsam is highly prized among Eastern nations, particularly by 

the Turks and Arabs, both as a medicine and an odoriferous unguent 

and cosmetic. It has been highly extolled as a powerful anti-septic, 

vulnerary, and preventive of the plague. Its great scarcity, however, 
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has prevented it from coming into use among European and Ameri- 

can practitioners. It is extremely liable to adulteration, and, from 

its high price, and difficulty to be obtained, it is believed that not a 

single ounce of the genuine article can be found in this country, nor 

even in Europe. 

The Eygptian Gum-Arabic Tree, (Acacia vera,) which affords the 

finest gum-arabic of commerce, is a native of the sandy deserts of 

Arabia, Egypt, and the western parts of Asia; it also grows abun- 

dantly in Barbary and other parts of Africa, particularly in the 

Atlas mountains. In Morocco, or Barbary, where this tree is 

called Aételeh, it rises to a height of several feet, having a crooked 

stem, covered with a smooth grey bark, while that of the branches is 

of a yellowish-green, or purplish tinge. At the base of the leaves, 

there are two opposite awl-shaped spines, growing nearly erect, 

and having a slight, glandular swelling below. The wood is hard, 

and takes a good polish. Its seeds, which grow in a hard coriaceous 

pod, resemble those of the lupine, yield a reddish dye, and are used 

by tanners in the preparation of leather. 
The gum exudes spontaneously from the bark of the trunk and 

branches of the tree, ina soft or nearly fluid state, and hardens by 

exposure to the air, or to the heat of the sun. The more sickly the - 

tree, the more gum it yields ; and the hotter the weather, the more 

prolific it is. A wet winter and a cool or mild summer are unfavora- 

ble to the crop. It begins to flowgin December, immediately after 

the rainy season, near the time of the flowering of the tree. After- 

wards, as the weather becomes hotter, incisions are made through the 

bark, to assist the exudation of the juice. The gum, when new, 

emits a faint smell, and when stowed in the ware-house, it may be 

heard to crack spontaneously for several weeks; and this cracking is 

the surest criterion of new gum, as it never does so when old. 

Several kinds of gum, yielded by different trees, are occasionally 

to be met with, but that which is commonly substituted for it is 

brotight from the Island of Senegal, on the coast of Africa, and is 

called ‘‘ Gum Senegal.”’ 
The Mastic Tree (Pistacia lewtiaans), 4 is a native of the south of 

Europe, the Levant, and the west of Asia, and probably could be cul- 

tivated with success in California, and perhaps in some parts of the 

South. This tree, which seldom exceeds twelve feet in height, with 

a trunk ten inches in diameter, is covered with a smooth, brownish 

bark, and produces the resin known in commerce under the name of 
‘‘mastic.’’ Itis cultivated in various parts of Continental Europe, par 

ticularly in Italy and Portugal, but no resin is said to flow from it in 
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those climates. The culture is very simple, and is attended with but 
little trouble, consisting of nothing more than keeping the surface of 

the soil clean. It does not require any pruning, but, on the contrary, 

the cultivators endeavor to prevent the trunk from growing in a hand- 

some form. The more crooked the stem, the greater the yield of 

resin. In the island of Chios, the officinal mastic is obtained most 

abundantly by making transverse incisions in the bark, from which 
the resin exudes in drops, and, hardening on the trees, or running 

down and concreting on the ground, is thence collected for sale or use. 

The time chosen for nvaking these incisions is about the beginning of 
August, when the weather is dry. In the course of the following 

day, the mastic begins to appear in drops, which continue to exude 

till the end of September. Cloths are frequently spread under the 

trees, so that the mastic, which falls, may not be intermixed with im- 

purities or earth. 
The Quassia Plant, (Quassia amara,)a native of Surinam, is a 

beautiful shrub, or low tree, the roots, bark, and wood of which af- 

ford the true officinal quassia of commerce. This plant is sufficiently 

hardy to withstand the summer climate of England, where it flowers 

freely for several months, from which circumstance it is believed 

that it would succeed well in favorable localities in our Southern 

States. 
Aside from its use as a bitter tonic, in materia medica, it is csserted 

that the brewers in England have, of late years, used quassia-wood 

instead of hops. Beer made with it, however, does not keep well, 

but soon becomes muddy and flat, has a mawkish taste, and runs into 

acetous fermentation. Consequently, it is less nutritious and whole- 

some than that which is properly hopped. This wood, from its nar- 

cotic power, is also used to poison flies. 
The Egyptian Senna Plant (Cassia senna) grows spontaneously in 

Syria, Arabia, and Upper Egypt, and is cultivated in Italy, the West 

Indies, and other parts of the world, for its leaves, which form a con- 

siderable article of commerce. This shrub has also been grown in Erfg- 

land, but, as it is an annual, it becomes necessary to sow the seeds 

early in the spring, in a hot-bed, which adds much to the labor and 

expense of its cultivation. . 

‘his plant rises with a somewhat woody, erect, branching stem, to 

a height of about two feet. Theleaves, which form the true senna of 

the shops, are green, without any yellowish cast. Itis stated that, at 

Cairo, the traders mix the leaves of other plants with those of the 
true senna, in the proportion of 500 parts of the Cassia lanceolata, 
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which are of a bright yellowish green, 300 of Cassia senna, and 200 

of Cynanchum arquel. 
The Rhatany Plant, (Krameria triandria,) indigenous to several 

provinces in Peru, delights in dry, argillaceous or sandy soils, and 
grows on the declivities of mountains exposed to the intense heat of 

the sun. How far it would succeed in California, or in favorable 

localities in our Southern States, can only be determined by actual 

experiment. 

This plant partakes of the form of an under-shrub, with very long, 

much-branched, spreading roots, of a blackish-red color externally, 

red within, and having an intensely styptic, bitter taste. The stem 

is procumbent, round, and divided into numerous spreading branches, 

which, when young, are white and silky, but afterwards become naked 

below, and acquire a black color. The flowers put forth nearly all 

the year, but most luxuriantly in October and November. It is col- 

lected in considerable quantities, and from it a beautiful extract is 

prepared, which, as well as the root, is imported into Spain and 

Portugal for improving the color, astringency, and richness of red 
wines. The root, however, which is somewhat larger than a goose. 

quill, is the part most used for this purpose. The cortical part, 

in which its sensible qualities predominate, is very thick, and breaks 

short. The ligneous part, which is tough and fibrous, is somewhat 

mucilaginous. On being slightly masticated, the root discovers a 

very grateful astringency, which is perceptible for some time to the 

palate, and is slightly aiomatic and bitter. These qualities, as weil 

as the coloring matter, are imparted both to cold and boiling water, 

as well as to proof-spirit. The tincture made with brandy approaches 

very nearly to the flavor of Port wine. 

The simple tincture is made by adding three ounces of the root to a 

quart of proof-spirit, and is much used by dentists, combined with 

equal parts of rose-water, as a lotion to astringe the gums, and correct 

any unpleasant foetor of the mouth. Equal parts of powdered rhatany- 

rodt, orris-powder and areca-nut charcoal, are stated to form the best 

tooth-powder in use. 
The Bunya-Bunya, (Araucaria bidwellii,) a half-hardy evergreen, 

indigenous to some of the northern districts of New South Wales, is 

easy of propagation by cuttings or layers, and it is believed would he 

a desirable acquisition to New Mexico or some of our Southern States. . 

It was introduced into England about twenty years ago, but will not 

bear the climate near London, without protection during winter. It 

also has found its way into some of the conservatories of the Northern 
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and Middle States of the Union, where it is not adapted for open cul- 

ture, except in the milder and warmer months. 

This tree, perhaps, is deserving of a more extended notice, not 

because the quality of its timber is superior to that of most other 

pines, but because each tree belongs to some one individual of the 

abcrigines of the country in which it abounds. It grows in ‘‘ scrubs,”’ 

or ranges of hills or mountains, but is not found in a wild state 

further south than the range dividing the water-falls of the Brisbane 

and Burnett; but, in the Wide-bay district, in the twenty-seventh 

parallel of south latitude, it grows plentifully over an extent of ter- 

ritony about thirty miles by twelve, which bears the name of the 

“‘Bunya-Bunya’’ country. Itis readily distinguished, as it far cver- 

topssevery other kind of tree in the scrub; and, instead of the 

branches pointing downwards, like some of its congeners, they grow 

nearly at right angles from the trunk, with rather a curve, or an in- 

clination upwards. Its height is represented to be immense, some- 

times presenting a naked trunk to the height of one hundred and 

sixty feet before the branches begin to appear ; which, in old trees, in 

their wild state, only grow near the tops, owing to the want of light 

in the scrub; but, if planted out in an open state, they feather down 

quite to the ground. The leaves are of a rich dark-green, and so 
sharp-pointed that they are prickly tothe touch. The cones, or fruit, 

are very large, growing quite to the extreme tip of the tree, and are 

only plentiful every third year. In appearance, they are like immense 

fir-cones, sumetimes occurring twenty-seven inches in length and 

twenty-five inches in diameter, and before they are quite ripe are 

of a beautiful green color. Attached to the rachis, or core, which 

runs through the centre of each cone, there are often as many as one 

hundred and twenty nuts, or seeds, about an inch and a half in length, 

resembling in shape and color the kernel of an almond. When the 

proper season arrives, the natives assemble in great numbers, often 

from a distance of several hundred miles, for the purpose of collecting 

and eating these seeds, which they generally roast. Each tribe has 

its own peculiar set of trees, and each family, as well as each indi- 

vidual, its own particular allotment. These rights are handed down 

frori generation to generation, with the greatest exactness, and if any 

one is found in a tree not his own, the inevitable consequence is a 

fight. This is believed to be the only hereditary personal property 

possessed by the aborigines of Australia, and is, therefore, generally 

adhered to with the greatest respect. 

The Deodar or Indian Cedar, (Cedrus deodara,) bids fair to prove 
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a valuable acquisition, not only to the list of our ornamental, but to 

that of our valuable timber trees. This lofty and very graceful object 

is a native of the Himalayas, Nepal, Kamaon, and of regions as far 

north as Cashmere, at elevations of from 7,000 to 12,000 feet above 

the level of the sea, where it attains a great altitude, even surpass- 

ing in dimensions the cedar of Lebanon, rarely falling short of a 

height of one hundred and fifty feet, with a trunk thirty or more feet 

in circumference. Its wood is described as of first-rate quality, being 

compact, resinous, highly fragrant, of a deep rich color, which has 

been compared to that of a polished brown agate. It is also of the 

most durable nature, instances being on record where its timber, 

employed in the roofsof buildings, was found perfectly free from 

decay after a period of upwards of two hundred years; and pieces 

of it from the Zein-ul-kadal bridge, in Cashmere, proved but 

little decayed, although exposed to the action of water for four hun- 

dred years. 
The loftiness and spreading branches of this tree accord admirably 

well with the description given of the cedar in Holy Writ, but not 

with the ‘‘ Cedar of Lebanon”’ of the present day. Its wood, which 

is regarded as almost incorruptible, from its hardness and the fineness 
of its grain, perhaps, could be as easily wrought as that employed in 

the construction of Solomon’s Temple. The principal difficulty, with 

reference to its being identical with the cedar mentioned in the 

sacred writings, is, that it has never been found on, nor near, Mount 

Lebanon ; yet it might have formerly grown there in abundance, and 

subsequently disappeared, and given place to another species, as is 

frequently the case in many parts of the globe in modern times. It 

is regarded by the Hindoos as a sacred tree, and, in some places, is 

highly venerated, never being used, except to burn as incense on 

occasions of great ceremony ; but, in others, it is employed for the 

purposes of construction, as a valuable timber tree. 

In addition to the superiority of its wood, the deodar is highly 

ornamental, and sufficiently hardy to thrive in any part of the United 

States south of the Delaware; except at great elevations. Much en- 
couragement has recently been given to its propagation in England, 

for its timber. Several thousand bushels of the seeds were impdtted 

some four years ago from India, by the way of Egypt, and placed in 

the hands of reliable nurserymen, to cultivate, on condition that they 

should return one-half of the product to the government at the 

expiration of three years. By this means, upwards of a million 

seedlings of this valuable tree have been added to the wealth of the 
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kingdom, many of which, at some future day, may prove subservient 

to the purposes of construction or the defence of the country. Would 

not this example be worthy the imitation of our own government, by 

establishing plantations of the deodar, as well as of the live-oak, in 

favorable localities, at accessible points along the seaboard of our 

Middle and Southern States? No branch of agriculture claims a 

stronger degree of public attention than the planting of timber, 

which, in the present state of our country, would form the true basis 

of national prosperity, in preserving its peace and perpetuity by the 

strength and permanency of its naval force. Though, in times of 

peace, a great number of ships of war may not be deemed necessary, 

yet the old adage is true: ‘‘ He who has his sword by his side, seldom 

wants to useit.’’ With equal force we are impressed with the wise 

admonition of Galgacus, the brave leader of the Caledonians, who 

flourished in the first century: ‘‘ Think of your ancestors ; think of 

posterity.” 
In conclusion, whether we consider the suggestions herein offered as 

agriculturists or economists, or as moralists and patriots ; whether 

we look to their effects on the wealth, happiness, and perpetuity of 

our Union; we cannot fail to cultivate and cherish the enterprise, 

and ever regard it as a sacred duty. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

D. J. BROWNE, 

Hon. Cuartrs Mason, 

~ Commissioner of Patents. 
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DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

INFLUENCES OF THE CHANGE OF SOIL OR CLIMATE ON 
ANIMALS, AND OF THE VARIATION OF THEIR FOOD. 

BY D. J. BROWNE. 

Or the domesticated quadrupeds, which man transports to every 
part of the habitable globe, and subjects to various kinds of manage- 
ment, both in regard to heat and cold, moisture and dryness, as well 
as to labor and nourishment, it cannot be denied that considerable 
changes are manifested in their form, contour, size, color, and secre- 
tions ; but these, in general, are merely superficial, the animals being 
greater or less in bulk, with longer or shorter limbs and horns, or 
even an entire absence of the latter, having a larger or smaller mass 
of fat on the shoulder or rump, or being covered with a coat of finer, 
coarser, thicker, or thinner hair, down or wool; still, these differ- 
ences, when proper care is taken to prevent crossing, usually continue 
for a long period in those races or breeds that have been transported 
to countries remote from those in which they were originally pro- 
duced. They also depend upon determinate circumstances, and their 

,extent increases or diminishes in proportion to the intensity of the 
causes which occasion them. 

Upon these principles it has been observed that the most super- 
ficial characteristics are the most variable. Thus, color depends much 
upon light; thickness of hair or wool, upon heat or cold; and size, 
form, or the secretion of milk, upon the scarcity, abundance, or qual- 
ity of food. It is not to be understood, however, that these varia- 
tions constitute the differences in the races or varieties of our domes- 
tic breeds, but that they have long existed with similar forms and 
habits as at present, either acquired and accumulated through a se- 
ries of generations, which, in the course of time, have become heredi- 
tary, or that they have ever retained their original and typical castes 
from their earliest progenitors. 

In respect to the effects produced by the change of food and cli- 
mate on our domestic animals, I would cite the instance of the horse : 
given in the Agricultural Report of the Patent Office for 1854. 
If the London ‘‘ Dray’’ be conveyed to Arabia and subjected to the 
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same influences as the native horses of that country are exposed, in 
the course of a few generations, he will present the leading charac- 
teristics of the Arabian horse. The head will gradually diminish in 
size, the limbs will become fine and clear, the massive proportions of 
the whole body will disappear, and not only will the external form of 
the native be acquired, but, aside from this, something also of the 
chivalrous disposition or spirit. Again, if the race thus improved be 
conveyed back to the central or northern parts of Europe, it will gradu- 
ally deteriorate, and, in the course of some generations, will assume 
all its original proportions. These facts would tend to prove that the 
Arabian horse cannot long exist in perfection in the cool, humid climate 
of Britain; and the influences arising indirectly from that cause are re- 
garded as the principal reasons of the change. It has also been as- 
certained that the large coach horses of Leicestershire, in England, 
when carried to some parts of Yorkshire, where the pasturage is more 
sparse, degenerate and become small; and that the ‘‘ Pad’’ and 
saddle horses of the last named county, when brought to Leicester- 
shire to breed, change into a fleshy animal with large heavy limbs. 

There is also another class of interesting facts connected with this 
subject: If sheep dre carried from either of the temperate zones to 
the burning plains of the tropies, after a few years, material changes 
take place in their covering. The wool of the lambs, at first, grows 
similar to that in the temperate climates, but rather more slowly. 
When in a fit state for shearing, there is nothing remarkable about 
its quality, and, when shorn, it grows out again as with us; but, if 
the proper time for shearing be allowed to pass by, the wool becomes 
somewhat thicker, falls off in patches, and leaves underneath, a 
short, close, shining hair, exactly like that of the goat in the same 
climate, and wherever this hair once appears there is never any re- 
turn of wool. Numerous facts of a similar nature have also been 
observed in other animals: For instance, in the Cashmere goats 
which have been brought down from the mountains of Thibet to 
Kanour, in British India, where the mean annual temperature is but 
65° F., the down, or undervest, of their wool, that grows in colder ch- 
mates directly under their fine, long, silky hair, wholly disappears 
the first year. 

In pursuing the subject still further, it may be stated, that the horned 
cattle originally taken to the Pampas, beyond Buenos Ayres, by the 
earliest Spanish settlers, have undergone a most singular modification 
of the bones of the head, consisting of a shortening of those of the nose 
together with the upper jaw. This race, or breed, called niata, exter- 
nally appear to hold a similar relation to other cattle as the bulaias 
does to other dogs, their foreheads being very short and broad, wit 
the nasal end turned up, and the upper lip much drawn back; the lower 
jaw projects beyond the upper, and has a corresponding upward curve, 
in consequence of which the teeth are always exposed to view. From 
their very open and high-seated nostrils, short heads, and protuberant 
eyes, when standing or walking, they assume a most Iudicrous, self 
confident air. It may further be remarked, that their hinder legs 
are rather long, when compared with the foremost ones, which adds 
to their awkwardness, by bringing their heads near to the ground. 
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It is also a notable fact, that cattle reared for several generations 
on rich soils, as those in the West Riding in Yorkshire, in England, 
become very large and fat, and are distinguished by the shortness of 
their limbs, while, in drier or colder situations, their whole bulk is 
less, and their legs are more muscular and strong, which powerfully 
verifies the truth of the axiom in breeding that, ‘‘ Good cattle are 
coincident with good soil,’’ and are never found as a race on a bad 
one, as is manifested on the Isle of Skye, on the west coast of Scot- 
land, where the cows, when exposed to the rigors of winter are often 
reduced to mere skeletons in the spring, many of them not being able 
to rise from the ground without help, but recover as the season be- 
comes more favorable to the production of grass. Then they acquire 
new flesh, which is both tender and sweet. The fat and lean are not 
so much separated in them as in the beef reared further south, but 
are interlarded, as it were, which renders the meat very agreeable to 
the taste. 

Tn New Granada, and other inter-tropical countries, the cow also 
undergoes another remarkable physical change: she furnishes a sup- 
ply of milk no longer than the period her calf is running by her 
side; when it ceases to suck, the milk immediately dries up. This, 
doubtless, is owing in a great degree to the high temperature of her 
blood and the increased flow of perspiration, which are generally 
manifested in all cattle of the warmer portions of the torrid zone. 

In arriving at the more immediate object of this paper, I would offer a 
few observations on the character of some of the internal and exter- 
nal structures of the organs of animals, chiefly those of ruminants, in 
order to arrive at a knowledge of them as indications of their capaci- 
ty for fattening and reaching an early maturity. Let it first be stated 
that the chief utility of rumination, as applicable to all the animals 
in which it takes place, and the final purpose of this wonderfully 
complicated function in the animal economy, are still imperfectly 
known. Whatever may be our ignorance of its object or cause, it is 
certain that the nature of the food has a considerable influence in aug- 
menting or diminishing the necessity for the performance of that func- 
tion. Thus, dry food requires to be entirely subjected to a second mas- 
tication before it can pass into the third and fourth stomachs, while a 

eat portion of that which is moist and succulent, passes readily into 
ihbde cavities on its first descent into the second stomach. It may 
here be remarked that in the young calf, and also in the lamb, we 
find the fourth stomach considerably the largest, being fully. devel- 
aped, while the other three are but imperfectly so. This arises from 
the fact of the nutriment on which the young animal subsists (its 
mother’s milk) being in so matured a state as to require compara- 
tively but little exertion for the organs of digestion. The other three 
stomachs, therefore, are not required until the young ruminant begins 
to crop the crude herbage or to feed upon dry fodder or hay, when 
the digestive apparatus gradually becomes developed. 
When a calf or lamb commences feeding upon solid food, then it 

begins to ruminate; and, as the quantity of solid aliment is in- 
creased, so does the size of the first stomach increase until it attains its 
full dimensions. In the latter case, the first stomach has become 
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considerably larger than the other three cavities taken together. 
A curious modification of this organ to adjust itself to the altered 
condition of the animal is beautifully shown in the instance now 
under consideration, the nature of which will be easily understood by 
a reference to the accompanying diagrams, giving the exact relative 
proportions of the different cavities of the stomach to each other in 
the young calf, and in the adult cow. 

The four stomachs of a Calf, with their relative proportions. ” 

The letter a, denotes the first stomach, or paunch; 8b, the second 
stomach, or honey-comb bag; c, the third stomach, or many-plies ; 
@, the fourth stomach, or reed; e, a portion of the cesophagus, as 
connected with the first stomach ; /, the pylorus, or opening into the 
intestines. 

A knowledge of the above-named facts has taught the intelligent 
breeder that care must be taken to feed the calf at first with the milk . 
of its own dam, which, at the time of its birth, is of a peculiar cha- 
racter, and acts as a gentle purge, indispensable to its health at this 
critical period, but which would be hurtful at a later stage of its 
growth. In order to preserve its thriftiness and health, it should 
have an abundance of new milk, warm from the cow for the first two 
or three weeks, after which, it may be gradually trained to eat more 
substantial or solid aliment, alternately with new milk, sweet clover 
hay, Indian meal, or the best grass the farm can afford, until com- 
pletely weaned. If fed entirely upon milk, until the time of wean- 
ing, it is obvious that the fourth stomach of the calf would be un- 
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able to receive and perfectly digest the recently swallowed herbage or 
hay, without its having previously undergone the process of rumina- 
tion ; and that each of the other three stomachs would be quite as unpre- 
pared to perform its proper functions until the fourth had become suffi- 
ciently developed to perform its part. Hence, if a calf be suddenly 
changed from a diet consisting purely of milk to one wholly of grass 

The four stomachs of an adult Cow, with their relative proportions. 

or hay, a suspension of healthy functions must necessarily take place, 
which will ever after more or less affect its successful growth. While 
on this subject, it may be stated that there is a great diversity in the 
milk of cows, which is increased by many circumstances, such as her 
age, the condition she is in, the proximity or remoteness of the 
time of her calving, and, above all, the manner in which she 
is fed. It frequently happens that, of cows, not only of the same 
breed, but even those which are the offspring of the same parents, 
fed on the same farm, and in the same manner, the one will yield 
more milk than the others. Cows too old or too young also give 
less milk than those of middle age. A lean cow never gives so much 
milk as one in good condition. Cows generally give more milk for a 
few weeks after they have calved than they do at any other time. 
The food with which they are fed has a powerful influence on the 
milking properties of all cows; and the mode in which they are 
reared has a considerable effect on their capacity to give milk. A 
cow reared on bad or indifferent pasture and scanty subsistence will 
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never turn out so good a milker as one reared on pasturage which is 
sweet and rich. From these and other circumstances, itis not easy 
to determine the average quantity of milk given by a herd of cows. 

The health of an animal depends chiefly on the supply of nutr+ 
ment which it receives being equal to the waste that is going on in its 
body. Healthy adults weigh as much at the end as at the beginning 
of the year; and this depends on their having had sufficient food to 
supply the waste which has been going on in the system. In young 
and growing animals, it is somewhat different. They require a larger 
supply of nourishment than there is waste, because their bodies ‘are 
constantly increasing in size, which arises chiefly from the activity of 
their respiration and nutrition even from the moment of their birth. 
Milk, the food that nature supplies them with at this period, is well 
adapted to assist the functions of organic life, which are now more 
active than in adults. Its chief ingredients are nitrogenized matter, 
(casein,) and phosphates, for developing the system, and carbonised 
materials (butter and sugar) for supplying animal heat. The casein, 
or cheesy matter, is the nitrogenous principle, and affords nourish- 
ment to the muscular and other tissues; the phosphates principally 
are expended in the formation of hair and bones, and are also neces- 
sary for the healthy functions of the body ; and the butter and sugar 
are the materials, which, by their combustion, supply heat to the 
body. Thus in milk, we have all that is necessary for the growth of 
the young animal, and it is the type and representative of all food ; 
for, unless an aliment contains the principles of milk, it is not fitted 
for the promotion of the health and perfect development of the body. 
And, besides, the stomachs of young animals are not adapted for ex- 
tracting the nitrogenous principles from food, and the casein of milk 
is supplied to them ready separated. In the young ruminant, as the 
calf, the first three stomachs, as before stated, into which the food of 
the adult animal enters before it is digested, are not used at all. 
The milk passes at once into the fourth stomach. Hence the neces- 
sity of weaning these animals gradually, in order that their stomachs 
may be fully able to prepare the raw food for digestion. A large 
quantity of the casein in milk is required for the rapid development 
of the body ; and the butter, a highly carbonised material, is required 
for supporting a large amount of animal heat. Consequently, it 
is a bad thing to feed calves on skim-milk, as both the butter and 
casein have been removed in the shape of cre.m. THarl Spencer, of 
Fngland, who was very successful in weaning his calves, fed them 
first with new milk, and then with skim-milk and meal, the latter 
supplying the necessary nitrogen and nitrogenised materials. In 
feeding young animals, they should have good food, and there should 
be no stinting them as to quantity. 

In the growth of young animals, as well as the fattening of adult 
ones, it has been found by experience that all exposure to cold should 
be avoided as much as possible, as a low temperature diminishes the 
vitality of the system, and whatever decreases vitality gives a pre- 
ponderance to chemical action in the body, and injury of some kind 
or other will be the result. Exercise is also necessary for the rearing 
of young animals, although it should be avoided in fattening. In 
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order to develop a calf or a lamb, it should be allowed plenty of ex- 
ercise; but, in fattening, another object is to be gained. All motion 
consumes something in the body, which is the cause of the loss of so 
much material in the fattening of the animal. In a similar manner, 
exposure to cold is also an absolute loss. The primary cause of all 
this waste is the increased supply of oxygen to the lungs; for, what- 
ever increases this supply, tends to the waste of the body and the ne- 
cessity for a supply. Where much exercise is allowed to milch cows, 
the produce of butter is small, which arises from the oxygen con- 
suming the carbonaceous material that would otherwise be secreted 
in the milk in the form of butter or cream. With regard to the pas- 
tures which produce the most casein, or cheese, it has generally been 
found that they are poor. It has also been conjectured that the exer- 
cise which the cows take on poor pastures, in order to obtain their 
food, tends to increase the development of the casein in their milk. 
Furthermore, it has been observed that stall-fed cows yield much 
more butter and less cheese than those fed in pastures, or that are 
allowed to run at large when fed upon hay. It may be stated, how- 
ever, that the richness and flavor of milk depend much upon the na- 
ture of the food of the cow. 

In reference to the size and structure of the internal organs of ani- 
mals, as tending to their capacity for fattening or reaching an early 
maturity, it may be stated that large livers and lungs indicate a 
general coarseness of muscle and bone; and hence may be regarded 
as signs of incapacity for taking on fat. It is supposed by some that, 
all animals with large, broad, round chests fatten best, and that they 
have small lungs; but’ this is found not to be the case, for horses 
have narrow chests and large lungs. Southdown sheep have nar- 
rower chests than the Leicester breed, yet they have the largest lungs; 
but the Leicesters are known to fatten sooner. Again, it isa prevail- 
ing opinion among butchers that the fattest cattle have both small 
livers and lungs. This, it will be conceived, must be a necessary 
cansequence, according to the principles just laid down. In all cases 
‘where there is the most oxygen taken into the system there is the 
greatest destruction of carbon, and consequently less carbonaceous 
material deposited in the form of fat. If two bullocks had the same 
quantity of food, and one of them had lungs of double the capacity 
of the other, that bullock would only appropriate half as much of 
his food in the formation of fat. Milk, containing much butyraceous 
matter, it is well known, is produced by cows with small lungs. The 
same holds good with regard to the liver; for, where there is a large 
liver there must of necessity be a large secretion of bile, and conse- 
quently a large destruction of carbonaceous matter. Thus, if two 
animals were to eat 100 pounds of food, and one were to secrete 60 
ounds of bile, and the other only 40 pounds, the food that was not 

formed into bile would be converted into fat; hence the gain on the 
animal with a small liver. 

With regard to external signs, small bones indicate a delicacy of 
constitution in an animal as well as smallness of liver and lungs, 
which shows a tendency to fatten rapidly ; while, in an animal with 
large ears, which are usually accompanied by a general coarseness 
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and Jargeness of bone and muscle, the reverse is the case. The 
“¢mellow feel’’ of an animal depends on the rebounding of the cellu- 
lar tissue, in which is deposited the fat. Where there is much mel- 
lowness, it arises from the blood being easily pressed from one part of 
the cellular tissue to another, and indicates a susceptibility to fatten- 
ing. The chief reason why animals get more rapidly fattened at the 
end of their feeding season is, that the fat accumulating in the abdo- 
men presses upon the diaphragm and abdominal muscles, thus pre- 
venting the more complete action of the lungs, and consequently the 
destruction of carbonaceous materials by the inhalation of oxygen. 
The fat also prevents the oxygen from being absorbed by the skin, 
and diminishes by its pressure the capacity of the liver, and thus also 
adds to the fattening process. To similar causes may be ascribed the 
fact that fattened animals take on more flesh on their hindmost 
quarters than on those before. 

The foregoing views accord in a singular manner with many well- 
established facts connected with the rearing and fattening of stock ; 
but, as it is impossible in this short essay to treat of the subject in all 
its abstruse and interesting course of reasoning, it must necessarily be 
deferred. 

HORNED CATTLE. 

THE POINTS BY WHICH LIVE CATTLE MAY BE JUDGED. 

Were an ox of fine symmetry and high condition placed before a 
person not a judge of live stock, his opinion of its excellencies would 
be derived from a very limited view, and consequently from only a 
few of its qualities. He might observe and admire the beautiful out- 
line of its figure, for that might strike the most casual observer. He 
might be pleased with the tint of its colors, the plumpness of its body, 
and the smoothness and glossiness of its skin. He might be even 
delighted with the gentle and complacent expression of its counte- 
nance. All these properties he might judge of by the eye alone. On 
touching the animal with the hand, he could feel the softness of its 
body, occasioned by the fatness of the flesh. But no man, not a judge, 
could rightly criticise the properties of an ox further. He could not 
possibly discover, without tuition, those properties which had chiefly 
conduced to produce the high condition in which he saw the ox. He 
would hardly believe that a judge could ascertain, merely by the eye, 
from its general aspect, whether the ox were in good or bad health— 
from the color of its skin, whether it were of a pure or cross breed— 
from the expression of its countenance, whether it were a quiet feeder 
—and from the nature of its flesh, whether it had arrived at maturity 
or not. The discoveries made by the hand of a judge might even 
stagger his belief. He could scarcely conceive that that hand could 
feel a hidden property—the touch—which of all tests is the most 
surely indicative of fine quality of flesh, and of disposition to fatten. 
It can feel whether that flesh is of the most valuable kind; and it 
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can foretell the probable abundance of fat in the interior of the carcass. 
In short, a judge alone can discriminate between the relative values 
of the different points, or appreciate the aggregate values of all the 

_ properties of an ox. The parts of the ox by which it is judged, let it 
be remembered, are called ‘‘ points.”’ 

Thus it may be seen that a person even totally ignorant of cattle 
may judge of some of the most apparent properties, or points, of a fat 
ox; but were a lean one placed before him, he would be quite at a 
loss what opinion to pass on its present, and far more of its future, 
condition. The outline of its figure would to him appear rugged and 
angular, and consequently coarse. To him the body would feel as a 
number of hard bones, covered with a tough skin and coarse hair. A 
judge, on the other hand, could at once discover the good or the bad 
points ot a lean as well as of a fat ox; because the properties of the 
former are the same in kind, though not in degree, as those of the 
latter; and, in accordance with the qualities of these points, he could 
anticipate the future condition of the lean ox, save and excepting the 
effects of accidents and disease. 

But, it may be asked, if the qualifications of a judge of cattle may 
be so easily acquired as is here represented, how is it that the opin- 
ion of a judge is always held in deference, and is always referred to 
in cases of difference of opinion? This question admits of a very 
satisfactory answer: Errors in the judging of cattle arise not so fre- 
quently from not knowing the points to be judged of, as from judges 
attributing to one or more of their favorite points too great an 
influence over the future increasing condition of the ox; and as 
long as there are so many points to “be considered, and as most of 
them may be partially altered by local circumstances, a diterence of 
opinion may exist among judges of lean stock. 

Now, what are those. points of an ox, a thorough knowledge of 
which is so essential to constitute a perfect judge? Could they be 
described and illustrated with such precision as that they might be 
applied at once to every ox, in whatever condition he might be, a great 
advancement would be made towards establishing fixed rules for the 
right judging of all the domestic animals. Fortunately, nature has 
herself furnished rules for ascertaining points for judgment, a know- 
ledge of which can nevertheless be only acquired by careful observa- 
tion and long and constant practice. 

The first point to be ascertained in examining an ox is the 
purity of its breed, whatever that breed may be, which may be ascer- 
tained from several marks. The color or colors of the skin of a pure 
breed of cattle, whatever those colors are, are always definite. The 
color of the bald skin on the nose, and around the eyes, 18 always 
definite, and without spots. This ‘last is an essential point. When 
horns exist, they should he smooth, small, tapering, and sharp- 
pointed, long or short, according to the breed, and of a light color 
throughout in some breeds, and tipped with black in others. The 
shape « of the horn, however, i is a less essential point than the color. 

The second point to be ascertained in an ox is the form of its car- 
cass. It is found that the nearer the section of the frame of a fat ox, 
taken longitudinally vertical, transversely vertical, and horizontally, 
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approaches to the figure of a parallelogram, the greater quantity of 
flesh will it carry within the same measurement. That the carcass 
may fill up the parallelogram as well as its rounded form is capabhe 
of filling up a right-angled figure, it should possess the following 
configuration: The back should be straight from the top of the shouk 
der to the tail. The tail should fall perpendicularly from the line of 
the back. The buttocks and ‘‘twist’’ should be well filled out. The 
brisket should project to a line dropped from the middle of the neck. 
The belly should be straight longitudinally, and round latterally, and 
filled at the flanks. The ribs should be round, and should project 
horizontally, and at right angles to the back. The ‘‘ hooks’”’ should 
be wide and flat; and the rump, from the tail to the hooks, should 
also be flat and well filled. The quarter from the aitch-bone to the 
hook should be long. The loin-bones should be long, broad and 
flat, and well filled; but the space between the hooks and the short 
ribs should be rather short, and well arched over with a thickness of 
beef between the hooks. A long hollow from the hooks to the short 
ribs indicates a weak constitution, and an indifferent thriver. From 
the loin to the shoulder-blade should be nearly of one breadth, and 
thence it should taper a little to the front of the shoulder. The neck- 
vein should be well filled forward, to complete the line from the neck 
to the brisket. The covering on the shoulder-blade should be as full 
out as the buttocks. The middle ribs should be well-filled, to com- 
plete the line from the shoulders to the buttocks along the projection 
of the outside of the ribs. These constitute all the points which axe 
essential to a fat ox, and which it is the business of the judge to know, 
and by which he must anticipate what the lean one, when fed, would 
realise. The remaining points are more applicable in judging of a 
lean than a fat ox. 

The first of the points in judging of a lean ox is the nature*of 
the bone. A round, thick bone indicates both a slow feeder, and an 
inferior description of flesh. A flat bone, when seen on a side view, 
and narrow, when viewed either from behind or before the animal, 
indicates the opposite properties of a round bone. The whole bones 
in the carcass should beara small proportion in bulk and weight to 
the flesh, the bones being only required as a support to the flesh. 
The texture of the bone should be small-grained and hard. The 
bones of the head should be fine and clean, and only covered with 
skin and muscle, and not with lumps of fat and flesh, which always 
give a heavy-headed, dull appearance to an ox. The fore-arm and 
hock should also be clean and full of muscle, to endure travelling. 
Large joints indicate bad feeders. The neck of an ox should be, 
contrary to that of the sheep, small from the back of the head to the 
middle of the neck. The reason of the difference, in this respect, 
between the ox and the sheep is, that the state of the neck of the ox 
has no effect on the strength of the spine. 

A full, clear and prominent eye is another point to be considered ; 
because it is a nice indication of good breeding. It is always attend- 
ant on fine bone. The expression of the eye is an excellent index of 
many properties in the ox. A dull, heavy eye certainly indicates a 
slow feeder. A rolling eye, showing much white, is expressive of a 
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restless, capricious disposition, which is incompatible with quiet feed- 
ing. A calm, complacent expression of eye and face is strongly in- 
dicative of a sweet and patient disposition, and, of course, kindly 
feeding. The eye is frequently a faithful index to the state of the 
health. A cheerful clear eye accompanies good health; a constantly 
dull one proves the probable existence of some internal lingerin 
disease. The dullness of eye, arising from the effect of puecuel 
disease, is, however, quite different in character from a natural or 
constitutional phlegmatic dullness. 

The state of the skin is the next point to be ascertained. The skin 
affords what is technically and emphatically called the ‘‘touch’’—a 
criterion second to none in judging of the feeding properties of an om 
The touch may be good or bad, fine or harsh, or, as it is often termed, 
hard or mellow. A thick, firm skin, which is generally covered with 
a thickset, hard, short hair, always touches hard, and indicates a bad 
feeder. A thin, meagre, papery skin, covered with thin silky hair, 
beimg the opposite of that just described, does not, however, afford a 
good touch. Such a skin is indicative of weakness of constitution, 
though of good feeding properties. A perfect touch will be found with 
a thick, loose skin, floating, as it were, on a layer of soft fat, yielding 
to the least pressure, and springing back towards the fingers like a 
piece of soft, thick chamois leather, and covered with thick, glossy, 
soft hair. Such a collection of hair looks rich and beautiful, and 
seems warm and comfortable to the animal. It is not unlike a bed 
of fine soft moss, and hence such a skin is frequently styled ‘‘mossy.”’ 
The sensation derived from feeling a fine touch is pleasurable, and 
even delightful, to an amateur of breeding. Along with it is gener 
ally associated a fine symmetrical form. A knowledge of touch can 
only be acquired by long practice; but, after it is once acquired, it ts 
of itself a sufficient means of judging of the feeding qualities of the 
ox; because, when present, the properties of symmetrical form, fine 
bone, sweet disposition, and a purity of blood, are the general accom- 
paniments. These are the essential points of judging lean cattle; 
but there are other and important considerations which must claim 
the attention of the judge, in forming a thorough judgment of the ox. 

The proportion which the extremities bear to the body and to each 
other, is one of these considerations. The head of the ox should be 
small, and set on the neck as if it appeared to be easily carried by 
the animal. This consideration is of great importance in shewing 
cattle to advantage in the market. The face should be long from the 
eyes to the point of the nose. No face can be handsome without this 
feature. The skull should be broad across the eyes, and only con- 
tract a little above them, but should taper considerably below them 
to the nose. -The muzzle should be fine and small, and the nostrils 
capacious. ‘The crown of the head should be flat and strong, and 
the horns should protrude horizontally from both sides of it, though 
the direction of the growth from the middle to the tip varies in the 
different breeds. The ears should not be large, but should stand a little 
erect, and be so thin as to appear translucent when exposed to the 
sun. The neck should be light, tapering from the front of the shoulder 
and neck-vein, with a gradual rise from the top of the shoulder to the 
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head. The length of the neck should be in proportion to the other 
parts of the animal; but this is a non-essential point, though an 
apparently short neck would be preferred to a long one, Lecause it is 
generally well covered with the neck-vein. A droop of the neck, 
from the top of the shoulder to the head, indicates a weakness of con- 
stitution, arising frequently from breeding too near akin. The legs 
below the knee should be rather short than long, and clean made. 
They should be placed where they apparently bear the weight of 
the body most easily, and should stand wide asunder. The tail 
should be rather thick than otherwise, as thickness indicates a strong 
spine and a good weigher. It should be provided with a large tutt 
of long hair. 

The position of the flesh on the carcass is another great considera- 
tion in judging of the ox, the flesh on the different parts being of 
various qualities. Those parts called the ‘‘spare-rib,’’ ‘‘fore’’ and 
‘‘middle ribs,’’ ‘‘loins,’’ and the rump or ‘‘hook-bone,’’ are of the 
finest quality, and are generally used for roasts and steaks. Conse- 
quently, the ox which carries the largest quantity of beef on these 
points is the most valuable. Flesh of fine quality is actually of a 
finer texture in the fibre than coarse flesh. It also contains fat in 
the tissue between the fibres. This arrangement of the fat and lean 
gives a richness and delicacy to the flesh. The other parts, though 
not all of the same quality, are used for salting and making soups, 
and do not command so high a price as the parts just described. 
A full twist lining the division between the hams, called the 

“closing, ’’ with a thick layer of fat, a thick flank, and a full neck- 
vein, are generally indicative of tallow in the interior of the carcass ; 
but it frequently happens that all these symptoms of laying on inter 
nal fat fail. The disposition to lay on internal fat altogether depends 
on the nature of the individual constitution; for it is often obseryed 
that those animals which exhibit great fattening points on the 
exterior do not fill with internal fat so well as others which want 
these points. On the contrary, thin-made oxen, with flat ribs, and 
large bellies, very frequently produce large quantities of internal fat, 

The first part which shows the fat in a feeding ox, is the point or 
top of the rump, which, in high-bred animals, is a prominent point ; 
sometimes it protrudes too much, as the mass of fat laid on these is 
out of proportion to the lean, and therefore useless to the consumer. 
This is the part which frequently misleads inexperienced judges in the 
true fatness of the ox, because fat may be felt on this part when it is 
very deficient on most of the other points. 

The parts, on the other hand, which are generally the last in being 
covered with flesh, are the point of the shoulder joint, and the top of 
the shoulder. If these parts are, therefore, felt to be, well covered, 
the other and better parts of the animal may be considered ‘ripe. ’’ 
Ripeness of condition, however, can only be rightly ascertained by 
handling, for there is a great difference between the apparent and 
real fatness of an ox. The flesh of an apparently fat ox to the eye, 
may, on being handled by a judge, feel loose and flabby ; buta truly 
fat ox always feels ‘‘ hard fat.’’ With such, the butcher is seldom 
deceived, while loose handlers give no assurance of killing well. 
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It is proper, in judging of the weight of a fat ox, to view his gait 
while walking towards you, which, if he has been well fed, will be 
accompanied with a heavy rolling tread on the ground. In this way, 
a judge can at once come very near to its weight. 

The application of all these rules and considerations to the judging 
of lean stock, constitutes the chief difficulty to the judge. An ox 
in high condition, in so far as its condition alone is under considera- 
tion, can be judged of, as we have seen, by any one; and sometimes 
the fatness may be so great as obviously to deform the symmetry to 
any observer. The superiority of a judge to others, in these cases, 
consists in estimating the weight, observing the purity of the blood, 
and valuing the points of the animal. But in judging of a lean ox, 
its future condition and symmetry must be foreseen. ‘hese rules, if 
studied practically, will enable an inquiring observer to foresee these 
points ; and, in judging between a number of valuable points, it 
should be remembered that purity of breeding will always insure 
aptitude to fatten, which, in its turn, will insure the largest remu- 
neration for the food consumed. D: ye: 

DEVON CATTLE. 

Tue ‘‘Devon,’’ or rather ‘“‘ North Devon”’ cattle, chiefly produced 
in the county from which they take their name, are of great an- 
tiquity, and have been celebrated and justly admired for centuries, 
for their pleasing color, elegant form, gentle temper, active gait, and 
other good qualities, which fit them beyond all other breeds for the 
cart or the plough, if not for the excellence of their milk and flesh. 
Their color is generally a light red, but varying a little, either darker 
or more yellow, seldom having any white, except about the udder of 
the cow, or the belly of the bull, which is little seen, or, perhaps, a 
few white hairs towards the extremity of the tail. On the whole, 
there is scarcely any breed so rich and mellow in its touch, so silky 
and fine in its soft, long hair ; added to which, it has a greater propor- 
tion of weight in the most valuable joints, consuming at the same 
time less food in its production. 

It is to the grazier, then, that this breed is more especially valua- 
ble, as few if any others will rival them in disposition to fatten and 
in the quality of the flesh. Generally speaking, the cows are inferior 
to many others for the purposes of the dairy, but not as respects the 
quality of the milk; for they yield more than an average proportion 
of cream and butter, both of which in Devonshire are proverbially 
known. Some farmers, however, have found them to yield even a 
large produce of milk, so that in this particular much may depend 
on the choice of pasturage, or the manner in which they are kept. The 
general average of the dairies is one pound of butter a day for each 
cow, during the summer months, or as long as they are well fed. 
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This breed will bear transferring to inferior soils, as well as to 
colder and more exposed situations, without suffering in the slightest 
degree. Thus upon the bleak coast of Norfolk, and upon light and 
inferior pastures, they are found to thrive remarkably well, and to 
sustain their flesh upon very indifferent keeping. ' 

For working purposes, the Devons are unequalled, and no deserip- 
tion of cattle can be compared with them, either for quickness of 

_ steps or endurance of ‘‘pluck.’’ There is almost as much difference 
in working between these oxen and those of other breeds, as there is 
in-a light, cleanly, active cart-horse, and the heavy, hairy-legged 
sluggish dray. In Devonshire, they are usually put to labor at from 
two to three years old, according as they are wanted, and worked 
until they are five or six years of age, when they are quickly fattened 
for the butcher. Four young and two old bullocks are required to 
plough an acre a day upon heavy land, but on light soils they will 
do more. In Norfolk, these oxen are also extensively used at the 
plough, one pair being employed in the forenoon from six till eleven 
o’clock, and another pair from one till six in the evening. In this 
manner, they will generally plough upon turnip soil, one acre and a 
half inaday. It is no uncommon thing, however, for a three year 
old bullock to work in a plough alone, and if well kept, he will per- 
form without difficulty all through the spring. But when the 
weather becomes warm he will suffer very much if worked longer 
than five or six hours at a time. In hoeing ridged turnips or man-— 
gold wurzel, with a single plough, or horse-hoe, two steady bullocks, 
one at a time, will walk over five acres in a day; but to do this, they 
must work about eleven hours in a day instead of ten. After a little 
practice, they are preferred to horses, as they are easily managed . 
and turn at the ends without trouble, scarcely injuring a single root. 

For feeding purposes, the Devons possess every qualification to 
fatten, being celebrated for the fineness of their flesh and the lightness 
of their offal; and, although they do not attain so great a weight as 
some other breeds, they will fatten at avery early age. They may 
be made quite fit for the butcher when twenty-seven or thirty months 
ald, and will weigh at that age from 560 to 700 pounds. If kept 
until three years old, or a little longer, they may easily be made to 
weigh from 700 to 840 pounds. 

The period at which the working Devons are fattened greatly 
varies. A favorite old bull is frequently worked too long, and it 
then requires both additional time and quantity of food; but, gener- 
ally speaking, a certain number are fed off each year, and fresh ones 
are broken in to supply their places. These old oxen, when well fed, 
attain a good weight, frequently weighing from 1,120 to 1,260 pounds. 
In this case, however, they are immense consumers, and will devour 
daily, when first put to turnips, 5 or 6 bushels, besides other food. 

For certain districts, the Devons must be considered most valuable 
animals, being hardy and easily kept,upon the most scanty herbage 
on poor soils. Their rich milk and fine quality of flesh, combined 
with their unrivalled working qualities, are becoming more appreci- 
ated than formerly, and they are increasing in importance both in 
Europe and in this country, amongst the other breeds. 
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CHARACTERISTICS, OR POINTS, OF THE DEVON. 
* 

The North Devon bull has a bold countenance, indented forehead, 
clear, full and prominent eyes, surrounded by an orange-colored ring; 
his head is square, with a ight cream-colored muzzle, or nose; his 

horns are moderately strong, a little turned up at their tips, and of a 
wavy color; his back is straight from the hip-bone to the insertion 
of the tail; his hind quarter is full and round quite down to the 
hough, with the thigh full of muscles, and a deep, rich flank; his 
shoulder is also deep and strong from the withers to the chest, and thick 
through the breast behind the elbow; his fore-arm and knee are thick 
and strong, with the bone small and short under the knee; his flank 
is well down the body, which is rather straight underneath. 

The cow has a neat, sharp head, with graceful, upturned horns, a 
very full, clear eye, encircled with an orange-colored ring, and she is 
ofthe same color within the ears; the muzzle, or nose, is narrow, and 
of pale cream color; ber frame is long and straight, symmetrical in 
shape, with good prominent hips and full springing ribs; her hind- 
quarter is long and full; her shoulder round, slanting and full, and 
she is deep from the top of the plate-bone to the breast-point; her 
fore-arm thick down to the knee-bone, and thin and short below the 
knee; her abdomen is straight along the under-side; her flank is low 
down near the hough; she is usually small when compared with the 
bull. 

"he North Devon working. ox has a large, long, straight and sym- 
metrical frame, with a clean, sharp-looking head, clear, prominent 
eye, encircled by an orange-colored ring, a cream-colored nose, and 
long, waxy, upturned horns, which are fine at the points; his shoul- 
der is slanting and well placed; his neck is lean and thin at the 
breast-point; his ribs are rounded and spring out; his hip is high 
and long from the hip-bone to the insertion of the tail, and nearly 
as high as the line of the back; hind-quarter round and full, quite 
to the hough, with great substance and bone; fore-arm, thick and 
large above, but small below the knee, with a good, expansive solid 
hoof. Dia J. BA 

THE CATTLE OF RUSSIA. 

The rearing of domestic animals in Russia forms an important part 
of its agriculture, properly so called, and goes hand in hand with the 
raising of grain. Ifthe one branch of husbandry declines, the other 
suffers ; and their prosperity greatly depends on a good distribution 
of productive soil; or, in other words, on a due proportion of pas- 
tures, meadows, and arable lands. The length and severity of their 
winters, which abridge the season of pasturage; the frequent droughts, 
which render the hay harvests less abundant; and the want of other 
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kinds of prepared fodder, which in many countries supply the inade- 
quacy of the natural pasturage—all of which circumstances, when 
combined, place their husbandry in an ex®eptional position, and re- 
quire a larger extent of meadow land than is elsewhere necessary to 
place the rearing of cattle in a normal relation to the culture of the 
soil. But in Russia, it has been found that this branch of rural in- 
dustry is not always in proportion to the advanced state of the culture 
of the soil. In many of those provinces, where the number of cattle 
and horses raised is large, their quality is very inferior. They are 
small in size and meagre in the production of milk and flesh. It is 
only in districts where cultivation is considerably advanced that the 
two branches, agriculture proper and the rearing of domestic animals, 
are rationally corhbined, and progress at an equal pace. In a large 
proportion of the steppes, (a region corresponding to our prairies, and 
embracing nearly a fifth of the total area of Huropean Russia,) where 
cattle and horses remain at pasture the whole year round, a black 
humus prevails, and the soil is hence so fertile as to demand no other 
manure, and its culture is often so easy that the surface scarcely re- 
quires even to be scratched by the plough. The dung of the animals 
goes to waste, or, in some parts, is consumed as fuel. In other sec- 
tions of the country, however, there are such vast differences—as, 
between North and South—between the regions of the steppes and 
the provinces of the centre—between the latter and the governments 
of the West—that we cannot consider their systems of rural economy 
under one point of view, nor apply to them in a general manner the 
principles derived from the experience of other countries. 

_ In the greater part of those districts where there are few meadows, ' 
and the culture of artificial provender is neglected, it is usual to leave 
the animals upon open pasture until the cold becomes excessive and 
the ground is covered with snow, when it is often necessary to feed 
them upon straw. In the steppes, where meadows and good pastur- 
age abound, the rearing of these animals is left to the care of Provi- 
dence. Tor the want of building timber, it is impossible to house 
them in winter, except in the vicinity of rivers, where sheds of cane 
are constructed for the purpose. In other districts, they put stacks 
of hay around the spot where the cattle are fed, which afford some 
protection against the frosts and drift. It is evident, then, that, under 
such rude husbandry as this, improvements in feeding or breeding, 
and sanatory precautions against epizootic diseases, are alike out of the 
question. 4 

The unsatisfactory condition in which this important branch of 
rural economy is found in some parts of Russia has long attracted the 
attention of the government, and several inquests have been made 
with the view of ascertaining in those localities the causes of this state 
of things and devising aremedy. These causes may be summed up 
as follows: Degeneration, resulting from want of care in the selec- 
tion of breeds ; in some provinces a deficiency of good herbage ; fre- 
quent murrains and other epidemic diseases, which, of themselves, are 
the result of bad nourishment, or of the state of abandonment in 
which the animals are left during the winter ; the want of good vete- 

- rinary surgeons; and, finally, the small profit that can be derived.in 
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some districts from cattle rearing, in consequence of a want of a mar- 
ket for meat, milk, butter, or cheese. 

The products of the dairy in Russia are not very considerable, but 
might become important as articles of commerce, if more care were 
observed in their preparation, and they were made to keep better and 
to be more conformable to the taste of foreign consumers. There are 
many districts, it is true, where local circumstances are unfavorable 
to cheese-making ; but there are also many others where the sole 
impediment consists in carelessness. Of this, no better proof need be 
sought than the fact that several proprietors, who have bestowed on 
the dairy the attention it deserves, have been perfectly successful. 
Among other cases, an instance is cited of a gentleman of Wologda, 
who brought Swiss dairy people to conduct the manufacture of cheese 
upon his estate, and now derives an annual income from that source 
of $3,750 to $4,500. In the Baltic provinces and in Finland, as well 
as in some other districts, the manufacture of cheese has for some time 
past been progressing well. It is also found that, among the pro- 
vision dealers of St. Petersburg and Moscow, imitations of foreign 
cheese of different sorts are sold, which, though inferior, resemble it 
sufficiently to be put off under the names of ‘‘ Gruyére’’ and ‘‘ Duke 
of Gloucester ’’ cheese. 

The preparation of salted butter is less dependent than that of 
cheese upon local circumstances. Requiring only care and cleanli- 
ness, it might anywhere succeed to some extent ; and yet but little of 
it is produced. 

The annual amount of tallow exported from Russia is estimated at 
13,746,480,000 pounds, and an equal quantity, including mutton tal- 
low, is presumed to be used for home consumption in the manufacture 
of soap, stearine, candles, &c. 

The most remarkable races of cattle in Russia may be enumerated 
as follows : 

The ‘‘ Ukraine,’’ Wallach, or Podolian; Little Russia; Donian; 
and the Black Sea breeds. All these denominations are local; but the 
original character, which nearly resembles that of the Hungarian race 
of cattle, has been preserved. They are distinguished for their 
strength, adaptation for field labor, and facility of taking on flesh and 
fat. The latter singularity consists in the fat not growing so much 
on the outside, but penetrating the flesh itself, rendering it juicy and 
more delicate, especially when the beeves have been fed in the rich 
prairies of the Caucasian line. It is for this reason that butchers in 
large towns give preference to this beef over that of the other cattle. 
The cows, however, yield but little milk. This breed is to be found 
from Podolia to the Ural, but the finest type is found at Karlowka, 
in the government of Poltawa. It is also met with in some places in 
the province of Ekathérinoslaw, near the river Samara, and further 
northward in the provinces of Little Russia, but of not so fine appear- 
ance, from the want of good keeping. 

The ‘‘Kalmik’’ breed is intermediate between the Ukraine and 
Russian races. It is of small size and fine flesh, and is able to endure 
any change of climate. All the year round, such cattle can live on 
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the steppes, and during winter subsist on grass, which they obtain 
from under the snow, except when, after rain has fallen and the snow 
is frozen, they cannot break through the ice, and are deprived of food. 
In many districts of country on the Don, the inhabitants prefer 
this race to the Ukraine, though they are less valuable for the pur- 
poses of the dairy and for labor. 

The ‘‘ Russian’’ race, properly so called, has no peculiar charac- 
teristics, as its original type is not easily to be distinguished. In 
general, the cattle of this race are ill-shaped, diminutive in size, and 
not well reared. They are found in the middle, northern and west- 
tern provinces, where they are kept for their milk. In the province 
of Wologda, and in the vicinity of St. Petersburg, this race is im- 
proving from better management. 

To the above races may be added the ‘‘Lithuanian’’ breed, which 
is small, but strongly built, giving an abundance of milk. 
Among the foreign races introduced into Russia is the ‘‘Cholmo- 

gory’ breed, of Dutch origin, distinguished by its fine form and good 
milking qualities. It is found pure only in the districts from which 
it takes its name, in the government of Archangel. The heavy 
bodies of the oxen render them unfit for labor. In general, the cows 
require good keeping and great care, so that the expenses of their 
support are rather excessive, which must be redeemed out of the pro- 
ceeds of their milk. 

The ‘‘ Foigtland’’ race, introduced into some districts of the Bal- 
tic provinces, is remarkable for its medium an and fine appearance. 
The cows content themselves with a rather common food, and give 
plenty of milk. The oxen are well adapted for work. 

The ‘‘Frisland’”’ race begins to be multiplied among the Menonite 
settlers of Molotchan. The cows produce a fair yield of milk. 

The Tyrolese, Scotch and English breeds have been introduced 
and acclimatised in the provinces of the Baltic. The Swiss breed is 
extensively diffused, as is also the Tyrolese, in the kingdom of Poland. 
A cross between the Cholmogory and the indigenous breeds is also 

found in some districts of the government of Archangel, as well as 
those of Wologda, Kalouga, Twer, Kostroma, Jaroslaw, and in the 
districts near the capitals. 

The crossing of foreign races with each other, especially of the 
English, Tyrolese and Swiss breeds, has often been attempted, but 
seldom with success. Asa general rule, cattle of foreign origin do 
not acclimatise well in Russia, except in the districts where the herb- 
age is good. These breeds require more care and better food, and 
likewise yield more readily to epidemics, than those long accustomed 
to the country. The Dutch and Tyrolese breeds appear to have suc- 
ceeded best; but the English cattle seem to be least adapted to the 
Russian climate as well as to its food. 

The divisions of Russia in Europe, with the number of cattle, the 
quantity of arable land, the quantity of meadow land, and the popu- 
lation of each, together with the quantity of arable ahd meadow land 
to each inhabitant, in 1851, are indicated in the adjoining table. 

De J.7 Bs 
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Provinces and govern- Dessiatines* | Dessiatines Dessiatines 
ments of Russia in Anand of of arable | of meadow aap a! to each 

Europe. land. land. Population. | inhabitant. 

ATCNANICEC! =< 5 le case's « 95,200 80,000 157,000 224,800 lei! 
Astrakhan.......... 231,780 150,000 800,000 155,300 6.1 
IBESSATADIA. cveie cle slaicte 570,510 1,300,000 1,200,000 755,400 3.3 
COUrlAN Gs.) 5.5)- ssisievsive 231,700 496,000 314,000 465,800 Uae 
Don Cossacks....++.. | 1,168,740] 2,310,000} 9,540,000 778,000 15.2 
Hkathérinoslaw...... 495,680 1,200,000 1,400,000 906,600 2.9 
HISTHONT Gis) cisfelalan clelelele 126,480 240,000 260,000 273,600 1.8 
WRIA Gy ciia.d <saje'nn.s)0 lee 520,000] 1,071,000} 1,472,500 iD 
(Gh GAGA OCOO NO 47,600 1,470,000 520,000 786,700 2.5 
JATOSIAWis «0.00 ene oes. 502,250 1, 200,000 492,000 881,800 19 
Malougalievs ccs .e'ss' 361,900} 1,300,000 193,000 882,200 17 
Pe ae 361,980] 2,100,000 500,000} 1,311,100 2.0 
Vedran OWertelelsie'asie's «6 584,050 2,100,000 1,350,000 1,048,600 as 
Milberionsssare abdiies os 765,620] 1,400,000] 2,000,000 701,300 4.8 
BIE cages, «x 4 567,390] 2,353,000 445,000] 1,534,200 1.8 
5 591,990} 1,600,000 340,000 | — 1,005,800 1.9 
pre es do's sins 428,550] 2,503,000 613,000| 1,612,200 1.9 
BOW O Rye bin cadens 458,420 | 2,060,000 750,000 887,300 3.2 
NEIGH ate] ofsias sa\s\ofelis) = 324,070 415,000 555,000 740,200 ies 
ea Se A 450,610} 2,820,000] 1,546,000 | 910,400 4.8 
MohMewacoscesc2e¢0 587,370 | 1,700,000 300,000 783,100 2.6 
BOSCONG, ce:afs)ainiats ereiays 292,940} 1,300,000 260,000} 1,132,500 1.4 
Nijni-Nowgorod...... 235,000} 1,800,000 280,000 | 1,100,700 1.9 
Nowgorod......... 517,920 1,300,000 470,000 857,500 aM 
Miovietz. | giants Sat 93,150 370,000 110,000 261,600 1.8 
Oe ee eee era 427,620} 2,400,000 400,000] 1,276,400 2.2 
Orenburg.......s+...| 1,284,080) 4,115,000] 4,452,000] 2,071,700 41 
Bone ah etre Uan daltons 256,380 | 1,600,000 450,000 990,000 2.0 
St. Petersburg....... 162,830 550,000 200,000 553,000 1.4 
Pens wAisisiedie tie siesits 615,150| 2,589,000} 1,993,000] 1,816,900 2.5 
POM iste, «aieca,=<%, esa 406,660] 2,440,000 773,000! 1,510,600 2.1 
Poland....0...++0+{| 1,540,000} 5,445,000} 1,500,000] 4,372,000 1.6 
BOWMAWasisieie'e cs « pees 691,130 2,000,000 1,215,000 1,558,000 Heal 
Pak Wes sanbinisis colons 191,250] 1,400,000 800,000 630,800 3.5 
RIA ZAU oi 0 5a'=tetaieiae » ni 338,370 | — 1,800,000 300,000} 1,294,700 1.6 
BATGLOW > soc. scccm ss 884,650] 2,530,000] 6,513,000} 1,679,000 5.4 
Simbirsk.........0.. 622,820] 2,500,000} 1,600,000) 1,091,200 3.7 
Smolensk......s00- 667,560 | 2,000,000 280,000} 1,029,500 2.2 
BENVFODOR wc sxe cee 631,200 750,000} 4,000,000 960,800 4.9 
Tambow. .-ceswecese 501,090 2,500,000 1,650,000 1,573,900 2.6 
MPR RRIGG)s a:<jpn sera s wes 694,150 750,000] 1,600,000 550,800 4.3 
BWR 0). Sialosed sie'w obs 314,380 | 2,000,000 220,000 | _ 1,023,800 |. 2.2 
Tschernigow......++- 254,150 3,191,000 630,000 1,291,700 3.0 
bh 7 670,550] 1,670,000} 1,290,000} 1,324,600 2.2 
0 ee 741,170| 2,973,000 500,000} 1,885,100 1.8 
Wine». dimer Sle Lie 369,640} 1,170,000 335,000 743,500 2.0 
WitebskntaWisedaais'ss 245,880] 1,600,000 120,000 658,900 2.6 
Wladimir. .......006 439,745 | 1,800,000 280,000} 1,100,600 1.9 
Wolhynia <.....0..65 412,400 2,110,000 777,000 1,389,800 2.1 
Wologda.....seeeees 479,250 800,000 450,000 825,300 15 
IWOQrOne|Osias ace eintascte 784,800 3,007,000 2,400,000 1,585,550 BUS 

————__________ 

Total.........| 24,917,805] 89,777,000 | 60,194,000 56,257,350 

* A dessiatine is nearly 2.7 acres. 
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CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of D. L. RB. Burr, of Centre, Cherokee county, Alabama. 

Our beef cattle generally run in the ‘‘range,’’ until a month or so 
before killing. They are then fed at a cost of about $3 a head per 
month, 

The market value of beef is on an average, 34 cents a pound. 

Statement of T. L. Hart, of West Cornwall, Litchfield county, Con- 
necticut. 

Formerly, cattle were kept here through the winter with very little 
protection except a crooked rail fence ; but, at present, very few good 
farmers build a barn without a cellar in which all their animals are 
stabled at night and in stormy weather. There is much economy in 
this, both in the amount of fodder they consume, and in the better 
condition of the entire herd in the spring. 
We have among our cattle a breed which have been kept on the 

same farms for at least one hundred years. They have not only been 
crossed with the other old breeds of this section, but with the Devons 
and Short-horns, and still retain most of the peculiar characteristics 
of the originals. Our best cattle, however, are crosses between the 
common breeds and the Devons. 

Statement of D. Barnes, of Middletown, Middlesex county, Connecticut. 

Cows are in high estimation with us, as milk and butter always 
command high prices, and find a ready market. 

Good milch cows are worth from $40 to $100 each. 

Statement of Guorcr P. Norris, of New Casile, New Castle county, 
Delaware. 

Most of the cattle of this county are of the common breed. Some 

attention has been paid to the introduction of Devons, which, how- 

ever, are not much in favor. A considerable portion of our beeves, 

which are purchased from the Western drovers, are stall-fed, and 
will compare favorably with those from any section of the Union. 

Good cows are scarce, and $60 is not an unusual price for a good 
milker of the common grade. 

Statement of C. W. Baxsrrt, of Metamora, Woodford county, Lilinois. 

The farmers in this section are making considerable effort to im- 
prove their cattle by crossing with the Durhams and other popular 
breeds. 
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In rearing calves, I would recommend that, for the first two weeks 
after birth, they be allowed all the new milk they want, and then 
taught to eat corn-meal. If a box or trough be provided, shel- 
tered from the rain, to which they can have free access, and it be 
kept constantly filled with meal occasionally mixed with a little 
salt, with two quarts of new milk, twice a day for each calf for some 
four months, with a good pasture for them to run in, they will yield 
the farmer more profit in the end than if managed in any other way. 
A likely bullock, or steer, of common stock, three years old, is worth 

$25. <A good cow with a young calf is valued at something more. 
Beef is bringing $4 50 per hundred. 

Statement of ALEXANDER Heron, near Connersville, Fayette county, 
; Indiana. 

Next to swine, cattle in this section are the most profitable stock 
to raise. It is somewhat difficult to estimate the cost of rearing them 
as they are turned out to pasture in summer and fed during the win- 
ter on various kinds of fodder. Hach animal is expected to thrive 
upon an acre of good grass. After the first year, the total cost of 
rearing may be estimated at $20, leaving a net profit of $15 a head 
at three years old. Those who stall-feed of course expend more in 
the rearing, and receive a larger return. When grain is fed to them 
until they are about four years old, the profits are nearly equal to 
those of hogs. 

Large numbers of Short-horned cattle have been introduced into 
this county from Kentucky, and are much preferred by the butchers 
to the old breeds. 

The value of a bullock, at one year old, may be estimated at $8; at 
two years old, at $20; and at three years old, at $35. The cost of 
transportation to New York, per head, by railroad, by the way of Buf- 
falo, is $14. The cost of driving to Cincinnati is $2 a head. 

Statement of Brnsamin F. Ovetx, of Plum Spring, Delaware county, 
Lowa. 

The cattle of this county are mostly of the common breed. The 
cost of raising until three years old, is about $20, at which age steers 
are worth from $25 to $50, and heifers from $20 to $30 each. Oxen 
are worth from $75 to $150 a pair; calves from $8 to $15 each. 

Statement of L. E. Durvy, of Shelbyville, Shelby county, Kentucky. 

The best cattle we have in this region are the imported Durhams 
and their crosses. The cross upon our indigenous stock improves 
the latter fifty per cent. The value of a good calf, at weaning time, 
is about $10. The increase in value is $10 or $15 a year. The cost 
of keeping is from $5 to $10 per annum. 
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Statement of Samus J. Fuercuer, near Winchester, Clark county, 
Missouri. 

Stock, in general, in this county, are very badly treated, being fed 
merely on straw and late-cut prairie grass, with no cover to shelter 
them during the inclement season. I consider a cross from the Dur- 
ham breed the best, being fine milkers, good workers, and profitable 
for the butcher. A promising bull calf from the ‘‘Clay’’ stock, at six 
months old, is worth about $35, while one of the common breeds is 
valued at only $5 or $6. 

For seven or eight months in the year, our luxuriantly rich prairie 
grass furnishes such excellent pasturage, that I have sold steers to 
the butchers, giving 650 pounds of prime beef at three years old. 
Prairie grass, when cut early and salted, also makes excellent hay. 

Statement of J. W. Jonus, of Knob Noster, Johnson county, Missouri. 

Cattle, in this county, are raised with a considerable profit. The 
Durham breed, crossed with our common cows, is preferred to any 
other, which is worth about as much at three years old as the com- 
mon breed is at four. 

The price of a bullock at one year old is about $9; at two years 
old, $15; at three years old, $20; and at four years old, about $25. 

Statement of W. B. Grpprnes, of Middle Grove, Monroe county, : 
Missourt. 

The cattle raisers of our county have turned their attention for the 
last few years to the improvement of the breed. They have brought 
a great number of Short-horns from Kentucky, and a few from Ohio. 
Either pure-blooded or mixed animals are diffused throughout this 
section of the State. They are considered superior to any other breed, 
notwithstanding they require richer and higher feeding than our 
common stock. When crossed with our ordinary cows, the progeny 
serves excellently well for labor, milk or flesh. 

Stock cattle one year old are worth $12; at two years old, from $16 
to $20; at three years old, from $25 to 30; at four years old, from $35 
to $40. Milch cows are worth from $20 to $30 each, and $18 
when farrow or dry. Beef at home is worth from $5 25 to $5 50 per 
hundred. 

Statement of D. R. Srmuuman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, New 
York. 

There are no pure-bred cattle in this section, although there are 
some high grades of Short-horns which materially improve the old 
breeds for beef without detriment to their milking qualities. Calves 
are usually weaned when two or three months old, when they are 
turned out to grass. The first winter, they are fed with hay anda 
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little meal or roots. The second and third winter they are kept mainly 

on straw, and the autumn following are sold directly from the pas- 

ture, as the fattening of cattle here for the butcher is not extensively 

practised. 
The cost of raising a bullock to three years old is about $7 a year, 

at which age he will bring from $25 to $40. The cost of transporta- 

tion to New York, by railroad, when there are more than one, 18 

$13 17 each. 

Statement of Gursnom Wrisorn, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

Our old race of cattle is nearly extinct. In color they were black, 

brindled, or speckled; they had hollow backs, cat hams, and lopped 

horns. There were among them, however, many noble specimens of 

working oxen, bullocks, and milch cows. Our present cattle consist 
of crosses of the old race with the Devons, Durhams, and Herefords. 
They are still improving, running more and more into the Durham, 
for the reason that this breed for beef and milk is held in the highest 
favor. 

Milch cows are high, selling from $30 to $50 a head. A good pair 
of working oxen will bring from $125 to $160 a pair. The price of fat 
cattle is governed by the New York market, to which they are sent 
by railroad, at about $4 each. 

Statement of Josepn Hatnes, Joraam 8S. Hotes, Joun A. Hows, OLIver 
Green, Jr., and A. F. Dicxrnson, Committee of the Farmers’ Clnb 
Bedford, Westchester county, New York. 

The rearing of horned cattle has not been followed heretofore to 
much extent in this section, our supplies having been obtained almost 
entirely from other parts of the country. But, in consequence of the 
increased value of late, it is now receiving more attention. A good 
demand has always existed with us for veal calves for New York 
market, so much so, that a fat calf from four to eight weeks old 
would sell for as much ag it would at a year old, treated in the ordi- 
nary way, say from $10 to $15. Indeed, the demand has been so 
great, for a few years past, that buyers are in search of them ata 
much younger age, at prices from $1 to $4a head. A common price 
has been from 4 to 6 cents a pound, live weight. 

The kind of stock now most profitable for us to raise is cows, as 
they are in great demand for milk dairies for the supply of the New 
York market. The cost of raising will average at one year old about 
$12, valued also at $12; at two years, $20, valued at $25; and at 
three years old, $30, and valued at $30 or $45 each. The cost of 
transportation to New York by railroad is about $1 50 a head. 
We find the Devons to be the best stock for labor, or their cross 

with other breeds. 
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Statement of E. Marcuam, of Pittsfield, Lorain county, Ohio. 

There is great improvement being made in crossing blooded stock 
en our common cattle in this county. There has been kept, quite a 
number of Devons, Durhams, and Herefords for breeding, and re- 
cently the Ayrshires have been introduced. 

The Devons or their cross on our best common cows make fine oxen, 
of good size, active and tractable, of a beautiful red color, which com- 
mand high prices. Steers are raised to three years old, without much 
grain, for $20 or $25 a head. They bring, when trained to the yoke, 
from $80 to $125 a pair. ; 

The cows, when crossed, are fine for the dairy; and by many are 
thought to excel for this purpose. They certainly make and carry 
the most flesh when fed on grass, of any cattle raised here; and [ 
think, when fattened for the butcher, they will make as good or a 
better return for the expenses incurred on them. 

Statement of Jon Youna, Jr., of Forest Grove, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Neat cattle are raised to a considerable extent in this county, and 
there is a decided improvement in our stock. The Short-horns, 
Ayrshires, and Alderneys are considered the best for dairy pur- 
poses. Some fine stock is produced by crossing these with the 
common cattle. Good milch cows this season range from $25 to $50 
each. <A large majority of the cattle raised in this county are of the 
common stock, small in size, and without any particular recommend- 
ing qualities. 

The cost of raising to the age of three years is about $15. They 
were all milkers when two years old; and, besides furnishing our 
family (twelve in number) with abundance of cream, they yielded last 
year 925 pounds of butter, of which we sold 690 pounds at 25 cents 
per pound, amounting to $172 50, or an average of $28 75 to each 
cow. The surplus milk keeps eight hogs in good condition. The 
butter and milk used for home purposes fully compensates for the 
cost of their keeping. 

Statement of James McK. Snoperass, of Mifflin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Our stock of cattle is varied. We have the Durham, Ayrshire, and 
common cattle, with different crosses from each. The cost of raising a 
heifer till three years old will average $15, and the price at that age 
is from $15 to $25. Cows at present sell high. Good milkers are 
worth from $35 to $45. Many of our farmers think that a given 
quantity of food will produce more meat when fed to half-bloods, or 
the first cross between the Durham and our common stock, than 
when fed to full-bloods. Our Pittsburg market takes all the cattle 
raised in this part of the State, and a large number are also brought 
from Northern and Eastern Ohio, and elsewhere, to supply the demand. 
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Statement of C. Sntvety, of Penn Township, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Very considerable attention has been given to the improvement of 
cattle. Various breeds have been introduced, among them the Dur- 
ham, Hereford, Devon, Alderney, &c. The Short-horns are held in 
high estimation, both for their beef and milking qualities. ‘This is 
the breed most generally sought after. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

Besides the common cattle of this county, there are crosses between 
them and the Durhams and Devons, those of the former being 
considered the best for beef and milk. They are generally fed in 
winter on corn, fodder, and hay. 

Butchers pay from $2 to $3 each for calves, four weeks old, and 
from $12 to $25 for cows. Beef sells for from 4 to 8 cents a pound ; 
tallow, from 10 to 14 cents. 

Statement of Ricuarp Lecunsr, of Stouchburg, Berks county, Pennsyl- 
vania. 

The value of neat cattle here at the age of three years is from $20 
to $25 each. Good dairy cows command from $25 to $40 each, being 
worth from $5 to $10 more in the spring than in the fall. 

Statement of Apert Hoorss, of West Chester, Chester county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Cattle are raised to a considerable extent in this county. We have 
good animals of all the different improved breeds, each of which has 
its advocates, and each its peculiar excellencies. The Durhams are 
best for beef; the Devons for work, and the Alderneys for butter. 
It is hard to find an animal which does not contain blood of some of 
the improved breeds. 

Stalenent of J. 8. Gorn, of Tippecanoe, Fayette county, Pennsylvania. 

Formerly, the cattle of this county were the most deplorable looking 
specimens ever seen; but a new era has dawned, some beautiful De- 
vons having been introduced. Still, the large and symmetrical Dur- 
ham is the first on the list. It is the best milker and the best beef, 
and grows to an enormous size. It costs about $6 to keep a calf the 
first year, $8 the second, $10 the third, and $11 the fourth, making 
$35. Formerly they were worth at that age from $12 to $25. Many 
of the farmers resorted to having them grazed in the mountains, 
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where it cost but $1 a summer, during which they lost several head ; the 
cattle were wintered on straw, and some died before spring. But the 
farmers were satisfied that they cost only $1 a head at the mountains; 
and the straw had no other value. Our Durham cattle command 
about $50 a head at two and three years old. 

Statement of Joun B. Brusn, of Sheakleyville, Mercer county, 
Pennsylvania. 

The cost of raising cattle till three years old is $15, which is about 
the price of good ones at that age. Good cows bring from $20 to $25 
in the spring, and from $12 to $15 in the fall. There are men here 
from the North engaged in the business of breaking steers. Their 
plan is to build a pen 3 or 4 rods square, of rails. A pair of 
animals are put in here, and coaxed around quietly for a time, when 
a bow is hung over their necks, and the same gentle means con- 
tinued to induce them to walk side by side. When well reconciled 
to this, they are brought together, and the yoke is then applied. 
A short whip is now used with judgment, and not with severity, the 
effort being to teach instead of forcing them. The steers soon under- 
stand that they are not to be killed, and yield unresistingly. Three 
or four-year old animals trained in this manner for six days are suffi- 
ciently well broken, provided they are for some time afterward con- 
tinued at work under a careful driver. 

Statement of CHartes Fostmr, of Jasper, Marion county, Tennessee. 

The Cumberland mountain, at its summit, presents a beautifully 
rolling table country, about 40 miles across, at this point, watered 
with innumerable branches, the heads of the valley streams of this 
region. The climate is unsurpassed in America. As a grazing re- 
gion, I know of none equal to it. Indeed, thousands of cattle and 
hogs are fattened on the range (which is inexhaustible) every year; 
and, as a general thing, the temperature and other circumstances are 
such that cattle can be wintered without being fed. I make this state- 
ment advisedly, and from positive experience. 

Statement of Joun Brooke, of Sherman, Grayson county, Texas ge 

The cost of rearing neat cattle till three years old is about $1 50 
per head. This is for the attention given to them, as we do not feed 
them at any season. Some do not even salt them. The price at three 
years old is from $12 to $15. The value of good dairy cows in the 
spring is from $15 to $20. Our cattle are not troublesome to break, 
some working from the first day. They are generally broken in the 
prairie teams in the spring. 
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Statement of Ropurt W. Baytor, of Wood End, near Charlestown, 
Jefferson county, Virginia. 

The raising of cattle is not so profitable as that of horses. A calf 
will require quite as much attention and about the same amount of 
feed to rear it as a colt, but will not command in this market, when 
it is three years old more, than $40 or $50. 

The cost of transporting a bullock to Baltimore on foot is $1 25; 
by railroad, about $6. 
We have some of the half-bred “Kaisi” or “Damascus” cattle, raised 

from the original pair brought to this country by Lieut. Lynch, in 
1848, and subsequently presented to this State by Hon. John Y. Ma- 
son, then Secretary of the Navy. These animals surpass any others 
for the yoke I have ever seen. They are of fine size, almost as fleet 
as horses, perfectly docile and tractable, and haul heavy loads in 
the hottest weather without lolling like our common cattle. Their 
gait is quick and brisk, and they will make their trips to market and 
back as soon asa horse. Iam not sufficiently experienced to speak 
knowingly of the milking qualities of the cows. They have been 
represented as great milkers in their Eastern home. 
We have also imported the Ayrshire, Durham, and Devon, each 

of which has its peculiar advantages. 

Statement of James E. Kunpatx, of Poplar Grove, Kanawha county, 
Virginia. 

Iam of the opinion that our ‘‘scrub’’ breed suits our mountain 
range the best. The cost of raising cattle is about $3 a year. They 
sell from $18 to $20 at four years old. Steers, when broken, are worth 
from $80 to $100 a pair. Mules are raised with as little expense as 
steers, and are worth from $100 to $150 a head at three years old. 

DAIRIES. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

y Statement of D. L. R. Burr, of Centre, Cherokee county, Alabama. 

There is very little more butter made here, than serves for home 
consumption, though it can be produced in the summer season for 
about 2 cents a pound. We have a very fine ‘‘range’’ for cattle, and 
the cost of keeping them during the summer is inconsiderable. But- 
ter is worth in our country markets from 9 to 10 cents a pound. 
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Statement of James 8S. Warre, of San Gabriel, Los Angelos county, 
California. 

The dairy business is profitable in this State. I have been more or 
less engaged in it for the last four years. The first two years, the 
average price of butter was $1 a pound, and it is now selling for half 
that price. From ten cows, I have sold as high as $300 worth a 
month, after having supplied a family of six persons, and allowed 
the calves from a half to a quarter of the milk from each cow. I 
came to this State in 1849, and since that time have been engaged in 
raising stock, the most of which is of the Spanish or Mexican breed. 
They do not give so large a quantity of milk on an average, as the 
cows east of the mountains; but their milk is richer, and will make 
more butter than a like quantity from the latter. 

Our process of making butter is to set the milk in pans until the 
cream rises; then skim, and churn every other day, and wash the but- 
ter in cold water until no milk is left to color it; then salt it with an 
ounce to the pound, and the next day wash it over again, when it is 
in a condition to be packed down and taken to market. 

I think butter would average here 75 cents per pound during the 
year. Good, gentle, Mexican cows, with young calves, are worth 
from $40 to $50 each. 

Statement of D. Barnus, of Middletown, Middlesex county, Connecticut. 

Cows are in high estimation with us as milk and butter always 
command high prices, and find a ready market. 

Good milch cows are worth from $40 to $100 each. 

Statement of Guorce P. Norris, of New Castle, New Castle county, 
Delaware. 

Considerable attention is given to the dairy in this county, the but- 
ter being unequalled. At present, it is worth 35 cents in the Wil- 

* mington market, and will probably average 25 cents a pound. 

Statement of C. W. Bazsirt, of Metamora, Woodford county, Illinois. 

The greater portion of our farmers make more or less butter for 
sale, and a few are engaged in cheese-making. 

Butter has been sold the present season from 10 to 20 cents a pound ; 
cheese at 10 cents. 

Statement of D. RB. Srituman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, 
New York. 

The dairy business is a prominent interest in this section. Butter 
can be made for about 10 cents a pound, and sells from 123 to 25 
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cents. Cheese can be manufactured for 5 cents, and sells from 6 to 8 
cents a pound. The use of the whey and sour milk for making pork 
increases the profit considerably beyond the above estimate. 

The cost of transportation of butter to New York, by railroad, is 60 
cents and that of cheese 44 cents per 100 pounds. 

Statement of Gersuom WizorN, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

Farmers in this region usually keep from five to ten good milch cows, 
in order that they may make their butter and cheese for home con- 
sumption, besides some to sell. 

Butter is worth from 16 to 25 cents a pound, and cheese about half 
that price. I have a neighbor who keeps from two hundred to three 
hundred cows and sends his milk 22 miles, by railroad, to Rochester, 
where it sells from 10 to 20 cents a gallon. 

Statement of Josrru Haines, JorHam S. Hotes, Jonn A. Hown, OLrver 
GREEN, Jr., and A. F. Dickson, being that portion of their report 
relating to dairies, to the Katonah Farmers’ Club, Westchester county, 
New York. 

One of the principal products in this county is milk, which finds a 
ready sale in the city of New York, at an average price of 3 cents a 
quart, after deducting three-fourths of a cent for transportation. Our 
manner of taking care of milk and putting it up for market is briefly 
described as follows:—Vessels, called ‘‘cans,’’ or ‘‘kettles,’’ used for 
conveying it to the city, are made of tin, commonly containing 40 
quarts each. They are cylindrical in shape, 2 feet in height in- 
cluding the cover, and 13 inches in diameter, strengthened with four 
iron hoops about 14 inches wide, covered with tin, with two conve- 
nient handles placed about 18 inches above the bottom. Immediately 
after filling the cans with milk, directly from the cow, they are 
placed in the water of a spring, where they are kept from 12 to 24 
hours before sending to market; and this, too, even, in the hottest 
weather. It is a fact worthy of notice, that milk treated in this man- 
ner, generally arrives in better condition than when sent immediately 
after being cooled. The covers of the cans should remain off or open 
until the milk is thoroughly cooled, and it is benefitted by an occa- 
sional stirring. Closing the cans tightly after some 10 or 12 hours’ 
cooling, is believed by many to be a good practice in hot weather. 
A strong or unpleasant flavor in the milk is thought to be sometimes 
occasioned by closing the cans too soon. 
We find for winter that early-made hay is much the best for the 

production of milk; and, in addition to this, almost any kind of nutri- 
tious food which keeps up a good or rather improving condition of the 
cow is the best. 

Butter is manufactured here to some extent, the average price the 
past season being about 24 cents a pound. 
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Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 
‘ 

| Milch cows sell in this section from $12 to $20 each, according 
to quality. The average price of butter is about 15 cents a pound. 
Cheese is but little made, and sells from 9 to 124 cents a pound. 

Statement of Ricuarp Lucunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, 
Pennsylvania. 

This branch of husbandry is not pursued here to any great extent, 
as it requires too much land for the pasturage and forage of the cows; 
or, in other words, it appears not to be adapted to this wheat-growing 
country. I think, however, it might be made a profitable business 
if properly attended to. 

A good cow will produce 200 pounds of butter per annum; and as 
high as 114 pounds have been churned from the milk of a cow in a 
week. The average price of butter is 17 cents a pound. 

Statement of Apert Hoorrs, of West Chester, Chester county, 
Pennsylvania. 

For the dairy in this county, there are good cows of all the improved 
breeds, but I believe that our best stock is yet to be found among 
our common cows. 
A good cow will make from 200 to 300 pounds of butter in a year, 

worth from 30 to 35 cents a pound. My dairy of six cows has ave- 
raged 230 pounds of butter a year. 

Statement of Joun B. Brusu, of Sheakleyville, Mercer county, 
Pennsylvania. 

There are but few who have large dairies in this county. Every 
farmer keeps more or less cows and makes some butter. A few 
make some fine cheese. The price of butter this year is 12} cents a 
pound, and ehcese sells for 7 cents. 
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HORSES, ASSES, AND MULES. 

THE HORSES OF FRANCE. 

The ‘‘ Atlas statistique de la production des chevaux’’ gives some 
interesting details respecting the method of the administration for 
obtaining the most correct information with regard to the number 
and quality of the various races of horses to be found in France. 
The society, or administration, for the breeding of horses, has 
divided that country into twenty-seven districts, or circonscriptions, 
which comprise two breeding establishments, twenty-four depots for 
stallions, and one for army horses. 

In order to arrive at an exact estimate of the equine statistics, per- 
sons especially chosen for the purpose were employed in 1850 to visit 
every stable, village, and canton in each arrondissement and departe- 
ment. The result of this census of horses is shown in the annexed 
table. It comprises correct statistics of eighty-six departements, 
from three of which, the Seine, Seine-et-Oise, and Corsica, the admin- 
istration was unable at the time of publication to obtain the results, 
and had therefore to use the census for 1840:— 

Table of the equine statistics of France. 

Horses four years old|Mares four years old|Colts three years old Total 
and above. and above. and below. = 

DEPARTEMENTS, 

1840, 1850. 

16,777 18, 041 
PRIMILE See eiiniolaleiae ciciele 
PRUE R ais ste aia Rade 

82,815] 82,493 
10,421] 12,771 

Alpes (Basses-)..... 5. 586 8,129 
Aue (Hautes) Socec Fi ae @ toe 
rdéche...... oqo0e > 

Ardennes 56.923] 59,809 
10, 339 9,897 Ariége.. le elele 

Aube. ae 
Aude.... " 
PAVE VON. tcte cise le ciclo 
Bouches-du-Rhéne.. 
Calvados... 
Cantal.... 

36,439} 40,261 
19,843} 20,693 
9,764 9,812 

24,892} 19) 538 
60,172) 81,866 
11,532 9,525 

werner 

Charente........... . 19,761 21,326 
Charente-Inférieure. 31,368 38, 225 
Meets sels waieeiiren ata 32, 785 31,587 

Corréze ...... ee 9, 030 8,403 
52,761| 50,338 
89,938] 96,454 
6,178 7,739 

Céte-d’Or .......... 

Dordogne, vincescecs 14,638 12,329 
Doubsis-c.shs snes es 19,563 24, 864 
Dréme..... oe eeceee 11,137 12, 203 
Eure...... seve be cinele 51,151 49, 110 
Eure-et-Loir........ 36, 792 37, 103 
ISLCTE ss. soc Wave's 105,630 97, 284 
Gard ree sorsiels « siqpninies 10,541 10,731 
Garronne (Haute-).. 16,145 19,231 
Gers... dos oclws seen 18,773 18,199 
Girondesti, oss . 25,277 29, 836 
Hérault...... aie aisisieye 7, 720 8, 393 
Ille-et-Vilaine ...... 62, 433 64,354 
MG hes Boron aoc 22, 187 22, 466 

97,852} 30,908 
30,961] 31,282 Ln esdn. Jade Ae 

BETAS eis eiere «5 cto stereo 19, 006 19, 225 
Landesseereas 00s owe 23,035 19, 160 
Loir-et-Cher........ 29,411 31,546 

9,301] 13, 088 TICS a Baliainle svele’s « 
Loire (Haute-)...... 10,531) 9, 982 
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Table of the equine statistics of France—Continued. 

Horses four years old|Mares four years old|Colts three years old 
and above. and above. and below. Total. 

DEPARTEMENTS. © |-——————————— | | —  __| — 

1850. 1840. 1850. _ 1840. 1859, 

Loire-Inférieure .... 15,252 4, 362 4,684 39,443) 32,759 
TAOILEt.'. ovine wone over 5, 030 1,513 1,716 29, 138 26, 881 
LiOb. o 5s. aneiceleeve 4, 373 415 880 6, 921 75797 
Lot-et-Garonne 7,317 1,127 1,147 13,787 13,545 
LeOzerevs a0: aje seis 3, 073 1,200 2,142 7,009 7,927 
Maine-et-Loire 26, 165 4,640 7,464 4¥, 147 48, 066 
Manche ..... 34,378 12,603 19,075 91; 811 98, 756 
MEAING Ss cccsices ss 18, 466 5,213 5,808 5O, 567 57,777 
Marne (Haute-).. 48, 430 58,102 
Mayenne........ soe 50,888 67,188 
Meurthe,.... wienesos 72,055 72,549 
INEQUIBES \ele)olaistetere she:0/¢ 63, 432 66, 823 
Morbihan.......... 42. 399 38, 483 
Moselle........+ ae 63, 733 62,992 
NICVIE, ..... anos . 16,356 16,779 
NOrd....seeeees SBise 79,177 94,145 
Disa acnseiiniaiate wsiele 52, 868 54, 422 
OMG..... sc seseeese 52, 425 64,140 
Pas-de-Calais ...... 80,273 87,282 
Puy-de-Déme...... 13, 067 13, 327 
Pyrénées (Basses-). 
Pyrénées (Hautes-). 
Pyrénées-Orientales 

25,304] 29,863 
14,377, 13,844 
8,479 8, 835 

Rhin (Bas-) ........ 49,701 52,523 
Rhin (Haut-)....... 24,599 28,015 
HONG vere iefeleos> eles 9, 565 8, 938 
Sadéne (Haute-).... 23) 416 22,444 
Sadne-et-Loire..... 29° 717 14,540 
Pale ode Nogoe - 56, 009 55, 832 
Seine-Inférieure.... 
Seine-et-Marne.... 
Sévres (Deux-).... 

87,194] 99,985 
40,047| 39,505 
33,201] 35,895 

SOMME.....esseeee 75,018 86, 673 
Tarn. .sssccsaccvess 10, 048 11,438, 
Tarn-et-Garonne..,. 8,514 9, 089 
OVicld tesla = vstears oes ul, 165 11, 981 
Vaucluse ry 099 7,613 
Vendée...... 997961] 29,690 
Vienne i.2.... a7, 904 28,195 
Vienne (Haut 8,805 11,314 
MGERER. aw eis ae « oe a's 42,783 49,198 
Yonne....... oe 28, 163 39, 662 

Total gRies. 1,292,772] 347,505] 554,426] 2,713,462| 2,878,992 
PS OTHE). c Sisisisteisitle oies.0 No eiccua No returns 4,816) No returns 16, 829] No returns 
Dagon eet eipaice for 1850, for 1860. 28) for 1850, 36, 271] for 1350. 
Seine-et-Oise ...... 286 51, 934 

aden 1,194,231 352, 635 2,818, 496 

If we take the two columns for 1840 and 1850, which contain the 
census of eighty-three departements, we obtain the following result: 

Difference | Difference 
CATEGORY. Census of | Census of in favor of}in favor of Diminu- Increase. 

1840. 1850. 1840 1850 tion. 

Horses of four 
yearsand above} 1,197,812] 1,091,734] 106,078} ......seeeeeeee] S.86 PF. Cha|rereeeeesereere 

Mares of four years : I 
and above....... 1,168,145] 1,232,7'72].....seersecees 64,6277|......s000eee04] 5.53 pr. Ct 

Colts of three years 
and under.......| 347,505] 554,426]....s0utesee-ee]  206,921],....000000+--[59.54 pr. Ct 

Total..........--.| 2,713,462] 2,878,932) 106,078] 271,548 
EES 

Difference in favor Of 1850.......cceeeeee 165,470 +| 6.1 pr. ct 
ee a ES SS eS 
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It will be observed that the census of 1850 reveals the fact of the 
diminution of the number of horses of four years old and above, and 
the increase of mares and colts. It is to be expected, however, that 
the horse, being more exclusively employed in labor and more ex-_ 
posed, should perish more readily than the mare; but it must also 
be concluded, from the great increase of colts, that more general at- 
tention has been directed of late years to reproduction, 

The table below shows the statistics of the horses of France as de- 
termined by the administration from 1831 to 1850, incfkusive:— 

Number of | Number of > : 
: Number of|Average of Average of |Average of |Average of 

ems. cea stallions. | five years. beet di five years. | stallions. | five years. 

‘ | RARE nS 

1831 21 959 31,939 33.30 
1832 21 909 30,685 33.76 
1833 22 975 944.40 32,269 30,322 33.10 32.11 
1834 23 959 29,489 30.75 
1835 23 920 27,226 29.59 
1836 23 835 27,124 32.48 
1837 23 838 25,852 30.85 
1838 23 835 855.00 29,338 29,586 35.14 34.37 
1839 23 878} }- 33,364 38.00 
1840 23 889 31,252 35.15 
1841 23 869 31,718 36.50 
1842 23 919 37,561 40.87 
1843 23 985 297.60 41,958 42,440 42.6( 42.54 
1844 23 1,070 49,906 46.64 
1845 23 1,145 51,057 44.59 
1846 25 1,162 57,785 49.73 
1847 25 1,186 59,651 50.36 
1848 25 1,252 1,226.80 56,101 58,819 44.81] 47.94 
1849 25 1,255 58,689 46.76 
1850 26 1,269 61,869 48.75 

The above figures demonstrate with sufficient clearness the progress 
and utility of these establishments, The advantages they afford, in 
improving the breeds generally, as well as in giving increased value 
to the animals in an economical point of view, are already appreciated 
by the French, and naturally lead to the suggestion of adopting a 
similar system in the United States for the improvement of the horses 
of our army, as well as for other purposes. If a depot for stallions 
of approved breeds were established by the government in each State 
and Territory of the Union for public use, free of charge, incalculable 
benefits would doubtless accrue to the country, and in less than ten 
years, the improvement and increased value of the horses would be 
immense. 

In the Atlas herein referred to, each district, or circonscription, in 
France, has its particular map, on which are indicated the chief places 
for race-courses, and the principal breeding stations of every arron- 
dissement and departement in its territory. Italso contains beautiful 
lithographic sketches and portraits of the prominent races of horses 
actually shown as at work, as well as an account of the equine sta- 
tistics, and the character of the breeds of each district, an arrange- 
ment which is exceedingly ingenious, and greatly facilitates the 
appreciation and understanding of the subject. _ Dh Oe (Be 

3 
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THE HORSES OF RUSSIA. 

As far back as the historical accounts of Russia extend, the rearing 
of horses seems to have always formed a notable branch of the na- 
tional industry. The warlike and nomadic habits of the ancient pop- 
ulation; the increasing demands for the supply of the numerous 
cavalry and artillery of a large army; the immense distances, requir- 
ing a large amount of animal labor, as well for the conveyance of 
produce and merchandize as for locomotion, all combined, have stim- 
ulated the development of this branch of rural economy, favored as 
it is over a large portion of the empire by the great extent of good 
pasture lands. Accordingly the Russians possess excellent horses for 
all uses. 

The introduction of a regular and rational system of horse-breed- 
ing in Russia, however, dates only from the reign of Peter the Great, 
who opened a new era for this branch of industry. He caused the 
steppes in the vicinity of Woronéje to be supplied with Dutch stallions, 
to which the famous ‘‘Bitioughine’’ draft horses owe their origin; 
while Prince Menschikoff established at Bronitsi, and on the Pakhra, 
no less celebrated studs, which furnished horses for the service even 
of the Czar. Under the reign of the Empress Anna Joannovna, the 
Duke de Biron, by the acquisition of first-class animals, selected 
from every European breed, powerfully contributed to the develop- 
ment of the hippic establishments of the crown; while the fashion of 
Keeping splendid sets of carriage horses, which was maintained , 
throughout the reigns of the Empress Catharine II., and the Emperor 
Paul I., induced individuals to form similar establishments, and gave 
rise, towards the end of the last century, to the studs of Counts Orloff, 
Razoumovsky, Goudovitch, and Koutouzoff. These, from the small- 
ness of their number, could of course exercise but little influence on 
the rearing of horses in general. Still, by introducing into Russia 
the Mecklenberg, Danish and Dutch breeds, they contributed to the 
production of coach horses of a superior quality, distinguished by 
their frame and strength, and by the beauty of their shape, although 
the type has unfortunately since been lost. 

At the beginning of the present century, the exigencies of war 
giving rise to an exclusive demand for cavalry horses—the abolition 
of the old massive vehicles, which were replaced by the more modern 
equipages then used in the rest of Europe—and especially the formi- 
dable competition of the crown establishments—all these circum- 
stances combined had an unfavorable effect upon the studs of indi- 
viduals, and caused their rapid decline, the maintenance of only a 
few of them being continued. About the time of the restoration of 
peace in Europe, in 1815, however, a hippic society was founded 
at Moscow, which undoubtedly gave rise to a new and vivifying im- 
pulse to the rearing of horses in Russia. It gained from the outset 
the patronage of the government and the attention of the public, by 

‘the institution of horse races, which prominently brought into notice 
the eminent qualities of the trotters. The brilliant success of the 
first experiment had for its immediate result an augmentation of the 
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number of private studs, of which the greater part were employed in 
the production of the horses that appeared at the Moscow races. The 
government on its part, did not fail to second the useful efforts of the 
society by putting at its disposal annual prizes, which it justly con- 
sidered the best and most suitable stimulants for the improvement 
of the breeds. These races, in the opinion of breeders, have acquired 
the reputation of an infallible criterion to guide them in the selection 
of good animals. 

Such are the most important historical data in regard to the rear- 
ing of the equine race in Russia; and when we consider the very 
favorable conditions for its development presented by the natural 
richness of the country, and the encouragement held out for it by the 
government, it must be obvious that its ulterior progress must depend 
entirely upon the judgment with which it is pursued. 

The influence of these wise and beneficial measures will become 
more and more manifest in proportion as the public agents acquire 
more experience and aptitude, and the people learn to appreciate the 
advantages to be derived from them. The improvement of the breeds, 
among the agricultural population, is undoubtedly a great desider- 
tum, and the establishment of rural depdts for breeding is a means to 
this end, of which the experience of other countries has already de- 
monstrated the appropriateness. 

The Imperial studs at present are seven in number, namely, two in 
the government of Worenéje, four in that of Kharkow, and one in 
that of Nijni-Nowgorod. Being destined to raise stallions for differ- 
ent services, they have been arranged accordingly, and each of them 
has a type peculiar to itself: The ‘‘T'schesmenka’’ stud is a nursery 
of pure-blooded horses, and is divided into two sections, one devoted 
to English races, and the other to Arabian, the ‘‘Khrénovoié’’ stud 
is composed of three departments, saddle horses of the old Orloff breed 
uncrossed, saddle horses, and cross-breeds, including the ‘‘ Rostopts- 
chine’ breed, and trotters; the ‘‘Derkhoul’’ stud, for large-framed 
cuirassier horses; the ‘‘Streletz’’ stud, for light cavalry; the ‘‘ Novo- 
alexandroff’’ stud, for carriage horses of large frame; the ‘‘ Linareff’’ 
stud for draft horses of medium size; and the ‘‘Pochinki’’ stud for 
heavy draft-horses of large size, and the ordinary farm horses of the 
country. 

The rural horse depéts, or private studs, are twenty-four in number 
and serve twenty-nine governments. In 1850, they comprised 1,440 
stallions, which, in that year covered 25,189 mares, being an average 
of 17 or 18 for each stallion. 
Among the agricultural horses of Russia, two classes are to be dis- 

tinguished: The first, the ‘‘common’’ or indigenous breed, which 
possesses every proper quality, both as to strength and energy of tem- 
perament; but, although it leaves nothing to be wished for in either 
of these respects, it is unfortunately at the present day, subject to 
degeneracy, in consequence of precocious copulations between animals 
only two or three years of age; and the other, or ‘‘improved’’ breed, 
has shown, in numerous instances, the advantages of crossing it with 
trotters. 
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The greatest number of horses is to be found in the provinces of 
Orenburg and Perm, where most of the inhabitants, who are of the 
Tartar race, have a particular inclination for horse-breeding; in the 
country of the Don Cossacks, where horsemanship is an indispensable 
part of the daily avocations of the people; and in the provinces of 
Middle Russia, which require a great number of horses to carry on 
their extensive trade. 

The following are the several varieties of Russian horses :— 
“The ‘‘ Mountain race, descended from Arabian stock. 
The ‘‘Krimean,’’ also from the Arabian, which keep a round pace 

across the steepest mountain paths. 
The ‘‘Don’’ horse is light and quick. 
The ‘‘Boshkir’’ and ‘‘ Kirghis.’’ 
The ‘‘Kalmik’’ horse, very strong, patient, and accustomed to 

graze during winter. It is bony, large-headed and stubborn. All 
of the preceding are adapted or used for the saddle. 

The ‘‘Viatka’’ horse, found in the province of the same name, 
though small, is best suited for the purposes of husbandry and post 
service, being capable of carrying heavy loads. In many places, it is 
mistaken for the ‘‘Obvan’’ race; but Obvan horses belong to the 
province of Perm. 

The true Obvan horse is of good proportions, commonly fourteen 
hands high, or varying but half a hand above or below this mark, 
fine looking, quick in its motions and untiring, quiet and docile. Its 
color varies from sorrel to chestnut or russet, and sometimes, though 
rarely, to bay or black. On account of its strength, it is well adapted - 
for agricultural labor and for carrying merchandise. 

The ‘‘ Bitioughine’’ horse of the district of Boeroff, in the province 
of Woronéje, originated from crossing the common horse of the coun- 
try with a higher breed, chiefly that of Count Orloff Tchesmenski. 
Its chief characteristics are medium size, large but not fleshy head, 
with small, bright eyes, short neck, broad chest, round, slender back, 
strong and steep rump, large and stout leg-bones, flat hoofs, feet 
covered with thick hair, and long main and tail. These horses are 
very intelligent and quiet, regular in their draft, and able to endure 
much fatigue. They are less used for the saddle than as post horses. 
They can run from 30 to 50 miles without resting, upon a good steppe 
road. They easily draw a load of 1,800 pounds or more. They are 
rather long-lived, and subsist without shelter in winter, and on indif- 
ferent fare. 

The ‘‘Kazan’’ horse, remarkable for its long mane, is a cross be- 
tween the Viatka and Bashkir breeds. 

There is also the ‘‘ Metsensk’’ horse, from Metsen, in the province 
of Archangel, quite small in size, but strong. It is satisfied with 
very coarse food, even with moss, never tasting oats, which do not 
ripen in that region. 

The divisions of Russia in Europe, with the number of horses, the 
rural and urban population, the population per square mile, the 
number of horses per square mile, and the number of horses to 
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each hundred inhabitants, in 1851, are indicated in the following 
table :— 

Table of equine statistics of Russia. 

| 
PROVINCES AND GOY- Rural and | Population | Number of | Number of 
ERNMENTS OF RUSSIA ‘ cia o urban per square | horses per |horses per 100 

IN EUROPE. ‘ population. mile. square mile. | inhabitants. 

PATCHANP El ccccescass ces 37,000 252,000 21 3 15 
ASTYAKHAM sre. cstrdee nes 87,400 207,000 2 30 42 
Bessarabia ........s00000 89,950 902,000 1,049 105 10 
Daman... coscees-s.. 110,200 530,000 1,069 222 21 
Don Cossacks........... 372,640 798,000 271 126 47 
Ekathérinoslaw......... 102,560 994,000 824 85 10 
HISTO OMIA ss ccesccreecees se 39,380 302,000 803 105 13 
JATNETIG pganpeescrone senor | Saencasdicea LURE (DOM IO P Meccaces ||! BE caoccd 400 
Geadno....niv.rt tas 78,290 870,000 1,255 113 9 
JAROSLAWis ca -ccesacecesee'ss 288,950 961,000 1,456 438 30 
BGNBUG A occ ssceccccoseace 334,670 976,000 1,703 584 34 
Megane 8h. ..acthsesvacs 389,610] 1,390,000 1,223 345 28 
heen) a 191,750] 1,184,000 1,202 195 16 
GHENSOMiesce esas sss ses 300,500 919,000 690 226 33 
Gwe. BAR. Ee 120,000} 1,701,000 1,861 131 7 
KOstromaie. . ..c00s 070850 309,790 1,047,000 700 207 30 
INOS Ke cca etecwese cesses 739,960 1,728,000 2,112 905 43 
OWN OAaeceansstactiecs sxe 211,350 935,000 1,234 279 23 
MGV OMA at sadscnsteses 142,650 836,000 980 167 17 
MRIS ese ase) scalanvased 117,620 980,000 604 13 12 
Bonilew ...c0s.scssdeensce 395, 280 835,000 944 447 41 
IMEOBCOW).e-nsesesstees emcee 307,700 1,526,000 2,591 522 20 
Nijni-Nowgorod........ 266,780 1,175,000 1,340 304 23 
NOW Or0d.........0000006 208,720 890,000 402 94 23 
OlOme ta sist) .F soars 49,510 278,500 100 18 18 
Wet ds ss scaeetcens eet. 551,820] 1,408,000 1,639 642 39 
OMEN UE Pees ccses ce cies sss 1,913,800 2,130,000 314 283 90 
GNZacereearetcnttasacteres 331,330 1,066,000 1,545 480 31 
St. Petersburg.......... 93,800 1,145,000 1,180 97 8 
Beran r sc riewericc ss 697,990] 1,879,000 309 115 37 
POCO es seca 100,470 | 1,596,000 2,062 130 6 
Poland) J.s0sssceccuee nee 513,000 4,852,000 2,111 224 11 
FROUPAW idan acts dnesles oeue 159,585 1,665,000 1,856 178 10 
PSK OW ic crc weccestecsssasse 114,790 673,000 832 142 17 
LSE W779 ice popeooedecgosesed 565,670 1,372,000 1,791 738 41 
SOUEDTO Wisecccsccenvnacess 871,230 1,861,000 528 247 AT 
RADIUS Serena eesss osave ss 863,340 1,203,000 915 657 72 
SMOLENSK ese scacoesceees 484,730 1,084,000 1,064 476 45 
STATON Olic ac sche ckjeanct 252,190 1,004,000 379 95 25 
WPRMIDOW cescrcsecssncesess 643,060 | 1,685,000 1,402 535 38 
Tauriderercccrececsenss- 156,990 665,000 572 135 24 
Woulanccsccevestsesexecd:s 452,940 1,115,000 2,009 816 41 
Tschernigow..........-. 356,630 1,392,000 1,392 357 26 
IP WED coe sncsconsscanseatees 499,530 1,411,000 1,154 408 38 
Wriatha ..i2cccc..sdeeeees 494,910 1,929,000 172 198 26 
Wiluia.: 32 cee. cops<ccpe dunes 185,070 819,000 1,066 241 23 
WNGEC SKC cctigeiaics osmacteanes 170,460 733,000 832 210 23 
WAHOMMIT?......<ccsenenes 298,890 1,171,000 1,358 347 26 
Wolhiynia...........0000 282,630] 1,495,000 1,154 218 19 
WWOloC da s.c< ceeds 0000 193,090 866,000 124 28 22 
Worondje.........0cce00e 552,130} 1,669,000 1,381 457 33 

TPA ces csv 17,092,335 | 61,658,500 
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The reader will be struck in perusing the preceding table with the 
great variety of numerical relations between the extent of area, rela- 
tive population, and number of horses. It will be perceived that the 
provinces situated almost entirely alike in regard to the density of 
their population differ essentially in the number of these animals. 
Thus, for instance, the relative population of Toula and Podolia are 
nearly the same; but the former contains 41 horses to 100 inhabitants, 
and the latter only 6. Again, in the government of Koursk the 
population is denser than in that of Poltawa, and yet the relative 
number of horses in the former is 43, and in the latter only 10 to 100 
inhabitants. No explanation can be found for this seeming anomaly. 

D. J. B. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of James Witttams, of Bolivar, Jackson county Alabama, 

Mules of the best quality can be raised in this county at a cost of 
25 until three years old. They are then worth from $60 to $100 per 

head. Horses require a little more cost and care in raising. All 
breeds and bloods do well. Very little expense or attention has been 
paid to the importation of stock of any kind. In horses or mules, 
the more the crossing the better, if it be with imported blood. 

Statement of Gzoraz P. Norris, of Newcastle, Newcastle county, 
Delaware. 

Few horses are raised in this county; but through the liberality of 
the Messrs. Reybold, several fine stallions of the ‘‘ Morgan’’ breed have 
been introduced. A good farm horse will command $150. 

Mules are used here in teams, but as yet, very little on the farm. We 
are beginning to appreciate them, however, and I have no doubt that 
in a few years they will come into general use. 

Statement of Witu1am W. Woopsrivecs, of Paw Paw Grove, Lee 
county, Illinois. 

The raising of horses is considered profitable in this vicinity. The 
cost of rearing a colt till three years old does not exceed $40. The 
average price six months old is $50. Good horses are worth from 
$300 to $400 a pair. We have a few ‘‘ Black Hawk’’ and ‘‘Morgan’’ 
horses, from Virginia, which are in great demand. 

Statement of C. W. Bassrrt, of Metamora, Woodford county, Jilinois. 

The raising of horses in this section yields more profit to the farmer 
than that of any other animal. Their value is full a quarter or a 
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third more than it was a few years since. Much effort is made to 
secure breeds which are best for all purposes. 

Colts five and a half months old, the usual time of weaning, are 
worth about $25; at a year and a half old, $45. A horse at five 
years old, well broken, and accustomed to the harness, will bring from 
$90 to $150. 

Statement of ALEXANDER Heron, near Connersville, Fayette county, 
Indiana. 

Much attention is paid to the raising of horses in this county; but 
as yet, they are not so profitable as cattle or swine, as their rearing is 
attended with more risk. Although we have many fine roadsters 
and saddle horses, yet they are chiefly designed for light harnesses or 
carriages. 

The cost of rearing will average about as follows :— 

Cost of foal, loss of service of mare, &c. ‘ . $30 
Keeping during second year, : ' - ay Heo 
Keeping during third year, . : : - ee | 

Total cost, ; ; ; ‘ ; : a ys 

After the third year, a young horse will earn his keeping, and per- 
haps more, if properly trained; but a horse ought not to be brought 
into market until he is at least five years old, as the greatest improve- 
ment in him occurs between the ages of four and five. 

At the age of one year a horse is valued at $40; at two years, 
$60; at three years, from $80 to $100; at four years, if well broken, 
from $100 to $150; and at five years old, a horse will sell from $100 
to $200, according to size and quality, especially when in much de- 
mand for the Cincinnati market. 

The cost of transportation of horses is rather less than that of cattle. 

Statement of Brnsamin F. Opetn, of Plumb Spring, Delaware county, 
af Towa. 

The cost of raising colts in this section until three years old, is 
from $25 to $30. They subsist during the summer on wild grass, 
which is plentiful. In winter, in addition to what hay they can eat, 
they are allowed a small quantity of corn. 

The prices of horses vary from $100 to $200 each. 

Statement of C. F. Matiory, of Romeo, Macomb county, Michigan. 

Horses are now occupying more attention in this region than any 
other stock, as they net a much more profitable return for the amount 
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of care and expense bestowed upon them. The cost of rearing for the 
first three years averages about $10 a year, at which age they sell 
from $100 to $150 each. A ready sale is found in the home market. 

The ‘‘Morgan,’’ ‘‘Hamiltonian,’’ ‘“‘Black Hawk’’ and ‘‘Duroc’’ 
breeds are the favorites. A Hamiltonian Morgan, five years old, a 
very fine animal, is owned in this town, which, at three years old, 
took the first premium at the Horse Fair at Springfield, Massachu- 
setts, in 1854. 

Statement of OC. S. G. Currron, of Leaksville, Greene county, 
Mississippi. 

The animals affording most profit to the stock-raiser, in this vicinity, 
are horses and mules, other animals being less profitable than cotton. 
They can be raised to three years old at an expense of $35, and will 
sell from $75 to $100 each. The cost of transportation, by rail- 
road and steamboat, to Mobile, is $5 per head. We have but few, if 
any, imported blood animals. 

Statement of J. W. Jonxs, of Knob Noster, Johnson county, Missouri. 

Mules are raised in this section with great profit; at weaning time, 
they are worth on an average about $50 each; at one year old, $60; 
at two years old, $85 ; at three years old, about $110 each. The cost — 
of rearing is about $10 a year, when they have good prairie grass 
through the warm season. 

Horses are worth from $75 to $150 each. 

Statement of Wii1am B. Grpprnes, of Middle Grove, Monroe county, 
Missouri. 

The animals raised to the best advantage in our county are horses 
and mules. All of our largest mares are bred with jacks, because 
mules can be raised at a better profit than horses, which arises from 
the fact that they come to maturity much earlier, and will command 
remunerating prices at any age. We find them much the cheapest 
animal for our farms. They are also easier kept, as they subsist upon 
poorer food, and are less subject to disease. Their power of endu- 
rance is much greater, and they live much longer than the horse. 

At weaning time, breeders generally sell their mule colts to men 
who buy up lots every fall for raising, at an average price of $40 or 
$50 each, although they sometimes will bring as high as. $125. 
They are sometimes kept, however, until the fall or winter after they 
are two years old, when they are brought into good condition and 
sold for the Southern market, bringing in lots from $100 to $110 each. 
Stock mules, in lots, are worth, at one year old, about $60 each ; at 
two years old, $80; and at three years old, $100 each. 

Good saddle and draft horses are worth from $80 to $200 each. 
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Statement of H. G. Stonz, of West Boscawen, Merrimack county, New 
Hampshire. 

The rearing of colts in this section promises to be a profitable busi- 
ness. The variety most approved is the ‘‘ Morgan,’’ or crosses on the 
same. 

Horses four years old and upwards are worth from $100 to $150 
each. 

Statement of Epwarp VAN Meter, of Salem, Salem county, New Jersey. 

Our stock of horses is good. We have a breed called the ‘‘ Dove,’’ 
of the Messenger strain. They are generally grey, and their size and 
speed have always entitled them to notice. There are also a number 
of imported thorough-bred horses among us; but our stock is chiefly 
derived from the get of halfbloods. For instance, we have had 
‘‘Grand Sultan,’’ ‘‘Grand Seignor,’’ and ‘‘Bashaw,’’ all imported 
Arabian horses. Our farmers have also bred from ‘‘ American 
Eclipse,’ ‘‘Sir Henry,’”’ and ‘‘Sir Charles ;’’ and ‘‘ Winaflower,’’ 
one of the best horses among us stood here, as well as ‘‘ Mark An- 
tony,’ ‘‘Rinaldo,’’ and ‘‘Rattler,’’ the latter three, splendid sons of 
the renowned ‘‘Sir Archy.’’ An effort has been made, and with 
partial success, to introduce the ‘‘Morgan’’ stock, but our breeders 
believe that their progeny show too much their Canadian origin to 
give satisfaction. 

Our horses have become so completely identified with the various 
grades and crosses of blood, that all that is wanting now is good 
treatment and attention to breeding. 

The price of an ordinary roadster is about $125; of a ‘‘four-min- 
ae horse, $150 to $175; and of a ‘‘three-minute’’ nag, from $300 
to $500. 

Statement of D. R. Sriiman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, 
New York. 

We have no pure-bred horses in this section. Colts are usually 
weaned at four months old, and run to grass till winter, when they 
have access to shelter, with plenty of hay and a daily moderate sup- 
ply of oat-meal or roots. The same keeping is sufficient till they are 
taken up for breaking, which is usually done in the winter before 
they are three years old. After this, they have better care. 

The cost of raising a horse to four years old is about $60, at which 
age he will sell from $80 to $150. The cost of transportation to New 
York, by railroad, when more than one is taken, is $13 17 each. 

Statement of Gershom Wrsorn, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

The horses in this section, like our horned cattle, are a mixed race. 
‘*¢ Nimrods,’’ ‘‘Durocs,’’ and ‘‘Messengers’’ were formerly noted 
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breeds among us, but latterly, the ‘‘Sampsons,’’ ‘‘Alfreds,’’ and 
‘‘Morgans,’’ among our farmers take the lead. Sampson was a 
large, heavy, cow-heeled English draft-horse, imported about twenty 
years ago. Some of his crosses with other breeds, however, make 
excellent horses, gentle, strong, hardy and active. Alfred was a 
cross between the English draft-horse and a more active and lighter 
race. Some of his crosses with ‘‘Old Nimrod’’ make good, tough, 
high-spirited animals. But the Black Hawks and Morgans, at the 
present time, are the most esteemed for business or all work. 

Nearly every farmer in this county raises his own horse; but I 
should judge that more are brought here, than are sold for trans- 
portation. 
A good horse at five years old, will sell from $100 to $200. 

(eee 

Statement of Joun P. Hatter, of Lima, Allen county, Ohio. 

Some good horses are raised in this part of the State, and many are 
annually exported. They are worth from $70 to $150 each at four 
years old. 

Statement of James McK. Snoperass, of Mifflin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Horses are advantageously raised here. Colts cost about $18 per 
head for their keep until they are three years old, when their average 
value is $80. Horses rate in the Pittsburgh market from $20 to $200 
for good heavy draft, and for first-class, blooded animals, from $200 
to $250. There are different breeds here, among which are the ‘‘ Con- 
sul,’’ ‘‘Hawk-eye,’’ and ‘‘Glencoe;’’ also, for heavy draught, the 
“Trish Bay,’’ ‘“‘Black Sam,’’ &c., mere local names, but all have 
produced some good stock. The ‘‘Morgan”’ horse is being introduced, 
and much more attention is paid to improvement within the last few 
years than formerly. 

The cost of raising a mule, till two years of age, is about $20, when 
it is worth from $80 to $120. At this age, itis put to work. Many 
are used about the coal mines, where they answer a much better pur- 
pose than horses. Large-sized mules, at five years old, will command 
from $175 to $200 each. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

Horses are considered the most profitable stock raised in this sec- 
tion of our State. All grades are kept for use, from the full-blooded 
English horse, to the ponies of the Western plains. 

The average price of good work horses is from $80 to $150. 
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Statement of Ricuarp Lecuner, of Stouchburg, Berks county, 
Pennsylvania. 

The raising of horses in this section is considered a profitable busi- 
ness. The cost of a colt at three years old is estimated at $60. The 
price at that age is from $80 to $100. 

Statement of AuBERT Hoopes, of Westchester, Chester county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Horses in this county are principally raised for our own use. We 
have blood animals, ‘‘ Morgans,’’ ‘‘ Lions,’’ ‘‘ Canadians,’’ and a very 
fine ‘‘Norman’’ diligence horse. The latter is a direct importation 
from France. When crossed upon our blood mares, I think it 
makes a valuable farm and draft-horse. 

The value of a horse at four or five years old is from $100 to $250. 

Statement of Ropert W. Baytor, of Wood End, near Charlestown, 
. Jefferson county, Virginia. 

Horses can be profitably and advantageously raised with us. <A 
colt can be kept in good order in winter on hay without grain, and 
can be pastured in summer for $1 50a month from the time it is 
foaled until it is three years of age, at which time, if of good size 
and approved breed, it will command from $100 to $150. 

The cost of sending a horse to Baltimore, by railroad, would be $8, 
or $3 on foot. 

SHEEP AND WOOL. 

SHEEP-FARMING IN RUSSIA. 

According to the most distinguished agricultural authorities, Rus- 
sia, from the great extent of her pastures, and from other local cir- 
cumstances, 1s one of the most suitable countries in the world for 
sheep-farming, the encouragement and increase of which are extending 
more and more throughout the empire, especially in the spacious 
plains of Little Russia and the Crimea. Although this branch of 
industry had received the attention and encouragement of Peter the 
Great, and other distinguished personages for many years before, its 
commencement may date back to 1793, on the arrival of two French- 
men, Ruvié and Vassal, who had taken refuge in Spain during the 
revolution, and there acquired a thorough knowledge of sheep-hus- 
bandry; but, as they encountered in that country many difficulties, 
and being aware that there were immense unoccupied plains in 
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Russia adapted to this purpose, they repaired to the Crimea, and made 
proposals to the government to introduce sheepfolds of Merinos, pro- 
vided they should be allowed a certain quantity of land and a stipulated 
sum of money in advance. The proposition was agreed to, and Ru- 
vié, having received from the government 100,000 rubles ($75,000) 
and 30,000 dessiatines of land, (81,000 acres,) engaged to establish in 
the Crimea a flock of Merinos, to be brought from Spain, and to mul- 
tiply them to 100,000 head, as well as to teach one hundred pupils 
the art of rearing them. In 1803, Ruvié and Vassal, at the expense 
of the government, were sent to Spain; the following year, they re- 
turned, bringing one hundred Merino rams of the best quality. Vassal 
then went to Saxony, where he bought from the best flocks one thou- 
sand ewes and five hundred rams of the ‘‘ Electoral’ breed, which were 
taken to the Crimea, establishing in the district of Dnieprovsk a 
sheepfold, which is still believed to exist and to number at least 
100,000 head, in their purity. 

The government has from that period continued to offer every facili- 
ty for the introduction of Spanish sheep into Southern Russia. By 
the Imperial order of January 12th, 1804, the unoccupied public lands 
in the southern provinces were granted for the purpose of establishing 
sheepfolds, with a promise that, if the grantees should keep them in 
good condition, they should be allowed as a reward the possession of 
those lands for life, or even in perpetuity. The following year, the 
government granted 130,000 dessiatines of land, (351,000 acres,) to 
another foreigner, by the name of Miller, provided he should, in three 
years, establish a fold of 30,000 head of sheep, one-third of which 
should be thorough-bred Merinos, and two-thirds of mixed breeds. 
Miller also pledged himself to keep thirty young men in his establish- 
ments as apprentices, each of whom should be permitted to bring at 
a certain season his own ewes to be coupled with Miller’s Spanish or 
Merino rams, in order that the Russian breed might the sooner be 
improved. Conformably to these conditions, Miller established near 
Odessa two sheepfolds, which, however, from some cause or other, did 
not long continue. In 1809, a great number of sheepfolds of the best 
breeds was established in Saratoff and New Russia, which, from their 
success, formed the main wealth of those colonies. In 1810, M. Piktet, 
a Swiss gentleman, also established sheepfolds near Odessa, and was 
provided by the government with the same encouragement that had 
been extended to Ruvié and Miller. Such, among these and other 
proprietors as had improved their flocks, were rewarded by the govern- 
ment with presents. So many incitements, of course, could not prove 
fruitless, and the wool-trade was soon prosecuted on so large a scale 
that it became necessary to find an outlet for its sale both at home 
and abroad. 

Sheep-farming in Russia is dependent, first, on the fabrication of 
woollen tissues in that country, and, secondly, on the demand in 
foreign markets. It prospers only so long as its extension goes hand 
in hand with increased demand for the raw material, either at home 
or abroad. The moment the production advances beyond this de- 
mand, the sheep-farming interest begins to languish. Since the com- 
mencement of the present century, and especially since the general 
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peace of Europe, in 1815, the increase of woollen manufactures in 
Great Britain, as well as on the Continent, has, with a rapidity un- 
known, given a strong impetus to the rearing of sheep, particularly 
of the fine-woolled sorts. Previously, Spain and a small part of Ger- 
many were almost the only countries of Hurope which furnished wool 
suitable for the production of the finer fabrics, and even for those of 
medium quality, the production of the raw material being scarcely 
sufficient for the wants of the manufacturer, either in England or on 
the Continent. Consequently, the price of wool was maintained at a 
figure which insured a good profit to the sheep-farmer, at a time when 
many other agricultural products exhibited a tendency to fall. Such 
powerful encouragement drew the attention of agriculturists in seve- 
ral other countries to this branch of husbandry; and notwithstanding 
the enormous increase of flocks of sheep, the wool-trade remained in a 
very satisfactory condition until the period, still recent, when the fleeces 
of Australia first made their appearance in the markets of Great Bri- 
tainy and subsequently in those of Germany and France. This com- 
petition became more and more threatening for the future prospects 
of the Continental sheep-farmer. 

In order that we may form some idea of the extent of this business, 
it may be stated that the quantities of wool imported into England 
from the whole English Colonies from 1839 to 1841, inclusive, amounted 
only to about 11,500,000 pounds, forming 21 per cent. of the total 
importation of that article; while, during the period from 1846 to 
1849, the mean importation from Australia, alone, amounted to 
28,400,000 pounds, or more than 48 per cent. of the total quantity 
imported. 

Thus Russia is one of those countries which have most keenly felt the 
competition of Australia. This branch of commerce began to acquire 
importance in Russia about 1830, the exportation of wool having pre- 
viously amounted to only from 1,082,400 to 1,443,200 pounds. Since 
that time, it has increased, without reckoning the exportation of Po- 
land, to 30,379,360 pounds. This was the culminating point which 
it attained in 1844. From that date, it continued to decrease until 
1848, when it had fallen to 8,587,040 pounds. In 1849, it rallied, 
the exportation of that year being 21,684,080 pounds, two-fifths of 
which went to England; but the quantity retained for home con- 
sumption amounted only to 5,766,377 pounds. This sudden increase 
would have been a very satisfactory symptom, could it have been sus- 
tained ; but it probably proceeded from temporary causes, as in com- 
merce a single year can never form a basis for estimates of anticipated 
results. At any rate, the great and increasing preponderance of 
Australian wool in the English market is a fact concerning which 
there can be no doubt; and, what is perhaps of more importance, in 
a prospective point of view, is the appearance of wool from those dis- 
tant regions in the Continental markets, especially in Germany. 

But, notwithstanding this formidable rival, it is confidently be- 
lieved that if Russia would bestow more care on the rearing of her 
stock, and the manipulation of her wool, she would have nothing to 
fear from the competition of Australia nor of any other country. If, 
however, the Russian sheep-farmers continue to direct their attention 
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as they have done hitherto, to increase the numbers of their flocks, 
rather than to improve their breeds, and if the wool-trade in the in- 
terior be allowed to continue upon its present unstable basis, it may 
be safely predicted that their foreign export of wool will still decline 
from year to year. It is a notorious fact that the washing and assort- 
ing of wool in Russia—operations of great importance—with a few 
laudable exceptions, are performed with such consummate slovenliness 
as to be elsewhere unparalleled. Indeed, such is the absurdity and 
desire for gain of some flock-masters that they speculate on the incre- 
ment of weight from dirt, and wash their sheep in muddy water, in 
the expectation that the fleece will thus bring in more money; the 
fact being that the price offered by the merchant, who is quite alive 
to the trick, is in consequence so small, that the advantage redounds 
to him and not to the farmer. Again, in assorting the wool, no sepa- 
ration is made of the different parts of the fleece; sometimes, too, the 
wool of dead animals is thrown in along with that shorn from the 
living ones; and for ordinary wools, the product of different breeds, 
is indiscriminately mixed. This negligence is detrimental, not only 
to the sale of wool abroad, but also to the fabric of their home manu- 
factured cloths, especially in regard to their receiving the dye. Their 
great want, next to equality and softness of texture, is the suscepti- 
bility of receiving a brilliant dye. The latter effect is most mani- 
fest in light and lively colors—the shades being unequal, and always 
presenting stripes or spots—which is owing to the circumstance that 
imperfectly assorted wools do not equally absorb the colors. In packing 
and transporting the wool, the negligence exhibited is as great as in 
any other department, and forms a striking contrast with the care be-' 
stowed upon these processes in other countries. The wool is often 
found to contain a mixture of heterogeneous trash, such as waste of 
hay and straw, fragments of bags, grain, husks, &c. It is also packed 
in coarse bags of bad quality, which are easily torn, and as the pack- 
ing is bad, and the bales are exposed to the weather during the trans- 
port, nothing is easier than for moisture to penetrate them. 

On observing such gross carelessness, we cannot but be forcibly 
impressed with the difference which it exhibits from the well-organ- 
ised routine of sheep-husbandry in Germany and other countries, 
where there exists a healthy emulation. Every one takes care to have 
his wool cleanly washed, well assorted, free from mixture, thoroughly 
packed, and properly labelled. Each proprietor endeavors to acquire 
a good character for his flock, and to maintain it, which causes the 
wool of the best producers to be in demand and always sure of finding 
purchasers. Often the very name of the master inspires confidence, 
and secures a ready sale for his goods. 

The rearing of fine-woolled sheep in Russia, which was carried on 
about thirty years ago only to a trifling extent, has since increased so 
rapidly that in 1846 the official returns exhibited the number of Me- 
rinos within the empire (including, Poland) to be 8,300,000 head. 
In many of the flocks, however, the breed has degenerated, in conse- 
quence of the bad selection of males and injudicious crossing. These 
points require unremitting and constant attention; for it has been 
proved by experience that even the best breeds lose a portion of their 
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good qualities, and their reproductive powers, if the necessary cross- 
ings are not seasonably undertaken. There are celebrated flocks in 
Silesia and Moravia, where these precautions are observed with a de- 
gree of punctuality and order, which, to the casual observer, would 
appear uselessly minute. The separation of the flocks into sections, 
or families, is strictly observed ; the product of each animal is carefully 
controlled, weighed, and registered, from generation to generation ; 
and as soon as it is perceived that the fleece is diminishing in weight 
or deteriorating in quality, there is a change made of the ram or ewe, 
according as the degeneracy is manifested in the whole family, or only 
in the progeny of some ewes; and experience has shown that very 
frequently to a ram and a ewe the progeny of which had begun to 
degenerate, has been restored the procreative powers solely by the 
effect of these crossings among families of the same flock. It may 
here be observed that the sheep subjected to this careful régime consist 
not of a small number, but of flocks of from 10,000 to 20,000 head. 

The support of sheep-farms organised with such thorough regu- 
larity as this requires no doubt a large amount of care and capital; 
but for these the results obtained afford a handsome return. Of course, 
such a perfect system is inapplicable to the countless flocks that graze 
upon the Russian steppes; but, between a system so refined on the 
one hand, and the negligence which pervades the greater part of the 
empire on the other, there is surely a broad margin for gradual im- 
provement. 

Deterioration of breeds has been manifested in Russia for some 
time past, not only in the Merinos, but also amongst the indigenous 
sheep, which furnish wool for the more common cloths. There are 
in that country several sorts of these common breeds, some of which 
yield such coarse wool that it can only be used for the manufacture of 
the most inferior felts, or in the caulking of ships; but there are also 
others, of which the wool is employed for several sorts of ordinary 
cloths, and might be improved, at least up to a certain point, by judi- 
cious crossing and more careful management, but which, neverthe- 
less, goes on deteriorating. Instead of being regenerated by coupling 
with rams of a better breed, they are allowed to mix with races more 
inferior still; and their scanty nurture in winter, in connexion with 
the inclemency of the season, likewise has a tendency to render their 
wool coarser. It has been observed that the wool of the common sheep 
of the steppes, which are unsheltered from the rigors of the northern 
winter, become sensibly improved when they are removed into the 
central or western provinces of the empire, where they can be pro- 
tected only during a part of the year. 

Thus, considering that the fine-woolled sheep require a temperate 
climate, together with more care and better food, than the common 
breed, it is evident that there are but few parts of Russia in which 
these conditions are found combined; and that the southern provinces 
especially are scarcely less propitious to the rearing of fine animals, 
which are there very apt to degenerate and yield but little wool. 
This degeneration may be attributed to bad food during winter; to 
the quality of the pastures in the steppes, where the base is saline; to 
the want of good water; to the frequent droughts; to the heavy dews, 
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untimely frosts, and other circumstances peculiar to these regions, 
although some of them are merely local; for in these vast plains, 

there are many districts abounding in good pasturage and furnishing 

a sufficiency of winter food. Neither can we consider all the southern 

provinces of the empire as unsuitable for the rearing of fine-woolled 

sheep. The degeneracy of these breeds in the south of Russia, which 

is an ascertained fact, it is believed proceeds in a great measure from 

the rapid and often inconsiderate extension of this branch of rural 

economy within the last twenty-five years. Encouraged by good 
markets, many of the proprietors in these districts have augmented 
their stock of Merinos beyond bounds, without calculating their means 
of supporting them during winter; while others, having an eye to 
quantity rather than to quality, have not paid sufficient attention to 
keeping the breed up to the standard—a matter demanding the most 
continuous care and attention; for the Merino, not being of pure blood, 
readily degenerates, unless this tendency be augmented in time by 
fresh crossings. 

In conclusion, it may be added that, in mild and temperate climates, 
the successful rearing of sheep depends entirely upon the extent and 
quality of the pasture. Thus, for instance, in Dalmatia, one of the 
poorest provinces in regard to the productiveness of the soil, the 
arable land of which does not occupy more than 11 per cent. of the 
whole area, and which is almost entirely destitute of meadow land; 
possesses a comparatively larger number of sheep than any other pro- 
vince of the monarchy. But, in countries in which the winters are 
long and severe, it is impossible to maintain very large flocks in the 
open air, without exposing them—especially the finer breeds—to ~ 
great and frequent losses, unless they are housed, or otherwise secured, 
and well supplied with fodder for the whole period that they are 
unable to remain at pasture. These are facts which many sheep- 
farmers seem constantly to forget. 

The following table exhibits the number of fine-woolled sheep, and 
the total number of sheep, in each province of Russia, and the number 
of both to each hundred inhabitants :— Dida iy 

Table of Sheep statistics of Russia. 

Number of Number of 
Cavahwauiee, fine-woolled | Whole num- | sheep to each 

sheep. ber ofsheep. | 100 inhabit- 
ants. 

POMS... ised. «Gdn Edueboeh esas oti ning ngiteneiay 100,000 40 
Astrakhan.........cesceseeesseeaeeeeeseees 3,420} 810,450 3$2 
Pibeeee@ bes ie, uaghds fale ek esmee ets 717,320) 1,439,380 160 
CUM I ie 2s ik Jaictsnccdtlv ale anh ele alets ie 7,500} 167,700 31 
Don Cossacks ..........cccscceresnesneseoeel aveseeereesee 2,431,570 305 
Hkathérinoslaw .............sssessseceeees 1,389,110) 2,059,730 207 
TORTOISE UE Doiae, ssid. fin Ee, cereus 55,880} 142,770 47 
Grodno scot ve ris daeby Deepge 260,000) 507,230 58 
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Number of 
GOVERNMENTS. fine-woolled 

sheep. 

Bn ee OC oe ae one ee ee 
Ka a 5 AIR. ws Bee csiees.. 280 
KOR: Se ide tiew a 4,950 
Keren Wee cess ose ae, 
eee ae ye ee) Om 
ERR dS ER oe 273,560 
KOREN BUR g is HEROIN aise Sc vie viv a 2,190 
VERGE CRN. We tielentieds dick 74,220 
TERR Faia Aaa ycvaan cata eyes s5 ai 8,830 
TARE CPR SOINT, RS RGAE an 54,545 
MR a HIG, Ate Sado dapisisind ines 96,425 
MORI Udit Ry eens dd os cance 30,200 
NINN. ease iihRe vee hidans viedee weds 1,000 
Nijnim—Nowgorod ......5...06.cc0ceseceeee 10,020 
NEGROR OMA eS Se ac sicaerionds ynfiition sucececees 
OMe Hein eB ane ated BO Meee cided | gigs ote Obs xe 
OME aaa ota TRA. eb leaders gicinnuees 16,430; 
ORR eat sts iS a Sit lac makian wwiiies sc 20,590; 
PRR Ris css. Rae WEEE dubleasdi eek 42,490 
PERE eer NIE ROUGE sna simed doce 1,650 
SSC Y m DUR RCS LAR waitin en whl med Geis s siden 
PRM es Rete e Uli sasine sa wins 300,320 
PRR Sees aaa. i bain des opin bb lone 587,700 
PIE ob, WSS AE RAR wedro ite 657,360 
PR aaa ets ies wad ined vais 1,500 
PPA crocs} dene dss i COMME adi as iste 8,690 
Ne in nar ae een a Ie 358,990 
SUT RE is anes hice Shea Ubatevecs esa 71,080 
SEIPENIS rich «cw cad rienmaate teri sai t anws 1,875 
MEME... ce aud. stare eliaiaes ves ayele a 24,220 
PRIMI i ts ves sn scien CRRA ME oie eae 80,570 
Tetras esse, ss Sotean anes RRL a 978,360 
"TOR Seca yt cictnw hens Bite tars nays 17,640 
PSCMER RNY: , Vers... 0k. olctimetec cic’. 90,955 
By fog Spat oo mo pi ie” 9) a 260 
Wetec, 2c ss Puniveats os ise ecembinne ses ss. 540 
Wadi S20 OU, Pan eed ees 26,970 
Wienek 6 Re. . Se ae 1,090 
Ver Sos era eet oe 
Waltyeiass $0. ee MaRS: sc 461,580 
Waa 0c. oe I eae eo! 
Warne he 2d... os.cik CE ee 

OLA), , «01's 3 Ve ache nmiany tues 

Whole num- 
ber of sheep. 

614,150! 1,462,770 
627,390| 1,624,250 

820,740 
569,620 
777,300 
390,490 
256,930 
302,040 
457,630 
339,300 
500,550 
207,390 
75,610 

937,300 
2,372,790 

612,490 
828,940 
57,400 

682,980 
3,192,000 
1,684,180 

92,080 
758,300 

2,911,750 
2,111,420 
561,190 

1,182,480 
926,750 

2,440,420 
506,670 
633,330 
447,850 
923,730 
251,940 
87,830 

398,950 
996,920 
434,350 

342,260) 1,707,320 
8,334, 149}44,846,160 

49 

Number of 
sheep to each 
100 inhabit- 

ants. 
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CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

——_—__—— 

Statement of D. L. R. Burt, of Centre, Cherokee county, Alabama. 

The cost of producing wool in this section is about 124 cents a pound, 
and the market value 25 cents. There is no article that can be pro- 
duced in this region with so little care and cost, according to the 
market price, as wool, and I am surprised that there is not more 
attention paid to its production. 

Statement of T. L. Hart, of West Cornwall, Litchfield county, 
Connecticut. 

Some ten years since, after having given up the idea of raising wool 
with a view to profit, I bought a few Cotswold sheep, from which, 
with occasional purchases from the best flocks, I could find in the 
State of New York, I have raised my present stock. This year, I have 
exhibited at our State Fair a sheep with her three lambs, all of one 
birth, weighing 100 pounds each at six months old. I raise twenty- 
five lambs to every twenty ewes. This year, I sold the progeny of a 
single sheep, eighteen months old, for $50, and have her fleece left. 
The fleeces of my other sheep this year weighed from 7 to 124 pounds 
each. I also received $40 in premiums at our late State Fair. The 
income of my entire flock of forty, commencing with the beginning 
of last winter, amounted to more than $600. In June last, I sold a 
lamb thirteen months old, which weighed 157 pounds. With good 
care and management the great weight of these sheep prevents them 
from being unruly or much inclined to ramble ; besides, they are not 
so liable to be killed by dogs as smaller sheep. 

With a view of testing the comparative value of the breeds, I have 
lately purchased a few of the New Oxfordshire sheep, which I intend 
to keep in all respects like the Cotswolds. It has been my practice 
in some cases, to take from their dams a pair of twins and bring them, 
up as cossets, teaching them to run with the cattle. 
as estimated cost of keeping a sheep until eighteen months old 

is $5. 

Statement of Witt1am W. Woopsriner, of Paw Paw Grove, Lee 
county, Lllinois. 

This part of the State is well adapted to sheep-raising. There are 
some good flocks of the fine-woolled varieties. As the country is com- 
paratively new, the prairie wolf commits some depredations on our 
flocks. 

The price of wool is from 30 to 40 cents per pound. There are a 
few of the Leicester sheep in this section, and they are highly esteemed 
for mutton. 
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Statement of ALEXANDER Heron, near Connersville, Fayette county, 
Indiana. . 

Sheep, in this vicinity, could be raised at considerable profit, were it 
not that they are so frequently killed by dogs, which discourages 
those who would otherwise turn more attention to wool-growing. 
They can be brought to maturity with far less labor and attention 
than any other kind of stock, as they are much closer feeders and do 
not require grain. In my experience, a flock of one hundred Merinos 
crossed with the Leicesters were kept during last winter on 44 tons 
of blue-grass and Timothy hay, worth $10 a ton. This flock, when 
shorn, averaged 5 pounds of wool per head, which readily sold here 
unpicked at 30 cents a pound, giving $1 50 to each sheep for the wool. 
A portion of the same flock was sold to the butcher, after shearing, at 
$2 50 each, making the yearling sheep worth $4, leaving about $3 
a head in profit, the cost of rearing being about $1. This, perhaps, is 
more than the average profit, which might be about $2 a head. : 

Statement of Bunsamin F. OvELL, of Plum Spring, Delaware county, 
Iowa. 

Sheep-raising in this section, as yet, has not been very extensive 
on account of the depredations committed by wolves, but as the latter 
are now becoming scarce, our farmers begin to turn their attention to 
this branch of industry. 
A sheep, after shearing, is worth $2; the price of wool is from 45 

to 50 cents a pound. 

Statement of D. R. Stuuman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, 
New York. 

There are a considerable number of sheep raised in this section 
principally Merinos and their grades. There are quite a number of 
pure-bred Spanish and French Merinos, the latter of which are the 
general favorites. Since their introduction here, in 1849, they have 
increased the weight of fleece on an average to nearly or quite 2 
pounds in the flocks where used. There is also a growing interest in 
mutton sheep, for the improvement of which the South Downs are 
being introduced. Sheep are kept in pasture from seven to eight 
months, and the remainder of the year on hay and straw, the younger 
portion of the flock usually receiving daily a small quantity of grain. 

The cost of keeping a sheep will vary but little from $1 a year, and 
at two years old, it will sell for $2 from pasture, leaving the wool for 
the profit. The transportation to New York city, by railroad, is $1 
each, from which there is a considerable deduction when a large num- 
ber is sent. 

Good wool can be produced at a less expense of keepirg and labor 
than poor, as the fleeces are heavier, while the sheep are more quiet, 
and consequently require less food. The cost of raising from three- 
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fourths to full-blooded Merino wool is about 25 cents, which sells for 25 
to 50 cents a pound. It costs 60 cents per 100 pounds to transport it, 
by railroad, to New York. 

Statement of Joun Youne, JR., of Forest Grove, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Sheep are profitable stock with us. We have some full-blooded 
South Downs and Leicesters. From what I have seen of their 
crosses upon the common stock, I think a very great improvement 
will be the result. They prosper in every part of the county. Last 
year, their wool was worth 33 cents per pound. The cost of raising 
them is 75 cents per head, and when full grown they are worth $2 
each. The greater part of the stock, however, is of Spanish Merino 
blood, and brings high prices. 

‘ A good Leicester buck, at one year old, brings $10, and ewes, for 
breeding, $5 each. 

Statement of C. Svivety, of Penn Township, Alleghany county, Penn- 
sylvania. 

Of sheep we have several varieties. The South Downs and Leicesters 
are considered best for the butcher, particularly the former; but the 
latter have heavier fleeces. Those uniting good qualities for mutton 
and weight of fleece are most profitable in the vicinity of the Pittsburgh 
market. The South Down is a hardy animal, and takes on fat per- 
haps faster than other varieties. Good mutton is always in demand 
at Pittsburgh. 

The price of wool is varying. Last year’s prices ruled from 25 to 
40 cents per pound for common prime. For several years previous, 
prices were higher. 

Statement of James Mcx. Snopverass, of Miglin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

The rearing of sheep has not been much attended to in this county, 
although almost every farmer has a small flock. The devouring dogs 
have been so destructive to them that many farmers have abandoned 
the business. The Leicester, South Down, Spanish Merino and com- 
mon stock are raised to some extent. Many believe the Leicester to 
be the most profitable, on account of the size of its carcass, and the 
quantity of its fleece. 

Good mutton commands a high price in our market, ranging from 
$3 50 to $6 per head. Wool brings from 30 to 40 cents per pound. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

In some parts of this county, sheep are considered more profitable 
than any other kind of stock; but, within the last few years, the 
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fluctuation in their value, has operated injuriously to this branch of 
husbandry. We have French and Spanish Merinos, and grades down 
to quarter bloods. A large proportion of our sheep, however, are a 
cross with the Spanish and Saxons, few, if any, of the common kind 
being kept. 

The average price of wool with us may be estimated at 33 cents a 
pound. Sheep and lambs sell from $1 to $5 each. 

Statement of J. S. Goru, of Tippecanoe, Fayette county, Pennsylvania, 

Sheep of all kinds have been introduced into Western Pennsyl- 
vania, which has long been celebrated for producing good mutton and 
fine wool; yet it did not acquire to the reputation it now enjoys until 
within the last few years, during which time some of the finest im- 
ported French and Spanish grades have found their way into this 
county, and it is now clearly shown that our sheep can compare with 
any In the world. From time to time, various coarse-woolled animals 
have been brought among us, but they have never rendered satisfac- 
tion to those who introduced them. A few years ago, many Saxony 
sheep were brought here, but their introduction eventually ruined 
some of the finest flocks in this and in Washington county. 

It costs about $1 50 a head to keep sheep properly for a year, while 
wool is worth about 40 cents a pound; so that it is evident that sheep- 
clipping, at 24 pounds a head, leaves no profit. But our improved 
breeds, which yield from 4 to 12 pounds per head, pay very well. 
Besides this, I find that my French sheep raise about three lambs 
per head annually. 

Statement of Rosert W. Baytor, of Wood End, near Charlestown, 
Jefferson county, Virginia. 

Sheep are very profitably raised in this section, especially the im- 
proved breeds, commanding at-home from $8 to $10 each at two 
years old. 
We have as good imported Cotswolds and South Downs as England 

can produce, the latter being preferred. Their crosses upon our com- 
mon stock are regarded as highly advantageous. 

Wool-growing amply remunerates the shepherd for his care. Wool 
cannot be raised under 20 cents a pound. 

Statement of James E. Kunpatn, of Poplar Grove, Kanawha county, 
Virginia. 

This is decidedly a fine sheep-raising county, but the subject has 
not received the attention it merits. The cost of producing wool, I 
believe, does not average more than 12} cents per pound. Our sheep 
are seldom fed. They keep in fine condition the whole year on the 
mountain range. They are free from disease, and live to a good age. 
Wool is worth from 30 to 374 cents per pound. 
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GOATS. 

INTRODUCTION OF THE CASHMERE-SHAWL GOAT. 
The introduction of wool-bearing goats has deservedly attracted 

some degree of attention in the United States within the past few 
years, a well-directed and apparently successful attempt having been 
made, in 1849, by Dr. James B. Davis, of Columbia, in South Caro- 
lina. Having resided several years in the dominions of the Sultan, 
in 1838, he procured in Turkey, in Asia, seven females and two male 
goats, alleged to be of the pure Cashmere breed. 

In 1853, when Dr. Davis communicated to the Patent Office 
some account of these animals, he stated that the number of pure 
breeds of his flock was then but thirty, the progeny having been 
chiefly males; but that the half and quarter-breeds obtained by 
crosses with the common goat, were much more numerous. He also 
stated that the full-blooded young were equal in all respects to the 
imported, with even a finer and heavier fleece, while the mixed breeds 
proved a great improvement upon the common stock. He moreover 
stated that he had a female Thibet-shawl goat, from which there had 
been considerable increase by breeding with a Cashmere buck. The 
demand for the bucks of his flock, at $100 each, was said to be very 
great, and even the mixed breeds were freely purchased by persons: 
who were anxious to improve the varieties already in the country. 
Information has also been received from other sources, that some of 
the full-blooded males of this stock were taken to the banks of the 
Hudson, in New York, as well as to other places, and have prospered 
well. 

In 1854, Mr. Richard Peters, of Atlanta, in Georgia, purchased 
from Dr. Davis his entire stock of full-blooded female goats, and some 
of the males; and he has since been understood to decline parting 
with any of them in the hope that other persons may be encouraged 
to make direct importations. 

In the communication of Dr. Davis referred to above, it is remarked 
that ‘‘the Cashmere, Persian, Angora and Circassian goats are one 
and the same animal, changed in some respects by altitude, though 
but little by latitude.’’ Mr. Peters, however, says of those in his 
possession, in a recent communication, that ‘‘they differ materially 
from the Thibet shawl-goats, and also from the Angora goats, although 
they may prove to be of that variety, chitged by climate, breeding, 
and selections. ‘‘They are in my opinion,’’ he adds, ‘‘the true Cash- 
mere goats, a variety never before introduced into Europe nor Ameri- 
ca.’’ He proceeds, ‘‘ A Mons. Tourneau, in 1818, introduced a large 
flock of the Thibet goats into France, descendants of which are now 
bred in England. I have seen specimens of the latter; they are of 
but little value, and entirely different from the Davis goats.’’ *** ‘The 
goats of the province of Angora are of mixed colors, and have a coarse 
fleece, with their horns turned down, and differ from the Davis goats 
as much as our common sheep differ from the Merinos.”’ 

There appears to be some misapprehensions manifested in these 
quotations, which it may be proper to correct: The Cashmere and the 
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Thibet goat are the same. The regions called Cashmere and Thibet 
adjoin each other, and the western portion of the latter, which is called 
Little Thibet, is included in the dominions of the Maharajah of 
Cashmere. This goat is found also in the country of the Kirghiz, in 
Central Asia, at the bend of the Ural, north of the Caspian sea. It 
is of the size of the domestic varieties most common in Europe and 
the United States, and is covered with long, flat, and falling silky 
hair, beneath which there is in winter the delicate greyish wool whick 
constitutes the fabric of the costly Cashmere shawls of commerce. 
Only 3 ounces of this wool are, on the average, obtained from each 
goat. This is sold by the goatherds for a little over $1 a pound. 
Thirty ounces, valued at $2, is all that is required in the manufacture 
of a shawl a yard and a half square. The immense cost of these 
shawls in the European market is therefore a subject of much wonder 
to those unacquainted with the history of their manufacture and 
transportation. The wool is first combed from the goats in the 
mountains of Thibet and sent to Cashmere, where a heavy duty is 
paid upon it. It is there bleached, spun into yarn, and taken to the 
bazaar, where another tax is paid upon it. The thread is then dyed, 
the shawl woven, and the border attached to it, when the weaver has 
tu carry it to the custom-house, where it is taxed according to the dis- 
cretion or caprice of the collector. The two dollars’ worth of wool 
have by this time become magnified in value; but if they are intended 
for the Kuropean market, they have yet to pass through the ordeal of 
still heavier exactions. They must be borne from Cashmere across 
the Indus to Peshawur on the frontier of Afghanistan, a journey ot 
twenty days, upon the back of a man, the road being often impassable 
by camels or mules, deep precipices being crossed upon suspension 
bridges of rope, and perpendicular rocks climbed by means of wooden 
ladders. At various stages of this journey, taxes are exacted, amount- 
ing to $9 or $10 in the aggregate. From Peshawur to near the con- 
fines of Europe, tribute is paid at many custom-houses; but the for- 
bearance of the marauders of Afghanistan and Persia, and of the Tur- 
komanic hordes, must also be purchased at a high price. The precious 
burden is then conveyed to Europe over the Caucasus, and through 
Russia, or, as is now frequent, through the Turkish provinces to Con- 
stantinople. 

There is some evidence of the importation both of the Thibet and 
the Angora goats into France at different times. Mr. Peters, as has 
been already quoted, ascribes to a Mr. Tourneau, in 1818, the importa- 
tion into France of the Thibet goat, which he believes he has lately 
seen in England in a degenerate condition. It is probable, however, 
that, as a casual observer, Mr. Peters did not take time to investigate 
the proofs of the idenity of the goats he saw, with the importations 
from Thibet into France. It is well known that, in 1819, a Mons. 
Jaubert brought some 400 or 500 Thibet goats from the Kirghiz 
territory to France, having started from the former country with 
1,500. Those which survived the journey were received at 
Marseilles by-a Mons. Tessier, and by him placed in various situa- 
tions in France. A doubt was at one time expressed as to the 
purity of the breed of these goats, but no good reason was advanced 
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as the basis of such a doubt. Their fleece did not prove abundant 
enough for profit, however, until in 1823, when a Mons. Polonceau 
caused a cross to be made between the Thibet, or Cashmere, and 
Angora goat, (whence the latter was procured was not stated,) with 
great success, insomuch that, instead of three, thirty ounces of 
down was obtained from each of several of the cross-breeds; and, it is 
added, of a superior quality, being of finer and longer staple, while 
the animals themselves were quite hardy and more docile. 

In 1824, some of the Thibet goats were conveyed from France to 
the county of Essex, in England, by a Mr. Towers; but the number 
was not regarded as sufficient, nor is there any record of the result. 

Dr. Davis is therefore obviously misled in supposing that the four 
varieties of goats named by him are identical; and Mr. Peters is 
equally in error in the distinction he defines between Cashmere and 
Thibet-shawl goats, and in alleging that the goats of Angora are of 
mixed colors, coarser fleece, &c., for they are always described as 
‘invariably of a silvery white, with long and silky hair of one sort 
only.’’ The specimens received at this Office, of the fleece of Mr. Pe- 
ters’ goats, correspond with this description of the hair of the Angora 
goat, and no specimen has been received of the greyish undergrowth 
of down pecular to the Cashmere or Thibet; but we have the au- 
thority of an officer of the British army, who passed several years in 
India, for the statement that, from goats taken from the mountains of 
Thibet to the warm climate of British India, this down wholly disap- 
peared the first year. The portraits of a pair of Mr. Peters’ goats, 
(shown on Pl. IV. and Pl. V.,) correspond to the descriptions usually 
given of those of the Thibet breed. 
From all the information at present obtainable upon this general 

subject, it may be concluded that the goats in the possession of Mr. 
Peters are probably of the true Thibet or Cashmere variety; that it is 
to the inteliigence, energy, and patriotic enterprise of Dr. Davis and 
Mr. Peters the country is indebted for the best directed, most persist- 
ent, and most successful effort that has ever been made to introduce 
an improved breed of goats either into Hurope or America; and that 
the example of these gentlemen should be emulated by every intelli- 
gent and public spirited agriculturist in the country, who has the 
means of either uniting in the work of making further importations, 
or of causing the general propagation and cherishing of those intro- 
duced by others. ‘The importance of this enterprise is greater than is 
usually supposed ; for, depreciate as we may in theory the desire of 
fine and luxurious apparel, this desire is universal, and will be grati- 
fied at whatever cost. The home demand for woollen fabrics of the 
finest textures will continue to be large, urgent, and permanent, and 
the home supply should correspond to it. The flesh, also, of the goat 
and of the kid, has always been relished and regarded as wholesome 
and nutritious in those countries in which it is abundant. From the 
most remote antiquity, the milk of the goat has been in requisition in 
various parts of the world. In Syria, at the present day, the milk of 
the goat and sheep, almost, if not entirely, supersedes that of the cow, 
and its products of butter and cheese are in general use. In Switzer- 
land, and in mountainous and other portions of France, Spain, Italy, 
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&c., the same usages prevail. The variety and coarseness of the fare 
of the goat, the hardiness of its nature, and the facility with which it 
accommodates itself to either a sheltered or exposed life, enable per- 
sons in all situations to keep it without inconvenience, with the single 
exception that it is destructive to young trees, which it denudes of 
their bark when they are accessible to it ; but it generally selects bit- 
ter and slightly astringent herbs for its food. 
Many reasons have been assigned for the fact that the presence of a 

goat in a stable is beneficial to the health of the horse, such as that 
the odor exhaled from its body is salutary, that its companionship is 
cheering to him in his solitude, that the portions it selects from his 
food would be injurious to him, &c. Whether the primary fact as- 
sumed is true, and if so, whether each or all of these causes are real, 
will not here be discussed; but the usage of encouraging this com- 
panionship has been so well approved by experience, that its practice, 
which is seldom attended either with expense or inconvenience, should 
not "be inconsiderately forsaken. These remarks apply alike to the 
common varieties, and to the improved breeds of goats herein com 
mended to favor and adoption. Did, Be 

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF THE HAIR OF ASIATIC 
GOATS. 

BY GHORGE C. SCHAEFFER, M. D., U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 

As the history of these goats has already been given in the Agri 
cultural Report of the Patent Office for 1853, as well as in other pub- 
lications, by Dr. James B. Davis, of South Carolina, it is deemed 
unnecessary to repeat it here. The full-bred animals of this importa- 
tion, as well as their crosses on the common goat, have been sent 
to various parts of the country. Dr. D. C. Ambler, who has intro- 
duced them into New York, presented the specimens for examination 
to this Office. The value and good points of these animals have been 
so well reported upon, at the various exhibitions at which they have 
taken prizes, that I shall say nothing upon these subjects, but pro- 
ceed. at once to the immediate object of this paper. 

The first specimen examined is from a full-bred ‘‘ Davis’’ female, 
born in South Carolina, and carried, when four months old, to Water- 
ville, Oneida county, New York, by Dr. Ambler, by whom it is owned. 
The fleece was taken when twelve months old. The lock examined 
shows a very beautiful curled or wavy hair, of silvery whiteness, with a 
fine, downy wool at its base. The hair selected for representation was 
10 inches long. A portion, taken about the middle of its length, +s 
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shown in cut a, magnified about feur hundred times. In copying the 
original drawing, the projecting points of the external scales, or cells, 
of the hair have been somewhat exaggerated. 

The next specimen is also from a full-bred female, born in South 
Carolina, and carried to Harper’s Ferry, in Virginia, when four 
months of age. The fleece was taken when twelve months old. In 
this lock, the wool is somewhat more abundant than in the former: 
the hair being nearly as long and a little finer. In all the hairs, 
taken from this sample, the external scales, or cells, were rather less 
evident than in specimen a. In cut J, is shown a hair in which they 
are least plainly marked. 

a.—Hair of a full-blooded Asiatic goat, frou. New York, magnified 400 times. 
b.—Hair of a full-blooded Asiatic goat, frou Virginia, magnified 400 times. 

The third specimen is from a fiull-bred male, also born in South 
\ aralina, but carried to Charlestown, Chatauque county, New York, 
6vned by Mr. D. Davenport. ‘I'he fleece was taken when twelve 
n.onths old. There is rather less wool, but the character of the 
huir is similar to that of a and 6, a portion of which is denoted on 
cut c. 

¢.--Hair cf a full-blooded Asiatic goat, from New York, magnified 400 times. } 
d.—Hair of a second cross between the Asiatic and common goat, magnified 400 times, 

The hair shown in the drawing, by d, is from the second cross be- 
fween the full-bred and common goat, born in South Carolina, and 
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carried to New York, when four months old. The fleece is said to have 
been taken when about twelve months of age. This is much shorter 
than any of the others, being about 5 inches long; but it is exceed- 
ingly beautiful, both in texture and in color. The hair shown in cut 
d, is less in diameter than any of the others. The degree of fineness 
is about that of the finest Saxony wool. 

e.— Outlines of hairs of a full-blooded Asiatic goat, taken from the finest Calcutta shawl, magnified 
400 times, 

By way of comparison, a mere outline is given ate, of different hairs, 
from a piece of shawl stuff, imported from Calcutta, and said to be 
the finest ever brought to this country. The fabric was dyed red, and 
has contracted somewhat in the process. It is evident, from the 
character of the smaller hairs, that they have been taken at a much 
earlier age than those represented above. 

It is gratifying, then, to be assured that the fleece may be raised in 
this country with a fineness closely approximating to that which it 
has ever attained in Asia, under the most favorable circumstances. 

The cress with the common goat is particularly interesting, as 
showing no deterioration in the hair. It has not been considered 
necessary to dwell upon the minute peculiarities of structure in thsee 
specimens. Larger quantities of the hair and more exact information 
as to the treatment, age, and condition of the animals, would be re- 
quired to give any real value to such an investigation, 
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SWINE. 

THE SWINE OF RUSSIA. 

The rearing of swine is carried on in Russia to a considerable ex- 
teat, especially in the governments of Mohilew, Kowno, Tschernigow, 
K harkow, Saratow, Tambow, Woronéje, Orel, and Koursk. In the © 
latter, there were reckoned, in 1846, nearly 600,000 head, and in each 
of the other governments, from 400,000 to 500,000. The aggregate 
in the forty-eight governments was estimated at 10,053,500 head. In 
the kingdom of Poland, it was estimated that there were 800,000. 
Adding Finland and those governments in which the statistics were 
oot officially ascertained, the total estimate was 12,000,000, or about 
one animal to every five inhabitants, the relative number to the popu- 
lation being nearly the same as in ‘Austria, and much larger than in 
Pruusia or in France; but it is still far less than it might be, con- 
sidering the means the Russians have of feeding them. In general, 
they bestow but little care on this branch of rural economy, although 
it is well suited to the country, and is generally very profitable. It 
is much neglected in the provinces of New Russia, where it is believed ' 
that ten times the number of animals might be raised that now are. 
In the governments of Kherson, Ekathérinoslaw, Tauride, and Bes- 
sarabia the number has scarcely increased for the last forty or fifty 
years, notwithstanding the encouraging example of the German 
colonists who derive gr reat profits from this source. As a proof of the 
negligence with which the swine are treated in some districts, the 
following observation by M. Haxthausen, on the government of Nijni- 
Nowgorod, may be cited :— 
‘We have seen herds of long-bristled swine wandering about in 

the forest during summer, like deer, without the least superintend- 
ence. In autumn, the people catch as many as they can, and make 
an equal distribution of them amongst all the families of the village, 
so that, in regard to these animals, there is no distinction of indi- 
vidual property.”’ 
When we consider what large numbers of swine have for some 

years past been sent from Hungary and Servia by railway to Ham- 
burg, and thence to England, notwithstanding the enormous expenses " 
of such long inland journeys, we may conceive the importance which 
this business might attain in a very short time in those provinces of 
Russia that are not remote from the eoast. 
The total value of swine in Russia and Poland is estimated at 

$15,750,000. This includes the value of the bristles, most of which 
are exported from Little Russia, and form no inconsiderable article 
of cammerce. D. J. B. 
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CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of D. L. R. Burn, of Centre, Cherokee county, Alabama. 

Pork cannot be raised here under 5 centsa pound. It usually sells 
for 6 or 7 cents. There is very little more raised than is required for 
home consumption. The cost of transportation to Charleston is $1 75 
per 100 pounds. 

Statement of ALEXANDER Heron, near Connersville, Fayette county, 
Indiana. 

Among the different animals raised in this section for market, swine 
take the lead, as they are far the most profitable. There is some 
objection to them on account of their rooting propensities and the 
consequent destruction to pastures; but this has been demonstrated 
to be easily avoided by ‘‘ringing’’ the nose, thus rendering them 
almost as harmless as sheep*. 

The best breed of swine which we rear is the ‘‘Chester Whity,”’ 
which constitutes the largest proportion of the hogs in this regivn, 
Stock hogs will thrive and winter well on seven bushels of corn; aad 
if there be plenty of ‘‘mast’’ they will do well on less. The curt 
of rearing a hog for market may be estimated as follows:— 

For seven bushels of corn at 30 cents, . ' Sam ae 6 
For three months’ pasturage, on clover, from 1st Sep- 

tember to December Ist, .. . 50 
For eighteen bushels of corn for fattening, at 30 cents, 5 40 

Total cost, . . ‘ ; " : . $8 00 

Hogs fed in this way will average 250 pounds in weight, which, at 
6 cents a pound, will make the gross sale per head $15, showing 
a net profit of $7 on each head. This is equivalent to selling the 
corn at 60 cents a bushel, besides the improvement of the ground on 
which they were fed, by their manure. 

Most of the hogs reared here are packed at Connersville, our home 
market in this county. The difference in price between this and the 
Cincinnati market is about 35 cents per 100 pounds, which is nearly 
the cost of transportation. The number of hogs which have been 
packed here this season is 25,000. 

Statement of L. KE. Dupuy, of Shelbyville, Shelby county, Kentucky. 

Our hogs have been crossed upon the “Berkshire,” “Irish Grazier,” 
“Woburn,” &c., until we scarcely know what we have, except that they 
are hogs. Our rule is to get the longest hog that will fatten early 
and kindly, without regard to name. We make them weigh from 
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2:10 to 350 pounds when a year or eighteen months old, by feeding on 
clover, rye, oats, and corn. 

Statement of HE. A. Hotman, of Harvard, Worcester county, 
Massachusetts. 

The animals raised to the best advantage with us are the ‘‘Suffolk’’ 
swine, which are also successfully crossed on our common breed. The 
best. mode of keeping is in sheltered pens, fed from the refuse of the 
dairy with the addition of meal of Indian corn, or some other grain. 
The cost of raising at six weeks old is 8 cents a pound. The market 
value at that age is $3 50 each. . 

The cost of producing pork is 9 cents a pound; market value 19 
cents a pound; transportation to Boston, $3 a ton. 

Statement of Gersnom Wrsorn, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

A considerable number of hogs is raised in this county, though it 
is not thought to be profitable to keep any more than can be pro- 
duced on the farm without feeding too much with good marketable 
grain. It is generally believed that they should be raised until they 
are fifteen or eighteen months old, principally upon grass and milk, 
and then shut up in pens and fattened with barley or cern. 

Our hogs, like other farm stock, are of a mixed character, produced 
by crossing the best breeds of Europe with the old races of this sec- 
tion. The latter were long-legged, long-visaged, flap-eared, and 
coarse-boned. Their most wnamiable characteristic was a great affec- 
tion for chickens, goslins, and lambs. The ‘‘Berkshire’’ was for a 
long time a very popular breed, fine-boned, and easily fattened, but 
rather too small. The ‘‘Leicester’’ is a good-sized fine-boned hog, 
and, if bred well, will fatten at fifteen months old, and will weigh 
500 or more pounds. The ‘‘Suffolk’’ breed has also of late been in- 
troduced here, but from the thinness of their hair they do not appear 
to be at all adapted to the severity of our winter climate. 

Statement of James McK. Syoverass, of Miglin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Almost every farmer here raises his own pork, and a surplus for 
home trade. To raise it on corr would cost from $4 to $450 per 
100 pounds. We have the ‘‘Berkshire,”’ the ‘‘Chinese,’’ the ‘ Bed- 
ford,’ the ‘Chester county,’ and the common or wood breeds. 
The Chinese and Berkshire have been profitably raised several years. 
The Chester county hog has been introduced, and is much valued by 

our farmers. 
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Statement af D. Mruts, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

Hogs are not much raised with us beyond the wants of the conaty, 
not being considered so profitable as other kinds of stock. The ‘‘Chiaa’’ 
breed is the most prevalent, though some keep the ‘‘Russian,’’ the 
latter of which are not much esteemed on account of the cost of bring: 
ing them to maturity. 
Pork is worth from 5 to 8 cents a pound; lard from 9 to 124 

cents. 

Statement of Aupert Hoops, of West Chester, Chester county, Pexn- 
sylvania. 

Hogs are raised here for home consumption, and a few for market. 
Several of the imported breeds have been tried, but all have given 
way to an ‘‘ Improved Chester county’’ hog. Swine are generally kept 
in pastures during the summer, being ‘allowed the slops from the 
kitchen, and the refuse milk from the dairy. When fattened with 
whole corn between the ages of six and eighteen months, they will 
gain about a pound a day. 

The price of pork is from 9 to 10 cents a pound. 

Statement of James E. Krenpatt, of Poplar Grove, Kanawha coundy 
Virginia. 

Hogs are regarded as indispensable stock in this county. Thyy 
grow ‘Jar ge, and do well on acorns and beech mast. The only wwt- 
tention required is to keep them tame. A cross of the Berkshire 
and China breeds suits us best. 

POULTRY AND EGGS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Grorce P. Norris, of Newcastle, Newcastle courts, 
Delaware. 

I have devoted much time to the poultry department of the ‘farm ; 
and, though at present the great mania for large fowls appears to 
have subsided, it cannot be said that our people have not been bene- 
fitted in having their attention called to the improvement of the 
various breeds. 

The ‘‘ Large Shanghai’’ fowls generally introduced throughout 
the country, are by no means the most profitable. They are regular, 
but not extraordinary layers, and grow very rapidly, but are enor- 
mous eaters. The principal benefit ‘to be derived from them will be 
the cross obtained between them and the smaller breeds. 

Of all the fancy fowls, I prefer either the ‘‘ Black Spanish, ’’ or the 
“Polands.’? The former are handsome, of moderate size, hardy, 
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easily kept, and great layers, in consequence of which they have 
obtained the name of ‘‘ everlasting layers.”’ 

The Poland fowls resemble the Spanish in everything except 
appearance. They are jet black, with a characteristic white top- 
knot, and are by many considered the handsomest variety known. 
Having had some experience with each breed, I can unhesitatingly 
recommend them, as they are well adapted to the wants of the farmers 
of the Middle States. 

I should have mentioned, however, that none of the breeds noticed 
above are good sitters ; therefore, a few hens of other breeds should 
be kept for the purpose of hatching the eggs of these, and rearing the 
young. 

DNS. ECan Ss 

INSECTS FREQUENTING THE COTTON-PLANT. 

‘ BY TOWNEND GLOVER. 

The eotton-plant furnishes food for numerous insects, some of which 
feed exclusively upon the leaf, some upon the flower, while others 
destroy the young buds and bolls. It is my purpose to describe thes 
insects, not in the order of their classification by natural families, but. 
according to the part of the plant they most generally frequent, or 
to which their ravages are chiefly confined. Thus, by referring to 
the parts injured, one can easily recognise the insects, or their larve, 
which attack them in any of the stages of their existence. 
Many of these insects at first appear in small numbers, and only 

become formidable in the second or third generation ; for instance, if 
a female boll-worm produce 500 moths, one-half of which are males 
and the other half females, the next generation, if the increase be in 
the same ratio, will amount to 125,000 catterpillars or moths ; and 
all this is accomplished in the space of a few weeks. It will there- 
fore be perceived that their destruction depends upon prompt and 
timely action; and planters may materially aid in carrying out a 
work designed for their mutual benefit, by minutely observing the 
habits and characteristics of these pests of our fields, devising means 
for their destraction, and communicating the results of their ob- 
servations and experiments, through some appropriate channels, to 
the public. ; 

Insects injurious to the cotton-plant consist of those very destruc- 
tive to the general crops, such as the boll-worm, cotton caterpiliar, 
and some others; and those which do comparatively little injury, 
their numbers thus far not being sufficiently great to cause much 
damage, such as the leaf-rolling caterpillar (tortrix) and several 
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insects hereafter mentioned. There are still others, which do not 
materially injure the crop itself, such as the span-worm, and others 
which only feed upon the petals or pollen of the flowers. There are 
also many insects found in the cotton-fields which do no damage 
whatever to the plant, but merely feed upon weeds and grass grow- 
ing between the rows, such as the caterpillar of the Argynnis colum- 
bina, which feeds upon the passion-vine, and that of the Zanthidia 
ficeppe, which sometimes devours the Maryland cassia, and produces 
the beautiful orange-colored butterflies, seen in vast numbers hover- 
ing over moist or wet places on the plantations. 
A class of insects which is highly beneficial, comprehends the larve 

ef the lady-bird, the ichneumon flies, and many others, that are ever 
on the search for living victims amongst the noxious tribes, and 
which serve to keep the numbers of the latter within proper bounds. 

Thus, itis highly necessary to be able to recognise the injurious 
from the comparatively innoxious as well as the useful insects, and I 
have therefore thought proper to describe and figure most of those 
which infest the cotton-fields, as many of them feed upon or injure 
the plants in one state or another ; and, although they may do but 
little injury at first, yet, were they to multiply as fast as some others, 
they would eventually become as great a nuisance as the boll-worm is 
at present. According to a communication from Colonel Whitner, of 
Tallahassee, in Florida, the latter insect was scarcely known in that 
region before the year 1841; but it has since increased to such an ex- 
tent as to cause an immense yearly loss to the planters. 

Several methods of«destroying insects on plantations and elsewhere 
have been recommended, one of which is the_use of fire or burning 
torches. The innumerable myriads of nocturnal moths, being 
attracted by the lights, burn their wings as they hover around, and 
are either destroyed at once, or disabled from flying about to deposit 
their eggs in distant parts of the field. A species of lantern has been 
used for entrapping such as are attracted by light, and with some 
success. It is formed of a top, bottom, and back, made of wood, with 
a glass front and sides, a little more than a foot square, according to 
the size of the glasses used. The front is supported by a pillar at 
each corner ; on the inside of the back of the lantern is fastened a tin 
or glass reflector. The three glazed sides consist of two panes, slid- 
ing in grooves, made in the top and bottom boards, and meeting in 
the middle at an angle of about 120°, instead of one pane, as in com- 
mon lanterns. These panes can be slipped in and out, so as to leave 
a space open between them, larger or smaller as may be desired. A 
lamp is placed in the centre of the bottom, protected from insects and 
wind by a common glass chimney, which protrudes through a hole in 
the top. All the bottom of the box inside of the glass having been 
peng cut away, excepting a circular place en which to put the 
amp, it is then deposited on a vessel or barrel covered with cloth, 
having an aperture cut in it corresponding with the bottom of the 
box, and the vessel beneath, containing molasses, or some other ad- 
hesive substance. The insects which may be flying about will be 
immediately attracted by the light, and approach the angle of the 
panes until they shall have entered the aperture, when, once within, 
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and not being able to fly out again, they will come in contact with 
the heated glass chimney, and thus be precipitated into the vessel 
beneath, in which they will perish. 

Another plan, which it is hoped may, upon experiment, be found 
applicable to the enemies of the cotton-plant, has lately been reported 
as having proved efficient as a means of destroying the tobacco-worm, 
in Florida. This worm is the larva of a large moth commonly known 
by the name of the ‘‘tobacco-fly,’’ (Sphynx carolina,) which is in 
the habit of feeding upon the nectar, or honey, contained in flowers, 
over which it may often be seen in the evening, poised in the air ina 
manner similar to that of the humming bird, making a buzzing noise 
with its wings, and busily employed in extracting the sweets by means 
of its long trunk. ; 

As it had been previously observed that these moths are particu- 
larly fond of the Jamestown weed, (Datura stramonium,) a plan 
adopted in Florida as an effectual means of destroying them, and 
which it is said has succeeded to a considerable extent, has been com- 
municated to this Office by Mr. Jesse Wood, of Mount Pleasant, in 
that State, who says:— 

‘‘About five years ago, Mr. Igdaliah Wood, of this vicinity, en- 
deavored to poison the fly that produces the horn-worm, by applying 
a preparation of cobalt and sweetened water to the flower of the 
tobacco-plant. - He found some difficulty in consequence of the cup 
of this flower not being in a favorable position to retain the poison. 
Mr. George Sunday next tried the bloom of the gourd-vine with bet- 
ter success. Mr. KE. Johnson afterwards used the Jamestown weed, 
which answered the expectation of the most sanguine. The prepara- 
tion consists of about a pint of water, a gill of molasses or honey, and 
an ounce of cobalt. After inserting a quill through the cork of the 
bottle, he let fall a few drops of this mixture into the cup of the flower 
about sunset. As this poison will soon kill the stalk of the James- 
town weed, the best plan is to break off the blossoms, make a hole in 
the ground, and place them in it. It is thought that the flies find 
them quicker than when left upon the stalks. It is certain to destroy 
the moths, although they frequently live until ten o’clock the next 
day, notwithstanding they are disabled from flying or depositing their 
eggs soon after taking the poison. 

*‘T consider this discovery of immense value to tobacco planters, 
and, if it or any similar method should lead to the destruction of the 
cotton caterpillar and boll-worm, which is highly probable would be 
the case, it will be of incalculable benefit.’’ 

From this statement, it will be seen that, if such a plan is really 
of utility when applied to the cotton-fly, there can be no reason why 
it should not answer also in regions where honey-bees are not kept, 
for all such insects as are attracted by sweet substances ; and it is to 
be hoped that experiments will be made the ensuing season, and re- 
ported for the public good. The thing to be chiefly desired now is, 
to find out the favorite food of the particular kind of insect to be 
destroyed ; then to discover and use some efficient poison for the 
accomplishment of the purpose. If, however, birds should perish 
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from feeding wpon these poisoned insects, it will somewhat militate 
against the advantages of the plan. 

Several experiments were made in Florida by the writer, on the 
utility of using arsenic, cobalt, and strychnine, as means of destroying 
insects, some few of which succeeded, while many failed. In several 
instances, the insects would not touch the mixture at all. 

Honey er sugar and rum, when rubbed on the bark of trees, will 
attract and intoxicate several species of insects, and might sometimes 
be advantageously used. Many planters in the Southern States re- 
commend the berries of the ‘‘China-tree,”’ or ‘‘ Pride of China,’’ (Melia 
azederach,) to be put around cabbage-plauts, in order to prevent the 
attack of the cut-worm; and, as it is already known that these berries 
have an intoxicating effect upon the robins which eat so freely of 
them, they may have the same narcotic properties when applied to 
insects. It is at least worth while to make the experiment. Whale- 
oil seap, mixed with water, in proper proportions, thrown upon plants 
infested with plant-lice (aphides) is almost certain to destroy them. 
Flour of sulphur is stated to be useful when applied to grape-vines, 
er any ether plants which are infested with the red spider or are 
attacked by a fungoid growth. A mixture of a gallon of water, a 
gallon of whiskey or other spirit, and four ounces of aloes, was highly 
recommended in Florida as a certain remedy against the attacks of 
the orange scale insects ; but, with some who have tried it, although 
all the insects appeared to be destroyed, in a few weeks they 
reappeared, showing that the wash would have to be continually 
repeated until all the eggs under the scales had hatched and the 
younger broods were killed. Perhaps the same mixture might be 
successfully used for several other kinds of insects. 

But, while so many artificial modes are recommended to accomplish 
the destruction of insects, planters are very apt to overlook the great 
daily benefits derived from other agents which have been kindly pre- 
vided by Nature to check their undue increase. These agents are the 
birds, which constantly destroy them in any of their varied forms, 
larva, pupa or perfect insect. Mocking-birds and bee-martins catch 
and destroy the boll-worm moth, and many others, even on the wing, 
when the latter first appear upon the plantations, and thus materially 
diminish their numbers. If the fields are ploughed in the fall, many 
insects and chrysalides, which would otherwise come out in safety in 
the spring, are turned to the top of the furrow-slice, and either fall a 
prey to the ever-busy birds, or perish from exposure to the wintry 
frosts. 

The nimble and graceful lizards of the South also act beneficially 
to the planter, as they are constantly on the alert, and catching every 
insect that chances to alight in their way. Toads, also, do much 
good, as they wander principally during the morning and evening 
hours, as-well as in cloudy weather, and entrap insects by means of 
their viscid tongues. Such benefactors as these should be preserved, 
and not injured or killed as they often are. One pair of wrens or 
blue-birds, in a Northern gardeu, or of mocking-birds, on a Southern 
plantation, will accomplish more in destroying insects injurious to 
vegetation than can be imagine’ by one who has not studied their 
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habits, or watched them with attention, when busily engaged in 
searching under every leaf, or in every fissure of the bark, for their 
insect prey. 

INSECTS FOUND UPON THE STALK. 

THE CUT-WORM. 

I have not been able this year (1855) to procure specimens of the 
worms which cut off the young plants early in the season, (PI. 
V1., fig. 1,) as I arrived in the region of cotton-fields after their 
ravages had ceased; but, from the authority of able and scientific 
planters, I am induced to believe that they are very similar in habits 
and appearance to many of the cut-worms of the gardens, which 
penetrate the earth close to a plant, and at night emerge from 
their retreats to gnaw it off at or near the ground. 
A gentleman in Florida, who had been tronbled with this pest, in- 

formed me that a particular spot of four or five acres in his field had 
been literally thronging with cut-worms, so that most of the plants 
were either eaten off or destroyed, and that, finally, fearing the loss 
of his whole crop, he turned into the enclosure some twenty or thirty 
young pigs, which soon discovered the worms, rooted them up in 
great numbers, and fattened on the unaccustomed diet. The cotton 
was not injured, as the pigs were too young to root deep enough to 
destroy the plants. The pigs remained where the worms were to be 
found, never troubling any other portions of the field, and their strong 
eovtad of scent enabled them to detect their insect prey even when 
uried in the earth. 
Should the moths of this cut-worm be like those of their congeners of 

the North, and attracted by light, it might be well to use a lantern 
like that already described, or to ascertain the favorite substance upon 
which they feed, and poison them, as suggested in the case of the to- 
‘bacco-fly. 

INSECTS FOUND ON THE LEAF 

THE COTTON-LOUSE. 

(Aphis ?) 

When the cotton-plant is very young and tender, it is particularly 
subject to the attacks of the cotton-louse, (Pl. VI. fig. 2,) which, 
by means of its piercer, penetrates the outer coating, or parenchyma 
of the leaf or tender shoots, and sucks the sap from the wound. The 
under part of the leaves or young shoots are the places mostly selected, 
and thé constant punctures and consequent drainage of sap enfeebles 
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the plant and causes the leaf to curl up, turn yellew, and subsequently 
fall to the ground. The young lice are extremely minute, and of a 
greenish color; but when they become older, they are about a tenth 
of an inch in length, and often dark green; but, in some instances 
they are almost black. It is conjectured that the color somewhat 
depends upon the health of the plant as well as that of the insect, or 
perhaps, upon their food, as I have seen green and black lice promis- 
cuously feeding upon the same plant. The female produces her young 
alive throughout the summer, when she may often be seen surrounded 
by her numerous progeny, sucking the juice from the leaves and still 
producing young. Some naturalists state that the females, late in the 
fall, produce eggs for the generation of the next spring. If so, it is 
in order to preserve the species, as the insects themselves are easily 
killed by frost and cold; and their increase would be incalculable 
were it not that Nature has provided many enemies among the insect 
tribes to prevent their too rapid multiplication. Both males and 
females are said to possess wings at certain seasons; but the females 
and young in summer appear to be wingless. The end of the abdo- 
men of both sexes is provided with two slender tubes, rising like horns 
from the back, from which often exudes the ‘‘honey-dew,’’ or sweet 
gummy substance, seen sticking to the upper sides of the leaves be- 
neath them, and which forms the favorite food of myriads of ants. 
Although young plants are mostly attacked, yet I have seen old 
“‘stands’’ in Georgia, with their young shoots, completely covered 
with this pest as late as November. 

The principal insects that destroy the aphides are the lady-bird, the 
lace-fly and the syrphus, all of which wage incessant war upon them, 
and devour all they can find. Another fly, the ichneumon, likewise 
lays an egg in the body of the louse, which, hatching into a grub, 
devours the inside of the still living insect until it eventually dies, 
clinging to the leaf even in death, and the fly makes its appearance 
from the old skin of the aphis. 
When old cotton-plants are suffering from the attacks of the louse, 

many planters cause their tops to be cut off and burned, and by so 
doing partially succeed in destroying them; yet, when we consider 
that, by this method, many young blossoms and ‘‘forms’’ must like- 
wise be destroyed, it must be confessed that the remedy is almost as 
bad as the disease. In a garden or green-house, a solution of whale- 
oil soap, from a syringe, showered upon the upper and under parts of 
the foliage, has been used with much advantage; yet, upon the ex- 
tended scale of a cotton plantation, such a remedy is altogether im- 
practicable, and, until we can collect further information upon this 
-ubject from intelligent planters, we must rest content with the in- 
tinct of cur insect allies. 

GRASSHOPPERS. 

(Locusta ?) 

Grasshoppers, or, more properly speaking, ‘‘ locusts,’’ occasionally 
do much damage to young cotton-plants, as they not only feed upon 
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the tender leaves; but have been caught in the very act of devouring 
the petals of the flowers in the fields of Georgia, as late as the month 
of November ; but, as at this time the grass on which they usually feed 
abounds between the rows, the damage done by them to the general 
crop is but slight. . 
Several species of grasshoppers, or locusts, infest old cotton and 

grass-fields, some of them being of large size and possessing great 
powers of flight: (Pl. VI. fig. 3.) It may, however, be observed, 
that the true locust is not the insect generally known by that name 
in the United States, which is in reality a harvest-fly, (cicada,) 
usually inhabiting trees, where it makes an incessant buzzing noise 
which may be heard at a great distance during the summer and 
autumnal evenings. The shape of the harvest-fly is much clumsier 
and broader than that of the real locust, and the under wings are not 
folded up like a fan, under a wing-case, but transparent, stiff, and 
veined. 

The real locust is similar to the grasshopper in shape, but the body 
is more robust, the antennz shorter, and its flight much longer and 
more vigorous. Its under-wings, also, when at rest, are folded up in 
fan-like plaits under the outer wing-covers. Grasshoppers and locusts 
are produced from eggs as perfect insects, with legs and antenne. 
They are able to run about and leap with great agility, but are en- 
tirely destitute of the rudiments of wings, except in the pupa state. 
It is only the perfect insects which are able to perpetuate their kind. 
They are generally furnished with ample wings which enable them 
to fly from field to field. Grasshoppers and locusts do much harm, 
when very numerous, to grass and vegetables, and even to fruit-trees, 
as well as to cotton. Turkeys, ducks, and other fowls feed upon them 
with great avidity, and are very useful in diminishing their numbers. 
In some of the Northern States, they have been destroyed by means 
of sheets spread upon poles, so as to sweep them into a bag fastened 
behind, which is drawn over the fields infested by them; they are 
then killed by means of boiling water or fire. 

THE LEAF-HOPPER. 

(Tettigonra?) 

The leaves of the cotton-plant are often injured by the leaf-hopper. 
(Pl. VI. fig. 4.) This small insect is found upon the plant in the 
larva, pupa and perfect state. In all these forms, it sucks the sap 
from the leaf, causing small diseased and whitish-looking spots, much 
disfiguring the foliage, and injuring the plant itself, when the insects 
are very numerous. They are also found in great numbers on grape- 
vines, in Florida, and injure the foliage to a considerable degree. 

The perfect insects are very small, measuring only from one-tenth 
to three-twentieths of an inch in length. The head is somewhat cres- 
cent-shaped, of a green color, with two red spots on the upper surface. 
The thorax is also green, with two crescent-shaped spots of red on 
each side of a small red spot in the centre. ‘he wing-cases are green, 
with two stripes or bands of red, running parallel down each wing- 
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case, from the thorax to the upper margin, where they form an acute 
angle. The legs are yellowish-green, the hinder pair being much 
longer than the others, and furnished with bristles on the tibia, In 
the larva state, they are able to leap with great agility; but it is only 
in the perfect state that they are able to fly, the under-wings being 
hidden by the wing-cases, and not perfectly developed in the larvee or 
pup. There are several species of these insects found upon cotton, 
which it will not be necessary here to describe, as their natural his- 
tory and habits are nearly the same. 

In using the lantern already described, it was found that thousands 
of these small insects were attracted from some grape-vines in an ad- 
joining field. The use of fires or lights may therefore be recom- 
mended to destroy them, when they become very numerous, although, 
as regards the cotton, they are not often found on it in numbers suf- 
ficient to do much harm. 

THE COTTON CATERPILLAR. 

(Noctua zylina.) 

The leaves of the plant are sometimes entirely devoured by what is 
commonly known to planters as the ‘‘cotton caterpillar,’ or ‘‘cotton 
army-worm.’’ (Pl. VI. fig. 5.) It does not appear every year in 
lumense numbers, but at uncertain intervals. This season, (1855,) 
it, first made its appearance in the vicinity of Tallahassee about 

_ the month of August, on the plantation of Mr. Hunter, and then 
spread gradually through the rest of the plantations in that re- 
gion. In October, it had already committed considerable ravages 
in several of the cotton-fields, not so severe, however, as had been 
anticipated, though the crops on several plantations were somewhat 
injured. 

The perfect insect, or fly, when at rest, is of a triangular shape, the 
head forming one, and the extremities of the wings the other two 
angles. The color of the upper-wings is reddish-grey, a dark spot 
with a whitish centre appearing in the middle of each. The under- 
wings are of a dark reddish-grey. The moth of this caterpillar loses 
much of its greyish cast when it becomes older, and the down 
has been rubbed from the wings. It then assumes more of a reddish 
tinge. 

The perfect flies, or moths, are easily attracted by lights, and may 
be found resting in the day-time on the walls or ceilings of rooms, 
attracted there, no doubt, by the candles or lamps on the evening be- 
fore. If undisturbed, they will remain motionless during the day; 
but, as night approaches, they fly off with much vigor and strength. 
When in the open air, they may be found among and under the leaves 
of the cotton-plant, as well as those of the weeds which surround the 
plantation. The eggs are deposited principally on the under sides of 
the leaves, but often upon the outer calyx; and I have even found 
them, when very numerous, upon the stem itself. 
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Wherever these caterpillars were very abundant, I counted from 
ten to fifteen eggs on a single leaf, which are very small, and difficult 
to be distinguished from the leaves themselves, on account of their 
green color. In shape, the eggs are round and flat, and, when exam- 
ined under a microscope, they appear regularly furrowed or ribbed. 
Their color, when freshly deposited, is of a beautiful semi-transparent 
sea-green. They are closely attached to the leaf on which they are 
laid. Jam thus particular to state this, because, in an able article 
published some time ago, it was alleged that ‘‘the egg is fixed upon 
the leaf by a small filament attached by a glutinous substance.”’ 
This mistake might the more easily be made by any person who had 
not himself observed the eggs when hatching, as that of the lace-wing 
fly is held by such a filament, and, moreover, is found in similar 
situations on the leaves, but generally with or near a colony of plant 
lice, where the instinct of the parent lace-wing fly teaches it to de- 
posit its eggs, and thus provide for a supply of fresh food for the young 
larvee, which feed upon and destroy millions of the cotton-lice. There 
is a great difference also between the eggs of the caterpillar moth and 
those of the boll-worm moth, the first being, as before stated, round 
and flattened in shape, and green in color, whereas those of the boll- 
worm moth are not flat, but more of an ovoid shape, and of a dirty-yel- 
lowish tinge. I cannot state exactly what time is required to hatch the 
eggs after they have been laid by the parent fly, as I could not succeed 
in procuring any from the moths hatched and kept in confinement, 
although carefully preserved for the purpose. Dr. Capers says that 
it requires from fourteen to twenty days; but the eggs I found in the 
fields invariably hatched within a week from the time they were : 
brought into the house. However, this must depend a great deal 
upon the state of the atmosphere and the warmth of the season. The 
young caterpillars, when hatched, very soon commence feeding upon 
the parenchyma, or soft, fleshy part of the leaves, and continue to do 
so until they become sufficiently large, and strong enough to eat the 
leaf itself. They are able to suspend themselves by a silken thread 
when shaken from the plant. They change their skins several times 
before attaining their full growth, when they measure from one and a 
half to nearly two inches in length. The first brood of caterpillars, in 
August and September, were all of a green color, with narrow, longi- 
tudinal, light stripes along each side of their bodies, and two broader 
light-yellowish stripes along each side of their backs, down the centre 
of each of which was one distinct, narrow, light-colored line. Each 
of the broader bands was marked with two black spots on each seg- 
ment; and on each segment of the sides were three or more dark dots. 
The head was yellowish-green, spotted with black. The caterpillars 
of the second and third generations are of a much darker color than 
those of the first; their under parts are more of a yellowish-green, 
and their sides sometimes of a purple cast; their backs are black, with 
three distinct light-colored lines running down their length; and 

‘their heads are also darker, and of a yellowish-brown, spotted with 
black. & 

The question naturally arises, What causes this change of color in 
the latter part of the season, since the moths hatched from the lightest 
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and darkest caterpillars prove to be exactly the same? Several plant- 
ers attribute it to the influence of the sun, or to the food upon which 
they subsist; but this can scarcely be the case, as I have often ob- 
served individual caterpillars, evidently of the second or third gener- 
ation, of the lightest green color, amongst a crowd of the black worms 
on the same leaf, as late as October, and exposed to the same influ- 
ences of the sun. 

These insects appear to multiply to the greatest extent in damp, 
cloudy weather. When the older caterpillars are suddenly touched, 
they have the habit of doubling themselves up and springing to a 
distance of several times their length, but when undisturbed, and not 
feeding, they appear to rest on the leaf with the fore part of the body 
elevated and somewhat curved, whereas, sometimes they keep up a spe- 
cies of swinging or jerking motion from side to side, as if enjoying the 
heat of the sun. 

This caterpillar is furnished with six pectoral, eight ventral, and two 
anal feet, of which, however, the two anterior ventral ones are imper- 
fect, small, and apparently useless, so that its mode of progression 
somewhat resembles that of the span-worm, or looper, of the North, 
elsewhere described. 

In fifteen or twenty days after the caterpillar has attained its full 
size, it ceases to feed. It then doubles down the edge of a leaf, and 
fastens it with its own silk to the main part of the same leaf, or by 
webbing several leaves together, forming thereby a very luosely-spun 
cocoon. In this, it transforms into a chrysalis, which, at first is 
green, but in a short time after changes to a chestnut-brown, or even 
to almost black. ’ 

The first brood I raised, were fifteen days in the chrysalis state, be- 
fore making their appearance as perfect moths; but, as this happened in 
a cold room and screened from the sun, I am of the opinion that, when 
they are exposed to a warm sun, in the open fields, the time must 
necessarily be much shorter. I raised one caterpillar late in the fall, 
which was even thirty days before emerging from its cocoon ; but this 
I attributed entirely to the cold weather, and non-exposure to the sun. 
This fact would tend to show that the hatching of the chrysalis may 
be delayed, by peculiar circumstances, until long after the natural 
time. 

The tail of the chrysalis is furnished with several small hooks, bent 
inward, by means of which it is enabled to hold fast to the loose web 
of which the cocoon is formed, while emerging from the chrysalis 
skin, or, in case of accident, to prevent it from falling out of the co- 
coon during the prevalence of strong winds. 

There have been many speculations regarding the origin and peri- 
odical visits of this moth. In 1843, Mr. Whitemarsh B. Seabrook 
read a ‘‘Memoir on the Cotton-plant’’ before the State Agricultural 
Society in South Carolina, in which he says: ‘‘That the cotton-moth 
survives the winter is nearly certain; an examination of the neigh- 
boring woods, especially after a mild winter, has been often success- 
fully made for that purpose. They were seen by the writer in May 
last, in the edge of a belt of pines, within a few yards of a cotton- 
field. In the winter of 1825, Benjamin Reynolds, of St. John’s, Colle- 
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ton, found them in the woods, principally on the cedar-bush, encased 
alive in their cover, impervious to water, and secured to a twig by a 
thread. The pupe, wrapped in cotton leaves, from their bleak ex- 
posure, invariably die on the approach of cold weather.’’ 

From what was stated to me by some of the best planters in Flori- 
da, last summer, it would seem that this caterpillar appears on their 
plantations more or less, almost, if not every year, and sometimes in | 
a most unaccountable manner. Mr. H. Richards, of Cedar Keys, 
furnishes a statement which would seem to prove that it is migratory 
in its habits, as there is no other method of accounting for its sudden 
presence, except that, having previously existed on some other plant, 
or weed, it had left it for food more congenial to its taste, although 
it has been asserted that the real caterpillar will eat nothing but 
cotton. He says: ‘‘ The last of July, 1845, these caterpillars made 
their appearance in a small field of three or four acres of Sea-Island 
cotton, planted on Way Key, as an experiment to see if cotton could 
be advantageously cultivated on the Keys, no other cotton having 
been previously planted within 80 miles of them; but the whole crop 
was devoured. The caterpillar was at the same time destroying the 
cotton in the interior of the country.”’ 

Jn a statement made this season by Mr. William Munroe, of Gads- 
den vounty, Florida, to the Agricultural Department of the Patent 
Office, he appears to think Sea-Island cotton not so liable to be 
attacked as the short-staple, when the two varieties are planted to- 
gether. In his letter he says: ‘‘I observed, when I had two fields of 
cotton adjoining, the one short-staple and the other Sea-Island, and 
the cotton caterpillars made their appearance, that they always 
destroyed the short-staple cotton first. Four years ago, my crop was 
destroyed by the worm, and at that time they ate every green leaf on 
the short-staple cotton before they attacked the Sea-Island. This 
year (1855) my short-staple crop was destroyed by the worm, on the 
Appalachicola river, and I observed that after the short-staple crop 
was all eaten, several Sea-Island stalks in the field, at a little dis- 
tance, seemed to be uninjured ; but, upon close examination, it was 
found that the worm had just commenced upon them. My impres- 
sion, from the above observation is, that, if we in this country were 
to confine ourselves to the production of the Sea-Island cotton, the 
attack of the caterpillar would be much less frequent, or would 
probably altogether cease.’’ : 

In regard to the periodical visitations of these caterpillars, Dr. 
Capers remarks that their first appearance, as destroyers of cotton, was 
in the year 1800, and that, in 1804, the crops were almost destroyed 
by them. A snow-storm occurred, however, and swept them away ; 
but they were found the succeeding seasons, though in smaller num- 
bers. In 1825, they were spreading, but perished again by a storm. 
In 1826, they destroyed the crops. The first notice of them in this 
year was on the first of August, at St. Helena. Soon after, they were 
found on all the seacoast, from New Orleans to North Carolina. On 
the 23d of the same month, they had destroyed almost all the cotton 
leaves, but suddenly left the plant, though not for the purpose of 
webbing, as many of them were young. The cause of their sudden 
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disappearance is stated to have been that they were too much exposed 
to the powerful effects of the sun, in consequence of the plants being 
nearly destitute of foliage, and not protecting them from its direct 
rays. 

Colonel Benjamin F.-Whitner, of Tallahassee, has also written an 
interesting article on the depredations of this caterpillar in that 
vicinity. ‘‘In 1835,’’ says he, ‘‘the crops were entirely exempt 
from the ravages of the caterpillar. In 1836, it appeared by the 
first of October, but did no harm. In 1837, no mention is made 
of it. These notes were made in Madison county, Florida.’’ 

Colonel Whitner then moved to Leon county, in the same State, 
where, in 1838, the caterpillar appeared early in August. The second 
brood stripped the plants by the 20th of September, and were so 
numerous that, after devouring the entire foliage, they barked the 
limbs and stalks, and ate out bolls nearly grown. In 1839, they were 
less numerous, and appeared late. In 1840, they came out from the 
15th to the 20th of July, and, by the 6th of September, the plants 
were stripped of their leaves and young bolls, so that the entire crop 
was less than half of the average of other years. In 1841, this cater- 
pillar was seen in Madison county from the 15th to the 20th of Au- 
cust, and in Leon county between the 20th of August and the Ist of 
September. ‘The loss was serious, comprising probably one-fifth of 
the crop. In 1842, no damage was done. In 1843, they appeared 
near Tallahassee on the Ist of August, and plantations were stripped 
by the 15th of September. The crop was cut off from one-third to 
two-fifths by the caterpillar and storm. In 1844, the cotton-worm 
was found webbed up on the 13th of July, and by the 15th of Sep- 
tember some plantations were entirely denuded ; yet, in other parts of 
the county, the ravages were only partial. In 1845, there was no 
appearance of the caterpillar. In 1846, it was found webbed up by 
the Tth of July. The second brood began to web up on the 26th of 
that month; and by the 20th, the parts of the field in which the worm 
was first seen were found to be eaten out, and the fly, the worms, large 
and small, and the chrysalides, were discovered at the same time, a 
state of things never observed before. By the 5th of September, the 
damage amounted to a loss of more than one-half of the crop. In 
1847, although the fly was seen on the 16th of July, no injury was 
done to the crop. In 1848, it was but slightly injured ; but the year 
1849 was particularly marked by the ravages of the caterpillar, as 
well as that of 1852. 

Colonel Whitner further observes that these worms appear in suc- 
cessive broods, and accomplish the cycle of their transformations in 
from twenty-six to thirty days, which has also been corroborated by 
others. 
A caterpillar hatched from the eg, under my own inspection, how- 

ever, passed twenty days before webbing up; but, as it had been kept 
in confinement in a cold room, most probably the growth was not so 
rapid as it would have been in the open air and exposed to the warmth 
of the sun. The skin was shed five times during the period of its 
growth, and on the twentieth day, the caterpillar began its web. 
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In avery interesting communication from Mr. E. N. Fuller, of 
Edisto Island, South Carolina, he describes the depredations of the 
caterpillar in his neighborhood as follows :— 

‘‘In 1840, I discovered their ravages, confined to the luxuriant por- 
tions of the fields, near the seacoast of this Island. The larve were 
destroyed in the latter part of September. In 1843, they were first 
heard of by the 1st of September, when their ravages, limited as in 
1840, were quite perceptible at some distance. <A froston the 18th of 
that month probably destroyed them. In 1846, they appeared on the 
20th of July; and, by the 10th of September, I suppose there was 
scarcely acotton leaf or any tender portion of the plants remaining, 
and the worms not fully grown deserted the ravaged fields in millions 
in search of food, failing to find which they died from starvation. The 
crop of this Island was about 40 per cent. of an average one. In 
1849, the caterpillars made their first appearance on the 22d of Au- 
gust ; their ravages this year, being confined to the low spots, caused 
no injury of moment. In 1852, they were found on the 10th of Au- 
gust, about 40 miles to the southward, and on this Island about the 
20th of the same month. They disappeared here, however, without 
doing injury. 

‘‘Thus they have appeared at regular intervals of three years. In 
1855, when they were again looked for, an intense drought from the 
early part of July was sufficient to prevent their increase, had they 
made their appearance. ‘The old planters say that, in 1804 and in 
1825, they appeared as in 1846; thatis, in periods of twenty-one 
years. 

‘¢ Ag near as I can judge, not having made any record, the length . 
of time from the hatching of the egg to the chrysalis is twelve days ; 
remaining four days in the chrysalis state and six days more to the 
hatching of the egg. . This seems to be the case in a season of mois- 
ture and heat, without which, their progress would probably be more 
slow.”’ 
Among the many remedies recommended for this fly, or moth, fires 

and lights in the fields have been highly spoken of as attracting 
and destroying the miller. But even this may have its disadvantages, 
as Colonel Whitner, who has tried it, states that ‘‘it not only 
attracts the flies from other plantations, but that multitudes of moths 
perished in the flames.’’ An article likewise appeared in some of the 
Southern papers, not long since, recommending white cotton flags, 
about a yard square, to be placed in the field, by which the moths 
are attracted, and upon which they deposit their eggs. Plates similar 
to those recommended for the boll-worm have also been used with 
partial success. But, to destroy this pest, it will be necessary to as- 
certain exactly the date of the appearance of the first moths, and then 
to exterminate them in the best manner, and as quickly as possible. 
Could not some favorite aliment be found on which the moth prefers 
to feed, as in the case of the tobacco-fly, and then poison them with. 
some effective agent? This would at once rid the fields of the first 
broods of moths, the progeny of which, in the second and third gene- . 
rations, might devastate half the fertile plantations of the South. 
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THE GRASS CATERPILLAR. 

Another inseet, (Pl. VI. fig. 6,) which is often found in cotton- 
fields, and mistaken for the real cotton-caterpillar, is commonly 
known by the trivial name of the ‘‘ grass-worm,’’ or ‘‘ caterpillar,’’ 
owing to the circumstance of its most natural food consisting of grass 
and weeds, although, when pressed by hunger, it will sometimes eat 
the leaf of the cotton-plant. 

These caterpillars were very numerous in the vicinity of Colum- 
bus, in Georgia, about the end of September and the beginning 
of October, 1854. They devoured grass, young grain, and al- 
most every green thing which came in their path. Instances have 
been known in which, urged as they were by necessity and starvation, 
they actually devoured stacks of fodder that were stored away for 
winter consumption. Deep ditches cut in the earth to stop them 
were immediately filled up by the multitudes which fell in and per- 
ished, while eager millions still rushed over the trembling and half 
living bridge, formed by the bodies of their late companions, bent on 
their mission ‘of destruction and devastation. 

These caterpillars do no essential injury to the cotton, especially 
when weeds abound, as they content themselves with the grass grow- 
‘ing between the rows; and, unless very numerous, they cannot be 
classed among those doing much harm to the general crop, and are 
mentioned here principally as having been so frequently mistaken for 
the real cotton-caterpillar. When pressed by necessity, however, as 
has already been stated, they will feed upon cotton leaves. I raised 
about thirty of them upon this food alone, merely as an experiment, 
and they grew and pertected their transformations, although appear- 
ing to prefer a grass diet if it could be obtained. When about to 
change, they formed cocoons of silk under stones or in the ground 
near the surface, interwoven with particles of earth, and came out 
perfect moths from the 24th to the 30th of October; and, as these 
specimens were kept in a room without artificial heat, I conjectured 
that those in the open fields would appear about the same time.- 

At a plantation in the vicinity of Columbus, where the cater- 
pillars were very numerous, and had already devoured all the grass 
on one side of a field, which was divided into two equal parts by 
a broad and sandy carriage-road passing through the centre of it, 
the grass on the other side having been untouched, it was interest- 
ing to observe the operations of numerous colonies of ants that had 
formed their holes or nests in the road, and were lying in wait for 
any unfortunate grass-worm, the natural desire of which fer a fresh 
supply of food, should temptit to cross this dangerous path. First, 
one ant more vigilant than the rest would rush to the attack; then 
another, and another, until the poor caterpillar, entirely covered by 
its pigmy foes, and completely exhausted in strength by its unavail- 
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ing efforts to escape, was finally obliged to succumb to superior num- 
bers and die as quietly as possible, when the carcass was immediately 
carried off by the captors to their nests, or, when too heavy to be 
dragged away at once, they fed upon it as it lay in the road. This 
warfare was carried on every day as long as the grass-worms prevailed, 
and no doubt their numbers were diminished in this way to a con- 
siderable extent. 

The grass-caterpillars, when in confinement, very often kill and 
devour each other; and, when one is maimed in the least, it stands 
a very poor chance for its life. Several intelligent planters state that, 
when the grass and weeds are entirely devoured, and no other 
vegetable food is to be found, they will attack each other and feed 
upon the still living and writhing bodies of their former companions. 
One grass-caterpillar, which was kept in confinement, although fur- 
nished with an abundance of green food, actually appeared to prefer 
to feed upon other caterpillars, no matter of what kind, so long as 
their bodies were not defended by long, bristling hairs, or spines. 

The grass-caterpillar is from an inch and a half to an inch and 
three-quarters in length. A longitudinal light-brownish line runs 
down the centre, and two yellow lines along each side of the back, 
which is somewhat veined with black lines, and is of a dark color, 
marked with black spots, from each of which grows a short bristle, 
or hair. Below these yellow stripes, the sides are of a dark color, 
almost black; beneath this, extends a light-colored line, in which the 
spiracles are placed; the lower part of the body is of a dirty green, 
spotted with black; the head is black, marked with two lines of a 
yellowish color, forming an angle on the top; the body is somewhat 
hairy. This caterpillar has six pectoral, eight ventral, and two anal 
feet. 

The above description applies only to the brightest-colored speci- 
mens of the grass-worm, as they vary much in color and markings, 
some of them being almost black, and showing indiscriminately their 
stripes. ‘The chrysalis is brownish-black, and is formed in a cocoon of 
silk under the ground, the sand and small pebbles being so inter- 
woven with it as to cause the whole cocoon to appear like an ovoid ball 
of earth; but it is never found webbed up in the leaves, as is the case 
with the true cotton-caterpillar, already described. The moth 
measures about an inch and one-fifth across the wings when they are 
expanded; the upper-wings are grey, slightly clouded with a darker 
color, and a lighter spot or ring is faintly seen in the centre; the 
under-wings are of a yellowish-white, shaded with grey along the 
margin near the upper wings. 

Specimens of these caterpillars were brought to me when at Sa- 
vannah, in Georgia, and they were,suspected to have injured the rice 
in that vicinity in the month of June. Colonel Whitner, of Talla- 
hassee, in his interesting communication to this Oflice, speaks of the 
grass-caterpillar as having stripped fields of grass, in 1845, and also 
as attacking the corn, sugar-cane and upland rice. It has likewise 
been said that an insect similar, if not identical with the grass-cater- 
pillar, destroys the leaves of the sweet potato. Thus it appears to be 
almost omnivorous, and not choice in its selection of food, like the 
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true cotton-caterpillar, which is believed to confine itself to the cotton- 
plant alone. 

The grass-worm cannot be classed among those insects very inju- 
Tious to cotton, although instances have been known where it has 
destroyed the foliage to some extent. It is more especially mentioned 
here as being found in cotton-fields, and often confounded with the 
true cotton-caterpillar. The difference, however, is more plainly 
described under the head of the latter. 
The same remedies are applicable to this insect as have been sug- 

gested for the boll-worm caterpillar, or any other night-flying moth. 

THE RED SPIDER. 

(Acarus ?) 

Much injury is done to the cotton-leaf by a minute red spider, 
(Pl. VI. fig. 7,) which presents very much the appearance of inci- 
pient rust, except that the leaf is of a more rusty-brown in spots, 
instead of the bright-yellow of the real rust. This red spider prin- 
cipally attacks the under side of the leaf, the spots caused by its 
punctures turning brown, and finally increasing until it is completely 
stung all over, and falls from the plant. 

This insect is extremely minute, and when on the leaf, it can 
scarcely be discerned by the naked eye. Some of the young appear 
to be of a greenish cast; but, when they are advanced in age, the 
abdomen assumes a dark crimson shade, with darker maroon spots 
upon its upper surface. The legs, which are hairy, are eight in 
number. 

This family of the mites (acari) do much injury to vegetable life, 
as they are so extremely minute as to escape the notice of the super- 
ficial observer. When they infest grape-houses, or rose-bushes, 
it has been recommended to dust the leaves while moist with flour of 
sulphur. 

THE DROP OR HANG-WORM. 

( Giceticus ?) 

The ‘‘drop-worm,’’ as it is commonly called, (PL. Vin fie: 8,) 
is occasionally found oe the cotton-leaf, but generally infests the 
arbor-vite, larch, and hemlock-spruce. It is also found upon many 
of the deciduous-leaved trees, such as the linden, negundo, and 
maple. Dr. Harris states that the female worm never quits her case, 
but lays her eggs in the skin of,the chrysalis, in which she herself 
also remains until the eggs are all deposited, when she closes the end 
with down, and crawls out of the case and dies. These eges being 
hatched, the young worms, after they are hatched, make little silken 
cocoons, open at both ends, and are covered with fragments of leaves, 
twigs, &c., in which they conceal themselves, and drag them about 
wherever they move. These cases are enlarged as the insects increase 
in size, and are still carried about by the worms; When they change 
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their places, they protrude their heads, the first three segments of the 
body, and six legs, from one end of the case; but, when the insects 
wish to rest, each case is fastened by a few threads to the leaf or 
branch, and they retreat within. When shaken from the tree by 
an accident or by high winds, the worms are able to suspend them- 
selves by means of small threads, and hang in the air; hence the 
name. When young, they are often blown from tree to tree, and 
thus carried to a considerable distance from the place where they 
were hatched. : 

The males and their cases are much smaller than those of the fe- 
males, the worm being only about an inch in length. The first three 
segments of the body are whitish, marked with black lines and spots; 
the segments where they join are brownish; the head is marked with 
wavy lines of black on a white ground; the rest of the body is of a 
dirty, blackish-green. It has six pectoral feet, by means of which it 
moves from leaf to leaf, with its body and case, the latter either per- 
Bo fee, suspended in the air or dragged by the worm from: be- 
ind. There are eight very small ventral, and two anal feet, by 

means of which it clings to the inside of the case. The chrysalis 
measures about three-quarters of an inch in length, and contains the 
rudiments of wings, legs, head, and antenne, like other moths, and is 
of a dark-brown. The perfect moth comes out in autumn, and mea 
sures across the expanded wings about an inch and three-twentieths 
Its body is downy, and of a blackish-brown; the wings are semi 
transparent, and scantily clothed with blackish scales, which are 
blackest on the margins and veins; the antenne are covered at their 
tips, and are doubly feathered from the base to beyond the middle, 
The female is much larger than the male, and never leaves her case, 
but changes into the perfect insect in the shell of the chrysalis, and 
only emerges from it when the eggs are laid within. The young, 
after leaving their maternal case, in the spring, immediately com- 
mence their cases, and spread over the native tree or any others that 
may happen to stand near. 

These insects are a great nuisance wherever they once get estab- 
lished, as they are exceedingly prolific. One temale chrysalis case, 
which was dissected, contained seven hundred and ninety eggs, while 

~ others have been found to contain nearly a thousand. 
These pests are very rarely seen on the votton-plant, and even 

when such is the case, they may have been biown there from the ce- 
dars, maples, or other deciduous-leaved trees in the woods on the 
edges of the plantations. They are the more particularly mentioned 
here, from the fact that, if taken in time, they may easily be exter- 
minated on deciduous-leaved shade-trees; for, as I have before stated, 
the female cases contain all the eggg, which may be seen in winter, 
hanging on the branches when the leaves have fallen, and even are 
large enough to be distinguished when on evergreens. Jt would 
therefore require but little trouble to pull them off in the autumn and 
winter, and burn them, so that neither males nor females should 
escape. If this course were pursued two or three years in succession, 
there would not be so many complaints in our cities about the drop- 
worms destroying the foliage of the trees. 
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CHE CORN EMPEROR-MOTH. 

(Saturnia to.) 

The foliage of the cotton-plant is also eaten by the caterpillar of a 
large moth, denoted on Pl. VI. fig. 9. This spiny and stinging 
caterpillar is often found upon the leaf of cotton in September; it feeds 
likewise upon the blades of Indian corn, and the leaves of the willow, 
balsam-poplar, dogwood, and many other trees. Whenever one of 
them is found in a field, the plants attacked by it may be easily dis- 
tinguished by their leafless appearance in the midst of the otherwise 
green and flourishing vegetation, as it rarely quits a plant before itis 
completely denuded. Often, however, those which have lost their 
leaves from the rust present much the same blighted appearance ; 
but, in this case, the numerous yellow, withered leaves, which are 
scattered on the ground, at once indicate the disease. 

The thorny spines with which these caterpillars are armed have a 
peculiarly poisonous property, and are capable of inflicting painful and 
severe wounds, similar to the sting of a wasp. It is therefore neces- 
sary, if the insects require to be touched, to use a stick or branch, 
when removing them from the plants on which they feed. 

. These caterpillars cannot be classed among those very injurious to 
cotton, as they do not appear to be sufficiently numerous to effect much 
damage. Very few complaints have been made about them by the 
planters either of Georgia or South Carolina; but this year, (1855,) 
the same caterpillar was found very abundant in the cotton-fields near 
Tallahassee, but the damage done by them was trifling. 

Mr. Newman, of Philadelphia, who has paid much attention to the 
breeding of caterpillars, states that this insect is found on the willow. 
Dr. Harris says, they are also found upon the balsam-poplar and elm, 
in Massachusetts; and, according to Smith and Abbot, in their ‘‘In- 
sects of Georgia,’’ it is found on the dogwood, sassafras, and Indian 
corn, which are devoured by them. 

This caterpillar is from two inches and a quarter to two inches and 
three-quarters in length; but, as Dr. Harris has minutely described 
them, I will quote his own words: 
' The caterpillars are of a pea-green color, with a broad, brown 
stripe, edged below with white, on each side of the body, beginning 
on the fourth segment and ending at the tail. They are covered with 
spreading clusters of green prickles, tipped with black, and of a uni- 
form length. ach of these clusters consists of about thirty prickles, 
branching from a common centre, and there are six clusters on each 
of the rings, except the last two, on which there are only five, and on 
the first. four rings, on each of which there is an additional cluster 
low down on each side. The feet are brown, and there is a triangular 
brown spot on the under-side of each ring, beginning at the fourth.’’ 
The brown stripe mentioned by Dr. Harris is often of a reddish-brown, 
and, in high-colored and healthy individuals, I have seen it almost 
of a carmine red. 

The caterpillars are gregarious when young ; but, when older, they 
are solitary. When fully grown, they form a brownish cocoon. of a 

6 
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gummy substance among the leaves, resembling parchment. The per- 
fect moth comes out the following spring. It is said that there are 
two broods of these insects in a season, in the Southern States; but I 
have not observed the caterpillars on cotton later than, September. 

The chrysalis is brown, and of a short, thick form, with a number 
of hooked bristles on the tail. 

The following is Dr. Harris’ description of the moths: ‘‘They sit 
with their wings closed and covering the body like a low roof, the front 
edge of the under-wings extending a little beyond that of the upper- 
wings and curving upwards. The sexes differ both in color and size ; 
the male, which is the smallest, is of a deepror Indian-yellow color ; 
on its fore-wings there are two oblique, wavy lines towards the hind 
margin, a zigzag line near the base, and several spots so arranged 
on the middle as to form the letters a H, all of a purplish-red color. 
The hind-wings are broadly bordered with purplish-red, next to the 
body, and near the hinder margin there is a narrow curved band of the 
same color. Within this band, there is a curved, black line, and on 
the middle of the wing a large, round, blue spot, having a broad, 
black border and a central white dash. The fore-wings of the female 
are of a purplish-brown, mingled with grey; the zigzag and wavy 
lines across them are also grey, and the lettered space in the middle 
is replaced by a brown spot surrounded by an irregular grey line. 
The hind-wings resemble those of the male in color and markings ; 
the thorax and legs are purplish-brown, and the abdomen is ochrey 
yellow, with a narrow, purplish-red band on the edge of each wing. 
These moths expand from two inches and three-quarters to three 
inches and a half.’’ 
. The only method that can be taken to destroy these insects would 
be to kill the moths when and wherever found, and to strike the cater- 
pillars from the plants and then crush them under foot. Although they 
cannot properly be classed among the insects very injurious to cotton, 
not being sufficiently numerous to do much harm, yet, if left undis-. 
turbed, they may so increase as to become a nuisance to the planter 
beth of cotton and corn. 

THE COTTON TORTRIX. 

(Tortrizx ?) 

‘When the margins of the leaf of the cotton-plant are found rolled. 
up.and fastened to the main part by means of a loose web of silk, it is 
often discovered to be the work of the small tortrix, (Pl. VII fig. 
1.,) which makes this shady retreat in order to shelter itself from the 
sun and rain, as likewise for a place of concealment from birds and 
other enemies. Sometimes, however, these leaves are similarly rolled 
‘up by a spider, as a suitable nest or receptacle for its eggs; but, when 
-this'is the case, the inside will be found to contain a silken bag in 
which the eggs either have been or are about to be deposited. 
When disturbed, this caterpillar always retires into its place of 

-shelter, and, if forcibly driven out, it is able to retreat backward from 
the open end, and to suspend itself in the air by a thread, which issues 
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from its mouth, having previously fastened the other end of this thread 
to the leaf from which it had fallen. The leaves attacked by this moth 
ean be distinguished from those that are perfect, by their rolled-up 
and distorted appearance; and either this insect, or one very similar 
in habits and appearance, sometimes attacks the young and tender 
ends of the cotton-shoots, which are often seen webbed up into a mass 
and partially eaten out. 

The caterpillar, when full grown, is about an inch in length, of a 
bright-green color, with a brownish or black head, and has a helmet- 
shaped black mark on the first segment of the body. It has six pee- 
toral, eight ventral, and two anal feet; the two anterior pair of pec- 
toral ones being dark-colored. 

The chrysalis measures from three-fifths to seven-tenths of an inch 
in length, is of a brown color, somewhat spiny, and furnished with 
four hooks at the end of the tail, by which it is enabled to hold fast to 
its web. The chrysalides were formed in semi-transparent cocoons of 
loose silk among the leaves; and in about fourteen days, the perfect 
moths came out. The moth at rest has a somewhat bell-shaped ap- 
pearance, the upper-wings suddenly becoming quite broad a short 
distance from the thorax. They are of a chestnut-brown color, with 
an oblique dark-brown band forming an obtuse angle near the mid- 
dle; and, on the inner margin of each wing, a rather more indistinct 
band runs near the body. The tips are also banded with dark-brown. 
The under wings are yellow, with a blackish-colored mark on their 
margins and sides, while the under-side is yellow and more or less 
shaded. 4 

I should judge, from the small numbers of these caterpillars, that 
they do comparatively little, if any injury to the main crop, and no 
doubt the moths would be attracted by lights or fires placed in the 
field at night, as recommended for the moth of the cotton-caterpillar. 
The same plan would also serve to diminish their numbers, should 
they ever increase. 

THE YELLOW CATERPILLAR. 

There is a yellow, hairy caterpillar found on the cotton-plant in 
September and October, which devours the leaf. The specimens ob- 
served in South Carolina and Georgia appeared to be of solitary 
habits, not congregating together, like the cotton-caterpillar and 
grass-worm, but feeding alone on the plant. ; 

The young of these insects are of a much lighter color than those 
nearer maturity. The ground color of the old caterpillar is yellow, 
profusely specked and shaded with small black dots; a yellow longi- 
tudinal line runs along the side below the spiracles ; on each segment 
of the body, rise numerous small yellowish-brown excrescences, or 
warts, from which issue tufts of long brownish-black hairs. The 
head is black, with a yellow stripe running down the middle. It has 
six pectoral, eight ventral, and two anal feet. The cocoons are ovoid 
in shape, fermed on or near the surface of the ground, and constructed 
of silk intermingled with gravel, particles of soil, and the hairs from 
their own bodies. These caterpillars are reputed to be capable of 
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stinging ; but, as I repeatedly handled them with impunity, their 
poison, if any, cannot be very powerful. 

The chrysalides, which are dark-brown, approaching to black, 
appeared about the end of September, and were quite short and thick. 
I cannot describe the perfect moth, as, unfortunately, the chrysalides 
did not live to perfect their last transformation. These caterpillars, 
although described as infesting cotton, cannot be classed amongst those 
very injurious, as they did not appear in numbers sufficient to injure 
the general crop. 

There is a red, hairy caterpillar of like characteristics, that some- 
times eats the cotton-leaf, but which it is unnecessary to describe here. 

THE COTTON ARCTIA 

(Arctia?) ) 

A species of arctia (Pl. VII. fig.2) was also found in Talla- 
hassee, in the month of July, upon the cotton-plant; but, most proba- 
bly, the parent moth had wandered away from its more natural food, 
as the identical kind of caterpillar was found at the same time upon 
the brambles by the roadside near that place. The plant attacked, 
however, was in the middle of the field, and not near any brambles 
nor weeds, on which the eggs might have been laid. The bare stem 
and branches of the cotton were covered with the unsightly web, 
and all but a few straggling caterpillars had disappeared, having 
probably webbed up preparatory to the final change. 

The full-grown caterpillar is from an inch and one-tenth to an_ 
inch and three-tenths in length; the back, dark-colored, and covered 
with tufts of long, blackish-grey hairs; the sides are of a pale-greenish 
color, with a line between the black and green distinctly marked; 
the six pectoral feet and head are black, and the eight ventral and 
two anal ones are green. 

The chrysalides were formed on the 24th of July, in cocoons or 
leose webs, intermingled with its own hair, and spun under the 
loose leaves. They were nearly half an inch in length, short and 
thick in form, and brown in color. The moths came'out in about 
twelve or fourteen days. 

The wings of the male measure, when expanded, from nine-tenths 
ef an inch to an inch across, and are white, with one or two black 
dots near the centre of the upper pair; the eyes are black; the an- 

 tennee feathered, and the two fore-legs of an orange color. 
The female is much larger than the male, measuring about an inch 

and one-fifth across the expanded wings. She is very similar to 
the male in color, but has no black sput on the upper-wing; nor 
are the antenne feathered as in the male. 

I consider, from the circumstances under which the nest, or web, 
of caterpillars was found, that it was accident alone which caused 
their presence on the cotton, as I have never seen them before nor 
since, in any number, among the plants. Therefore, they may be 
‘classed among those insects which cause little or no harm to the 
general crop. 
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These moths are similar to the Arctia textor, of Harris, but appear 
to differ from them in the spots on the upper-wings of the male, and 
in some other slight particulars. The habit of webbing up the limbs 
is also the same. 

INSECTS FOUND ON THE TERMINAL SHOOTS. 

The insects attacking the terminal shoots of the cotton-plant are 
at present very little known; but when their habits shall have been 
more thoroughly investigated, there is no doubt that they will be 
found to be much more destructive than is generally supposed. 

No practical planter can have passed through his cotton-fields, 
without frequently observing that the terminal leaves of many of the 
plants have been webbed up and eaten out, or that many of the 
young blossoms have suddenly turned brown, or ‘‘ flared’’ open, and, 
on the slightest touch, fall to the ground. Some of this damage 
may no doubt be’ caused by excessive moisture, or heat, or by an 
unhealthy state of the plant itself. But if the ends of all the shoots 
be closely examined, it will generally be found that several minute 
insects lie hidden between the folds of the leaves and buds, probably 
feeding upon the tender foliage, er extracting the sap. The aphis, 
or cotton-louse, is often found in such places. 

THE PEA-GREEN CATERPILLAR 

In the cotton-fields near Tallahassee, many of the tender leaves 
and young blossoms of vigorous and healthy plants were observed 
to be webbed together in a mass. Upon- opening one of them, a 
small caterpillar, (Pl. VII. fig. 3,) between three-fifths and seven- 
tenths of an inch in length, was discovered feeding upon the interior. 
This caterpillar is of a pea-green color, with a dark longitudinal 
stripe running down the middle of the back, and a row of two dark 
spots with white centres to each on every segment of the body, except 
the first, running parallel on each side of the dark stripe. The head 
is black; the first segment of the same color, with a dividing line of 
white between it and the head, and another light division between 
this and the second segment. The pectoral feet are black, and the 
body sparingly clothed with short bristles, or hairs. | 

This caterpillar, for the most part, lives and feeds in the terminal 
shoots; but I have found it webbed up between the outer calyx and 
boll of the cotton, or in the calyx of the flower. 

The chrysalis, which is of a light-brown color, is about two-fifths 
of an inch in length, and is formed in the same webbed-up terminal 
shoot which served the caterpillar as a shelter. It shed the cater- 
pillar-skin about the 27th of September, and the perfect moth came 
out in about ten days. 

The moth, when expanded, measures from three-fifths to seven- 
tenths of an inch across the wings; the body and thorax are of a 
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brown color; the upper-wings light-brown, with a band of darker 
brown, running obliquely across them near the centre (one specimen 
had two dark oblique lines on the upper-wing); a dark triangular 
mark occurs on the upper side of the wing; between the margin and 
band, and the margin itself is of a dark-brown; the under-wings are 
yellowish-brown; the under side of the wings is brown, marked 
crosswise by darker lines, giving it somewhat a marbled appearance; 
and the antenner are threadlike. The distinguishing feature of this 
small moth is the very long and dark-colored palpi, which are some- 
what curved upwards, and project from the front of the head like a 
trunk. 

The damage done by these small insects is not so apparent at first 
as that caused by those of a larger size, such as the boll-worm and 
others; yet, no doubt, many of the buds and leaves on the terminal 
shoots are destroyed by them. ‘These webbed-up leaves, however, 
must not be confounded with the webs made by numerous small 
spiders, which also select such places for their abodes, and no doubt 
de good by destroying many young caterpillars and moths. 

Young cotton-buds are frequently observed at the end of the ter- 
minal shoots, turning brown, and eventually dropping off. This has 
been attributed to the agency of the young larve of the ‘‘ bore-worm,”’ 
or “boll-worm,’’ which certainly are sometimes found in the terminal 
shoots of cotton; but, when this is the case, the buds are generally 
either eaten from the outer calyx, or the bud itself perforated and the 
former flaring open; whereas, the buds, which turn black, as before 
described, are closely enveloped in the outer calyx, and present a 
triangular form with a dry and dark-brown appearance. . 

THE COTTON LYGAUS. 

(Lygeeus ?) 

Upon close examination, a number of extremely minute larve, 
(Pl. VII. fig. 4,) measuring a little over one-twentieth of an inch in 
length, were found in the injured shoots. The insects, when confined 
in a bottle with some young terminal cotton-shoots and buds, to 
ascertain if they really injured the plant, were observed immediately 
to attack each other with great animosity; and, in a short time, one 
of the strongest larvee killed and sucked out the juices from three of 
its companions, and also from a cotton-louse which had been placed 
in the glass. The same insect, however, was afterwards plainly seen 
on several occasions, to suck sap from the terminal shoot and young 
buds; and as there were no more insects for it to feed upon, it must 
necessarily have perfected its growth and transformations afterwards 
on vegetable juices alone. Almost every terminal shoot which was 
diseased had in it one or more of these minute larve or perfect insects. 

The pupe are of a reddish-brown, about one-twentieth of an inch 
in length, with eyes of a reddish-brown color. The perfect insect is 
rather more than one-twentieth of an inch in length, also with reddish- 
brown eyes, yellowish antenne, and a head and thorax black; the 
triangular space between the wings is black; the wings are brown- 
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ish-yellow, barred in the centre with two triangular black marks; 
the ends of wings diamond-shaped, of a light color; the upper part of 
the thigh is black; and the rest of the leg yellowish. 

This insect is more especially mentioned here in order to draw 
attention to the various tribes which attack the terminal shoots of 
cotton, as at present very little appears to be known about them, and 
immense numbers of young buds dry up and fall in the manner men- 
tioned above, unobserved from their minute size. Many of them are 
no doubt cast in consequence of atmospheric and various other causes; 
but, as this small insect has been observed sucking the juices from 
the plant, it may be found that several others do the same thing in 
different localities. The young boll-worm is, no doubt, found in 
these shoots; but I very much doubt whether the fallen blackened 
buds are owing to injuries received from it, as will be seen in the 
article on that worm. It is true, the young boll-worm causes many 
immature forms to drop, but in such cases the bud attacked generally 
shows where the injury has been done, by a small puncture. 

As several of the reduvii or cimicide, have the power of stinging 
man and animals in a very severe manner, with their probosces, or 
piercers, may they not in some measure possess the same power over 
vegetable life? The question is merely asked to lead to further 
enquiries on the subject. 

SAP-SUCKERS. 

Another insect, (Pl. VII. fig. 5,) found in the young shoots and 
newly-formed bolls, the color of which is green; the eyes reddish 
brown ; the legs green, with the thighs red; the antenne are four- 
jointed, and also green, with red at the end of each joint. The pupa 
is about a quarter of an inch, and the perfect insect is seven-twentieths 
of an inch in length; the antenne are brown and green, the eyes 
brown ; the thorax somewhat triangular; the anterior part green, 
and shaded with reddish-brown, posteriorly ; the legs, brown and 
green ; the wing-cases with a cross, shaped like the letter x, forming 
four triangles, those nearer the thorax being reddish-brown ; the side 
triangles are green. 

I observed these insects, when confined under glass, sucking the 
sap from the buds and young bolls, their only food. The young . 
eventually completed their transformations into perfect insects. They 
were observed, moreover, to eject large drops of green sap from their 
abdomens, which could only have been procured from the buds them- 
selyes. As it has been already seen that these insects puncture the 
bolls and extract the juices therefrom, the question arises whether 
they do any material injury, either by this extraction of the sap, or 
by a poisonous sting, like some of the reduvii. 

There is likewise another of the same species of insect, (PI. 
VII. fig. ¢,) which was found perforating the young flower-buds and 
bolls of the cotton, similar to the above. The head and anterior por- 
tian of the thorax are reddish-brown, the remainder of the thorax 
yellow, with a double dark mark in the middle, the wing-cases are 
brownish-black, with two longitudinal yellow lines from the upper 
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outside corner of the wing-cases to the posterior edge, forming a 
dividing mark somewhat shaped like the letter x. 

THE CENTRINUS PERSCILLUS. 

(Denoted by Pl. VII. fig. 7,) about three-twentieths of an inch in 
ength, of a greyish color, with a rather long, curved rostrum, or bill, 
was found in the terminal shoots, as well as in the blossom; but I 
could not perceive that in any way it injured the plant. I have also 
seen very young boll-worms in the terminal shoots, but, upon exami- 
nation, | have generally found the egg deposited upon the outer calyx 
of a young bud or boll, the parenchyma, or tender succulent substance, 
of which, was mostly eaten, and the young bud pierced or its contents 
sucked or eaten out. 

INSECTS FOUND ON THE FLOWER. 

T'he flower of the short-staple cotton is of a yellowish-white color 
the first day of its blooming; it then gradually assumes a pinkish 
tinge towards its outer edge ; the second day, it partially closes, turns 
pink, and presents such an entirely different appearance that it can 
scarcely be recognised as the same flower. 

There are several insects which infest this flower, or ‘‘ bloom,”’ as 
it is frequently termed, some for the sake of the nectar, or honey ;, 
others for the pollen ; and a few for the corolla itself. 

THE BLISTER-FLY. 

(Cantharis strigosa.) 

Several blister-flies, or cantharides, found in Columbia, South Caro- 
lina, were seen to devour the petals of the cotton-flower. One of these 
insects is a little more than half an inch in length, (Pl. VII. fig. 
8,) of a reddish-brown color, with the eyes and a spot on the head 
black. Two long black marks are seen on the thorax, and two longi- 
tudinal stripes, also black, on each wing-case ; the legs and antennz 
are black; and the abdomen protrudes somewhat beyond the wing- 
cases. Some of them are smaller than others, measuring not quite 
half an inch in length, and are of a rusty ash-grey white; others are 
of the same color, but with two broad, longitudinal black stripes on 
the elytree. The two last mentioned vary so much in the distinctness 
of their stripes, some of them being the medium between the perfectly 
grey and the striped, that it is somewhat difficult to determine 
whether they are the same insect or not. The under-wings are 
clouded, and nearly black. gts ene : 

These insects, although they eat holes in the petals, do but little, 
if any damage to the crop; yet, together with the chauliognathus, 

; 
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bees, and wasps, may, perhaps, be beneficial, as serving to fecundate 
many plants by carrying the pollen from flower to flower. . 

THE COTTON-CHAULIOGNATHUS. 

(Chauliognathus pennsylvanicus.) 

This insect (Pl. VII. fig. 9) does not appear to attack the petals 
in the same manner as the cantharides, just described, but contents 
itself with the pollen or nectar, which is found in the flower, where 
it may be often seen so much occupied in feeding as scarcely to take 
any notice of the approach of mankind. It is so plentiful near Colum- 
bia, in South Carolina, that four or six may be taken from one bloom 
alone. When issuing from the flower, they sometimes appear to be 
so abundantly powdered with pollen as to be perfectly yellow, and no 
doubt serve in some measure beneficially, as a medium for transport- 
ing the pollen and fertilising other blooms. 

This insect is not quite three-quarters of an inch in length; its 
head, eyes, and antenne are black; its thorax, orange, with a large, 
dark spot in the centre; its wing-cases are orange-yellow, with a 
black, longitudinal, broad stripe running down each, near the inner 
margin, leaving a narrow inner and broad outer margin of yellow 
orange. This black stripe grows broader towards the abdomen, leav- 
ing a narrow stripe, also of yellow, at the end of the elytra. Its legs 
are black. 

THE YELLOW-MARGINED-WINGED CHAULIOGNATHUS. 

(Chauliognathus marginatus.) 

A small species of chauliognathus is found in Florida, (Pl. VII. 
fig. 10) where it appears to take the place of the last mentioned insect, 
having the same habits, and occuring in the same places. Itis nearly 
half an inch in length; the head is orange-yellow, with a black mark 
below the eyes, which are also black; the thorax is yellow, with a 
longitudinal black mark down the centre ; the wing-cases are black, 
edged around the outer and inner margins, and the end with orange- 
yellow; the lower part of the thighs is also orange-yellow; the 
upper part and rest uf legs and antenne are black. 

This insect frequents the flowers of the cotton, but, as yet, I have 
never discovered it doing any injury. my 

THE DELTA-THORAXED TRICHIUS. 

(Trichius delta.) 

A small beetle, which is a little more than two-fifths of an inch in. 
length, (Pl. VII. fig. 11,) is also found in cotton-blooms, and some- 
times on the bolls. The head is black, including several white marks; 
the thorax is also black, bordered with yellow, containing a singular 
triangle of yellow lines, the lower end of which appears as if broken 
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off; the wing-cases are reddish-brown, with two oblique black spots 
on the upper, and two longitudinal black ones enclosing a yellowish 
mark on their lower parts; the abdomen protrudes the twentieth part 
of an inch beyond the wing-cases, and is of a yellowish color; the 
fore-legs are spiny and of a brown color; the hind-legs are very long, 
brown, the ends of the tibie and tarsi black. 

From what has been seen of the habits of this insect, and its com- 
parative scarcity, I should not regard it as injurious to the crop, and 
therefore, I would class it amongst those insects frequenting the cot- 
ton but not injurious to it. . 

TWELVE-SPOTTED GALEREUCA. 

(Galereuca duodecimpunctata.) 

A small leaf-beetle (Pl. VIII. fig. 1) is often found in the young 
flowers of the cotton, where it gnaws holes in the petals. This insect 
is about three-tenths of an inch in length; the head is black; the 
thorax orange-green ; the wing-cases greenish-yellow, with six black 
spots on each; the upper part of the thighs is green, and the rest 
of the leg dark-colored, or nearly black. 
Among the remedies suggested for destroying the striped cucumber- _ 

beetle, (Gralereuca vittata,) Dr. B.S. Barton, of Pennsylvania, reeom- 
mends ‘‘ sprinkling the vines with a mixture of red pepper and to- 
bacco.’’ Ground plaster and charcoal dust have also been recom- 
mended, as well as watering the vines with a solution of an ounce of 
glauber salts in a quart of common water, or tobacco water. An’ 
infusion of hops, elder, or walnut leaves is said to be very useful ;’as, 
likewise, sifting powdered soot upon the plants when they are wet 
with the morning dew. Others have advised sulphur and Scotch 
snuff to be applied in the same way. 

Dr. Barton likewise. states that, ‘‘as these insects fly by night, as 
well as by day, and are attracted by ights, burning splinters of pine 
knots, or of staves of tar-barrels, stuck in the ground during the 
night, around the plants, have been found useful in destroying these 
beetles.’’ Similar remedies might possibly apply to the twelve-spotted 
galereuca. : f 

As these insects are not sufficiently numerous to do any harm to ° 
the cotton-crop, these remedies are merely mentioned as applying to 
the cucumber-beetle, or any other pests of the garden or fields, of 
similar habits. 

SPAN-WORMS, OR LOOPERS 

(Geometr ce?) 

Among the numerous insects which injure the flowers of the cotton- 
lant may be found several caterpillars, many of which are of the 
ind termed ‘‘1oopers,’’ or ‘‘span-worms,’’ from their peculiar mode 

of locomotion. 
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Near Columbus, in Georgia, I found a species of caterpillar, (Pl. 
VIII. fig 2,) which were quite numerous, about an inch and a half 
in length, and of a bright-green color, eating the petals of the 
cotton-flower, from the 12th of October to the 29th of November. 
They had six pectoral, four ventral, and two anal feet, and were 
obliged to loop their bodies when progressing from place to ‘place, 
after the manner of the so-called span-worms, or loopers. Their 
bodies were green, and slightly hairy. The chrysalides were seven- 
tenths of an inch in length, and of a green color. The moth, with 
wings extended, measures about an inch and three-tenths, is of a 
shaded or clouded blackish-brown, with a metallic, gold-colored semi- 
circle near the centre of each upper-wing; a round spot of the same 
color also hes close to it, but nearer the margin; the under-wings 
and body are of the same blackish-brown. When at rest, the upper- 
wings come together like the roof of a house; a tuft of hair projects 
from the upper part of the thorax, and a smaller tuft is found near 
or between the junction of the wings, which appear to curve up 
towards the outer margin. 

ANOTHER CATERPILLAR 

Is of the same habits, size, ferm, and color, except that it has a white 
longitudinal line running down each side. The chrysalis, however, 
is of a dark-brown color, whereas, that of the preceding is always 
green, with dark-brown markings only on the thorax and back. 
The moth also is similar in shape and color—so much so, indeed, as to 
warrant a belief that they may be different sexes of the same species. 

Mr. Peabody, of Columbus, states that this caterpillar was very 
destructive to the leaves of turnips, in 1854. Several, which were 
placed in confinement, were attacked by a singular and fatal disease. 
However healthy they appeared at first, they gradually assumed a 
lighter color, ceased feeding, became swollen, and, suspending them- 
selves by the hind feet to any projecting twig, very soon died and be- 
came putrid and black. 

These caterpillars were quite plentiful in the vicinity of Columbus, 
but were not found in Florida the following year. They cannot be 
classed among insects very injurious, as they were not sufficiently 
numerous to harm the cotton. 

THE SMALL COTTON SPAN-WORM. 

A very small looper-caterpillar, or span-worm, (Pl. VIII. fig. 3,) 
about seven-tenths of an inch in length, of a brown or greenish 
color, with five yellow and black markings or bands on the middle 
segments, and of about the thickness of a knitting-needle, was very 
numerous on the blossoms of cotton in Georgia during the month of 
October. 

These caterpillars, having six pectoral, with only two ventral, and 
two anal feet ; their mode of progression is by alternately stretching 
out and contracting the body in the form of an arch. They are thus 
enabled to advance nearly half their length every stride, or step, 
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and, from this circumstance, derive their common name of ‘‘span- 
worm,’’ or ‘‘looper.”’ 

The favorite food of these insects appeared to consist of the petals. 
In some places, they were very numerous, as many as four having 
been taken from one bloom alone. In color, they varied much from 
ereen to brown; but both were similarly banded with another color. 
The chrysalides were fixed by the tail to the leaves with a glutinous 
matter or silk, and measured about seven-twentieths of aninch in length; 
were of a brownish-green color, and remarkable for having the upper 
part of the thorax somewhat square, flat, and furnished with two 
minute protuberances, or spines, over the head and eyes. When dis- 
turbed, they instantly drop from the leaves, and suspend themselves 
in mid-air, by means of a thread, which issues from the mouth; and 
although exceedingly abundant in one part of the field, yet they 
were scarcely to be found out of that particular spot. 

As these insects are very small, and eat holes in the petals of the 
flowers alone they cannot injuriously affect the general crop. 

THE LARGER SPAN-WORN. 

Another span-worm, or caterpillar, (Pl. VIII. fig. 4,) appears in 
the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida, early in October, and feeds upon 
the petals of the cotton-flower. It measures, when fully grown, 
from an inch and a half to an inch and three-fourths in length; the 
color is reddish-brown, marked with faint, longitudinal darker stripes; 
the head is somewhat angular, and divided at the top; there is a 
light spot on each side, about the middle of the body, and two short 
excrescences, or warts, on the extremity. In several specimens, there 
are white spots running down each side of the back. The chrysalis 
is a little more than half an inch in length, and is of a brownish 
eolor. The moth measures an inch and three-tenths across the 
expanded wings, which are of a light, clouded-grey color, with an 
irregular, dark, oblique line running across the upper-wing, and two 
others, not quite so distinct, nearer the body. There is also a dark, 
oblique line, and another fainter one, crossing the under-wing; the 
margins are scalloped with a darker color; the antenne of the spe- 
cimen figured are feathered. 

This caterpillar feeds upon the petals of the cotton-flower, and, 
when disturbed, assumes a stiff, erect attitude, in which it might ° 
easily be mistaken by men or birds, for a dried twig or stick. When 
about to change, in October, it descends into the earth, becomes a - 
brownish chrysalis, and in about fourteen days the moth appears. 

The caterpillars are not very numerous, and therefore can do but 
little harm to the general crop. 

Another span-worm, somewhat similar to the above in shape and 
color, is very numerous in cotton-fields, but feeds upon the bind-weed 
flower, (convolvulus,) and does not disturb cotton. 
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INSECTS FOUND UPON THE BOLL 

During the time that cotton is maturing its seed-vessels, there are 
several insects of the ‘‘ plant-bug’’ species found both upon the 
young and the old bolls; but whether these insects have anything 
to do in producing the rot, is a question which cannot be easily 
answered before further information shall have been collected upon 
the subject. I will here simply give the results of some experiments 
made by me this season (1855) to determine whether any of these 
insects do or do not suck the sap from the bolls. In the month ot 
October, several plant-bugs were caught, and placed singly in glass 
bottles, containing young and middle-sized bolls, and all of those 
hereafter described were observed with their piercers penetrating the 
bolls, and busily engaged sucking out the sap. 

THE GREEN PLANT-BUG. 

(Pentatoma ?) 

This insect is about seven-tenths of an inch in length, rather broad, 
and of a bright-green color ; the head is furnished with two ocelli on 
the upper part; the eyes are brown, and the scutellum, or triangular 
place between the wing-covers, is very large and also of a green color; 
the upper part of the body, which is flattened, is margined with an 
edge of yellow, and has a black spot on the yellow edge of each seg- 
ment. The piercer, which is long and“jointed, when not in use, is 
recurved under the thorax ; the antenne are five-jointed. 

An insect was described by Mr. Bailey, of Monticello, in Florida, 
(Pl. VIII. fig. 5,) as being very numerous in his cotton-fields; and 
his overseer informed me that he had seen it in the very act of pierc- 
ing a boll, which he afterwards cut open and found that the puncture 
had penetrated through the outer shell, or case of the boll, to the 
cotton, and that the mark where the piercer had penetrated was dis- 
oolored. Those I had in confinement certainly were frequently seen 
with their trunks inserted into bolls, and sucking the sap. 

The larva is very similar to the perfect insect in shape and color, 
but smaller in size, and is not furnished with wings. The pupa pos- 
sesses rudiments of wings, only, and it is the perfect insect alone which, 
by means of a pair of under-wings, concealed beneath the wing-cases, 
is able to fly about and propagate its kind. 

-THE @ REY PLANT-BUG. 

~ (Pentatoma ?) 

The spotted plant-bug (Pl. VIII. fig. 6) is very much of the same 
shape as that last described, but is not so broad. It is grey, and 
marked with black dots and lines ; it is also smaller than the former, 
being only three-fifths of an inch in length; the outer margin of the 
thorax is somewhat pointed or angular; the scutellum, broad and 
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triangular ; and the wings, when closed, terminate with a black, dia- 
mond-shaped mark, where they overlap; there are two ocelli; the 
antenne are five-jointed; and the appearance of the insect is flat, 
broad and similar to the so-called ‘‘squash-bug’’ of the North. This 
insect was often seen with its piercer inserted into a boll, extracting 
the sap, which was ejected from the abdomen as a bright, greenish 
liquid. 

These insects were found plentifully on the cotton in Georgia, in 
1854, and in Florida, in 1855. 

THE RED-EDGED-WINGED REDUVIUS. 

(Reduvius ?) 

A species of reduvius (Pl. VIII. fig. 7) was found in abundance 
in tue cotton-fields of Florida, in 1855. The female measures a little 
more than three-fifths of an inch in length, and the male about half 
an inch. The head is of a greyish-black ; the eyes prominent, black 
and brillant ; the antenne are four-jointed ; the thorax is triangular, 
with the angle towards the head, truncated, black, with an edging 
of red; the wing-cases are reddish, spotted with black, and edged 
with red, with their ends, where they overlap, black; the legs are 
black from half way up the thighs, where they are red; the under- 
wings are clouded with black veins. It so closely resembles the cele- 
brated ‘‘red-bug’’ of Eastern Florida that it has probably been 
mistaken for it by many planters, who have stated that the true red- 
bug is often found in Middle and Western Florida, where none are to ; 
be found, though I searched diligently for them. 

These ‘insects, when confined in glasses, were not observed to Sch 
upon the sap of the bolls, although it probably does some injury, like 
the much dreaded red-bug alluded to above. 

THE LIG@HT-BANDED-WINGED ANISOSCELIS. 

(Anisoscelis ?) 

A species of anjsoscelis (PI. VIII. fig. 8) was found in abundance 
in the eotkati-fialde both of Georgia and Florida. It appeared to be 
very active and vigilant, as, however carefully approached, it always 
flew away with a loud, humming sound. Several of these insects 
were observed on a large boll, apparently busily employed ; but when 
suddenly disturbed, they dispersed in different directions. Upon ex- 
amining the boll, the sap was seen exuding from several minute 
punctures, which was attributed to these insects having bored into 
the boll for the sake of the vegetable juices contained therein. 

The larva, when young, is vot a light scarlet or crimson, with two 
black spots on the back, in which are two black, thorny excrescences, 
or points; there are also four black , thorny excrescences on each side ; 
the legs, antenne, and eyes are black : and the han bos thicker than 
the others. 

The pupa is brown, with its wing-cases only in an incipient state, 
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and the tibiz of the hind-legs have already attained a broad, flattened 
appearance, 

The perfect insect is about seven-tenths of an inch in length; the 
antenne are four-jointed; the eyes, prominent and brown; the piercer 
four-jointed, and when at rest, re-curved under the body; the ocelli 
are two in number; the thorax rising from the head, and somewhat 
engular on the margin; the wing-covers are reddish-brown, with a 
distinct yellowish-white band across the middle; the anterior and 
middle legs are reddish-brown ; the hind-legs, however, are very sin- 
gular in shape, the thighs being thick and spiny on their under side, 
and the tibia furnished with a broad ‘flattened enlargement on each 
side, larger on the upper one and somewhat wing-shaped, with 
two teeth, or notches, on the margin. This makes the insect appear 
to have hind-legs entirely out of proportion to its size. These insects 
are very numerous in cotton-fields, and may be seen flying from plant 
to plant during the heat of the day. 

There are several other insects found upon cotton; but those men- , 
tioned above are the most numerous. The question now arises 
whether they have anything to do with the ‘ rot,’’ or whether that 
disease is caused by a peculiar state of the atmosphere, or by imper- 
fections of the soil. May not the punctures made by these insects, in 
some peculiar seasons, incline the boll to the rot more readily than in 
others, though in more favorable seasons it may be made with com- 
parative impunity? A singular circumstance, however, is rather 
against the insect theory, namely, that, while some particular cotton- 
plant is observed to be much affected by the rot, the plants standing 
close to it may be comparatively free and healthy. bn one diseased 
plant, I counted seventeen rotted bolls, while the very next plants 
were green, and exhibited not the least sign of disease. The query 
as to whether the rot is eaused by insects or the peculiar state of the 
soil or atmosphere, is here submitted for the purpose of inciting plant- 
ers to make experiments, and to report their success, in order that 
we may soon come to a definite conclusion upon the subject. 

THE BROWNISH-BLACK ANISOSCKLIS. 

(Anisoscelis ?) 

A very large anisoscelis, (Pl. VIII. fig. 9,) about an inch and one- 
fifth in length, and of a brownish-black, I found quite numerous in 
the cotton-fields of Florida, The head of this insect is brownish- 
black, with prominent eyes; the thorax rough, black, and somewhat 
triangular; the antenna, four-jointed ; the legs, brown; the thighs, 
brownish-black and spiny; the hind-legs, in appearance, entirely dis- 
proportionate in size to the insect ; with the thighs very stout, thick 
and spiny, and the tibiz with broad, flattened, wing-shaped projec- 
tions ; the trunk is recurved under the thorax. 

These insects, though somewhat numerous, were never observed to 
suck the sap from the bolls; yet it would be well to investigate their 
habits more minutely before deciding whether they are injurious or 
not; — alas | 
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THE DARK-SHADED OETONIA. 

Vetonia Melancholica. 

The beetle shown on PI. VIII. fig. 9 is found on ‘those bolls 
which have been bored into by the boll-worm, extracting the flowing 
sap from the lacerated sides of the wound. As many as five have 
been taken from the interior of a single boll, which had been pre- 
viously hollowed out by the worm, and where the sap was flowing - 
very freely. Some planters accuse them of making the holes in 
which they are found; but most of the bolls examined by me had 
evidently previously been hollowed out, and the beetles had only en- 
tered for the sake of the extravasated sap. Sometimes, however, 
they may so abrade the skin of a boll as to cause a flow of juice, of 
which they will avail themselves, as I have occasionally observed 
solitary individuals sucking the sap under very suspicious circum- 
stances, where no previous wound had been made by the worm. 
They can do but little harm, however, to the crop. 

This bettle is rather more than half an inch in length; of an 
ovoid form; greenish, with somewhat of a metallic lustre; across 
the wing-cases, are several whitish spots and short lines ; the tail is 
obtuse, hairy, and protrudes beyond the wing-cases ; the legs are 
rather spiny, of a dark color and metallic lustre. 

Se 

THE INDIAN GETONIA. 

(Cetonia inda.) 

I observed another beetle, (Pl. VIII. fig. 10,) but very abundant, 
in the blooms, and sometimes in the open bolls of the cotton, in Flori- 
da, in October, which apparently did no injury. This beetle is 
three-fifths"of an inch in length, and of a brown color, spotted and 
marbled with a darker brown and black. It flies with a loud-hum- 
ming sound, and is apparently sluggish in its habits when not on 
the wing. 

* 

INSECTS FOUND ON ROTTED BOLLS. 

‘Much has been said about the rotted bolls of cotton, the cause of 
which has been attributed to insects ; and it has been alleged that, 
if these bolls were well examined, several of the insects causing the 
disease would always be found inside. It is true, many small 
insects are found in such rotted bolls, but they have invariably been 
previously cracked or split open by disease, or bored into by the 
boll-worm. The fact is, the insects found in such places frequent 
them merely for the sake of the sap which exudes from the wounds, 
or for the fungoid growth that generally flourishes in such situations. 
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It is verv often the case that the effect is thus mistaken for the cause, 
and that insects perfectly innocent are blamed for a disease with which 
they have nothing to do, except that they resort to the already in- 
jured bolls for food or shelter. 

The insects in decaying and rotted bolls of cotton are very numer- 
ous, but most of them are quite small. 

ANOTHER INSECT 

(Carpophilus ?) 

Was found in such bolls (Pl. IX. fig. 1) as were either bored 
into by the boll-worm, or had been split open by the rot, and did not 
appear upon the bolls unless they had been previously injured. I 
have counted as many as thirty of these beetles in a single diseased 
boll, and there is scarcely an injured or split boll in some fields in 
which one or more of them is not to be found. They likewise occur 
in censiderable numbers in the tops of such ears of maize as have 
been eaten out by the corn-worm, (heliothes,) (see Report for 1854,) 
and have much of the sap exuding, or are covered with a fungoid 
growth. They appear to dislike light, and seek shelter in dark 
places, secure from the rays of the sun. : 

This insect is about the tenth of an inch in length, and of a brown 
color; the wing-cases are short, covering only about two-thirds of the 
abdomen. The larva is a small yellow grub, with six fore-legs, and 
two points at the end of the tail, and is often found in the rotted 
parts of the bolls. 

If this insect were to be found in the bolls before they were already 
rotted, or to be seen in the act of piercing the outer case, it might, 
perhaps, with reason, be accused of causing the disease; but, as they 
are never found inside before the rot has commenced, it is very much 
to be doubted whether they have anything to do with it, or merely visit 
such places for the purpose of obtaining a food suitable to their taste, 
or a dark sheltered place in accordance with their habits. 

THE SQUARE-NECKED SYLVANUS. 

(Sylvanus quadricollis.) 

The larva and perfect insect of this minute beetle (Pl. IX. fig. 2) 
has already been figured, in the Agricultural Report for 1854, where 
it is described as having been found in Indian corn. It also frequents 
diseased cotton-bolls, most probably for the sake of the seed, which 
is generally exposed to its attacks, when the boll has been split open 
by disease. 

ANOTHER INSECT 

Was also found very numerous in some of the rotted bolls; but as 
soon as the latter were taken from the plant and opened, the beetles 
ran off with great rapidity, and endeavored to hide themselves under 
any substance that would serve asa place of shelter. They appeared 

T 
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to dislike the open light, and were generally found in dark and ob- 
scure places. 

There were likewise several small insects found in rotted-bolls, 
such as the Colastus semitectus, and many others, which it will be 
unnecessary to enumerate here, as their habits are very much the 
same as those above mentioned, nearly all of them frequenting such 
places merely for food and shelter, and not causing the rot in any 
manner. 

The hemipterous insects, heretofore mentioned, certainly do pierce 
the bolls with their beaks, or piercers, for the sake of the sap; for 
they have been caught in the very act, and this even before any ap- 
pearance of the rot could be discovered. They might, therefore, per- 
haps, with better reason, be suspected of having something more to 
do with the disease than the small beetles already mentioned. But, 
even in this case, it would be well to investigate further before com- 
ing to a definite conclusion. 

THE CORN-WORM. 

(Heliothes ?) 

The caterpillar producing this small moth, (PI. IX. fig. 3,) de- 
scribed in the Agricultural Report for 1854, as injurious to the Indian 
corn in the Southern States, is likewise found in the bolls of cotton 
which have been split open by the rot, but can have nothing to do 
with producing the disease. It most probably feeds upon the seeds 
contained in the rotted bolls. . 

The chrysalis is formed in a cocoon inside the boll; it is about one- 
fifth of an inch in length, of a brown color, and formed in a cocoon 
of silk, interwoven with foeces and dust from the boll. 

The caterpillar is about three-tenths of an inch in length, of a red- 
dish or pink color, with the head and part of the first segment 
brownish. It has six pectoral, eight ventral, and two anal feet, and 
is able to suspend itself by a thread, when disturbed. The body is 
slightly covered with a few short hairs. 

The moths appear in about fourteen days, in warm weather, and, 
when expanded, measure nearly two-fifths of an inch ; the upper- 
wings are of a shaded chestnut-brown, mottled with darker brown and 
black ; the tips of the wings are marked with dark spots ; the under- 
wings are very narrow, brown and deeply fringed with fine hairs, 
presenting almost the appearance of feathers. The insect, when at 
rest, places the upper wings together, forming a ridge with the ex- 
tremity turned up. There appear to be several generations of these 
insects during the season, and, although found in rotted bolls, they 
are perfectly harmless as to the causing of disease. 

There are several other insects found in rotted bolls which it will 
be unnecessary here to describe ; for, although, as before stated, they 
are found in bolls already split open by the rot, or eaten into by the 
worm, yet they are no more the cause of the disease than the wood- 
pecker is the cause of the death of the tree out of which it extracts 
the insects which have already accomplished its destruction. 
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THE BOLL-WORM. 

(Heliothes ?) 

The egg of the boll-worm moth (Pl. IX. fig. 4) is generally de- 
posited on the outside of the involucel, or outer calyx of the flower, 
and I have taken it from the outer calyx even of the young boll it- 
self. It has been stated that the egg is laid upon the stem, which 
also forms the first food of the young worm; but, after a thorough 
and careful examination of several hundred stems, I found only one 
egg inthis situation, and that, from its being upon its side instead 
of its base, had evidently been misplaced, and never hatched. 

The egg of the boll-worm is laid singly upon the involucel, about 
twilight, and is of a somewhat oval shape, rather flattened at the top 
and bottom, and is formed with ridges on the side which meet at the 
top in one common centre. The color is yellowish until nearly 
hatched, when it becomes darker, the young enclosed caterpillar 
showing through the translucent shell. A single boll-worm moth, 
dissected by Dr. John Gamble, of Tallahassee, contained at least five 
hundred eggs, which differed much from those of the cotton-caterpillar 
moth, which are round and flattened lke a turnip, of a beautiful 
green color, and scarcely to be distinguished from the leaf on which 
they are deposited. The eggs of the boll-worm moth hatched in 
three or four days after being brought in from the field, and the 
young worms soon commenced feeding upon the parenchyma, or ten- 
der fleshy substance of the calyx, on the outside, near where the egg 
was laid. When they had gained strength, they pierced through the 
outer calyx, some through the petals into the enclosed flower-bud, 
while others penetrated the boll itself. Sometimes the pistil and 
stamens are found to be distorted and discolored, which is caused by 
the young worm, when inside the bud, eating the stamens and injur- 
ing the pistil, so that it is drawn over to one side. When this is the 
case, the young worm bores through the bottom of the flower, into 
the young boll, before the old corolla, pistil, and stamens fall off, 
leaving the young boll, inner calyx, and outer calyx, or involucel, 
still adhering to the foot-stalk, with the young worm safe in the 
growing boll. 

The number of buds destroyed by this worm is very great, as they 
fall off when quite young, and are scarcely observed as they lie, 
brown and withering, on the ground. The instinct of the caterpillar, 
however, teaches it to forsake a bud or boll about to fall, and either 
to seek another, or to fasten itself to a leaf, on which it remains until 
the skin is shed; it then attacks another bud or boll in a similar man- 
ner, until, at length, it acquires size and strength sufficient to enable 
it to bore into the nearly-matured bolls, which are entirely destroyed 
by its punctures; for, if the interior is not devoured, the rain pene- 
trates the boll, and the cotton soon becomes rotten and of no value. 

The rotted bolls serve also for food and shelter to numerous smal} 
insects, such as those already mentioned, and which have been errone- 
ously accused of causing the rot. Whenever a young boll or bud is 
seen with the involucre, or outer calyx, called by some the ‘‘ruffle,”’ 
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spread open, it may be safely concluded that it has been attacked by 
the worm, and will soon fall to the ground and perish. The older 
bolls, however, remain on the plant; and, if many of the fallen buds 
or bolls be closely examined, the greater portion of them will be 
found to have been previously pierced by the worm, the few excep- 
tions being caused either by the minute punctures of some of the 
erate from rain, or other atmospheric influences. Those injured 
y the worm can be distinguished by a small hole on the outside 

where it entered, and which, when cut open, will generally be found 
partially filled with small fragments of fceces. 
When very young, the boll-worm is able to suspend itself by a 

thread, if blown or brushed from the boll’or leaf on which it rested, 
After changing its skin several times, and attaining its full size, the 
caterpillar descends into the ground, where it makes a silky cocoon, 
interwoven with particles of gravel and earth, in which it changes 
into a bright chestnut-brown chrysalis. The worms, which entered 
the ground in September and October, appeared as perfect moths 
about the end of November. : 
A boll-worm, which was bred from an egg found upon the involu- 

cel, or ruffle of the flower-bud, grew to rather more than a twentieth 
of an inch in length by the third day, when it shed its skin, having 
eaten in the meantime nothing but the parenchyma, or tender, fleshy 
substance from the outside. On the fifth day, it bored or pierced 
through the outer calyx, and commenced feeding upon the inner; and, 
on the sixth day, it again shed its skin, and had increased to about 
the tenth of an inch in length. On the tenth day, it again shed its 
skin, ate the interior of the young flower-bud, and had grown much 
larger. On the fourteenth day, it, for the fifth time, shed its skin, at- 
tacked and ate into a young boll, and had increased to thirteen- 
twentieths of an inch in length. From this time, it ate nothing but 
the inside of the boll, and on the twentieth day the skin was again 
shed, and it had grown to the length of an inch and one-tenth, but 
unfortunately died before completing its final change. 

These moths probably lay their eggs on some other plants when the 
cotton is inaccessible, as a young boll-worm was found this season in 
the corolla of the flower of asquash, devouring the pistils and sta- 
mens; and, as there is a striking similarity between the boll-worm and 
the corn-worm moth, described in the Agricultural Report for 1854, 
in the appearance, food and habits, alike in the caterpillar, chrysalis, 
and perfect state, it will perhaps prove that the boll-worm may be 
the young of the corn-worm moth, and that the eggs are deposited 
on the young boll, as the nearest substitute for green corn, and 
placed upon them only when the corn has become too old and hard 
for their food. 

Colonel B. A. Sorsby, of Columbus, in Georgia, has bred both 
these insects, and declares them to be the same; and, moreover, when, 
according to his advice, the corn was carefully wormed on two or 
three plantations, the boll-worms did not make their appearance 
that season on the cotton, notwithstanding that, on neighboring 
plantations, they conimitted great ravages. 

The worms, or caterpillars, have six pectoral, eight, ventral and 
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two anal feet, and creep along with a gradual motion, quite unlike the 
looping gait of the true cotton- -caterpillar, and vary much in color and 
markings, some being brown, while others are almost green. All are 
more or less spotted with black, and slightly covered with short hairs. 
These variations of color may perhaps be caused by the food of the 
caterpillar. Some planters assert that, in the earlier part of the sea- 
son, the green worms are found in the greatest number, while the 
dark brown are seen later in the fall, as we know is the case with the 
cotton-caterpillar. 

The upper-wings of the moth are yellowish, in some specimens 
having a shade of green, but in others of red. There is an irregular 
dark band running across the wing, about an eighth of an inch from 
the margin, and a crescent-shaped dark spot near the centre; several 
dark spots, each enclosing a white mark, are also discovered on the 
margin; the under-wings are lighter colored, with a broad, black 
border on the margin, and are also veined distinctly with the same 
color. Inthe black border, however, there isa brownish-yellow spot, 
of thessame color as the rest of the under-wings, which is more dis- 
tinct in some specimens than in others, but may always be plainly 
perceived; there is also, in most specimens, a black mark or line in 
the middle of the under-wings, on the nervure; but, in some, it is very 
indistinct. 

These moths multiply very rapidly; for, as I have before observed, 
one female moth sometimes contains five hundred eggs, which, if 
hatched in safety, would rapidly infest a whole field, three genera- 
tions being produced in the course of a year. 

In an interesting communication from Colonel Benjamin F. Whit- 
ner, of Tallahassee, he states that the boll-worm was scarcely known 
in his neighborhood before the year 1841; and yet, in the short period - 
of fourteen years, it had increased to such a degree as to have be- 
come one of the greatest enemies to the cotton on several plantations 
in that vicinity. 

It has been recommended to light fires in various parts of the plan- 
tations, at the season when the first moths of this insect make their 
appearance, as they are attracted by light, and perish in great num- 
bers in the flames; and, if the first brood of females be thus de- 
stroyed, their numbers must necessarily be reduced, as it is highly 
probable that it is the second and third generations which do the 
principle damage to the crops. Some successful experiments in kill- 
ing these moths with molasses and vinegar were made by Captain 
Sorsby, a year or two ago, which I here describe in his own words: 
‘We procured eighteen common-sized dinner-plates, into each ot 

which we put about half a gill of vinegar and molasses, previously 
prepared in the proportion of four parts of the former to one of the 
latter. These plates were set on small stakes, or poles, driven into the 
sround in the cotton-fields, one to about each three acres, and reach- 
ing a little above the cotton-plant, with a six-inch-square board tacked 
on the top, to receive the plate. These arrangements were made in 
the evening, soon after the flies had made their appearance. The 
next morning we found from eighteen to thirty-five moths to each 
plate. The experiment was continued for five or six days, distribut- 
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ing the plates over the entire field, each day’s success decreasing until 
the number was reduced to two or three to each plate, when it was 
abandoned as being no longer worthy of the trouble. The crop that 
year was but very little injured by the boll-worm. The flies were 
caught, in their eagerness to feed upon the mixture, by alighting into 
it, and being unable to make their escape. They were doubtless at- 
tracted by the odor of the preparation, the vinegar probably being an 
important agent in the matter. As flies feed only at night, the plates 
should be visited late every evening, the insects taken out, and the 
vessels replenished, as circumstances may require. I have tried the 
experiment with results equally satisfactory, and shall continue it 
until a better one is adopted.’’ It might be well also to try the lan- 
tern-trap before mentioned, as another means of destruction, and, like- 
wise, the method of poisoning recommended in the general remarks 
on insects. As it appears from Colonel Sorsby’s communication that 
the moth is attracted by, and feeds with avidity upon molasses and 
vinegar, could not some tasteless and effective poison be mixed with 
this liquid, so that all the early moths which might partake of it 
would be destroyed before laying their eggs? 
A long caterpillar, (Pl. IX. fig. 5,) measuring from an inch and 

three-fifths to an inch and nine-tenths in length, and with a thick 
body, is sometimes found in bolls of cotton in similar situations as 
the boll-worm. It feeds likewise upon the leaf, and some specimens, 
which were confined in a box, devoured green corn from the ear, 
These insects vary much in color, some being of a beautiful velvet- 
black, while others are considerably lighter. The head of the cater- 
pillar appears small for the bulky size of the body, and is black, with 
two stripes of yellow, forming an angle on the front. On each side 
of the back runs a longitudinal line, and below the spiracles is seen 
another line of a reddish or ruddy color. The under part is of a 
light-brown. It has six pectoral, eight ventral, and two anal legs, 
and its mode of progression is by a gradual creeping, the same as the 
boll-worm. 

The chrysalides were formed under ground, in cocoons of earth, 
agelutinated with silk, and were about four-fifths of an inch in 
length, and of a brownish color. 

The moth measured an inch and three-tenths across the expanded 
wings ; the upper pair were of a brownish color, marked on the mar- 
gin with an irregular band of dirty cream-color, marked with black 
spots on the extreme outer edge. In the centre of each wing was an 
oblique line of the same color; the body was brown; the under-wings 
of a dirty, yellowish-white, with a dark shade near where they touch 
the upper-wings ; the antenne were threadlike. 

The eggs producing these worms were found deposited in clusters in 
September, and not singly, like those of the boll-worm. The old 
caterpillars are subject to a disease which often proves fatal; and 
hence it is difficult to raise them in confinement. When attacked, 
they appear to bloat or swell very much, become full of a watery 
pulp, suddenly cease to feed, and soon perish, when the outer skin 
turns black, and the inside is found to be full of a liquid, putrid mat- 
ter. Perhaps, if they were not subject to this disease, these cater- 
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pillars might do as much damage to the cotton as the boll-worm; 
but, being generally not very numerous, they cannot do much injury. 

The same remedies will do for these worms, or caterpillars, that 
have been recommended for the boll-worm. 

THE STRIPED PALE-GREEN CATERPILLAR. 

There was another caterpillar (Pl. IX. fig. 6) found feeding upon 
the leaves of the cotton-plant, near Columbus, in Georgia, which 
sometimes buried itself in the bolls, in the same manner as the boll- 
worm. It was about an inch and a half in length, of a pale-green 
color, with wavy, longitudinal stripes of a lighter color on the back, 
and with a longitudinal black line running down each side, thicker 
and darker on the fore part of the head. Under this was a broader 
line, nearly white, tinged with light-red or reddish-brown. On each 
side of every segment was a small black spot. It had six pectoral, 
eight ventral, and two anal feet. 

Most of these caterpillars were found about the 20th of October, 
but, unfortunately, died before completing their final change. The 
were not numerous on the plantations, and therefore could do but lit- 
tle damage. 

THE RED-BUG, OR COTTON-STAINER. 

(Lygeus ?) 

his destructive insect is found by millions in East Florida, on the 
cotton plantations, where it does immense damage by staining the 
fibre of the cotton in the bolls, and rendering it unfit for use where 
pure-white fabrics are required. The specimens figured (PI. IX. fig. 
7) were found near Jacksonville, in October, on the open bolls, under 

the dried calyx, and congregating together on the dead leaves under 
the plants, or on rotten logs, or decayed wood. Several of the open 
bolls were actually red with these insects, exhibiting every stage of 
growth, from the larva to the perfect bug, all clustered together in 
such masses as almost to hide the white of the cotton itself. The 
beak, or rostrum, is four-jointed, with the end blackish, and, when not 
in use, is re-curved under the thorax, which is somewhat triangular 
in shape, with the anterior part red; a narrow, distinct band of whitish- 
yellow divides the thorax from the head; the posterior part is black, 
edged between the thorax and wing-cases with whitish-yellow ; the 
scutellum is triangular, red, and edged with a distinct line of whitish- 
yellow on each side, and partly down the centre of the wing-case ; 
the elytra, or wing-cases, are flat, brownish-black, and containing 
two distinct x-shaped whitish-yellow lines on them, intersecting each 
other near the centre; the wing-cases are also edged with a distinct 
yellowish-line, as far as the x. The body is flattened, and, in the 
female, projects on each side beyond the wing-cases, showing the 
bright-red of the abdomen, and contrasting with the dark color of the 

wing-cases. ‘The under-wings, are hidden under the upper wing- 
cases, and are transparent, veined, and of a yellowish color, clouded 
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with black. The thighs of the fore-legs are somewhat spiny near 
the tibie, and of a red color. The tibie and tarsi are black; the 
under part of the body is bright-red, with rings of yellowish-white 
running around it, on the edge of each segment. 

The female produces about one hundred eggs; the young larva is 
completely red, almost scarlet, with distinct whitish-yellow bands 
around the body, on the edge of each segment. The thighs are red, 
with the tibiz, tarsi, and antennez blackish. 

The pupa differs only in size, and in having the unformed wing- 
cases very small and black, contrasting strongly with the vivid red 
of the body. 

The perfect male is about three-fifths of an inch in length, and the 
female about seven-tenths of an inch, from the head to the end of the 
abdomen. They are similar in shape and color, differing only in 
size. The head and eyes are red, the antenne black, with four long 
joints. 
The following communication on the subject of this insect was re- 

ceived from Mr. B. Hopkins, of Jacksonville, a practical Sea-Island 
planter, of nearly thirty years experience :— 

‘‘The ‘red-bugs,’ or, as they are sometimes properly denominated, 
the ‘cotton-stainers,’ generally make their appearance about August, 
or late in July, which is near the usual season for cotton to begin to 
open. They can readily be distinguished from other bugs, harmless 
in their nature, by their being of a red color, and more sluggish in 
their movements. The nearer the fruit advances towards maturity, 
the more injury they do to the cotton. The pod, or boll, is perforated 
by this bug. Whether the staining matter is imparted to the fibre 
of the cotton during the perforation directly, or by a slow process dif- 
fusing itself with the sap abounding at that time in the pod, is not 
yet ascertained. Jam of the latter opinion, from the fact that almost 
the entire product of the boll is discolored when it opens, which does 
not seem at all to cause a premature development. As winter ap- 
proaches, they gradually retire, and take refuge among the logs, or 
burrow into the soil at the root of the cotton-plant, where they hyber- 
nate. After a wet season, in winter, they may be found in hundreds 
on the sunny side of the stalks, enjoying the genial atmosphere, until 
towards evening, when they again retire. They can be kept down very 
easily, when there are not more than five acres planted to the hand. 

‘¢T have been in the habit of offering a reward every night to the 
negro that brings in the greatest quantity, each of whom is furnished 
with a pint bottle suspended across the shoulders, into which, as they 
pass along picking the cotton, they deposit all they can discover. In 
many instances, I have seen the bottle filled by one negro in a day. 
They may also be greatly reduced, by destroying them when they 
come out in winter, in their half-torpid state; a torch of fire in that 
case is best. They may be buried a foot under ground, and most 
of them will still escape from their inhumation. If there should be 
stumps or trees in the fields, they’should be burned, and that will 
generally reduce the quantity for a year or more. In fact, when they 
receive timely and proper attention, they need not be dreaded. 
‘No process that I know of can extract the stain produced in the 
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bolls ; it is indelible, and considerably reduces the price of the cotton 
in the market. These insects have been much on the increase for the 
last ten years, which I attribute to the excess in planting, as well as 
the want of proper efforts for their destruction.’’ 

It has been stated by other planters, that the foeces of the insect 
produces the reddish or greenish stain, and that the red-bugs will col- 
lect where there are splinters or fragments of sugar-cane. Advantage 
has already been taken of this habit to collect them by means of small 
chips of sugar-cane, when they may be destroyed by boiling water ; 
and as they also collect around piles of cotton-seed, they may thus be 
easily decoyed, and then killed, either by fire or hot water, when con- 
gregated. All stumps and dead trees standing in the field should be 
well burnt out. The experiment of destroying them by means of the 
crushed sugar-cane and poison, has been tried; but, as no report of 
the experiment has been received, it remains doubtful whether it can 
be recommended or not. 

INSECTS FOUND IN THE COTTON-FIELDS—NOT INJURIOUS TO 
THE CROP. 

(Zanthidia niceppe.) 

There are many other insects found in cotton-fields, which are per- 
fectly harmless to the plant, although the larve of many of them 
subsist upon the weeds which grow between the rows or around the 
edges of the plantation. 
Among these insects, we find butterflies, in general, one species 

of which is frequently seen hanging over the ground by hundreds, 
around moist and damp places. The caterpillar of this fly (Pl. IX. 
fig. 8) is of a deep-green, velvety appearance, with a yellowish lon- 
gitudinal line running down each side. It was found upon the Cassia 
marylandica, and measured an inch and one-fifth in length. The 
chrysalis is greenish, with a very pointed head, and fastened to the 
branch or leaf by the tail, and by a thread fastened at each side and 
passed over its back. 

This butterfly is about an inch and four-fifths across the expanded 
wings, which are of an orange-color, with a broad, black border 
around the edges. 

THE ARGYNNIS COLUMBINA. 

The caterpillar of another butterfly (Pl. IX. fig. 9) is often found 
on cotton-plants, where it has wandered from its natural food, which 
consists of the wild passion-flower, so often found growing as a weed 
amongst the crops. It is about an inch and two-fifths in length, of 
a bright-chesnut color, with two longitudinal black stripes along the 
sides, and a broken line of yellowish-white inside of each black 
stripe; it has also two long, projecting, black horns, or protuberances, 
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on the first segment of the body. When abcut to change, it selects 
a place under a leaf, branch, or fence, where it spins a small spot of 
silk, to which it suspends itself by its hind-legs; the skin of the fore 
part of the body then splits open, and the chrysalis makes its appear- 
ance, also hanging suspended by means of several small hooks, with 
which the end of the tail is furnished, and which, during the disen- 
gagement of the skin, becomes entangled in the silk. 

The chrysalis is about seven-tenths of an inch in length, of a pale, 
whitish-green, containing black marks and brilliant metallic, golden 
spots. These chrysalides, however, together with those of the great 
American frittellary butterfly, are often destroyed by the larve of a 
small fly. 

The butterfly makes its appearance in summer in a few days, and 
measures from two inches and a half to three inches across the 
expanded wings. It is of a bright chesnut-brown, barred and 
spotted with black. 

GREAT AMERICAN FRITTELLARY 

(Agraulis vanille.) 

The caterpillar (Pl. IX. fig. 10) of this butterfly is of a light chest- 
nut-brown color, with a dark, longitudinal stripe down each side, 
and is shaded with black below the spiracles. It measures about an 
inch and a half in length, and is covered with sharp, thorny spines; 
two spines are also found upon the top of its somewhat square-shaped 
head. 

The chrysalis, which is shaded with brown and drab, is about an 
inch and a tenth in length, and hangs suspended by the tail from’ 
trees, shrubs, and fences. 

The butterfly measures from two inches and three-fourths to three 
inches and a fourth across the wings; the upper sides of which are of 
a bright rich chesnut-brown, spotted and marked on the veins with 
black. The under-side is beautifully marked with large, metallic, 
silver spots. 

ANTS. 

Whenever the plants are infested with cotton-lice, (aphides,) 
myriads of small ants may be seen running hurriedly up and down 
the stems and leaves, or leisurely moving amongst the lice, quietly 
tapping first one and then another with their antenne, or feelers, and 
occasionally making a dead halt where they find a sufficiency of this 
insect food. Many planters suppose that these ants are the parents 
of the lice; others again suspect them of destroying the aphis; 
neither of which, however, is the case, as the ants merely visit the 
colonies of lice to devour the sweet, gummy substance that exudes 
from the tubercles on the bodies of the aphides, and which is com- 
monly called ‘‘honey-dew,’’ from the erroneous impression that it is 
formed in the atmosphere, and then deposited in the form of dew 
upon the upper surface of leaves. This honey-dew, however, is a 
sweet liquid, ejected from the anal tubercles of the cotton-louse, and 
elaborated in its own body, from the sap which had previously been 
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extracted from leaves or young shoots, and which, if not immediately 
devoured by the ants, is ejected by the plant- louse, and falls in drops 
upon the upper portions of the leaves that are beneath, making them 
appear as if varnished, or, if old, causing the places thus defiled to 
be black and rusty, as if affected with a black mildew, or rust. 

The ants feed voraciously upon this honey-dew, when fresh, and 
cause the aphides to eject the substance at will, by merely tapping 
their abdomens with their antenne; the drop ejected i is immediately 
devoured by the ants, and other aphides are visited and subjected to 
the same treatment, until the appetites of the ants are satisfied, when 
they either loiter about the leaves or descend to their nests in the 
ground. Ants are of utility in devouring any weak or disabled 
insects they may encounter in their path, or in consuming any animal 
substances which might otherwise contaminate the air. 

Ants are generally divided into “males,” “females,” and ‘‘neuters.” 
The males and females, at one stage of their growth, are furnished 
with wings, which the female gnaws or casts off when about to form a 
colony. ‘The neuters afterwar rds form the general mass. There are 
several varieties of the ant found in the cotton-fields, of very different 
habits and appearance. The most numerous make a hole in the 
earth, and form a sort of hillock around it, of the grains of earth or 
sand brought up from below the surface of the ground, and from this 
nest they make excursions in every direction 1 in search of food. 
There is also another species: ‘‘red ants,’’ so called, but in reality 

belonging to the family mutillide. They are found singly upon the 
ground in plantations, and sometimes measure half an inch in length. 
Their color is a vivid, velvety-red and black. They are able to inflict 
painful and severe wounds with a long sting with which they are 
rovided. ‘There are also three or four species of small ants, exceed- 

ingly troublesome in some of the Southern houses, where they find 
their way into pantries, closets, boxes or trunks, however closed, and 
devour any eatable article which may fall in their way. The only 
means of preventing the ravages of these insects is to isolate the 
article to be preserved in a vessel of water, or to put all four of the 
legs of the table, on which the articles may be placed, into vessels 
filled with water. 

The smaller ants, however, have a formidable enemy, the ant-lion, 
which, in the larva state, forms a funnel-shaped hole in the sand, 
near the ants’ nests, in the bottom of which it lies concealed, all 
except its jaws, and waits with patience in this den for any ant that 
may chance to pee along the treacherous path. The ant, suspecting 
no harm, reaches the edge of the pit-fall, and, the loose sand giving 
way, it is precipitated to the bottom, where the larva of the ant-lion 
immediate ely seizes it with its jaws, and, after sucking out its juice, 
casts the empty skin away. Should the unfortunate “ant, however, 
elude the first assault of the ant-lion, and endeavor to escape by 
climbing up the steep sides of the funnel-shaped hole, the ant-lion 
throws repeated showers of sand with such precision upon the unfor- 
tunate victim that it very seldom fails to overwhelm and bring it 
within reach of its jaws, when it is seized and its juices extracted as 
above described. 
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The perfect insect of the ant-lion much resembles the dragon-fly in 
form and general appearance; it is also furnished with four veined 
wings, by means of which it is enabled to transport itself from place 
to place. The antenne, however, are much longer, and the larve of 
the dragon-fly are decidedly aquatic, instead of living upon the land, 
like those of the ant-lion. 

INSECTS BENEFICIAL TO COTTON 

SPIDERS. 

Spiders, in cotton or grain-fields, are decidedly beneficial, inasmuch 
as they wage perpetual war against other insects, and are incessantly 
on the watch to catch and destroy all which, in their erratic flights, 
happen to become entangled in their webs. 

One spider makes a very singular nest for her young, of fine silk, 
webbed up and closely woven together in the shape of a basket with 
around bottom, and most generally placed on or near the top of the 
cotton-plant. This basket is furnished with a cover fitting closely to 
the top, and is filled with eggs. When the young spiders are hatch- 
ed, they creep from under this cover, and eventually disperse over the 
web, which is comparatively large and strong, and stretched from 
plant to plant. The old female spider appears to brood over this 
nest, displaying much maternal solicitude for the safety of her infant 
progeny ; for, if forced away, she immediately returns, and will suf _ 
fer herself almost to be torn limb from limb, rather than desert her 
precious charge. 

The habits of the different species of spiders are very dissimilar ; 
for, while some are almost entirely stationary all their life-time, 
others are continually moving about, roaming from leaf to leaf, and 
living entirely by hunting. Many spin their nets from plant to 
plant, to entrap unwary insects, and generally stay quietly at home 
in comfortable webs, securely sheltered from the sun and rain, under 
or between the leaves, waiting patiently for every stray moth that is 
so unfortunate as to fly into their nets. With the fore-feet carefully 
placed on a line leading to the radiating net-work, in order to feel the 
tremulous motion imparted to it by the unavailing efforts of any cap- 
tive insect to escape, the ant remains perfectly motionless until 
some straggling fly happens to become entangled, when it imme- 
diately rushes down the central line, and, after tying the limbs of its 
unfortunate victim with a loose web of silk, in order to arrest its 
struggles for life, deliberately gives it the death-wound, drags the 
careass to its den, and devours it at leisure. Other spiders hunt for 
and capture their insect prey in a manner similar to that practised 
by the cat. One of them at first approaches an unconscious victim 
so gently as not to awaken its suspicion, at the same time taking ad- 
vantage of every inequality of stem or leaf, in order to conceal itself, 
until within springing distance, and then, jumping suddenly upon 
its back, killing it with its powerful hooked fangs, It then sucks out 
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the whole of its juices, leaving only the empty skin, to be blown 
away by the wind. 

Another description of a small spider, about the tenth of an inch 
in length, of a light-drab color, with two or more dark spots on its 
back, was found very numerous inside of the involucre, or ruffle, of 
the cotton-bloom, bud, and boll, where it is said to be useful to the 
planter in destroying very young boll-worms. In many cases, where 
the eggs of the boll-worm moth had been deposited and hatched out, 
and the young worms had eaten through the outer calyx, and already 
partially pierced a hole in the young bud, or boll, it was frequently 
observed that no worm could be discovered inside ; but upon opening 
such a ruffle, this small spider was almost invariably found snugly en- 
sconced in its web; hence it was surmised that the young worm had 
entered between the ruffle and the boll, or bud, and had been de- 
stroyed by the spider, the nest of which was found in such situations. 

As all spiders are in the habit of destroying small, noxious insects, 
they may be regarded as beneficial, especially when the crops are 
preyed upon by the larvee of very small flies, such as the wheat 
midge, the Hessian-fly, and many others. These insects, being con- 
stantly on the wing, flying about from plant to plant, to deposit their 
eggs, are very apt to become entangled in the webs, and to be there 
destroyed. 

The spider itself, however, has enemies, one of which is the ‘‘mud- 
wasp,’ so called. This insect builds cells of clay in out-houses, and 
under beams, or in other sheltered places. Their nests resemble 
small pieces of mud thrown up against a roof or wall, when wet, and 
afterwards dried by exposure to the air, 

THE CAROLINA TIGER-BEETLE. 

(Megacephela carolina.) 

This beetle (Pl. X. fig. 1) belongs to the family, cicindelade, 
otherwise called ‘‘tiger-beetles,’’ from their savage propensities, and 
the beautiful spots and stripes with which their metallic wing-cases 
are adorned. ‘These beetles are always hunting about the ground in 
search of insect food. A smaller and darker species especially de- 
lights in the glare and heat of the mid-day sun; and, when disturb- 
ed, flies only a short distance, alighting with its head directed towards 
the object which has excited its alarm. 

The larve of the tiger-beetle inhabits cylindrical holes in the 
earth, and, in these burrows, they wait patiently for any passing in- 
sect that may be crawling about on the ground, which, when within 
reach, is seized, dragged to the bottom of its subterranean den, and 
there devoured at leisure. They are of a dirty-yellowish-white, and 
are furnished with two hooks on the back. In the Southern States, 
they are often taken by the boys, by means of a piece of grass or 
straw, which being inserted into their dens, is seized by the insect in 
its crooked jaws, and held with such tenacity that it will not let go 
until, by means of a sudden jerk, it is brought to the surface of the 
ground and secured. 
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The Carolina tiger-beetle is about seven-tenths of an inch in length, 
of a most beautiful metallic blue, violet, and green; and, when placed 
in certain positions, it assumes the lustre of bronze or gold. It may 
also be known by a yellowish curved spot on the extremity of each 
wing-case. It appears not to be so partial to the light of the sun as 
some other species, but often conceals itself under stones. It is also 
seen much more frequently in the cotton-fields during cloudy wea- 
ther, or toward evening, than in a fervid mid-day sun. 

THE PREDATORY BEETLE. 

(Harpalus ?) 

A beetle (Pl. X. fig. 2,) belonging to the genus harpalus, is very 
beneficial to the cotton-planter, inasmuch as its food consists princi- 
pally of other insects, and of dead putrescent substances. Numbers 
of them may be seen running about the surface of the ground in 
search of food, and when disturbed, hide themselves under grass, 
roots, or stones. The formation of their jaws is peculiarly adapted to 
a predatory life. As they are very strong, and hooked at the ex- 
tremity, they are enabled to seize and hold fast any soft-bodied in- 
sect, which they generally kill and devour. 

It should here be mentioned, however, that the larvee of an insect 
of this species has been accused in Europe of feeding upon the pith 
and stems of grasses and succulent roots, but at the same time it is 
stated to feed also upon the larve of other insects. 

Another very similar insect, (Zabrus gibbus,) both in the larva and 
pupa state, is said to be injurious to wheat in Europe; and although ' 
the two last mentioned may be injurious to vegetation, yet, as a general 
rule, the carabide are carniverous, and destroy multitudes of insects, 
in the larva, pupa, and perfect state. 

THE DEVIL’S COACH-HORSE, 

(Reduvius novenarius.) 

This insect abounds (Pl. X. fig. 3) in the city of Washington, 
during the summer and autumnal months, and is very useful in de- 
stroying the disgusting caterpillars which swarm on the shade-trees. 
The eggs are deposited in autumn upon branches, and are hatched in 
May or June. When young, the insects have abdomens of a bright- 
red color, with some dark or black spots on their backs. The 
head and thorax are black. When they shed their skins, they are 
greyish in color, and display only the rudiments of wings. It is only 
in the last stage that they acquire perfect wings, when they are capa- 
ble of flying with great vigor. 

The perfect insect measures about an inch and a quarter in length. 
It destroys multitudes of noxious imsects, in every stage of their 
growth, and is therefore highly beneficial ; but, at the same time, it 
is dangerous to man, if handled incautiously, as the punctures 
made by its piercer are often followed by severe consequences. When 
about to attack another insect, it advances towards its prey with a 
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most cautious and stealthy gait, lifting up and putting down its feet 
apparently in the same careful manner as a pointer when approaching 
his game. When near enough to make the fatal dart, it plunges its 
piercer into the unfortunate caterpillar, and deliberately sucks out its 
Juices. A small specimen experimented with, was placed in a box 
an ten caterpillars, all of which it destroyed in the space of five 
ours. 

THE ICHNEUMON FLY. 

(Ichneumon ?) 

An ichneumon-fly (Pl. X. fig. 4) was found in the cotton-fields 
near Columbus, in Georgia, busily employed in search of some cater- 
pillar in the body of which to deposit its eggs, as is generally the 
habit of this class of flies. The eggs being hatched within the cater- 
pillar, the larvee devour the fatty substance, carefully avoiding all 
the vital parts, until they are fully grown, when the caterpillar, 
having in the mean time changed into a chrysalis, with the devour- 
ing larve in its interior, the life of its unresisting victim is destroyed, 
and the grubs change into pup, and eventually emerge from the 
chrysalis skin, perfect ichneumon-flies, to deposit their eggs in other 
caterpillars. 

These insects are generally seen running about plants infested with 
caterpillars or worms, continually jerking their wings, and anxiously 
searching in every cranny and crevice in quest of a subject, in which 
to form the nest and provide food for their young. 

The circumstance of this fly’s coming from the skin, or case of 
the moth, or butterfly, is the cause of the mistakes so often made by 
persons not well versed in natural history; for, when a caterpillar is 
confined in a glass, and after the change to a chrysalis has taken 
place, when the real moth is expected to come out, and this fly makes 
its appearance, the young naturalist concludes, of course, that the fly 
is produced by the caterpillar; whereas, the rightful tenant of the 
chrysalis-case had been previously displaced and devoured by the 
larva of the ichneumon-fly, which was produced from an egg placed 
by the parent fly in the body of the caterpillar. This fact is here 
noticed in consequence of some drawings of insects injurious to cotton 
having been sent to the Patent Office, among which an ichneumon- 
fly was figured as proceeding from the chrysalis of a caterpillar. This 
was correct, inasmuch as it was the parasite which had devoured the 
chrysalis, but not true, when intended to represent the perfect insect 
as naturally proceeding from the caterpillar itself. 

Some chrysalides of the cotton-caterpillar, which had been pre- 
served during the autumn of 1855, as an experiment to try whether 
they would live until the following spring, having been hatched out 
prematurely by the heat of the room in which they were kept, two 
ichneumon-flies were produced of a slender shape, and about half an 
inch in length; the abdomen, or body, of the female, was black, and 
marked with seven light-colored, yellowish, narrow rings around it; 
the head was black; with the eyes brown, the antenne long, jointed, 
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and nearly black; on the head were three ocelli; the thorax was 
black; the wings transparent, of a rather yellowish tinge, veined 
with black, and having a distinct black mark on the outer margin 
of the upper pair; the first joint of the hind-leg was comparatively 
large, thick, and of a brownish color; the thighs were also brown; 
the tibia, black, with a broad white band in the middle; the tarsi 
were white, tipped with black; and the ovipositor protruded more 
than the tenth of an inch. The male presented much the same ap- 
pearance as the female, but was more slender in form. 

THE SMALLER ICHNEUMON-FLY. 

(Ichneumon ?) 

The ichneumon-fly, which destroys the aphis, or louse, so very 
injurious to the cotton-plant, is a minute insect, not quite the twen- 
tieth of an inch in length. The head and thorax are black, and the 
legs and abdomen of a yellowish color. Although so extremely 
small as to be unobserved, it is constantly engaged in exterminating 
the cotton-lice, myriads of which it destroys by preying upon their 
vitals. The female fly lays a single egg in the body of each louse, 
which, when hatched, becomes a grub. This grub devours the inte- 
rior substance of the aphis, leaving only the grey and bloated skin 
clinging to the leaf. This skin serves the young larva for a shelter, 
where it remains until it changes into the perfect fly, when it emerges 
from a hole gnawed through the back, and issues forth furnished 
with four transparent wings, to recommence the beneficial labor of 
depositing more eggs in the surrounding colonies of lice on the neigh- 
boring plants. 

The number of lice destroyed in this way can be more fully appre- 
ciated by observing the multitude of empty grey and bloated skins, 
more or less scattered over the cotton-plants infested, each skin hav- 
ing-a hole in the back through which the perfect fly has escaped. 

THE SYRPHUS. 

The larve of this syrphus (Pl. X. fig. 5) are found wherever 
aphides, or plant-lice, abound, and present the appearance of small, 
yellowish-white naked maggots, or grubs, of about a fifth of an inch 
in length. Their color is brown, with six distinct yellow spots on the 
first three segments of the body, and the sides are also marked on 
the margin with yellow; the body is somewhat hairy. The head is 
armed with powerful jaws, and gradually tapers to a point, while the 
tail terminates abruptly as if cut off. 

The parent fly deposits her eggs amongst the lice, in order to 
insure an adequate supply of food to each grub. These eggs are 
soon hatched by the heat of the sun, and the young grub immedi- 
ately commences crawling about the leaf; and, being blind, inces- 
santly gropes and feels around on either side in search of cotton or 
plant-lice, its natural food, one of which, being found by the touch, 
is instantly seized, elevated above the surface of the leaf on which it 
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is quietly feeding, in order to prevent the struggling victim from 
using its feet, or clinging to the leaf when endeavoring to escape 
from its voracious destroyer. After piercing the living insect, the 
grub leisurely sucks out the juices, throws away the empty skin, 
and recommences feeling about in search of another, which, when 
found, is treated in the same way. When ready to change, the 
syrphus maggot fastens itself to a leaf or stalk, by means of a gluti- 
nous secretion from its own body, and, the outer skin contracting into 
a pear-shaped case, soon hardens by exposure to the air, and the 
pupa is formed inside. 

After a few days, during the heat of summer, the perfect fly 
emerges from a hole, at the blunt end of the case, to lay eggs 
amongst the colonies of lice on the neighboring plants. The perfect 
fly is about seven-tenths of an inch across the wings, which are two 
in number, and transparent. The body is generally more or less 
banded with brown, or black and yellow, and appears like that of a 
diminutive wasp. This fly has a peculiar habit of hovering on the 
wing, apparently without motion or exertion, during the heat of the 
day, near or over flowers, and when disturbed it darts away with great 
swiftness; but, if the object that alarmed it is removed, it immediately 
resumes the same attitude and spot, only darting off every now and 
then to chase some other intruding fly from its own peculiar domain, 
over which it appears to imagine it possesses absolute sway. 

These insects are of essential aid to the farmers and planters, as 
their larve materially diminish the numbers of lice which infest 
vegetation. 

: 
THE LADY-BIRD. 

(Coccinella?) 

The lady-bird (Pl. X. fig. 6) is a most valuable auxiliary to the 
cotton-planter, as it destroys the cotton-louse, or aphis, by thousands, , 
and is most plentiful where they abound, always being busy at the 
work of destroying them; and, as such, I consider it one of the most 
beneficial of insects to the planter. 

The larva is a small, bluish-black, alligator-looking insect, of 
about the fourth of an inch in length, spotted with a few orange 
marks on the sides and back. Whenever one of them is seen among 
a colony of the aphides, the planter may safely calculate that in afew 
days the number of the lice will be greatly diminished. The larva, 
when hungry, seizes an aphis, and immediately commences eating 
him alive. This savory repast being finished, it eagerly hunts about 
until it has secured another victim, and thus completely destroys all. 
the others upon the leaf. When about to change into the pupa, it 
fastens itself by the tail to a leaf; the skin of the back splitting open,. 
a small hump-backed, black and orange-colored pupa makes its ap-- 
pearance, which, although furnished with the rudiments of wings and 
legs, is incapable of locomotion or feeding, but remains adhering to, 
the leaf, with the dried-up skin of the larva still sticking to the end 
of the le After remaining in this state for a few days, this skin. 
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again splits, and the perfect lady-bird emerges, furnished at first with 
soft wings, but which afterwards harden, and serve to transport it to 
the distant colonies of cotton-lice, in the midst of which the eggs are 
again deposited, to form new broods for the destruction of the plant- 
ers’ greatest pest. The perfect lady-bird also devours aphides, but 
not in such numbers as their larve, in which state it also destroys the 

_ chrysalis of the butterfly, (Argynnis columbina,) seen so often in the 
cotton-fields. JI have repeatedly observed them in Georgia killing the 
chrysalides of this butterfly, which hung suspended from the fence- 
rails, and on the under side of the boughs of trees and shrubs. It 
appears to attack the chrysalis chiefly when soft, and just emerged 
from the caterpillar-skin. It is in this state that these wandering 
larvee attack it, and, biting a hole in the skin, feed greedily upon the 
green juice which exudes from the wound. Sometimes, however, it 
becomes a victim to its own rapacity; for the juice of the chrysalis, 
drying up by the heat of the sun, quickly forms an adhesive sub- 
stance, in which the larva is caught, and thus detained until it per- 
ishes. Indeed, so very voracious are these larvee, that they will even 
devour the defenceless pupe of their own species, when found adher- 
ing to fences or walls. 
Many planters imagine that these lady-birds are in some mysterious 

manner connected with the appearance of the cotton-louse, or even 
that they are the progenitors of the aphis itself. This erroneous im- 
pression is formed in consequence of these insects being always found 
in similar situations at the same time, and abounding on plants al- 
ready weakened by the attacks of the cotton-louse. Their sudden 
disappearance is also accounted for, as, with the decrease ‘of their 
natural food, the lady-birds also disappear and migrate to neighboring 
plantations, in search of a fresh supply of nutriment. I have actually 
known several planters who have caused them to be destroyed by their 
field hands, when and wherever found, and who complained that their 
plants were still destroyed by the aphis, or cotton-louse. This was 

_only to be expected, as they had destroyed the natural enemy of the 
louse, and suffered the pests themselves to breed in peace and safety. 
I haye seen the larve of the lady-bird as late as the 18th of Novem- 
ber, in Georgia, still busy exterminating the aphis. The yellow, 
oleaginous fluid, which is emitted by this insect when handled, has a 
powerful and disagreeable odor, and is mentioned by Westwood, in 
his ‘‘ Modern Classification of Insects,’’ as having been recommended 
as a specific for the tooth-ache. 

It may be remarked, however, that there is a much larger species 
of this insect which does considerable damage to the leaves of cucum- 
bers, melons, squashes, &c., as both larvee and perfect insects devour 
the leaves and eat holes in them, so as sometimes totally to disfigure 
and destroy the plants. 

The perfect insect measures nearly half an inch in length, and is 
of a yellow color, with twelve large and small black spots on the 
wing-cases, and four small black spots on the thorax; it can be very 
easily distinguished, however, from its beneficial congener, both by 
size and color, the useful lady-bird being only about the sixth or the 
seventh of an inch in length, and of a bright-red, or almost scarlet 
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color, with black spots, while the injurious insect is much larger, 
measuring nearly half an inch in length, and being of a light-yellow 
color, spotted with black. 

THE LACE-WING FLY. 

(Hemerobius ?) 

The larva of the lace-wing fly (Pl. X. fig. 7) is furnished with 
two long and sharp jaws, by means of which it seizes the cotton-louse, 
and in a few minutes sucks out the juices, leaving merely the white, 
dried skins, to show where it once commits its ravages. The eggs 
are very singularly placed at the end of a thread- like filament, fast- 
ened to the under side of the leaf, and are generally deposited near a 
colony of lice, in clusters of a dozen or more together, causing them 
to appear to the casual observer like a bunch of fungi. The eggs 
being hatched in the midst of the cotton-lice, the young larve com- 
mence their work of extermination, seizing the younger lice in their 
jaws, and holding them in the air, and in despite of their struggles, 
sucking out the juices, and finally throwing away the empty skins. 

The larve of this insect are not quite a fifth of an inch in length, 
and are furnished with a sort of apparatus at the extremity of their 
tails by means of which they are capable of adhering to a leaf, even 
when all their feet are detached, thus being guarded against accidental 
falls during high winds, that might otherwise destroy them. When 
ready to change, a thread is spun from the tail, and, often forming a 
rough sort of cob-web, the insect spins a semi-transparent, ovoid co- 
coon, from which it emerges as a beautiful, bright-green fly, with two 
brilliant eyes, which sparkle like gold, and four transparent wings, 
of a greenish cast, delicately veined, and netted with nerves resem- 
bling the most beautiful lace-work; and hence the common name. 
This splendid insect, however, emits a most nauseous and fetid odor 
when held in the hand. 

t{NSECTS INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL TO THE ORANGE-TREE. 

THE ORANGE-SCALE. 

(Coccus ?) 

The insect which has been so destructive to the once flourishing 
orange-groves of Florida presents the appearance of a minute, nar- 
row, elongated scale, (Pl. X. fig. 8,) with a narrow, semi-transparent, 
whitish margin. That of the female resembles one of the valves of 
a long muscle-shell, in shape, and adheres closely to the leaf or branch 
on which it is fixed, and is apparently formed by successive semi-cir- 
cular layers added from time to time. When fully grown, it mea- 
sures about the tenth of an inch in length, by about the fortieth par‘ 
of an inch in breadth, at the broadest part. 
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The young insects are produced from eggs deposited by the female 
under the broader end of the outer case, or shell; and, when first 
hatched, are furnished with six legs, by means of which they escape 
from under the maternal shelter, which is somewhat elevated from the 
leaf, at the hinder part, to allow the egress of the young, which are 
extremely small, and appear in numbers, like minute, yellowish specks 
upon the leaf; but, if magnified, the six legs, two antenne, and two 
short bristles, at the end of the abdomen, can be plainly distinguished. 
The body is of a pale-yellowish color, and divided into segments. 
When tired of rambling, and having arrived at a suitable place 

for feeding, the cocci fix themselves to the leaf, or branch, for life. 
A light-colored, semi-transparent film, or ease, with two projecting 
points at the narrow end, is soon formed over the young insect, and 
under this thin scale, it may at first be plainly perceived. The scale 
gradually increases in size, and becomes more opaque and brown, 
until the shell of the female attains its full growth, at which time it 
measures about the tenth of an inch in length. If the large scales 
are taken from the leaf, the female larva, or worm, may be seen in the 
concavity of the scale, in the same manner as an oyster or muscle, 
rather in the concave valve of its shell. This grub is of a yellowish, 
or sometimes pink color. The case itself, when turned upside down, 
appears to have a narrow margin of a whitish, or semi-transparent 
substance, where it had adhered to the leaf; a flat flap, or wing, 
extends on each side from the head, or narrowest end, at least two- 
thirds down the shell. This appears also to have adhered to the leaf. 
A longitudinal opening is left between the two projecting pieces, 
where the naked body of the grub may be seen. The end, towards. 
the thicker extremity, is often vacant until filled with eggs, which, 
in color, are yellowish or pink. The head of the grub is placed 
towards the narrow part of the scale, and a piercer, or thread-like 
filament, proceeds from the under part of the breast, by means of 
which it sucks the juices from the plant. If the scale is gently re- 
moved from the leat, it will often be found to hang to it by means of 
this thread-like piercer. 
When the female commences to lay her eggs, under the shelter of 

the scale, they appear to be deposited in parallel rows on each side ; 
but it is difficult to ascertain their number correctly. As many as 
twenty or thirty, however, have been counted in one female scale. The 
female decreases in size in proportion to the number of eggs laid, and 
finally, after having deposited all under the scale, she dies and dries 
away in the smaller end, with the case still adhering to the leaf. 
The scale of the male is much smaller than that of the female. The 
grub inside, after changing into a pupa, of a yellow color, with rudi- 
ments of wings, legs, and antenne, eventually emerges from the case 
a perfect two-winged fly, so extremely minute as to be scarcely per- 
ceptible to the naked eye. 

The head of the perfect fly is small, rounded, and furnished with 
two comparatively long, jointed, and somewhat hairy or bristly an- 
tenne ; the thorax is very large; it has six short legs, and two large, 
transparent wings, in which are two nervure. The body is short, 
in comparison with the thorax, and has a long point, curved down- 
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wards at the extremity of the abdomen, which is somewhat hairy. It 
is said of some of the coccus tribe that the males escape backwards 

' from the shell, or case, with the wings extended flatly over the head. 
Mr. Browne, in his work on the ‘‘ Trees of America,’’ states that 

‘‘this insect first made its appearance in Florida, in Robinson’s 
Grove, at Mandarin, on the St. John’s, in 1838, on some trees of the 
Mandarin orange, which had been procured in New York. In the 
course of three or four years, they spread to the neighboring planta- 
tions, to the distance of ten miles, and were the most rapid in their 
migrations in the direction of the prevailing winds, which evidently 
aided them in their movements. In 1840, Mr. P. 8. Smith, of St. 
Augustine, obtained some orange trees from Mandarin, and had them 
planted in his front yard. From these trees, the insects went to 
others in the same enclosure, and rapidly extended themselves to the 
trees and plantations to the northerly and westerly parts of that city 
and its vicinity, obviously aided in their migration by the south-east 
trade-winds, which blow there almost daily during summer; and, 
what is remarkable, these insects were occupied nearly three years 
in reaching trees in the south-east side of the city, only about 
half a mile from their original point of attack. They have since, 
however, extended themselves to all the trees in and about the city, 
but have not yet travelled in any direction beyond ten miles. Being 
aided in their dispersion by birds, and other natural causes, impossi- 
ble to guard against, they must eventually attack most if not all the 
trees in Florida; for the wild-orange groves suffer equally with those 
which have been cultivated, and no difference can be perceived in 
their ravages between old and young trees, nor between vigorous and 
decayed ones. Various remedies have been tried to arrest their pro- 
gress, such as fumigating the trees with tobacco-smoke, covering 
them with soap, lime, potash, sulphur, shellac, glue, and other viscid 
and tenacious substances, mixed with clay, quick-lime, salt, etc. ; but 
all have failed, partially or entirely, and it appears not to be in the 
power of man to prevent the ravages of these insignificant and insidi- 
ous destroyers.’’ 

The above remarks were first published in 1846, and at the present 
time, (1855,) the disease appears to have spread over the greater part 
of Florida, as was anticipated. Several other remedies have been 
proposed, one of which was earnestly recommended the past season. 
This consisted of a wash, composed of a gallon of water, a gallon of 
whiskey, and four ounces of aloes. Many contradictory reports as to 
the efficacy of this mixture have been received, some stating that it 
completely succeeded, while others contend that it was an entire fail- 
ure, or merely destroying the first brood of insects already on the 
tree. If the latter should be the case, it might perhaps prove more 
effectual if the tree were well washed and syringed, every two or three 
weeks, as long as no perfect eggs remained upon the dried-up skin or 
shells of the dead female, to produce new generations, as, perhaps, 
these eggs might not be affected by the wash which was strong enough 
to destroy the life of the perfect insect. It would also be advisable to 
syringe the trees from time to time, even when very few insects can 
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be discovered on the branches or leaves, as the young cocci are so 
minute as to be almost invisible to the naked eye. 

The plan of highly cultivating and enriching the soil has also been 
much recommended, as promoting a healthy, vigorous growth, and 
strengthening the constitution of the tree, so that it is better enabled 
to withstand the attacks of these foes. Grease from fat bacon, rubbed 
on the trunk and main branches, or the rind or outside thick skin, 
placed in the fork of the branches, where the fat and salt may run 
down the main stem, is said by one person to have been of much 
benefit ; but others, who tried this plan, assert that the trees were 
killed in consequence of the application. In fact, so many different 
remedies have been recommended, and so many contradictory reports 
given of the results, that it will not be prudent to place reliance upon 
any of them, until a regular series of experiments shall have been 
instituted with the various mixtures, upon trees of the same age and 
strength, in different soils and localities, and a faithful report given 
as to the success or failure—bearing always in mind, however, that 
although the old scale insect may be destroyed, yet millions of eggs 
may remain unhatched under the sheltering scales, waiting only for a 
few days’ genial sunshine to hatch and spread over the tree, which, 
perhaps, may have been washed in the meantime by heavy rains, so 
as not to leave a vestige of the mixture remaining to prevent the 
young from fixing themselves, ad libitum, when they first emerge 
trom the sheltering scale. 

Another kind of scale insect (coccus) is also found upon the 
orange-trees, which measures about the tenth of an inch when fully 
grown, and is of a much more oval form than that already described, 
The young cocci were of a yellowish-white color, and had the head 
and thorax somewhat defined by indentations on the sides, and marks 
on the scale itself. They are furnished with two antenne, and had 
six legs, by means of which they moved about the leaf until they 
found a place suited to their taste, when they immediately fixed their 
piercers in a leaf or branch, and became coated with a scale-like coy- 
ering, which appeared to adhere to the surface of the place where it 
was fixed; and here they remained motionless the remainder of their 
lives. 

This description applies to the female coccus alone, as the males 
were not discovered ; but doubtless they resemble the species already 
described, in being provided with wings, as well as in general habits, 
As the female scale becomes older, it gradually assumes a brownish- 
black appearance, having a somewhat lighter colored margin. This 
coccus appears to» be peculiarly subject to the attacks of parasitical 
insects, which serve materially to check its increase. Many of the 
scales were observed in September to be punctured with small holes 
in their backs, made no doubt by small parasitical flies, which had 
devoured the original tenant of the scale. One of the flies which 
came out of these scales measured about the twentieth of an inch in 
length ; the body and thorax were of a metallic green color ; the eyes 
black, and the legs of a brownish color; the four wings were trans- 
parent, and the antenne jointed and hairy. 
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Another hymenopterous fly came out of the dead scales, which also 
measured about the twentieth part of an inch in length, the thorax 
and first segment of the body being light-brown, with the rest of the 
abdomen blackish and hairy ; the head was furnished with three ocelli ; 
the four wings were transparent, and the antennz long, jointed, and 
hairy. These parasitical flies no doubt do much good in lessening 
the numbers of this kind of coccus; as, although breeding in similar 
situations, and with apparently as good a chance to multiply as the 
others, it was not found to be nearly so numerous as the scale insect 
first mentioned. This may perhaps be attributed to the attacks of 
these flies, as hundreds of dried-up scales were seen with large holes 
in their backs, and the contents eaten out as above described. 

While on the subject of the orange-scale insect, it may be as 
well to mention that some time last year (1855) another coccus 
was imported into Jacksonville, Florida, on some lemons sent from 
Bermuda ; and, as they may perhaps spread in the vicinity, it would 
be well to draw attention to the insect, and describe it as far as known. 
The length of the full-grown female scale is rather more than the © 
twentieth of an inch; it is somewhat pear-shaped, and of a brown 
color; the grub is of a reddish-yellow, and furnished with a piercer 
from its breast, like the coccus first described ; the young have two 
antenne, six legs, and two long hairs, or bristles, at the end of the 
body. The male scale is not so large as the female, and is formed of 
a white, cottony or parchment-looking substance, constituting a case, 
with an elevated and rounded ridge in the centre, in which a reddish 
pupa was found. The mouth of this case was stopped up with a dark- 
looking substance, apparently the cast-skin of the larva. The male 
larva is reddish in color, and measures not more than the fortieth of 
an inch in length. The perfect fly is also red, and is furnished with 
two hairy antenne, six legs, and has the thorax very large. The 
two wings are transparent, and the end of the body is furnished with 
a curved, hard projection. As it is very probable that this insect 
will increase, it would be well to note any progress it may make dur- 
ing the ensuing year, and to use the remedies suggested in the first 
article on the coccus of the orange. 

There are also found on the orange-trees numbers of small mites, 
which have frequently been mistaken for the young cocci; but they 
may be very easily distinguished, by their activity from the young 
scale insects, which crawl about very slowly. The mites have eight 
hairy legs, somewhat like those of minute spiders, and are mostly of 
a yellowish color, although some are also found of a delicate pink 
hue. They are generally seen briskly running among the stationary 
cocci, and may often be found concealed under the old scales; but, 
whether they do any harm to the tree, or merely feed upon the dead 
or dying cocci, has not yet been satisfactorily ascertained. 

The pupa of a parasitical fly was found under the scale of one of 
the cocci; the head, wings, antennez, and legs were perfectly formed 
as in the ichneumon-flies; the eyes were comparatively large and 
brown, and the rest of the body of a whitish-yellow. The perfect 
fly could not be recognised, however, as the pupa died without 
changing. 
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BEES, WAX, AND HONEY. 

BEE-CULTURE IN RUSSIA. 

The rearing of bees is extensively carried on in the several parts 
of European Russia, particularly in the central and southern goy- 
ernments, as well as in the Polish and in the trans-Caucasian pro- 
vinces. This insect acclimatises up to a very high latitude, even in Si- 
beria. It was long thought that the climate of the latter country 
was utterly unsuitable for the rearing of bees ; but experiments made 
at the commencement of the present century in the governments of 
Tomsk, Omsk, and Jenisseisk have proved the contrary. It has 
greatly suffered, however, in some provinces, from the destruction of 
the forests ; for the bee prefers well wooded districts, where it is pro- 
tected from the wind. The honey procured from the linden tree 
(Tilia ewropea) is only obtained at the little town of Kowno, on the 
river Niemen, in Lithuania, which is surrounded by an extensive for- 
est of these trees, and where the rearing occupies the principal at- 
tention of the inhabitants. The Jews of Poland furnish a close imi- 
tation of this honey, by bleaching the common kinds in the open air 
during frosty weather. 

The ceremonies of the Greek church, requiring a large consump- 
tion of wax candles, greatly favor this branch of rural economy in 
Russia, and preserve it from the decline to which it is exposed in 
other countries, from the increasing use of stearine, oil, gas, and other 
fluids for illuminating purposes. The peasants produce wax so 
cheaply that, notwithstanding the consumption of this article has 
greatly diminished abroad, it still continues to form an important 
item of the commerce of the country ; but the exportation of honey 
has considerably increased in consequence of the extended use of potato 
syrup, which has also injured the honey trade in the interior. 

The rearing of bees is now almost exclusively dependent on the 
manufacture of candles for religious ceremonies, and on the consump- 
tion of honey during Lent, it being then used instead of sugar, by the 
strict observers of the fasts. The government encourages this branch 
of rural industry, as affording to the peasant an extra source of in- 
come, and has adopted various measures for the accomplishment of 
this end. With the view of diffusing the requisite knowledge among 
the people of the public domains, bee-hives, and a course of practical 
instruction upon the subject of bee-culture, have been established at 
several of the crown farms, and pupils are sent every year, at the ex- 
ense of the government, to the special school in Tschernigow, 

founded for the purpose, in 1828. After having finished their studies, 
the pupils, quitting this establishment, may become teachers in the 
schools dependent on the Ministry of Domains, or carry on the busi- 
ness of teaching on their own account, They enjoy a temporary ex- 
emption from military service ; and such of them as wish to establish 
hives for themselves obtain loans for the purpose from the Depart- 
ment of Rural Economy. By way of further encouragement, the 
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Ministry of Domains has granted permission to the peasants to estab- 
lish hives in the crown forests, under the precautions necessary to 
prevent the occurrence of conflagrations. 

The total production of wax in Russia is estimated at 5,412,000 
pounds per annum ; and, as the usual oe is three pounds of 
honey to one of wax, this supposes a production of 16,236,000 pounds 
of honey, the whole being valved at $2,250,000. Diidees 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Henry Eppy, of North Bridgewater, Plymouth county, 
Massachusetts. 

I have had much experience in the production of ‘‘artificial colo- 
nies,’’ and also in what is termed the ‘‘non-swarming’’ system of 
bees. But I have abandoned both, and am satisfied that the bees 
know the best time and mode of conducting their colonisation. Ido 
not feed my bees with the expectation of obtaining thereby surplus 
honey for market; for no one receives back the amount he thus feeds, 
and what he does receive, is not much changed nor improved. I 
adopt the natural system of swarming, -destroy no bees, but keep 
them alive and at work ; and, if I have any advantage over others, it 
consists in placing them in circumstances under which full scope is 
given to their instincts. My profits from bee culture seldom fail 
from the loss of colonies in winter, or by depredations of the bee- 
moth at other seasons. By the mode I pursue, certain swarms are 
made to pay, in the increase of stock and honey, a profit of 100 per 
cent., while others give from 500 to 600 per cent. The average profit 
upon my entire stock, for several years, has been 327 per cent. per 
annum. I accomplish this by the use of a hive of my own 
construction. 
My surplus honey sells readily in market for 25 cents a pound. 
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IMPROVEMENT OF LAND. 

ON THE DRAINAGE OF HAARLEM LAKE, WITH SUG- 
GESTIONS ON ITS APPLICABILITY TO OVERFLOWED 
LANDS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Thrift and plenty are the ideas we ever associate with the name of 
the Netherlands. Placed in a situation in which the exercise of in- 
dustry, perseverance, prudence, and economy is essential to their very 
existence, the people of the ‘‘Low Countries’’ cheerfully obey the 
beneficient command to labor; and such are the fruits of their will- 
ingness to toil, that the rest of the world behold them with wonder 
and admiration. 

From the middle of Belgium, a few miles north of Brussels, the 
country north-eastwardly becomes almost entirely a dead level, ex- 
tending in monotonous sandy and peaty flats through Hanover, Jut- 
land, Holstein, and, with little interruption, through Prussia into 
Russia. But the lowest part of this immense region, and that which 
has most recently emerged from the sea, is undoubtedly the country 
lying between the mouths of the Scheldt and the Ems; within this dis- 
tance the Rhine, joined by the Meuse, Yssel, and other rivers, enters 
the sea, through a number of arms, and sluggish winding channels, 
which by no means represent the magnitude of their main streams as 
they appear higher up. The delta of the Rhine may be conceived to 
have been in early ages subject to perpetual changes of form, as new 
mud-banks were deposited, blocking up the old channels, and lead- 
ing to the formation of new ones. Besides, it is obvious that the 
river, in forming a domain of alluvial deposits had to contend with 
the sea, which washed away the accumulations of mud, or covered 
them with sand, according to the vicissitudes of the seasons. The 
soil of the Netherlands shows everywhere the proofs of this struggle 
between the billows of the ocean and the river floods, in the alterna- 
tion of salt and fresh water deposits. It also bears evidence to the 
fact, that these changes, effected by the inundations of the Rhine, or 
by encroachments of the sea, occurred frequently, long after the 
country had become inhabited. Remains of forests now lie buried 
under the waves of the German ocean; paved roads and traces of 
villages and of cultivation are found beneath the morasses on the 
banks of the Ems, and many similar proofs exist of great physical 
changes, respecting which history is silent. 

For the purpose of securing the permanence of their territorial pos- 
sessions, the early occupants of this country had recourse to dikes, 
or embankments, high and strong enough to protect them under or- 
dinary circumstances from the tides; and, placing wind-mills on these 
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dikes, exposed to the sea-breeze, they worked the pumps which 
drained the enclosed lands. 

The Netherlands now present to our view an artificially constructed 
country, some portions of which are many feet below the surface of the 
sea, and nearly all too low for natural drainage. How this land has 
been rescued from the floods and waves, and how it is preserved from 
their attempted inroads, it is the purpose of this paper to explain. 

The recovery of land from the water, in Holland, is the most import- 
ant branch of engineering, insomuch that a Government Board has 
existed for centuries, the duties of which are confined to the admin- 
istration of the hydraulic works of the kingdom. This Board is de- 
nominated the ‘‘ Waterstaat,’’ or Board of Marine Engineers; and 
in matters affecting the protection of the country from the waters of 
either the rivers or the sea, its powers are very great, if not absolute. 
A school of instruction in this particular branch has also long been 
maintained by the government. 

‘¢ Polder’’ is a term applied in the Netherlands to a tract of coun- 
try the surface of which is lower than the waters adjacent to it, and 
which, therefore, requires to be protected from them. Such tracts 
are abundant throughout the country here described, exceeding a 
thousand in Middle Holland alone. They are of various sizes, and 

- of various degrees of depth, some of them indeed being 20 feet below 
the level of the sea. 

These polders are formed in four different ways, namely, first, of 
ground reclaimed from the sea by the skill of the engineer; second, 
of ground protected from the rivers by circumscribing, and conse- 
quently diverting and deepening their currents; third, by the drain- 
ing of lakes; fourth, by the digging of turf for fuel, in such quan- 
tities as to make extensive depressions of this character. In Rhine- 
land, there is of Nature’s formation of dry land (more than one-third 
of which is ‘‘downs,’’ or formations caused by deposits of sand upon 
the margin of the sea,) but 76,000 acres, while there is of polder 
land 173,000, and of land still redeemable as polder land, 56,000. 
But one-fourth of the land of Rhineland, therefore, is above the level 
of the sea; and a system of drainage adapted to its recovery and pre- 
servation, requires, not only the construction of sluices, ditches, canals, 
and embankments, but a resort to extraordinary mechanical agencies 
in elevating the water above the surface of the contiguous rivers or 
seas, in order that it may flow intothem. ‘To illustrate the method 
which experience has proved to be the best for the accomplishment 
of this object, a single great and successful instance will here be 
reviewed. 

Haarlem Lake, or Haarlemmer Meer, (Pl. XI.) was two miles 
south of the city of Haarlem, in the province of North Holland, a city 
that has been described as ‘‘ very well built, very clean, and very 
dull,’’ yet which is, to all who esteem intelligence, industry, moral 
worth and integrity, one of the most interesting cities of the world. 
This lake was formerly an inlet of the Zuyder Zee, (a gulf of the 
German ocean,) of an irregular, oblong form, 33 miles in circumfer- 
ence, and enclosing an area of about 40,000 acres. It communicated 
in the north with the river Y, and in the south with the Old Rhine, 
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Its average depth was a little more than 13 feet below the lowest 
tides in the Zuyder Zee. The recovery of the land for the pur- 
poses of agriculture was not the primary object leading to its recla- 
mation, the danger of its extension and encroachment upon the soft 
alluvial soil of the surrounding country being constantly regarded as 
imminent. Indeed, by the overflow of its banks during a hurricane, 
in November, 1836, the city of Amsterdam, four miles northeast of 
it, sustained considerable injury; and in the succeeding month, the 
storm coming from a different quarter, the city of Leyden, four and 
a half miles southwardly, experienced a like calamity. Thus ad- 
monished, the government determined upon the great undertaking 
it has since so successfully accomplished. 

The attention of the people had been directed to this enterprise as 
early as the year 1617, and, from that period to the year 1839, many 
projects were submitted to the government for the purpose. Allusion 
to any of these plans will not be here made, except so far as to do 
honor to a millwright whose success in reclaiming submerged lands 
obtained for him the appellation of ‘‘Leeghwater,’’ which may be 
interpreted ‘‘ Water-drainer.’’ Such was the skill and sagacity of 
this person, that at that early period he proposed a plan that differed 
but little from that which was finally adopted, except that he con- 
templated a reliance upon windmills for the power necessary to ele-- 
vate the water from the lake. 

In 1839, after a series of careful investigations, and various modifi- 
cations and amendments of the plans previously arranged, the com- 
missioners, destined finally to superintend the work, proceeded to 
enclose the entire lake, including Spiering Meer, and Kager Meer, 
the whole comprising an area of 44,520 acres, which was to be 
drained to a mean depth of about 134 feet, besides the accessions by 
leakage from the surrounding lands, and the fall of rain during the 
operation. 

The first object to be accomplished was the construction of a dike 
and canal around the entire area, in order, first, to intercept the 
water from the adjoining lands on a higher level; second, to provide 
a navigation in leu of that previously afforded by the lake; and 
third, to form a channel, for the flow of the water pumped from the 
lake into the sea. This canal is some 40 miles long; in its northern 
portion, it is 1474 feet wide, at the level of the tow-path, which is the 
level of the datum at Amsterdam; on the west and south, the width 
at this point is a little over 131 feet; and, on the east, it is a little 
over 1244 feet wide. Its depth throughout is 94 feet. The dike 
between the canal and the lake is 13} feet on the crown. 

The flow of water out of the canal was found not always to be de- 
pended upon; as, when the wind was strong and adverse, it was 
repelled to such a degree as to render further agencies necessary. 

From an examination of Pl. XI. it will be seen that the passage 
of the water from the canal is proyided for at three points: first, to 
the North Sea, or German Ocean, by the great cut and sluices at 
Katwyk; second, by the sluices at Halfwege, or Halfway, between 
Amsterdam and Haarlem; third, by the Spaarne, through the 
sluices at Spaarndam, by both of which outlets the waters are dis- 
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charged into the arm of the Zuyder Zee, called the Y. At the first- 
named of these places, the only remedy applied is an arrangement 
of gates which remain open when the flow of water is outward, but 
closed when the pressure of the tide is reversed. At the second, the 
resistance has not proved so frequent nor serious as to require the 
application of a remedy; but at Spaarndam, where the canal empties 
into the sea, a steam-engine and machinery adapted to raise a great 
quantity of water to a limited height, of from a few inches to two 
and a half feet, have been provided, and are used whenever the wind 
blows strong from the north or northeast. 

The commissioners were in the beginning empowered to borrow 
8,000,000 florins, or $3,200,000, to provide for the defence of Amster- 
dam from inundation; to purchase all lands required; to divide 
the soil when drained; to supply the new polder with water in time 
of drought; and to arrange a system of canals, channels, or ditches, 
roads, and bridges. 

The work was commenced by the construction of the dike and 
canal around the lake. This was not generally difficult, the excava- 
tions being through firm peaty soil, impervious to water, which was 
thrown up to form the body of the dike, a layer of turf being used to 
finish it off; but, in some situations, it was otherwise, as, for instance, 
on the narrow neck of land between the lake of Haarlem and the 
Turf-pit lakes near Aalsmeer, which is of a soft and spongy nature, 
the surface consisting chiefly of reeds and aquatic plants, and soft 
peat forming the substratum. This land rose and fell with the water 
in the lake. Ingenious, yet tedious, laborious and expensive means 
of overcoming these obstacles had therefore to be resorted to; such as 
the exposure of layer after layer of the peaty soil to the sun and wind, 
and sinking them gradually by the weight of additional layers, until 
the whole mass sank through the soft peat to the solid ground be- 
neath, when some firmer soil from old dikes was added, and the 
proper form given to the embankments, by the removal of the super- 
fluous portions. At other points, the bases of the embankments wero 
protected by sheet-piling. In crossing canals and creeks, successive 
layers of fascine, or faggot-work, formed into oblong masses, were 
floated to their destined positions, and then loaded with sand or 
gravel until they sank, in layers, crossing each other at right angles. 
They were then secured in position by stakes driven through them. 
Over the wall thus formed, earth was thrown to form the slopes of the 
dike and canal. 

Not only was it necessary to construct dikes between the canal and 
the lake, or polder, but between the canal and the Turf-pit lakes 
also. For this purpose, fascine, or wicker-work, was resorted to, upon 
the exterior of which was thrown sand, obtained at great expense. 
This, mingling with the soft soil, rendered it impervious to water. 

So well did this work prosper, that, in 1845, it was regarded as 
nearly completed ; but, in consequence of delays in obtaining the requi- 
site steam-engines and pumps, the lake was not closed until May, 1848. 
Pumping avery large quantity of water to an inconsiderable height® 

was a purpose to which no great engine had been previously adapted ; 
and, as this height was to be gradually increased, provision had to be 
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made for varying the capacity and action of the machines. No ex- 
tensive pumping apparatus in any part of the world was therefore 
suited for imitation ; but recourse was wisely had to England for the 
light of experience in the matter, which resulted in the employment 
of Messrs. Joseph Gibbs and Arthur Dean, of that country, to furnish 
drawings and specifications, according to which three engines were 
constructed and applied to the work, one of them being completed 
and tested, however, before the others were commenced, This first 
was called the ‘“‘ Leeghwater,’’ in honor of the worthy engineer al- 
ready named. It was erected near Kaag, which is not far from 
Leyden. The ‘‘ Cruquius’’ and the ‘‘Lynden,”’ called after two 
personages distinguished in the promotion of the great enterprise, 
were erected, the former near Haarlem, and the latter near Amster- 
dam. The engine-houses are massive circular towers, and the boiler- 
houses square buildings attached to their sides. Preparatory to lay- 
ing in the foundations of these structures, coffer-dams were thrown 
around their sites. The water having been pumped out, the areas 
were dug to a depth of about 23 feet below the mean surface of the 
lake. Piles were then driven to a depth of about 40 feet below 
that level, and over them a strong platform was laid to receive the 
walls, 

The peculiar engine placed at Spaarndam, to coerce the water 
from the canal to the sea, is of course additional to the three here 
spoken of. It is of 360 horse-power, and gives motion to ten water- . 
wheels. Each of the other three engines named has been stated to 
be of 400 horse-power, and to have cost half a million of florins, or 
$200,000. During the thirty-nine months consumed in draining the 
lake, ending on the first of July, 1852, they worked nineteen months 
and a seventh, and raised 831,839,501 cubic metres of water, equal 
to about 219,771,996,000 wine gallons. The engines rested during 
that dry summer, and, in the following winter, the water accumulated 
upon the moist polder, which would not absorb it, to a considerable 
height ; but this was exhausted by June, 1853, when the sale of the 
recovered lands was commenced. In the following winter, however, 
accumulated waters again arose from rains and leakage ; but the sys- 
tem of interior canals and ditches being then regarded as perfected, 
including a basin for the reception of the waters, the work appeared 
to be nearly completed in the summer of 1854; yet, although the 
winter had been very remarkable for its copious rains, it was to the 
general disappointment that the central and lower portion of the 
great polder was found to have accumulated much water in the win- 
ter of 1854-5. There were two causes for this apparent failure: 
first, the engine boilers were not supplied with filtered water in suffi- 
cient quantities, and the earthy deposits impaired their efficiency ; 
and, secondly and chiefly, in the system of interior drainage adopted, 
too much dependence had been placed upon the efforts of the proprie- 
tor of each tract of 20 hectares, or nearly 494 acres, in draining 
his own land. In many instances, this was deferred by these indi- 
Widuals ; and, in the less favorable situations, the lands had not been 
taken up at all. The annual amount of rain, a depth of about 27 
inches, which had fallen at that period, could neither sink into the 
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earth nor flow from its surface; neither was the process of evaporation 
equal to its removal. 

In the month of October, 1855, when the writer visited the scene, 
not only was the work of drainage found to be perfected, but what 
had been, so short a time before, the bed of a great lake, was then a 
region of exceedingly fertile land in a fine state of cultivation. (PI. 
XII.) It was dry, comfortable and healthy, or the only indications 
of diseases from local causes appeared to have been among persons 
whose severe and exposed employments would in almost any locality 
produce similar effects. Numerous neat, quaint and conveniently- 
constructed cottages were seen in various directions ; a population of 
about two thousand dwelt within the polder; fields of verdure ex- 
tended far and wide, enlivened by cattle, horses, and sheep, grazing 
on the fruitful meadows; and everything the eye could look upon 
indicated the triumphant achievement of the vast and benificent de- 
sign, with the exception of some limited patches of soil, charged with 
vegetable acids and salts of iron, upon which vegetation would not 
then grow, but which may be restored through the agency of lime. 

The cost of the works herein described, and all their accessories, 
including their preservation and repairs.to the end of 1855, and in- 
terest on loans made for the general purpose, is stated to have been 
$3,592,537, but $250,537 more than the original estimate. The num- 
ber of acres recovered being 44,520; the cost per acre was therefore 
80 69. 

' The engines used in draining the lake will continue to be kept in 
working order, and will at some seasons be applied daily in expelling 
the accumulating waters ; not that they will all be often required in 
service at the same time, but because such an emergency is possible ; 
and, should it come but once in ten or twenty years, the motives of 
economy leading to the setting aside of any of the engines will be 
regretted. Thus an inconsiderable annual expense must be perma- 
nently sustained by the holders of the land in Haarlem Polder, in con- 
junction with the government. 

It is believed that the particularity with which this subject has 
been treated will not be regretted by the intelligent reader. What 
can be achieved by patient industry, guided by enlightened judgment, 
is happily exemplified in this remarkable instance. A small king- 
dom, with an overflowing population, has thus added to its area many 
thousands of acres of the richest soil, in the most desired position, 
providing homes for a numerous agricultural population, productions 
for the subsistence of many more, and adding to the wealth, strength, 
and influence of the nation. The two provinces of Holland comprise 
2,146 square miles, or 1,983,440 acres. The population of these pro- 
vinces is 1,106,248. There is, therefore, one person to every acre 
and a quarter, and, at this ratio, the area of Haarlem lake, rendered 
cultivable and habitable, is adapted to the maintenance and occupancy 
of 35,616 people. But when it is remembered that there is of course 
much waste and inferior land taken into the great aggregate, and 
that this polder is all equal to the best land of the provinces, its 
capacity may be stated as equal to the support of 70,000 persons, or 
twice the number indicated by the general apportionment. 
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In the United States, land is fortunately to be had at very low 
prices, and the government has at present no need to resort to such 
measures as have been here described, either for protection of its do- 
mains from the inroads of the sea, or for the acquisition of territory ; 
yet may the example of Holland still be profitable to agricultur- 
ists or capitalists in many sections of our country. Land in the far- 
off West, at only $1 25 per acre, is sometimes, practically, almost 
as remote and inaccessible to citizens of the United States as to 
the good people of Amsterdam or Haarlem themselves; and rich 
alluvial soil, at the very margins of great navigable waters, and near 
the accustomed homes and markets of our people, is often as desirable 
to them as to the people of those countries. Immense regions of the 
most fertile soil ever trodden by man, lying adjacent to the Delta and 
current of the Mississippi river, through hundreds of miles of its course, 
as well as extensive salt-marshes along our seaboard, require for their 
complete restoration nothing more than an imitation, upon a limited 
scale, of the works herein described. Polders of three miles square, 
near the levees of the Mississippi, surrounded by canals upon which 
their products might be conveyed to the river’s edge, could be diked 
and drained at a small cost compared with their subsequent value. 
It is indeed only in the prairies that land can be tilled without its 
previous recovery from swamps, or the subjugation of its forests. 
That the labor expended in the performance of these tasks is greater, 
in proportion to the value of the lands obtained, than would be re- 
quired to drain the submerged tracks alluded to, should not be too 
confidently assumed. That the work may be conducted upon a 
more limited scale, and consequently with less means, is certain ; but 
capitalists are seldom timid in essaying the most formidable enter- © 
prises, when large profits are demonstrated by even the most compli- 
cated calculations. 

Should an examination of this subject and a series of successful 
experiments induce their continued prosecution, great public benefits 
would doubtless also proceed from the narrowing, and consequently 
the deepening of the courses of rivers upon the margins of which such 
polders may be established, and from the removal of a great source 
of miasmatic infection proceeding from organic deposits upon these 
miry, tracts often so prolific of devastation and disease. D. JaiiBe 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of C. Snivety, of Penn Township, Alleghany county, Penn- 
sylvania. 

Farmers here are turning their attention to draining their wet 
lands, and they find that nothing they can do will pay better. For 
instance, a field of 10 acres is sown with wheat, one half of which is 
so dry that the yield is 25 or 30 bushels to the acre. The other half 
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being wet, the wheat is winter-killed ; weeds take the place of wheat, 
and the crop does not exceed 5 bushels to the acre, and that of inferior 
quality. Whereas, if it had been properly drained, it would have 
produced at least as much as the dry part of the field, and probably 
more. Would not the increase of crop in one year go far towards 
paying the expense of draining ? 

The mode of draining here is to stake off the ditches in such a 
manner as will carry all the water to the lowest ground, and finally 
to some stream or ravine. We dig the drains from 24 to 3 feet deep; 
then fill up with cobble-stones, which abound on most farms, to within 
12 or 15 inches of the surface. We then put a layer of any kind of 
straw over the stones, and cover and fill up with the excavated clay. 
The stones should be broken so that no pieces should exceed 2 or 3 
pounds in weight. 

FERTILISERS. 

ON THE PURIFICATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS; THE 
DEODORISATION OF THEIR FECAL MATTER; AND ITS 
REMOVAL AND CONVERSION INTO MANURE. 

The enrichment of the soil, or its preservation from impoverish- 
ment, is the great object of desire in every portion of the world in 
which man derives his sustenance from the earth ; and the means of 
effecting this object are wisely sought with corresponding earnestness 
and at vast expense, insomuch that the excrement of birds, under 
the name of ‘‘ guano,’’ is brought in large quantities from distant 
seas, and profitably sold in Europe and in the cities of the Atlantic 
ef this country at 3 cents a pound, or $9 for a quantity sufficient to 
renovate a single acre of grass land, equaling a sum within a frac- 
tion of the price of the land itself. Against the wisdom of enriching 
the soil, even at this enormous cost, it is not here proposed to urge 
any objection. The experience of every cultivator will teach him 
whether he can afford to do so or not; and the question he has to 
decide, is simply whether the excess of production with the use of 
guano, when judiciously applied, over the ordinary yield of his land 
without it, is equal to the cost of this manure. Guano, however, 
cannot be expected to supersede all other fertilisers, nor even to 
diminish their consumption. It has not been brought into use with 
this expectation, but for the gratification of an increased demand—a 
demand for a powerful quickening agent, of easy transportation, to 
be applied chiefly in the recuperation of depleted or impoverished 
soils, for which it is well adapted, but to which it cannot be univer- 
sally applied, because of the insufficient quantity imported, and the 
enormous price at which it is sold. It is reasonable, therefore, that 

9 
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inquiries should be made for other fertilisers adapted to this purpose, 
and that farmers should ask how it is that Nature has, in this in- 
stance, so far deviated from the law that has placed the ore of iron 
and the coal to be used in its manufacture in close proximity to each 
other, and in all other particulars manifested the most perfect design 
of adaptation, and yet requires us to search thousands of miles from 
the soil we cultivate for the nutriment that is to replace the substances 
we take from it in the various crops it produces for the sustenance of 
animals as well as of men. The reply that naturally presents itself 
to every reflecting mind is, that this cannot be so; and the proof is 
by no means wanting to sustain this opinion. It may indeed be al- 
most pronounced an axiom, that the best means to restore the soil 
is by the return to it, in their changed conditions, of those substances 
by the abstraction of which it has been impaired. There has been 

. no period since the fall of man in which this truth has not been un- 
derstood, nor in which it has not, in general, been acted upon, by the 
application of the excrements of animals and decomposed vegetable 
substances as manure to the soil. But an important omission in this 
respect has been wilfully made, and it is in consequence of this omis- 
sion that we are now subjected to the trouble and expense of seeking 
in other climes for an agent capable of sustaining the soil from which 
we derive our food. The most nutritious articles of aliment obtained 
from the soil are consumed by man, and by those animals which form 
his food. Compared with the highly-condensed aliment that he thus 
eonsumes, the hay, straw, grass, and various vegetable substances, 
eaten by domestic animals, may be regarded almost as nothing ; and, 
when compared with the value of human excreta, the manure obtained 
from all other sources becomes perfectly insignificant. Im the fact 
that these substances are not returned to the soil for its enrichment, 
we have perhaps one of the strongest illustrations of the bountifulness 
of the earth, if not of its exhaustlessness ; yet the necessity of the 
extraordinary efforts, to which allusion has been made, is evidence of 
the truth that we may not continue to violate with impunity this 
clearly-indicated law. . 
Many persons, I am aware, will at first reject these suggestions, or 

contemplate the subject proposed with aversion ; but it will be found 
that those who, from a want of an acquaintance with the beautiful 
and purifying economy of nature, are disgusted with the thought of 
the reproduction of vegetation by means of this particular agency, and 
are yet reconciled by habit to the use of every other element, however 
offensive—and all are so—are scarcely known to murmur at breathing 
constantly, in its volatile efluvia, without the medium of any purify- 
ing process, the very substance which shocks their nature to have thus 
deposited upon the earth in corruption, to be raised in incorruption by 
an absolute chemical change. What this unworthy prejudice has 
done, to the injury of agriculture, may be most accurately estimated 
by an examination of the variety and magnitude of the evils it has 
inflicted upon the family of man in his home wherever it is found, 
but especially in the populous cities and towns, where malaria, or 
bad air, as the word imports, is the imperceptible origin of so many 
woes. 
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It has often been pronounced wonderful, that in the most beautiful 
regions of the earth, where every sense is gratified, and where the air 
we breathe is even delightfully fragrant, there should be contained 
within it the most pernicious poisons, under the influence of which 
man sickens and dies, while in otheir regions, where every object 
of sight and every inhalation of the air are revoltingly offensive, 
there is often comparative security. But when it is known that pot 
sons may be taken into the body in the food we eat and in the 
liquids we drink, and that food and drink containing such poisons 
may be most pleasant to the taste, it should not be deemed a marvel 
that Nature has acted in accordance with the same law with respect 
to another essential element of our nature, and required that we should 
be guided by reason and experience in making choice of the localities 
in which our homes are to be placed, in the purification and ventila- 
tion of those homes, and in the removal of all noxious influences sur- 
rounding or adjacent to them. Though the agency of disease, in 
either case, may be inappreciable, the origin of that agency is gene- 
rally "susceptible of detection, and often of correction. 

But the manner in which impure air injuriously affects the system 
is not understood by all, though susceptible of the simplest explica- 
tion. Man, in common with all other warm-blooded animals, requires 
that the blood in his system should be continually exposed to fresh 
currents of pure air. So constantly are the lungs required to labor, 
in the fulfilment of this function, that their cessation even for a few 
minutes, would result in asphyxia or death. By one action of respi- 
ration, that of inspiration, pure air is carried into the system; by 
another, that of expiration, impure air is carried out of the system. 
When this function of respiration is performed in a calm and natural 
manner, there are eighteen respirations every minute, in each of 
which efforts, about a pint of air is received into and discharged from 
the lungs of a person of ordinary capacity, and all the blood in the 
system performs a complete circuit, and is thus exposed to the puri- 
fying influence of the atmosphere, once in every two minutes and two- 
thirds. It is the condition of health and life, therefore, that the 
atmosphere we breathe should be adapted to this purifying process; 
or, in other words, that it should be pure. If poisoned, or even con- 
taminated by the effluvia from the decomposition either of animal or 
vegetable substances, instead of purifying the blood, it must neces- 
sarily produce, whether rapid or slow, a progressive deterioration and 
corruption of the whole mass of the blood, a consequent disorgani- 
sation of the solid structures, and the excitement of those violent 
commotions which constitute fevers, cholera, and other morbid con- 
ditions of the human frame. The only just cause of wonder, then, is, 
that the same amount of accurate knowledge, and the same degree of 

- practical attention, are not given to this element of vitality, that are 
so uniformly applied to the subjects of food and drink; or, indeed, 
that the very instinct of our nature, which causes us to turn with dis- 
gust from food and drinks of unpleasant odor and taste, is resisted 
with respect to air, and that we reject the guidance of the wise and 
salutary admonition of the senses, and persist in breathing an atmos- 
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phere that the decay of organic matter has corrupted, or that, confined 

within limited apartments, which has already performed its office of 

purifying the blood of our systems and measurably lost its capacity 
for that service. : 

That this subject may be rendered more certainly comprehensible 
to every intelligent mind, a few plain facts respecting the blood and 

its mode of purification will here be stated: The functions of the 
animal economy cannot be discharged without the preservation of a 

certain temperature of the body. This temperature varies in differ- 

ent domestic animals, and in different climates, from 964° to 106° F. 

In man, it ranges from 964° to 983°. By the process of respiration, 

the carbon in the blood is brought into contact with the oxygen in 

the atmosphere; a species of combustion takes place, and carbonic 

acid gas, a substance deleterious to life, is thrown off. Whether, 
therefore, noxious elements in the air, thus brought into contact with 
the blood, are imparted to it, or the oxygen it contains is insufficient 

for this process of combustion, im either case, it is manifestly preju- 
dicial to life as well asto health. To illustrate, therefore, the perni- 

cious influences of the very prevalent evil of small or crowded apart- 

ments and inadequate ventilation, it may here be stated that the 

average respiration of a pint of air occurs about eighteen times in a 
minute, equaling 21% cubic feet per hour, or nearly 520 cubic feet in 

twenty-four hours. An apartment 14 feet long, 13 feet wide, and 83 

fect high, which are Marge proportions in ordinary dwellings, would, 
therefore, not contain air enough to supply three persons during 

twenty-four hours for the purpose of breathing, without making any 

allowance for the influence of the insensible perspiration in deterio- 

rating the confined atmosphere, or for the fact that the carbonic acid 

gas that it contains renders the air exhaled from the lungs heavier 
than the pure atmosphere ; and hence causes it to form chiefly the lower 
stratum, which, in an apartment of the dimensions given,.it would 

require less than ten hours, (the period during which many persons 

remain within their chambers,) or an aggregate of 647 cubic feet, to 

overflow the occupants, whether in a lying or a sitting posture, say at 

an altitude of 34 feet from the floor. The elimination of this gas, 
when produced by the combustion of charcoal, is so rapid that the 

usual crevices of doors and windows do not perceptibly affect it, and 

many persons have perished from suffocation in consequence, just as 

they would have perished from SeOEDG by the opening of a sluice 
of water into the room, adequate to overflow them in the same time, 

with the single exception that their senses do not generally admonish 
them of the presence of the former evil until it has deprived them of 
the ability to escape. Or, if the pure and unbreathed air, about 
evzath part of which is carbonic acid, is not kept wholly separate 
from that which has been surcharged with this life-destroying prin- 
ciple, to that extent is the whole volume of air in a room gradually 

becoming impaired, as we breathe it over and over; and fortunate is 
jt that it is so, since its sickening effects, so promptly experienced by 
persons of feeble organisation or ill-health, setve to warn us of the 
presence of evil before its power has become adequate to prostrate us 
at once. 
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It must hence be manifest to every one, that, even where pure dry air 
prevails, copious ventilation is always essential; and that, in winter, 
when the combustion of the fuel that warms us is codperating with 
our own vital organs in impoverishing the air of its oxygen, and 
when the desire for warmth within our dwellings tempts us to exclude 
the atmosphere from without, our danger is always greatest. This, 
indeed, is often apparent in the prevalence, in the winter season, of 
such diseases as small-pox, varioloid, measels, scarlet fever, &c., as 
well as of the catarrhal affections to which we are rendered liable by 
the debility consequent upon a protracted abstinence from a pure and 
unimpaired atmosphere. 

From what has thus been stated, it is obvious that the preservation 
of the habitations of the human family from noxious and impure air 
is one of the first duties each person owes to himself and to his neigh- 
bors, and which the municipal authorities owe to those for whom they 
enact and administer laws; but it will doubtless be as generally 
acknowledged that this duty is almost everywhere either partially or 
totally disregarded. 
Malaria has been described as of two kinds: The first, or common 

malaria, is that inappreciable influence which arises from the vicinity 
of marshes, rivers, or other waters, and overflowed lands, where the 
decomposition of vegetable substances progresses, often without in the 
least offending the senses, though the exhalations are of the most 
deadly character. Ague and fever, billious fé¥er, congestive billious 
fever} and sometimes typhoid and yellow fevers, are products of this 
insidious poison, of which, perhaps, the best known phenomenon is 
the fact that a humid atmosphere is highly conducive, if not essential, 
to its dissemination. Thus it is that, in most situations, during a 
rainy season, or in the dewy hours of morning or evening, it is gen- 
erally known to be received. The chilliness of the air at such times 
is often supposed to be the origin of disease; and it may be true in 
many cases, that this has proved the exciting or developing cause of 
an attack; but that the disease does not originate in this cause is 
abundantly proved by the fact that no person sickens at once with 
such a disease, who has not been previously exposed to malarious 
influences. 
Thé second kind of malaria is that which is incident to certain lo- 

calities, and known to proceed from peculiar causes. It is contained 
in the noxious efluvia often generated on ship-board, in filthy and 
overpeopled houses, in slaughter-houses, in grave-yards, in the 
utrified offal from dwellings, in the sewers of cities, and especially 

in the depositories of human excrement. This variety of malaria. is 
the source of so many diseases that it would be almost impossible to 
enumerate them. Those already spoken of as being occasioned by 
the bad air of confined apartments are of course among them; but 
there are probably few diseases known to medical practice that do not 

_ more or less proceed from it; and many of them, unlike those which 
emanate from common malaria, are, in turn, self-propagative and 
almost perpetual in their succession. 

Of the variety of malaria herein first named, it is not the purpose 
of this article to treat; but on the second, a few practical remarks will 
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be offered: The removal of everything offensive from the habita- 
tions of man, and from their proximity, is demanded by every con- 
sideration of health, comfort, delicacy, and true economy, even were 
it not useful for the purpose of enriching the soil. Notwithstanding 
the apparent apathy of the world to this truth, there is little room 
to doubt that, could the prejudice herein alluded to be dissipated, and 
means of promptly removing such nuisances without the spread of 
unpleasant exhalations, provided there are no persons worthy of the 
least consideration to be found in any community who would not 
cheerfully and promptly acquiesce in the arrangement, at any reason- 
able cost. What is it that is proposed to be removed? Almost every- 
thing that renders a city either uncomfortable or unhealthy; as the 
fecal matter from privies, which, sinking into the earth, contaminates 
the water of every well, and the eftluvia of which so impregnates 
the atmosphere that the sense of smell, is forever offended by vicious 
odors, instead of being gratified by agreeable perfumes; and the vege- 
table and animal offal, as well as the liquids from the kitchen, which 
now decompose in the vicinity of dwellings, becoming putrid in gut- 
ters, sinks, and sewers, send forth exhalations scarcely less offensive 
than those proceeding from the depositories of human excrement. In 
all these substances, there is a great predominance of serous fluid, or 
water—three-fourths, indeed, in much of it. So long as a particle 
of this water is retained in it, so long is progressing the exhalation 
of ammonia, carboni@ acid, and sulphuretted and phosphuretted 
hydrogen gases, which both offend the sense and impair the physical 
condition of man. No system of purification is therefore adequate to 
the purposes held in view that does not remove the liquid as well as 
the solid portions of these offensive matters. It is the liquid portions, 
only, which flow into the sewers of cities and pass thence into canals, 
rivers, &c., to render noisome and pestiferous the very waters that 
were intended to lave and purify the shore. The current of the pol- 
luted Thames may be discerned in the ocean many miles from its 
mouth. The turbid filth that current bears along sluggishly towards 
the sea is again and again thrown backward by the resisting tides, 
until its accumulation shocks every sense, while, through hundreds 
of sewers, its slime is still flowing into that receptacle of unendurable 
stench, and yet of wasted manure, more valuable every year than all 
the guano England annually imports. 

Almost every town and village in the world is a miniature of 
London, except that its most elegant and luxurious homesteads 
often stand, even in closer proximity to the nuisances created by squalid 
neighbors, and that in many, even the sewage system of London 
has not been introduced, and the putrid drainings from everything 
foul sink into the earth to pollute the water, and anon the air, instead 
of flowing off to a river or canal, where the evil of its influence is only 
different in degree. 
An intelligent and accurate scientific gentleman, of London, (Pro- 

fessor Guy, of Russell Institution,) made a publication a few years 
ago, which has since received very general sanction, on the subject 
of the health of towns as influenced by ‘‘defective cleansing and 
draining,’’ in which it is stated that, while the annual mortality of 
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England is equal to about 2 per cent. of the population, the annual 
excess of deaths in thirty-seven of the largest towns in an average of 
the years 1841 and 1842 was 28,505. In the larger towns of Bri- 
tain and Ireland, he estimated the excess to equal 60,000 deaths an- 
nually. This is the excess over the average of the whole, and of course 
much less than that of the towns over the country; and it it is al- 
leged to be caused, not by the omission of drainage, but by the 
neglect to drain well, or by defective drainage. 

In the contemplation of this subject, humanity might suggest other 
bases of comment, but political economy and arithmetic will of them- 
selves guide us to startling conclusions. Thus, it is assumed by the 
writer named, for each ‘‘unnecessary death due to defective drainage,’’ 
&c., we may assume the cases of ‘‘ unnecessary sickness’’ occasioned 
in like manner at twenty-eight; and further, ‘‘the loss and cost of 
all the preventable sickness and death annually occurring in the 
United Kingdom may be fairly estimated at £20,000,000,’’ or 
$100,000,000. 

MNbout the same period, a paper ‘‘On the Physical Causes of the High 
Rate of Mortality in Liverpool,’’ was read before the Literary and 
Philosophical Society of that city, by Dr. W. H. Dungan, the state- 
ments in which were subsequently well approved by the press of that 
city.. In reviewing this paper a learned scientific journal of London 
expresses the pleasure of its editors in being able to say that ‘‘all 
the towns of England are not open to the same amount of censure.”’ 
This remark may also be made of the cities of the United States; yet 
in the account given may be found a portraiture, though highly 
colored, of every city and large town of this country, as well as of 
England. 

From this paper, we learn that Liverpool is the most unhealthy town 
in England, one death occurring annually for every 28;%%5 persons, 
while in London there is one in 37;33;; in Birmingham one in 36;7,°5; in 
Leeds one in 36,;%8;; in Sheffield one in 32,°2,; in Bristol one in 23,835; 
and in Manchester one in 29;54;. These ratios are computed upon 
the estimates for 1838, 1839, and 1840. The average duration of life, 
in London, is nine and a half years, while in Liverpool it is but seven 
years and three-tenths. Could the sanatory condition of Liverpool 
be brought up to that of Birmingham, it would prove a saving of 
1,250 lives annually, and yet the sanatory condition of Birmingham 
was far from being good, and the poor and destitute were not par- 
ticularly well cared for. 

This condition of things in Liverpool was chiefly attributed, first, 
to close, ill-ventilated habitations; second, to an overcrowded popu- 
lation (but for whom there is plenty of room and plenty-of light 
and air between earth and heaven) ; third, to the omission to remove 
refuse animal matter; and fourth, to the deficient drainage. Of the 
223,000 inhabitarts of that city, about 160,000 belong to the work- 
ing classes, a large proportion of whom dwell within courts and 
cellars. These courts are alleys from 9 to 15 feet wide, running lat- 
terally from the streets, through archways, under the large street 
buildings. There is no other way of ingress nor egress, and al) the 
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air or light they receive is from above, though the two rows of houses 
thus facing one another are generally three stories high; and, as 
they back against the houses of other courts, there can of course be 
no current of air through them. The rooms of these’ houses are gen- 
erally 10 or 11 feet square. The cellar rooms, in which these people 
also dwell, are 10 or 12 feet square, and sometimes less than 6 feet 
high, and though usually paved, are not unfrequently without even 
this comfort. The door, the top of which is seldom higher than the 
foot-walk without, is very often the only aperture for the admission of 
light or air; and sometimes a back cellar is used as a sleeping apart- 
ment, frequently receiving all its air and light through the door first 
described. Darkness and dampness, of course, prevail in these cel- 
lars. The streets in which the more favored portions of the laboring 
people live are sometimes but 5 yards, and seldom more than 10 wide. 
And yet in all these streets and courts, and in the cellars, wherever 
they are, families are crowded together in a manner incredible to 
those who have never witnessed such scenes. 
Even if the most perfect system of cleanliness were observed by the 

people so confined, they could hardly be expected to realise good 
health, because of the want of ventilation. Lfforts to provide more 
comfortable dwellings for the working classes in London and Liver- 
pool, have, of late years, been made, and in these efforts his royal high- 
ness Prince Albert has earnestly participated. In constructing model 
dwellings for a comparatively small number, the success has been 
very good; but a general imitation of these dwellings for the use of 
others will of course progress no faster than the interest of landlords 
may induce them to rebuild the now existing houses, or to convert, 
them to other uses and provide dwellings for the poor in other locali- 
ties ; and experience would indicate at least a century as necessary 
for the performance of this work. Wisdom and benevolence, there- 
fore, point to the purification of the present abodes as the paramount 
duty to be performed. The first step towards the accomplishment of 
‘this purpose should of course be the introduction of pure fresh air 
into every apartment occupied by any portion of the human race. 
The light of the sun’s rays may not be thus transmitted at present, 
though recent experiments with reflectors give some hope even of this ; 
but the atmosphere, as pure at least as it passes over the roofs of the 
houses of Liverpool or any other crowded city, may, at very small 
expense, be conducted in any desired quantity to every room in any 
dwelling, even to the deepest subterranean vault. All that is neces- 
sary for this purpose is, the construction of small wind-sails upon 
the roofs of houses in such a manner as to 

“arrest the gentle breeze — 
And bend before the blast.’’ 

Descending from these into all the apartments of* each house, there 
may be tubes of wood, tin, or even canvas, susceptible of contraction 
and expansion at the lower extremities, at the option of those whose 
comfort and health they are designed to promote. This would be but 
a simple modification of the means used, time out of mind, on ship- 
board, for the ventilation of the lower decks and holds. That means 
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so feasible, so cheap, and so salutary, are not in general use, wherever 
currents of air cannot be otherwise obtained through houses of any 
description, can only be accounted for upon the hypothesis that the 
importance of ventilation has not been sufficiently understood, or that 
the regard for human life has’ nowhere been such as should be che- 
rished in a Christian land. The former is of course the cause to 
which may be chiefly attributed this apparent neglect. 

But the most perfect system of cleanliness is not observed, either 
in Liverpool or in any other city of which I have any knowledge; 
and the most important movement that has been of late years made 
towards approaching it is in the institution of an exceedingly expen- 
sive system of drainage, which is the best that can be done under the 
present order of things, but would be almost totally unnecessary were 
rational views on fertilisation to prevail. In spite of this system, 
from 1,700 or 1,800 persons die annually, in Liverpool Parish, alone, 
of contagious diseases, and the mortality among children by convul- 
sions, known to proceed from deficient ventilation and foul air, is enor- 
mous. That Liverpool is a great mart of commerce, that vast fortunes 
are being constantly accumulated there, that thousands upon thou- 
sands of the people live in the most affluent luxury, is all true; but 
it only serves to show how the happiness of a people is often disre- 
garded in the desire to promote some great interest, which ministers 
to the pride or cupidity of the ambitious few, even though, as is gene- 
rally the case, that few, in obedience to the law of Nature which coerces 
a sympathy among all men, irrespective of condition, subjects them 
to the very evils their avarice has inflicted upon others. Thus we 
find, that, while the average age at death of ‘‘ the gentry and profes- 
sional men’’ of London is forty-four years, of Bath fifty-five, of Leeds 
forty-four, and of Manchester thirty-eight, in Liverpool it is but thir- 
ty-five years—the just penalty of the violation of Nature’s plainly 
revealed law. . 

In the enumeration already quoted, of the four presumed causes of 
the mortality of Liverpool, it has been made sufficiently apparent to 
every reflecting mind that imperfect ventilation and overcrowding are 
evils that may be measurably, and indeed very considerably corrected, 
at any moment in which the will is formed to doit. The landlords 
and tenants may codperate to effect the needed reform; or, what would 
prove still more efficient, municipal laws adequate to the object might 
readily be enacted and enforced. The subject of efficient drainage is 
of course everywhere entitled to the closest attention, whether in coun- 
try or town. Without this, no home can be comfortable nor healthy, 
and no soil preserved in its integrity. But it is to a due attention to 
“the removal of refuse animal matter,’’ and of refuse organic matter 
of all. kinds, shat we are to look chiefly for protection from nuisances 
and disease ; not its removal by deposition and infiltration into the 
earth, nor by the exhalation of its volatile particles into the surround- 
ing air by means of exposure to the sun; nor by the flow of its putrid 
solutions through offensive and disgusting gutters and sewers in the 
pursuit of some great colon, whence to pour into and corrupt the ad- 
jacent waters, that would otherwise. be well adapted to enhance the 
health and beauty, as well as to facilitate the commerce of the place. 
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The removal of all offensive matter from our dwellings or premises, 
and especially of the urine and foeces of men and animals, must be 
effected by other means. This duty must be executed frequently and 
thoroughly ; first, because our health and comfort require it, and, 
secondly, because a wise economy demands it. Upon the former rea- 
son nothing more need here be said; but the latter presents conside- 
rations of paramount importance. 

The desire of the times, whether wisely or not, appears to be for 
concentrated manures, and as inodorous as possible. Up to this mo- 
ment, no other fertiliser that has been discovered is regarded as so 
valuable in these particulars as the better qualities of guano, consist- 
ing principally of the excrement of sea-fowls, their carcasses, feathers, 
eggs, &c., which is found on or near the coasts of South America 
and Africa. The most approved, and that generally used is the 
‘¢ Peruvian,’’ and of this the most recently deposited is preferred. 
That the materials of which it is composed are superior to like 
substances found in other portions of the globe is not presumed ; 
but, from the uniform temperature, and exemption from rain, of 
that region, the vast deposits are preserved from decomposition, and 
the consequent loss of their fertilising properties, which have become 
diffused throughout the whole, assimilate with all its particles, and 
exist in their nascent or evolving condition when the guano is depos- 
ited in the soil it is intended to enrich. 

Analyses of the best Peruvian guano have shown its constituent 
elements to be about as follows:— 

Water, . ‘ , . ; ; i : . 1hd78 
Organic matter and ammonieal salts, {. ; - 53.16 
Phosphates, . ‘ , : : ‘ ; . 23.48 
Alkaline salts, ; F : ' 3 ‘ ee | 
Sand, . g : Ri oik é ‘ é tq clL66 

100.00 

The ammonia, which is equal to about 17 per cent., and the phos- 
phates, impart to guano nearly all its fertilising value, the small 
portion of alkaline salts comprising the only other virtues it possesses ; 
and it has been correctly assumed that the value of guano may be esti- 
mated by a knowledge of the quantities of ammonia and phosphates it 
contains in their nascent state. Professor Way, of the Royal Agri- 
cultural Society of England, after a careful examination of the sub- | 
ject, has decided the value of ammonia to be 6d. sterling, or 12 
cents per pound, and of phosphates 3 farthings, or 1$ cents per 
pound. Therefore, in a ton of 2,000 pounds of guano, 

. 

17 per cent. of ammonia is equivalent to 340 pounds, 
at 124 cents, . ‘ : : : ‘ ‘ . $42.50 

23.48 per cent. of phosphates is equal to 470 pounds, 
at 14 cents, % i ‘ ; , ; ; 5 (had JO 

Value of alkaline salts, say, é : 7 , » 4.45 

Making the value per ton, 2 ed gg ER 
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This is somewhat below the present market price of the article, 
and may possibly vary as much from the value of its constituent 
parts as procurable in other forms at this moment; but it will afford 
a basis of calculation in any stage of the guano market. 

Having, then, ascertained by the standard adopted, the value of 
this richest of applied fertilisers, let us learn by a similar standard 
the value of one that, instead of enriching our lands, is not now 
applied, but is permitted to run to waste near our houses, and to pro- 
duce disease and death in the manner already described. 
Human ordure, in its natural state, contains about three-fourths of 

its weight of water, which, holding in solution a very large portion 
of volatile matter, consisting of ammonia, carbonic acid, and sulphu- 
retted and phosphuretted hydrogen gases, occasions in its escape, 
caused by evaporation or otherwise, the loss of these valuable 
elements. The experiments which have been made to concentrate 
this manure by evaporation and the condensation of its residuum, by 
the production of ‘‘poudrette,’’ or by whatever name it may be 
called, have hence been generally attended with the defeat of both 
purposes aimed at, namely, the suppression of noxious odors, and the 
retention of the most fertilising properties of the material. 

The solid portion of ‘‘night-soil,’’ after desiccation, with the 
retention of its gases, is indeed an exceedingly fertilising and stimu- 
lating agent, and has been pronounced by Boussingault equal in 
value to ten times its weight of farmyard manure; or, with the 
water it contains, it is equal to about two and a half times its weight 
of such manure. 

The analysis of human fceces by Berzelius shows the constituent 
elements in their natural state to consist of 

Water, ! : : as . 73.300 
Insoluble animal and vegetable remains, . . 7.000 
Mucus, fatty and other animal products, . . 14.000 
Bile, . : i : ; , . 0.900 
Albumen, . : ‘ 7 O98 
Peculiar extractive matter, . A Hy . 2.700 
Chloride of sodium, . s : : 5 SES 
Sulphate of soda, ; 3 z . 0.155 
Carbonate of soda, d : : . 2TH 
Phosphate of magnesia, E ‘ ; 2 90s FSS 
Phosphate of lime, : . : - Ope 

100.000 
Per-centage of ash, . : é ‘ . 1.200 

But this matter always contains a very large quantity of humws 
urine, one of the most powerful of all fertilisers, as the following 
analysis, also by Berzelius, will serve to show:— 

Water, . ‘ F : : é 3793.30 
Urea, ' ; ; ; : nh dO 
Uric acid, : ‘ : l , e0rhd 
Lactic acid, lactate of potash, and ammonia, dibs 
Mucus, y § 5 3 ‘ - 0.03 
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Sulphate of potash, d 0.37 
Sulphate of soda, : 0.32 
Phosphate of soda,. : 0.29 
Phosphate of ammonia, : 0.16 
Chloride of sodium, : ’ ; a: OES 
Chloride of ammonia, : : : O15 
Phosphate of lime and magnesia, . ; 2. Oe 

100.00 

Rich as the feeces are, then, the wealth of their depository consists 
chiefly in the accompanying urine, the removal of which is as essen- 

- tial for the promotion’ of health and comfort, as that of the former 
substance. It is true that, for convenience in transporting it to any 
distance, condensation is desirable; but, when it is remembered, first, 
that the contemplated sanatory purpose would thereby be defeated, 
and, secondly, that even greater dilution is necessary before placing 
this matter upon the soil, it must be manifest that, if it be possible 
to convey the whole bulk to the region it is desired to enrich, without 
the labor and expense of its desiccation, it should by all means be 
done. 

Not only are the sweepings of every stable promptly removed from 
every city to the fields of the surrounding country, but a price vary- 
ing from one to two cents per bushel is cheerfully paid for them by 
the thrifty farmer. Can it then be regarded as a thing impossible 
that matter so condensed as to be worth many times this price cannot 
be conveyed to an equal distance to be applied to the same purpose?. 
The reply to this interrogatory will doubtless be, that the parallel 
between the cases is lost in the fact that the fetid nature of this 
matter, which renders it offensive and infectious in cities, renders it 
almost equally exceptionable upon the gardens and fields of the adja- 
cent country. To meet this objection in a satisfactory manner, and 
to dissipate the prejudice existing on the minds of many with respect 
to the measure proposed, are the purposes here held in view. 

As has been remarked, dilution, instead of condensation, is a neces- 
sary preliminary to the spreading of this fertiliser upon the soil; and 
this may be done to the extent of converting it all into a liquid before 
so applying it. There will then be nothing either visible or tangible 
to offend the senses, after it has been applied; or its dilution may be 
absorbed by coal-ashes, charred corn-cobs, peat-soil, or other manures, 
and afterwards applied in a solid form. In either case, however, the 
first thing that should be done, even before disturbing it in its 
original place of deposit, is to fix its volatile particles and render it 
perfectly inodorous, a task than which nothing is more simple, and 
for the performance of which selection may be made among many 
agents. 

In Belgium, this matter is simply diluted with water, and strewn 
upon the soil, the very powerful affinity of the earth for ammonia 
being alone depended on for the retention of its fertilising qualities ; 
and the market gardeners near London also pursue to some extent the 
same practice. Saw-dust, and even sand, have been mixed with it 
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to absorb its moisture and render it portable, but certainly at the cost 
of a very unnecessary increase of its bulk. Ground gypsum has also 
been used, but, though valuable in itself, it is too slow in its action 
to be directly useful as a deodoriser. Powdered charcoal, the refuse 
bone-black of sugar refineries, halfcharred peat, and even peat 
mould, and burnt clay alone, have all proved useful for this purpose. 
Quicklime has also been used, but it is injurious, inasmuch as it im- 
mediately liberates the ammonia and causes it to be lost. Sulphate 
of iron, or green copperas, readily fixes the volatile ammonia, and 
has been earnestly recommended, upon very high authorities, but it 
is by no means a fitting agent for the purpose, from the fact that, 
combining with the phosphoric acid, one of the most valuable ele- 
ments of manure, it forms an insoluble salt of iron. In opposition 
to this view, and in defence of the use of this sulphate, it has 
been earnestly argued that iron, forming an exception to all other 
metallic substances, is found in wheat, trees, and in plants generally, 
as well as in the blood and excreta of animals, and therefore can- 
not* be injurious to vegetation, when introduced into the manure 
designed to support its growth ; but, while all the facts here adduced 
are admitted, the inference is not, and for the reason that, used in 
the manner proposed, it not only does not enter into the composition 
of vegetables, but also withholds the phosphoric acid from their 
nourishment. It may also be stated, that so minute is the quantity 
of iron entering into the composition of plants, that it is indeed very 
rare that a soil has to be replenished with it at all. 

Muriatic acid is perhaps one of the most economical, expeditious, 
and powerful deodorisers, costing not more than 23 cents a pound, 
and instantly depriving the most offensive substances of all apprecia- 
ble unpleasant exhalations, uniting at the same time with the ammo- 
nia, and forming a most fertilising salt. . 

The charcoal of bones, in consequence of its porosity, and of corn- 
cobs, from the same reason, is of great value for this purpose, and, 
like most other substances named, may be used with great economical 
advantage in all kinds of manure, serving, as it does, to retain such 
excess of ammonia as the soil may not be capable of receiving at the 
moment of its escape. 

Hither with or without resort to any mode of deodorisation, the 
matter here treated of is in many localities dried and manufactured 
into fertilisers of various names: At Paris, Vienna, and Frankfort, 
it is made into portable manure, under the names of ‘‘humus,’’ 
‘‘noudrette,’’ &c.; but, in the drying process, the noxious effluvia is 
always eliminated, and, as has been before stated, the most valua- 
ble constituents are lost. In China, earth saturated with this mat- 
ter, is formed into cakes, called ‘‘taffo,’’ and sold in large quantities 
for the purposes of manure. The process of drying by evaporation 
in the sun and air is slow, tedious, and exceedingly disgusting ; when — 
done by artificial heat, the time consumed is less, but the offensive- 
ness is scarcely to be endured. 

From the great variety of modes resorted to in preparing this ma- 
nure for the soil, it is manifest that there has long been a want of 
some cheap, expeditious and efficient means for rendering it fit for the 
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purpose. Few, however, have seemed to be aware of the fact that 
the sulphuretted hydrogen, which escapes in such large quantities, is 
not only so deleterious as to suffocate a bird when the air is infected 
with it to the extent of +3455 th part, a dog when yyy th part, and a 
man when zy th part of its bulk, but that this gas, when elimi- 
nated in undue quantities, also exercises the same baneful effects on. 
vegetation, the leaves of which, being the respiratory organs, wither 
and turn yellow under its influence. It is obvious, therefore, that a 
due regard for the health of man, as well as of vegetables, alike de- 
mand its confinement to the soil, in which it subserves, by assimila- 
tion, a useful purpose as a manure. 

At Paris, night-soil is rendered inodorous by gradually pouring 
into the box or vessel containing it a solution of the sulphate of zine 
and chloride of calcium, until it ceases to exhale an unpleasant smell 
upon being stirred. It is then conveyed just beyond the gates of the 
city, and converted into a valuable fertiliser, by admixture and dry- 
ing with other substances. * The same remedy may be applied from 
time to time, if necessary, for the purpose of keeping down such 
odors when the matter is deposited in gardens or fields. 

As it has thus heen shown that the health of cities and the wealth 
of the country may both be essentially promoted by the suppression 
of all offensive exhalations from the depositories of human excrement, 
but little need be added in the way of counsel, either to the intelli- 
gent and practical farmer of the country, or to the equally interested 
denizen of the town. The frequent, say at least weekly, if not daily, 
removal of fecal matter from its place of deposit, the provision of 
suitable receptacles for it, as well.as of proper vehicles in which to: 
transport it—the manner of its application to the land, whether dilu- 
ted or comminuted in the form of a compost with other manures, loam, 
peat, &c., and the mode of administering it to the plants, are subjects 
to be well considered and determined, and.to which, in connexion, 
with what has been communicated in this paper, the attention of the 
country is earnestly invoked. D. ‘J.B. 

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF SALT. 

BY WILLIAM C, DENNIS, OF KEY WEST, FLORIDA. 

As far as my knowledge extends, there is no great agricultural 
country but ours where common boiled salt, either from sea or spring 

» water, is generally or even considerably used for culinary purposes. 
‘In Holland, they re-dissolve two or more kinds of solar-evaporated 

My ‘salt, one of which is ‘‘ French bay salt,’’ in sea-water ; and this in- 
 corporated pickle is carefully purified in various ways, and then re- 

- erystalised, before it is considered fit for use. From the use of this 
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salt, numerous writers ascribe the superiority of Dutch herring, over 
those of their neighbors. Even in Poland, which has the most exten- 
sive salt mines in the world, French bay salt is generally employed, 
not only in presetving provisions, but, what appears more singular, 
as a manure for their wheat lands. 

- In all countries where the French bay salt is known, its superior 
quality is acknowledged. Some years ago, the commissioners of sup- 
plies of the army and navy of Great Britain employed Dr. Henry, of 
Oxford, to examine different kinds of salt, with the view of improving 
their own domestic article, so that it could be safely used for salting 
provisions for those services ; but, in an essay which he wrote on the 
subject, he failed to suggest any remedy, ascribing the superiority of 
solar evaporated salt principally to the greater hardness of its crys- 
tals made in that way, over those made by boiling. There is without 
doubt much truth in this; but Dr. Watson, of England, who wrote 
about the same time, probably discovered pe chief cause of the supe- 
riority of solar salt. His idea was that, by"the slow process of evap- 
orating brines by the heat of the sun, the chemical affinities of each 
particular kind of salt, which might be contained in those brines, had 
time to act; and they re-deposit themselves distinctly and separately, 
one kind of salt not being compelled, as it were, to mix with another, 
as it must necessarily do in the rapid process of boiling down brines 
and crystalising the salt in kettles. So far was he convinced of this, 
that he urged the use of coarse canvas on an extensive scale, which 
was to be dipped in the brine, and then exposed to the sun and wind 
to hasten the evaporation. Yet, as far as I can obtain information, 
nothing has been done in England to improve the salt made there, so 
as to invalidate the truth of some remarks made in Ree’s Cyclopedia, 
just after the close of the general war in Europe, in 1815, on the sub- 
ject of French bay salt. This writer says: ‘‘ The English and Dutch 
have often striven hard, in time of war, to do without the French 
salt, and to that end have endeavored to take salt from the Spaniards 
and Portuguese; but there is a disagreeable sharpness and acidness 
natural to this salt, which renders it very unfit for salting flesh, fish, 
&c. To remove this, they boil it with sea-water, and a little French 
salt, which they procure by the aid of neutral nations, and which not 
only softens it, but increases its quantity by one-third. But it would 
seem that their refining does not succeed to their wish, by the eager- 
ness with which they return to the salt of Brittany as soon ag any 
treaty has opened the commerce.’’ The same writer goes on to say, 

“that the French government makes enormous sums out of the salt- 
works of that country. Nearly all European nations, in a great 
measure, strive to be independent of others for their salt. Great 
Britain exports much more than she imports, besides making the 
great quantity which is there consumed yearly in the arts, and for 
manure. Salt is manufactured at various places in that country; but 
the great bulk of it is made near Liverpool, on the opposite side of 
the river Mersey, by prince the impure rock-salt from the mines 

_of Cheshire, in sea-water, which brine is boiled down and crystalised 
by a very rapid process, that leaves the salt both impure and very 
light, only weighing 52 pounds to the bushel; while good solar galt 
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weighs from 70 to 75 pounds, a difference of more than 20 pounds. 
This Liverpool salt we import to an enormous amount; yet no other 
people than ours use it for salting provisions, except those living in 
Canada, or perhaps Australia. There is also a kind of salt made in 
England and Scotland, which is tolerably pure, and is frequently used 
for domestic culinary purposes. This is the ‘‘cat salt.’’ It is erys- 
talised on stakes placed perpendicularly below the baskets in which 
the salt is put to drain when drawn from the boilers, or kettles. Thus 
do they make a small quantity of salt, rather purer than the great 
bulk of it; and every one who is acquainted with chemistry can see 
why this ‘‘ cat salt’’ is much better and purer than that drawn from 
the kettles. Common salt crystalises much more rapidly than any 
other contained in the brine, when it is at the proper strength ; 
consequently, alone, it would be apt to crystalise on the stakes, the 
impurities of every kind having a chance to flow off, which is not the 
case when the salt is rapidly crystalised in boilers, as in the latter 
case it is necessarily incofporated, more or less, with the crystals of 
chloride of soda, or common salt. In fact, the crystalisation can be by 
no means perfect, nor the crystals pure, where the progress is so much 
hurried, as is the case where salt is boiled. 

Ail the salt made in the United States, with few exceptions, is lia- 
ble to the same objections, in a greater or less degree, to that which 
is made in Great Britain, as it is almost the universal practice to 
evaporate the brine by boiling. But I am informed that solar heat 
is used to a limited extent for evaporating the brines at the salt-works 
in the State of New York, and likewise in many of the works in the 
great Salt basin of the Kanawha river. To effect this, shallow wooden 
pans, or tanks, are erected, well above the earth, in long lines, but 
of limited width, so that covers can be rolled on or off to protect the 
pickle frora rains. It will be seen, when we come to the French 
method of making salt, that even this degree of tardiness in evapora- 
tion is of great use in purifying the brine, wherever it is practised. 

The French method of salt-making varies, in many particulars, in 
different parts of that country ; but one principle is observed in all 
places: That is, to keep the brine, or pickle, moving slowly from one 
reservoir, or basin, to another, from the commencement of the opera- 
tion till it nearly reaches the point of saturation. This is effected on 
the salt-marshes near the mouth of the Loire, by letting sea-water 
into large reservoirs, built for the purpose, at the time of high tides, 
by the means of swing-gates which close when the tide recedes. From 
these reservoirs the water in them, being of sufficient height, is let* 
into a series of smaller reservoirs and pans, to a depth of a foot, down 
as low as 4 inches, the latter being the usual depth of pickle when 
crystalised in pans. When these pans are ‘‘set,’’ as they say, sea- 
water is let out of a large reservoir, whence it finds its way slowly 
into the whole series of smaller reservoirs and pans, care being taken 
that only a very shallow ‘‘charge’’ is let into the crystalising pans, 
while the pickle is weaker than about 18°, Baume’s hydrometer. To 
get brine into these pans, from a great reservoir, in many works, it has 
to traverse from 3 to 10 miles, which is effected by its widening 
from reservoir to reservoir, and from pan to pan; the distance being 
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likewise increased by long narrow passages. After the first charge, 
no water is let into the crystalising pans weaker than 18°, and even 
the first charge, by the management indicated, is nearly up to that. 
The crystalising pans are last in the series, and from the fact that, as 
the brine flows forward, that behind ‘‘ pushes,’’ as it were, that which 
is before it, forward, without mixing with it. As the sun evaporates 
the water from the whole works, the water which is daily let in from 
the sea to supply its loss, instead of mixing with the strengthened 
brine, forces it forward from reservoir to reservoir, until a part of it 
arrives at the last crystalising pan in the series; by which time, if 
the passages be of sufficient length, the pickle will be up to satura- 
tion, ready to deposit crystals of common salt. Great ingenuity is 
frequently shown by arranging even small works so that the pickle 
will flow a great distance before it arrives where it is to be crystalised. 

The principle can be extended to suit the size and form of the 
works, from the fact stated that in feeding them from the great reser- 
voir, the incoming water pushes the brine before it without mixing to 
much extent, so that the brine can be evaporated to the point of sat- 
uration, in the crystalising pans, in a much shorter time than if the 
water were let in directly to all parts of the works to supply the dai- 
ly loss by evaporation. For instance, take a series of twelve small 
reservoirs: Let it be supposed that the water is let into all of them: 
to the depth of 6 inches. In one day, a quarter.of an inch is evapo- 
rated out of each. Now, instead of letting the water into each one 
separately, to supply this loss, we will suppose that the whole twelve 
quarters (3 inches) be let into No. 1; it does not mix, but pushes 
forward 22 inches of water into No. 2, which has had the advantage 
of one day’s evaporation. From No. 2, there is 24 inches of brine 
of like. strength pushed forward into No. 3; and, so on, till we ar- 
rive at No. 12, into which only a quarter of an inch of brine has 
been pushed of the same strength. Again, there is a quarter of an 
inch evaporated out of each, on the second day; and again, on the 
morning of the third day, we will say, there is another 3 inches of 
water let into No. 1, and the loss supplied to each as on the day be- 
fore ; but it will be seen from what has been said that, except No. 1 
and No, 2., perhaps all the rest have had their loss supplied by brine 
which has had the advantage of two days’ evaporation. On the fourth 
day, all except some two or three of the first would have their loss 
supplied by brine which has had three days’ evaporation. This same 
system being preserved, on the twenty-second day, No. 12 would be up 
‘to the point of saturation, and in six days more would be ready to rake; 
and before the end of forty days, even in so short a series as this, full 
half of these reservoirs, or pans, could be raked, which makes this 
French plan of vast importance in a climate so variable as this ; for, 
frequently, a very good yield of salt can in this manner be secured, 
when not a crystal would be found if the Spanish and Portuguese 
method were adopted. To feed each pan directly from sea-water, it 
would take full ninety days to perfect the deposit, ready for raking, 
when it might then all be lost by rains, because they all come at 
once, and if a large one, it might take three more months to rake it. 
By the _— plan, the whole deposit does not take place at once; 
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but, at the end of ninety days, quite a large quantity would be saved. 
Furthermore, this plan is of still more value, by its depositing all 
impurities by themselves. Sea-water, by Baume’s hydrometer, is 
from 4° to 5°; and as soon as it is strengthened up to 6°, it begins to 
deposit lime, which finally assumes the form of marl, and afterwards, 
under certain circumstances, soldifies into rock. After the water gets 
stronger, if it be kept in slow motion, these deposits gradually become 
much greater, to which are now added sulphurated hydrogen, bro- 
mine, and probably iodine. When it gets as high as 12°, it begins 
to deposit sulphate of lime in crystals, and the quantity of sulphura- 

’ ted hydrogen is increased, and the bromine is so freely deposited that 
every substance in contact with the brine is stained a deep-red ; but, 
after the pickle is evaporated up to 18° or 20°, it appears to deposit 
nothing more till it gets up to 25°, when the brine is in a state of 
saturation with chloride of soda, (common salt,) and it then begins to 
cerystalise, and in about six days more, in good weather, it deposits a 
layer of crystals, which dre sufficiently hard, or, as it is termed, 
‘‘ripe,’’ to rake. The ‘‘sharpness or ferocity’ of the Spanish and _. 
Portuguese salt (Cadiz and St. Ubes) is easily accounted for by the 
manner in which it is made. The sea-water is let directly into the 
large pans, where the salt is ultimately crystalised ; and, before the 
brine is evaporated to 25°, the bottoms of the pans are covered 2 or 
3 inches deep with impurities, and in this bed of filth the common 
salt crystalises. But when it is raked, instead of the transparent 
white crystals of pure salt, we see them stained a reddish-brown, and 
the taste alone indicates that they are highly charged with both bro- 
mine and iodine, besides other impurities. Much of this salt cannot be 
used in less than a year after it has been raked; but it never loses 
that disagreeable ‘‘sharpness and ferocity.’ The same remarks ap- 
ply to the salt made in the Azores, or Western Islands. 

So valuable is French salt considered, that the same principle of 
manufacture is applied in the south of Germany, as near as their cli- 
mate will admit. In connection with an extended surface, arranged 
after the manner above described, they have enormous tanks with 
moveable covers, into which they gather the strengthened pickle 
when they fear rain, and there secure it until good weather, when it 
is spread again till it is up to the point of saturation, or nearly so, 
when it is secured in these tanks to await being crystalised, which, 
instead of being done in ground pans, is usually performed in large 
lead boilers; or more frequently, what is much better, they pump up 
the hot saturated pickle into small tanks placed around the top of a 
frame some 20 to 30 feet high, and of convenient dimensions, on 
the ground. From this hang ropes perpendicularly, some 6 inches 
apart, on which small streams of this brine are conducted from the 
small tanks, and the crystals form rapidly on them—ain fact, so rapidly, 
as stated by Dr. Ure, that the same work, in proper weather, can be 
done in this way in twenty-four hours which would take three or four 
days by boiling in kettles, besides making the salt much purer. 
When these ropes are sufficiently loaded with salt, it is knocked off to 
fall on the floor beneath, when it is ready to store or for market. 

One might think this a wasteful mode of crystalising salt; but, 
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from some experiments I have made, I am satisfied that, with proper 
care, as little is lost as by any other process. Furthermore, I believe 
that in this climate, (Key West,) it will not be necessary to heat the 
saturated pickle at all to crystalise salt in great perfection. Hence 
there can be no doubt that salt can be made principally, if not wholly, 
by solar heat, anywhere in the United States south of New Jersey, 
in suitable places on the sea-board. In the south of Germany and 
in many parts of France, they do not depend entirely on_evapo- 
rating the pickle by the system above described, on the ground, but 
increase it, especially while the brine is yet weak, by arranging bun- 
dles of faggots perpendicularly in frames which are frequently from 
20 to 30 feet high, and 50 by 100 or more feet on the ground. The 
brine is repeatedly pumped up to the top of this frame, and let down in 
showers through the faggots. Any one must see that evaporatian is 
very much increased by presenting so great a surface to the wind and 
gun. 

I,have been thus minute in setting forth the high value placed on 
solar-evaporated salt, manufactured after a particular manner on the 
continent of Kurope, and, likewise, for the purpose of showing the 
great difficulties and expense many nations there seem to think it to 
their interest to encounter in order to obtain an article of this sort. 

I will now add some of my own personal experience in the way of 
salt-making in this region: In 1836, there was a salt company formed 
on this island. Wooden pans, like those formerly used at Cape Cod 
and New Bedford, wete erected to a considerable extent. I believe 
there were put up at that time, about 3,000 feet, linear measure, of 
these works, which were 16 feet wide, and had covers to roll on and’ 
off, to protect the pickle from the rain. Of the natural ponds on the 
island only very small portions were improved, and this solely for the. 
purpose of strengthening the sea-water before it was pumped into the 
wooden works; but no attempt was made to make salt in ground 
pans. Although they made four or five times as much salt in these 
wooden tanks, in a given time, as could be made in a like amount of 
works, in New Bedford or Cape Cod, from the fact that they could 
generally evaporate the pickle to saturation before pumping it up; 
yet they could hardly be said to be successful. The salt which they 
made was very pure, as they adopted the plan of having the pickle 
traverse a considerable distance before pumping it into the works 
where it was crystalised; and it acquired a very high reputation for 
salting beef and fish; but the crystals were too fine for pork. In 
1846, these wooden works were nearly all destroyed by the great hur- 
ricane of that year, after which this company sold out to a private 
individual, who re-erected some part of the works in wood, out of the 
debris of the storm, and turned his attention to making ground pans 
for the purpose of crystalising salt in them. He did but little 
in this way; yet he was quite successful, in 1847-48, making over 
70,000 bushels per annum with four or five hands on the place. In 
1849-50, he made less; but, considering the limited amount of im- 
provements, he had a fair yield; having raked about 50,000 bushels 
in these two years. In 1851, the works came into my possession, but 
as I had only commenced the business, and the season being very 
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short, I raked only about 20,000 bushels out of the ground pans, 
besides some 15,000 bushels produced in the covered works. This 
was done with the average labor of only six hands. The year 1852 
was very wet, and the crop small; and, in 1853, more rain fell than 
was ever before recorded. In the mean time, I gave my chief atten- 
tion to improvements, and last year, (1854), I made full 70,000 bushels, 
although about 20 inches more rain fell than the recorded average for 
nineteen years. Each month of the salt season had its due share of 
this excess, which was from February to August, inclusive. To 
make that quantity, required the average labor of eight hands for the 
year, to.perform everything connected with it, in the way of securing 
and delivering for market. The present year, 1855, has been a very 
singular one for this climate, there having been scarcely a week, from 
February to the end of September, without some rain; and, in addi- 
tion, the winds have been continually both cold and damp yet, from 
the nature of my improvements, on these occasions, in the course of 
the season, there was on the works almost an unlimited amount of 
pickle up to saturation, or nearly so. This pickle I could have 
saved, and afterwards crystalised on ropes, after the German plan, 
had I had the tanks finished, which are now well advanced. I 
should here state, that there has been a very singular increase of rain 
on this island for the last five years, including 1850 up to the present 
time. In this period, the average has been something over 50 inches 
of rain per annum, while the record of the preceding nineteen 
years gives an average of only 314 inches. The Patent Office Report 
for 1853 gives the average of fourteen of those years at 314 inches. 
From this, the expectation is but reasonable that the yearly average: 
must hereafter agree, or nearly so, with the record of the longest 
period; for it is known that those who made this record are noted for 
their accuracy. Yet, it is proved that salt can be made here in 
ground pans without the aid of covered tanks, during the years of 
the heaviest fall of rain to which the island is ever subject, provided 
the weather is otherwise favorable. In 1854, about 52 inches of rain 
fell, and, as before stated, a full proportion in the salt season; and 
the weather was otherwise hot and dry. I am informed that there 
has been a like increase in the fall of rain for the five years in Turk 
Island, and in the Bahamas, which I presume accounts partially, at 
least, for the scarcity of salt in those islands for the last two years, 
notwithstanding the great accumulation of the article there in former 
years. This scarcity makes it a part of wisdom and economy, in this 
country, to increase in every possible way the supply of the better 
kinds of salt. . 

To aid in this purpose, I will give a brief description of the plans 
‘which I have adopted here to make the most of these local advan- 
tages; and, when these plans are all perfected, I have no doubt that 
the business will be rendered reasonably safe and successful, even 
-during the wettest seasons which we have on these Keys; and when 
such years happen as I am informed 1842-43 were, and again, those 
of 1847-48, the only limit to the yield of salt would be in the limit of 
the labor at command to rake and secure it. There are other Keys 
on this reef, which I presume have like advantages with this, and 
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when we consider the mildness and healthfulness of the climate, espe- 
cially for a certain class of invalids, it would seem that these advan- 
tages are worthy of being appreciated. 

Key West is almost four miles long, and nearly one broad; and 
from the north-eastern end, through the centre of it, for some two and 
a half miles, there are a series of natural ponds which are from one 
to two feet lower than medium high tides. These ponds were con- 
nected together, originally, but separated from the sea by a ridge, over 
which the water never flowed, except in times of very high tides. 
From this situation, even before the ponds were improved, salt was 
frequently made, naturally, by the high tides of early winter flowing 
into them, the water in them being sufficiently evaporated, before the 
return of the next high tides in the following July and August. 
Thus, as I have been informed, were many cargoes raked by the crews 
of vessels, and taken away. Outside of this low ridge, which shuts 
out the low tides from the ponds, I have inclosed a large bay with 
very shallow water, which contains some 100 or 150 acres; by con- 
necting two points of land by a substantial dam. In this is fixed a 
swing-gate, such as is used in Turks Island and the Bahamas, which 
enables me to shut in the sea-water from the Gulf stream, at high 
tide. This arrangement is such that, by a short canal through the 
ridge, I can convey water at pleasure to every part of the natural 
ponds, which, by means of more than 20 miles of embankments, are 
made into a series of reservoirs that contain in full the principles 
herein Jaid down. Out of the bay, at a point furthest from the 
swing-gate, where the evaporation is sure to be the greatest, the canal 
is dug which lets the salt-water into the highest part, whence it flows 
from one into another, forward and backward, till it arrives at the 
last and lowest one in the series, by which time the pickle has tra- 
versed about 14 miles. In good weather, the water is not only puri- 
fied, but.is up to the point of saturation, or nearly so. At any rate, 
it is in a fit state to be pumped up by wind-mills into the crystalising 
pans, which in this case are built on a level from 12 inches to 3 feet 
higher than the reservoirs. These have bottoms prepared with sand 
and marl, which become quite hard, enabling us to keep the salt clean 
while raking it. These pans are also enclosed with stone and marl 
walls, and vary in size from 50 feet square to an acre or more. The 
are likewise arranged so that the pickle flows from the highest to the 
lowest, through the whole series, which still further purifies the water 
and hastens the crystalising atom. It is really astonishing to witness 
the amount of impurities which are thus deposited from the sea-water. 
In some of the reservoirs, at the end of the season, there are nearly 6 
inches of the half-floating deposits of one summer. 

I do not pump any but perfectly saturated pickle into the covered 
wooden pans, of which I have some 2,500 feet in length. The salt 
from these is very heavy and pure, being invaluable for salting beef 
and fish, but the coarse salt from the ground pans is better for salting 
pork. Fishermen, here, and in the vicinity, will use for their purpose 
none but the finer kind of salt made in covered works; and I have 
been informed that fish in the Havana market salted with it, even 
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when they are only ‘‘dry salted,’’ command a higher price than those 
cured with any other kind. 

I have from 300 to 400 acres of surface now in the series of reser- 
voirs, and, by further improvements, I can more than double that 
amount. Of crystalising pans, I have from 50 to 60 acres, amply 
sufficient for the present surface of reservoirs; and I have room to 
increase to any necessary extent. The tanks which I am building 
are 50 by 100 feet on the ground, and 10 feet deep, 5 feet of which is 
dug down into the solid rock, but even this part of them will be lined 
with concrete, made of hydraulic cement, sand, and broken stone. 
They are to be covered by movable roofs, 20 by 25 feet, so constructed 
as to roll on and off from each side to the centre. These tanks, with 
ropes arranged as before described, to crystalise the pickle on, will 
render a fair yield certain, even in a wet season; and I think salt, 
erystalised in this manner, out of brine previously purified in the 
reservoirs, will be even better than that made wholly in the pans. 

From personal observations of the use of Key West salt, I am con- 
vinced that no other, except, perhaps, the very best Turk Island, is 
so well fitted for salting provisions of all kinds. I say the very best 
Turk Island, for in a great number of the works there, and in the 
Bahamas, the salt is sold under the same general name, and where 
they have applied the purifying system, too, but to a very limited ex- 
tent; and at many of the works salt is made after the plan adopted 
in Spain. It would seem that many brines have a disagreeable taste, 
which no practical method can remedy, and that on the whole, that 
made from sea-water is usually better than that which is made from 
springs. Furthermore, it is very probable that there is a great dif- - 
ference in sea-water from divers localities. This supposition is in a 
measure confirmed by the salt made everywhere from the Gulf stream, 
as it is better than that made in Spain, Portugal, the Azores, &c., 
all of which produce an article that has a sharpness of taste, which is 
never present in the other kind, made from the great ocean current ; 
but even this kind varies much in quality by the pains taken in puri- 
fying the pickle. 

It is only during the time of raking salt from ground pans, and 
sometimes for a month or more, when the demand is brisk, to deliver 
it, that many hands can be profitably employed at the salt-works 
here. Even in favorable years, a full force is not needed, after all 
improvements are made, for more than six to eight months. Conse- 
quently, some other business should be connected with salt-making 
on these Keys, the culture of Sisal hemp, for instance, in order to 
render it more profitable. During the rest of the year, only a few 
hands are required. 
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CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of D. Barnus, of Middletown, Middlesex county, Connecticut. 

Our principal reliance for manure is upon the barn-yard and the 
pig-stye ; although wood-ashes, shell-lime, gypsum, guano, super- 
phosphate of lime, especially the latter, are extensively used, and 
meet with favor. The quantity applied to the acre of the two last 
named is about 250 pounds. 

The majority of our farmers plough under their home-made ma- 
nures; and heavy crops of Indian corn are produced therefrom, par- 
ticularly when the ploughing is much deeper than usual. Guano is 
applied by mixing it with gypsum and sowing broadcast. It is some- 
times harrowed in, or used as a top-dressing on grass lands. It is 
also put in the hills of Indian corn and other hoed crops. 

Statement of Grorce P. Norris, of Newcastle, Newcastle county, 
« Delaware. 

Our farmers are yearly becoming more convinced of the great im- 
portance of manures, and much more care is taken to preserve them 
than formerly. Many depend entirely on their barn-yards, and that, 
which was formerly allowed to waste and wash out on the highways, 
is now carefully saved in well-built cellars, or covered sheds. 

Guano is much used by us. On neglected lands, it has produced 
almost miraculous effects. The usual mode of application is to 
plough under 300 pounds to the acre ina damp still day. I prefer to 
use it for my wheat and oat crops, and reserve my stable manure for 
top-dressing grass-lands and for corn. Great care should be taken to 
have the guano finely pulverised, as much of that purchased in the 
Wilmington market is intermixed with lumps, which require consid- 
erable labor to reduce them. I found the operation of breaking these 
lumps much facilitated by pouring water on them and suffering them 
to stand in a damp condition over night. 

Statement of C. W. Bassrr, of Metamora, Woodford county, Illinois. 

No manure is used on our naturally rich soils, except when the far- 
mers are compelled to remove the accumulations from around their 
barns and yards. These, however, are highly beneficial to gardens, 
and apple-trees which have commenced bearing, as well as to grass, 
potatoes, and grain, on the lightest prairies, and for that class of 
soils termed by us the ‘‘barrens.’’ 

It would seem that the prairies here might be continued in their 
virgin richness simply by annually plowing under the stubble of our 
grain fields, and the stalks of Indian corn, never allowing them to be 
consumed by fire. A short distance south of this, resided two farm- 
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ers, one of whom every year gathered up his corn-stalks and burnt 

them, and also burnt over his stubble fields before ploughing. The 

other never allowed a stalk nor a straw to be burnt on his land, but 

always plowed them under. After some fifteen years had elapsed, 

- the farm of the former yielded on an average some 15 bushels of corn 

less to the acre than when he commenced cultivating it, while that of 
the latter produced as abundantly as at first. 

Statement of ALEXANDER Heron, near Connersville, Fayette county, 
Indiana. 

The most common method of improving and renovating the soil in 
this county is by ploughing under a:crop of clover, or by a rotation 
of crops of clover, wheat, andcorn. This has proved to be the cheap- 
est, easiest and best method, as the land continually becomes im- 
proved, and this to a very high degree. 

Another good method is to turn the hogs into a field of standing 
corn, and allow them to fatten by feeding themselves. In this way, 
much of the substance extracted by the crop is returned again to the 
soil, which leaves the ground in fine condition for ploughing the suc- 
ceeding spring. A field treated in this manner, has come under my 
immediate notice, which has been planted in corn and fed in the fields 
to hogs for twenty-five consecutive years, and the present season has 
produced the largest yield ever known before. 

Statement of H. G. Stong, of West Boscawen, Merrimack county, 
ro New Hampshire. 

Guano and artificial manure, such as super-phosphate, plaster, 
&c., have been used here, in some instances with advantage, but in 
others with injury to the crops. But the experiments in general have 
been too indefinite to ascertain correctly whether such manures are 
profitable to the farmer or not. 

The effects of guano upon crops are generally the most apparent 
on old, poor, worn-out lands, rather than upon rich soils, or those 
which have been well manured. I have used it successfully upon 
corn and potatoes, applied at the rate of a table-spoonful toa hill, 
mixed with two or three spoonfuls of dried muck, covering it about 
an inch deep with soil, then dropping a spoonful of plaster to each 
hill with the corn. By this means, the plaster answers the double 
purpose of holding moisture, as well as taking up and retaining am- 
monia, and thereby preventing its escape. A compost of dried muck, 
plaster, and guano, sown broadcast, in a rainy day in the spring, forms 
a good top-dressing for grain or grass. 

T have also applied to corn, side by side with super-phosphate, gua- 
no, &c., wheat bran, at the rate of half a pint in hill, at the time 
of planting, by which I obtained a greater yield. Used with barn- 
yard manure, it gives good results. 
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Statement of Hpwarp VAN Murer, of Salem, Salem county, New Jersey. 

Barnyard and stable manures are used for wheat and potato crops, 
and lime is employed to a considerable extent on corn. Green-sand 
marl, which abounds in the northeast part of the county, has proved 
most beneficial to potatoes and grass. 

Statement of D. R. Struuman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, 
New York. 

The principal fertilisers used here are such as are produced on the 
farm, with the exception of gypsum, which is generally applied to 
corn, grass,and wheat. In dry seasons, the latter produces a marked 
benefit, but in wet ones, the effect is hardly perceptible. 
Gypsum costs $8 a ton, and is sown broadcast on grass and grain, 

at the rate of 200 or 300 pounds to the acre. It is also applied to 
corn Soon after it appears above the ground, at the rate of a large 
spoonful to a hill. ’ 

Statement of R. BucHanan, of Cincinnati, Hamilton county, Ohio. 

In the cultivation of my little suburban farm of 44 acres, with 
700 fruit-trees and 20,000 grape-vines, I have had abundant occasion 
to appreciate the value of manures. In the vineyard, and around 
the fruit-trees, an occasional application of ashes has been found val- 
uable, alternating with stable manure every two or three years. I 
have twice tried salt, sown in March, on my grass lands, at the rate 
of a bushel and a half to the acre, with marked advantage. Gypsum 
has been sometimes tried by our farmers on grass, and found useful ; 
but it,is rather too expensive, say at $2 50 to $3 per bushel. 

For our general crops, deep tillage and a little barnyard manure 
is all that is required, paying proper attention of course on the 
uplands to rotation, little or none being necessary in the bottom lands. 
Many farmers, with us, turn red clover under, and others plough 
in buckwheat; and they are well pleased with the results. As our 
farms diminish in size before an increased population, we shall learn 
from necessity the value of manure. 

Statement of James McK. Snoparass, of Mifiin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Barnyard manure and lime are our principal dependence, although 
guano, bone-dust, and gypsum have lately been tried, and are 
regarded as good fertilisers by those who have used them. 

The cheapest way to improve land in this and the adjoining county, 
is by the use of lime. It is not regarded as a direct fertiliser for our 
grain-crops, except as in a small degree furnishing: food for the 
plants, but as a kind of stimulant, the effect of which creates a nour- 
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ishment favorable to grass. The best way to apply it is on the top 
of a sod a year or more before it is ploughed under. ‘The quantity 
depends on the soil, and on the after treatment. Heavy clay can 
bear from 150 to 300 bushels to the acre, while, on light soils, only 
from 50 to 75 bushels would be required. The cost of lime at the 
kiln in this vicinity is 8 cents per bushel. 

Statement of C. Syivuty, of Penn Township, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Our farmers depend chiefly on barnyard manure and lime as fer- 
tilisers. The custom in this vicinity is to haul quicklime on clover. 
or Timothy sod, say 100 to 200 bushels to the acre, and the next 
spring apply a coat of barnyard manure; then plough under and 
plant to corn. Land treated in this way, will produce well for years 
afterwards. The cost of lime, where limestone and coal are found 
on the farm, will not exceed 7 or 8 cents a bushel. 

Clover is sown by all good farmers, and no crop is better calculated 
to enrich the land. In the vicinity of the cities of Pittsburg and 
Alleghany, other fertilisers are used. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

Barnyard manure has not been“used so much in this county as it 
should have been; but of late, there has been a marked improvement 
in its application to our crops. Now, but few of our farmers consider 
it a nuisance, and it is pretty generally hauled out in the spring and 
spread on the corn-ground, Applied immediately to our wheat-crops, 
it does not answer so good a purpose as when used for grass. ‘Twenty 
cords to an acre, costing $5, in a favorable season, will increase a 
corn-crop from 30 to 40 bushels. ad 

Poudrette, as yet, is but little used here, although it is one of the 
best fertilisers we have. Were it not for pride and prejudice, it 
would be extensively employed. 

Statement of Ricuarpd Lxcunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Lime and barnyard manure are the principal fertilisers made use 
of in this section. Of the former, 100 or more bushels are employed 
on calcareous clays, and 70 or 80 bushels on gravelly lands. It has 
been found to be particularly advantageous in the cultivation of 
potatoes, corn, and grass, 
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ROTATION OF CROPS, 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of NatHaNteL GREEN, near Middletown, Newport county, 
Lthode Island. 

The system of rotation generally practised by our farmers is, to 
plant corn on pasture or meadow land, and succeed by oats, seeded 
down to grass, after which it is mown four or five years, and then 
broken up again for corn, and cultivated as before. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver’ Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

With us, there is no established rotation of crops; yet, our best 
farmers endeavor to sow wheat on a Timothy, blue-grass or clover 
sod, or on oat-stubble, which has been cultivated with corn the pre- 
vious year. They again sow on the wheat, in the fall, winter or 
spring, clover and Timothy, the great object being to keep the field as 
long as possible in grass. 

Statement of Ricuarp Lxecunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, 
Pennsylvania. 

The general system of rotation of crops in this county is, first, In- 
dian corn on Timothy or clover sward, followed the next season by 
oats. The ground is then well manured, and sown with wheat or rye, 
seeding down again with Timothy or clover. 

BREAD CROPS. 

MAIZE, OR INDIAN CORN. 

EXPORT OF CORN TO EUROPE. 

To the mind of every intelligent inquirer into the uses to which 
the various agricultural products of this country are applied, a strik- 
ing anomaly is presented in the fact that, although the experience 
of the people of the entire continent bears uniform testimony in favor. 
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of the palatableness, the healthfulness, and the economy of Indian 
corn, or maize, our great indigenous Cereal, it is even yet but little 
known to the people of those portions of Europe to whom economy 
in the selection of food is manifestly the great desideratum, with 
the exception, perhaps, of some of the southern countries of that 
continent. 

That maize possesses the advantages we here claim for it is proved, 
not only by the universality of its consumption among the American 
people, but by a comparison of its nutritive properties, as ascertained 
‘by chemical analyses, with those of any other production from which 
bread is made, and of the relative prices at which they usually sell 
in the markets of the Atlantic cities. Let us institute a comparison 
with respect to wheat and maize, the only species of grain, except 
i now to any considerable extent .exported from the United 
tates. 
The analyses of Sir Humphrey Davy, which are relied upon as ac- 

curate in the average of numerous experiments, assign to wheat 
about 95 per cent. of nutritive matter, and to corn 77 percent. A 
bushel of corn is therefore worth 77 cents, when a bushel of wheat is 
worth 95 cents, their properties of nutriment alone considered. But 
when it is remembered that the 23 per cent. of innutritious matter, 
which constitutes a portion of the maize, are desirable in food for man, as 
‘*necessary, not only to satisfy the craving of hunger, but to promote 
digestion by the stimulus of distention, which bulk alone can give,”’ 
it will be comprehended that the comparative value of corn is greater 
than these strict analyses would indicate. Accepting, however, the 
nutritive constitutents of each as the standard of its value, let us see 
how it corresponds with the prices actually paid for them in our 
markets. 

The quotations of the grain market of New York, made from day 
to day through several months of the years 1855-56, represent the 
average price of wheat on each of those days to be from two and a 
fourth, to a little more than three times the average price of corn ; 
and a careful equation of these averages affords a higher mean than 
two and a half toone. Thus, when the price of corn is $1 per bushel, 
that of wheat is always at least $250 per bushel; but the intrinsic 
value of the two grains being in the proportion of seventy-seven to 
ninety-five, and $1 being the price of corn, wheat is not really worth 
in consumption more than $1 234. In buying wheat, we there- 
fore obtain, for any given amount of money, a little less than half 
the nutriment we obtain when we buy corn. Hence, the question 
naturally presents itself, what is the reason of this wide disparity in 
their prices? The reply first suggested to the mind is, that this is 
determined by the supply and demand, and that we must seek in 
these for the reason. Wheat, though of general and abundant 
product, is neither so universally adapted to the varieties of soil and 
climate, nor so reliable a crop in its most favored localities, as Indian 
corn; it is more relished by the greater portion of the human family ; 
it may be preserved sweet more easily in any of its stages of manu- 
facture, whether stationary, or during transportation by sea or land ; 
and, finally, thorough, judicious, and persistent efforts have never 
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been made to introduce corn among the people of the Northern and 
Central European countries. 

The admission here made that maize, in its various forms of prepa- 
ration, is generally less relished than wheat, will doubtless be except- 
ed to, and the experience of the people of vast portions of North 
America, who use the preparations of it from choice, may be cited in 
opposition to the opinion expressed ; but the writer is speaking of 
corn and wheat as they are presented in commerce in the cities on the 
Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, and not as in the home consumption of 
the people of the corn-growing regions, whose facilities and skill in 
preserving it, and in preparing it for the table, especially with the 
delicacies of the dairy that everywhere abound with them, enable 
them to enjoy it in a manner not often realised elsewhere. To them 
it is at once the great staple of life, and among the most relishable 
articles of aliment. But it is otherwise in the cities, where such skill 
and facilities are not possessed ; and it is far otherwise in the coun- 
tries of, Hurope, where many of the people are not even yet convinced 
that a palatable bread may be made from the flour of maize. Thus 
we find that, although cheap bread is, as has been said, the great 
want of Hurope, the Indian corn exported from the United States is 
even yet far less in value than the wheat exported, as the following 
table will show :— 

Amounts of Indian-corn and corn-meal, and of wheat, wheat-flour 
and wheat shipbread, exported from the United States during a 
period of thirty-four years, each ending on the 30th of June. 

Value of corn | Value of wheat Value of corn] Value of wheat 
EARS and its and its YEARS. and its and its 

manufactures.| manufactures. manufactures. | manufactures. 

1821...) $616,279 | $4,476,357 |/1839...| $799,516] — $7,419,232 
1822 900,656 5,287,286 ||1840...] 1,043,516 12,208,086 
1823. 930,489 5,151,437 |/1841... 995,411 8,960,568 
1824...) 736,340) 5,977,255 |1842...). 962,967} 8,615,731 
1825...) 878,073] 4,466,679 |/1843...| 735,915} 4,339,414 
1826...| 1,007,321} 4,411,870 |1844...] 1,045,087} 7,648,491 
1827...| 1,022,464] 4,645,784 |/1845...] 1,053,293! 6,101,666 
1828...) 822,858] 4,464,774 /1846...| 2,131,744] 13,717,332 
Te29°. 974,535 5,972,920 ||1847...|18,696,546 32,739,427 
1830.. SOT ALY 6,320,603 |/1848...| 5,645,084 16,482,380 
1831.. 992,051 | 10,712,261 11849...) 9,135,994 13,401,748 
1832. 758,775 | 5,229,858 |/1850...| 4,652,804] 8,074,438 
1833.. 871,814 5,895,157 ||1851...| 2,385,415 11,804,349 
1834...| 695,483| 4,792,087 |/1852...) 2,114,605} 14,743,251 
1835... 1,217,665 | 4,667,881 /1853...) 2,084,051| 19,591,817 
1836 725,262] 3,819,421 |1454...] 7,077,253] 40,616,956 
1837 911,634 | 3,258,767 |[1855...) 8,198,693] 12,883,937 
1838 864,391 | 3,875,110 
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From the facts here presented, it is apparent that if corn could be 
transported to the different countries of Europe, in good condition, 
and if the people of those countries could be instructed in its use as 
the Americans understand it, without in the least interfering with 
the exportation of wheat, which is not used by the poor of those 
countries, Indian corn would soon become the most important and 
most profitable commodity of export, as it now is the most important 
and most profitable product for home consumption. That success 
has not attended the efforts heretofore made to accomplish these 
purposes, is proof of nothing more than that they have either not 
been skillfully, made, or not persistently prosecuted. 

Corn is sometimes, at least, as long on its transit by railroad, canal, 
and other avenues of conveyance, from the interior of this country 
to the Atlantic sea-board, as it would be on ship-board thence to 
Hurope ; it is preserved in cribs, granaries, and warehouses through- 
out the year; it is freely consumed by people of all conditions in all 
parts of this country; by the rich from choice, and by the poor in 
many instances from choice, and always in obedience to a wise econ- 
omy. The barriers to its introduction throughout Europe, therefore, 
however formidable they have heretofore proved, cannot be insur- 
mountable. Nothing more is requisite than the means herein already 
suggested. . 

The government of Prussia, wisely appreciating this subject, in the 
fall of 1855, caused a series of experiments to be made, which, though 
not entirely satisfactory, have been attended with a sufficient degree 
of success to induce the determination of continued effort, which there 
is good reason to hope may yet lead to permanent success. ‘The causes 
of the partial failures in these experiments were radical. In the first 
place, the meal sent thither by his Excellency, Baron Gerolt, the 
Minister Resident of his government at Washington, though in 
less degree than other shipments, still was sour when it reached 
the hands of the agents employed to test it; and, in the second place, 
those agents, upon finding that it was not fine, like the flour made 
from wheat or rye, attempted to reduce it to that condition by re- 
grinding. . Those who are accustomed to the use of corn in this coun- 
try, will be surprised to learn that any experiment with meal, thus 
impaired, could be regarded as affording even the least promise of 
success. 

In their Report on the experiments made by them, the Prussian 
Board of Agriculture commence with an expression of the opinion 
that ‘‘a bread similar to the American would not be to the taste of 
our [their] public;’’ and accordingly no attempts were made to 
prepare the meal in any of the forms in which it is used in the re- 
gions of the world where its consumption has proved satisfactory 
throughout the experience of centuries. 
From this Report we learn that the meal was conveyed to that 

country in barrels; that its coarseness, and the presence of its innu- 
tritious particles, were objected to; that it was sifted, and then re- 
ground by certain flouring mills, and of course but a small proportion 
of fine flour obtained ; and that, though sour, it was not so bitter as 
that in use in Berlin, which the Board believed was either dampened by 
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the millers, or not carefully protected from moisture. ‘The writer of 
the Report proceeds to say : 

‘‘Maize flour, even the finest quality, cannot be baked alone into 
bread. It ferments like other flour, but the dough falls in the oven, 
and gives a compact, soap-like loaf, which could not be eaten daily. 
Previous experiments had taught me, that a certain quantity of some 
other substance, as potatoes, was necessary to make maize flour a good 
substance for bread; a third part of wheat, rye, or potato flour, is 
sufficient for this purpose. 

‘‘T made experiments with fine and coarse rye flour, and fine and 
coarse maize flour. It was necessary to find out the most suitable 
way to raise the bread. From yeast, I did not expect any favorable 
result, as the application of yeast would be too expensive. The sour 
dough only remained as a way of fermentation, but it seemed doubt- 
ful if it could be used in a similar manner, as by the baking with pure 
rye flour a second and more simple way had to be tried. Instead of 
using a mixture of maize and rye flour in the accustomed manner, as 
it is tsually done, it seemed more appropriate not to mix beforehand 
the different qualities of flour, but each one by itself, and in the fol- 
lowing manner: to leaven the rye flour for itself, as it is usually 
done, and to knead in the maize flour with a sufficient quantity of 
water.”’ 

“‘The results of my experiments show clearly that maize flour, 
mixed with rye flour, has all the qualities necessary to obtain from it 
a good, palatable, and nourishing bread, in consequence of its rich 
and floury substance. I have further shown that this may be obtained 
by an equal mixture not only of fine, but of coarse rye flour.’’ 

‘‘The difficulty of grinding Indian meal into fine flour is not an 
insuperable one, because the dough, consisting of two-thirds coarse, 
and one-third fine maize flour, made a bread nearly as good as that 
made of entirely fine maize flour.’’ 

‘<Tt is not necessary that the maize flour should be kneaded in with 
the rye flour; and, indeed, it is better that it should not be.’’ 

The Royal Police Department of Berlin, also, in December, 1855, 
made a Report upon ‘‘The Applicability of Indian Corn to the Pre- 
paration of Bread,’’ in which it is stated that a few resident bakers 
in that city ‘‘prepare, in small quantities, bread of a mixture of 
maize and rye flour,’’ and that maize is used to some extent in Dantzig 
also. It is inferred from the information obtained from these and 
other sources, that ‘‘a bread composed of two-thirds rye, and one- 
third maize, is about 10 per cent. cheaper than bread made of pure 
rye, a pound of rye and Indian meal bread, costing about 3 
cents.’’ The Report goes on to say that, ‘‘it is further ascertained 
that such bread is eatable, and not without a pleasant taste, although 
Indian meal is frequently found with a bitter taste.’ It is added 
that ‘‘it stales very quickly, and in this condition can scarcely be 
eaten.”’ 

Counsellor Surgeon Liick, the prison physician, after examining 
some of the bread made of two-thirds rye, and one-third maize, ex- 
pressed the opinion that it was wholesome, and recommended its use 
in the prisons, but thought that, in consequence of its solidity, it 
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should be given chiefly to those employed in the open air. He was 
of the opinion that Indian meal was more healthy than the potato, 
and more nourishing than either wheat or rye. 

The Police Department experienced the same difficulty with respect 
to regrinding the meal, that was encountered by the Board of Agri- 
culture, and like that Board, persisted in the attempt to adapt corn- 
meal to use in that manner. We quote the somewhat unsatisfactory 
conclusion of this Report: 

‘In baking, five different experiments were made as to its mixture 
with rye flour. 
‘Ten pounds of rye flour and 2 pounds of maize flour gave six loaves 

of bread, of 34 pounds. 
‘‘Nine pounds of rye flour and 3 pounds of maize flour gave six 

loaves of bread, of 3 pounds. _ 
“Right pounds of rye flour and 3 pounds of maize flour gave six 

loaves of bread, of 24 pounds. 
“Seven pounds of rye flour and 5 pounds of maize flour gave five 

loaves of bread, of 34 pounds. 
‘Six pounds of rye flour and 6 pounds of maize flour gave five 

loaves of bread, of 34 pounds. 
Thus 40 pounds of rye flour, and 20 pounds of maize flour, gave 

twenty-eight loaves of bread, of 34 pounds. 

“The results of these experiments confirm the opinion previously en- 
tertained, that Indian meal absorbs less water, and on this ground 
produces less bread. than rye flour; they even show that the quantity 
is greater the more rye and the less maize flour. The taste of the 
bread from these mixtures was good. 

‘‘The experiments further show that the preparation of this bread 
demands particular care and attention, and takes much time. Maize 
flour must be gently kneaded, and a certain proportion between maize 
and rye flour must always be observed. ‘This proportion cannot gen- 
erally be regulated, and it changes in nearly every case, andin such a 
degree that it becomes necessary to examine properly the material 
which is to be used for baking, and to establish some minor experi- 
ments to test the true proportion of mixture. The age of the maize 
flour demands the greatest consideration, and in this case, if we take 
only a trifle too much, the bread will taste sour. The leaven is not 
to be prepared of maize flour. 

‘These experiments further show that Indian meal cannot be kept, 
and is to be overhauled every day, and therefore, cannot be transported 
toa great distance. It will be necessary to connect a mill with each 
bakery. 

‘‘Lastly, the difference in price between the two flours is very small, 
that of Indian corn being $2 75, and that of rye only $3 12; and it 
is believed it could be obtained at the same price. 

‘‘The Police Department is of the opinion that the application of 
maize flour by bakers may be recommended ; but as to the consump- 
tion in our prisons, it is not applicable, since the expenses are nearly 
the same, and the bread of rye is superior in quality and taste.’’ 

Rye and potatoes are the food of the common people of Germany ; 
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and, notwithstanding the misapprehensions still existing, as indicated 
in the Reports here quoted, there are good grounds for hoping that 
the experiments instituted will not be abandoned, but that success 
may be attained; and when the prize contended for on the part of 
this country is nothing less than the interchange of many millions of 
bushels of corn annually, with the different inhabitants of Germany, for 
the various commodities they have to export, it is also hoped that the 
skill and enterprise of American citizens may be efficiently applied 
to the work of devising means for the safe transhipment of corn, and 
its preparation in a manner acceptable to the tastes of the people of 
Germany ; for these are the only difficulties presented. _ 

_ The objects to be achieved, therefore, are the selection of the pro- 
per varieties of corn for exportation, the determination of the ques- 
tion as to whether it should be exported whole or ground, the best 
modes of preparing and putting it up for exportation, and instructing 
the people of Europe in the methods pursued in this country of making 
corn-bread, or bread of corn mixed with rye, wheat, or potatoes, and 
otherivise preparing corn for use as food. 

All the varieties of corn, produced to any considerable extent in 
the United States, are capable of being preserved sweet throughout 
the year, not only in the regions in which they are severally grown, 
but in all other portions of the country. Itis, however, usually pre- 
served in the grain, and not ground before required for market, or use, 
as the epidermis, or hull, the least destructible portion, is its natural 
shield and protector from a damp or vitiated atmosphere. In dry and 
well-ventilated situations on ship-board, there is no more necessity 
for the occurrence of decomposition than in similar situations on land. 
The subject first to receive attention, therefore, is the means of so pro 
tecting it on ship-board; and for this the intelligence and energy of 
private enterprise will no doubt be fully adequate. The use of barrels 
or sacks, will probably not be dispensed with, because of the neces- 
sity of a staid position for such a cargo, and because of the genera- 
tion of heat from a large bulk of corn in the mass. Special devices 
for the ventilation of the holds of ships are also worthy of the atten- 
tion of inventors, with respect to the safe transportation of this as 
well as of other articles of export and import. 

But while all varieties of corn may with proper care be transported 
with a good degree of security, it may be stated, as the result of 

- ample experience, that those containing much oil, such as the ‘Golden 
Sioux,’’ the ‘‘King Philip,” or ‘‘ Northern EHight-rowed Yellow,’’ the 
‘‘Dutton,’’ the ‘Rhode Island White Flint,’’ &c., are less liable to 
decomposition than those that contain little or no oil; but that the 
flour, or meal, made from these sorts, is not so pleasant to the taste, 
especially of persons unaccustomed to its use, as that made from the 
soft, farinaceous varieties of the South and West. These, however, 
may be adapted to safe transportation by means of kiln-drying, a pro- 
cess for which improved facilities will doubtless be devised as soon as 
an enlarged demand for kiln-dried corn shall indicate a necessity for 
them. In this process, corn should be subjected to a degree of heat 
not greater than 212° F., sufficiently long to destroy its germinating 
power, be not long enough to parch or crisp it so ar toimpai its enb- 

NY 7 - 
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stance or nutritive properties. The length of time proper for retaining 
itin a place thus heated must depend upon various circumstances ; such 
as its dryness or humidity, when placed there ; the openness or com- 
pactness of its texture the size of the chamber or eylinder; the bulk 
ef corn within it; and the quantity of oil contained in the corn, there 
being generally some appreciable quantity of this element, the ‘‘Tus- 
carora,’’ the ‘* White-flour,’’ and the ‘‘ Wyandotte’ being among the 
exceptions. It must be stated, however, that kiln-drying impairs the 
flavor of corn of all kinds; and therefore some means of exporting it 
safely, without a resort to this process, will continue to be sought, 
successtully it is hoped. : 

Mr. Thomas Pearsall, of Smithborough, in New York, assumes that 
the necessary cause of the fermentation and consequent souring of 
corn-meal is the action of heat generated within the package upon 
the moisture always present in some degree, and from which the heat 
proceeds, and that the centre of the bulk is always first affected in 
this manner. He has proposed a means of obviating this difficulty, 
consisting simply of a vertical tin tube, 24 or 3 inches in diameter, 
and open at both ends, which passes through the centre of the 
barrel. In‘this manner, a bulk of 18 or 20 inches diameter is re- © 
duced to 9 or 10 inches, which is almost equivalent to the separation 
of the barrel into four sections and the admission of air to the exterior 
parts of each, or the reduction of a radius of 9 or 10 inches to 43 or 5 
inches; and all this only by the omission of a quantity of meal from 
the centre which it would require scarcely an appreciable enlargement 
of the circumference of the barrel to retain. 

The grinding of corn into meal, grits, and hommony, and the prepa- 
ration of these articles for the table, are arts not likely to be acquired 
from any amount of instruction, however minute, unaccompanied by 
practical demonstration; and it has therefore been wisely suggested 
that these operations should be introduced into some of the countries 
of Europe by American millers, and American domestic bakers. — It 
may be remarked, however, that the common saying is true, that 
‘No kind of grain is spoiled by fine grinding, except Indian corn,’’ 
although wheat may be injured thereby. Corn may be well ground 
by means of the mill usually employed in grinding wheat, which 
admits of regulation for the purpose by means of the elevation and 
depression of the upper stone, the revolving speed being in like man- 
ner affected; but mills appropriate for the purpose have also been 
constructed of cast-iron. 

The effort made in Prussia, and which has been herein alluded to, 
was instituted with the view of manufacturing a merchantable article 
of bread, made of rye and corn, in the proportion of two parts 
of the former to one of the latter, for the purpose of making such 
saving in the cost as the lower price of the corn would insure. 
Although it is not proposed in this place to enter into a description 
of the modes of baking and cooking corn in its various forms of prepa- 
ration, it is proper that the precise case before us should be satisfac- 
torily met. ay" bs 

Delicacies for the table made of corn, with eggs, milk, butter, and 
cream, are, of course, articles of domestic manufacture. Plain bread, 
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made with reference to economy, is also, from reasons of economy, 
manufactured at the family hearth. The wheat and rye bread sold 
by the bakers of this country is consumed by many who relish it, and 
by many more to whom it is convenient to purchase it, both classes 
being indifferent as to the expense. But a fastidious taste, and a de- 
sire to be economical, alike induce the home manufacture of bread. 
Corn-bread, therefore, is seldom sold by the bakers; but, so far as it 
has obtained a place on their shelves, it has proved acceptable, though 
made even more economically than was attempted in Prussia. 

The ‘‘Boston Brown Bread,’’ contains two parts of corn to one of 
rye-meal, by measurement, and is made in the followng manner: 
To three quarts of mixed meal are added a gill of molasses, two tea- 
spoonfuls of salt, one tea-spoonful of saleratus, and either a tea-cup- 
ful of home-brewed, or half a tea-cupful of brewer’s yeast. This 
bread continues good and wholesome as long as any other bread is 
usually kept; but, like all other preparations of corn, it is preferred 
warm, and is therefore generally eaten fresh, or after being toasted. 
Like all other kinds of corn-bread, it is an acceptable substitute, 
not only for the bread made of other grains, but for the vegetables 
which use has made desirable at the noon-day meal; and it is so 
used with butter, molasses, soup, or the gravy of meats, which latter 
is freely absorbed by it, and renders it both palatable and more 
nutritious. 

If it be true, as alleged in the foregoing quotations from the Report 
of the Department of Police of Prussia, that the difference in the 
prices of rye and corn is very small, there being a saving of only one- 
eighth of the price of the rye displaced by the corn, then, so far as that 
country isconcerned, the market may not be attractive; but when it is 
remembered that corn-meal is there quoted at 2% cents a pound, and 
that this for a quantity equal in weight to a barrel of flour is $5 50, 
the American farmer and merchant will both alike conclude that the 
people of Prussia can be fed with American corn at a much lower 
rate, and yet afford good profits both to the producer and the 
exporter. Dede B. 

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF CORN-COBS. 

BY CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, 

__ The following analyses were undertaken with the view of ascertain- 
ing how much nutritive matter is contained in the cobs of Indian 
corn, and also how much of each mineral salt they had extracted from 
the soil upon which they grew. Never was a more important subject 
laid before me than the investigation of the chemical nature of the 
Indian corn-plant, since it concerns the chief agricultural industry of 
our people. Were as much time and expense devoted to the analyses 
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of our staple crops, and the soil in which they are cultivated, as there 
is annually expended on metals and ores, how soon would the farmer 
reap the advantage of a truly scientific and profitable agriculture. 
The age demands progress in this science, and I trust that, ere long, 
complete investigations will be made in the other parts of this valua- 
ble plant, as well as in several others among our economical pro- 
ducts. 

Analysis of the Corn-cob, from the Farm of Thomas Andrews, in 
Smithfield, Rhode Island.—This corn was produced by admixture of 
the two varieties, ‘‘Canada’’ and ‘‘Red-cap.’’ It was remarkably 
prolific, with a very small cob, weighing only 124 grains. 

The matter soluble in ether, alcohol, and water was found to be 
in the following proportions: In 100 grains of the ground cob, the 
whole amount dissolved was, 3.145 grains, or about 34 per cent. of 
the cob. 

Grains, or per cent. of cob. 

A sicative yellow fixed oil, é ; ; 0.323 
Sugar, . ; - : : 0.242 
Dextrine (gum) and some albumen and extractive, 2.557 

3.122° 
Loss, . : 0.023 

3.145 

The saccharine matter did not crystalise, and probably is identical 
with grape-sugar, or glucose. 

In other samples from the same farm, the relation of the kernels to 
the céb was first ascertained by shelling several ears, and then weigh- 
ing both the cobs and the grain. The number of ears to each stalk 
was four, the weight and increase of two specimens of which were as 
follows: “, 

First Sample. ial 

Weight of cob, . ; : 260 grains. - 
Weight of kernels, 4 : qe at a ae, 
Number of kernels on ear, : 332 
Yield, 1,328 grains to 1. 

Second Sample. da a 

Weight of cob, . ; . 280 grains, 
Weight of kernel, Ss : 2,070 ere 
Number of kernels on ear, — ‘ - 325 - 
Yield, 1,300 grains from 1, BS 

WAS ied ii Be 

\ 
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One thousand grains in weight of these cobs, dried at 212° F., and 
burned in a platinum bowl, left 94 grains of ash, which, on analysis, 
was found to consist of the following ingredients :— 

Potash, " ‘ “ . j 3.204 
Soda, . : ‘ ; ‘ i 0.492 
Phosphate of lime, : : é ; 1.000 
Phosphate of magnesia, : ° ‘ 0.260 
Phosphoric acid (from the alkalies) . ‘4 0.300 
Silica, ‘ ; ; : : 0.800 
Chlorine, . : 0.196 
Per-oxide of iron, : . 3 0.360 
Unburned charcoal, : ‘ ; : 1.500 
Carbonic acid and loss, - : ies yr ea tois! 

9.500 

One hundred grains in weight of this corn yielded to ether 4} 
grains of a fat fixed oil; and to alcohol, 4.11 grains of sugar and 
zeine. 

Analysis of the Cob of “Burr’s Improved Wrinkled Sweet Corn’’ 
(early variety.)—The cob of this corn was short, thick, and quite 
large in proportion to the depth of the kernels, one of which weighed 
307 grains. One hundred grains of this cob, reduced to a fine pow- 
der, yielded of matter soluble in ether, alcohol, and boiling water, 
successively employed, the following proportions, or about 32% per 
cent. of the cob :— 

Grains, or per cent. of cob 

. Biccative oil, . ’ ‘ ‘ : 0.179 
Sugar, . - ‘ ’ ; : 0.065 
Brown extractive matter, ‘ , : 0.242 

_ Dextrine (gum) and albuminous matter . 3.257 

3.743 

Analysis of the Ashes of the Cob of the ‘‘ Sweet Corn.’’—A cob, weigh- 
ing 480 grains was burned in platinum to ashes, which weighed 4.2 
grains. These ashes, analysed, produced nearly seven-eighths of one 
per cent. of the cob, the ingredients of which were as follows :— 

Grains, or per cent. of cob. 

Potash, , ; ‘ s 0.2581 
Soda, . 2 : 5 ; 0.2104 
Silica, . f ¢ : . ‘ 0.1250 
Phosphate of lime, . : ‘ , 0.0521 
Phosphate of magnesia, ‘ as re pare . 0.0279 
Oxide of iron, . : 4 : : 0.0416 
Phosphoric acid, ‘* . : 0.0290 
Chlorine, ; ° a ‘ . 0.0292 
Carbonic acid and coal, — é : 4 0.0812 

0.8545 
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Analysis of the Cob of the “ Maryland White Southern Corn.’’—The 
cob of this corn weighed 290 grains, and was quite: short, but not 
large. When bur ned, the ash weighed nearly 4 grains, and yielded 
about 13 i per cent. of the cob, the eens of which were as follows: 

Grains, or per cent. of cob. 

Potash, : ‘ . ’ } 0.4585 
Soda, . ; Baap. ; 7 0.1211 
Silica, , 4 ‘ 0.1720 
Phosphate of lime and magnesia, : : 8.0800 
Oxide of iron, ; : : : 0.0420 
Phosphoric acid, ; ; : : 0.0290 
Chlorine, ee : rl ‘ ; 0.0340 

_ Unburned carbon, ; . : ; 0.2242 
Carbonic acid and loss, : - ; 0.5872 

1.7480 

Analysis of the Cob of ‘Southern Corn,’’ a Red-colored Variety, grown 
near Cape May, New Jersey.—The cob weighed 560 grains, and when 
burned, left 7.6 grains of ashes, which yielded about 13 per cent. of 
the cob. 

Grains, or per cent. of cob 

Potash, ; 5 : . : 
Soda, . 4 : t ‘ P 0.220 
Silica, j ‘ 5 0.103 
Phosphate of lime and magnesia, ‘ ‘ 0.054 
Phosphoric acid, : . . 
Chlorine, : : d . . 0.011 
Oxide of iron, Mi 
Unburned carbor and carbonic acid, 3 

0.091 

: 0.032 
. 0.389 

1.350 

Analysis of the Ashes of the “ Tuscarora’? Corn-cob.—This corn was 
grown at Long Meadow, on the Connecticut river, in Massachusetts. 
It is a large-grained corn, very rich in starch. The cob weighed 630 
grains. When burned, it gave 12.2 grains of ashes, which yielded, 
on analysis, nearly 2 per cent. of the cob. 

Potash, 
Grains, or per cent. of cob. 

Soda, . : q ; : ; 0.1970 
Silica, : 0.0714 
Phosphate of lime and magnesia, and oxide of j iron, 0.0800 
Phosphoric acid, 5 : : : 0.0800 
Chlorine, se : : , 0.0630 
Unburned carbon, ; é 0.1430 
Oxide of iron, carbonic acid, and loss, _ ne. OD 90 

— 1.9364 

Analysis of the. Cob of “Dutton Corn.’ ’__This corn is cultivated in 
Massachusetts. It has a small yellow kernel and a large cob, weigh- 
ing 830 grains. Three hundred grains of the dried and powdered 
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cob yielded, on analysis, of matter soluble in ether, alcohol, and wa- 
ter, about 34 per cent. of the cob. 

Grains, or per cent. of cob. 

Fixed drying oil, 
Sugar, . . 0.333 
Dextrine (gum), ‘albumen, and astringent | 

extractive matter, . : A " 2.700 

3.282 
When analysed for inorganic inten the ash yielded about 13 per 

eent. of cob, as follows: 

Potash, . : : 
Grains, or per cent. of cob. 

0.41 
Soda, . : : : ; : i ; . 0.174 
Silica, : " : : : F . 0.135 
Phosphate of lime, : : : : ; . 0.042 
Phosphate of magnesia, ; ; : ; . 0.020 

» Phosphoric acid, . ; : : : . . 9.023 
Oxide of iron, ‘ : 2 ; ‘ i . 0.038 
Chlorine, : ! : ; ‘ : : . 0.049 
Unburned carbon, . : ; ‘ ‘ : « ,Ockae 
Carbonic acid and loss, i : . ‘ . 0.255 

1.353 
It will be observed that there is a considerable variation in the 

relative proportions of the inorganic constituents, owing probably to 
the chemical natures of different soils. Potash and soda are the most 
abundant and important of these principles. The phosphates of lime, 
magnesia, and of the alkalies are evidently in smaller proportion in 
the cob than in the grain. Chlorine, originally in the state of chlo- 
ride of sodium, is observed to be a constant ingredient in the corn-cob, 
and varies considerably in its relative proportions to the other mine- 
ral salts. Silica must have existed in the state of silicate of potassa, 
and the small proportion of phosphoric acid, separate from lime and 
magnesia, was combined with the alkalies, potash, or soda. 

In order to understand fully the chemical phy siology of Indian 
corn, it will be desirable to analyse the different parts of the plant in 
its various stages of growth and development, beginning with the 
germ at the time it is drawing its nourishment from the starch of the 
grain, changed gradually into dextrine and glucose,.and then to make 
researches on the stalks and leaves anterior to the fructification of the 
ear, and afterwards when the sugar changes into starch. There is 
evidently a period when the sugar is in the state of glucose, or grape- 
sugar, and andther when it is mostly cane-sugar. Then comes the 

' conversion of this sugar into starch, in the milky grains, precisely the 
opposite of the changes observed in germination. 

The transfer of the phosphates from the stem to the ‘‘chits’’ of the 
grain is also a most interesting phenomenon in the plant, and the 
facts relating to it should be well ascertained. Jt will-be seen, then, 
that we have but just entered upon the field of chemical research re- 

. lating to the physiology of the grain; and certainly this is a plant 
that deserves the special abady" of American agriculturists, as well 
as of chemists. 
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GREEN CORN FCR FODDER. 

BY T. C, PETERS, OF DARIEN, NEW YORK. 

In many regions of the United States, the high price of land makes 
it difficult for those who cultivate small farms, to realise profits pro- 
portionate to the capital invested. To such persons, in particular, it 
becomes a desirable object to be able to keep cows in order to enrich 
their land cheaply, and to derive revenue from the products of the 
dairy. What is termed ‘‘soiling’’ is, in these cases, of the highest 
Importance. 

There is no doubt that at least three animals can be kept in good 
condition upon the green food cut and fed to them daily from a piece 
of land that would barely support one, if left to feed thereon, while 
the manure thus saved, if properly applied, would be more than 
equal to the cost of the labor involved, without taking into the ac- 
count the gain in land. 

Té has been found difficult during hot and dry summers to have a 
ready and sure supply of green food. Realising this difficulty in feed- 
ing teams, two years ago, I made an attempt to supply,the defect by 
sowing Indian corn broadcast ; and though the season was unusually 
hot and dry, the experiment proved successful. Last spring, I accord- 
ingly proceeded to the cultivation of corn for that purpose, in a sys- 
tematic manner. 

The ground selected was near my barn, and in good condition, as 
to heart ; and all the preparation I made was to plough it once and 
then drag it down smooth. As the corn grown in this region is the 
common ‘‘ Yellow,’’ I sent to Ohio, and obtained my seed from the 
large Southern varieties. 

On the 2d of June, I set one of Batchelder’s corn-planters to drop 
the hills a foot apart, and then run it backward and forward as near 
the rows already planted as possible, without actually interfering with 
them. After planting it in this manner, I gave it a good rolling, 
It came up finely; I then found that the planter was a decided 
improvement upon the former modes of sowing corn. diel iat 

On the 6th of August, I cut an average stalk from one of the hills, 
when the tassel was just in sight, and found it to weigh 33 pounds, 
When subsequently cured, it weighed a pound. 

The amount of green food which may thus be grown, under favora- 
ble circumstances, seems almost incredible. An acre eontains 43,560 
square feet. If, therefore, but one such stalk were to grow upon each © 
foot, there would be over 76 tons produced to the acre. 4 

The supply of food thus furnished was beyond all my expectations, 
and satisfied me that, hereafter, I could in no other manner do so well 
as to prepare a small lot for planting or sowing corn to feed my teams. 
I think that any land that will produce 2 tons of hay, will yield 
10 tons of corn fodder. I think also that, at the North, the Southern 
corn will do best for sowing, while, at the South, some of the Northern 
varieties will grow fully as rank and strong as can be desired. 
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CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

\yStatement of J. J. Pratt, of Centre, Cherokee county, Alabama. 

Corn is justly considered our most important crop. It is easier 
cultivated, yields more to the acre, and, upon the whole, is a more cer- 
tain crop than any other. Our river ‘‘ bottoms’”’ and valley lands 
are well adapted to its growth. Without manure of any kind, and 
with our careless management, it will average about 30 bushels to 
the acre. This year, the maximum yield is 50 or 60 bushels. ‘Two 
crops of ‘‘ Karly Dutton ’’ corn can be raised on the same land in one 
season. 

In a successful experiment within my knowledge, some corn was 
gathered from the field on the 27th of July, and on that day, a por- 
tion of it was planted in a garden. It fully matured in October. 
Corn may be planted here any time from the middle of March till the 
first of July, with a fair prospect for a remunerating return. It is 
frequently put in after the crop of wheat is removed from the field, 
and the product is good ; but this double cropping is only resorted to 
in cases of necessity. 

Statement of Maston 8. Gruae, of Fayetteville, Washington county, 
Arkansas. 

[have my land “‘deadened”’ out in July or August three years 
before clearing. I break the ground well, 8 inches deep, lay off the 
rows 34 feet each way, and plant by the 15th of April, an inch deep. 
As soon as the corn comes up, I run once between the rows with a 
plough. In ten days after, I run the plough crosswise the rows as 
near the centre as possible. This furrow drains each hill, and keeps 
it warm and dry. Cold and wet should be guarded against at this 
season of the year. The single furrow also keeps the corn from 
washing down. At the third and fourth ploughings, I run twice 
between each row, turning the earth from the corn. In the first two 
ploughings, I would rather have one furrow than two; and in the 
third and fourth, I would prefer two rather than four. At the 
fifth ploughing, I run four times between the rows, and then thin 
out, leaving two stalks to a hill. The great secret in corn-culture 
is prompt and rapid movement at the proper time. Thorough break- 

_ing of the ground, early planting, rapid culture, having it thick on 
the ground and thin in the hill, are the main points. By observing 
this system, | get two weeks in advance of my neighbors, avoiding 
much of the hot weather and the flies, and sparing my horses; and, 
moreover, [ make from 10 to 20 bushels to the acre more than others 
around me. Icultivate 20 acres every year with my own hands, using 
a good plough, and hoeing very little. When the season is good, I 
can, with great ease, produce 100 bushels from each acre on our best 
**bottom’’ land. beige’ 
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For ten years past, I have planted the ‘‘Polk’’ corn, which con- 
stantly improves. I use only the best ears, discarding the small 
ends and imperfect grains. 

The market price of corn here varies from 25 to 50 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Groner P. Norris, of New Castle, New Castle county, 
Delaware. 

Indian corn is the most certain crop raised in this county. The 
Ist of May, and earlier, if possible, is usually selected as the proper 
time of planting. 

The average yield is 45 bushels to the acre. New corn is worth at 
the present time, 70 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Witt1am W. Woopsrince, of Paw Paw Grove, Lee 
county, Illinois. 

Corn may be regarded as our most valuable crop, 100 bushels being 
often raised to the acre, including large fields; but 50 bushels may 
be considered an average crop. . 

In 1855, it brought more than 60 cents a bushel. 

Statement of C. W. Bassirt, of Metamora, Woodford county, Illinois. 

Indian corn, in this section, is the surest, as well as the most profita- 
ble crop we can raise. The following is an account of an experiment 
made by me the past season :— ide 

The ground on which the corn was raised had been badly culti- 
vated the years previous, and was exceedingly full of the seeds of 
weeds. The stalks of the preceding year’s corn were cut off near the 
surface but not burnt. The ground was ploughed about 8 or 9 inches 
deep, as early in the spring as it could be done. Just before plant- 
ing, it was harrowed lengthwise the furrows, so as not to interfere 
with the stalks, in order to kill the weeds, which had started. The 
corn was then planted about 34 feet apart, with a drill, in the same 
direction in which it was ploughed. The drill furrowed the ground, 
‘dropped the corn, and covered it by one operation, with one kernel to 
about every 8 inches. A man and a horse planted about 8 acres ina 
day. Just before the corn came up, the ground was again harrowed 
in the same direction in which it was ploughed, the teeth of the har- 
row being only about 3 inches in length. As soon as the corn was 
up sufficiently high, it was ploughed as near it as possible with a 
double-shovel scouring plough, going twice between the rows. In the 
course of the season, the plough was run between the rows a fourth, 
and, in some cases, a fifth time, but no sensible gain was derived from 
the latter. No hoe was used, nor scarcely a weed removed, except 
what was done with the plough; neither had there been applied any 
manure to the land. The yield was over 50 bushels to the acre, 
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though the corn suffered much from drought. The corn was then 
husked, (shucked,) put into rail pens, and covered with straw or long 
grass, with rails swung across, and hay ropes to protect the covering. 

The present price of corn is from 22 to 35 cents a bushel. 

Statement of A. J. Boons, of Lebanon, Boone county, Indiana. 

The ‘‘ King Philip”’ or ‘‘ Brown”’ corn, I received from the Patent 
Office, was planted June 9th, 1855, and harvested September 10th. 
The hills were 3 by 3 feet apart, and the number of stalks to each 
hill three. I made no estimate of the yield to the acre, for the rea- 
son that I planted but one of the papers of seed that I received ; but 
the yield was far better than I expected. The only value of this corn, 
with us, is its early maturity for meal, and for table use, while green. 
Our common varieties far surpass it for fodder and grain. I will try 
it next year from the seed now grown, hoping that a- better season 
mayancrease the yield. The ground, where it grew, was a brown, 
loose soil, on a clayey subsoil, thoroughly ploughed, with a top-dress- 
ing of stable manure, and the corn was hoed once. 

I planted the ‘‘Lee’’ corn on the same date as the above, and har- 
vested it on the 10th of October. The distance of the hills apart was 
3 by 3 feet, and the number of stalks in a hill from three to five. 
The season was very wet; and even those kinds of corn which were 
fully acclimatised, did indifferently well. I think a year or two more 
in this climate and soil will demonstrate that it is a profitable corn 
for ordinary purposes, the yield being fair, and its maturity in time 
to escape the autumnal frosts. There are generally two ears on each 
stalk, and sometimes three. The stalks are large, and from 15 to 
16 feet high, with ‘‘spur’’ roots, occasionally, at the third joint from 
the ground. 

Statement of ALEXANDER Heron, near Connersville, Fayette county, 
Indiana. 

Corn, as it has never wholly failed, having withstood all the vary- 
ing seasons of summer and autumn, is the most reliable as well as 
the most profitable crop with us. 

The chief varieties which we cultivate are the ‘‘ White-water Val- 
ley,’’ the “Large Yellow,’ the ‘‘ White Piper,’’ and the ‘* White- 
bread’’ corn. The usual mode of cultivation is the old method of 
planting in hills, 

The average yield of past season was from 60 to 75 bushels 
to the acre; the greatest yield 131 bushels. The price at this place 
is 30 cents abushel. Cost of transportation to Cincinnati, by canal, 8 
cents a bushel, or 15 cents for 100 pounds. 

b= 

Statement of Witttam J. Payne, of Rushville, Rush county, Indiana. 

Our corn-crop, this year, has been remarkably good, yielding from 
50 to 80 bushels to the acre. We generally work it four times with 
a shovel-plough, but never with the hoe. 
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The present price of corn here is 25 cents per bushel; old corn has 
been selling for 65 cents. 

Statement of G. P. Watxer, of Hamilton, Decatur county, Iowa. 

I planted the ‘‘King Philip’ corn, which I received from the 
Patent Office, in my richest ground, in a very careful manner, on the 
9th of May. When the earth became too dry, it was watered. It was 
fully ripe before the middle of August, and the yield was abundant. 

Having distributed this corn liberally among my neighbors, both 
in Southern Iowa and Northern Missouri, to a distance of 60 miles, I 
am confident it will be thoroughly tested the present year. We 
sometimes plant corn in the month of April, though I am satisfied 
that we ought not to plant, even here, in the sunny side of the State, 
until, say, from the 10th to the 20th of May. 

Statement of Bunzamin F. Open, of Plumb Spring, Delaware county, 
Towa. 

Indian corn is our principal crop, which is planted about the 
middle of May, in rows 3 feet apart. The average yield is 40 bushels 
to the acre, worth from 25 to 50 cents a bushel. 

The estimated expense of cultivating an acre is as follows :— 
Ploughing, . : : . $100 

‘Marking out and planting, . , ( . 100 
' Harrowing twice, i : t : . 100 

Hoein$ once, . 4 * or ne - 150 
Ploughing, . : % : ; Pe 
Harvesting, . : : . " O25 
Interest on land, : : ° 4 2 008 18 

Total cost, , : U 4 . 850 
*. Value of 40 bushels at 35 cents, : . . 1400 . 

PYotbee 3 ; ; : : . 550 

Twenty-five bushels to the acre will pay the cost of cultivation. 

Statement of L. EH. ‘Dupuy, of Shelbyville, Shelby county, Kentucky. 

The most valuable staples of our county are corn and blue-grass. 
On these, we graze and feed all our cattle, hogs, and mules. The av- 
erage quantity of corn raised by good farmers is about 50 bushels to 
the acre, but choice fields will yield from 60 to 75 bushels. 
~The best method of cultivating,clover-stubble, or sod-land, is to 
break it in the fall or winter, and cross-plough in the spring, in each 
case with two horses, running about 6 inches deep. Between the 15th 
of April and the 10th of May, harrow over the ground until it becomes 
smooth and light. With a corn-drill, make the rows from 34 to 4 feet 
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apart; drop one grain to each foot in the row; or, what is better, one 
grain to every 6 inches, and then thin out toa grain to the foot, 
This is better than the hill method, with three or four grains to a 
hill, as it gives each stalk sufficient room to spread its roots. As 
soon as the corn is up a few inches, we run a harrow over it with the 
front teeth out, and have a boy follow and uncover all that may need 
it. A week afterwards, we go over it with a shovel-plough, and fol- 
low with a hoe, to exterminate all the weeds left. In about ten days, 
we go over it again with a cultivator, which will level down the fur- 
row, and enable us to follow close to the corn with the shovel-plough; 
and finally we finish with the cultivator, in order that, at last, the 
ground may be left level, to prevent washing. 

This process makes the cultivation eost about $4 to the acre, with 
interest on the value of the land; making the whole cost $8 an acre. 
The produce of 50 bushels is worth in the field from 20 to 25 cents 
a bushel. We sell but little corn, and export none. It is fed to 
cattle, hogs, mules, &c., and, in this way, brings us, in beef and 
pork, from $15 to $25 per acre, according to the value of the animals 
fed and the care and attention bestowed in feeding them. 

Statement of EpwARD StaBieR, of Harewood, Montgomery county, 
Maryland. 

The ‘‘Wyandotte’’ is certainly the most prolific corn I have ever 
grown, and in some localities may prove very valuable. I received it 
from Illinois, paying a cent a grain for twenty-five grains, that being 
the market price. It was not planted until late in May; but, as the, 
fall was seasonable, it ripened tolerably well. Each grain had a sep- 
arate hill, and those which escaped the cut-worm and fowls, pro- 
duced from three to five strong stalks, averaging from 8 to 10 feet in 
height, and usually with from one to two ears to the stalk; thus 
yielding from four to eight ears from each grain planted. 

There are two strong objections to making this a crop corn in this 
latitude: It is certainly much later in ripening than our yellow va- 
rieties, when cultivated under similar circumstances, though, if 
planted early, it might mature well; but the greatest objection in 
field culture, is its liability to fall after a soaking rain, on account of 
its single root and great weight of stalk and ears. For table use, I 
think it will prove valuable, either in summer, or for putting up in 
cans ‘KF winter use, being very succulent and almost as white as 
starch. 

Statement of Wii1ram Hansen, of Hancock, Berkshire county, 
Massachusetts. 

I planted the ‘‘King Philip”? or ‘‘Brown’’ corn, I received from 
the Patent Office, on the 20th of May, on a dark, rich, loamy soil, 
that had a heavy top-dressing. |The hills were 4 feet by 2 apart, and 
four kernels planted to each hill. There were two hundred and sev- 
venty-six kernels, which made sixty-nine hills. The worms destroyed 
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af least ten hills, and we had the longest drought that has occurred 
‘in five years, which affected the corn very much. But, under all 
these disadvantages, I picked, on the Ist of September, 3 ‘bushels of 
ears of very fine corn. The ears were of good size, and the kernels 
quite large. I think this corn is well adapted to our latitude. 

I planted a number of varieties of corn the past season, but none 
yielded so much as the King Philip. 

Statement of Ricuarp C. Stong, of Sherborn, Middlesex cone 
Massachusetts. 

I planted the ‘‘Improved King Philip’”’ corn on the 20th of May, 
on a rich, dark, and rather moist soil, which, for five years previous, 
had been cropped with carrots. It was not what we consider good 
hand, but I had no other where it would not certainly mix with 
other corn. J put no manure in the hill, nor on theland. The first 
part of the season was wet; the latter, quite dry. The corn matured 
fast, and ripened early, and measured by weight from 50 to 60 bush- 
els to the acre. The ears are of medium length and well filled, the 
kernel large, the cob small, and there were frequently two ears to a 
stalk. I consider it a superior kind for high latitudes. 

I have preserved this corn, as requested, and am giving it in small 
quantities to those who will test it in our farming community. 

Statement of Tuomas O. Jackson, of Plymouth, Plymouth county, 
Massachusetts, 

I send you four ears of the Plymouth ‘‘Smutty-white”’ corn. 1 
planted an acre on the 12th of May, 1854, topped it August 31st, 
and harvested October 3d. The distance of the hills apart was 34 
by 34 feet, and the number of stalks to a hill four. 

The yield of dried shelled corn was 60 bushels to the acre. Had it 
not been for the drought, it would have been 80 bushels. The weight 
per bushel, of dried grain, was 60 pounds. The number of pounds 
of dried ears required for a bushel of grain was 76. About 2 tons 
of fodder were obtained. Of manure, 44 cords were put in the hills, 

Statement of H. A. Horman, of Harvard, Worcester Comal 
Massachusetts. 

Corn is one of the most remunerating products with us. The max- 
imum yield is 96 bushels to the acre; average 37; the smallest yield 
that will pay expenses, 16 bushels when guano is used as a fertiliser. 

/ anere cost per bushel, 75 cents. 

| Statement of C.8. G. CLIFTON, of Greene county, Mississippt. 

Indian corn is the best crop cultivated in this county. In some in- 
stances, that planted from the 20th of sis oa to the Ist of April * 

- 
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succeeds best. Our best lands will yield from 40 to 50 bushels to 
the acre. 

The price is generally $1 per bushel. 

Statement of Samurn J. Fietcumr, near Winchester, Clarke county, 
Missourt. 

Indian corn is the principal crop with us. On prairie ‘‘bottom’’ 
land, the yield is from 60 to 100 bushels to the acre. 

The price of corn here is from 30 to 40 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Wr1aM B. Grppines, of Middle Grove, Monroe county, 
Missouri. 

_ Corn is the crop we cultivate to the best advantage in this county, 
as but little care is required to raise it. The maximum yield is 100 
bushels to the acre; average, 40 bushels. Twenty bushels to the 
acre will pay expenses of cultivation. 

Corn is worth at the heap 15 centsa bushel. 

Statement of Aron H. Hrspzr, of Creve Ceur, St. Louis county, 
Missouri. 

I plant corn from the 20th of April, to the middle of May, in rows 
4 feet each way, leaving two or three stalks to the hill. JI commence 
working early, with a heavy two-horse harrow, till the corn gets too 
large. I then use a steel mould-board plough, running deep, and 
throwing the soil from the corn and to it, each way, ploughing four 
or five times. 

I never fail to get from 40 to 100 bushels to the acre. 

Statement of Joun Brown, of Long Island, near Lake Village, Belknap 
county, Lake Winnipisiogee, New Hampshire. 

A majority of our farmers content themselves with raising 25 or 30 
bushels of corn to the acre, and are hard to be made to believe that any 
more can be produced. They goon in the old way, planting the rows 
4 feet apart, and the hills 3 feet asunder, putting from four to six 
kernels in the hill, and after the blades get a fine start, and the roots 
spread in all directions, instead of going to work, as they should do, 
with a hoe, and giving it a light brushing, to stir the ground and 
keep the weeds down, they take a horse and cultivator, or plough, 
and eut off half the roots, and by making a mound, or hill, give the 
corn a check from which it never recovers. Managing in this way, 
no farmer should expect a large crop of corn, even from ground well 
manured. 
When I went to farming in 1817, I was hoeing my corn about the 

Ist of July, and making a hill, as all farmers then did. The ground 
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was not weedy, but I found that I was cutting off a great many root- 
lets. It struck. me that I was hurting the corn by making the hill; 
and from that instant, I left off making hills around my corn, and 
have since that time left the ground as smooth as possible. 

After making several experiments, as to the distance that the hills 
should be planted apart, I made one, in the year 1836, which I have 
taken as a guide ever since, and which I believe to be the best. The 
experiment was to plant the rows 3 feet apart, and the hills in the 
row 2 feet from each other, and not have more than three plants 
growing in a hill, thinning them out at the first hoeing. 

I have a variety of corn, apparently fixed in its character, which. 
sometimes bears my name (Brown corn.) See Patent Office Report 
for 1853, page 111. ) 

About one-half of my corn, the past season, was planted on ground 
on which potatoes grew the year before; the other half on land newly 
broken up, the whole well manured and ploughed in. That part, 
where the potatoes were raised the year before, was much the best, 
almost doubling that planted on the sward land. One acre yield- 
ed 7,200 pounds of ears, which were weighed, when carried into 
the corn-house. I shelled 70 pounds of ears, and they produced 2 
quarts over a bushel, which makes a fraction over 109 bushels of 
shelled corn to the acre. 
‘The cost of labor, including drawing the manure, to the acre, 

amounted to $28; seed and interest on the land $4, making $32. 
Fifteen cords of barnyard manure were used on the acre, and, esti- 
mating it at the highest price, $4 a cord, it would be worth $60. Now, 
suppose we get one-third of the strength of the manure the first year, it . 
would cost, $20. And, reckoning the fodder to be equal to 2 tons of 
hay, it would bring $20, just equal to what the manure exhausted, 
so that. the whole cost of raising 109 bushels of corn was only $32.. 
The ‘corn was harvested the last of October, and was in good order” 

togrind. IfI had spread the 15 cords of manure on 2 acres, I should” 
have got, according to former experiments, made in a favorable sea- 
son, 50 bushels to the acre, and the labor would have been double, 
except drawing the manure and harvesting; and the expenseof rais- 
ing would have been equal to 54 cents a bushel, while the cost the 
present year was only 29 cents a bushel. . eat baie 

—_—_———_ 

Statement of Moopy Marsnatt, of Hast Weare, Hillsborough county 
New Hampshire. gts : ss 

ait. : . 

- Treceived from the Patent Office, last spring, two hundred and 
eighty-three kernels of the ‘‘King Philip’’ or ‘‘ Brown”’ corn, which 
I planted 34 feet apart. The season was quite unfavorable. Of the 
kernels planted, twenty-six were destroyed by worms ; but, from the 

remaining two hundred and fifty-seven, there was a yicld of 71 pounds. 
I think this the best corn for this climate I have ever tried. 

It does not require to be planted so early as to expose it to the spri 

frosts, and it will ripen before the usual time of frost in the fall, 
' 

ra 

* 
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Statement of H. G. Stone, of West Boscawen, Merrimack county, New 
; Hampshire. é' 

Indian corn is our most important and reliable crop. The ‘‘ Im- 
proved King Philip,’ or ‘‘ Winnipiseogee corn,’’ is a beautiful eight- 
rowed variety, yielding well, and is suitable for our climate. 

The common yield is from 25 to 50 bushels to the acre, although 
in favorable seasons, with high culture, much more is obtained. 

Statement of D. R. Stiuman, of Alfred centre, Alleghany county, New 
York. 

Indian corn is not very extensively cultivated in this section, though 
nearly every farmer produces some. ‘The varieties most raised are the 
‘‘Hight-rowed yellow,’’ and the ‘‘'Twelve-rowed Dutton.’’ It is 
planted from the 10th to the 20th of May, in hills 3 feet apart each 
way, with four plants to a hill. It is cultivated or hoed twice, cut 
up at harvest time close to the ground, and the shocks cured as soon 
as the leaves begin to turn, or before they are injured by frost. The 
maximum yield is 100 bushels to the acre; the average, 30 or 40 
bushels ; and 20 bushels to the acre is as small a yield as will pay 
expenses. 

Corn sells here at 75 cents a bushel. Cost of raising, 40 cents. 

Statement of J. H. Wricurt, of New Haven, Oswego county, New York. 

I planted the ‘‘King Philip” or ‘‘Brown”’ corn, I received from 
the Patent Office, on the 20th of May. It was fit to harvest in Sep- 
tember. All who reside in this vicinity say that it ripens at least 
two weeks earlier than other field corn, which is a matter of much 
importance in this high latitude; and it is also very productive, many 
of the stalks having two good long ears, with large kernels and small 
cobs. 

Statement of Peter Cramer, of Middle Granville, Washington count i 
_ New York. 

I followed the directions sent with the ‘‘King Philip’’ or ‘“‘ Brown” 
corn, and, notwithstanding the severe drought, I raised from one rod 
of ground at the rate of 102 bushels to the acre, while the corn on 
each side of it did not yield half a crop, or over 30 bushels to the acre. 
It was planted on a dry and slaty soil, and received neither extra cul- 
ture nor manure. 

Statement of Joun P. Hatumr, of Lima, Allen county, Ohio. 

The average yield of Indian corn to the acre, in this section, is about 
40 bushels ; though, with proper cultivation, from 100 to 125 bushels 

e 12 
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can be raised. The past season, a farmer in this vicinity raised 116 
bushels to the acre at a cost of $5 15. 

The ‘‘Improved King Philip’”’ or ‘‘Brown’’ corn will mature here 
in about ten weeks, while other varieties require nearly four months. 

The price of corn is 35 cents a bushel. 

Statement of W. D. Linvstzy, of Sandusky City, Erie county, Ohio. 

On the 21st of April last, I planted 2 acres with ‘‘ White Gourd- 
seed’’ corn, the hills about 4 feet apart and four kernels toa hill. 
The soil was composed of a mixture of clay and sand, of a reddish 
color, and was well adapted either for wheat or corn. The crop was 
cultivated the usual way, and was harvested on the 1st of October. 
The yield was 148 hushels of ears to the acre. 

On other parts of my farm, I planted, in drills, the same kind of 
corn, with a seed-planter, which drops the kernels on an average of 
8 or 10 inches apart. This mode of planting, I consider an improve- 
ment over the old method, as it is a great saving of labor, while the 
yield is much more than when planted 4 feet apart. A man can 
plant by this method from 10 to 12 acres ina day. In order to be 
successful in the mode of planting, it is necessary to commence the 
cultivation as soon after the corn is up as it can be distinctly seen in 
the rows. 

Last season was unusually cold and wet in this section, and corn 
was very slow in its vegetation, as well as in its growth and maturity. 
I continued planting from the 21st of April until the 7th of June. 
That last planted did not ripen before the coming of frost, and when 
it first came up, it was much injured by the ‘‘cut-worm,’’ an insect 
which destroys annually hundreds of acres of corn in this vicinity, 
especially that which is planted in May or June. Seventy-five acres 
of my land, I planted in April, and not one hill of it was destroyed 
by the worm. Of this land, 10 acres were oat stubble; 12 of new 
land; and 3 acres of old meadow, which had been broken up the 
previous fall. The sward-land, ploughed in the fall and spring, and 
not planted before May or June, was ea, 4 infested with the 
cut-worm, and acres of corn-plants were destroyed in a single night. 
I am of the opinion that the only way of avoiding its attacks, is to 
plant as early in April as practicable, in order that the corn may be- 
come large and tough before it makes its appearance. It generally 
attacks the corn about forty-eight hours after the corn is up, and sel- 
dom, if ever, meddles with the plant after four leaves are formed, as it 
is then unsuited to its taste. 

Statement of J. Woopsiwxs, of Marion county, Oregon. 

Indian corn, in this county, from becoming acclimatised, or from 
some other cause, grows much better than it did formerly, and is receiy- 
ing the increased attention of our farmers. I have not much doubt 
that we shall be able soon to cultivate it with success and advantage. 

yr 
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Statement of Joun F. Bunnert, of Pittsburg, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

About two years ago, I obtained from the Patent Office two ears of 
“New Mexican White-flint’’ corn, which I planted in the spring of 
1854, and received a fair yield, notwithstanding the unfavorableness 
of the season by drought. Last spring, I planted 4 acres from the 
seed produced the year before, which has also yielded a fair crop. 

Statement of James McK. Snoverass, of Mifflin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Corn, next to wheat, is our most valuable crop. The best mode of 
raising it is to plough and subsoil a pasture or meadow lot, in winter 
or early spring, to the depth of 12 or 15 inches; then harrow 
thoroughly, and mark out in rows 34 feet apart, each way, dropping 
four or five grains in a hill; then use the cultivator, or double-shovel 
plough, freely, so as to keep down the grass and weeds, and cause the 
soil to be loose around the hills. It should be thinned out so as to have 
not more than three stalks to each hill. The greatest yield to the 
acre is 115 bushels; the average yield but 45 bushels of shelled corn. 

The price is 55 cents per bushel. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

The average yield of corn, in this section, the last season, was about 
30 bushels to the acre. By giving the ground 20 cords of manure, 
the yield would have been double. 

The cost of cultivating an acre of corn here is about $9. 

Statement of Ricuarp Lecunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Next in importance to wheat, in this section, is the cultivation of 
Indian corn. There are many varieties planted, which are designated 
by local names. The ‘‘Yellow,’’ however, is much preferred, gene- 
rally containing a red cob, with from fourteen to twenty rows. The 
yield the past season was rather above an average, being upwards of 
60 bushels to the acre, though not unfrequently twice that amount 
has been raised. 

The following is an account of the manner of cultivating this sta- 
ple: First, a Timothy or clover sward, which has been mown for 
several successive years, is selected. This is well ploughed in the fall 
of the year, to a depth of 6 or 8 inches. Fall-ploughing is preferred, 
as it gives ample time for the decomposition of all vegetable ingredi- 
ents contained in the soil, which are turned under by the plough. In 
the spring of the year, about the end of March, the surface of the 
ground is well stirred with the harrow and cultivator, in order to pre- 
vent an early growth of weeds. Harly in April, the land is marked 
off into furrows about 34 feet apart, and the corn dropped in, either 
singly, leaving an intervening space of about 15 inches, or in hills, 
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34 feet apart, and four kernels to a hill. As soon as the corn has 
grown to the height of 4 inches, plaster is applied; the ground is 
then stirred with the cultivator, and afterwards with the shovel- 
plough; subsequently, it is suckered. 

The following is the estimated cost of cultivating an acre of corn: - 
Interest on land, : , : $6 00 
Ploughing, : : : ‘ ° 2 00 
Dressing with harrow and cultivator, . ‘ 1 00 
Marking out and planting, s : . ._ Lae 
Seed and plaster, 3 3 ; : 1 30 
Passing through with cultivator, : : 1 123 
Passing through with shovel-plough, a 1 624 
Cutting up, shocking, and husking, . at i 3 00 
Shelling and conveying to market, : : 5 00 
Tax, ‘ : ‘ ; ° 35 

Total cost, ‘ : : 22 50 

The yield upon an average may be estimated at 50 bushels to an 
acre, which will give a cost of 45 cents a bushel. The average mar- 
ket price here is about 80 cents a bushel, which will give a net profit 
of 35 cents to a bushel. 

Statement of Guorez M. Wasson, of Cedar Springs, Clinton county, 
, Pennsylvania. 

T select a clover sod of at least one year’s standing, and early in 
March sow a bushel of fine-ground plaster to each acre ; I then plough 
about 8 inches deep as early as possible. About the end of April, 

I harrow well, and mark out the ground 34 feet apart each way, 
from 1 to 2 inches deep. I plant, the first week in May, three or 
grains to a hill, with about a table-spoonful of plaster to each. As 
soon as the corn is 2 or 3 inches high, I pass between the rows 
with a one-horse cultivator, and, a few days later, again crosswise 
with the same implement, making use of about a table-spoonful of 
plaster to each hill. My reason for sowing the plaster on the ground 
before planting is to cause a more rapid decomposition of the refuse 
clover trampled down the previous year by the farm stock. 

I plant the ‘‘Red-cob Peg’’ corn, and raise on an average 60 
bushels of shelled corn to the acre. 

Statement of NaTHANIEL GREEN, near Middletown, Newport county, 
Rhode Island. 

Indian corn is one of the most reliable and profitable crops that can 
be raised upon this island, especially since the failure of the potato. 

A wider space is given to the corn, however, and more manure is ap- 

lied to the land than formerly. It was usual in former times to 

plant 34 feet apart each way, leaving four stalks in the hill to stand; 

but since the introduction of the corn-planter, it is dropped 3 feet 

apart between the rows, and from 2 to 24 feet asunder along the rows, 
particularly by those who use the cultivator. 
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Barnyard and hog manure are in general use, and are sometimes 
mixed with menhaden fish. The farms in the vicinity of the sea are 
partially manured with sea-weed, rock-weed, and beach sand. Four 
or five cords of manure are usually spread broadcast, and ploughed 
under, to the acre, on sward land, when intended for corn, as it is ob- 
tained from September to the time of ploughing, which is generally 
done the latter part of April; though some farmers continue the old- 
fashioned mode of manuring lightly in the hill, or ploughing a por- , 
tion of it under when sown broadcast. 

The average yield of corn to the acre is about 45 bushels, although 
the produce is sometimes as high as 100 bushels to the acre. The 
cost of raising is not less than 50 cents a bushel. 

The price of corn delivered at the mills, is from $1 to $1 25 a bushel. 

Statement of Rozert W. Baytor, of Wood End, near Charlestown, 
Jefferson county, Virginia. 

. Indian corn is the most profitable crop we cultivate. The maxi- 
mum yield is 100 bushels to the acre; the average crop, 40 bushels to 
the acre. Twenty-five bushels, at 50 cents a bushel, will pay the ex- 
pense of cultivation. 

The cost of transportation to Baltimore, 100 miles, by railroad, is 
14 cents a bushel; to Georgetown, in the District of Columbia, 80 
miles, by canal, 6} cents a bushel. 

Statement of James HE. Kunpau, of Poplar Grove, Kanawha county, 
Virginia. 

Corn is cultivated here more than any other crop. The average 
yield is about 40 bushels to the acre. The cost of raising, 20 cents a 
bushel. 

The market price is usually 50 cents a bushel. 

WHEAT. 

THE PRODUCTION OF NEW VARIETIES BY CROSS-FE- 
CUNDATION. 

The terms ‘‘mule,’”’ ‘‘hybrid,’’ ‘‘half-breed’’ and ‘‘cross-breed”’ 
are vaguely and indiscriminately used by many writers; but it is es- 
sential to accuracy that more precise distinctions should be observed. 
The offspring of two animals of different species is a mule, and is sel- 
dom endowe«l with the procreative power, and still more rarely with 
a long-conti: ed succession. The product of two plants of different 
species is a vid, and although it is in general more prosperous than 
the mule of animals, it is still destined to yield at length to the be- 
neficent law of Nature, which ordains that neither among animals 
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nor vegetables shall the distinctions of species be obliterated. The 
permanent divisions among plants of the same species, often called 
“‘varieties,’’ are properly proles, or races. The product of two indi- 
viduals of the same species, but of different races, is a variety, as is 
every modification of this, effected by cross-fecundation with any other 
variety, or with any of the races of its species. 

Great advantages have been found to proceed from the practice of 
cross-fecundation, in the extraordinary improvement effected in the 
flowers, esculent vegetables, and fruits of almost every country. 
That the Cereals have only to a limited extent shared these advan- 
tages is a subject of just surprise to the curious inquirer; but, until very 
recently, it was doubted that much, if anything, could be accom- 
plished in regard tothem. Professor Gertner, of Stuttgart, who has 
been said to have almost exhausted the subject in certain points of 
view, has declared the Cereals to be ‘‘ among the plants least favora- 
ble to cross-fecundation.’? In 1851, however, prize medals were 
awarded at the Industrial Exhibition, in London, to Mr. B. Maund, 
and to Mr. H. Raynbird, of the United Kingdom, for their respective 
collections of ‘‘hybrid Cerealia.’’ In their award, the jurors speak 
of the process, not as impracticable, but merely as being difficult, 
in consequence of the care requisite in removing the unexpanded 
anthers from one plant, and applying the pollen of another, and sub- 
sequently guarding them from the attacks of birds, insects, and other 
disturbing influences. 

Mr. Maund experimented with ‘‘Cone’’ wheat, which contains 
much gluten, in the hope that by crossing it with a race containing 
more starch, he might obtain a whiter quality of equal value; but it: 
is not stated that he was wholly successful. Mr. Raynbird com- 
menced his experiments in 1846, with the ‘‘Hopetoun,’’ a white 
wheat, of long ear and straw, and fine grain, and ‘‘ Piper’s Thickset,’’ 
a coarse red wheat, with thick, clustered ears, a stiff straw, and very 
prolific, but lable tomildew. Mr. Maund enumerates eight instances 
in which successful cross-fecundation had taken place, as follows:— 

1. Male.—Old Lammas. 
Female.—Donna Maria. 

2. Male.—Pearl White. >! Ditto. 

A much larger ear than either. 

Female.—Oxford Red. 

3. Male.—Clustered Red. 
Female.—Satin White. 

4. Male.—Old Lammas. 
Female.—King’s White. 

5. Male.—Boston Red, 
Female.—Donna Maria. 

6. Male.—White Cone (hairy.) A long, beardless ear, 
* Female.—Northumberland Red (smooth) rather downy. 

7. Male.—Dark Cone. ) A small, deformed ear, white, tinged with 
Female.—Pearl? black. 

8. A parcel of anomalous forms, all instances of deterioration, 

A coarse, rough, short-eared sort. | 

A very large long ear. 

Large ear, and very strong straw 
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Mr. Maund found, asa general rule, in the cross-fecundation of 
wheat, that a strong male and a weak female produced a better result 
than a weak male and a strong female. The specimens of deteriora- 
tion, under No. 8, are all of this character. 

The entire feasibleness of the production of new varieties of wheat 
by cross-fecundation, and its great desirableness, being thus estab- 
lished, it is not doubted that many intelligent agriculturists of the 
United States will be willing to institute further experiments for the 
purpose of developing improved varieties, or such as shall be found 
peculiarly adapted to the soil, climate, or demands of particular sec- 
tions of the country; and, for their guidance, a few practical sugges- 
tions will here be given. 
New varieties thus produced resemble both parents, but seldom in 

an equal degree. In successful experiments, they are usually of ear- 
ler development than either parent, more prolific, and better adapted 
to withstand cold and drought. A late plant of an early, and an 
early plant of a late race, may be made to produce early, late and in- 
termediate varieties. Sometimes, when the first cross is not good, a 
mixture between it and one of the parent races, or even a second or 
third cross of this nature, may result in the desired quality. Two 
races, Which do not cross freely, may also find a medium of union in 
athird. Again, a race that will not readily receive, will often freely 
impart impregnation. 

In every perfect head of wheat, there are, during the blooming 
season, both male and female organs of reproduction, three stamens 
and one pistil. The stamens, or male organs, shoot out beyond the 

The letter a, denotes a longitudinal section of the stalk, including a joint; b, a detached leaf, one-third 
the natural size; c,a head of wheat in flower, somewhat reduced; d, the entire organs of reproduction 
enlarged; e, a side view of the berry, or grain, showing the embryo, or germ; f, a partial vertical and 
transverse section, exhibiting all the parts of a grain, with the embryo, magnified. 
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chaff, or calyx, each having an anther suspended by a fine thread, as 
indicated in the preceding engraving. 

The three males are designed to impregnate the stigma of the one 
female, or pistil, which is situated in the centre of the anthers. From 
these anthers, a powder, or pollen, is emitted, which adheres to, or is 
absorbed by, the stigma, and is conveyed by it down to the berry, or 
seed, at its base, and thus effects the work of fecundation. So de- 
cided is the preference of the pistil for the pollen of its own stamens, 
that it is often impossible to impregnate it with that of any other 
head, while a particle of this is near. Impregnation takes place best 
when the weather is dry and warm, as a peculiar warmth and a cer- 
tain electric state of the atmosphere prepare the parts for this process, 
which always occurs on a dry day. The opinion, indeed, has been 
expressed that the pollen of the male conveys hydrogen to the ovules 
of the female, that oxygen is received from the atmosphere, and car- 
bon, in the form of carbonic acid gas, from the roots, and that when 
the pollen is destroyed by the rain, or from any other cause, the car- 
bon alone is found in the ear, and that this is the well known ‘‘smut’’ 
in wheat. That pollen of the stamen is essential to impregnation is 
at least certain; and it is almost as certain, from what has been sta- 
ted, that the total destruction of the reproductive power of a particu- 
lar race of wheat must be effected before the influence of another can 
be felt. Two races being placed together, therefore, a cross can only 
be certainly effected by clipping the anthers from all the stamens of 
one variety, and leaving the work of impregnation to be effected by 
those of the other exclusively. This may be securely done by any 
person capable of distinguishing between the two races; but, perhaps, 
the safer guide to this distinction consists in sowing the two in sepa- 
rate drills very near each other, say 9 or 10 inches apart; and, to 
render the work still more sure, there should be no other growing 
wheat within at least a quarter of a mile of that experimented upon, 
the affinity between the pollen and the ovules being of almost incre- 
dible force. A series of experiments can only be made, therefore, by 
the couperation of several experimenters, or of a few occupying farms 
of considerable magnitude ; yet they ought to be conducted according 
to a plan of perfect unity of design. 

If it should be proposed to make a trial with ten races of wheat, 
for instance, a series of ninety experiments, in as many isolated situa- 
tions, would be required, as it is necessary to match the male with 
the female of each race. Let us suppose the following to be the races 
selected :— 

No. 1. White Tuscan wheat. 
. Tuscan straw-hat wheat. 
. Large white soft Tuscan wheat. 
Red Tuscan wheat. 

. Italian Brenta wheat. 

. Turkish flint-wheat. 

. White Turkish wheat. 
. American Soule wheat. 
. Algerian flint-wheat. 
. White Polish wheat. 

CO TD OT OD 

ra oa 6 
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: be combinations in pairs would be as indicated in the following 
able :— 

Male.Fm’le; M. Fy M. Fy M.-F} >M.poFH Me. FF). M. FF.) ove, M. FI 

No, 1 and 2 |No. 2 and 3,\No. 3 and 4\No. 4 and 5|No. 5 and 6|No.6 and 7|No.7 and 8/No. 8 and 9/No. 9 and 10 
2and1 3 and 2 4aind3 5 and 4 6 and 5 7 and 6 8 and7 9and 8 10 and 9 

land 3 2 and 4 3and 5 4and 6 5 and 7 6and8 7and9} 8and10 
3 and 1 4 and 2) 5 and 3 6 and 4 7and 5 8 and 6 9and7} 10 and8 

land 4 2 and 5) 3 and 6 4and7 5 and 8 6and 9} 7and 10 
4 and 1 5andQ2)> 6and3 7 and 4 8 and 5 9 and 6 10 and 7 

land 5 2 and 6 3 and 7 4and8 5and 9) 6and10 
5 and 1 6 and 2 7 and 3 8 and 4 Yand5| 10 and6 

1 and 6 2and 7 3 and 8 4and9| 5and10 
6 and 1 7 and 2 8 and 3 9 and 4 10 and 5 

land 7 2and 8 3 and 9 4 and 10 
Zand 1 8 and 2 9and 3} 10and4 

land 8 2and9| 3and 10 
8 and 1 9and2) l10and3 

» land 9 2 and 10 
9 and 1 10 and 2 

land 10 
10 and 1 

Having selected perfect seeds of two races, and fixed upon a locality 
suitable for the purpose of an experiment, at least six drills should 
be made, about 10 inches apart, and the seeds of each race deposited 
in the earth, particular care being observed to remember in which of 
the drills each race is sown. A wooden label may be fixed at the 
ends of each drill, and, lest these should be defaced or removed, a 
drawn plan of the group should be preserved. renee 

The following diagrams may serve to aid the experimenter in his 
‘first efforts, the purpose being to impregnate the female of No. 2, 
with the pollen of the male of No. 1, and vice versd, M denoting male, 
and FE female :— 

No. 1. *m*m*u*u*m*M No. 2. *m*mM*mM*mM*m*mM 
2. *7 *p*yp*p *p tp 1, *P* p*p*p*p*p 
1. m*mM*mM*M*M*M 2. *u*u*u*m*u*M 
2, FF R*E* EF RTE 1. *R* 7 *P*E*E*p 
1. M*M*mM*mM*M*M 2. *M*M*M*M* 6M 
2) -F* p*p* p*E*E 1, *F* P*r*e* EP *p 

Experiments with No. 1 and 2 in alternate drills, 9 inches apart. 

Experiments with No. 1and2 in quincuneem, 9 inches apart. 
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Watchful care should then be taken to protect the patches or drills 
from disturbance by vermin or fowls, while still in the ground, and 
afterwards from insects and birds. The use of gauze nets would be 
by no means superfluous, fromethe moment that the heads begin to 
form. As soon as the anthers show their first rudiments, in a race 
upon which the cross is to be made, they should be carefully removed, 
or clipped with a pair of sharp scissors, leaving the female organs 
undisturbed. Thus both races would be impregnated with the pollen 
of one. When matured, the utmost care should be taken to gather 
the seeds of the crossed race by itself. 

It will also be curious to observe the difference between the pro- 
ducts of the two experiments with the same races of wheat, for in- 
stance, of the male of No. 1 with the female of No. 2, and the male 
of No. 2 with the female of No. 1; for, from the superior influence 
of the one sex over the other, upon the characteristics of the joint 
product, if of uniform result, may be inferred something of proof upon 
a point still involved in controversy, though we now have the light 
thrown upon the subject by Mr. Maund. 

Our country possesses great advantages for the prosecution of ex- 
periments of this kind; first, in the very large farm which a single 
individual often owns and cultivates ; secondly, in the intervention 
of forests, or considerable distances, between the different wheat-fields ; 
and thirdly, in the facility with which experiments may be con- 
ducted, according to any prescribed mode, by the members of State, 
County or other Agricultural Societies. 

Such experiments would not involve the expenditure of any con- 
siderable amount of time, labor, nor money, while the benefits to the | 
country would be great, and the advantages and honor of achieving 
success would be gratifying in the extreme. D. 5B. 

ON THE SELECTION, CHANGE, PREPARATION, AND SOW- 
ING OF WHEAT-SEED. 

In the cultivation of wheat, the first object is to obtain clean, dry 
seed, of large or small, flinty or soft, white or dark grain, according 
to the soil and climate in which it is intended to grow, newly threshed, 
if possible, even if one or more years old, and steep it in some liquid 
that has the power of destroying the spores of parasitical fungi, 
which, although invisible to the naked eye, may still be present in 
sufficient quantities to produce ‘‘black-ball,’’ or ‘‘smut,’’ in the suc- 
ceeding crop. 

In respect to the age of the seed, Theophrastus says, and after him 
Pliny, it is best when a year old; if kept two years, it is not so good ; 
if three years old, it is still worse, and if older than that, it will not 
grow. ‘This opinion appears to have’ prevailed from the days of the 
Romans in Spain and Italy down to the present time, and the same 
practice is sedulously adhered to by the farmers in those countries, as 
well as in Spanish America, whenever attention is paid to this species 
of culture, who aver that old wheat-seed is not 80 liable to mildew or 
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blight as new; whereas, on the other hand, it has been conjectured 
that their success may be owing to early sowing, inasmuch as new 
wheat cannot conveniently be obtained in season, and consequently 
has to be sown late. 

‘‘Hor seed,’’ continues Pliny, ‘‘ you should choose the fullest ears, 
having the fullest berry, and set them apart in the barn, and by no 
means admit those ears that are not well filled throughout, as in 
such grains there is danger of producing like ears.’’ But let it be re- 
membered that this rule was intended to apply to the Roman Empire, 
where wheat was almost invariably sown in the fall, and where the 
soil was naturally fertile, or otherwise made rich. On the contrary, 
many of the farmers of Europe choose the smallest and leanest grains 
for their poor land, acting on the premises that a large plump berry 
contains a sufficient amount of elementary matter to send forth more 
‘‘tillers’’ than an indifferent or meagre soil can maintain, which, in 
the end, must starve or die. It is better, they say, in this case, that 
small seeds should be sown, in order that they may bring fewer tillers, 
which can be well fed and sustained. Whatever mode, however, may 
be adopted, whether by liming, brining, or otherwise soaking or pre- 
paring the seed, it is of much consequence, and the first point to be 
gained is to get good roots to the plants; for, although the ground may 
be poor, the larger and fairer the grains strike their roots, the greater 
the depth or compass they will draw their nourishment. 

There is also believed to be great benefits derived from changing 
seed, not only from one climate to another, but to a different soil. 
For instance, it is a noted fact that the further north wheat can be 
made to grow, the shorter is the period of time in which it comes to 
maturity. It has also been observed, when wheat is grown in the 
extreme north, if used as seed in a southern country, it gives its first 
product more speedily, ripening in a much shorter time, although, in 
sowing the seed of that product the second year, it loses this quality. 
Advantage has been taken of this circumstance in Sweden, in annu- 
ally bringing their wheat-seed from Torneo, at the north of the Gulf 
of Bothnia, almost within the arctic circle, and sowing it in lands so 
much exposed to the cold that ordinary wheat, from the shortness of 
the season, scarcely has time to ripen. By these means, the lands in 
that country, which were formerly so utterly barren, are now ren- 
dered fruitful. Again, the wheat brought from near the shores of 
the Mediterranean, to many parts of the United States, not only suc- 
ceeds well, but possesses the property the first year of ripening some 
days earlier than the ordinary sorts, and thereby often escapes injury 
from the ravages of insects or the rust, besides the advantage to be 
gained from an early market. But whether this change is produced 
wholly from the difference of climate, or from a deviation in the char- 
acter of the soil, is at present unknown. From numerous experiments 
made in England, within the last hundred years, it would appear that 
‘‘plants, like animals, affect to be nourished by a variety of food,’’ 
which would tend to show that it is not so much the change of cli- 
mate that occasions these alterations, as in the change of soil. A 
case is recorded of a farm in England, on which one field had a clay 
bottom, another a loam, a third a gravel, and the fourth a chalk. 
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These gave the occupant the opportunity of changing the seed of his 
wheat every year, who confined himself only to two sorts, the ‘‘ Red 
Lammas’’ and the ‘‘Pirks.’’ When he sowed his Lammas on the 
clayey soil one year, the next he sowed the seed of the product of the 
same seed on gravel or chalk, which, though not truly the proper 
soils for this variety of wheat, yet it proved no impediment to its 
growth, as he seldom failed to obtain a good crop. In a similar 
manner, he used the Pirk wheat, a variety which grew well in any 
of the four soils. 

In reference to the change of wheat from one climate to another, 
there are numerous facts on record in connection with which there 
appear to have been some phenomena, that were as inexplainable 
as they were opposite in their effects. As instances, it may be stated 
that one of the companions of Columbus, 362 years ago, made the first 
attempt to cultivate wheat in America, whose experiment was at- 
tended with the most satisfactory result. The seed was introduced 
directly from the west of Spain, without any intermediate acclimati- 
sation, to the settlement of Isabella, on the north side of St. Domin- 
go, in latitude about 19° 58' N. ‘‘On the 30th of March, 1494,’ 
says the historian, ‘‘a husbandman brought to Columbus ears of 
wheat which had been sown in the latter part of January.’’ Wheat 
has also been brought from England, and sown in various parts of 
the West Indies, both with and without success, particularly in the 
Bahamas, Antigua, and Barbadoes; but, as failure to an equal extent 
was the result of experiments with wheat, the growth of warmer cli- 
mates, as Sicily, Poonah, &c., and as the temperature of the cycle of | 
wheat varies little from the mean temperature of the cooler months 
in the West Indies, I should be inclined to look for some other cause 
of failure than the mere abruptuess of introduction. It may be asked, 
why the experiment of 1494, made with the wheat introduced direct- 
ly from Spain, should have succeeded so fully, while even ‘‘Talave- 
ra’’ wheat, the produce of the same part of Spain, and ‘‘Poonah’”? 
wheat, the produce of the elevated, but hot district in India, adjoin- 
ing Bombay, should have wholly or partially failed in 1840? The 
Victoria’ wheat, produced from Caracas seed, sown in England, 
retained its native properties unaltered by the change of climate, and 
succeeded in the West Indies, as well as that introduced directly from 
the region adjacent to La Victoria and San Mateo. Again, Hum- 
boldt, in the fourth volume of his ‘‘ Personal Narrative,’’ says 
that ‘‘the finest harvests of Egypt and the kingdom of Algiers, and 
those of the valleys of Aragua and the interior of the island of Cuba, 
sufficiently prove that the augmentation of heat is not prejudicial 
to the harvest of wheat, unless it is attended with an excess of mois- 
ture or drought. ‘To this circumstance, no doubt, we must attribute 
the apparent anomalies experienced in wheat-culture in the torrid 
zone. We are astonished, says the same author, to see to the east of 
Havana, in the famous district of Quatro Villas (the wheat region) 
this limit descends almost to the level of the ocean; while, to the 
west of Havana, on the slope of the mountains of Mexico and Xa- 
lapa, at a height of 4,312 feet above the level of the sea, the luxuri- 
ance of vegetation is such that wheat does not form ears.”’ 
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It may here be remarked, that experiments like the preceding 
are valuable as far as they go, but they should be received with cau- 
tion, as many other circumstances should be taken into considera- 
tion before they can be adopted as conclusive. If, in addition to the 
particulars referred to above, chemical analyses of the soils,.on which 
the wheat was cultivated, as well as of the manures employed, had 
been given; if the nature and yield of previous crops had been stated ; 
and, if the mean temperature and extremes of heat and cold in each 
month of the year had been recorded, together with the amount of 
rain and snow, sunshine and shade, force of the wind, and the occur- 
rence of early and late frosts, we would then have had elements by 
which to judge of the accuracy of these results. 

Wheat, in this country, as well as in some parts of Europe, is sub- 
ject to the ‘‘black-ball,”’ or ‘‘smut.’’ It is no guarantee against this 
intruder to employ seed which may have been entirely free from it 
during its growth. For the spores of the fungus which produces it, 
for aught we know, may be lurking about in the barns or stacks, or 
even in the air itself, and thus be brought into contact with the seed 
employed. When the wheat is in the green ear, the smutty ones may 
be discovered as they stand, but they are more readily observed, when 
nearer maturity, by rubbing the diseased heads, when a black powder. 
will fly out, emitting a disagreeable smell. This disease in wheat 
sometimes happens only on one side of the ear, while the other parts 
appear to remain perfectly sound. A case is on record in which the 
west sides of the ears of a whole field were affected with smut, while 
their opposite sides were free throughout. ‘‘Smutty grains,’’ says 

“Tull, ‘“‘will not grow, for they turn toa black powder; but, when 
some of these are in a crop, then, to be sure, many of the rest are in- 
fected, and the disease will show itself, if the year wherein it is planted 
prove a wet one.”’ 

The following are a few of the most reliable modes that are em- 
ployed in Europe in getting rid of this troublesome pest: Metzger, 
of Germany, after a trial of 22 years, found only one single injured 
ear in all his crops, by mixing the seed with soap-suds and slacked- 
lime. The wheat was prepared three days before it was sown, or until 
it began to germinate. He says: ‘‘If sown earlier after mixing with 
the lime, it will be hable to smut.’’ 

Morton, in his ‘‘Cyclopedia of Agriculture,”’ a recent English pub- 
lication, considered as the highest authority, says: ‘‘The old agricul- 
tural pharmacopeeia gave chamber-lye and caustic lime as the grand 
recipe for the destruction of the black-ball, and sometimes washing 
with salt and water was recommended. Both plans might mitigate 
the evil, but neither of them ever prevented it. Fortunately, sul- 
phate of copper (blue-stone, or blue vitriol) was thought of, and there 
can be but one opinion as to the perfect efficacy, when properly ap- 
plied.’’ The quantity generally used in pickling new wheat is 14 
pounds of blue-stone, dissolved in 2 gallons of hot water, which is suf- 
ficient to prepare 8 bushels, the liquid being allowed to cool be- 
fore sprinkling it on the wheat. There is little risk of injuring the 
seed by an overdose, as half a pound of blue-stone has been applied to 
a bushel without injury to the seed. Old wheat can also be pickled 
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with perfect safety with blue-stone—a thing that never can be done 
without great danger, when chamber-lye, or salt and water and lime, 
are employed. The quantity of blue-stone for old dry wheat never 
need exceed 13 pounds to each 8 bushels, but 24 or 3 gallons of 
water are necessary for saturating the seed. 

The mode of pickling wheat with blue-stone is exceedingly sim- 
ple, and this of itself is a great recommendation in its favor, even 
although it were not more efficacious than the older methods of pick- 
ling; but, when simplicity and efficacy are united, there is no exeuse 
for any farmer who may still obstinately stick to imperfect and obso- 
lete practices. All that is necessary, in pickling with blue-stone, is 
to dissolve it in hot water in the proportions before stated ; then spread 
out the wheat about 6 inches thick, on a stone floor, sprinkle the pickle 
equally over it, and mix thoroughly with shovels until the wheat 
has acquired a uniform degree of dampness. It will be ready for 
sowing in the course of two or three hours, but it is better to have 
the pickling done a day before sowing. Many farmers pickle the 
whole of their seed wheat at once, and let it lie for years before sow- 
ing, not only without injury, but with evident advantage ; the blue- 
stone thus appearing to possess the power of defending the germ 
against atmospheric influences, while, at the same time, rats and 
mice will not touch wheat so pickled, unless greatly pinched for food. 

According to Cato, cold wet land should be sown early with fall or 
winter wheat, and warmer or drier ground reserved to be sown late, 
which is confirmed by Palladius, who says, in his calendar for Sep- 
tember: ‘‘In this month, in wet, barren and cold ground, and in 
places shaded from the sun, wheat should be sown in clear, serene | 
weather, about the time of the equinox, in order that the roots may 
have time to grow strong before winter sets in.’’ And Columella 
cites as an old saying, proverbial among the Roman farmers: ‘‘ Karly 
sowings often deceive—late, never,’’ which leads us to infer that, 
such places as are naturally cold should be sown first, and those 
which are warm and dry, last. These expressions, let it be remem- 
bered, are purely Southern, and apply to the warmer parts of Italy 
and Spain, but would not answer for the Middle and Northern por- 
tions of the United States. 

In Italy, they sow their wheat on heavy and strong lands in Sep- 
tember and October, which, as well as November and December, are 
drier than January and February; therefore, such lands may be ex- 
ected to work better, as the casting of the seed into a warm, dry 
bl, especially if the ground be cold, is of great consequence, what- 
ever weather may afterwards occur. Nor are the Italians less judi- 
ous in sowing their drier lands in January and February, when they 
are naturally watered by warm and copious rains. 

In the middle and colder parts of the United States, where the land 
is cold, stiff and strong, wheat is found to do best when sown late in 
August or early in September, whichvenables the roots to get a good 
start and better resist the winter’s cold; but if the ground be warm, 
dry and rich, the time of sowing may be prolonged fully a month. 
Summer or spring wheats may be cultivated only in those districts 

where the winter varieties will not bear exposure to hard frost and 
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long-remaining snow; or where it will not thrive on account of too 
little summer’s warmth. In those regions in which winter wheat 
will thrive, the summer varieties only prosper where there is frequent 
and sufficient rain; in dry and hot climates and seasons, they will not 
succeed. They require the same kinds of soil as winter wheat, but 
more manure, or, at least, a larger quantity of humus, or vegetable 
mould. They must be sown as early as practicable in the spring, in 
order that they may have time to tiller before the heat of summer ; 
they must also be sown thicker than winter wheat, as the produce is 
universally less, and they are more liable to smut and rust. 

As to the quantity of wheat which may be sown to the acre, it 
should vary according to the quality of the ground, the nature of the 
climate, the period of sowing, the variety cultivated, and the mode of 
committing the seed to the earth. Therefore, the proportion of seed 
that is necessary must depend upon the above-named circumstances 
and local experience. As a general rule, when sown broadcast on 
good land, in the fall, the quantity will not vary far from 2 bushels to the 
acre ; but when the sowing takes place very early in the spring, the 
quantity may even be increased to 3 bushels. Where the ‘‘drill’’ or 
‘‘dibble’’ system of culture is practised, considerably less seed may 
suffice. Deal.oe 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

ae 

Statement of J. J. Pratt, of Centre, Cherokee county, Alabama. 

Wheat, in this region, is second only in importance to Indian corn, 
without additional manure, with the exception of a little cotton-seed 
which is sometimes thrown on the ‘“‘galled’’ spots in the field. It 
is usually sown broadcast at the rate of about a bushel to the acre, 
from the Ist of October to December, and covered with a shovel- 
lough. 
Our main harvest is from the Ist to the 15th of June. We use the 

old-fashioned scythe-cradle. After it is cut, it is shocked in dozens, 
in the field, where it generally stands till the corn harvest is over, 
about the middle of July, when it is threshed by horse-power. The 
average yield, this year, is from 15 to 20 bushels to the acre; but, in 
some instances, it has been as high as 40 or 50 bushels. 

Our nearest market is Rome, in Georgia. The cost of transporta- 
tion, by steamboat, up the Coosa, is 5 cents a bushel; by wagons, 
from 20 to 30 cents. Price at Rome, from 90 cents to $1 25 a bushel, 
of 60 pounds. 
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Statement of J. D. Moruxy, of Lagrange, Stanislaus county, California. 

Wheat is extensively cultivated in this county with fair profit. The 
most common mode of culture is, to plough in December, January, 
and February, and sow on the top of the ground, and harrow in 
forthwith ; but this enables the birds, which are very numerous, to 
get much of the seed. Many of the farmers sow too little seed, and 
that not of the best variety. But we have no rain after the first of 
May until the last of November or the first of December ; or, at least, 
not enough to benefit the crop. Much of the grain is affected by the 
smut. I plough in March and April, and let the ground lie fallow 
until November, and then sow from 14 to 2 bushels to the acre, when 
I plough it in or use the cultivator. After this, I go over the ground 
with a heavy roller, which is of great advantage ; when the grain is 
ankle high, if it has not jointed. 

The best variety is the ‘‘White Chili.’’ The time of harvest is 
the last of May or first of June, and the average quantity per acre is 
25 bushels. One acre of wheat, sown in fallow ground, is equal to 
two, sown in the manner first described. The yield in favorable sea- 
sons varies from 15 to 16 bushels to the acre. 

In the fall of 1853, wheat was worth here from 6 to 8 cents a 
pound ; in that of 1854, from 5 to 6 cents; in the spring of 1855, 
from 3 to 43 cents; and in the fall and winter of the same year, from 
4 to 64 cents a pound. 

Statement of Guorce P. Norris, of Newcastle, Newcastle county, 
Delaware. 

The recent high prices of grain have induced the farmers of this 
county to sow more wheat than usual. Much of the land planted 
with corn last year, is now sown with wheat, which we sow about the 
20th of September, and manure with guano at the rate of 300 pounds 
to the acre. I am of the opinion that when early sown, it does the 

best. The ‘‘Mediterranean’’ is generally used for seed, and certain- 
ly answers well. Our farmers in general use drills. 
“The present price of wheat at the Brandywine Mills, is $2 10 a 
bushel. It has been as low, however, as $1 55 the past year. 

es 

Statement of Wm. W. Woovsrivas, of Paw Paw Grove, Lee county, 
Illinois. 

The varieties of wheat raised in this vicinity are the ‘‘Black Sea’’ 

and the ‘‘Red Canada club.’’ If properly put in, the average yield 

is 25 bushels per acre. Fall or winter wheat is not much raised. 

The price, since the harvest of 1855, has been from $1 to $1 40 per 

bushel. 
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Statement of C. W. Baxssirr, of Metamora, Woodford county, Illinois. 

Fall wheat is so liable to be winter-killed in this vicinity, that but 
little of it is cultivated. Spring wheat is only moderately grown ; 
the ‘‘Italian” and the ‘‘Black Sea’? varieties are the two principal 
kinds sown, and yield about 15 bushels to the acre. All wheat here 
is subject to blight, rust, and smut, though good management much 
lessons the liabilities to the last two evils. 

Wheat has been selling the present season from 75 cents to $1 15 
a bushel. Spring wheat brings about 15 per cent. less than the win- 
ter varieties. 

Statement of ALEXANDER Heron, near Connersville, Fayette county, 
Indiana. 

,» Wheat has been cultivated in this region the past season to more 
advantage than any other crop, proving the most abundant yield ever 
known, ranging from 25 to 30, and, in some instances, as high as 40 
bushels to the acre. For some years past, it has been a very uncer- 
tain crop with us, being lable to be killed by the severe winter frosts, 
er injured by the ‘weevil andrust. The principal varieties cultivated 
are the ‘‘Mediterrancan’’ and the ‘‘Genesee,’’ the former being 
preferred. 

Our best crops of wheat the last season were raised on a clover sod, 
ploughed under the fall preceding, and sown broadcast at the rate 
of 2 bushels to the acre, and then harrowedin. They were harvested 
the first week in July. Estimating the expense of seed, cultivation, 
and harvesting at $8, a yield of 30 bushels to the acre, at $1 50 per 
bushel, the price at our home market, the net profit would be $37 to 
the acre. 

Our wheat is all manufactured into flour near home. The eost of 
transportation to Cincinnati is 25 cents a barrel. 

’ Statement of Wiit1aM J. Payne, near Rushville, Rush county, Indiana, 

The product of wheat, this year, is uncommonly good in this section, 
We generally sow among standing corn, covering it with a shovel- 
plough, without manure. I have heard of but one field that hag 
yielded less than 20 bushels to the acre. An inverted clover sod, or 
stable manure spioad broadcast, produces the greatest yield. 

The present price of wheat is $110 a bushel, against $1 90 last 
year. 

Statement of Bensamrne F. Opetn, of Plum Spring, Delaware county, 
Lowa. 

Next to Indian corn, wheat is our most important crop. Spring: 
wheat is the only variety we raise. The average yield is abows 15 

13 
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bushels to the acre, valued at $1.a bushel. The cost of raising and 
sending to market is about $9 an acre. 

The following is the expense of raising 11 acres in 1855, sown on 
sod-land broken up the preceding year :— 

Dragging once with two yoke of oxen, s $3 00 
Seed, 16 bushels, i Hs : 16 00 
Sowing, ; . ‘ : 15 
Dragging twice with one yoke of oxen, . 2 50 
Harvesting, é ‘ ; : ; 17 50 
Hauling and stacking, . ‘ ; ° 6 00 
Threshing, : tal E 3 ° 12 00 
Rent of land at $2 an acre, % 22 00 

Total, ° e e 79: 75 

Yield 824 bushels at $1, < : . 82 50 

Profit on 11 acres, . , 275 

Only about 7 acres were harvested, the remainder being ‘‘hazel- 
brush’’ land, which was choked down by weeds. It is a notable 
fact, that this class of land, last year, did not yield with us more 
than half a crop. 

Statement of O. H. Kuuty, of Northwood, Benton county, Minnesota. 

The ‘‘Saumer”’ spring-wheat, which I procured from the Patent : 
Office last season, succeeded well. It ripened about the Ist of Sep- 
tember. Should it maintain its character for hardiness and yield next 
year, I shall continue to cultivate it. 

Statement of Samurt J. Fiercurr, near Winchester, Clarke county, 
Missourr. 

In the cultivation of wheat, I plough from 8 to 12 inches deep, 
running over once with a large harrow, when the ground is rough ; 
then sow broadcast 2 bushels to the acre; harrow twice, lengthwise, 
and across the furrow, afterwards passing over the field with a two- 
horse roller. My average yield is from 25 to 40 bushels to the acre. 
This year, I raised on a field of 10 acres, of the ‘‘ White Blue-stem,” 
about 400 bushels, while the average crop in this region was only 
from 7 to 12 bushels to an acre. 

In 1853, I obtained from Baltimore 2 bushels of ‘‘ White Blue- 
stem’? wheat, and 2 bushels each of ‘‘ Australian” and ‘‘Gale’s Harly- 
fint.’? From the Blue-stem I harvested 383 bushels of fine wheat, 
while both the others were perfect failures. They were all sown at 
one time, and in the same field. 

The price of wheat last year varied from $1 10 to $1 50 a bushel, 
The best flour is worth $9 50 a barrel, 
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Statement of Dante Paterson, of Fayette, Howard county, Missourt. 

Wheat here is sown in the fall, and yields about 20 bushels to the 
acre. 

Price, $1 25 a bushel; cost of conveyance to market 15 cents a 
bushel. 

Statement of D. R. Struma, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, 
New York. 

Wheat is but little cultivated for market in this section of the State. 
The spring varieties succeed best, and are sown as early as the ground 
will admit, at the rate of 13 to 2 bushels to the acre. It is harvested 
about the Ist of August, and yields from 10 to 30 bushels to the 
acre, or an average of about 15 bushels. 

The price this season has been $2 a bushel, or 75 cents more than 
is usual. 

Statement of Gersnom Wrsorn, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

This county, up to within a few years, was considered one of the 
best wheat-growing regions in the country ; our farmers producing, 
in favorable seasons, from 15 to 35 bushels to the acre; but latterly, 
there has been a great falling off in their crops, so much so that they 
begin seriously to talk of discontinuing its cultivation. The reason 
assigned for this falling off is attributed to winter-killing in unfavor- 
able seasons. Fields that lie bare of snow, and take the dry cold 
winds of winter, have entirely failed, and those which escape are 
generally injured by the wheat-midge and the Hessian fly. 

Our most reliable wheat-lands are either dry, level fields, or such 
as have an inclination to the south or east, or those which are pro- 
tected from the northwestern winds by high ridges, or dense woods. 
We have never much practised raising spring wheat here. A few 

attempts have been made, but they have mostly failed. For the 
most part, we sow the ‘‘Soule’’ wheat, but the ‘‘ Mediterranean’’ has 
of late come much into favor. It seems to do better upon some land 
than the Soule wheat; and, as it is earlier in ripening, it is less lia- 
ble to be injured by the midge. Its flour, however, is vastly inferior 
to that of the Soule. 

Statement of Joun P. Hatter, of Lima, Allen county, Ohio. 

This was a considerable wheat-growing county until the red weevil 
made its appearance. The ‘‘ Mediterranean’’ variety does best, as it is 
not so lable to be destroyed by this insect. Winter wheat should be 
sown here from the Ist to the 20th of September. The yield is about 
15. bushels to the acre, valued at $137 a bushel. 

For several years past, the wheat-crop has been much injured by 
the red weevil. In some cases it has been an almost entire failure. 
The past season, it was but little injured, owing probably to the cool 
weather which occurred about the time they commenced their ravages. 

? 
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Statement of Wiu11AM H. Goupy, of Buteville, Marion county, Oregon 
Territory. 

Wheat is, and perhaps will be, the chief staple in Oregon. The 
finest crops are raised on the fresh prairie sod, broken in May and 
June, and sown in the September following. Those who have old 
farms, plough their land in the spring and the early part of summer, 
and sow in the fall. In either case, from 30 to 50 bushels may be 
raised to the acre. The old French settlers plough their land in 
February and sow their seed. In this way, they raise good wheat year, 
after year, on the same land. The quantity of seed sown is from 1} 
to 14 bushels to the acre. The cost of raising is 60 cents a bushel. 

The kinds raised are the ‘‘ White Winter’’ wheat, the ‘‘ Bald,’’ and 
two varieties of spring wheat, one a white chaff and bald, the other a 
red chaff and bearded. There is also some of the ‘‘ Egyptian’’ wheat 
here, which excels all other varieties. One of my neighbors planted 
three small heads, Jast season, in a bed in his garden, from which he 
raised a gallon of clean wheat. Some of the stalks were 8 feet high. 
Wheat is worth here at present $1 a bushel. 

Statement of Matuzw Hatn, of Alleghany county, Pennsylvania 

Wheat is raised to the best advantage in this section. Our 
mode of cultivating is to spread barnyard manure on sward-land, 
put the field in corn or oats, and then take two succeeding crops of 
wheat. After breaking up a field, we generally take three crops from 
it, and then clover is seeded, allowing it to remain from three to five 
years without breaking up, according to the size of the farm. 

The ‘‘ Mediterranean’’ variety is preferred by a majority of our 
farmers, on account of its early maturity and comparative freedom 
from the ravages of the fly. I consider the ‘‘Club-head”’ and ‘‘ Blue- 
stem’’ better varieties than the Mediterranean. The wheat is of a 
finer quality, and yields about a fourth more to the acre, but is sub- 
ject to the fly or weevil. The Blue-stem is a small white wheat, and _ 
is superior in quality to any other variety grown in this region. The — 
Club-head is a red, smooth wheat. These varieties are of stronger 
growth, and are not so apt to lodge, as beardy or Mediterranean wheat. 

The maximum yield is between 45 and 50 bushels to the acre, but 
the average is about 18 bushels. 

Statement of James McK. Syoperass, of Miglin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Wheat is raised to a considerable extent in this county, much land 
being well adapted to its culture. There are different varieties in use 
here, such as the ‘‘ Mediterranean,” ‘“Blue-stem,’’ ‘‘Golden-straw,’’ 
and others known by local names. The Blue-stem and Mediterranean 
are most esteemed, on account of their ripening early, and being less 
subject to rust. 
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The best mode of raising wheat is to break up clover sod, from 
8 to 10 inches deep, about the Ist of September; harrow it until it 
becomes well pulverised, and then drill in the seed from the 15th to 
the 25th of the same month. If White wheat is sown, 5 pecks of 
seed are employed to the acre; and if Mediterranean, 6 pecks. By 
drilling, we get from 4 to 5 bushels more per acre than by sowing 
broadcast. The greatest yield is 45 bushels to the acre; the average 
yield 20 bushels. The usual mode of harvesting is with the cradle. 
The reaping machine is not yet in general use, but, when employed 
on level or slightly rolling land, it appears to give satisfaction. 

Statement of C. Snivuty, of Penn Township, Alleghany county, Penn- 
sylvania. 

The average yield of wheat in this county is 14 bushels to the acre. 
When it is less than 8 bushels to the acre, it will not pay. 

The varieties chiefly grown are the ‘‘ White Blue-stem’’ and the 
‘‘Mediterranean.’’ They both mature early, and are therefore more 
apt to escape rust, and the midge, which, for several years past, has 
somewhat injured the crops in this county. Our method of cultiva- 
tion is to break up in August or September a clover or Timothy sod, 
and then sow. ‘Timothy seed is sown for hay or pasture with the 
wheat, and the following spring clover is sown at the rate of half a | 
peck to the acre. Grain drills are rapidly coming into use. They 
save time and labor, as well as seed. When we sow wheat broadcast, 
we put in from 1? to 2 bushels to the acre. When drilled in, 14 
bushel is amply sufficient, and the yield is greater. The time for 
sowing is from the 10th until the last of September. 

The price of wheat the last year was from $1 65 to $1 75 per bushel. 
At the present time, (April, 1856,) it is from $1 to $1 10 per bushel. 

The cost of transportation to Philadelphia, by railroad, is 30 cents 
a bushel; by canal, somewhat less. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

The wheat-crop, in this section, last season, was unusually good, 
although it was somewhat injured by the wet weather. The latter 
circumstance, however, may be an advantage to some of our farmers 
hereafter, by inducing them to shock their grain with more care. 

The best remedy for the fly, is, to have the wheat ground in good 
condition, and sow from the 20th of September to the 5th of October, 
in this latitude. If sown earlier, the fly deposits her eggs on the 
plants ; they immediately hatch, and the larvae perform their work 
of destruction in the fall; but if sown later, they do not hatch before 
spring, and the larve, or worms, then commit their ravages. If sown 
at the above-named period, the young broods of flies are hatched in 
the ou but are too feeble to withstand the winter’s cold, and 
perish. 

The average yield of wheat, with us, the past season, did not exceed 
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25 bushels to the acre. The prices have varied from $1 25 to $2 a 
bushel. 

Statement of Ricuarp Lecunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, Pennsyl- 
vanida. 

Wheat is extensively cultivated in this county. The varieties com- 
monly grown, are designated as the ‘‘Red’’ and ‘* White Blue-stem,’’ 
the ‘‘ Red-chaff,’’ and the ‘‘ Mediterranean. The White Blue-stem has 
the preference, being esteemed for its white plump grain, which weighs 
from 4 to 6 pounds toa bushel more than the other varieties. The 
Mediterranean is an early sort, with a somewhat long and slender 
berry, and is more cultivated here than formerly. It is almost totally 
exempt from the depredations committed by the weevil, which made 
its appearance in this county a few years ago, carrying destruction 
before it to an alarming extent. From eight to ten of these little 
insects have been observed feeding upon the milk of a single grain. 
The best remedy for guarding against the ravages committed by this 
little destroyer is early sowing, in order that the grain may attain a 
sufficient degree of maturity before it commences its work of plunder. 

The time of sowing wheat, with us, is from the 15th to the 25th of 
September. No pains are taken in the preparation of the seed, except 
that it is cleaned from all trash, which is readily accomplished by the 
fanning mill. The quantity sown to the acre is from 13 to 2 bushels. 
The land is prepared by two ploughings, the first time as deep as 
practicable, say from 8 to 10 inches, performed in August. A few 
weeks after the first ploughing is executed, say from the 10th to the 
15th of September, the land is well harrowed, the second ploughing 
effected to the depth of 6 or 8 inches, presenting a ridgy appearance. 
The wheat is then sown broadcast, and the land harrowed, covering 
the seed to a depth of several inches. The seed-drill, however, has 
been somewhat extensively used of late. Practice has shown that the 
latter method is better adapted to the culture of this great staple than 
the other modes. 

The time of harvesting is from the 4th to the 20th of July, accord- 
ing to the season. The average product of wheat to an acre is about 
20 bushels, though from 30 to 40 are frequently raised. The average 
price at the Reading market, last year, was about $2, ranging from 
$1 50 to $2 50. 

Statement of Groraze M. Wasson, of Cedar Springs, Clinton county, 
Pennsylvania. 

In the culture of wheat, I plough a clover sod of one or two years’ 
standing, from the middle to the latter part of May, from 8 to 10 
inches deep, previously having manured any impoverished spots, with 
barnyard manure. I harrow it well about the Ist of July, and 
ugain about the Ist of September, and plough the second time from 
the Ist to the 15th of September, about 8 inches deep, and immedi-. 
ately after sow from 1} to 2 bushels to the acre. On oat stubble, I 
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cart to each acre about 35 two-horse loads of manure from the barn- 
yard, spread it evenly over the ground, and plough it under as soon 
as possible, so as to prevent the moisture from being dried out by the 
sun and air. I plough from 6 to 8 inches deep, and harrow immedi- 
ately. About the 10th of September, I plough again, about the same 
depth as at first, for the purpose of mixing the manure and earth 
properly together. I sow broadcast, from 1} to 2 bushels to the acre; 
and about the 10th of April, or sooner, I sow about a peck and a 
half of plaster to the acre. 

I cultivate the ‘‘Bald-white Blue-stem’’ wheat. My average crop 
for many years, under this mode of culture, has been 30 bushels to 
the acre, weighing 63 pounds to the bushel. I regard late sowing as 
the best preventive of the ravages of the Hessian fly. 

Statement of JosrrH Parker, of West Rupert, Bennington county, 
. Vermont. 

But little wheat is sown in this county, except the spring varieties. 
That known as the ‘“‘China’’ wheat, has been the most productive; 
the yield the past season being 20 bushels to the acre, worth $2 50 
a bushel. 

I received from the Patent Office, last spring, a small package of 
‘«¢ Algerian’’ wheat, which I sowed on the 21st of March. It vege- 
tated early, and ripened the usual time of spring wheat; it produced 
well, having a large berry. It will well remunerate the effort of 
cultivating it, as it appears to be hardy, with large heads and a long 
heavy beard. 

Statement of Rosrrt W. Bavtor, of Wood End, near Charlestown, Jef- 
Jerson county, Virgina. 

The maximum yield of wheat in this county is 37 bushels to the 
acre; the average crop, 15 bushels. ‘I'welve bushels, at $1 a bushel, 
will pay expenses. 

The cost of transportation to Baltimore, 100 miles, by railroad, is 
14 cents a bushel; to Georgetown, in the District of Columbia, 80 
miles, by canal, 64 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Matuew Harrison, of Leesburg, Loudoun county, Virginia. 

The President of our Agricultural Society gave me a few papers of 
spring ‘‘Tea’’ wheat, from the Patent Office, containing altogether 
about half a pint. I sowed half of it on the 9th, and the residue on 

the 10th of March last, in drills a foot apart. The entire space occu- 
pied by the wheat was 7 feet wide by 35 feet long. I cut the crop 
on the 18th of July—seven moderate-sized bundles—three from the 
sown first, and four larger from the latter. I obtained a peck of 
wheat from my crop. The grain had undergone some change. ‘The 
seed I sowed was like rye in color, very dark and small; that which 
I gathered, was larger, not so dark, and more like the Mediterranean, 
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especially the Mediterranean of this year, (1855,) which, with us, 
was very indifferent. 

This wheat, I suppose, would weigh 55 pounds to the bushel. The 
ground in which it was cultivated was first-rate wheat land, heavily 
and recently manured, and deeply worked. The yield was at the rate 
of 45 bushels to the acre. The head was bearded, and very long; and 
I think it probable that after becoming acclimatised, it would be val- 
uable in this section. 

RYE. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of James McK. Snoperass, of Iiflin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

There are considerable quantities of rye raised in this county. It 
is usually sown after wheat. Some of it is ground into flour, which 
commands a ready sale and a fair price. The rest is distilled. Thirty 
bushels to the acre is regarded as a fair yield. 

The average price is 70 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Ricuarp Lecunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Rye, with us, at present, is mostly cultivated in patches on wheat 
fields, principally for its straw, but is not so much grown as former- 
ly. The quantity usually sown to an acre is 1$ bushels. 

The ordinary yield is 24 bushels to the acre, worth from 80 cents 
te $1 a bushel. 

’ 

BARLEY. : 

ECONOMICAL USE AS FOOD FOR HORSES. 

The value of barley, in one form or other, as an article of use, has 
eaquired in some countries a factitious importance from its easy con- 
vertibility into malt and spirituous liquors; but, viewing it simply as 
an article of diet for man, it must be assigned a lower position than 
wheat, oats, or Indian corn. 

In an economical point of view, the grain of barley, when boiled, 
has long been employed in Europe as a mash for horses after a hard 
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day’s work, or when unwell, acting as a gentle aperient, as well asa 
sudorific, opening the system and softening the skin. In Egypt, as 
also in all parts of the Hast, it has been used in an uncooked state 
from time immemorial, as the common food of horses, where the use 
of rye and oats is unknown. However prejudiced farmers may be 
against it, as horse food, from the belief that it is too heating to those 
animals, when kept hard at work, they cannot avoid being convinced 
of its excellence, in this respect, when they consider that in the coun- 
tries where they are the most remarkable for their good qualities, as 
well as for their beauty, they eat no other kind of grain. 

Barley, when fed to horses in a half-malted state, is said to be per- 
fectly harmless, however highly heated they may be, irrespective of 
the quantity they mayeat. The only preparation it requires for their 
purpose, is to soak it in water for twelve or twenty-four hours, after 
which it may be fed to the animals in the usual way. D. J.B. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of GersHom WrixorN, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

Barley is raised here to some extent, and makes a good substantial 
food, when ground, for fattening cattle and swine, as well as for 
working oxen and horses. It requires a rich, warm, loose soil, and 
one that will not suffer much from drought. Our usual practice is to 
break up a clover lay in the fall, and sow the seed in the spring; 
then, as soon as the crop is harvested, say, about the middle of July, 
the stubble is ploughed under, and the ground re-sown in September 
with wheat. When, harvested, it is stacked like hay—first mown 
with the scythe, and then raked into windrows, cocked, and stacked. 
The yield is from 15 to 30 bushels to the acre. 

The price of barley in this region varies from 50 cents to $1 a 
bushel. 

Statement of NATHANIEL GREEN, near Middletown, Newport county, 
Lthode Island. 

Barley is rather an uncertain crop with us, and but little is culti- 
vated. When it escapes the ‘‘maggot,’’? or worm in the straw, it 
generally succeeds well, and is as profitable to raise as any other 
grain. Formerly, it was the most remunerating grain-crop raised on 
this island. 
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OATS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of J. J. Pratt, of Centre, Cherokee county, Alabama. 

Oats are a valuable crop with us. Our land seems well adapted to 
their culture. The time of sowing is from the first of February to 
the last of March, and this generally on land which has been planted 
with cotton or corn. The amount of seed to the acre is from 1 to 2 
bushels. The time of harvesting is about the Ist of July. They 
are usually consumed on the farm or sold in the neighborhood in the 
sheaf, or are threshed out in the spring for seed. 

The price in the sheaf is from 15 to 20 cents per dozen, or from 40 
to 50 cents a bushel, when threshed. 

Statement of Gzorce P. Norris, of Newcastle, Newcastle county, 
Delaware. 

Oats, with us, are usually sown as early in the spring as the ground 
can be prepared, at the rate of 24 bushels to the acre. Two hundred | 
pounds of guano to the acre are usually applied, and this is consid- 
ered a fair dressing. 

The price of oats is 43 cents a bushel. 

Statement of D. R. Stituman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, New 
York. 

Oats are the most extensively cultivated in this county of any of 
our tilled crops. They are sown broadcast from the 15th of April to 
the Ist of June, at the rate of 3 bushels to the acre. The maximum 
yield to the acre is about 60 bushels; average 30 bushels, and 12 
bushels is as little as will pay the expense of cultivation, which is 
about 25 cents a bushel. 

The market value of oats here is 374 cents a bushel; cost of trans- 
portation to New York, by railroad, 14 cents a bushel. 

Statement of GursHom Wrporn, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

Oats are cultivated in this section to an almost unlimited extent, 
and I have raised them for some years at a profit. The yield is from 
50 to 70 bushels to the acre, and they sell from 40 to 60 cents a- 
bushel. 
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Statement of Joun P. Hauer, of Lima, Allen county, Ohio. 

Large quantities of oats have been raised in this county the past 
season, the average yield being about 35 bushels to the acre, worth 
20 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Wii1am H. Govupy, of Buteville, Marion county, Oregon 
Territory. 

Oats are extensively cultivated here, as food for horses and oxen. 
They are sown in April, on land broken the previous fall, and 
ploughed again in the spring. The quantity of seed sown varies 
from 1} to 2 bushels to the acre. The average yield is 40 bushels, 
though 80 bushels are often raised in ihis way. 

Statement of James McK. Swoperass, of Miflin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Oats, with us, are raised by almost every farmer, and are in gene- 
ral use as food for horses. When sown early, they yield well; but 
they are regarded as an exhausting crop. They are generally sown 
after corn. The average yield is 50 bushels to the acre. 

The price is 28 cents a bushel. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

Oats, in this section, are cultivated on almost every farm, for home 
feed or for sale. The average yield to the acre is about 30 bushels, 
although as high as 88 bushels have been raised. 

The cost of production of an acre of oats, in this county, is about 
$7. They sell for 25 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Ricuarp Lecunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, Pennsyl- 
vania. 

Oats are extensively cultivated here, and are considered a remune- 
rating crop. The sowing is performed as early in the spring as the 
ground will admit, at the rate of 3 bushels to the acre. 

The yield is from 40 to 50 bushels to the acre. The average mar- 
ket price is 45 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Joun Bovn, of Parkersburyh, Chester county, Pennsylvania. 

From a small parcel of Egyptian oats, obtained from the Patent 
Office, a few years since, I increased my stock to 18 bushels, which I 
sowed last spring on 6 acres of ground of middling quality. The 
result of the crop was 240 bushels, which, when well cleaned, weighed 
40 pounds to a bushel. ; 
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Another good feature in these oats is that the straw is stiff and firm, 
which renders it less liable to fall before harvesting. 

Statement of NATHANIEL GREEN, near Middletown, Newport county, 
Fthode Island. 

Oats, on this island, are generally sown on land which has been 
planted with corn the preceding year, and are considered a remu- 
nerating crop. About 3 bushels are sown to the acre. The average 
yield is 45 bushels, although 80 bushels to the acre are sometimes 
raised. The cost of production is about 20 cents a bushel. They are 
generally threshed by machines at 4 cents a bushel. 

The price of oats, delivered at Newport, is from 50 to 60 cents a 
bushel. 

Statement of Avaustus Exuiorr, of San Francisco, San Francisco 
county, California. 

In 1847, Mr. R. P. Tucker, a farmer near the head of Napa Valley, 
discovered six stalks of oats, which he supposed had grown from seed 
dropped by some bird. The year following, he sowed the grain they 
had produced, and came near losing them, as they barely matured, 
The next year, (1849,) he raised from the product about a quart of 
oats. From these, he obtained a bushel, in 1850, which were dis- 
tributed among the farmers in that vicinity, who now cultivate no 
other oats. It is estimated that there were cultivated, in 1856, 30,000 
bushels in the county of Napa alone. 

The height of these oats was 8 feet, at least a yard taller than 
those ordinarily cultivated here. The straw, though large, still is 
fine for fodder, The yield is about 50 bushels to the acre, weighing 
from 40 to 50 pounds to the bushel. 

BUCKWHEAT. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENOE. 

Statement of D. BR. Srizuman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, 
New York. 

Buckwheat is extensively cultivated in this county. The variety 
principally raised is known as the ‘‘Scotch grey,’’ and is sown from 

the 15th of June to the 10th of July, at the rate of a bushel to the 
acre. The maximum yield per acre is 50 bushels; average, 25 bushels; 
and 12 bushels to the acre will pay for cultivation. It can be raised 
for 25 cents a bushel. 

The past season, they have been sold from $1 to $1 50_a bushel, 
though the usual price has been from 623 to 75 cents. Cost of trans- 
‘portation, by railroad, to New York, 22 cents a bushel. 
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Statement of GersHom Wrisorn, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

Buckwheat, sometimes, is very successfully cultivated here, but, at 
others, it is almost an entire failure; hence it is considered a rather 
uncertain crop. In a good season, it will produce from 15 to 30 
bushels to the acre, but an early frost or a few days of hot weather, 
blasts the husbandman’s hopes. It is sown about the first of July, 
and harvested the last of September. 
Buckwheat flour, in limited quantities, sells for near the same 

price as that of wheat. 

POTATOES. 

PROPAGATION OF NEW VARITIES FROM SEED. 

BY C. E. GOODRICH, OF UTICA, NEW YORK. 

The following are directions for cultivating new varieties of potatoes 
from seed. Although they would seem to be easy, from my experience, 
but few persons would exercise the patience and watchfulness neces- 
sary to carry them into execution. 

Previous to sowing, soak the seeds in lukewarm water, six or eight 
hours; pour off the water; then mix them with sand or fine earth, to 
give them body, so that they may be sown thinly and evenly. Sow 
in as clean ground as possible, or you will lose them in weeding. 
Cover lightly, and press the earth upon the seeds, marking the exact 
place of the rows very accurately. The seeds, if well saved, are 
very sure, but slow in sprouting. The young plants will be fit to 
weed, the first time, in from three to four weeks. Sow different sorts 
separately, and give the whole ground of your bed to them. 

Sow, in this region, the middle of April; but earlier further south. 
Transplant in six weeks. The plants are as hardy as tomatoes, and 
may be treated similarly, taking earth up with them, when you can, 
after having first hardened them to the air before removal. Shield 
them from the hot sun with any large leaves or shingles, until they 
get rooted. Transplant into a fair soil, but not a rich one, as a 
moderate growth is stronger than a rapid one. Use a handful of 
rich compost about the young plants, to give them a start. If sown in 
Central New York, use a moderate hot-bed, or, what is much better, 
sow as late as May 10th, in a cold bed under glass. Further south, 
sow out of doors as you would cabbage. If you sow under glass, be 
sure to shade from the hot sun, in the middle of the day. Do 
this with straw sprinkled lightly over the glass, or with narrow 
boards. Begin betore the seeds are up, and continue as long as they 
are in close beds. Out of doors, this is not usually needful. Few 
plants suffer so much from hot sun as young potatoes. 
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In transplanting, prepare the ground by deep ploughing. Lay off 
the furrows 3 feet apart. If possible, run a small sub-soil plough 
through the bottom of the furrow, to give depth to the culture. 
Place the plants 2 feet apart in the row, and but one plant in a place. 
Do not use poor plants if you have a tolerable supply, and set them 
a little deeper than they grew. Hoe and plough frequently until 
they are in flower, after which do nothing more than superficially 
scrape out the weeds. I advise not to hill potatoes in dry ground. 

Dig early, though not quite so early as you do common field-crops, 
but before they are injured by wet, dark and damp weather. Re- 
member that a seedling potato, the first year, sets and matures its 
tubers mostly after regular field-crops have got their growth. Seed- 
lings dug somewhat early will not be so large, but they will be much 
more healthful than when dug later. Late-dug seedlings are often 
a little diseased, not from constitutional weakness, but by a law appli- 
cable to all tropicals when grown in unpropitious weather. In the 
fall, dig each hill alone. Having dug a plot, go over it once and 
again, most deliberately, throwing out every hill which seems weak, 
ill-shaped, or yellow-fleshed, or that spreads widely in the ground, or 
issmall and immature. A seedling well cultivated, the first year, and 
yet making small tubers, will never afterwards ripen in season. Save 
each hill separately; that is, put such good hills, as can readily be 
separated, together, to the amount of three or four. Put these sep- 
arate parcels in dry sand, in a barrel, placing strips of shingle be- 
tween each parcel. In this way, store the whole. Throw away the 
small tubers, even of good hills, as they would be more trouble than 
profit. Some of the good sorts will be tolerably eatable when two 
seasons old; others will require from three to four years’ growth, just 
as in the case of many fruits. Good seeds yield a very variable pro- 
portion of plants. In my experience, it has varied from one-fifth to 
four-fifths of the seed sown. Potatoes, cultivated in this manner, will 
mostly gain an eatable size the first year. 

The number of potato seeds cultivated, in a troy ounce, is about 
72,000, a thousand of which are as many as one person needs for an 
experiment. From these, one can obtain from 200 to 800 plants, 
half of which will appear shfficiently fine at the first digging in the 
fall to be saved for further trial. . 

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS IN THE CULTIVATION OF 
THE POTATO. 

[Condensed from Results of the Cultivation of Potatoes on the Trial-field of the Royal 
State Nursery, near Potsdam, in Prussia, by Director General Lenné. ] 

In connection with the Royal State Nursery at Old Geltow, near 
Potsdam, is a trial-field, on which are cultivated and closely examined 
the plants assigned to that branch of government by the Board of 
Agriculture, or recommended by other persons for agricultural or 
industrial purposes. From the devastating effects of the late potato 
disease, a series of experiments were instituted by that establishment 
with the view of determining its nature, causes, and prevention, the 
principal results of which are as follows:— 
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In observing that one variety of potatoes better resisted 7 
of the tuber than others, the Director General was le eee ) 
number of experiments on different sorts, but only on those which 
had already been found to be of superior quality and healthfulness. 

The position of the field employed for the purpose was quite open 
and exposed to the influence of the west and northwest winds. The 
soil was of a uniform character, consisting of a fertile, sandy loam, 
with a due admixture of clay, with a sub-soil sufficiently porous to 
allow the rains to percolate without under-drainage. The cultivation 
was principally performed with a hoe, the tubers planted in a rectan- 
gular form, at a distance of one and a half feet apart. The field was 
well manured with a composition of equal parts of horse and cow- 
dung. The weeding and earthing up of the potatoes were done in the 
usual manner. 

THE TUBER. 

The Occurrence of the Disease of the Tuber.—This malady had pre- 
viously but slightly appeared on the trial-field, with the exception of 
the variety called “ Karly Hermaphrodite,” in 1853, and the “Belgium 
Morning Dawn,’’ in 1854, when it was estimated that one-fourth of 
the whole product was lost, the investigation of the greater or less 
susceptibility of each variety to the disease, being one of the princi- 
pal objects in view. It could not be accomplished in less time than 
three years, a partial verification of which will be found in the table 
on a succeeding page. 

Influence of the Color of the Skin of the Tuber in predisposing it to 
Disease.—Among other highly interesting and very remarkable re- 
sults, may be mentioned the influence of the color of the skin of the 
tuber in predisposing it to disease. For a long period, without the 
guidance of comparative experiments, an opinion was prevalent that 
potatoes, which had a colored skin, resisted the disease better than 
those which were yellow or white. The result of the experiment in 
this respect was as follows :— 

In 1852, out of 72 white or yellow-skinned Varieties, 23 were diseased. 
(7 1853, 79 110 cé (79 16 a4 (a4 

cc 1854, Ti¥ ce ce (73 (73 5 cc c¢ 

me from an average of three years, about one-sixth of the white 
or yellow-skinned varieties was found to be affected. 

In 1852, out of 15 red-skinned varieties, 1 was diseased. 
ce 1853, é 37 ce ce cc 

ce 1854, c¢ 40 79 (73 c¢ wy) €¢ ce 

—showing that, from an average of three years, about one-tenth of 
the red-skinned varieties became diseased. Again: 

In 1852, out of 5 blue-skinned varieties, none were affected. 
ia4 1853, sé 14 ¢ cc 6¢ none ce 

c¢ 1854, ¢¢ 16 «¢ ce ¢ none ce cé 

From the above, it must not be inferred, however, that the blue- 
skinned pdtatoes are exempt from disease under all circumstances, but 
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ess degree, and that those having white or yellow skins 
t susceptible to the malady. 

yf e of the Form of the Tuber in predisposing tt to Disease.— 
A comparison of the different varieties of potatoes, in reference 
to their distinctive form, furnishes results not less striking in regard 
to their predisposition to disease, than has been observed in respect 
to their colors. * 

The primary forms of the tubers were distinguished as rounded, 
elongated, and kidney-shaped. * 

In 1852, out of 71 rounded varieties, 21 became diseased. 
(74 1853 a3 a1 cc ce 10 cc ce 

ce 1854, é 130 ce (74 3 a9 ce 

Hence, from an average of three years, about one-eighth were found 
to be affected. 

In 1852, out of 17 elongated varieties, 3 became diseased. 
ce 1853, cc 27 ce ce 10 ce cc 

ce 1854, (<3 30 ce cc 9 cc ce 

—showing that about one-fifth were attacked. 

In 1852, out of 5 kidney-shaped varieties, none were diseased. 
a4 1853, cc 13 ce ce rei S) ce a3 

ce 1854, <9 13 ce (74 ing Oy cc “ 

—indicating that about one-tenth showed signs of the malady. 
Thus it will be seen, by this comparison, that tubers of an elongated 

form were the most susceptible to disease, and it is still more striking, 
and the more confirmatory of this opinion, that the two varieties above 
cited, the ‘‘ Karly Hermaphrodite,’’ and the ‘‘ Belgium Morning 
Dawn,’’ were of this shape. 

Influence of the Time of Maturity in the Predisposition to Disease.— 
The opinion entertained, that the early varieties were less subject 
to disease than those ripening late, would seem to be corroborated 
by the observations on those ripening before and after the middle of 
August. 

In 1852, before August 15, out of 24 varieties, 4 were diseased. 
, eC 1853 ce ce cc cc Al cc 3 ce ce 

cc 1854, a4 cc cc ce 44 cc 3 ce ce 

_ Thus, from an average of three years, only about one-tenth of those 
of early maturity were attacked. Again: 

In 1852, after August 15, out of 70 varieties, 20 were diseased. 
ce 1853, Ue ¢ (73 ce L122, (<3 °0 cé cc 

cc 1854, ce cc a4 ce 129 a4 4 ce (74 

—showing that an average of about one-sixth of late maturity became 
affected. : ‘ 

From the three comparisons, by color, conformation, and period of 
maturity of the tubers, it was decided that those belonging to the 
blue, rounded, early potatoes have the least predisposition to disease. 

Varieties recently produced from Seed, not exempt from Disease.— 
Soon after the first appearance of the potato disease, it was be- 
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lieve 1 by many that a new generation produced from the seed-ball, 
woul’ be exempt, at least for a time, from attack. The experiments 
in this respect proved the reverse to be the case. Out of forty-one 

_varieties, cultivated, in 1852, originated from seed four years before, 
sixteen were diseased, while, the same year, there were cultivated 
in all ninety-two old and new varieties, out of which twenty-four were 
attacked. The fact, however, that new varieties mature somewhat 
later than others may account for this predisposition to divease. 

Influence of the Distance of the Plants apart upon the Hexlth of the 
Tuber—In making an experiment in two adjoining fields, homogene- 
ous in the character of their soil, manured and treated alike in every 
respect, both were planted at the same time with a variety of red 
potatoes, with only this difference: one was planted almost twice as 
densely as the other. The hills in one field were 14 by 2 feet apart, 
and those in the other a foot apart each way. At harvest, it appeared: 
that those of the more open culture were quite healthy, while the 
others, for the most part, were diseased. 

Influence of the Kacess of Moisture on the Health of the Tuber—tIn: 
consequence of the unusual rising of the river Havel, in 1854, the: 
lower grounds, near the trial-field, were overflowed to a point where 
the water remained in the draining furrows, so that the tubers which 
grew in the middle ridges, or dryer parts of the field, remained 
healthy, while those nearer the furrows were more or less diseased. 

Influence of the Cultivation of Potatoes on the same Ground in con- 
secutive Years, upon the Health of the Tuber—In order to determine 
the influence of the cultivation of a variety of the potato for several 
years on the same field, a part of the trial-field was planted three 
consecutive years, annually renewing it with manure, from which it 
appeared that there were no injurious effects in extending the disease. 
Thus, in 1852, out of ninety-three varieties, twenty-four were dis- 
eased, and in 1853, out of one hundred and sixty-one varieties, twen- 
ty-two are recorded as unsound. 

THE HAULM, OR VINES. 

The Effects of the Blight on the Vines, and its alleged Redction on 
the Tuber—The attack of the disease on the vines of the potato had 
spread so extensively within the last two years on the trial-field, as 
well as the surrounding estates, that their vitality was entirely de- 
stroyed long before the maturity of the tubers, there being only a few 
varieties exempt from attack. 

According to an opinion generally adopted, the blight of the vines 
and the rot of the tubers are the symptoms of one and the same dis- 
ease. Furthermore, it is supposed that in most instances the disease 
of the vine is the precursor of that of the tuber. From the observa- 
tions, however, in the experiments of the last two years, some doubts 
may be thrown upon this theory. Bya glance at the annexed tables, 
it will re seen that, notwithstanding the vines of nearly all of the 
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varieties were blighted, nevertheless, most of them remained unaf- 
fected by the disease of the tuber. In 1853, a land owner in the 
vicinity harvested 60 wispels (1,930 bushels) of potatoes, and notwith- 
standing the vines were totally destroyed by the blight, the tubers 
were healthy. Furthermore, among the few varieties which did not 
suffer from the blight of the vines, in 1853, cultivated on the trial- 
field, two of them had diseased tubers. 

In referring tothe table, it will be seen that, within the last two years, 
there was a diminution of the yield when compared with the former 
year, in almost every variety, the tubers being smaller and less fari- 
naceous. This phenomenon was attributed to the blight of the vines, 
as the prematurely dying off of the leaves could not but influence 
injuriously the complete development of the tuber. 

The Degeneration of Varieties.—The opinion has often been ad- 
vanced that varieties of the potato degenerate when cultivated many 
consecutive years upon the same field, and even when regular rota- 
tion of crops has been observed. If a decrease of yield each succeed- 
ing year is an evidence of degeneration, then this opinion has been 
corroborated by the experiments instituted. This deterioration can 
hardly be attributed to any other cause than repeated cultivation 
upon the same spot; for potato-fields next adjoining the trial- 
ground, which were treated in precisely the same manner, except 
that in them potatoes were planted for the first time, did not 
show any sign of this degeneracy, but had fine smooth tubers. Nor 
to the blight of the vines could the decay of the tubers be ascribed, 
for the tops of the potatoes in all the fields were blighted, but the: 
tubers of the trial-field alone were injured. In 1854, the potatoes 
raised consecutively on the same ground, were planted in a new 
field, the product of which immediately assumed its former healthy 
appearance. 

The Importance of a uniform Classification and Nomenclature of Va- 
rieties of the Potato.—In order to group and compare the different 
varieties with each other, whether nearly allied or otherwise, a 
classification was adopted indicating their distinctive marks and char- 
acteristics. 

It was observed that the hue of the stalks of the vine was a crite- 
rion by which to judge of the color of the skin of the tuber. For 
instance, when the stalk was green, or sometimes mottled, near the 
ground, with violet-colored spots passing into green, the tubers were 
white. On the contrary, when the stalks of the varieties were of a 
violet color nearly to the top, the tubers were colored. 

The blossom was also regarded as a constant mark for a variety, as 
no change had been observed in its color, form, or size, each sort ad- 
hering strictly to its own peculiarity. Some varieties matured only 
a limited number of blossoms, while in others, the petals dropped off 
before fully opening. The color of the blossom, however, had no 
relation nor connection, whatever, with the color of the tuber. 
A distinction had already been made in varieties, the tubers of 

which were white, red, blue-skinned, bluish-black, or yellow, spotted 
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with blue; but it had never been observed that. the color of any vari- 
ety had changed from one tint to another, although it had occurred 
that in the pale-red varieties, by cultivation, the intensity of shade 
had diminished, leaving only dark spots in the cavities round the 
eyes. ‘There was not, however, any variety, in the collection with 
which experiments were made, that was perfectly white, the skins 
being more or less yellow. In a similar manner, there were none pre- 
cisely blue, as they appeared more or less of a violet shade. 

In respect to the form of the tubers, three classes only were adopted, 
namely, the rounded, the elongated, and the kidney-shaped. The 
former included only those the length of which did not exceed dou- 
ble the thickness. The elongated varieties were such as exceeded in 
length double their breadth, and were cylindrical in shape. The kid- 
ney-shaped were those exceeding in length twice their breadth, with 
shallow-seated eyes, somewhat flattened, or with the root-end pointed. 

The varieties were also characterised by the eyes of the tuber, 
whieh sometimes occurred in great numbers, often only isolated, 
while in others, they were found quite deep-seated, very shallow, or 
even elevated. 

The mode of attachment of the tubers to the roots formed another 
basis for classification ; sometimes they were attached closely to the 
lower part of the stalk, or some distance from it, to the main roots, 
while, in others, by slender roots of greater or less lengths. 

Another basis of classification was the color of the flesh, or ulp. 
In cutting the tubers asunder, it was found that the flesh had the 
most diversified hues, varying from pure white to saffron yellow. 
Some varieties, with dark-colored skins, had red, violet-tinged, or 
marble flesh. 

Conformably to the foregoing distinctions, the potatoes employed 
for experiment were divided into fifteen classes, each of which com- 
menced with the varieties the most beautiful as to color and smooth- 
ness, and the most regular in their form. 

The annexed table exhibits the names of the varieties, the time 
of harvesting, their size, yield, sanatory condition, and uses. 

The yield of each variety is expressed in the table in metzen, to a 
Prussian square perch, which is equivalent to nearly 17 square 
yards, English. The metzen is equal to about 3 quarts, Winchester: 
measure. 

Under the head of ‘‘Sanatory Condition,’’ the varieties are consid- 
ered only in reference to those which manifested slight symptoms of' 
disease ; h, signifies healthy, and d,those which were diseased. 

The names are transferred from the original Report, to enabie one to 
order them for experiment if desirable. Small quantities of most of 
the varieties can be obtained on application to Director General’ 
Lenné, Old Geltow, near Potsdam, Prussia, by the mere paying for 
packing and transportation. 
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Statement of Wiut1am W. Wooppriper, of Paw Paw Grove, Lee 
county, Illinors. 

Potatoes of excellent quality are easily grown here. They were 
partially destroyed by the ‘‘rot’’ in the fall of 1855. ‘‘Pinkeyes’”’ and 
‘‘Mercers’’ are the favorite varieties. None but barnyard manure 
is used, and many of the farmers do not take the trouble to haul out 
even this. 

The price for eating size is 50 cents a bushel. A year ago, they 
were worth $1. 

Statement of Joun Brown, of Long Island, Winnipisiogee Lake, near 
Lake Village, Belknap county, New Hampshire. 

Some years ago, I made an experiment with a view of settling a 
disputed point relative to the best portion of a potato to plant in 
reference to its size, and the productiveness of its yield. As the 
exact result had been mislaid, or lost, and as I have often since heard 
and read assertions directly contrary to the conclusions I arrived at, I 
resolved to repeat the experiment. - 

Accordingly, last spring, I planted four rows of equal length, side 
by side, with two varieties of potatoes. In one row, I planted only 
the ‘‘seed ends,’’ so called, or those containing the most eyes, which 
included about a third of the bulk of the tubers, and in the next row, 
the ‘‘stem ends,’’ the parts of the tubers which were connected with 
the roots. The two varieties were the ‘‘Pinkeyes’’ and the ‘‘ Peach- 
blows.’’ : 

The yield of the four rows was as follows :— 
Pounds: 

Pink-eyes, stem ends, . ; : . ie 
Pink-eyes, seed ends, . . ; 170£ 
Peach blows, stem ends, . : ; +) ee 
‘Peach blows, seed ends, : ; : ., 189 

The potatoes raised from the stem ends were much larger than 
those from the others, and appeared to be from a week to ten 
days earlier. The result corresponded with that of my former ex- 
periment ; and had the whole field been planted with the stem ends, 
the additional yield would have been more than 50 bushels to the 
acre. 

I also planted two rows next to those named above, one with large 
potatoes, half a tuber to each hill, cut lengthwise, so as to divide the 
eyes of the tubers as nearly equal as possible, and in the other row, 
small uncut potatoes, one to each hill. From the former, I dug 1813 
pounds, and from the latter 1344 pounds. I would add that the 
average yicld of the field was about 180 pounds to the row, and that 
large-sized potatoes were generally used for seed, cut lengthwise, bi 
half a tuber to cach hill. : 
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Statement of D. R. Sruuman, of Alfred centre, Alleghany county, New 
York. 

Potatoes have not been extensively cultivated here, of late, in con- 
sequence of the ‘‘rot.’’ The variety most raised is known in this 
region as the ‘‘Lake Erie,’”’ a red potato of not very good quality, 
but preferred, on account of its hardiness. Potatoes are planted 
here in April or May, in deep-tilled soil, with but little manure, as, 
in rich ground, they are considered more liable to injury from disease. 
The maximum yield is about 200 bushels to the acre; average, 100 
bushels; and 40 bushels are as few as will pay expense of cultivation. 

The usual price of potatoes here is 50 cents a bushel; cost of pro- 
duction, 25 cents. Transportation to New York, 25 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Gershom Wrxorn, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

The common potato is raised here in large quantities, and to the 
best advantage on a dry, warm soil ; but upon a wet, tenacious one, 
of late years, it has been considerably destroyed by the ‘‘rot,’’ or 
“‘blight.’’ This disease is now, however, diminishing in its ap- 
pearance. Our old sorts, the ‘‘Meshannocks’’ (Mercers) and the 
**Blues’’ were so much affected by it, that they were often left in the 
ground undug. ‘The ‘‘Harly Pines’’ and sevéral other new varie- 
ties, when planted on a dry soil and sparingly manured, do not suffer 
much by the blight. 

The yield is about 100 bushels to the acre; but I could easily in- 
srease it, by high manuring, to 150 or 200 bushels, were it not for 
the fear of inducing the rot. 2 

Statement of Joun P. Hatter, of Lima, Allen county, Ohio. 

Potatoes, in this county, had not been much affected by the ‘rot’ 
sefore last season. They do best on new ground. The average yield 
per acre is about 150 bushels, worth 40 cents a bushel. 

Statement of W. D. Linpstxy, of Sandusky city, Erie county, Ohio, 

In April last, I received through the Patent Office, a parcel ot 
‘‘Fluke’’ potatoes, from England, which I planted in six hills, ina 
rich sandy soil, well adapted to the growth of this esculent. They 
grew well, and ripened, by the 10th of July, retaining their original 
form, and were excellent in quality. Near these, I planted two rows 
of the ‘‘Meshannock”’ (Mercer) potato, but the yield of the Flukes 
was vastly greater, being entirely free from the ‘‘rot,’’ while full 
one-fourth of the Meshannocks were destroyed by that disease, and 
did not ripen till three weeks later. 
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Statement of WiittaAM H. Goupy, of Buteville, Marion county, 
Oregon Territory. 

Potatoes, with us, are extensively cultivated to feed to hogs. They 
are cooked and mixed with wheat that has been ‘‘chopped.’’ So far 
as I have tried them, I consider 2 bushels of potatoes equal to one of 
wheat for this purpose. A bushel of cooked potatoes, with a bushel 
of chopped wheat, is worth more than 2 bushels of wheat fed dry, 
after the manner some feed it in this county. 

The mode of cultivating potatoes is to plough a well-manured 
piece of land in March, or as early in the season as the weather will 

‘ admit, and let it remain until the 20th of April; then harrow it 
well, and plough again very deep, after which, lay it off in rows 3} 
feet apart, dropping the potatoes in hills 2 or 24 feet asunder, cover- 
ing them with a hoe about as deep as corn. As soon as they 
are up, so that we can hoe them, we draw the dirt to them. When 
they are large enough, we plough and hoe again, drawing some earth 
to them, but do not hill up very high. We afterward plough and 
hoe again, to keep down the weeds. Some farmers take a pair of 
horses and plough, running one furrow on each side of the row, 
and another in the row under the potatoes, turning them out en the 
top. One man and two horses, with four hands to follow him, in 
this way, will dig about 300 bushels a day. The stock-hogs are then. 
turned into the field to gather what are left. The average yield is 
800 bushels to the acre on upland. Bottom land will yield from 400 
to 700 bushels to the acre. 

Statement of Jamus McK. Snoverass, of Mifflin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Potatoes, in this section, are one of our most profitable crops. 
Several varieties are cultivated. The ‘‘Mercer,’’ the ‘‘Pinkeye,”’ 
the ‘‘Galena,’’ and the ‘‘Long Reds,’’ are the principal. Of the’ 
Reds, the average crop is 230 bushels to the acre. The other varie- 
ties yield’ about 160 bushels. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

Since the occurrence of the potato disease, in this section, the yield 
has been quite uncertain. In some cases, from one-fourth to one-half 
has been lost, and in a few instances, the entire crop. The average 
yield is from 100 to 150 bushels to the acre. 

The cost of raising an acre of potatoes is about $16; the price in 
the field, from 20 to 25 cents a bushel. 

Statement of Ricnarp Lecunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, 
~ Pennsylvania. 

The potato has been extensively cultivated in this county, especially 
within the last few years. The most prolific and profitable varieties 
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are the ‘‘Pinkeyes’’ and the ‘‘Mercers.’’ The latter find the most 
ready sale in market, although the Pinkeyes are the most prolific. 
The yield, the last season, was enormous, being from 200 to 300 
bushels to the acre. 

Our system of, preparing the ground is as follows: A clover or 
Timothy sward is selected, the same as would be applicable to the 
culture of corn, and covered with a coat of manure at the rate of 8 
loads to an acre. The tubers are planted in the furrows late in 
April; at the time of ploughing, covered with as much manure 
as possible, which is raked over them, and the sod or furrow-slice 
turned upon them, so as to cover them to a depth of 4 or 5 inches. 
A week after planting, the land is well harrowed, after which, the 
culture is about the same as that of Indian corn. 

Statement of Guorce M. Wasson, of Cedar Springs, Clinton county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Potatoes, with us, would be a remunerative crop, at from 40 to 50 
cents a bushel, were it not for the ‘‘rot,’’ which makes its appearance 
annually. In the summer of 1853, I cultivated two fields, one upon 
land, considerably elevated, say 400 feet. The other, 1 manured 
and planted both lots in the same manner, about the 10th of May. 
The yield was good in both cases, being about 400 bushels to the 
acre. The tubers were very large and beautiful. 

The varieties cultivated were the ‘‘Pinkeyes,’’ ‘‘Large Round 
Blues,’’ and the ‘‘Long Johns.’”’ Out of those grown upon the low 
ground, 5 per cent. were affected with the rot, while those upon the 
upland were all good. 

Statement of NATHANIEL GREEN, near Middletown, Newport county, 
Lthode Island. 

_ The potato, formerly, was one of our most valued crops, and was 
extensively cultivated ; but, for some years past, it has been but little 
planted on the south part of the island, owing to its liability to ‘‘rot.’’ 
On the north part, however, where the soil is warm and rather sandy, 
and where the water passes from the top of the ground soon after it 
falls, it is somewhat extensively cultivated. It is principally ma- 
nured with menhaden fish, mixed with soil or sand, and applied in the 
hill. 

The ‘‘Shenangos,’’ though an early sort, are very liable to rot. 
The ‘‘Boston Whites’’ are considered the least lable to the disease, 
are early, good flavored, and yield well. The ‘‘Dover,’’ a light-red 
potato, is much esteemed for the table, but is considerably affected by 
the rot, although it yields tolerably well. The best preventive of 
this disease is to plant as early in the season as the ground will ad- 
mit, on warm dry land, manured with fish or horse dung put in the 
hill, which will bring the crop to maturity before the ‘‘blast,’’ or 
rot, strikes. The disease, with us, for the last two years, has greatly 
diminished. The yield is from 100 to 200 bushels to the acre. 
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The price ot early potatoes is from $1 to $1 50a bushel. Ordinary 
varieties are worth 60 cents a bushel. : 

Statement of James E. Kunpatn, of Poplar Grove, Kanawha county, 
Virginia. 

Potatoes are pretty generally cultivated in this county, and produce 
fine crops, especially when planted on new lands. Our soil is admi- 
rably adapted to raising sweet potatoes, which produce from 300 to 
400 bushels to the acre, without extra culture. 

SWEET POTATOES. 

“CULTIVATION AND MANAGEMENT. 

BY HENRY J. DEAVER, OF MOUNT HOPE, MORGAN COUNTY, OHIO. 

The sweet potato is here considered to be almost as indispensable 
as the common sort. My hot-bed, last year, was 60 feet long by 10 
feet wide. I design the next spring to enlarge it three-fold. My 
mode is to place logs on a sloping piece of ground, say 10 or 12 feet 
apart. I then drive small stakes, or pegs, in rows 3 feet apart, and 8 © 
inches high. The object is to have not more than 7 or 8 inches depth 
of manure, which should be fresh horse-dung, a mixture of hay, 
straw, corn-fodder, &c., trampled down level with the ton of the 
pegs. I then puta coat of loam, 3 inches deep, upon the top of the 
manure, which answers for the dressing the subsequent year. I then 
place my tubers on, cover them from 2 to 3 inches deep, and then lay 
on boards, so as to keep them effectually covered from rain or cold 
until the plants are up. During the day, I let them have the sun, 
until I am sure they cannot be injured by frost. I sometimes water 
them, but not before the heat has somewhat subsided in the bed, 
which I ascertain by putting my forefinger through the covering. A 
very little warmth from beneatn is sufficient ; there is more to be ap- 
prehended from too much heat than too little. Some place a covering’ 
of saw-dust on top of the bed; but this is entirely unnecessary. In 
this latitude, the beds should be made as early as the 10th or 20th 
of April. The plants will be ready for drawing, from the 8th to the 
20th of May. 

I select ground, for growing the tubers, that will produce good 
corn. To manure just before planting will cause the plants to run to 
vines. Good loam, with or without*sand, such as we call ‘‘second 
year’s land,’’ lying to the sun, yields best. It need not necessarily 
be sandy, to produce the greatest yield ; on the contrary, good loamy 
land produces tubers of the best flavor. I plough the ground well, 
when dry, and harrow thoroughly. It would even be better to cross- 
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plough it. Then, I throw t-vo ‘‘moles’’ together, about 4 feet apart, 
and see that the ground is well pulverised, in order that the list 
may be clear from clods, sods, and trash, and that the land is in the 
best order to receive the plants. The time for transplanting is when 
the ground is what we call ‘‘dry.’’ The mode of planting is to makea 
hole with the hand, or otherwise, of the proper depth to receive the 
young plant; and, when it is placed in the hole, I pour in half a gill 
of water, so that the earth may settle round the -fibrous roots; then, 
I draw the dry earth around the plant, and compress it a little with 
a hoe. In less than twenty-four hours, the plant will be as vigorous 
as though it had never been removed. On good land, the distance 
of the plants apart should be from 18 to 20 inches ; for thin land, 15 
inches will be sufficient. The yield, in this section, is from 100 to 150 
bushels to the acre. I should state that the plants require to be hoed 
about as much as corn. The vines should be thrown on the ridges, 
out of the way, while dressing. In digging, I use a large, long, flat, 
three-tined dung-fork, to throw the tubers out of the ground.. When 
dug, I spread them to dry and wilt somewhat, preparatory to putting 
them up for winter, which requires much care. My place of keeping 
is a cellar-kitchen. J pack them in boxes of dry sand, placing a 
scantling upon the floor for the boxes to rest upon. I keep the sand 
from year to year, and sometimes have it kiln-dried. 

The price of sweet potatoes here is from 624 to 75 cents per bushel. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

“Statement of CO. S. G. Cuirton, of Green county, Mississippi. 

Sweet potatoes are extensively raised in all parts of this county. 
Our gardens embrace the common variety, but there has not been so 
much attention paid to the subject as the demand for this article 
requires. 

The tubers command from 30 to 40 cents a bushel. 

YAMS. 

THE CHINESE YAM. 

This new esculent, it will be recollected, was first introduced into 
this country by the Patent Office, in the early part of 1855, and is 
described and treated of at length in the Agricultural Report for the 
year 1854. The form in which it was introduced was in small tubers: 
‘about the size of peas, that had been propagated in France the year 
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previous, by covering the vines with earth, and severing them near the 
angles of each pair of leaves, after they had taken root. The result 
of its growth, in this country, the last season, was, that the vines and 
tubers were generally so small that most of those who experimented 
with it were disappointed in their expectations, and consequently 
abandoned it as a worthless product; but others, who better under- 
stood the nature of its growth, preserved the roots for a second plant- 
ing, and will probably patiently await the result. \ 
When cultivated in a deep, rich, loose soil, the small tubers, after 

the first year, will penetrate the earth perpendicularly to a depth of 
two or more feet, and will continue to increase in size from year to 
year, without becoming woody, like those of the parsnip and many 
other plants after the first season’s growth. They may be planted in 
the spring, in the open air, as soon as the season is sufficiently ad- 
vanced to be free from danger by frost, and may be cultivated some- 
what after the manner of the sweet potato, or yam, of the South, ex- 
cept that they should remain undisturbed in the ground from one 
year to another, until they are ready for market or use. In the 
colder portions of the Middle and Northern sections of the Union, it 
would be well to protect them from frost during the winter, by cover- 
ing the ground with a bed of spruce boughs, leaves, or straw, which 
should be removed as early in the spring as circumstances may require. 
When fully matured and cooked, the Chinese yam is dry and fari- 

naceous, much resembling in taste and appearance the common po- 
tato, and is more agreeable to the palate than the ordinary yam. 
Considering its property of persisting in the ground for several years 
without deterioration, being in readiness for the kitchen at all times, 
and all seasons, after the first year’s growth, it cannot fail to prove an 
excellent substitute both for the sweet and the common potato in all 
Jocalities where it will thrive. D., Jolla 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of W. D. Brackenrinae, of Govanstown, Baltimore county, 
Maryland. 

The two small tubers of the Chinese yam, (Dioscorea batatas,) 
which I received from the Patent Office, last spring, I started in a 
hot-bed, and planted them about the middle of May in a deep-yellow, 
{oamy soil. In November, I dug up the roots, and found two of them 
over 2 feet in length and 4 inches in circumference. ‘4 
This spring, I intend to plant these roots, and the small tubers 

sropagated from the stems, and allow them to remain in the ground 
during next winter, as I think, in the second year, they will attain a 
Jarge size by being protected from the frost. 
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Statement of D. Bout, of the city of New York. 

Some small pieces of the Chinese yam, which had been left 
over my spring sales, last year, I started in pots, and planted them 
out in the ground about the middle of June. During the summer, I 
used most of the vines for cuttings, to increase my stock, (of which 
every pair of leaves will produce a bulb,) and dug them in the begin- 
ning of October, to exhibit at the Fair of the American Institute, at 
the Crystal Palace. Such as had not been disturbed by cutting the 
vines, had grown to the length of 2 feet, and the lower end, which is 
always the largest, was about 3 inches in diameter, and weighed up- 
wards of 2 pounds. 

I left a few roots in the ground all winter, and dug them in April 
of the present spring (1856.) The severe winter did not affect them. 
They were in as fine condition as those dug in October, and were 
beginning to vegetate. If left in the ground 18 months, they will 
increase much more in proportion, and improve in quality. Those 
dug “last fall kept well, none rotting nor sprouting before they were 
planted. 

I had one cooked plainly, in water, with a little salt. The flavor 
was like that of a fine Kidney potato, and the yam was very white 
and delicious. JI think it will prove a useful and profitable vegetable. 

THE COMMON YAM. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun B. C. Gazz0, of La Fourche parish, Louisiana. 

The common yam (Dioscorea alata) grows very large here, the 
roots sometimes weighing over 35 pounds. It is propagated by 
planting pieces of the roots containing a portion of the rind, or skin, 
any part of which will germinate. Itis commonly planted in March, 
and harvested in November. 

This root is of a delicate flavor, and is highly nutritious. It ig 
prepared for the table by roasting or boiling, being more highly es- 
teemed than the common potato, to which, in taste, it has some re- 
semblance. 

15 
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COTTON. 

HISTORY. AND RESULTS OF THE CULTURE OF COTTON 
IN BRITISH INDIA. 

“Seeing that cotton is one of the indigenous products of India, and 
one which has been so long cultivated in the country for the uses of 
its inhabitants, it strikes one as extraordinary to hear India frequently 
adduced as a country incapable of producing the finer kinds of cot- 
ton.’’ The thought, thus expressed by an intelligent English writer, 
has so long occupied the attention of the British public, that the ef- 
forts of the government and people to induce the cultivation of cotton 
of fine quality into India, have been continuous, though attended 
with partial success, from the year 1788 to the present time. At thas 
period, the most elaborate investigations were made of the condition 
of the culture there, and instructions were imparted to the planters, 
Soon after, seeds of approved kinds were obtained from other coun- 
tries and distributed; government plantations were established ; 
machinery for cleaning and packing the fibre was introduced ; and 
bounties were offered for the successful culture of exotic varieties. 
Subsequently, societies were organised in India, as well as in Eng- 
land, for the promotion of the object, and American overseers were 
employed to give practical instruction in regard to the culture. 

These experiments were persisted in, until the year 1809, when the 
prospect of a rupture between the United States and Great Britain 
suggested such extraordinary efforts as induced an exportation to 
England from India of 30,000,000 pounds of cotton ; but the inter- 
course with this country having been resumed, in 1810, sales were 
effected of only one-half of this large importation, in obedience to a 
law which has ever since prevailed, to the effect that the cotton of 
India is only purchased and manufactured to any considerable extent 
when the superior varieties from the United States and elsewhere 
cannot be obtained, the important exceptions being only a few first 
crops derived from newly introduced seeds. The theory upon which 
this is sometimes explained is, that such varieties degenerate in con- 
sequence of the unavoidable cross-fecundation with the native sorts ; 
but it is more generally believed that this cause could not prove so 
uniform in its results, and that there must be some cases in which, 
in isolated situations, the exotic kinds would be protected from such 
influences. At all events, notwithstanding the efforts that have been 
made during the fifteen years ending with 1855, while the importa- 
tion of cotton into Great Britain from the United States was about 
8,800,000,000 pounds, that from India was less than 1,500,000,000 
pounds, or in the ratio of about 6 to 1, as may be seen by reference 
to a statement made to Congress by the Secretary of State, dated May 
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30th, 1856. The value of these importations is not therein given ; 
but in this particular the disparity would be found far greater. 

In the attempts to improve the product of Indian cotton, not only 
has strict attention been paid to the peculiarities of the soil and cli- 
mate of every latitude and altitude; but the best varieties of Ameri- 
can seeds have been from time to time sent thither and cultivated in 
strict conformity with the modes pursued in the United States. In 
the earlier experiments, the Bourbon cotton was mainly relied upon. 
Failing in the more fertile regions of Bengal, the elevated, drier and 
lighter soil of Coromandel, which lie between the 10th and 20th de- 
grees of north latitude, was tried. Here the plant grew to a great size, 
but yielded little cotton, and its cultivation was soon relinquished. 

In 1829, the local government of Bengal placed at the disposal of 
a Society, to be given in premiums, the sum of $10,000; but this 
was unfortunately lost by the failure of an agency house. They at 
the same time authorised the establishment of an experimental farm, 
at an annual expense of $5,000, exclusive of rent, and appropriated 
$2,250 for buildings and stock for the first year. In the following 
June, there were received there a supply of cotton seeds of the ‘‘ Up- 
land Georgia,’’ ‘‘Sea Island’’ and ‘‘ Demarara’’ varieties, which, 
together with Captain Basil Hall’s account of the culture of cotton in 
America, were presented to the Society by the Court of Directors of 
the East India Company. A farm at Akra, eight miles south from 
Calcutta, in latitude 22° 15’ N., comprising 166 acres, was taken, and 
active measures commenced in October, 1830; but, after the exer- 
tion of efforts deserving success, they did not arrive at favorable 
results, and the projectors of the enterprise were compelled to abandon 
it, in 1833. 

It is proper here to remark that the committee in charge of this 
undertaking attributed their failure to many causes, but that the list 
did not include any presumed incompatibility of soil and climate. 
The enterprise was not resumed, however, and the real cause of fail- 
ure was not demonstrated ; still, it may interest the American cotton- 
crower to know what these alleged disadvantages were: The first was 
bad seed, and, if real, was radical enough; the second, error in the 
time of planting; the third, unsuitableness in the quality of the partic- 
ular tract of land, which was in some places too rich, and in others too 
salt—unceasing ‘‘blooming”’ being the result; the fourth, a broadcast 
mode of planting and shallow digging; the fifth, a severe hail-storm, 
which, in 1832, destroyed everything but the lower parts of the stalks 
and roots of the plants—but as these bore promising crops, in 1833, 
the committee were in hopes that an improved mode of cultivating 
foreign varieties was thus suggested, and that a perennial plant had 
been obtained. 

In the district of Dacca, in about latitude 24° N., which, before the 
rise of the cotton culture in the United States, had acquired a reputa- 
tion both for its fibre and its muslins, high hopes were entertained of 
successful results. The opinion was expressed by the British com- 
missioner of that district, that there was ‘‘ nothing else to which the 
soil was so well suited as to cotton.’’ In 1843, Mr. Price, a gentle- 
man practically acquainted with the culture of cotton in America, was 
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appointed to conduct a series of experiments ; and it is stated that he 
was indefatigable in his endeavors to visit frequently all parts of the 
district. He soon induced some of the indigo planters and others to 
introduce the American seed on their plantations, and the govern- 
ment authorised advances to be made to such ‘‘ryots,’’ or permanent 
tenants of farms, as were willing to cultivate it, and engaged to pur- 
chase all the cotton they should grow; and an experimental farm was 
also placed under the personal supervision of Mr. Price himself. The 
result, however, proved a total failure; ‘‘yet,’’ it is added, ‘‘as the 
American plant, in some instances, grew and bore flowers, not for a 
short time only, but for months together, we cannot help thinking that 
there was something incompatible in the soils selected, or in the 
methods of culture adopted.’’ Several causes of failure are given in 
this instance, also, and a most commendable purpose of persistence is 
still expressed. 

The destruction by insects, as described, would of itself be sufficient 
to account for at least the unprofitableness of the effort. It is re- 
marked that ‘‘the indigenous cotton, being hardier and more hairy, 
is less attacked by insects.’’ Mr. Price experimented with the Bour- 
bon cotton, also, which, like the other varieties, was of too rank a 
growth, from 3 to 4 feet in height being attained by it, as well as by 
the others, in a very short time. He at length arrived at the conclu- 
sion that the improvement of the cotton-culture of that region could 
be best effected by giving due attention to the native varieties. 

In Rungpoor, latitude 26° 55’ N., the natives had made experi- 
ments with Mexican seed, prior to 1844, and thought it better than 
their own varieties ; but it was greatly injured by the depredations of 
insects. The same year, Mr. Terry, another American, commenced 
a series of experiments there, but bad health compelled him to desist. 

The above experiments, and the over-luxuriance of the fields of 
Southern India should have admonished the cultivators of cotton to 
seek more favorable localities ; and this thought was suggested to the 
minds of many who had known that, when the cotton manufactures 
of Bengal were in high repute, much of the raw material was con- 
veyed thence from the regions of the north-west ; yet, notwithstand- 
ing this, we find that the marked and decided effort made by the 
British government, in 1840, was directed towards Bengal, as well as 
to higher regions. It was then that Captain Bayles, who had been 
sent to the United States for the purpose, returned to India, accom- 
panied by ten Americans, well skilled in cotton-growing, with seeds, 
ploughs, gins, presses, and other tools. Three of these persons were 
sent to Madras, three to Bombay, and four, with Captain Bayles, to 
the Bengal Presidency. The latter four were located near each other 
on the Jumna. Subsequently, however, one of them attemptel a 
model farm at Agra, a second went to*Goruckpoor, and a third to 
Rungpoor, while Mr. Price was at Dacca. Experiments were thus 
in progress on eight farms on different parts of a line about 800 miles 
in length. Captain Bayles remained at Humeerpoor, a central situa- 
tion. oe 

In the first reports of these eight planters, dated in November, 
1840, they complained of some disadvantages, but expressed the 
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opinion that cotton could be ‘‘produced in abundance,” and that 
“‘there is no question that the soil is excellently suited for cotton.’’ 
The first season, however, was dry and unproductive, and the only 
satisfactory part of the experiment was the establishment of the fact 
that the indigenous varieties of India could be improved by the 
adoption of the American mode of cultivation. It is said that those 
of them, which were experimented upon, continued green and bearing 
it when the fields cultivated by the natives were dried up and 
arren. 
In Bundlecund and the Doab, in about latitude 25° N., the experi- 

ments which were made led to the conclusion that irrigation alone, 
was needed to insure success; but there are few situations in which 
irrigation by artificial means has enabled the tillers of the soil to 
compete with those whom heaven has favored with abundant showers. 
In the subsequent efforts of these American culturists, with Mexican 
seed, and the indigenous cotton, they were subjected to disappoint- 
ments as grievous as the first, and it was concluded that ‘‘neither 
land, nor money, nor the zeal of men, nor the labor of cattle, will 
suffice, unless the elements are favorable.’’ One of them stated in 
e report that ‘‘Bundlecund is and always will be too dry ever to 

roduce cotton to advantage ;’’ and that ‘‘the seasons in this part of 
India are too short, even if they were more favorable.’’ Another 
reports: ‘The grand characteristic of this country appears to be a 
flood, a drought; the latter greatly predominating.’’ They still 
thought, however, that Rohilkund or Goruckpoor might answer ; and 
they accordingly made tours through the Doab, through Goruckpoor 
and its adjcining districts, through the country in the Sangor and 
Nerbudda territories, and toward Agra in the north-west. In the 
latter region, one of them established a model farm, in 1843, and fa- 
cilities were afforded to the neighboring ‘‘ryots’’ to enable them to 
cultivate cotton upon their respective farms. But the whole experi- 
ment proved a failure. The crops were ruined both by drought and 
floods. In 1846, a decided effort was made in this same locality to 
improve the native cotton and adapt it to the English market by im- 
proved modes of cleaning ; but the shortness of its staple rendered it 
unacceptable to the Manchester spinners, and the enterprise failed. 

In 1843 and 1844, ample experiments were made at Goruckpoor, 
by Mr. Blount, one of the Americans, heretofore alluded to, who, in . 
the first year, attributed his failure to various causes, such as the 
lateness of the season, the depredations of cattle, precocious matu-_ 
ring, the ravages of the caterpillar, &c. In the second year, success 
was despaired of at the end of September; but, strangely enough, 
there was a subsequent improvement, and a small crop of fair cotton 
was produced. The experiment nevertheless was abandoned as fu- 
tile, although there were many who thought this partial success 
should have induced further efforts. 

It has been herein stated that the attention of the British govern- 

ment was directed to this subject, in 1788, but the first actual experi- - 
ments by the English were made at Madras, in 1790, when Dr. An- 
derson was engaged in distributing Mauritius and ‘‘Brown Malta”’ 
seeds in different parts of the Peninsula. It is stated that Dr. Rox: » 
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burgh had even then ascertained that the dry and less fertile soil of 
Coromandel was better suited than that of Bengal to the Bourbon 
cotton. In 1813, Mr. Metcalfe arrived with American cleaning ma- 
chines at Tinnivelly, the district in which, by careful culture, a Mr. 
Hughes had succeeded in producing good Bourbon cotton. In 1819, 
the Madras government determined on establishing a cotton farm of 
400 acres, under the care of the Commercial Resident in each of the 
four districts of Tinnivelly, Coimbatore, Masulipatam, and Vizagapa- 
tam. Mr. Heath, who held the above office in Salem and Connba- 
tore, succeeded by observing the directions of Mr. Hughes. Under 
his culture, cotton came to perfection 150 miles from the sea; and, 
in the season of 1823-4, he obtained in Coimbatore 500 bales of clean 
Bourbon cotton, making an average of 233 pounds to the acre. The 
result of this experiment demonstrated that, at least in peculiarly fa- 
vorable circumstances, cotton of a fair quality may be produced in 
this locality ; but, that profit may be derived from its culture, even 
under these circumstances, has not been made to appear by any re- 
corded facts. ; 

In conclusion, it may be inferred, as on a former occasion, that it 
is not the British government, the supply of funds, nor the employ- 
ment of imported agents and improved machinery, that will ever prom 
fitably produce cotton in India. Aside from the obstacles in her cli- 
mate, she is not a conquered country. Asiatic princes have given 
way before British soldiers, but the governed, at heart, remain what 
they were. Directors and capitalists may patronise, men of science 
may suggest, and culturists may execute, but allin vain. D.J.B. 

ACCIDENTS AND DISEASES OF THE COTTON PLANT. 

BY TOWNEND GLOVER. 

Cotton, like many other plants, is subject to diseases, caused prin- 
cipally by accidents, the defects of the soil in which it grows, the de- 
redations of inseets, and the effects of the weather. Those which 

are the most fatal may be described as follows:— 

SORE-SHIN. 

One of the diseases to which the cotton-plant is subject, commonly 
known among planters as the ‘‘sore-shin,’’ is sometimes occasioned 
by a careless stroke of the hoe, scraping the outer bark from the. 
stem while the plant is yet young and tender. The sap being ar- 
rested by the wound, that part of the main stem above the injury 
dwindles away, becoming both weak and brittle. Although the re- 
generative powers of the plant may afterwards produce new bark 
from the sides of the wound, and the injury heal up, leaving only a 
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jarger or smaller cicatrix, or scar, according to the extent of the 
wound received, the stem eventually becoming so attenuated and 
weak, as frequently to break off at or above the place where the 
wound was first made. 
_ The preventive of this disease would be, to take great care when 
hoeing, not to bruise nor injure the young plant, as, when the growth 
is once stopped by an accidental bruise, or abrasion of the bark, the 
pee if not broken down by storms, or the weight of its own top fo- 
iage, will always appear stunted or weak. 
There is also said to be another species of ‘‘sore-shin,’’ to which the 

young cotton-plant is lable, differing entirely from that occasioned 
by careless hoeing, the cause of which is attributed by many to cold, 
cutting winds, when the plant is very young. Others, however, as- 
sert that, when a high wind shakes the tender plant, the main stem 
is so much bent and twisted, that the sap-vessels are upturned, anda 
serious injury occurs; but the wound is sometimes healed, and if the 
cotton grows vigorously afterwards, it apparently outgrows the shock. 

« 

FRENCHING. 

In certain portions of the plantations, in many parts of Florida, 
individual plants grow with white or variegated leaves. This pecu- 
liarity is termed ‘‘Frenching ;’’ but, as I observed only a few 
thus marked, it may, perhaps, be only a sport of nature, similar 
to the variegated leaves of cultivated plants of our gardens. In- 
dian corn, however, is subject to ‘‘French;’’ and, in this case, the 
‘disease has been attributed to some imperfection of the soil; to im- 
proper use of manures, as well as to various other causes. Be this 
as it may, it appears as if only certain spots, varying in area in the 
same ficld, are attacked, sometimes in succession, year after year, 
while the remainder of the crop is perfectly healthy and good. 
When corn is thus /renched on what are termed ‘‘ Frenched lands,”’ 
it grows light-colored, sometimes almost white, or striped, and bears 
no crop. Until this Frenched land has been thoroughly and pro- 
perly analysed, it would be useless to say anything more on a subject 
so little understood ; and I merely mention this disease here to invite 
ublic attention to it, and to induce practical farmers to experiment, 

in order to find out the cause, and, should one be discovered, to sug- 
gest some remedy for its removal. 

THE EFFECTS OF A BAD SUB-SOIL. 

When on the plantation of Major Haywood, of Tallahassee, in 
Florida, in the month of August, several very fine, and apparently 
healthy cotton-plants, from 4 to 5 feet in height, covered with forms 
and bolls, were observed to be dying suddenly, in certain spots, the 
leaves being withered, as if the damage had been done within twenty-, 
four hours. Such plants eventually died; and, on taking them up, 
no worm, insect, nor injury, either external or internal, could be 
discovered ; and the only conclusion that could be drawn was, that 
some of the roots had suddenly penetrated into a soil totally unfitted 
for, and evidently deleterious to, the life of the plant. What ren- 
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dered it the more singular was, the fact that other cotton-plants were 
growing most luxuriantly within one or two feet of that which was 
stricken. 

THE RUST. 

The cotton-plant is also subject to a disease called the ‘‘rust.’’ The 
leaves, when first attacked, appear rather yellower than the rest, 
with red spots on the surface, and often, margined with the same red 
color. These leaves then turn yellower and redder every day, until 
the plant assumes a bright-red or almost a carmine appearance, when, 
finally, the whole of the foliage turns more of a brown color and falls 
to the earth. When the disease attacks the boll, it assumes a differ- 
ent appearance, and is termed the ‘‘red’’ or ‘‘black’’ rust, as the 
case may be. The cotton, in such bolls as have been attacked by 
the black rust, and the bolls themselves, shrivel up, and turn dark- 
colored, as if they had been severely blighted or mildewed, and are 
totally valueless. 

This disease has been attributed to leaving pokeberry plants 
in the field. But this, I have never observed, and suppose the as- 
sumption to be on the same principle that the mildew on wheat was 
formerly attributed to the influence of the berberry bush. Others 
state that rust is owing to an undue proportion of lime in the earth, 
and that it is no doubt caused by some organic or inorganic imperfec- 
tion of the soil in which it is grown; but, until such soil shall have 
been thoroughly analysed, and its component parts correctly ascer- 
tained, nothing certain can be known about it. There is also another 
theory in regard to the subject of the rust: that it is entirely owing 
to atmospheric changes, and not to the soil. Experiments, however, 
ought to be instituted to find out the real cause, and the result made 
known, as the disease has done, and is at present doing, much injury 
to the crops of the South. Salt, sown at the rate of half a bushel to 
the acre among cotton, is stated to be a certain preventive of the rust, 
and to restore the plant to its former vigor; but several planters 
whom I have spoken to on the subject, deny the fact, and say that 
salt had no effect whatever. 

There is also another species of rust caused by an acarus, which 
will be found described on a preceding page. 

SHEDDING OF YOUNG BUDS, OR BOLLS, CAUSED BY WET WEATHER. ¢ 

When the cotton-blooms, or flowers, are exposed to the heavy and 
beating rains of a Southern climate, especially between the hours of 
ten and two, as they are opening, or have already opened, it fre- 
quently happens that such blooms prove barren. The outer calyx 
turns yellow, and eventually the unfertilised flower and immature 
boll fall to the ground, the seeds turn brown, and the fibre of the 
cotton is worthless. This is generally attributed to the heavy drops 
of rain washing away the pollen which should have impregnated the 
pistil ; the embryo seed-vessel, of course, never matures, but dries up 
and perishes. Bees, wasps, and insects in general, are Nature’s agents 
in distributing the pollen, or fertilising dust. As they fly from 
flower to flower, small particles of this dust adhere to some part 
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of their bodies or limbs, with which they impregnate the next flower 
while in search of honey or more dust. 

Sometimes the pistil and stamens of a cotton-bloom are found eaten 
in such a manner as to distort them. This injury is often caused by 
the very young boll-worm, which, penetrating the young flower-bud 
by a hole through the outer calyx, where the egg was laid, after eat- 
ing several of the enclosed stamens and anthers, and injuring one 
side of the pistil, bores into the embryo boll, before it isshed. I have 
reared several caterpillars found in such situations, and proved them 
to be the true boll-worm. Moreover, I have found the hatched shell 
of the egg on the outer calyx, and traced the caterpillar’s track 
through the petals to the stamens, and finally to the boll itself. I 
will not, however, enlarge on this subject here, but refer to the article 
on ‘‘The Boll-worm,’’ in a former part of this Report. 

THE ROT. 

Phe ‘rot’? has been attributed to a variety of causes, such as 
changes in the atmosphere, defects in the soil, the attacks of insects, 
and to the growth of fungi. Mr. Troup, in the ‘‘American Farmer,’’ 
describes its appearance with great accuracy. He says: ‘The first 
indication is seen in a small circular spot on the outside of the boll, 
exhibiting a darker green than the circumjacent parts ; as if a glob- 
ule of water had been dropped upon it, and been absorbed. Many 
of these are frequently seen at the same time on the same boll. They 
spread themselves, sometimes faster, sometimes slower, as if induced, 
either by the state of the atmosphere, or condition of the plant, 
changing color as they progress, until they assume a dark-brown, 
approaching to black, and until the whole exterior is in ike manner 
affected ; or until it receives, from some cause, a sudden check, and 
then this appearance is only partial. In the first case, the disease 
has penetrated to the centre of the fruit, the fermentation is complete 
and universal, and is seen in a frothy, white liquid thrown out on the 
surface. Putrefaction follows, and the destruction of the seed and 
immature wool being finished, nothing is left but the rind, or exte- 
rior coating of the boll, which, exhausted of its juices, hardens, 
turns black, and thus terminates the process. In the other case, 
(that of suddenly checked disease,) the interior of the boll in some 
instances remains unhurt; in others, it is only partially injured ; and, 
in the last case, the pods, remaining unhurt, mature and expand. 
This, however, rarely happens, as the disease is wonderfully capri- 
cious, going and coming unaccountably, attacking at one time with 
more, at another with less violence ; so that the fruit, which escapes 
entire destruction on the first attack, may fall a victim on the second. 
Nor is this capriciousness justly attributable to the changes in the at- 
mosphere, as its origin does not seem to have any connection with the 
weather.’ : 

It is very difficult to find out the true cause of this disease, as it 
sometimes appears in dry as well as in wet years, although it is gen- 
erally more destructive during rainy seasons. The young bolls a 
often found rotted, as well as the half-matured and old, so that the 
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age of the fruit does not appear to have anything to do with it. 
Many of them may have the interior entirely dried up and destroyed, 
while others will open with only one or two segments rotted, the 
rest being perfectly healthy, and filled with good white cotton. 

As to the theory of a defect in the soil, it has been stated by some 
planters that barnyard manure will often produce it; but, if this is 
the case, it is somewhat singular that it has often been observed that 
one plant may be very badly affected by the rot, while others on each 
side are perfectly healthy and uninjured, as has often been observed. 
This fact appears to show that a great deal depends upon the consti- 
tution of the plant itself, which may be inherited from its parent, and 
perhaps a choice of good sound seed, from strong and healthy plants 
only, might in time have a great effect in remedying this disease ; 
and, as we know that much depends upon the vigor, health, and pro- 
lific qualities of the parent plant, it might perhaps be well to make 
experiments by planting seed of diseased, and sound, healthy plants, 
in the same situation and soil. 

The fungoid growth, found on the old rotted bolls, when they begin 
to open, may perhaps be regarded more as the result than the cause 
of the disease. Several insects, it is true, have been found in these 
rotten bolls, where most probably they had crept for food and shelter, 
after the boll had become rotten, while others have been caught in 
the very act of piercing the bolls; but this subject will be found 
treated at greater length under the head of ‘‘The Boll,’’ and insects 
found in or upon it, on a preceding page. . 

While on the subject of the rot, it may be well to mention that, 
there are three glands on the inside of the outer calyx, at the bottom 
of the boll, and three on the outside between the ‘‘ruffle’’ and stalk, 
which secrete and give out a sweet substance, which ants, bees, wasps, 
and plant-bugs avail themselves of as food. Ihave seen young bolls, 
apparently healthy, suddenly drop from the plant, and, on being 
carefully cut open, showed a wound which had been pierced by the 
trunk of some insect, in one of these glands, and that a watery rot 
had commenced where the boll had been stung. It was evident that 
this rot had been caused by the piercer of some insect unknown, as 
the puncture could be traced throughout its length to the heart of the 
lower part of the injured boll. 

CHEMICAL RESEARCHES ON THE SEED OF THE 
COTTON-PLANT. 

BY CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. Dv, OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. 

® In the course of my geological excursions through the States of 
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, I had an opportunity 
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of becoming somewhat acquainted with the natural history of the 
cotton-plant, and was much interested in the cultivation of that im- 
portant crop, as well as in the economical uses of the seeds, which are 
thrown out in such enormous quantities from the ‘‘gin-houses,’’ 
where the pure fibre is separated from the bolls. These refuse cotton- 
seeds are partly saved for planting, but by far the greater mass of 
them is allowed to rot, and is then used for manure, in preparing the 
soil for the cultivation of Indian corn, as well as for a new cotton- 
crop. It appears, however, from my recent inquiries, that cotton-seed 
may be profitably employed in the production of a rich, fat oil, and 
that the woolly fibre, adhering to the hulls, may be economised in 
the manufacture of paper, while the substance of the seeds, or their 
‘‘meats,’’ after having the oil extracted, may be employed for feeding 
animals; and, probably, would also serve as an excellent fertiliser, 
which would operate as a more permanent and efficacious manure 
than the more highly stimulating guano, now so extensively used at 
the South. . 

The object of the present paper is to call the attention of Southern 
planters and of Northern manufacturers to these new uses to which 
cotton-seed may be applied, trusting that even this very humble and 
incomplete essay may attract the attention of more able hands. 

Any one who has walked over the rich plantations of the Southern 
States, at the period of the inflorescence of the cotton-plants, must have 
been struck with the great beauty of the extensive fields, all covered 
with rich verdure and beautiful, delicate, blue, pink and white flow- 
ers, appearing like those of the mallows, magnified to the size of 
small hollyhocks, or althes, the flowers not only terminating the 
delicate stems, but also putting forth, in many axils of the lateral leat 
stalks; while, at a more advanced period, the ripened cotton-bolls are. 
seen bursting with their snowy flocks on the lower part of the stem, 
and yet the capping flowers still continue to bloom, and to prepare a 
continuous supply of fibre, until the frost finally checks their career, 
and closes in the harvest, constituting one of the most curious and 
interesting of agricultural scenes. ‘The ebony-colored laborers are 
for several months employed in picking the cotton-bolls as fast as they 
ripen, and thus the labor is rendered lighter by being so much di- 
vided. Troops of them, with their baskets of snowy cotton upon their 
heads, are seen tramping homewards in single file, and keeping time 
to their merry song. 

Botanists are uncertain as to the number of distinct species of this 
plant. De Candolle describes thirteen species, in his ‘‘ Prodromus,’’ 
and mentions six others, but considers them all uncertain. Swartz 
thinks they may all be referred to one original species, of which 
many varieties have been produced by cultivation, and by the effects 
of different climates. ‘‘The plants inhabit different parts of tropical 
Asia, Africa, and America, and many of them are cultivated for their 
cotton in climates adapted to their growth.’’ Itis believed to be indi- 
genous to Asia, as well as to America, but is cultivated in most warm 
countries, of both continents. It requires a certain duration of warm 
weather, as well as an amount of moisture, to perfect its seeds, and, in 
the United States, cannot be profitably cultivated north of Virginia. 
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A short time since, I was called upon by Mr. Daniel W. Messer, 
who has taken out a patent fora method of separating the hulls from 
cotton-seeds, to make a chemical analysis of those deprived of their 
hulls by his process and machinery. I was pleased to undertake this 
investigation, and have extended my researches much beyond what 
was required of me, for the purpose of being able to contribute some- 
thing towards the agriculture of the Southern States. 

I am aware of the fact, that cotton-seed oil is now made in New 
Orleans, but am informed that the yield of the unprepared and woolly 
seeds is very small, in comparison with that I have been able to: ob- 
tain from those which have been hulled. 

I know also that Professor Shephard has given an analysis of the 
ashes of unprepared cotton-seed, but I have not been able to find a 
copy of his report, so as to compare his results with mine. 

‘he analyses hereafter given were made on hulled seeds, dried at 
212° 
My first analysis was made for the purpose of determining the pro- 

portion of fixed oil contained in the seed; the next was a chemical 
examination of the properties and composition of the ‘‘oil-cake,”’ or 
what remains of the seed after the extraction of the oil; the third 
gives the true elementary constitution of the oil-cake ; and the fourth, 
the nature and proportions of the inorganic principles, or mineral 
salts, contained in the ashes of the incinerated oil-cake, and, also, that 
of the seed before the oil was separated. It will be understood by 
chemists, that a vast deal of labor has been required to work out all 
these results. 3 

Separation of the Oil.—In order to separate the fixed oil, pure ether 
was employed, and it was found that 100 grains of the dried pulver- 
ised seeds yielded, in one experiment, 39.7, and in another 40 per 
cent. of pure fatty oil. By pressure, I was able, with a small screw- 
press, to obtain only 33 per cent. of oil, but I have no doubt a more 
powerful one would have given a larger yield. The specific gravity 
of the oil, which I obtained from the etherial solution, was 0.923, wa- 
ter being unity. This, is also, the specific gravity of purified whale- 
oil. 

Cotton-seed oil is stated, by Dr. Wood, to be a drying oil; but that 
which I have obtained does not appear to possess drying properties, 
serving perfectly well for the lubrication of machinery, and for 
burning in lamps, as well as for making soap. It will also serve as 
a substitute for olive-oil, in many cases, and perhaps may be eaten as 
a salad-oil, for it has no disagreeable odor nor taste. 

Chemical Examination of the Oil-cake.—Linseed oil-cake is well 
known, both in Europe and in this country, as valuable food for cattle, 

and as an excellent fertiliser, worth from $40 to $45 per ton, for the 

latter purpose. On examining my cotton-seed oil-cake, I found it 

possessed a sweet and agreeable flavor, and was much more pure and 

clean than linseed oikcake. One hundred grains of the seed leave 
60 grains of oil-cake. This cake, examined for sugar, was found to 
contain 1.1 grains, and for gum, 35 grains were obtained. Iodine gave 
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no proof of the existence of any starch in cotton-seed, nor in the oil- 
cake. Alcohol dissolves out the sugar, which is like that obtained 
from raisins, and is grape-sugar. Boiling water dissolves the gum, 
and becomes very mucilaginous. The gum is precipitable from the 
water, by means of pure alcohol. 

Ultimate Analysis. —Cotton-seed being quite peculiar in its nature 
and character, I was disposed to investigate the elementary consti- 
tution of the oil-cake, and having, with great care, made the organic 
analysis, and verified it by repetition of the process, I obtained the 
following results in per-centage:— 

Carbon, . . ; a : : 37.740 
Oxygen, . ; : : : ; 39.663 
Nitrogen, : : 4 - : 7.753 
Hydrogen, ; : : ; - 5.869 
Salts (inorganic), : - ‘ im 8.960 

i 99.985 
These salts were obtained by the combustion of a separate portion 

of the same cake. 
Wishing to determine the nature and chemical composition of the 

salts contained in the seed, I burned 300 grains of them to ashes, in 
a platinum crucible, and obtained 16.5 grains of ashes, which yielded 
alkaline salts, soluble in a small quantity of water, and other mat- 
ters, which I dissolved in acids. Of the 16.5 grains of ashes, I found 
9.13 grains consisted of phosphate of lime. 

On separation of the various salts, and reducing them to their 
ratios, for 100 grains of the oil-cake, I found the results to be as 
follows :— 

Alkaline salts, soluble in water, 0.18 
Phosphate of lime, 3.04 
Potash, : 0.46 
Soda, ‘ : : . ; 0.53 
Phosphoric acid, with traces of sulphuric acid 

and chlorine, : : ; : 0.81 
Silica and oxides of iron and manganese, 0.18 

5.15 
Loss, f : ; 4 0.35 

5.50 

The whole amount of phosphoric acid present was 2.456, and of lime, 
1.24 per cent. The excess of phosphoric acid, beyond that required 
for the saturation of the lime, was combined with the alkalies, soda, 
ani potash. The chlorine and sulphuric acid existed in unweighable 
traces, in so small a quantity of ashes. 

‘The foregoing analyses of cotton-seed justify and explain the use 
made of them by the Southern planters, in preparing the soil with the 
rotted seeds, as a special manure for Indian corn, which draws so 
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largely on the soil for phosphates. It will also be seen that, since 
the cotton-seed oil-cake contains nearly 8 per cent. of nitrogen, and 
nearly 6 per cent. of hydrogen, the elements of ammonia are pre- 
sent in sufficient quantities to form about 10 per cent. of ammonia, 
a powerful stimulant to vegetation, and a solvent and carrier of hu- 
mus into their circulation. The carbon is more than sufficient to 
take up all the oxygen in the formation of carbonic acid, another ac- 
tive fertiliser; and the excess of carbonaceous matter will remain and 
form humus, or vegetable mould, which the alkalies, soda, potash, 
and ammonia will, in part, dissolve and carry into the circulation of 
plants, which possess the power of approximating and converting it 
into their tissues. The phosphates go ultimately to the seeds, and, in 
Indian corn, and in wheat, concentrate wholly about the germs, in 
their mucilage, or ‘‘chits.”’ Thus it is proved that every ingrediem 
of cotton-seed cake acts as a nutriment to vegetation. 

—— 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of J. J, Prarr, of Centre, Cherokee county, Alabama, 

Cotton, it is thought, does not succeed so well here as in localities 
southward. Our proximity to the mountains sometimes causes par- . 
tial failures in the crops. Notwithstanding, when the seasons are 
good, the product will compare with that of the regions bordering on 
the Atlantic and the Gulf. Thus far, the plant has not suffered with 
us from the depredations of insects, nor from the effects of ‘‘rot”’ nor 
‘‘rust,’’ as in the counties farther south. It is sometimes injured, 
however, by rust in particular soils; but this evil is only partial, be- 
ing principally confined to the alluvial sandy lands near the banks 
of the rivers or creeks. 

The average product of cotton to the acre, I believe, is nearly equal 
to that in the southern part of the State, and far exceeds it in propor- 
tion to the number of hands employed. It is thought that the cost 
of cultivating it, preparing it for market, and transporting it to Rome, 
in Georgia, is 8 ‘cents a pound, The freight, by water, to that place, 
is from 15 to 20 cents per 100 pounds. The average yield to the acre 
may be estimated at from 600 to 800 pounds in the seed, or from 250 
to 400 pounds clean. 

At Rome, the present price is from 7 to 8 cents a pound. 

FLAX AND HEMP. 

QULTURE IN RUSSIA. 

Next to the culture of Cereals and the rearing of domestic animals, 
the culture of flax and hemp, both as textile plants and as olcaginous 
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grains, is the most important branch of Russian husbandry. The 
gross value of these products amounts, at a very moderate estimate, 
to about 55,500,000 of silver roubles ($43,500,000); and both soil 
and climate are exceedingly favorable to their culture, throughout a 
great part of the empire. As their production greatly exceeds the 
wants of the home manufacture, the extension of their culture essen- 
tially depends on the facility with which they find an outlet in the 
foreign market. Flax and hemp have always tormed two of the prin- 
cipal exports; and, if to these we add oleaginous grains, which con- 
sist principally of the seeds of hemp and flax, we shall find that the 
export of these three articles, taken as a whole, exceeds in value that 
of any other product. In the course of twenty-nine years, from 1822 
to 1850, inclusive, there were but four, namely, 1830, 1831, 1846, and 
1847, in which the value of exported Cereals was greater than that 
of these. 
From the custom-house returns, we find that, during the period in 

uestion, the total value of exports for Hurdpean commerce amounted to 
1,427,586,225, about 124 per cent. of which was in flax, 104 per cent. 

in hemp, and 8? per cent. in oleaginous seeds. These figures forcibly 
show the importance of the culture of these textiles to the foreign 
commerce of Russia, as well as for her domestic manufactures. In 
this branch of agriculture, she has not hitherto met with serious com- 
petition, as the other countries of continental Europe, in which these 
articles are produced, not having much land to spare for that purpose, 
and finding it, from their greater relative population, more profitable 
to cultivate other crops, do not raise enough for any considerable 
exportation ; for, nowhere in Europe can they be cultivated in such 
abundance as in Russia. Of other countries, it 1s the Hast Indics and 
the Philippine Islands that furnish England the largest supplies, say, 
from 10,000 to 12,500 tons per annum, and the United States, which 
export at present not over 5,000 tons. England, moreover, imports 
from Egypt and other parts of Africa, about 200 tons of flax and 
hemp, an amount comparatively insignificant. 

It is well known that the immense increase in the use of cotton 
fabrics was of the utmost prejudice to the linen manufacture in every 
country of Europe; while the cotton manufacture assumed gigantic 
proportions, the fabrication of linens was arrested in its progress, and 
In many countries fell into a state of decay. England, alone, formed 
an exception, a circumstance which she owed to the invention of flax- 
spinning machinery. With its characteristic enterprise and foresight, 
British industry, seconded by abundance of capital, speedily appro- 
pests and improved the French invention, and, applying it upon a 
Jarge scale, it succeeded in turning the depressed condition of the 
linen manufacture in other countries to its own advantage. English 
linens, which, forty years ago, were an article of secondary importance 
in the markets of the European continent, and in most trans-Atlantic 
countries, have since acquired an importance menacing this branch 
of industry of Germany, as well as of every other country. During 
the triennial period, 1827 to 1829, inclusive, the average annual ex- 
port of linen manufactures from Great Britain amounted to 57,706,125 
yards, representing a value of $10,218,725; and, during the period, 
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1847 to 1849, inclusive, the mean annual export amounted to 96,530,308 
yards, representing a value of $14,277,010, which exhibits an increase 
of 67 per cent. in quantity, and 40 per cent. in value. In 1850, the 
exportation amounted to the enormous quantity of 122,397,457 yards, 
or double the mean exportation of the triennial, 1827-29; and this 
immense exportation from England followed the largest exportation 
of flax from Russia that ever took place, namely, that of 1849, which 
amounted to 192,068,597 pounds (tow included); of which 70 per 
cent. were sent to England, without reckoning the exportation thither, 
by way of Elsineur and the Prussian ports ; so that the exportation 
to Great Britain may be taken at upwards of three-fourths of the 
whole. This important branch of Russian commerce, it may be stated, 
has generally followed step by step, the progress of the linen manu- 
facture, in England, and has more than tripled, in extent, since 1822. 
The average of the three years, 1822 to 1824, inclusive, was only 
56,848,803 pounds, while that of 1848-50, inclusive, amounted to 
173,519,400 pounds, being»an increase of 205 per cent. 

From the foregoing, it is evident that the linen manufacture of 
England and the flax-culture of Russia are mutually dependent upon 
each other. The former could not maintain, and still less increase, 
its present prosperity, without being sure of receiving from Russia an 
abundant supply of the raw material at a very moderate price; and 
the Russians, on the other hand, would be at a loss for the disposal 
of their surplus produce, if they were not assured of an outlet in the 
British market. 

Notwithstanding the heavy blows continuously dealt out to it, by 
the increasing use of cotton goods, the linen manufacture still main- 
tains the foremost rank in Russia, in point of extent and importance, 
It is not, like the cotton manufacture in Great Britain, the United 
States, and other countries, concentrated in large establishments, which 
strike the eye by their size, their machinery, and the numbers of 

workmen collected on the premises ; but, conducted within the modest 
walls of the peasants’ cottages, it is diffused over the whole length and 
breadth of the land. There is scarcely a village within the wide 

limits of the empire, where the wheel, the distaff, and the loom are not 
to be found. 

With regard to the extent of this species of industry, it is averred 
that linen forms one of those articles of prime necessity which no in- 
dividual in Russia, rich nor poor, can entirely dispense with. Reckon- 
ing only 10 yards, 28 inches in width, for each inhabitant, per annum, 
it would require for the population of 65,500,000 G@ncluding Poland) 
a consumption of 655,000,000 yards. 

The culture of flax for commerce is most extensively carried on in 
the governments of Wologda, Wiatka, Jaroslaw, Wladamir, Now- 

gorod, Pskow, Livonia, Courland, Smolensk, Wilna, and Witebsk, 
and that of hemp in the governments of Tschernigow, Koursk, Orel, 
Toula, and Tambow. This important branch of rural economy has 

attracted the special attention of the Russian government, and I will 
mention a few of the steps that have recently been taken by the Min- 
istry of Domains with a view of promoting its progress :— 

1, After having appointed special commissioners to examine and 
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report upon the present state of flax-culture and the linen manufac- 
ture, at home and abroad, the Ministry published the results of its 
researches. : 
_.2. The commissioners also published 6,000 copies of a treatise on 
the preparation of flax. 
3. The Flemish method of cultivating and preparing flax was in- 
troduced on the farms of Gorigoretsk and Wologda, which serve as 
practical schools. 

4. Models of improved heckling machines have been sent into vari- 
ous districts. 

5. Premiums have been awarded for the best qualities of flax ex- 
hibited at the shows. 
6. In order to give facilities for the home trade, flax fairs have been 

established in Livonia. | 
’ %. Constant efforts are made to facilitate for the western provinces 
the means of procuring good seeds from the government of Pskow. 

8. Persuaded that the introduction of mill-spinning would aftord 
the” most effective stimulus to the improvement of the cultsare 
of flax, the government has held out encouragements to the first un- 
dertakers of that branch of industry; and, accordingly, at least three 
establishments of this description have been founded within the, last 
three or four years—two in the government of Wologda, and one in 
that of Moscow. 

In regard to the culture of hemp, a commission was also appointed 
to examine into the subject, and its ‘Report points out the detects of 
the system and the remedies which might be applied. 
Connected with the culture of flax and hemp, oleaginous grains 

also form an important part of Russian products for Huropean com- 
merce, as has been stated on a preceding page. In those foreign. 
countries where rape and other oil-producing plants are extensively 
raised, the great object in the cultivation of lint and hemp, as tex- 
tiles, is to obtain the longest stalks and the finest filaments. For this. 
urpose, the seed is sown very thick, so that the plant, finding no room: 

tor lateral development, attains considerable height, and produces finer 
fibres, though, on the other hand, it yields much less seed. But, in. 
Russia, where these plants are cultivated for the sake of the seed, as. 
well as of the lint, the’ opposite mode of sowing is pursued. It is. 
obvious that this branch of industry might be rendered at once more 
extensive and more lucrative by improving, first, the culture, and then 
the preparation and assortment of the products. Tor it is welh known 
that the various qualities of flax—its color, elasticity, length, flexi- 
bility, and the strength and uniformity of its filaments, greatly depend 
on seed, soil, and culture, as well as on carefully securing and ‘‘ret- 
ting’’ the crop, and in preparing, the flax for sale. But, in all these. 
respects, Russian practice is careless, and the operations are generally. 
performed in a slovenly manner and with very imperfect instruments.. 
Yet it does not seem to be the necessary result either of soil and cli-. 
mate or of the general condition of rural economy, but may be attri- 
buted to a combination of circumstances which time, enterprise, and. 
intc'ligence may remove. Di TB, 
Se Tea 
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CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Dante. Paterson, of Fayette, Howard county, Missouri: 

The average yield of hemp, in this section, is about 1,000 pommme to 
the acre. 

Price, at St. potty $125 per ton. 

/ 

Statement of L. E. Dupuy, of Shelbyville, Shelby county, Kentucky. 

Hemp is a valuable crop with us. When we select a good piece of 
land, of light, rich soil, and plough early in the spring, pulverising 
thoroughly with the harrow, and sow in May, the crop is ready to 
harvest in August. The cost per acre is as follows :— 

Interest on land, . q ; 4 ‘ Pune Aagt, 
Ploughing and harrowing, : ‘ ; hoe 
Seed ‘and sowing, . t : ; ; Bah. 
Cutting, two hands one day, . 2 
Stacking and re-spreading to dew-rot, . 4 2 
Breaking 800 pounds at $1 per 100 pounds, . 8 

Cost per acre, . ; . 20% , 
Value of 800 pounds of hemp at $5, " ; 40 ae 

Profit per acre, : : , : ° ° 20 

This may be considered a fair average, though the product is often 
more or less, and the price also is fluctuating. It is usually sold 
in this county, and made into rope for baling cotton, and then sold 
at Louisville and New Orleans, to the cotton planters. 
Hemp, in its cutting and breaking, requires the stoutest hands on 

the farm. One good able-bodied man can take care of 5 acres. 
The breaking is usually done in February, March, and April, as the 
weather may suit. Each man has 100 pounds per day for his task, 
and is paid for what he breaks above that amount, at the rate of gl 
per 100 pounds. The men break from 100 to 200 pounds a day. 

SISAL HEMP. 

BY WILLIAM C. DENNIS, “OF KEY WEST, FLORIDA. 

Dr. Henry Perine, who was for a time Consul at Yucatan, among 
many other exotic plants, introduced into the southern part of this 
State, the Sisal hemp (Agave sisalana.) He also introduced twe 
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other species of the agave, which, from their hardy, selfpropagating 
natures, not only survived the effects of the change of climate, 
but increased rapidly until they were destroyed by the Indians, in 
1846. One of them was the ‘‘Pulque plant,’’ from which is manu- 
factured, in Mexico, the celebrated domestic drink of that country ; and 
the other was the ‘‘Great American aloes,’’ or ‘‘Century plant,”’ 
(Agave americana,) the fibre of which is manufactured into cordage 
and various other articles of use. Of these three kinds of agave, so 
far as I know, the Sisal hemp is the only one which appears to be of 
much importance to us in an economical point of view, although 
further acquaintance and experiments may prove the other two like- 
wise valuable, especially the latter. 

The gigantic plant out of which Sisal hemp is made, delights in 
arid, rocky land, which contains a super-abundance of lime. This is 
precisely the condition of the soil of these Keys, and the extreme 
southerly part of the peninsula of Florida, where, alone, it could be 
cultivated in the abscence of frost. It requires less culture than 
other products, but is much benefitted by keeping down the weeds; 
and although it grows best on lands which have the deepest soil, yet 
it grows well where there is but little soil that appears among the 
rocks, sending its long, penetrating roots into the clefts and crevices 
of the rocks in search of black, rich vegetable mould. In fact, the 
lands on these Keys, and much of it on the southern point of the pe- 
ninsula, are nearly worthless for every other agricultural purpose, so 
far as is known; yet there are thousands of acres in this region 
where a ton of cleaned Sisal hemp can be made to, the acre yearly 
after the plant has arrived at such an advanced stage as will allow 
the lower leaves to be cut from it, which takes, in this climate, from 
three to five years to grow, according to the goodness of the soil, and 
the attention given to keep the land clean of weeds, grass, &e. 
Itis no longer an experiment here, as to the growth of the plant, nor 
of the amount of the product; nor is there any longer a doubt as re- 
gards the value of the fibre, a number of tons of it having already 
been collected and sent to market, where it readily brought within a 
half cent to a cent per pound as much as the best kind of Manilla 
hemp; that is, in the neighborhood of $250 per ton. About a thou- 
sand plants should be set on an acre, and, from many young ones 
coming up from the long lateral roots, if these be kept at proper dis- 
tances, it will be seen that the same land will require no re-planting, 
if coarse vegetable manure be applied from time to time. After the 
plant is of sufficient growth, the lower leaves are cut off, at proper 
times, leaving enough on the top to keep it healthy. These leaves 
are composed of a soft, watery pulp, and are from 2 to 6 feet long, 
and in the middle, from 4 to 6 inches wide, being frequently 
3 inches thick at the but, having the general shape of the head 
of a lance. They contain a gum, which is the chief cause of their 
being rather troublesome in separating the fibres from the pulp. 
Neither the epidermis nor this pulp is more than a powder, after be- 
coming dry, if the gum be entirely crushed and washed out. Thisis 
a most important fact in relation to the manner to be adopted to 
cleanse the fibres from the pulp. As these are continuous and par- 
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allel, and embedded in it, I feel certain that a system of passing the 
leaves through a series of heavy iron rollers, firmly set, something’ 
after those used in grinding sugar-cane, and throwing water upon the 
crushed leaves, in jets, or otherwise, in sufficient quantities to wash 
out the gum, (which is perfectly soluble in it,) will thoroughly clean 
the fibres without any loss ; so that, after they are dry, and have been 
beaten to get out the dust, they will be fit for market. At any rate, 
the right plan for separating the fibres, has not yet been discovered, 
although there has been enough done at it to show that they can be 
got out at a profit. Here, the people either preserve the primitive 
plan, which is practised in Yucatan, of beating and scraping the leaves, 
or simply crush them in a pair of rollers, afterwards steeping 
the crushed ones in an alkaline solution for a few days, and then 
clean the fibres by a kind of combing process. But either scrap- 
ing or combing destroys too many of the fibres, by breaking them, 
which would not be done by a system of rolling and washing out the 
gum. In Yucatan, they ferment the beaten leaves in water, or mud; 
but this stains and weakens the fibres, so as to reduce their value, I 
believe, more than half. Even steeping the crushed leaves in an al- 
kaline pickle, although it may not weaken the fibres much, as the 
Juice of the leaves is acid, destroys that silky gloss which they pos- 
sess when got out of the fresh leaves, with the aid of pure water alone; 
besides, it needlessly increases the expense, if it cam be dispensed with. 
A good deal of attention is being paid to setting out the plant on 

this Island, and on some others along the Reef. I have some 50 acres, 
and continue to increase the quantity as I have opportunity. 
About 3 acres have a good crop of leaves now, and 15 acres have 
been planted nearly three years; so that it will be necessary for me soon 
to turn a part of my attention to cleaning this pulp. I have made 
up my mind to try the rolling system, and wash out the gum with 
water. This last article, in a pure state, will be the most difficult to 
get, in carrying out the plan on these Keys. 

THE CHINA GRASS—ITS HISTORY AND USES. 

BY GEORGE C. SCHAEFFER, M. D., U. 8. PATENT OFFICE. 
. 

By the praiseworthy exertions of Mr. W. R. Smith, of the Public 
Conservatory, in Washington, there is now afforded an opportunity’ 
of ascertaining how far the China grass (Behmeria nivea) can be 
successfully cultivated in the United States. There seems to be no 
difficulty in multiplying the plants, and none in obtaining them in 
the condition in which they yield the fibre of commerce. This being 
the case, it is proper that some notice of the history of the plant, 
and its product, should be furnished for the information of those who 
may feel disposed to attempt its cultivation. 
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China grass-cloth has been known as an article of commerce for 
many years, but the plant furnishing the material was only identified 
about the commencement of this century, by Dr. Roxburgh, whose 
labors in bringing to notice the fibres of the East, are only now be- 
ginning to show their effect upon commerce. Another indefatigable 
jaborer in the same field, Dr. J. Forbes Royle, has recently published 
-a work containing a complete summary of the history of this and 
other Oriental fibres. 

The Behmeria nivea, (formerly known as Urtica nivea,) belongs to 
the nettle family, every subdivision of which abounds in fibrous 
plants. Dr. Roxburgh described it under the name of Urtica tena- 
cissima, from specimens obtained in Sumatra, and, subsequently, he 
learned that this was the plant yielding the famous ‘‘China grass.’’ 
More recently, the identity of the Chinese and Indian plants has been 
determined beyond dispute. From its wide diffusion throughout the 
Kast, this plant is known under various names, such as ‘‘Cha,’’ or 
‘“’chou Ma’’ in China; ‘‘Caloee,’’ inSumatra; ‘‘Ramee,’’ in Malay; 
and» ‘‘ Rheea,’’ in Assam. Gradually increasing in commercial im- 
portance, this product only obtained the notice of the public, gener- 
ally, at the London Exhibition of 1851, where it was presented in 
every condition, from the crude article to the woven fabric, showing 
a fibre of such beauty and strength that three prize medals were 
awarded to different persons for specimens in the prepared state. 
Samples of these, now in the collection of the United States Patent 
Office, I have submitted to examination, the results of which will be 
given below. 

Of the value of this fibre I can give no better evidence than the 
statement of Dr. Royle, that, as imported into England, it has ‘‘sold 
for £60 to £80, and even for £120 aton.’’ In some parts of India, 
the plant is only cultivated in small quantities, by the fishermen, for 
the manufacture of their nets, lines, &c. The use of the fibre, for 
cordage, is not likely to make its cultivation an object in this country; 
but the great strength, which especially fits it for this purpose, may be 
noted. Various samples, tried against the best Russian hemp, show 
that it bears a weight, sometimes nearly double, and always much 
more than that borne by the hemp. In China and elsewhere, it is 
mainly employed for making the grass-cloth, the softness and strength 
of which give it a character distinct from that of the fabric of any 
other fibre. 

Generally, three crops are taken a year at intervals of about two 
months. The most rapid growth, in the second cutting, yields the 
finest fibre. 

The treatment of the crop varies very much, but, in general, it 
closely resembles that of hemp, except that the fibres are peeled from 
the stalks by hand. They are next exposed to the dew, at night, and 
to the sun, by day, avoiding rain. In other cases, they are soaked in 
lime-water, or even boiled in a slightly alkaline solution. Sometimes, 
again, the fibre is spun, or even woven before it is bleached. 

In short, the treatment is similar to that of other fibres which 
have to be stripped from a woody stem, the only variations ‘in the pro- 
cess depending upon the relative hardness of the wood, which may 
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be brittle or tough, and therefore easily or with more difficulty sepa- . 
rated from the fibre. It is not improbable that the process of 
*‘breaking,’’ used for hemp or flax, will also be applicable to this 
product. 

The most successful treatment of the material, after it has reached 
Kiurope, consists in steeping it in water at a temperature of 90° F., 
for twenty-four hours, and then boiling it in an alkaline solution, 
after which, it is well washed, in clear water, and nearly dried by 
‘high-pressure steam. 

It may be noticed that the fibre of the plant, which has grown wild, 
has also been sent to Europe; but this, as might be expected, is 
much coarser than the cultivated product. 

The specimens of the crude material examined were those above 
named, obtained from the London Exhibition of 1851, and others 
kindly presented by Joseph Balestier, late Commissioner to Cochin- 
China, &c., which were also accompanied by the plant itself, obtained 
by him in Java. 

The chief difference in the specimens is in the color, which, in the 
Java plant, is lighter, with a tendency towards green, and with some- 
what more of a gloss. , 

The halfbleached and full-bleached line and tow, as received from 
London, were compared with the best specimens of English, French, 
and Belgian flax, from the same exhibition, which last, as usual, 
were unbleached. A very slight examination at once shows the re- 
markable difference between the two materials. The filaments of 
the flax line, although very fine, showed the ends of the component 
cells, which, on repeated handling, separated from each other. The 
filaments of the China grass, on the other hand, although they had 
been subjected to the process of bleaching, showed no such loose 
ends; and, after long continued manipulation, still remained smooth, 
glossy, and, apparently, single celled. To be certain upon this point, 
specimens, after boiling in an alkaline solution, of a strength which 
would insure the separation of the individual cells, were repeatedly 
passed back and forth, between the fingers, and then caretully ex- 
amined, from end to end, under the microscope. Every effort was 
made at all doubtful points, by needles, to obtain a separation, if 
possible. As evidence of the care bestowed upon the examination, it 
may be stated that from one to two hours were more than once ex- 
pended upon the scrutiny of a single fibre. The result of this close 
inspection was the development of the fact that the single cells of the 
line of the China grass are of an extraordinary length, often equal 
to, and sometimes far exceeding, that of the longest of which we have 
any record. Five, 6, and 7 inches seem to be not unusual lengths. 
In one case, a filament of over 10 inches in length was severely 
handled, without showing any signs of being composed of more than 
one cell; but, in this case, the microscope was not used. Even the 
tow of the bleached fibre furnished, in abundance, single cells, or 
fragments, 3 inches or more in length. | 
We are now prepared to understand the great strength of the 

“*China-grass’’ cordage, as, in any given length, it has fewer breaks 
of uninterrupted continuity than any other fibre. The character of 
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the single cells is as follows: In diameter, they exceed those of 
fine flax, of which, however, many are required to make a line of 
equal length. In cross section, they are irregular, and the greatest 
diameter is found, sometimes in one direction, and sometimes in 
another, somewhat after the manner of cotton. This gives them an 
advantage in spinning, furnishing a better hold of the fibres upon 
each other than if circular in section. 

It is said that specimens of the Oriental fabric have been examined, 
in which the thread was untwisted, being made up of long filaments, 
joined end to end by some glue or cement. We know that this is 
true of the celebrated ‘‘pigna,’’ or ‘‘pitia,’’ a fabric made from the 
pine-apple fibre, and the facts above named show that it may also be 
true of the China grass. This untwisted thread gives a peculiar 
transparency to the fabric, which cannot be imitated. No attempts 
have ever been made in Europe, nor in this country, to reproduce such 
an article, which, probably, requires too much manual labor to be pro- 
fitable. The full-bleached line above mentioned is remarkably glossy 
and soft, and in some respects is not unlike silk in appearance. The 
whole character of the fibre is so distinct as to prevent any mistake 
as to the recognition of the article. 

Although we have no mention of the employment of the tow, 
there can be no doubt of its applicability to the manufacture of an 
excellent fabric. The fibre, obtained by different cultivators, can be 
transmitted to the Patent Office for examination. In order to havea 
lang, fine fibre, the crop should stand pretty close, and, when in small 
patches, it should be surrounded by other plants of similar height, 
in order to have the whole yield of the same quality. Or, the exte- 
rior plants may be used for propagation, leaving only the tallest to be 
tried for their fibre. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of W. R. Suara, of the Public Conservatory, Washington, 
District of Columbia, 

From a small paper of the seeds of the ‘‘Chinese Grass-linen 
plant,’’? (Behmeria nivea,) which I obtained from the island of Ja- 
maica, I propagated, under glass, about fifty plants, and subsequently 
removed them into the open air. From these, I hope to be able to 
continue to propagate others, by cuttings, during the next and suc- 
ceeding summers, in sufficient numbers to meet futnre demands. 

The seeds, which are small and require close attention, I sowed 
in March, in an eight-inch flower-pot, filled with equal parts of leaf- 
mould, common soil, and sand, covering them lightly with a sifted 
portion of the same soil. In order to keep them moist, I spread over 
the surface of the pot a regular layer of sphagnum, or bog-moss, 

w 
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which I removed as the plants came up. By these means, the seeds 
readily vegetated in a temperature of 55° F. 

This product can also be multiplied, in the spring, by cuttings of 
the half-ripened shoots, planted in sand, regularly moistened, and 
shaded from the bright rays of the sun. Beneath the sand, which 
should be about 2 inches deep, there should be placed a layer of 
sphagnum, say an inch in thickness, to admit the roots freely, and 
afterwards facilitate the transplanting. 
My impression is, that this plant will survive the winter in the 

open air, in any part of the United States, except the mountainous 
districts, south of Pennsylvania; and it may possibly become natu- 
ralised in the extreme South. It will thrive in any ordinary soil. 

GRASS, HAY, AND OTHER FODDER. 

THE PROPER TIME FOR CUTTING TIMOTHY. 

BY JARED P. KIRTLAND, M. D., OF CLEVELAND, OHIO. 

The proper time for cutting Timothy meadows, (herds-grass of 
New England,) with reference to securing the best qualities of hay, 
has been a fruitful subject of observation and remark. Little or no 
attention has been paid to the influence of the time and manner of 
cutting, over the health, permanency, and productiveness of such 
meadows. A vague idea prevails, among farmers, that, if the mowin 
be performed before the seed of this species of grass is ripe, it will 
run out, from a failure to re-seed the ground. Every observing farmer 
has noticed that, in some instances, extensive tracts of Timothy sward 
have suddenly died, soon after the removal of the crop of hay, while, 
in others, the sward continued healthy, and for aseries of years pro- 
duced abundantly of this grass. The rationale of such opposite re- 
sults, under apparently similar circumstances, had never been ex- 
plained, so far as my information extends. ) 
My neighbor, Richard McCrary, an intelligent and practical far- 

mer, has recently presented me with the annexed propositions and 
conclusions, as the result of his experience on this subject. These he 
illustrated by specimens of the grass, in every condition to which he 
alludes. It is hoped they will be thoroughly scanned, by persons 
competent to test their accuracy. If they bear this test, to Mr. Mc- 
Grary the credit of the discovery of the facts solely belongs; and I 
have no doubt the community will consider him as having conferred 
an important benefit. 

1. Timothy grass (Phleum pratense) is a perennial plant, which re- 
news itself by an annual formation of ‘‘bulbs,’’ or, perhaps, more cor- 
rectly speaking, tubers, in which all the vitality of the plant is con- 
centrated during the winter. (See Figure 1.) These form, in whatever 
locality the plant is selected, without reference to dryness or mois-— 
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ture.* From these, proceed the stalks which support the leaves and 
head, and from the same source spread out the numerous fibres, form- 
ing the true roots. 

2. To insure a perfect development of these tubers, 
a certain amount of nutrition must be assimilated in 
the leaves, and returned to the base of the plant, 
through the stalk. ; 

3. As soon as this process of nutrition is completed, it 
becomes manifest by the appearance of a state of desic- 

cation, or dryness, always commene- 
ing ata point directly above either the 
first or second joint of the stem, near 
the crown of the tuber. From this 

point, the desicca- 
tion gradually pro- 
gresses upwards, 
and the last portion 
of the stalk that 
yields up its fresh- 
ness is that adjoin- 
ing the head. Co- 
incident with the 
beginning of this 
process is the full 
development of the 
seeds, and with its 
progress they ma- 
ture. Its earliest 
appearance is evi- 
dence that both the 
tubers and seeds 
have received their 
requisite supplies 
of nutrition, and 
that neither the 

hy ep AS SNe \ stalk nor the leaves 
MOREE MNS are longer necessa- 

1 2 3 ry to aid them in 

Fis. 1. denotes a mature and fully developed tuber, from which the stalk was cut, some distance above 
the point at which desication commences, and at a period after the process had begun. (Proposition 3.) 

Fig. 2. shows a partially developed tuber, exhibiting lateral growths of small tubers and shoots, the 
effect of premature cutting. ( ot gia 4.) ; , : we 

Fig. 3. exhibits a dead tuber, caused by cutting below the point of desiccation, (Proposition 5.) 

completing their maturity. A similar process occurs in the onion, 
just above the crown of the bulb, indicating the maturity of that 
organ. | 

* Mr. Lapham, in his valuable article on “The Grasses of Wisconsin,’’ (Transactions of 
the Wisconsin Agricultural Society, Vol. 3, 1853, page 425,) says: ‘‘ When growing in very 
dry places, bulbs are frequently formed on the roots of Timothy grass, as a sort of store-house 
of moisture, &c., from which to draw supplies of nutriment, for the future growth of the 
piant.’’ Mr. McCrary supposes it occurs in all localities, and is the nature and habit of the 
plant. In this, he is probably correct. 
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4. If the stalk be cut from the tubers, before this evidence of matu- 
rity has appeared, the necessary supplies of nutrition will be ar- 
rested, their proper growth will cease, and an effort will be made to 
repair the injury, by sending out small lateral tubers, from which 
weak and unhealthy stalks will proceed, at the expense of the origi- 
nal tubers. (See Figure 2.) All will ultimately perish, either by the 
droughts of autumn or the cold of winter.* 

5. The tubers, together with one or two of the lower joints of the 
stalk, remain fresh and green, during the winter, if left to take 
their natural course ; but if, by any means, this green portion be se- 
vered, at any season of the year, the result will be the death of the 
plant. (See Figure 3.) 
From the foregoing considerations it is concluded, 
1. That Timothy grass cannot, under any circumstances, be 

adapted for pasture ; as the close nipping of horses and sheep is fatal 
to the tubers, which are also extensively destroyed by swine. 

2. The proper period for mowing Timothy is at any time after the 
process of desiccation has commenced on the stalk, as noted in Pro- 
position 3. It is not very essential whether it is performed a week 
earlier or later, provided it be postponed till that evidence of matu- 
rity has become manifest. | 

3. All attempts at close shaving the sward should be avoided, while 
using the scythe, and, in gauging mowing-machines, care should be 
taken to run them so high that they will not cut the Timothy below 
the second joint above the tuber. . 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

——————s 

Statement of Groraz W. Hatt, of Mormon Creek, California. 

- Oats, barley, and wheat are our principal crops, the former being 
‘chiefly grown for hay. The seed required, per acre, to make good 
hay, is about 3 bushels; the average yield is 14 tons. 

Owing to the great drought, crops are lighter this season than 
usual; but I have over 50 tons of hay, from 45 acres, which sells 
readily for $60 a ton. Notwithstanding the high price of labor, $4a 

~ day, my whole ‘‘rancho’’ will net me over $50 an acre. 

# Florists know that if the stalk of the white lily be cut, prematurely, a similar result en- 
sues; and that, by cutting off the stem and leaves of herbaceous peonies, before they are ma- 
ture, the tubers will be so much impaired as to fail to bloom the next season. 

‘ ti 
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Statement of Strpuun N. Linpury, of Monroe, Jasper county, Iowa. 

Timothy seed is raised in great quantities in Lee and Henry coun- 
fb, and has been, for sever al. years, one of our chief articles of export. 
As many as 400 acres have been cut, on one farm, for seed; and ‘many 
of our farmers cut from 60 to 100 acres annually. Before the seed is 
cut, buyers, or their agents, are actually bidding for the crops. 

The soil of this part “of the State is better adapted to Timothy than 
most portions of the prairie country, being more firm, and not so 
light. The most common mode of sowing is with oats or spring 
wheat, though it is sometimes sown ia the tall, when the stubble is 
burnt off, and the seed harrowed i in, at the rate ‘of a peck to the acre. 
The grass is allowed to become fully ripe before cutting, which is 
done with a reaper, as no progress could be made with a cradle. 
When cut, it is bound in large sheaves, and allowed to stand until the 
seed begins to drop from the outside heads. It is then threshed, and 
the hay immediately stacked. When this is done, and salt has been 
added, at the rate of 15 or 20 pounds to a ton, it makes good second- 
cate hay; better for any kind of stock than straw. Some farmers 
think the hay will pay the cost of cutting, threshing, and cleaning. 
The average yield of seed is 6 bushels to the acre, “which’ is worth 
from $2 to $2 50 per bushel. As land is cheap, and labor dear and 
scarce, with us, no crop will pay better while the present prices con- 
tinue. astern farmers prefer our seed, from the fact that many of 
the noxious weeds that infest their meadows are unknown here, and 
the high price of hay there makes it more profitable to buy their seed. 

The. following is a correct estimate of the cost of 10 acres of 
Timothy :— 

Interest at 10 per cent. on the cost of 10 acres of land, at se $1 50 
Cutting, 50 cents per acre, 5 00 
Five hands to bind, including board, : : : : 6 25 
Threshing and cleaning seed, : : ‘ Mp RE LT 
Stacking hay, including salt, and board, 3 : , ; 7 00 

34 75 

To meet this, we have 60 bushels of seed, worth, at the aver- 
age price, $2 25 per bushel, . ! f . $135 00 

Ten tons of hay, worth $3 per ton, . : , ‘ 30 00 

165 00 
Deduct expenses, . ‘ " : . «dba iy wae 

Net profit,’ . “ ‘ " ‘ " : ‘ «813029 

Statement of L. E. Dupuy, of Shelbyville, Shelby county, Kentucky. 

- One of our most valuable crops is blue-grass, which we get for the 
sowing, without any cultivation. We sow with clover, on wheat or 
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rye, 3 bushels of seed to the acre. The first season will produce a 
ood crop of clover, which will be succeeded by the blue-grass. When 
ee is well set, our farmers realise from $5 to 10 an acre, in grazing 
stock ; and, at the same time, the land is increasing in fertility so 
fast, that, in a few years’ grazing, to make it yield from 60 to 75 bushels 
of corn to the acre. 

One great advantage of blue-grass is, that, if the stock is kept 
from it during the summer, the grass will remain equally as valuable 
for winter grazing. 

Statement of J. B. Grumur, of Pineville, Bossier parish, Louisiana. 

The ‘‘ mesquit’’ is not a native of this vicinity. I introduced it 
from Western Texas some ten years ago, and can speak more highly 
of it than of any other grass with which I am acquainted. It stands 
the cold of winter well, is annual, and reproduces itself from its seed 
with the certainty of ‘‘crop-grass.’’ 

The ‘‘ grama’’ grass is indigenous to this immediate region, grows in 
great abundanee, is a strong, hardy, coarse grass, and occupies a low 
position in its native state. Something in the way of rough hay for 
cattle might be made of it, by cultivation, and cutting while young. 
The mesquit-grass will ripen its seed, in this latitude, from the 15th 
of May to the 15th of June, but the grama-grass, not before August; 
consequently, the mesquit will be forwarded several months in ad- 
vance of the grama-seed. 

The proper time for sowing the mesquit is September; the grama, 
I think, in the spring. For sowing mesquit, let the land be well 
ploughed; then brush or harrow the seed in lightly. The grama- 
grass will come up and grow well under any mode of culture. 

* 

Statement of Joun B. C. Gazzo, of La Fourche parish, Louisiana. 

The Bermuda grass, (Cynodon dactylon,) in this State, far excels 
the celebrated Kentucky blue-grass, either for summer or winter pas- 
ture. It is propagated by inoculating the turves, or sods, of the roots, 
The ground is put in thorough order, if intended for the meadow, and 
harrowed quite smooth after deep ploughing. The turves, or a few 
joints of stems and roots, planted in squares of 2 or 3 feet in dimen- 
sions, quickly cover the ground. 

For hay-making, this grass will yield more than double the return 
of nutritious fodder than any other grass of this locality. 

Statement of Samurn J. Fietcusr, near Winchester, Clark county, 
Missouri. 

Timothy hay does well here. It is worth about $10 a ton in the 
stack. I bale and ship mine to St. Louis, where it netted me last 
year $20 a ton. 
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Statement of D. R. Srmuman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, 
New York. 

The principal grasses cultivated in this section, for hay, are Timo- 
thy (herds-grass) and red clover, which are generally grown together 
in the same field. Two tons of good hay to the acre is the maximum 
yield ; for when it grows sufficiently large to exceed that amount, it 
deteriorates in quality. The average yield will not much exceed a 
ton to the acre; and half a ton is probably the least that will pay 
the cost of production. 

The cost of raising a ton of hay is about $4, and it will sell here 
for $6. The cost of transportation to New York, by railroad, is $12 
a ton. 

Statement of James Taytor, of Murphy, Cherokee county, North 
Carolina. 

* 

The evergreen-grass, a sample of which I have sent to the Patent 
Office, is very good for pasturing, through the fall and winter. I 
have no knowledge of its origin. It w ill do best when sown on dry 
land, and is well adapted for “sheep. It grows well on rocky soil, to 
the height of 4 or 5 feet, when ripe, continuing green, in the spring, 
and affording fine herbage, throughout the winter. It is best to sow 
in the spring with oats. A peck of well-cleaned seed is sufficient to 
put on an acre, or a bushel in the chaff. It ripens by the Ist of June, 
or a little before rye harvest, and is cut with a scythe and cradle, as 
we cut rye. If sown in the spring, this grass will not come to seed 
before the next year. If sown in the fall, it will bring seed the fol- 
lowing spring. I do not know its yield of hay to the acre, but be- 
lieve it to be equal to that of any grass we have. 

Statement of Joun P. Hatuur, of Lima, Allen county, Ohio. 

The principal varieties of grass raised in this county are Timothy, 
clover, and red-top, all of which do well. Timothy does best on the 
lower grounds, but clover should be sown on those which are elevated 
and dry. The average yield of hay is about 14 tons to the acre. 

Clover-seed is a considerable product of exportation. | 

Statement of Jamus McK. Snoperass, of Miglin, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Clover and Timothy are our principal grasses. | They produce well 
when sown separately, but make the best meadow and pasture when 
about equally mixed, which, on good soil, and under favorable cir- 
eumstances, will yield over 2 tons to the. acre, though 14 tons is an 
average yield. 

The fields are kept in meadow, or pasture, three or four years. We 
then plough deep, during winter or early spring, and plant corn, and 
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the next season oats, followed by wheat and grass seeds. By this 
mode, our land is kept in a state of continual improvement. Land 
that has been exhausted by careless or injudicious farming has by this 
renovating process been brought, in a short time, to a good state of 
cultivation and improvement. 

Statement of Joun F. Bunyett, of Pittsburg, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. ; 

About two years since, I obtained from the Patent. Office a small 
parcel of ‘‘ Alfalfa’ seed, the lucerne grass of the Andes. I sowed 
it on the highest ‘‘knoll’’ on my farm, which is about 600 feet above 
the river, or about 1,250 feet above tide-water. This knoll was chosen 
as being poor ground, with a thin soil of about 9 inches, on the top 
of a marly sand-rock, the latter, however, being shaly and easy of 
disintegration. The alfalfa readily came up, and promised well. 
Through all that long, dry summer, it continued to grow, and almost 
flourish. In July, it gave a few blossoms, and in August ripened a 
part of its seed, which I carefully gathered and preserved. It lived 
through last winter and has flourished during the last season. In 
May last, about six weeks after the seed was sown, I had weeded 
the ground, just about the time the last rains came on. This, of 
course, was injurious, as it turned out; for, as no more rain fell during 
the summer, the scattered stalks thereby had to bear the whole brunt 
of the scorching sun. : 

I was so much pleased with the alfalfa, that I got a merchant to. 
procure me, from Chili, about 40 pounds of this seed, which reached 
me in March last. After giving away a part of it for distribution 
among my farming friends, and distributing a few half pounds 
among my neighbors, I sowed 4 acres of good lan with it amongst 
spring oats, which, this favorable season, have flourished exceedingly 
well, growing, after the oats were cropped, to a height of 21 to 24 
inches, and yielding nourishing food to the cattle that were turned 
into it. 

For some years back, owing to the irregular weather in the winters, 
sudden freezings and thawings, most of the clover sown in this neigh- 
borhood had perished, each new sowing of clover seeming to fare 
worse than the preceding one. This grass seems to be independent 
of the extremes of heat and cold, wet and dry, sending down its 
roots so deep that heat cannot scorch it, nor cold freeze it. 

Statement of Ricuarp Lecunor, of Stouchburg, Berks county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Timothy, with us, is generally sown in the fall, either broadcast 
after the harrow, or by means of a Timothy sower attached te the 
drill. Clover is then applied, in the spring, towards the end of March ; 
some, however, sow as late as the middle of April. Early sowing is 
preferable, as that which is young will more readily scorch by the 
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parching rays of the sun in July and August, than it will be destroyed 
by late spring frosts. The quantity sown varies from 5 to 8 quarts 
of clover, and about half the amount of Timothy, to the acre. It is 
considered best to have the grass well mixed with different varieties ; 
they should be sown sufficiently thick to exclude all foul plants or 
weeds. Clover is believed to be one of the best grasses, on account of 
its exuberant growth, and its fertilising properties, being excellent 
for pasturage, and a good renovator of the soil. In wet lands, Timo- 
thy is generally preferred to clover, as it is less subject to winter-kill. 

The yield per acre varies from 1 to 3 tons, according to the richness 
of the soil and the nature of the season. The cost of growing hay 
is about $6 a ton; the present price, $24 a ton. 

Statement of NATHANIEL GREEN, near Middletown, Newport county, 
fihode Island. 

The hay-crop on this island is of great value to our farmers. They 
generally mow over less surface than formerly, yet they obtain as 
much or more hay to the acre, by top-dressing their fields with ma- 
nure once every two or three years. 

The principal grasses cultivated are Timothy, clover, red-top, and 
‘¢Borden’s grass.’’ All of these are often sown together, in the same 
field, and thrive well. Clover and Timothy, the first year, generally 
gain the ascendancy over the other kinds. The second year, Timo- 
thy and red-top come in together, and Borden’s grass comes as the 
other two run out. Clover seldom lasts more than one year; Timo- 
thy two or three years; red-top and Borden’s grass generally remain 
until the land is re-ploughed.’ 

‘White weed,’’ otherwise called the ‘‘Daisy,’’ comes in when the 
grass seeds are sown and fail to take root. When cut, at the time it 
first begins to shed its blossoms, and properly cured, it makes very 
good fodder; and, instead of being a pest to the fields, as has been 
the case in other parts of the country, it is here considered an accept- 
able visiter. It seldom appears where the grasses take root and 
grow well, but seems to be a ‘‘volunteer’’ to supply their places. 
Sometimes, a ton or more is obtained to the acre, while the grasses 
yield from 1 to 2 tons. Mowing-machines are now employed hee 
with success. 

The price of hay, delivered at Newport, is from $18 to $20 a ton. 

sy 
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WILD RICE. | 
CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun B. C. Gazzo, of La Fourche parish, Louisiana, 

The ‘‘ Water oat,’’ or ‘¢ Wild rice,’’ (Zizania aquatica,) is an in- 

teresting plant, exceedingly prolific, the roots of which are perennial. 

It grows at the edges of our prairies and bayous. Stock of every 

description are fond of it, when green or cured as hay. The first set- 

tlers of Louisiana called it folle avoine. It is also found wild in all 

the Southern States, grows tall, and will yield two crops a year of 
good hay. . 

+ 

THE JAPAN PEA. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun B. Luce, of Fort Smith, Sebastian county, Arkansas, 

The package I now send, contains a part of the produce of a table- 
spoonful of Japan peas, planted on the 22d of June last. They were 
raised without any rain, not enough in a single shower to lay the 
dust, from the time of planting until after the first few pods had 
matured. ‘The yield was half a bushel of choice seed. They were 
raised in a cotton-field, being planted singly, in the missing hills, 
and received the same treatment as the cotton. ; 

The soil was a rich, sandy loam, in the Arkansas ‘‘bottom.’’ I 
raised others in a very poor upland, in a peach orchard. They were 
planted in drills, worked but once, and suffered much from the shade, 
as well as from drought; yet the yield was fair. 

Statement of Joun Danrortu, of New London, New London county, 
Connecticut. 

In April last, I planted thirteen hundred and pmerere Japan 
peas, from which I raised 4 quarts of seed. Some of the pea-vines 
I used as green fodder for my cattle. 

Statement of AbnaM WEAVER, of Bloomfield, Davis county, Iowa 

I planted twenty-three of the Japan peas, I received from the 
Patent Office, of which number eighteen grew. They were cultivated 
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in my garden, on the 20th of May, and ripened, say from the 15th of 
August to the 15th of September. I planted them 3 feet apart, two 
peas in a hill, and, when fully grown, the branches were touching, 
the main stalk, attaining about 34 feet in height. The summer was 
unusually dry. They were kept clear of weeds, but were not watered, 
except by rain, while growing. Iam fully satisfied that, in an ordi- 
nary season, they would attain a height of 4 or 5 feet. 

I think more bushels of these peas can be raised to the acre than 
of corn. I had some of them cooked, while green, at their largest 
size, and found them delicious. I am of opinion that a few acres, 
grown for the purpose of turning hogs in, to feed on them, before 
commencing to give them corn, would be a valuable crop. The stalk 
will stand as firmly as corn. 

Statement of W. D. Linnstxy, of Sandusky city, Erie county, Ohio. P 

On the 15th of May last, I planted a parcel of Japan peas in a 
rich, loose, sandy soil ; but they did not all ripen before we were visited 
by frost. I planted others on the 31st of May, and again on the 15th 
of June. It is almost needless to say that none of the latter matured 
their pods. ‘They should be planted in hills or drills, 4 feet by 3 feet 
apart, and one stalk in a place. ) 

This pea is one of the most productive I have met with, and is well 
adapted for field-culture, as it has but one stalk, which sends forth 
numerous branches, every part of which are covered with pods well 
filled. It is not good for culinary use ; but is excellent for domestic. 
fowls and for stock. Poultry are remarkably fond of it, and fatten 
much more rapidly than when fed on corn. 

THE OREGON PEA. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of H. M. Bry, of Monroe, Ouachita parish, Louisiana. 

The celebrated ‘‘ Oregon pea,’’ said to have been discovered in 
Oregon or the Rocky Mountains, a few years since, has been culti- 
vated by me upwards of twenty-five years, and by my father about 
fifty years. He obtained the seed’ from the captain of a slaver, from 
the coast of Angola, a year or two after the cession of Louisiana; and 
it has been known and cultivated here ever since that period as the 
*‘ Angola pea.”’ 

As I had seen miraculous statements concerning the Oregon pea, 
for a year or two past, and as I had a great fondness for agricultural 
experiments, I, of course, was among the first to obtain a few of the 

iT 
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seeds. As soon as I saw them, I was satisfied of their identity with 
the Angola pea; but, asI thought that I might possibly be mistaken, 
I cultivated them, and the result confirmed my previous opinion. As 
I have raised this pea for years, I can speak of its qualities: It is well 
adapted for the table, for hay, and for a fertiliser. It is undoubtedly 
a tropical plant, and, for aught I know, it would continue to bear for 
years from the same stalk. I frequently cut it for hay, when it began 
to form its seeds, before the coming of frost, when it is as full branches 
and leaves as at first. 

Statement: of Grorce Luter, of Longstreet, Moore county, North 
Carolina. 

1 planted the Oregon peas, I received from the Patent Office, on the 
28th of April. They came up and grew well for some time; but, on 
the 4th of August, when they were from 24 to 5 feet high, we had a 
heavy squall, which blew them all down, and broke about half of 
them off at the ground. I thought for some time the roots would 
send up sprouts, but they did not. I offered some of those that were 
broken off to my cattle and horses, but none would eat them. I 
observed closely, to see if the branches come out at every joint, but in 
this I was disappointed, and they did not begin to bear until late in 
the fall, and then only bore pods on the extreme ends of the limbs, 
and these so late that a third part were destroyed by the frost, though 
the fall was mild. 

The ‘‘Chinese” pea, from its size and color, could not be distin- 
guished from the Oregon pea. I obtained a few plants from these, 
which were perfectly similar to the Oregon pea, until the stalk was 
about a foot high. They then began to blossom, and bore pods, which 
resembled those of the Oregon pea. They then sent out a number of 
vines, each of which bore at every joint. It was late in May when I 
received them. I planted some of the first that ripened, and they 
matured before frost. I think three, if not four crops of them, may 
be made here in one season. 

Statement of Wittam H. Goupy, of Buteville, Marion county, Oregon 
Territory. 

There is no such product here as the ‘‘Oregon pea,’’ described by 
a writer in the Report of 1853. There is an excellent field-pea, which 
was introduced by the Hudson Bay Company. It is a yellowish- 
white, and nearly the size of what is known as the ‘‘May’’ pea inthe 
Western States. The stalks, when planted in good rich land, grow 
4 feet high, sending out several lateral shoots, with short joints, which — 
have from 2 to 4 pods at a joint, that seldom contain more than six 
eas. 
What is known here as the ‘‘Field’’ pea will yield on good land 30 

bushels to the acre. The peas are fed to hogs, and the vines make 
good hay. 

Peas are considered superior to wheat to fatten hogs. The cost of, 
raising is about the same as that grain. 
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Statement of Victor Scrrpa, of Pittsburg, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

The ‘‘Oregon’’ pea was cultivated here both in 1854 and 1855. In the 
former, on account of the great drought, it entirely failed. Last spring, 
Isowed mine about the middle of April , but a late frost killed nearly 
half the plants Thad. The other half lingered for several months, 
seemingly not to grow at all, until the last of August, or early in 
September, when they grew more vigorously and commenced to blos- 
som. ‘The early frosts, however, about the middle of October, killed 
the unripe pods, stalks, and leaves in a single night. The stalk at- 
tained a height of only 24 or'3 feet. 

All the other Oregon peas cultivated in this vicinity, as far as I 
could learn, shared the same fate. 

CHUFAS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Victor Scripa, of Pittsburg, Alleghany cowaty, 
Pennsylvania. 

Last season, I raised a patch of the ‘‘ Earth Almond,’’ or ‘‘ Chufa’’ 
(Cyperus esculentus,) each plant of which produced over one hundred 
tubers. In Kurope, they are eaten raw, like chesnuts or almords, and 
are used in cakes or confectionary like the latter; and, even when 
pounded with sugar, the mixture is equal in every respect to the 
emulsion of almonds. They are also used as the best substitute for 
coffee. 

THE PEA-NUT, OR PINDAR. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun B. C. Gazzo, of La Fourche parish, Louisiana. 

The ‘‘Pea-nut,’’ ‘‘Pindar,”’ or ‘‘Ground-nut,”’ (Arachis hypogea,) 
when cultivated in this section, requires a good alluvial soil, although 
it will grow well on sandy land. The seeds are dibbled in rows, so as 

- to leave the plants a foot apart each way. As soon as the flowers ap- 
pear, the vines are earthed up from time to time, so as to keep them 
chiefly within the ground. 
When cultivated alone, and there is sufficient moisture, the yield 

of nuts is from 60 to 75 bushels to the acre. If allowed to grow 
without earthing up, the vines will yield half a ton of hay to the 
acre. They are killed by the first frost, when the nuts are mature and 
ready for use. : 
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CARROTS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of GursHom Wrzorn, of Victor, Ontario county, New York. 

Having had some experience in raising carrots for feeding to stock, 
I will give an estimate of the expense of raising and securing an 
acre. The ground should be rich and low, but thoroughly drained, 
and worked at least 15 inches deep, with a subsoil plough. It should 
be harrowed, rolled, and then formed into ridges 2 feet apart. The 
seed should be sown with a hand-drill, as early in the spring as the 
field can be properly worked, as an early sowing is far more likely 
to come up than a late one. Carrot-seed, of all others, requires a 
very damp, fine soil to vegetate. 
An acre of suitable land, well worked, in general, will yield from 

300 to 1,000 bushels of roots, the nutritive value of which, by mea- 
ure, is equal to one-fourth of that of corn-meal. 
The following is an estimate of the expense of cultivating :— 

‘ 

Si 

COPD DOO 

Ploughing and preparing, . 
Seed, 3 pounds, . 
Drilling in the seed, : 
Hoeing first time, six days, 
Hoeing second time, six days, 
Hoeing third time, four days, ; ‘ ‘ 
Digging and housing, : 4 

ey) or Total, : - , va 

MANGOLD-WURZEL. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of O. H. Kutty, of Northwood, Benton county, Minnesota. 

The seeds of the mangold-wurzel, which I received from the Pa- 
tent Office, succeeded well and grew to a large size. A few of the 
roots were sliced, and given to my hogs, which they ate in preference 
tocorn. I believe it to be a most yaluable root to raise for stock- 
feeding, in general. I shall continue to cultivate it. 

& 
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TURNIPS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun T. Anvruw, of West Cornwall, Litchfield county, 
Connecticut. 

The several varieties of turnip-seed, sent me from the Patent Office 
in June last, were well cultivated, and the results observed with care. 
They were sown in drills, 18 inches apart, and 8 inches asunder, along 
the drills, allowing only one plant in a place to remain after 
thinning. The ground was kept loose, and free from weeds, by re- 
peated hand-hoeings. 

_ “Sutton’s Improved Green Globe’’ proved good, germinated well, 
and produced uniform bulbs of middling quality, but not satisfactory 
in quantity, the yield being about 500 bushels to the acre. 

‘‘Ashcroft’s Swede’’ came pure, germinated well, and grew with 
a healthy and rapid development. The quality of the bulbs was 
good and the yield fair, the product being about 800 bushels to the 
acre. The tops were very large, and of a dark green color. 

*¢ Lincolnshire Red Globe’’ proved excellent; the bulbs were 
white below the surface, purple above, and very large and unform. 
The quality was superior, being free from rootlets, smooth, solid, and, 
in every respect, perfect of its kind. The tops were very large, ex- 
tending from the opposite extremities of its leaves 4 feet.~ The 
weight of the largest bulb, with its top, when pulled, was 15 pounds. 
The small parcel of seed was sown in a row 20 rods long, and pro- 
duced 22 bushels. 

This experiment justifies the hope that the Lincolnshire Red Globe 
will prove one of the best turnips known to us, and a great acquisi- 
tion. 

Statement of B. F. Wisur, of Monson, Piscataquis county, Maine. 

The ‘‘ White globe,”’ or ‘‘Norfolk’’ turnip, an English variety, I 
planted on the 1st of May, in drills 2 feet apart, on ground prepared 
as we usually prepare for our common field crop of ruta-bagas, and 
the yield was nearly double that of the ruta-baga by the side of it. 
Some few of the largest weighed from 10 to 15 pounds each. I shall 
continue to cultivate this variety, as it is decidedly better than the 
common English turnip, grown in this vicinity. ; 

‘‘Skirving’s Improved Swede’ was planted on the same plat, side 
by side with the above, and other field-crops, and does not appear to 
be any better than the common ruta-baga. The crown of the root is 
inclined to grow much longer, and the yield is no better. 

} 
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Report gy an experiment of twenty-six varieties of Turnip-seed, by 
AMUEL ‘D. Martin, of Pine Grove, Kentucky, in 1855. 

nm n Ae 
a o bis ou 

NAMES OF VARIETIES. aS Soil. | go | 8° Remarks. 
g ef | of 

ip hah: 

1|Skirving’s Swede................| July 19 | Garden } 4,600} 3,200 
2\Rivers’ Stubble Swede.......... : 4g 5,600} 4,200 
3{Laing’s Swede. ...ecescecescees a * 4,800] 2,000|Injured by freshet. 
4|Green-topped Swede. .........0- s tf seeeess|esee+e-|Destroyed by freshet- 
5|Dale’s Hybrid... ...++++..0+++-.| Aug. 8 |Sod-land| 4,960} 12,800 
6|Green-topped Six-weeks..........) Aug. 1 Wi 14,000} 6,400 
TiO Walsall icreiwiwisceig 0 6s o'o/ee Waleie a a 6,000) 6,200 
Q|Strap-leaved. . 20. sce sceomcces ee te 9,400} 3,800 
9|Small Yellow Malta,.........06- a Ly 5,600} 2,800/Ground not filled. - 

10] White Globe or Norfolk White... u se 8,600] 7,200 12) GOMER WERE 
11]Green Round or Norfolk Green.... 13 3,800) 6,000 ¢ at G 
12|Green Globe or Green Norfolk..... oe ef 5,000] 4,600 « cS pee 
T3RG QUOC BEle s siela male of sce ¢ <caa's Js 3 4,800] 3,200 ny Oe 
14/Red Globe or Norfolk Red....... . 6,800] 13,000 4 - « 
15}White Tankard or Decanter..... ee Ke 4,800] 5,200 Af “oe 
16]Green Tankard or Decanter......] Aug. 8 43 2,400] 5,600 
1%|Yellow Tankard or Decanter.... i - 2,080] 4,800/Ground not filled. 
18}Red Tankard or Decanter........ ae rf 6,400} 11,560 
19|Green-topped Scotch. ...esseeees Ee i 3,040} 5,600 
20|Purple-topped Scotch.,......... a ie 2,720} 4,480 
21|Skirving’s Purple-topped Scotch.| Aug. 9 my 1,920] 2,880 
22|Harly Stone or Stubble Stone.... uC gf 5,080] 16,000 
23/Vellow Stone... .sewsccerecees e te 4,480] 16,000 
24|Red-topped Stone, ...es..eseeee oe x 10,720) 12,320 
25] White Dutch. .. 0.60 0s es ccusscersse “| a siseess[escee ee s|Haten by grasshoppers 
26] Yellow Dutch.......ce0eeccencceoere fs tf 4,800) 5,760 

The seeds were presented to the Patent Office, for experiment, by 
Messrs. Charlwood and Cummins, seedsmen, of London. 

' They were mostly sown upon sod-land, ploughed four times, har- 
rowed twelve times, and rolled twice. Stable manure was spread 
broadcast at the rate of 160 bushels to the acre, finely pulverised ; 
except to the Swedes, to which it was applied in drills. 

The first sowing was almost destroyed by the turnip-fly, and the 
second by grasshoppers. Those which stood, were so much injured, 
that they grew very little before the weather became cool. 

The Swedes were transplanted in drills August 4th. 
The crop was harvested November 12th. 
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Report of an experiment of twenty-six varieties of Turnip-seed, by 
A. G. Comines, of Freetown, Bristol county, Massachusetts, in 1855. 

s | 25 || 25 £2] ss | s38 
wm | SE [ee | du lecl $$ | see 

NAMES OF VARINTIES. me o2 a ERS a iS 22 £2 o> 
g aN Sapo lee! as ROAR oh 
cs = Mepoaf isl 42 13 

1)Skirving’s Swede.............| July 11 | Nov. 5 | 50,500] 8,000} 720/excellent 
2|Rivers’ Stubble Swede......... sf cs 44,500] 8,000 | 640 B excellent 
SILAMIP SIS WEMEsa.< o slerrewas och aie:c 44 te 44,500] 7,000 | 640 Ht 

4|Green-topped Swede......... 2 tf ‘¢ | 60,600] 6,500 | 880 At excellent 
5|Dale’s Hybrid................| July 24 | Nov. 19 | 52,800] 8,000 | 885 & 
6|Green-topped Six-weeks........ “ te 28,000] 4,480} 560; = Paes 
GSnaw Pall....cssecavepescca ts 198800] 6,360] 6oo] « | 800d, 
8\Strap-leaved....csseccsssecces sid - 38,500] 4,800 | 700 “3 early, 
9/Small Yellow Malta........... is a 26,880] 4,800} 480 fs excel- 

10|White Globe or Norfolk White.. f ‘¢ 139,600] 8,000] 660} * lent, 
11/Green Round or Norfolk Green. ie ‘¢ | 26,400] 7,360} 440 Kt early. ) 
12/Green Globe or Green Norfolk. . ig ‘¢ | 37,200] 8,320] 620) “ 
13/Golien: Ball. /.)5/.c'sveisicies ae nigveres us ae 24,640] 6,400 | 440 Ab good. 
14)Red Globe or Norfolk Red.,.... 6 ‘¢ | 27,000} 9,280 | 500 # 
15|White Tankard or Decanter.... i ef 20,800] 5,760 | 400 & fine 
16/Green Tankard or Decanter.... fs ts 20,600] 5,640 | 400 & uf 
17|Yellow Tankard or Decanter... ibe ee 21,000} 5,440 | 400 aS excellent 
18/Red Tankard or Decanter...... f ut 20,000] 6,240 } 400 Le 
19/Green-topped Scotch.......... “ te 15,600] 6,400 | 260 ce 
20|Purple-topped Scotch.......... tt ‘ 14,400] 7,040 | 240 a 
21|Skirving’s Purple-topped Scotch t¢ es 24,006] 5,920 | 400 N 
22|Early Stone or Stubble Stone. . 4; ¢ | 19,200] 6,400} 320) =“ 
23|Mellaw Stone. . «oo ages dip stsien « if ‘¢ 113,920] 8,000 | 240 
24|Red-topped Stone....--.eeee- if ae 37,120] 7,040 | 640 x 
Bp Wee TCH ais\e.0% oe diese obietse's de ot 25,920) 7,200 } 480 i \ 
JEIWeMOW WUtCh. ¢ »sec05 orgs amcipe se “ 111,520] 4,000 | 240) 

The seeds were presented to the Patent Office, for experiment, by 
Messrs. Charlwood and Cummins, seedsmen, of London. 

The soil was a sandy loam, from which a hay-crop was mown on 
the 25th of June, when it was ploughed for the turnips. 

Hight cords of stable manure and 300 pounds of phosphate of 
lime, were used to the acre. 

The crop was severely injured by drought from the Ist of August. 
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Report of an experiment with twenty-six varieties of Turnip-seed, by 
Cuartes A. Nason, of Hampton Falls, New Hampshire, in 1855. 

4 Hn a Om e P| 

e. | 2s | 22 /Ss| 52. | 528 |8s 
NAMES OF VARIETIES. 5 of Bee me \s $| 323 | 32 * =) 

on =| r= An aos Bog |mg 
3 See? |S a a" | oe 
BH imsi|ag| &| a8 |assle 

Qh  — ————————————— SESE LS O—————— ey —_—_—eOOoooee)):—— O— OO eee Os | 

1)Skirving’s Swede.........cecseeeee .| June 27 | 28,665] 8,190} 375} excellent. good. 
2|Rivers’ Stubble Swede............ - ‘€  |43,695| 13,650] 874] good. a 
3|Laing’s Swede.........000 pireeoueke © s¢ | 25,995) 5,460} 345)  §* ct 
4|Green-topped Swede............00 : © | 28,665) 6,825) 580} ‘° ‘ 
5 Dale's) Hybrid .....csses<osedeb .ockees -| July 15 | 19,110) 23,205) 385) ‘° 
6|Green-topped Six-weeks .......... ‘6 131,395} 10,920) 627] ‘ 
7|Snow Ball......... dais boc vain venues kes . se 31,406] 16,380} 628 ds 
8|Strap-leaved ........sssccesesosseeses é ‘(| 45,045)16,380) 900} ‘ good. 
9)Small Yellow Malta............s00 E ‘¢ | 20,475] 5,460} 409} *¢ 

10) White Globe or Norfolk White.... ‘6 136,855)18,110} 737]  ‘¢ 
11/Green Round or NorfolkGreen.... “ |30,030] 5,460} 601; ‘* 
12/Green Globe or Green Norfolk... ‘6 132,760] 12,285) 655)... 
13) Golden cBalls, <3), ste. adtdecaccnten . © | 28,665] 8,190] 573} =“ 
14|Red Globe or Norfolk Red........ ‘s | 23,205)19,110} 464} excellent. |bad. 
15|White Tankard or Decanter...... “« 116,380] 6,825} 328] good. inferior. 
16|Green Tankard or Decanter....... ‘6 | 28,935] 16,380} 519)  ‘< ff 
17|Yellow Tankard or Decanter..... 46 131,395 (17, 745) B28i ical 
18)Red Tankard or Decanter......... ‘¢ | 19,110] 12,285} 382) ., 
19/Green-topped Scotch.........sss0 4 s¢ | 20,475) 13,650] 410) 
20|/Purple-topped Scotch...........++ ‘© | 16,380}11,285] 328) *¢ 
21/Skirving’s Purple-topped Scotch. teh 1 1945)" 19,505) 2bba) dees 
22|Early Stone or Stubble Stone.. ‘¢ 119,110] 8,190] 582)... 
23] Yellow Stone..... weee os vebbllomeusisepe me 28,665) 5,460) 573 a 
24|Red-topped Stone........sssseeeveeee s¢ | 21,840) 6,825) 457) ¢ 
BOW iEORULCH ces taskias <eackbenauiereher oa 27,300} 9,190) 546 
26) Vella IUtEh. slades.b<opheerssbaes «* |91,840] 6,825] 457) « 

The seeds were presented to the Patent Office, for experiment, by 
Messrs. Charlwood and Cummins, seedsmen, of London. 

The soil was generally gravelly loam, made light and fine, but 
sometimes inclined to clay. The high, dry gravelly land did not 
answer so well as moister soils. The seed was drilled in about 18 
inches apart. The plants were weeded once or twice and thinned 
out frora 5 to 8 inches asunder. 

The fertiliser used was a compost consisting of 20 parts of barn- 
yard manure, 8 parts of salt-marsh mud, 8 parts of hog-manure, 3 
parts of wood ‘ashes, and 1 part of lime—the whole well pulverised and 
worked together, and applied at the rate of 25 cords to the acre, well 
harrowed and intermixed with the soil. 

The roots were more or less affected by drought, according to the 
situation of the soil. 

The crop was but little injured by insects. 
Time of harvesting, October 15th. 
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Report of an experiment with twenty-six varieties of Turnip-seed, by 
JosEPpH J. Cooke, of Providence, Rhode Island, in 1855. 

1 5 o 
-E 7 Boo ite & oO . 

So (PS) AS leslse eee) Sa 
NAMES OF VARIETIES. Saw [Ba ine. [8 Zlatsie2e Pe 

orm Bo | eo ain eros ta. Ss =i 

; qd | Be| Be lacie “|e8s| a8 
GMelas | S145 455 o 

rz |—s— paar 

1|Skirving’s Swede..........sssesseee- July 21 |17,587/ 12,395] 335) good.| good.|good. 
2|Rivers’ Stubble Swede........... * ‘¢ 18,656] 13,199} 352) ¢é s¢ 6 
3) Laing’s Swede........ceccccsseseceres «¢ 118,304] 10,586] 352} =‘ o f 
4'Green-topped Swede...... Seseeaetse Ae © )16;432) 8,978 301) “4 Fe Ke 
5|Dale’s Hybrid.........000.e0s00 ptanee ‘¢ -} 11,809] 18,961} 251) ¢! fair. |fair. 
6'Green-topped Six-weeks........... sc | 24,276] 16,312] 476 inferior. 
USnow Ball,.i..ssccsessseors Seaabeeetes ‘(| 15,239] 19,705} 311] good.| good.| *¢ 
8iStrap leaved........ AEE COLE fc} 19,894} 17,063} 406} <¢ cf cs 

.9|Small Yellow Malta.........22000+4 s¢ | 13,728] 10,343} 264! poor. | poor. |poor. 
10/White Globe or Norfolk White.. ¢ | 15,239) 26,274] 311}, good.| good. |fair. 
11/Green Round or Norfolk Green.. *g 9,984) 21,706] 208) poor. | poor.| ‘* 
12!Green Globe or Green Norfolk... ¢ 117,000] 20,611] 340] good.| good.| ‘* 
13/Golden Ball......... “25 SReeL pe «¢ | 15,704] 15,855} 302) ‘ ‘¢  linferior. 
14/Red Globe or Norfolk Red........ Fe V143150)'25, 821) 283) 4 He gS 
15; White Tankard or Decanter...... ‘¢ | 14,716] 16,081] 283] poor. | poor. |very inferior. 
16)Green Tankard or Decanter...... ¢ 116,050) 24,009} 321) ‘* ee i 
17|Yellow Tankard or Decanter..... July 23 |16,308}18,044} 302} ‘¢ ef ie 
18|Red Tankard or Decanter......... ‘¢ 116,308] 20,460] 302] ‘ tc “ 
19|Green-topped Scotch............ ace Re 9,350) 17,365} 170] good.| good.|fair. 
20|Purple-topped Scotch.............. as 8,694] 19,403] 189] ‘ io a 
21\Skirving’s Purple-topped Scotch. eC 111,577) 16,534) 227| 5 - ee 
22|EKarly Stone or Stubble Stone.... fe" 114, '798) 17,742} 302) * me ae 
DSi VEVOW WStONE, . 5 iecscddecebeckedevesns ‘¢ | 12,985) 16,383] 245] §¢ (f ee 
24-Red-topped Stone.... : ‘¢ | 22,650] 14,986] 453] ‘* we a 
25|White Dutch.........s0se00e are. 191,700/13,967| 434] « & we 
26/Yellow Dutch.....:.....0.. esadabeeee (¢ 113,464) 9,626) 264) ‘* f at 

The seeds were presented to the Patent Office, for experiment, by 
Messrs. Charlwood and Cummins, seedsmen, of London. 

The soil was a sandy loam, which had been highly maaured in the 
spring for spinach, and subsoiled to the depth of 18 inches. 

There were applied 560 pounds per acre of Lloyd’s super-phosphate 
of lime. 

All the varieties were more or less injured by worms. 
The crop was harvested November 22d. 
The plants were carefully thinned and weeded, and promised an 

abundant yield until the drought was far advanced, before the expi- 
ration of which their recovery, in case of rain, seemed doubtful. 
They did revive, however, and continued to grow up to about the 
time of harvesting. 
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COLZA, OR RAPE. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Janus Casz, of Troy, Bradford county, Pennsylvania. 

On the 19th of April last, I received a small can of ‘‘March’’ or 
spring colza,.or rape-seed. The same day, I sowed a part of it ona plat 
of sandy loam 30 feet square, well enriched with hen-dung and barn- 
yard manure. On the 1st of September, I harvested 3 pecks of 
seed of excellent quality. 

On a rich mellow soil, free from grass and weeds, where labor is 
cheap, I think this crop will pay. 

MISCELLANEOUS CROPS. 
TOBACCO. 

CULTURE IN RUSSIA. 

The culture of tobacco has attained some degree of importance in 
Russia, principally in the governments of Tschernigow, Saratow, and 
Poltawa. It has also of late begun to extend itself into several 
provinces of New Russia, in the government of Stavropol, in Podolia, 
in some of the central governments, and even into some parts of 
Siberia. 

In the Report of the Department of Economy to the Ministry of 
Domains, published in 1849, the total production of tobacco in 
Russia, including the trans-Caucasian provinces, is estimated at 
upwards of 108,240,000 pounds. In the last-named provinces, not- 
withstanding the favorable nature of the climate, the tobacco planta- 
tions are but inconsiderable, the quantity grown annually not 
exceeding 1,000,000 pounds. , 

The greater part of the tobacco raised in Russia is of a very ordi- 
nary quality, selling at from 40 to 80 kopecks per pood (from 1 cent 
and 1 mill to 2 cents and 2 mills a pound); but this cheapness has 
diffused a taste for it throughout the lower classes of the population, 
including even the Nomadic tribes of Atrakhan and Siberia, as well 
as the natives of the Aléoutic islands. Down to the year 1842, 
the culture of an article of a better quality was confined to a few 
isolated experiments, which, however, served to afford an indication 
of classes most suitable for the different districts. By way of encour- 
aging and promoting these attempts, the Department of Rural 
Economy periodically imports tobacco-seed from Persia, Turkey, 
Cuba, and the United States, which it distributes gratuitously in 
every part of the empire where the inhabitants manifest a desire to 
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introduce plantations, and especially among the best known planters 
and colonists of New Russia. In the space of five years, there have 
been distributed upwards of 600 pounds, a quantity sufficient to 
plant 32,000 acres. Treatises with suggestions on tobacco-culture 
have likewise been published and distributed in considerable numbers, 
with a view to instruct the cultivators. In order to facilitate sales, 
the Department of Rural Economy, has by its own intervention, put 
the producers in communication with the principal manufacturers ; 
it also quite recently despatched a distinguished agriculturist with 
a commission to visit Turkey, Egypt, the south of Europe, the island 
of Cuba, and the United States, to study the culture of tobacco in 
those countries, and, on his return, to visit Holland, the countries of 
the Rhine, and the central parts of Germany, in order to examine 
the various modes of manufacturing tobacco and snuff. This agent 
was charged at the same time to engage in Germany an experienced 
cultivator to assist in introducing the best modes of culture, both into 
the agricultural schools, and amongst private planters. In the mean- 
time, experimental plantations were introduced into all the model 
farms and horticultural establishments of the crown. The good 
effect of these measures has already been felt, especially during the 
last six or seven years, in New Russia, Bessarabia, and the govern- 
ments of Podolia, Kiew, and Pultawa. In Podolia, it is stated that 
some proprietors have obtained seed from America, of an excellent 
variety, suitable for the manufacture of cigars; and, in Bessarabia, 
the crown peasants of the district of Khotin have begun to cultivate 
the better sorts. 

As for the superior qualities of the tobacco of the Russians, there 
seems little chance, however, that they will be able entirely to super- 
sede the kinds they now receive from Turkey and America; but the 
experiments already made have shown that the culture of these sorts 
may succeed up to a certain point in several districts of Little Russia 
and the Southern Provinces, if the culture be rationally pursued and 
care taken to renew the seed. D. J. B. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of D. Barnes, of Middletown, Middlesex county, 
Connecticut. 

A considerable quantity of tobacco is raised in Cromwell and in 
this town; the yield is good and pays well. It is also considered of 
superior quality both at home and abroad. 

Statement of Danten Paterson, of Fayette, Howard county, Missourt. 

Tobacco, in this region, yields about 1,000 pounds to an acre. Price 
from $4 to $5 per 100 pounds; cost of conveying to market, 15 to 26 
cents per 100 pounds. | 
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SUGAR AND MOLASSES. 

FAILURE OF THE SUGAR-CANE IN LOUISIANA—PRO- 
POSED PLAN OF RESTORATION. 

The culture of sugar-cane in Louisiana, it is well known, has been 
subject from the period of its introduction in 1751* up to the present 
time, to certain unfavorable vicissitudes to which it is not liable in 
more southern climes. The past has been more marked, perhaps, 
than any preceding season, both in respect to the amount produced 
and to the diseases and condition or degeneracy of the cane. The 
spring of 1854 is represented to have been so extraordinarily dry that 
most of the cuttings put into the ground perished, even after they 
had vegetated. Indeed, some few sections only of the sugar-growing 
parishes were favored even with occasional vernal showers, and the 
crops in these sections gave better promise than those in other parts 
of the State. But yet in these, the yield was not abundant, as the 
summer and fall proved otherwise unfavorable to the growth and 
maturity of the cane; and many planters, who had crops of fair 
appearance, found, upon grinding and boiling, that the actual yield 
of sugar to the acre was unusually small. The plant-cane, upon 
which the cultivators mainly depend, seems to have been a general 
failure throughout the State; and the small crop made was mostly 
saved from the stubbles, or rattoons. The securing of the crop was 
also very unfavorable to the planter. At the commencement of the 
grinding, there appeared to be little or no crystalisable sugar in the 
juice. The cane was not ripe, and the cold and unusually wet winter, 
which consequently required a large amount of fuel for boiling, was a 
great drawback; so inuch so, that many of the planters lost a good 
portion of their crops by not being prepared for these exigencies, 
while others, rather than grind their immature cane, preferred to let 
it stand in the fields, even at the risk of losing a part, and did not 
commence boiling before the 20th of December. 

On the night of the 23d of October, there occurred a frost, and 
although not very severe, it did a vast deal of injury to the cane in 
the parishes of St. John Baptist, St. James, Ascension, Iberville, 
East and West Baton Rouge, West Feliciana, Point Coupée, Avoyelles, 
and Rapides. ‘The season in these parishes was shorter by two 
months than in the others, where the cane was perfectly sound up to 
the night of the 25th of December, when thick ice was formed, the 

* We have no record of the cultivation of sugar-cane as a staple crop, in any part of the 
territory of the United States, before the year 1751, when it was introduced, with several 
negroes, by the Jesuits, from St. Domingo. They commenced a small plantation on the 
banks of the Mississippi, just above the old city of New Orleans. The year following, others cul- 
tivated the plant, and made some rude attempts at the manufacture of sugar. In 1758, Mr. 
Dubreul established a sugar estate on a large scale, and erected the first sugar-mill in Lou- 
isiana, in what is now the lower part of New Orleans. His success induced other plantations, 
and, in the year 1765, there was sugar enough manufactured for home consumption; and in 
1770, it had become one of the staple products of the colony. Soon after the revolution, a 
large number of enterprising adventurers emigrated from the United States to Lower Louisi- 
ana, where, among other objects of industry, they engaged in the cultivation of cane, and, by 
the year 1803, there were no less than eighty-one sugar estates on the delta alone. 
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ground frozen, and a longer term of cold weather followed than had 
ever before been experienced in that section, and continued, with 
variations of temperature and frequent rains, up to the middle of 
February. In several years previous, as in 1835 and 1852, for 
instance, the temperature, for a day or so, had fallen to as low, ora 
lower point; but, probably, so great an aggregate of cold had never 
been known in Louisiana in any previous winter. The greatest cold 
was on the morning of the 4th of February, when the mercury 
fell to 20° F., although it stood as low as 24° or 25° on several days 
in January. Many planters had not finished sugar-making when 
the severe weather set in, and all such, from these untoward circum- 
stances, suffered much from short crops. 

While the cane of the first-named parishes was nearly paralysed 
with cold on the 24th of October, it was not quite frozen to the 
ground; but, in cases where it had not been ‘‘windrowed,’’ it con- 
tinued to sprout, and was thus prevented from ripening, while that 
which was windrowed was susceptible of being made into nothing 
but molasses. ‘To this frost, may be attributed, in a great degree, the 
large deficiency of the sugar-crop in the State, the past season. But 
this evidently was not the only cause of the general deterioration of 
the cane which had manifested itself for several years preceding.’ 
There had not only been a less yield of sugar to the acre than form- 
erly, but the cane itself had become feeble or diseased on many plan- 
tations, and the stalks attacked by borers, or worms; and the juice, 
in many cases, was not susceptible of conversion into sugar. ‘These 
defects, it is conceived, are not attributable alone to untimely frosts, 
nor to seasons otherwise unfavorable, but mainly to injudicious culti- 
vation, such as the neglect of proper drainage, and, more than all, 
the exhaustion of the requisite elements in the soil necessary for the 
perfect development of the cane, by continued cropping, without a due 
regard,to rotation. This point, however, will be discussed more at 
length hereafter. 

This deterioration, or falling off of the crop, has also been at- 
tributed to other presumed causes, one of which is that based upon 
the theory of Mr. Knight, of Herefordshire, in England, in the latter 
part of the last century, namely, that plants propagated by cuttings, 
or slips, deteriorate and become extinct, unless regenerated from time 
to time by the production of fresh stocks directly from the seeds. 
Mr. Knight, it would seem; based his hypothesis upon the fact that 
certain varieties of the apple, in his neighborhood, were believed to 
be running through their natural course, and named as instances the 
*¢ Golden Pippin’ and the ‘‘Nonpareil.’’ But the particular cases 
thus cited failed to sustain his assumption; for the Golden Pippin is 
believed still to thrive well at Madeira, on many parts of the Conti- 
nent of Europe, and in England, as well as the Nonpareil, just as 
they did in the days of Queen Anne. 

The earliest records we have of the sugar-cane (if we except a 
slight allusion by the prophet Job) are found in the writings of 
authors who lived three centuries before the Christian era. [rom 
them, we simply learn that the history of this plant, like that of 
many other nécessaries of life, was involved in obscurity. The plant 
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itself indeed appears to have been imperfectly known, even to the 
Greeks and Romans, as Theophrastus, 320 years before Christ, 
described it as a ‘sort of honey extracted from canes or reeds;’’ 
and Strabo, on the authority of Nearchus, the commander of the 
fleet in the expedition of Alexander the Great, says that ‘‘reeds 
in India yield honey without bees;’’ but, although India and Cochin- 
China are the countries usually cited as the aative homes of the 
sugar-cane, it is stated by Dr. Roxburgh, whw resided many years 
in India, that its indigenous habitat in that country is unknown, 
and that he never there beheld its seeds. Although it has been 
stated also to grow wild upon portions of the American Continent, no 
proof of the fact is believed to exist. It is true that a species of cane, 
of spontaneous growth, has been found in Central America, which is 
rich in saccharine juice, and easily crushed by rollers; but it is not 
known with certainty when it was discovered, nor whether or not it 
is the result of self-sown seeds of some variety of the Eastern cane. 
On several of the South-sea Islands, however, and especially Otaheite, 
it occurs in an apparently wild state. 

The cultivated sugar-cane very rarely produces seeds, although this 
is said sometimes to occur even in the Southern States of this Union; 
but it has not been shown that the seeds have vegetated when sown; 
yet there is, no doubt, some country in which the course of nature is 
followed in this respect. Moreover, it has been averred that there is 
no region in which the cultivators attempt to resort to this mode of 
propagation, their dependence being always and entirely upon the 
cuttings. The theory, therefore, of the insufficiency of this means of 
propagating the sugar-cane, is without the least foundation, unless it 
can be shown that a general tendency to decay and extinction is mani- 
fested in it throughout the globe—a fact that has not been assumed, 
and that certainly does not exist. . 

That the propagation of plants, by their seeds, is the natural 
method, seems like an infallible proposition; and to the inquiry it 
naturally suggests respecting their design, if not for this use, it may 
be difficult to find a conclusive reply. But the vegetable kingdom 
presents to the mind of the observer so many apparent anomalies, 
that the student who refuses to progress further until each in succes- 
sion is made plain to his understanding, is not likely to proceed far 
in this most interesting and profitable pursuit. 

The red currant, it is well known, contains seeds; but, although 
its history can be traced for at least a thousand years, there is no rea- 
son to believe that, in all this period, it has ever been generally pro- 
pagated otherwise than from cuttings. 

The grape, also, contains seeds; but vines are never propagated 
from them, except when new varieties are intended to be produced. 
The extraordinarily healthy and prolific vines of California were in- 
troduced there from Malaga, in the form of cuttings, more than one 
hundred and fifty years ago. How long they had been so cultivated 
in Malaga, prior to that time, it is impossible to tell; but, it is pre- 
sumed, that a very long period had elapsed since they had been de- 
rived from the seeds. It may also be presumed that these vines of 
California are not more youthful, in this respect, than those now grow- 

° 
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ing at Malaga, notwithstanding that feebleness or disease is evinced 
in the latter, which must proceed from some cause not common to the 
vines of both countries. 

The Jerusalem artichoke has been cultivated from time immemo- 
rial, in Europe, by the tuber alone, as has also the tiger lily, for a 
great number of years. ‘The yellow sweet-potato, which has always 
been healthful, abundant, and of excellent quality, with us, has never 
been known to bear seeds, nor even to flower, in this country, at least ; 
and, although the other varieties of the sweet-potato, purple and 
white, do bear seeds, they are very rarely, or perhaps never, resorted 
to for the purpose of general propagation. ‘The same remark is true 
of the common potato of the North; and, when, a few years ago, 
this esculent became diseased, the idea of exhaustion was forcibly im- 
pressed upon the public mind, and, in compliance with the general 
desire, the London Horticultural Society obtained from the mountains 
of Peru the seeds of the wild plant, similar to those from which the 
European varieties had originally been produced ; but, while all en- 
deavors to derive a new race from this source proved wholly futile, the 
old varieties, that had long been propagated by cuttings, or tubers, 
and were regarded as exhausted, regained their former healthfulness, 
and became as fresh and vigorous, in all their characteristics, as they 
had ever been, for three centuries before. 

The instances here cited may not be sufficient to prove that plants. 
propagated by cuttings, or slips, are inexhaustible and perpetual in 
their succession, and certainly do not prove that they are not lable 
to disease, or, at least, as liable as they would have been had they 
been produced from seeds, but they go far towards dissipating the 
conjecture they are presented to oppose. 

It is an unfortunate, though very prevalent error, to attribute the 
diseases of plants to other than the real causes, since, by doing so, 
we deprive ourselves of the ability to apply the remedy appropriate 
to each case. A deficiency or excess of rain, heat or cold, the electric 
state of the atmosphere, and, what is still more likely, an unfavorable 
condition of the soil, doubtless more or less induce the diseases or 
debility of plants; and these may be either local or general. In the 
case of the sugar-cane of Louisiana, for instance, although it is 
highly desirable to introduce cuttings of new, and, if possible, better 
varieties, than are now cultivated in that State, there is a probable 
cause of deterioration to which the attention of planters has not been 
effectually directed. 

It is known that the continued production of a single species of 
plant, upon almost any soil, will eventually exhaust that soil of 
those elements especially required as the pabulum of that plant, if 
those elements be not carefully ascertained and systematically re- 
turned. Is not this probably the case with respect to the sugar-fields 
of Louisiana? Chemical analyses have shown that nearly one-half 
of the inorganic matter contained in the cane itself is phosphate of 
lime, and nearly a fourth silica. The bare statement of this fact 
must assuredly suggest to every mind a prominent cause of the evil. 
In the continued culture of sugar upon the same lands, as of every- 
thing else, a judicious system of rotation, with a liberal supply of 
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guano, or other animal and phosphated manure, in connection with a 
due supply of well decomposed vegetable matter, is essential; and, 
as has been intimated, the latter must be of the kinds specifically in- 
dicated. 

That there has been a degeneracy in the cane, caused by exhaus- 
tion of the soil, and injudicious rotation, is obvious, from the fact 
that the same lands which have been under cultivation for a long 
period have yielded more than three times the amount of sugar to the 
acre in some years, than in others, the productiveness having been in 
those cases in which the soil was in its primitive fertility, or when 
enriched by guano, or other appropriate manures. For instance, the 
British and French West India Islands, some sixty or seventy years 
ago, yielded from 3,000 to 6,000 pounds of sugar to the acre. At 
present, they do not yield a third of this amount, without manure. 
The product in Louisiana, formerly, often reached as high as 3,000 or 
4,000 pounds ; and, in some cases, even to 6,000 pounds ; but, for the 
last few years, it has often ranged as low as from 500 to 1,000 pounds 
to the acre. According to Commodore Perry, in his ‘‘ Expedition to 
Japan,’’ before the introduction of guano into Mauritius, the product 
of sugar on that island was from 2,000 to 2,500 pounds to the acre; 
but the increase, since the application of this fertiliser, has been so 
extraordinary as to be scarcely credible. In ordinary seasons, the 
product has been from 6,000 to 7,000 pounds, and, under peculiarly 
favorable circumstances, it has even reached 8,000 pounds to the acre. 

The amount of raw sugar, as a gross produce, to the acre, in seve- 
ral countries of the globe, from good authorities, is as follows:— 

Pounds. 

Mauritius, . : ; : : 6,000 
Brazil, . ¢ ‘ , S . 5,000 
Cuba, . : : : t : 4,000 
Isle of Bourbon, } eHonran d 3,300 
Guadeloupe,  . ; 3 : ; 2,000 
Vera Cruz, ; p “ . t 1,900. 
Martinique, f : g é é 1,700 
Bengal, . : - ‘ , f 1,600 
St. Domingo, . ; : : ¢ 1,100 
Louisiana, 1,000 

{n order to show the fluctuations of the sugar-crop in Louisiana, 
for the last twenty-eight years, the following table is taken from Mr. 
Champomier’s Report, in which a hogshead is estimated to contain 
1,100 pounds :— . 

Crop of Hogsheads. Crop of Hogsheads. 

1855 231,427 1847 240,000 
1854 346,635 1846 140,000 
1853 449,324 1845 186,000 
1852 321,934 ” 1844 | 200,000 
1851 236,547 1843 100,000 
1850 211,201 1842 140,000 
1849 247,923 1841 90,000 
1848 220,000 1840 87,000 
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rep of Hogsheads. Crop of Hogsheads. 

1839 115,000 1834 100,000 
1838 70,000 1833 75,000 
A837 65,000 1832 70,000 
1836 70,000 1829 48,000 
1835 30,000 1828 88,000 

In seeking a remedy for the evil here complained of, in Louisiana, 
the minds of many have very naturally been turned to the project of 
replenishing the cane-fields of that State, by the importation of a fresh 
supply of cuttings, of such varieties as may be found best suited to 
the soil and climate. Resort to this means of restoration should be 
promptly made, on a liberal and extensive scale, so that the experi- 
ment may be thorough, and, if possible, effectual, in its results. An 
intelligent agent should be selected for the purpose, well acquainted 
with the character of the cane, and the nature of the soils and cli- 
mates in which it grows, as well as with the best modes of packing 
and transporting it to distant parts, either by land or sea; and, 
what would add much to his qualifications, one who is also acquainted 
practically with the culture of the plant and the manufacture of sugar. 
Among the points on this Continent, from which the cuttings could 

be obtained, I would instance the valley of Aragua, in Venezuela, 
British Guiana, or some favorable locality on the coast of Brazil. On 
or near the Hastern Continent, perhaps British India or the islands of 
Maritius and Java might prove suitable positions for the procure- 
ment of the varieties desired. The agent, thus employed, should be 
accurately informed or instructed with reference to the soil, climate, 
and elevation above the sea, of the sugar districts of these countries, 
as well as to the age and healthiness of the canes from which the. 
cuttings are to be taken, the parts of the plants from which they- 
are to be obtained, and the proper seasons of procuring them and de-- 
livering them at some accessible point in the United States near where. 
they are intended to grow. 

The varieties of cane which have hitherto been most cultivated. in 
Louisiana are the ‘‘Striped-blue Ribbon;’’ the ‘‘Green Ribbon;”’ the 
“Yellow Ribbon,”’ or “‘Java;’’ the ‘‘Red Ribbon,”’ or ‘Violet ;”’ 
the ‘‘Reddish-violet ;’’ the ‘‘Red-striped ;’’ the ‘‘Creole,” “Crys- 
taline,’’ or ‘‘ Malabar ;’’ the ‘‘Otaheite ;’’ the ‘‘Purple ;’’ the < Yel- 
low ;’’ the ‘‘Purple-banded ;’’ the ‘‘Grey ;’’ the ‘‘Greyish-white.”’ 

The fed-striped cane, which was originally brought, from the 
Dutch colony of Java, and the Violet or Reddish-violet, which is only 
a variation from the former, are believed to be the only two varieties 
that will generally prosper under the climate of the sugar districts 
of the Southern States. All the other descriptions are too sensitive 
to cold, except in the warmer parts of the delta of the Mississippi, 
Florida, and Texas. When planted in new ground, it gives a cer- 
tain amount of white canes, or those the outside of which is of a 
greyish-white. When cultivated in old soil, however, it furnishes a 
good yield of violet-red cane. Again, on new ground, a part, say, 
from one-tenth to one-fifteenth, of the striped cane becomes white, or 
a dirty greyish-white. There are also to be found more or less red 

18 
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stripes on some portions of the stalk, or on the joints; but all the 
rest of the stalk is entirely grey. On old ground, on the contrary, 
the red-striped gives red or violet-red canes in about the same pro- 
portion as above. The tendency of this cane to degenerate rapidly is 
remarkable, in every part of America. The other varieties are not so 
liable to deteriorate. After once degenerating, these canes never re- 
cover their original color. 

The Red or Violet-red cane, which is a good sub-variety of the 
Red-striped, resists the cold well, and will often bear exposure from 
5° to 8° F. below the freezing point. 

The Jed, and the Red-striped present some anomalies, in their 
economy which it is difficult to explain: Sometimes, and according 
as the season is more or less favorable, the Red-striped (the mother) 
yields more sugar than the Red variety ; sometimes, on the other 
hand, the Red yields most abundantly, and that under similar condi- 
tions. In general, the Red cane is said to yield less juice than the 
Red-striped, the former, when mature, containing 11 per cent. of 
woody matter, and 89 per cent. of juice, which, in both varieties, has 
generally the same density under the same conditions. When the 
cane is yellow, there is less woody fibre.* 

The ‘‘Otaheite’’ cane originated in the Society Islands. It is the 
variety most cultivated in the West Indies and South America, the 
introduction into which is accredited to the voyagers Messrs. Bou- 
gainville, Cook, and Blight. The former brought it to Mauritius, 
whence it spread to Martinique, and soon after into the rest of the 
West India Islands, Cayenne, and the other parts of the Continent of 
America. It was introduced into Louisiana about the year 1797, but 
is no longer regarded as suitable for general cultivation in that State, 
as it suffers from the slightest frost. 

* Cane-juice, on the authority of Dr. Evans, when recently expressed, is opaque, frothy, and 
of a yellowish-green, or sometimes greyish color. It has an aromatic and sweet taste, a bal- 
samic odor, and produces a slightly acid reaction on litmus paper. In the latter respect, it 
offers considerable variations. Its specific gravity is said to vary from 1.046 to 1.110, from 
7° to 15° Beaumé. These must, however, be considered as its extreme limits, which are very 
rarely observed. I have never seen it in any country of a density below 85°, nor higher than 
13°, the temperature being 80° F. Its specific gravity usually fluctuates between 1.070 and 
1.090, 10° and 13° Beaumé. The difference in density depends upon many causes, as the age 
of the cane, the climate, the soil, the season, the temperature of the atmosphere, &c. 

Cane-juice consists of two parts, easily separated from each other by filtration, the one 
being a perfectly transparent fluid, of a pale-yellow color, the other a dark-green fecula, 
which remains upon the filter. The latter, upon examination under the microscope, is seen 
to be formed ofa green globular matter, (chlorophille,) portions of woody fibre, cellulose in 
the state of the broken-up parietes of the cells, and a few shreds of coagulated fibrine. By 
the application of heat, and the addition of a small quantity of lime, these substances separate 
readily from the pure juice, and then constitute the scum of the clarifiers. This scum has been 
analysed by Avequin, who states that it consists of cerosie, or wax, 7.5, green matter, 1.3, al- 
bumen and wood 3.4, bi-phosphate of lime 0.5, silica 2.1, and water. 

The transparent liquid, which remains when the above matters have been separated by fil- 
tration, consists of water, sugar, a small quantity of dextrine, varying, probably, from 1 to 4 
parts in 1,000, in ripe and healthy canes, soluble compounds of proteine, saline matters, and a 
coloring principle, distinct from the green matter mentioned above, being solublein water. 

The constituents, as determined by analysis, from an average taken from numerous experi- 
ments made by different persons, are as follows:— 7 

Water, . . 4 . : : 4 : 4 81.00 
Sugar, 4 : : : : ; = 18.20 
Organic matter, precipitated by bi-acetate of lead, . F : 0.45 
Saline matter, 3 3 - 4 = 0.35 

j 100.00 
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The cane called ‘‘Creole”’ originated in Malabar or Bengal. It is 
believed to have passed through Arabia, Egypt, Sicily, Spain, the 
Canary Islands, and the West Indies, before it reached this country, 
in 1751. Like the Otaheite, it is not adapted to general culture in 
Louisiana, in consequence of its susceptibility to cold. Both varieties, 
however, produce a great abundance of sugar in the hot seasons, when 
not injured by the autumnal frosts. 

The next steps to be taken for the restoration and continued cul- 
ture of sugar-cane in Louisiana are, a due regard to its management, 
and a judicious rotation of crops. It is of the utmost importance, in 
the first instance, that proper judgment be exercised in the selection 
of the plants from which the cuttings are to be taken. Those with 
healthy succulent tops should be preferred, and not the dry, hard, or 
woody ones, perforated by borers, which are often employed, and have 
occasioned much disappointment and loss in establishing plantations. 
Much benefit can also be derived in changing the cuttings, whatever 
may be the varieties, from one plantation to another, provided they 
are transported to analogous climates and soils. 

The perfection of the culture of the sugar-cane, like that of Indian 
corn, consists in returning to the soil on which it grows, through the 
medium of fertilisers, the whole of the essential substances extracted 
from it by the preceding crops; the eradication of noxious weeds; and 
the prevention of the accumulation of stagnant water. Although 
there are some parts of Louisiana in which the natural condition of 
the soil is sufficiently fertile to allow of repeated cropping, with no 
other assistance than the ploughing under of the trash of the cane- 
fields at certain periods, yet, generally speaking, the lands of that 
State have become so much exhausted by injudicious cultivation that 
nothing but high manuring can possibly secure an abundant yield; 
and, as there are but few estates which keep the requisite number of 
domestic animals to make the amount of manure required for profita- 
ble culture, it becomes necessary that the application of extraneous 
or foreign fertilisers, of easy transportation, readily dissolved by the 
rains, and economical in their cost, must be resorted to, in order to 
render this branch of industry profitable. And I know of no more 
feasible means of accomplishing this object than by the application, 
in a liquid or soluble state, of Mexican, Columbian or other guanos, 
highly charged with phosphoric acid, which is well known to enter 
largely into the composition of all healthy canes. It must also be 
observed that an excess of Peruvian guano, or of stable or barnyard 
manure, applied to the cane-fields, would prove highly injurious to 
the crop, in consequence of the large amount of ammonia they con- 
tain, the formation of éoo much of which is not desirable, as it ap- 
pears, on the authority of the most enlightened agricultural chemists, 
that nitrogen, the great basis of ammonia, however favorable 1t may 
otherwise be to the development of plants, is inimical to the forma- 
tion of sugar, in their juices. This is corroborated by the experience 
ef planters, who affirm that the sugar from canes grown in rich val- 
lies or ravines is always dark and the cane-juice poor, taking nearly 
double the quantity to the hogshead that it does when the canes are 
of a less rank growth. Thus it will be perceived by a little reflection 
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that the experience of the necessity for such manuring is founded on 
correct chemical principles; for it will point out that ammonia, or 
nitrogen, should only be contained in such quantity in the manure 
as will nourish and develop the vegetable structure in the young 
plant, and by such accumulations of carbonaceous matter as will af- 
ford it the means, after such development, of forming the greatest 
quantity of sugar in the cells of the cane. 

The lower-priced guanos and bone-dust are best adapted to supply 
the phosphates; but these, to some extent, are contained in the barnyard 
and many other manures in use. In the alluvial soils of the Missis- 
sippi valley, silica is probably even more meagerly furnished by na- 
ture, and its return is therefore more frequently called for. A partial 
supply of it may be obtained from the cane itself by boiling the bagasse, 
or refuse trash, in a strong potash ley, and then distributing the liquid 
or the residuum, which would contain a considerable quantity of the 
slicate of potash, upon the soil. But how far this will prove economi- 
cal in the end can only be determined by the planters themselves. 

From the absence, with few exceptions, of everything like an at- 
tempt at a rotation of crops, and from an injudicious perseverance, 
year after year, in the culture of cane, on the same fields, much of 
the land in Louisiana has either become wholly unfit for its produc- 
tion, or only capable of yielding diminished crops at a continually 
increasing expenditure of labor and money; and a perseverance in 
the same system, for some years longer, will end in the total aban- 
donment of cane cultivation; for, as the cost of the production of 
sugar must progressively increase, it will be impossible for the plant- 
ers to compete successfully with those of the tropics, where the cane’ 
is a perennial, the soil more enduring in its fertility, and labor is 
equally cheap. From this dilemma, perhaps, the introduction of a 
suitable variety of wheat, and the adoption of a judicious system of 
rotation would extricate them, and be the means of restoring to pro- 
fitable cultivation thousands of acres in that State, which, if further 
impoverished, will finally relapse into their primitive wildness. 
Should wheat be found an injudicious crop to alternate directly with 
the cane, which belongs to the same extensive family of grasses, the 
interposition of the common and Chinese yams, the tanyah, or some 
other tuberous-rooted plants, probably could be cultivated with ad- 
vantage. Should these not succeed, perhaps the bitter and sweet 
cassada, (Janipha manthot et leflingit,) and other fusiform-rooted 
plants, as well as the pea-nut, or pindar, the palma-christa, the bene, 
or other leguminous plants, adapted to the climate, and valuable for 
their productions, might enable the culture both of wheat and sugar- 
cane to be carried on in alternate fields, in endless succession with 
advantage to the cultivator. 
From the admonition which has been received with respect to the 

decadence of the sugar-culture of Louisiana, superior benefits cannot 
fail to result. The experience of every age has well attested the 
folly of exclusive attention and dependence upon a single product, 
however profitable it may prove, and it were well for us to recognise 
this general law, and to resort to the only known means of exemption 
from its penalties. If this shall be done wisely, and in time, the 
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skill and industry of the planters of Louisiana will doubtless be 
rewarded with an increased recompense. That there are manifold 
advantages proceeding from diversified products, cultivated upon 
every farm and plantation, has often been most earnestly affirmed by 
those who have practically learned this truth by an exclusive system ; 
and if the suggestions herein cited, as resulting from the experience 
of many in the premises, shall be well considered by the sugar- 
planters of the United States, it is hoped that neither the product of 
that crop nor the interest of the planters will suffer impairment from 
the evils with which they have been menaced. Dg? Bs 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of the amount of sugar produced in Louisiana, in 1855, from 
P. A. Coampomisr, of New Orleans. 

se | ps | Bs | se 
Soe Celt eg ee ae 

Names or ParisHeEs. oe 2 a & a 2s S, 
OR ec ce ee ee 
2B ome eso 8 

WR eePMOON a rah eos tekavestsubeevess.s 37 35 2 5,579- 
SMU CMON J rudetvanot ss <des sedevouesceees 23 17 6 2,745 
SHV Ont MW eMGIANS, -2... 55 oediiesedeesdecss 17 17 0 2,948 
Bi Or a COUP COL US ais eccas ue bh wa ldt 50 AT 3 7,747 
pease S SMCIA Nay 1... fine csadbeaees xt 12 12 0 951 
Gi cst Dapon ALOUSEe...2 Ads ..cessetiecss 57 51 6 | 11,042 
Ti/Kast Baton Rouge..............see.eeee- 49 46 3 5,739 
PAVE VAUEC?, cisavs chad ve nvcice dabedelesd ote ee 126. 241 15: +} 19,298 
A SCCHSLOM Le Pech batt. 0 dA thin dtecacees 56 50 6 | 14,475 

TSE. pare) Pee Pai eavidlan ont. 17 69 8 | 16,142 
11/St. John the Baptist....:............... 60 51 9 8,356 
TO Se ee Mathes. AI. Ae a SE 34 34 0 | 10,346 
To SMORHOAM. aie. stds acetate ee 24 24 0 7,474 
14\Orleans and St. Bernard............... 25 25 0 4,747 
LP taqmedin esti) Bie Ae. 46 46 0 | 18,829 
16|Assumption—Bayou Lafourche,....| 142 72 70 | 20,156 
17|Lafourche Interior GORA. 74 53 21 .°| 15,282 
18/Terrebonne a 82 56 26 | 15,403 
19|St. Mary—Attakapas................0.. 169 69 | 100 | 30,862 
20|\St. Martin GOL SOREL ils 67 16 51 5,978 
21|Vermilion—Lafayette................0. 12 1 sa 561 
Peiafayette.:. |... das: se epmaeiad eso --%- 9 2 7 579 
23|St. Landry—Opelousas................ 51 34 17 5,411 

Cistern bottoms of 192,391 hogs- 
heads, at an estimate say, of 3 per 
22 hp eee tee) 0) i" RE) POR) See a ee 5f1T1 

otal ti... SR eee ee 1,299] 938 | 361 {231,427 
Estimated at 254,569,000 pounds. 
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Brown sugar made by the old process,............. 192,391 hogsheads. 
Refined, clarified, &c., including cistern,........ 39,036 ee 

231,427 “ 
e 

Sugar Crop in Texas, 1855. 

CounriEs. Number of hogsheads. 

—————- ———— ———_ - 

EAZOVER.<-.5e.cesesesoabh eeeeces toe 6,790 
Matagprdan, 3% seas sete ee nes 959 
NORE TUOH Pett rek cee crane onan « ae 320 
Morty: SsONG.. crates she tape aeemaie tee 920 

Total.....8,989 

Thus Texas has produced this year a much better crop than the 
preceding one, say 9,887,900 pounds against 7,513,000 pounds the 
previous season. 

MOLASSES. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement from P. A. Cuampomtsr, of New Orleans, Louisiana. 

Some of our planters have not, perhaps, made so much molasses of 
late years, while others have made a greater quantity than they did 
last season, more particularly those who rolled a good portion of their 
crop into syrup or molasses, which, I am satisfied, must give them a 
larger quantity of cistern bottoms. I therefore think that my former 
estimate of 60 gallons per 1,000 pounds of sugar was a fair one, or 
15,274,140 gallons against 23,113,620 gallons the year previous. 
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‘CHINESE SUGAR-CANE 
For a description and account of the culture of this plant, see the 

Agricultural Report of the Patent Office for 1854, under the head of 
““Sorgho sucré,’’ pp. xxii and 219. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Josep C. Ontu, of McCleary’s Bluff, [linois, condensed 
from lis report to the Wabash county Agricultural Society. 

The first seeds which this Society received from the Patent Office, 
for distribution among its members, were obtained in the winter of 
1855, and comprised a » list of twenty-one varieties, with the cultiva- 
tion of some of which most farmers were familiar, while there were 
others the culture and care of which nothing was known, and, in con- 
sequence, all attempts to cultivate them were necessarily experimental. 
Among the latter class was the ‘‘Sorgho sucré,’’ a gramineous 

plant imported into France from the north of China, some five years 
since. Mr. D. J. Browne, the agent of the Patent Office, in his 
Report upon this plant, says ‘‘he was led to infer that from the pecu- 
liarities of the climate, and its resemblance in appearance and habits 
to Indian corn, it would flourish in any region wherever that plant 
would thrive.’’ My experience fully proves Mr. Browne’s judgment 
correct. When the seed was obtained, nothing was known of it, and 
no one seemed willing to plant it on trial; ” bearing the name of 
“‘millet,’’ it was supposed to be quite a different plant from that 
which it turned out to be. About the middle of May, I planted all 
the seed received, except one paper, which amounted to about a gill, 
on new upland, between Indian corn and broom-corn, and soon found 
the seed to come up in excellent order. The seed in size and shape 
resembled that, of broom-corn, but its color was black, while the 
plants bore a similar resemblance, except that they came up and con- 
tinued to grow more thrifty, and from the first continued to retain a 
deeper green color than Indian corn, tinged with a whitish fuzz over 
both stalk and leaf, which could be wiped off with the finger, indi- 
cating in corn generally a more luxuriant and hardy growth. At 
first, [ concluded it was most probably a species of broom-corn, and 
found no cause to change that opinion, until the blossom had dried 
off from the seeds, and they began to harden, the resemblance to 
broom-corn still continuing to be so complete, even to the formation 
of head and seeds. But profiting by the remark printed upon the 
paper which contained the seeds, ‘‘Good for fodder, green or dry, 
and for making sugar,’’ I cut off a few stalks and offered them to my 
horses and cattle, which ate them with apparently a good relish, and 
seemed to ask for more. 

I then concluded that as a part of its recommendations was true, I 
should also try the other, and manufacture sugar from the juice. Its 
stalk being very long and heavy, and exceedingly rich in juice, and 
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to the taste, in its natural state, almost as sweet as molasses, no 
doubt remained upon my mind that it was what it was said to be. 1 
cut six stalks, placed them successively upon a flat board, took a 
rolling-pin, and as well as this simple machine enabled it to be done, 
expressed and saved the juice. The result was, I obtained two tum- 
blerfuls, but half was not saved. This was then boiled down, and 
produced one of the same tumblers half full of good pleasant-tasted 
molasses, about as thick as the common molasses obtained in the shops. 
But, as my object was simply to ascertain the quantity rather than 
the quality of saccharine matter contained, this juice was_ neither 
strained nor clarified, and therefore, its taste was not equal to what it 
would be under more careful treatment. From all that I could observe 
concerning this plant, I am fully convinced that 15 per cent. of good 
clarified sugar could be obtained from the juice. My experiment 
produced about 25 per cent. of molasses. 

Mr. Browne says, ‘‘the great object sought in France in the cult 
vation of this plant is the juice contained in its stalk, which furnishes 
three important products, namely, sugar, which is identical with 
that of cane-sugar, alcohol, and a fermented drink analogous to 
cider.’’ He also adds, ‘‘the juice, when obtained with care, by 
depriving the stalk of its outer coating or woody fibre and bark, is 
nearly colorless, and contains merely sugar and water, producing 
from 10 to 16 percent. of the former.’’ This, it would seem, is 
evidence strong enough to warrant a more extended trial of its 
merits, and if it will in any way supply the place of cane-sugar, it 
tuust of necessity become a very important and valuable acquisition, 
to the agricultural products of the Middle and Northern States. I 
am fully satisfied that it will ripen in north latitude 42°, which is 
about the northern limit of Illinois. 

Statement of O. H. Kutuy, of Northwood, Benton county, Minnesota. 

Last Spring, I received from the Patent Office a small parcel of 
Chinese sugar cane (Sorgho sucré.) It was sown with a seed-drill, 
came up, and grew rapidly to the height of 11 feet; but did not blos- 
som in season for the seed to mature. If cut just as it is in blossom, 
it will make excellent fodder for stock. 

Statement of Freperick Muncu, of Marthasville, Warren county, 
Missouri. 

The Chinese sugar-cane, (Sorgho sucré,) I fully succeeded in culti- 
vating last season, by sowing it in drills 3 feet apart, in a rich sandy 
soil. In my opinion, the stalks contain the most saccharine matter 
about the time the seed_is half ripe. 

I have not tried to make sugar from this plant, but have succeeded 
in making a superior syrup. I found a difficulty in crushing the 
stalks sufficiently to express the juice. Could not a simply-constructed 
machine be invented for this purpose, so that the farmers could make 
sugar or syrup for their own domestic use? 
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Statement of Samurit CuaryaM, of Cold Spring Harbor, Suffolk county, 
New York. 

Early in May last, I received a small parcel of the seeds of the 
Chinese sugar-cane, (Sorghum saccharatum,) which I cultivated some- 
what after the method of Indian corn. The proper time for planting, 
however, I should say would be the same as that of early corn, as I 
find it quite hardy, and stalks of it cut down the end of October made 
fresh shoots after two rather heavy frosts, and still were good for feed. 
From twenty-five plants I obtained half a bushel of ripe seed. 

The mode of cultivating I would recommend, would be, to sow, after 
the ground is well manured and deeply ploughed, in drills 4 feet apart, 
the plants, 2 feet asunder in the drills, with not more than one plant 
in a place, as each sends up from four to six shoots. When the plants 
are well started, say a foot in height, turn over the earth on each 
side with a plough, after which, keep them clear of weeds with the 
hoe. 
When well cultivated and in good soil, the plant attains from 10 

to 14 feet in height, and produces excellent fodder from the root to the 
top. I believe a heavier weight of nutritious feed for all kinds of 
cattle can be procured from it, in a given space of ground, than from 
any other plant; and I think it will prove of great benefit to every 
section of the country where it is introduced, not only as a green feed, 
during the hot months, but after being cut up and cured like the 
corn-plant, its stalks may be steamed during the winter, and given 
to horses, oxen, or cows, which will commence eating at one end and 
never leave them till entirely consumed. The seeds, also, I have no 
doubt, will prove valuable as a feed for poultry, as I find they eat 
them with avidity. 

Although in this part of the country, I look upon this plant as of 
great value as a forage crop, yet possibly, it may be profitably culti- 
vated for sugar, as the juice contains nearly 10 per cent. of saccharine 
matter as clear as crystal, and on a very small scale, beautiful clari- 
fied sugar was produced by my friend Dr. Ray. This matter, how- 
ever, will be carefully tested here the coming season, as several of us 
are preparing to go into it rather extensively. 

I have distributed seeds to nearly two hundred persons, from Mas- 
sachusetts to Tennessee. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania, 

Last spring, I received from the Patent Office, a small parcel of the 
seeds of the Chinese sugar-canc, described in the Agricultural Report 
of 1854, under the name of ‘‘Sorgho sucré.’’ I planted it about the 
20th of May, although it might have been sown 10 or 15 days 
earlier; but, fearing that it might be injured by a late frost, I pre- 
ferred to plant it thus late. I planted it in the centre of a twenty- 
acre field in two rows, with the hills about 34 feet apart, with from 
two to six seeds in each hill. Where the plants were three or four 
to a hill, they grew the most vigorously, and seemed to produce the 
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most perfect seed. I gave them no extra culture either in labor or 
manure; the plants had no protection from sunshine nor storm, before 
I secured the seed, which I did by cutting off the tops of the plants 2 
or 3 feet below the seed spikelets, bound them into bundles or sheaves, 
and placed them in an open shed, there to remain until the time of 
planting next spring. They are yet quite fragrant, and taste strong 
of the saccharine juice. 

The account given of this plant, at page 219 of the Agricultural 
Report of 1854, accords precisely with all my experience in its cul- 
ture. The given weight of the crop on a given space, growing, as it 
did with me the past season, I think would be nearly or quite equal 
to that of Indian corn. 

tatement of J. H. Hammonpn, of Silverton, Barnwell district, South 
Carolina, as reported to the Beach Island Farmers’ Club. 

A rule of this Club, requiring every member to make and report, 
each year, an agricultural experiment, I will take this opportunity 
to acquit myself of that duty. One of our members, Mr. Redmond, 
of the ‘‘Southern Cultivator,’’ distributed among us, last winter, 
some seeds of what is commonly called ‘‘Sugar Millet.’’ He very 
kindly gave me enough to plant half an acre—about a pint. I pre- 
ared a plat of ground on a northern slope, of old, stiff and worn-out 

land: in such a manner and with as much manure as would probably 
have made it yield, with average seasons, about 20 bushels of corn 
peracre. On the 22d of March, I planted the seed in three-foot drills, 
dropping every 18 or 20 inches some six or eight seeds. It was 
ploughed and hoed often enough to keep the grass down, and about 
the 1st of July began to head. The heat had then been unusually 
intense for two weeks, and has continued so up to the present time ; 
and latterly, the drought has been very destructive. I do not think 
this half acre would have yielded 5 bushels had it been planted in 
corn. Having intended, however, to ascertain whether the millet 
would make syrup, I had a rude mill put up with two beech-wood 
rollers. 

Finding that by the 22d of July the most advanced heads had 
passed the milky stage, I had 1,750 canes cut, which I supposed were. 
a fair sample of the patch. The first 300 or 400 were passed through 
the mill twice, the remainder four times, and the yield was 194 
quarts of juice. But 10 canes, which I selected and passed seven 
times through the mill, yielded 3 quarts. The juice was received in 
common tubs and tested by a thermometer, and a saccharometer with 
a scale of 40°. The thermometer stood in every instance at 78° F. 
The saccharometer varied from 21}° to 234°. At the latter point, the 
juice would float a fresh-laid egg. I boiled it in a deep, old-fashioned 
‘“cow-pot,’’ and, after six to seven hours’ boiling, obtained 32 quarts 
of tolerable syrup. 

The next day, I selected 10 canes, the heads of which were fully 
matured, 10 more in full milk, 10 more the heads of which were just 
fully developed and the top seed beginning to turn black, and again 
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10 comprising all these stages, but from which I did not strip the 
leaves. They were al] passed through the mill seven times, and 
yielded nearly the same quantity of juice—about 3 quarts for every 
10 canes. The juice, tested by the saccharometer, showed that the 
youngest cane had rather the most, and the oldest rather the least 
saccharine matter. The whole, together with that of a few other 
good canes, exhibited at 80° of the thermometer 243° of the sacchar- 
ometer. From 42 pints of the juice, I obtained, after four hours’ 
boiling, 9 pints of rather better syrup than that made the day be- 
fore. In these boilings, I mixed with the cold juice about a tea- 
spoonful of lime-water of the consistency of cream for every 5 gallons. 

These selected canes grew on the best spots of the patch, and 
where probably corn might have been produced, the present season, 
at the rate of 20 bushels to the acre. They were an inch in diame- 
ter, at the largest end, and 7} feet long after cutting off the head and 
a foot of the stem. After this, I cut down all the inferior cane and 
cured it for forage. 

On the 28th of July, two of the members of the Club (Dr. Brad- 
ford and Mr. H. Lamar) being at my house, remained to see the re- 
sult of pressing and boiling 400 canes I had cut and stripped. Each 
of us selected 10 canes, and put them through the press eight times ; 
the result being as before, about 3 quarts for every 10 canes. But 
even after the pressure, juice could be wrung from the canes by the 
hands, and we agreed that at least one-fourth of it, and that the best, 
remained in the cane—so inefiicient was my mill. The rest of the 
cane, I ordered to be pressed six times, but we did not ourselves re- 
main to see it done, nor did we count the 400 canes. The yield of 
the whole, however, was 374 quarts. With the thermometer at 85° 
in the juice, the saccharometer stood at 244°; we boiled the juice 
until it run together on the rim of the ladle and hung in a transpa- 
rent sheet half an inch below it before falling. And this in two and 
a half hours. The result was 6 quarts of choice syrup. The next 
day, I repeated the experiment on a larger scale, with equal success, 
and I have brought to the Club enough of the syrup to enable every 
member to try it and judge of its quality. All who have tasted it, 
agree that it is equal to the best that we get from New Orleans. In 
these last boilings, I put a table-spoonful of lime-water, prepared as 
before, to every 10 gallons. The whole process of clarifying and 
boiling was carried through in the same pot, and that very unsuita- 
ble from its depth. 

I measured the grain from a number of heads, and the result was 
an average of a gill from each. I weighed a half peck of matured 
seed, after several days’ exposure to the sun. It weighed 4% pounds, 
equal to 88 pounds to the bushel. I weighed 20 of the best canes cut 
for forage, after it was cured sufficiently to house. They weighed 24 
pannds. equal to 30,000 pounds for 25,000 canes, [per acre?] which 
think might be grown on land that would make 25 bushels of corn 

with average seasons. I have tried horses, cattle, and hogs, and find 
they eat the cane, its leaves and seed, greedily, and fowls and pigeons 
the last. I think, however, when allowed to mature, the cane should 
be cut up fine for animals, as the outer coat is hard. 
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I did not attempt to make sugar, not having prepared for that. 
There can, however, be no doubt that it can be made from such syrup 
as this. And, as they make more syrup in the West Indies per acre 
than they do in Louisiana, only because the cane matures better, it is 
not unreasonable to infer that the millet, which matures here per- 
fectly, and will even make two crops in a year, will yield more and 
better sugar than the Louisiana cane. 
Beginning to cut the cane as soon as the head is fully developed, it 

may be secured for a month before it will all ripen—how long after 
that I do not know. A succession of crops might be easily arranged 
so as to insure cutting and boiling from the 1st of July—probably 
earlier—until frost. JI have housed some stalks directly from the 
field, to ascertain hereafter, whether, thus treated, it will yield juice 
and make syrup next winter. 
A good sugar-mill, with three wooden rollers, may be erected for 

less than $25, and a sugar-boiler that will make 30 gallons of syrup 
a day, may be purchased in Augusta for less than $60. 
- This millet will, of course, mix with any other variety of the fam- 
ily, if planted near it. Unfortunately, I planted broom-corn about 
100 yards from mine, and shall therefore have to procure seed else- 
where for the 10 acres I intend to plant next year. 

I have now stated the chief particulars of my experiment. Every 
member of this Club is competent to draw his own conclusions. A 
single experiment—especially one in agriculture—is rarely conclu- 
sive. I may err myself, and might cause others to err, were I to ex- 
press, with any emphasis, the opinion I at present entertain of the 
value of this recently introduced plant. 

Statement of Commoporr Ap Catespy Jonss, of Prospect Hill, Fairfac 
county, Virginia. 

Among the field and garden seeds, I received from the Patent Office 
last season, (1855,) was a package marked ‘‘Sugar Millet,’’? which 
from its strong resemblance to a species of millet known as ‘‘Choco- 
late Corn,’’ in Lower Virginia, received but little attention from.me ; 
nevertheless, after everything else of the sort was planted, the sugar 
millet seed were strewn in a furrow by the side of a lane, and not 
much cared for afterwards, until the frost took it, when a few heads 
only, not more than three in a hundred, had matured. 

The perfect heads being collected, all the stalks were cut down to 
the ground, and a few armfuls thrown over into the lane, where cattle 
and swine had free access. It was amazing to see with what avidity 
both devoured every part and particle, blade and stalk, making a 
clean sweep of the whole. The frosted millet was fed to the same 
animals several days in succession, and without the least abatement 
of their appetite for it. I had not a sufficient quantity to test its fat- 
tening value, but from the avidity with which the animals devoured 
it, and the large amount of saccharine matter it is now known to con- 
tain, it must be greatly superior to Indian corn as fodder, and it is 
quite as easily cultivated. 
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The proper time for planting, I think, is when the earliest plap ed 
Indian corn first appears above ground, the soil and mode of cult) a- 
tion being similar as for broom-corn. 

THE COMMON CAPER. 

The common caper (Capparis spinosa) is a deciduous-leaved shrub 
indigenous to Southern and Kastern Europe, usually found amongst 
rubbish and upon old walls. In the Grecian islands, it occurs ie 
the sea-side on rocks. — - 

This plant is cultivated on a large scale between Marseilles and 
Toulon, in many parts of Italy, as well as on Malta, Sicily, and the 
islands of the Levant. It is propagated from cuttings, or suckers, 
which are planted about 10 feet apart, in a lean soil, without manure. 
It may also be raised, by sowing the seeds upon old walls, where they 
will take root between the bricks, and endure for many years. The 
plants require to be sheltered from severe winds, and to be favorably 
exposed to the sun, and scarcely ever suffer from drought or heat. 
In spring, they need only one dressing; in autumn, they are cut 
down to within 6 inches of the ground, and covered with the sur- 
rounding earth, which is raised about them on all sides. The sue- 
ceeding spring, they are laid bare to the crown of the stump, soon 
after which they throw out fresh shoots. In the early part of the sum- 
mer, they begin to flower, and thus continue in succession, until they 
are destroyed by frost or cold. In the vicinity of Toulon, this plant is 
cultivated in orchards, in the intervals, between the fig and olive trees; 
and in the neighborhood of Paris, it is trained on low walls, and the 
shoots during the winter are laid down and covered with earth, to 
protect them from the frost. 

In the islands of the Mediterranean, and near Toulon, the flower-buds 
of the caper are gathered while very young; for, as they enlarge, they 
decrease in value; the collecting of these buds forms a daily occupa- 
tion for six months in the year, while the plants are in a flowering 
state. As the buds are gathered, they are thrown into a cask among 
as much salt and vinegar as is sufficient to cover them, and as the 
quantity of capers is increased, more vinegar is added. When the 
caper season closes, the buds are then sorted according to their color 
and size. ‘The smallest and greenest being best, they are separated 
from the larger ones, and put into small casks of fresh vinegar, when 
they are ready for shipment or use. In this state, they will keep well 
for many years. In Italy, the fruit is prepared in the same way as 
the flower-buds ; both are bitterish, acrid, and aromatic. It is said 
to be a common, though pernicious practice, to put filings of copper 
in the first pickle, to give the buds a green color. 

The chief supply of the capers used in this country as an ingredient 
in sauces to be eaten with boiled fish and meats, especially mutton, 
are from Sicily and the south of France. D. J. 
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CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Ropert Cutsoitm, of Beaufort, Beaufort district, South 
Carolina. 

Two years ago, I imported from Paris a few caper plants, (Cap- 
paris spinosa,) at a cost of 75 cents each, when delivered here, two 
of which I planted in my garden, and they have succeeded very satis- 
factorily. The summer of 1854, I allowed all the buds to blossom, 
with the hope of getting some seed, but only one pod seemed to ripen, 
and the seeds of that, when sown, nevercameup. The past summer, 
I concluded to pickle the buds. This was done merely by dropping 
them into a jar of vinegar as soon as they were grown. Some of the 
first gathered were rather large, but those of a later growth were of 
a proper size. When pickled, they resemble, both in taste and ap- 
pearance, imported capers. This plant could be cultivated very readily 
in a garden, to an extent more than sufficient to supply the wants 
of a family. 

The caper here, dies, down to the root, every winter, and sprouts up 
again in the spring. No care nor protection was bestowed upon it 
during the winter, although planted in aclayey soil, which experience 
would warrant me in saying is preferable to one that is sandy. The 
blossom, also, is sufficiently conspicuous to render this plant an object 
of culture for ornament; but, in this case, the pickles must be given, 
up, as the small flower-buds are the parts used for that purpose. 

THE CASSADA PLANT. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun B. Gazzo, of La Fourche parish, Louisiana. 

The cassada plant, (Janipha manihot,) on account of its nutritious 
qualities, and ready convertibility into bread, is a most valuable pro- 
duct. It was extensively cultivated by the first inhabitants of Louis- 
iana, where it grows so abundantly that a quantity of ground planted 
with it will feed more than six times as many persons as if sown with 
any of the Cereals. It sends forth numerous crooked branches, 
to a height of 4 or 5 feet, full of knots, which are easily broken. 

The cassada is propagated by planting the joints, or slips, after the 
manner of sugar-cane. The roots attain maturity in about nine 
months, although they possess the extraordinary advantage of re- 
iaining uncorrupted in the ground for many years. 
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THE BENE PLANT. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of H. M. Bry, of Monroe, Ouachita parish, Louisiana. 

Last spring, I planted my bene seeds (Sesamum orientale) about a 
month later than I should have done, on the Ist of May, instead 
of the Ist of*April. The consequence was, I did not get more than 
half a crop, as the pods did not mature before the 24th of October, 
when there was an unusually early ‘‘freeze,’’ the temperature being 
as low as 30° F. 

This plant, to succeed well, should have the whole of the warm 
season, in order to mature in such a year, as the present; and, asa 
general rule, it will always prove a certain crop, if planted early. 
Still, it will sometimes mature its pods, if planted as late as the end 
of May. 

FRIJOLES, OR TURTLE-SOUP BEANS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun Spinks, of Blackwater, Kemper county, Mississippi. 

I have tried the ‘‘Turtle-soup Bean’’ you sent me, and find it very 
productive, bearing early in the summer, and continuing to bear until 
frost comes. ‘The season was unfavorable for a fair trial, as we had 
no rain from the Ist of July to the 1st of September. It bore a 
little all the time; but, when the rain began, it yielded until Novem- 
ber 5th. I have saved seed enough to supply this county. 

ONIONS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Juttus Meexer, of Westport, Fatrjield county, Connecticut. 

There are devoted to the culture of onions, in this town, more than 
60 acres of land, yielding on an average 500 bushels to the acre, and 
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they are a most profitable crop. We can raise them on the same 
ground for years in succession. 

Our mode of preparing the ground is, as early as practicable in the 
spring, to cart on about 20 tons of manure to the acre, having pre- 
viously had it thrown into a heap, that it may be well heated, and 
thus «ill all noxious weeds. After spreading, we plough it in, turn- 
ing i» under so deep that the harrow will not draw it to the surface. 
If it will not turn under readily, a man, following the plough, pushes 
it into the furrow. We next cover it thoroughly with a wooden- 
toothed harrow, then use the brush, leaving the ground in good order 
for raking, which is done with a common wooden hay-rake. We 
then sow from 34 to 4 pounds of seed to the acre. When the onions 
are up, we commence hoeing, and the weeding follows, which is con- 
tinued at regular intervals, as long as required. In September, the 
tops become dry and fall, when onions should be pulled and spread 
on the ground, separating the green ones from the dry. The latter 
should be raked into heaps, after a few days; for, if allowed to remain 
too long exposed to the sun, they will assume a dull-red color, and be 
liable to injury. When well cured, remove them to a building for 
the winter, where they should be spread upon a platform, about a 
foot from the floor, giving them air, when the weather will permit. 
In topping them, cut about an inch from their bulbs. Hog-manure 
and wood-ashes are the best fertilisers for this crop. 

Onions sell here for 50 cents a bushel. 

ENGLISH RED CABBAGE. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Witt1am D. Brackenriper, of Govanstown, Baltimore, 
county, Maryland. 

The few seeds and roots, received from you last year, turned out 
well, particularly the English ‘‘Red Cabbage.’’ The heads raised 
from it were admitted to be the finest ever brought to the Baltimore 
market, 

ca 

CHILI BIRD-PEPPER. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun H. Rogers, San Antonio, Bexar county, Texas. 

The ‘‘Chili,’’ or ‘‘Bird-pepper’’ grows in great abundance in 
South-western Texas, and will doubtless, in time, form a considerable 
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article of commerce. When cultivated, it improves in size and quality, 
and is very pungent. As it is a perennial, when once planted with 
care, it will spread and increase for many years; and is an ornament 
to any garden. It commences ripening in July, and continues until 
its foliage is destroyed by frost. 

MARKET GARDENING. 

CUNDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Guorce P. Norris, of Newcastle, Newcastle county, 
Delaware. 

Until of late, very little attention has been paid, in this county, to 
the cultivation of vegetables; indeed, many persons, at the present 
time, are dependent for them on the ‘‘Neck,’’ near Philadelphia. 
About eighteen months ago, I commenced market gardening, by pro- 
curing the services of an experienced ‘‘trucker,’’ of Philadelphia 
county, and find that my garden has produced me a very handsome 
return. I gave the two acres intended for the purpose, which were 
very high and stony, a dressing of manure, at the rate of 30 two-horse 
cart loads to the acre, ploughing it in deep, and planted it with po- 
tatoes. I then picked off the small stones, and blasted out the large 
ones. As soon as the potatoes were dug, in the fall, I applied to 
the ground another coat of manure, turned it under, and left it until 
the spring of 1854, when I ploughed in another coat of manure, and 
sowed the vegetables, which produced a good crop. 

Last winter, instead of applying stable manure, as formerly, I 
commenced using night-soil, and am perfectly satisfied that my 
success has resulted in a great measure from its use. For the pro- 
duction of early vegetables, which should be the aim of the market 
gardener, it cannot be too highly recommended. I apply it in the 
crude state, in December, when the ground is sufficiently frozen to 
bear up the cart, spread it on the surface, and let it remain until 
spring. As soon as the weather is open enough to commence the 
operations of gardening, I work the ground with the plough and’ 
harrow, plant out my cabbages, and sow my radishes and beets. By 
this method, I produce fine vegetables ten days in advance of those 
who do not employ this kind of manure. I should have stated, that 
the cost of night-soil, delivered at the garden, which is about a mile 
from the main street of Wilmington, is 20 cents a hogshead, or load. 

The most profitable crop to the marketman is cabbages, the seeds 
of which are sown in a southern border, about the 15th of September. 
In a month or six weeks after, the young plants are transferred toa 
frame, and covered with boards, which are removed on fine days 

19 
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through the winter, but always replaced at evening. The plants are 
taken out as early in the spring as the ground will permit, and set 
in rows. Many of the plants are destroyed by an insect which much 
resembles the corn-worm. It eats the stalk just at the surface ofthe 
ground, but is generally discovered about an inch below, near the 
lant. 

‘ Next, in point of profit, to cabbages, are beets. They are sown very 
early in the spring, on ground prepared as described above. We sow 
at the first indications of mild weather, but are sometimes deceived, 
and the seeds are lost. We find it far more profitable, however, to 
run this risk, than to wait until the weather is established. 

FRUITS, NUTS, AND WINE 

APPLES. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENOE. 

Statement of Maston 8. Grea, of Fayetteville, Washington county, 
Arkansas. 

Increased attention is now paid to the culture of fruit in this section 
of the country. I have an orchard of 300 grafted apple-trees, which 
bear every year. Apples have not failed in this district for eighteen 
years past. From the elevation of our county, (Ozark mountain 
ridge,) they keep well until June. 

The ‘‘Russet,’’ ‘‘Limbertwig,’’ ‘‘ Newtown Pippin,’’ and “‘Ken 
tucky Milam,’’ are our best keepers. The ‘‘Tennessee Milam,”’ and 
‘‘Kentucky Red,’’ are our best early winter apples. The ‘‘ Rambo’’ 
is the best fall variety. 

The price of apples here is 50 cents a bushel. 

Statement of James W. Fauuxner, of Stamford, Fairfield county, 
Connecticut. 

This section of the country is well adapted to the raising of fine 
aye The farmers are introducing all the new varieties, and one 
of them exhibited at our last county fair thirty-six sorts. 

Not much attention is given to summer apples, the ‘‘Red Astra- 
chan’’ being one of the best. For fall and winter varieties, the 
‘¢Fall Pippin,’’ ‘‘Seek-no-farther,’’ ‘‘Canfield,’’ ‘‘Russet,’’ ‘‘Lady,”’ 
and the ‘‘Siberian crab,’’ are the most profitable. 

Within a few yearg, the trees have been attacked by the borer, and 
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no effectual remedy has been discovered, except cutting out and de- 
stroying the grub. 

Apples readily sell here from $1 50 to $2 a barrel, and cider from 
$4 to $5 a barrel. 

Statement of Apotpaus ENGELMANN, near Belleville, St. Clair county, 
Illinois. 

Apples are extensively cultivated in this vicinity. They are asure 
crop, and pay well. Most orchards, however, would pay better, if 
they contained fewer summer and more winter apples, as the latter 
may be safely shipped to distant markets; they make far better 
cider and dried fruit, and are more valuable for family use. The 
great quantity of summer apples overstocks the market, so that they 
will not pay for transportation. They rarely make good cider, and 
will not even make good vinegar; and they drop from the trees at a 
time when they will scarcely pay for picking, as food for hogs. 

The only kind of summer apple I have grown, for several years 
past, to advantage, is called the ‘‘Queen Pippin,’’ which, from its 
early maturity, great size, and generally fine appearance, always 
commands a fair price, and is bought by fruit merchants for shipping 
tothe North. The ‘Belle-fleur’’ also pays well, while the ‘‘ Red’’ and 
‘Yellow June Harvest,’’ and other kinds of summer apples, are 
drugs in the market. 

Persons engaged in drying fruit should provide themselves with 
dry-houses, as that prepared in them is better, and less liable 
to the attacks of insects, than that which has been dried in the 
sun. With such a house, fruit may be dried during any kind of 
weather, without trouble or injury to it. Last season, large quanti- 
ties of fruit, already peeled and prepared to be dried in the sun, were 
destroyed by the continued rains. 

The winter apples I prize most are the ‘‘Jenetting,”’ ‘NewéGwnl” 
and ‘‘Winter’’ Pippins, and ‘‘ Flushing Spitzenberg.”’ 

Statement of C. W. Basstrrt, of Metamora, Woodford county, Illinois. 

Sufficient time has not elapsed since the settlement of this part of 
the country, to determine what varieties of apples can be cultivated 
with the best success. There are some native seedlings with us, which 
are productive and promise fair. 

Of summer apples I will notice the 
Karly Harvest, Sugar-loaf Pippin, 
Sine-qua-non, Red Astrachan, 
Sweet Bough, Golden Sweet, 
Caroline, American Summer Pearmain, 
Red June, , 

Of autumn apples, there are the 
Rambo, : Red Ingestrie. 
Holland Pippin, 
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Of winter apples, the 

Limbertwig, Wine Sap, 
Milam, Yellow Belle-fleur, 
Rawles’ Jennetting, Ortley, or White Belle-fleur, 
Roman Stem, Baldwin. 
Small Romanite, 

My mode of planting apple-trees is, to set them in the ground no 
deeper than they stood in the nursery, as the roots need all the 
warmth of the sun which nature provides. I cultivate the ground in 
the orchard with potatoes, corn, or beans, for four or five years, not 
as the earth to accumulate over the roots any deeper than at 
rst. 
I remove no thrifty limbs from the trees for the first five years, 

except those which grow within 2 feet from the ground; for healthy 
limbs promote the quickness of growth. I thin out the tops 
thoroughly every winter, after the fourth year, leaving the branches 
rel and supply the trees liberally with manure as soon as they begin 
to bear. 

Statement of B. F. Wizur, of Monson, Piscataquis county, Maine. 

Little attention is paid to the culture of fruit in this region. 
Apples are grown to a limited extent in the older portions of the 
county, but they are generally inferior in quality. In many cases, 
where farmers have undertaken to plant orchards, they have experi- 
enced much trouble in securing the trees against winter-killing. 
This might probably be avoided, in a great measure, if the system of 
mulching, and providing other protection from extreme heat and cold, 
were better understood. 

Our soil is well adapted to the growth of the apple-tree, and also 
of the pear; and, if our cultivators would engage in the business with 
perseverance, and a proper understanding of the subject, there is no 
doubt they would, sooner or later, be successful. Fruits of various 
kinds, no doubt, might be abundantly raised in this county, and of the 
best qualities for preservation. 

Statement of C. F. Mauiory, of Romeo, Macomb county, Michigan. 

Apples are the principal fruit cultivated with us, as they will best 
bear transportation. The choice varieties for fall use are, the ‘‘ Ram- 
bo,’’ ‘‘Fall Pippin,’’ and ‘‘Gravenstein ;’’ for winter, ‘‘ Baldwin,”’ 
“‘Hubbardston Nonsuch,’’ ‘‘Northern Spy,’’ ‘‘Newtown Pippin,’’ 
‘‘Rhode Island Greening,’’ ‘‘Roxbury Russet,’’? ‘‘Swaar,’’ and 
“¢Hsopus Spitzenberg.”’ 

Good winter apples usually sell here from $1 to $150 a barrel. 
Cost of transportation to New York, $1 a barrel. 
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Statement of Goran WuEAtToN, of Detroit, Wayne county, Michigan. 

Apples are the principal fruit cultivated in this county ; not that 
many other kinds of fruit will not succeed well, but because apples 
usually bear a crop without any other cultivation than setting out the 
trees, and leaving them to take their chance. They are probably of 
more importance than any other fruit in this State, and it is generally 
conceded that an orchard of apple-trees will pay more per acre than 
any other crop. They are rarely injured by cold, and the fruit is 
seldom affected by spring frosts. 

Apples of all the leading varieties do well here. It was admitted 
by good judges, at our last State Fair, that ours were larger and finer 
than the same varieties grown in Western New York. The chief dis- 
advantage in culture is the apple-worm, which lays its egg in the 
blossom-end of the young fruit, causing it to fall before it is ripe. 
In some orchards, in this vicinity, much damage is done by this in- 
sect, and occasionally nearly half of the crop is destroyed. The only 
remedy for this evil that I know of, however imperfect, is to gather 
up the fruit thus affected, as fast as it falls, and feed it to the hogs. 

The larger kinds of apples usually sell, in the fall, for 50 cents a 
bushel, and the ordinary ones for 25 cents. 

Statement of Joun Huron, of La Grange, Warren county, Mississippt. 

The best apples for this region are the ‘‘Harly Harvest,’’ ‘Vir- 
ginia May,’’ ‘‘ Virginia Red,’’ ‘‘June Red,”’ ‘‘ Astrachan,’’ ‘‘ Early 
Red,’’ and ‘‘Margaret,’’ all ripening in June, and free from the 
diseases incident to most apples. 

The summer varieties are the ‘‘ Holland Pippin,’’ ‘‘Gravenstein,’’ ° 
‘‘Hebron’s Surprise,’’ ‘‘Gloria Mundi,’”’ ‘‘ Webster Pippin,’’ ‘‘Spice 
Pippin,’’ ‘‘ Yellow Belle-fleur,’’ ‘‘ Horse Apple,’’ ‘‘ Wine Apple,’’ 
‘‘Summer Pearmain,’’ and ‘‘Leatherberry’s Favorite,’ all hardy 
kinds, and well adapted to any latitude south of Nashville. 

The hardiest winter kinds are the ‘‘Spark’s Late,’’ ‘‘ Terrie Late,’ 
‘“Wine Sap,” ‘‘ Mississippi Winter Sweet,’’ ‘‘Hsopus Spitzenberg,’’ 
and ‘‘ Marshall county.’’ . Some of the varieties are purely of South- 
ern origin: 

Statement of Samuret J. FietcHer, near Winchester, Clarke county, 
Missourt. 

Apples are our principal fruit, and grow well. They bring, in 
market, from 50 cents to $1 a bushel. 

Statement of D. R. Stittman, of Alfred Centre, Alleghany county, 
New York. 

Apples are the principal fruit cultivated here, and can be profita- 
bly raised, either for market or for feeding stock. 
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_ The varieties most esteemed are the following:— 
Early Harvest, Newtown Pippin, 
Sweet Bough, Esopus Spitzenberg, 
Fall Pippin, Baldwin, 
Golden Pippin, Northern Spy, 
Golden Sweet, Swaar, 
Porter; Rhode Island Greening, 
Hawley, Roxbury Russet. 

Good apples usually sell here from 25 cents to 50 cents a bushel, 
and can be transported to New York for 79 cents per 100 pounds. © 

Statement of Joseph Hartnes, JotHam 8. Houmes, Joun A. Hows, 
OLIVER GREEN, JR., and A. F. Dickinson, being that portion of their 
report on apples, to the Katouah Farmers’ Club, West Chester 
county, New York. 

The apple is the principal fruit raised in our vicinity for market. » 
The ‘‘Summer Bough,” for summer use, ‘‘ Fall Pippin,’’ for autumn, 
and the ‘‘Rhode Island Greening’’ and ‘‘Russet,’’ for winter, are 
most largely produced, though many other kinds are cultivated. 

The prices of apples, the present season, are $1 50 per barrel for 
‘‘Summer Boughs,’’ $1 75 for ‘‘ Fall Pippins,’’ and $1 25 for ‘‘ Rhode 
Island Greenings.’’ Cost of transportation to New York, 17 cents a 
barrel. 

Statement of Amos Harry, of Farm Valley, Polk county, Oregon 
Territory. 

I have determined to send you a few observations on the apples of 
the Willamette valley. When I arrived here in the fall of 1845, 
there was an orchard at Fort Vancouver, and a few small ones among 
the French settlers in this valley ; but they were composed entirely | 
of seedling fruit. They were said to be from Canada. The trees 
bore early, and were very full, but the apples were small, and much 
inferior in appearance and flavor to those raised in Western Pennsyl- 
vania and Virginia, forty-five or fifty years ago. From the diminu- 
tive size of the crab-apple, which is not larger than a common black 
haw, the opinion generally prevailed that the Willamette valley, 
although so admirably adapted to the raising of small grain and 
grass, would never be a good fruit-growing country. 

It was not until the fall of 1847, so far as I have been able to 
learn, that any of the cultivated fruits of the United States were in- 
troduced into this county. Then Messrs. Llewellen and Meek came 
to the valley from Iowa, bringing with them, planted in a wagon, in 
a bed, prepared for the purpose, fifty varieties of the choicest apples 
cultivated in the Western States, a good variety of cherries, pears, 
plums, and peaches, and quite a stock of apple, pear, and plum seeds. 
They set the trees, and planted the seeds, on the east bank of the 
Willamette river, near Milwaukie. They purchased, that winter, 
some seedling nurseries, and, by budding, for the first two years, 
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making every bud count, they were able, in 1849-50, not only to set 
out a large orchard themselves, but to sell many thousand trees to 
settlers in various parts of the valley. Most of the trees that have 
been well cared for have borne fruit for three seasons, which, in size, 
beauty, and flavor, will compare favorably with the finest specimens 
of the same varieties grown in the Kastern States, thus demonstra- 
ting the admirable adaptation of our county to the growth of choice 
ruit. 

Statement of D. Munis, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

Within a few years, considerable exertion has been made, in this 
part of the State, to procure the best varieties of apples, as well as of 
other kinds of fruits, suited for the various purposes and seasons. 
The apple and peach are the most esteemed, on account of their hardi 
ness and certainty of production. 

Of apples, we have the ‘‘June,”’ the ‘‘Harly York,’’ the ‘‘ Maid- 
en’s Blush,” the ‘‘Queen,’’ and the ‘‘ Harvest Sweeting’’ for summer 
use ; the ‘“‘Gate,’’ the Golden Pippin,’’ the ‘‘Cooper,”’ the ‘‘Roman 
Beauty,’’ and the ‘‘ Pawpaw Sweeting,’’ for fall and early winter; the 
‘Striped Seek-no-further,’’ the ‘‘Newtown Pippin,”’ the ‘‘Green 
Rambo,’ the ‘‘Rhode Island Greening,” the ‘‘Belle-fleur,’’ the 
‘‘Knglish Rambo,’’ and the ‘‘ Rock Remains,’’ for winter and spring 

The price of apples, the past.season, has been from 15 to 40 cent¢ 
@ bushel. 

Statement of J. A. Carpenter, of Waukesha, Waukesha ey utely, 
Wisconsin. 

For several years past, the scale insect has been on the increase in 
this vicinity, in our orchards, and some of the trees are completely 
covered with it. The best known remedy is a mixture of equal parts 
of tar and linseed oil, applied moderately warm, with a brush, to the 
trunk and larger limbs. 

If apple-trees are planted on a suitable soil, and taken proper care 
of, they will not become infested with these insects. 

Statement of Roprrt W. Baytor, of Wood End, near Charlestown, Jef- 
Jerson county, Virginia. 

Apples are the principal fruit produced in this county. They grow 
to great perfection, with little or no cultivation. The trees generally 
bear full on alternate years. 

Our summer varieties are the ‘‘ Yellow June,”’ ‘‘ Vestal,’’ ‘‘Grub,”’ 
“Golden Sweet,’’ ‘‘ Doctor Red,’’ and ‘‘Summer Pearmain.”’ 

The autumn varieties are the ‘‘Gravenstein,’’ ‘‘Rambo,’’ ‘‘Blen- 
heim Orange,’’ ‘‘Belle-fleur,” ‘Fall Pippin, a8 Cat Head, ”’ and 
**Pound.”’ 

The winter varieties are the ‘‘ Newtown Pippin,’”’ ‘‘ Green Pippin,”’ 
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‘‘Lady Finger,’’ ‘‘Sheep Nose,’”’ ‘‘Russet,’’ ‘‘Black Coal,’’ ‘‘ Prior’s 
Red,’’ ‘‘ Limbertwig,’”’ ‘‘Pheenix,’’ ‘‘Abram,’’ ‘‘ Jennetting,’’ 
‘¢Vandervere,’’ and ‘‘Smoke House.”’ 

PEARS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of C. W. Bassrrr, of Metamora, Woodford county, Illinois. 

The pear has not generally succeeded very well in this section, 
being somewhat subject to blight. There are trees, however, some 
20 miles south of this, that have been planted more than twenty 
years, and have borne well. Ihaveasmall orchard of fifty trees, most 
of which have been planted five years. Several of them, growing 
where the ground was highly manured with stable compost, have 
been badly blighted, while those only grown in the turf, and plenti- 
fully dressed every year with coal ashes, are all thrifty. Some 
twelve of them have flowered for two years, but have borne but little 
fruit. 

The varieties referred to are the 
Marie Louise, Bergamot, 
Pound, Vicar of Wakefield, 
Virgouleuse, Bell, 
Surprise, Early Summer, 
Gratiolet, Butter, 
Golden Drop, Seckel, 
Bartlett, Prettiman. 

Statement of Guorcr WuEaton, of Detroit, Wayne county, Michigan. 

Pears usually succeed well in this county, especially in the vicinity 
of Detroit. We have many fine old specimens, planted by the early 
French settlers, from 14 to 2 feet in diameter, which generally yield 
a heavy crop, and sell in the market for about $2 a bushel. Pears, 
on quince stocks commonly do well. JI have trees which have been 
transplanted four years, that were two years old when removed, and 
which, last season, produced half a bushel to each tree. 

The last winter was very severe upon pears in this vicinity; yet, 
my trees were not injured, though the fruit-buds were half destroyed 
by the cold, the glass showing the temperature at 22° I’. below zero, 
and remaining so for two weeks. 
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Statement of Joun HeEsron, of La Grange, Warren county, Mississippi. 

The ‘‘ Madeline,” ‘‘ Jargonelle,’’ and ‘‘Skinless’’ pears are the best 
early varieties. The Madeline ripens early in June, and, though 
small, is a delicious fruit. The Jargonelle ripens from the middle to 
the last of June, and is a fine pear, except that it is liable to rot at 
the core, when it ripens on the tree. The Skinless is a superior early 
variety, ripening lateinJune. Itis worth $6 a bushel, at Vicksburg. 

The ‘‘Bartlett,’’ and ‘‘Beurré Diel’’ are the best summer and au- 
tumn varieties, and will ripen in the house. They can be gathered 
as soon as they attain a full size, or even sooner, and ripen so as to 
retain a delicious flavor. They bring from $6 to $8 a bushel, and 
can be safely shipped to any market within 2,000 miles, by steam 
transportation. I have 100 acres of these two varieties, and have 
shipped enough, this season, to bring $5,000. 

The ‘‘ Eastern Beurré,’’ ‘‘ Winter Nelis,’’ and ‘‘Mammoth’’ pears 
aré my best winter varieties, which keep until late in the winter. 

PEACHES. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Apotpnus Enagtmann, near Belleville, St. Clacr county, 
Illinois. 

Many persons, in this section, are turning their attention to the cul 
tivation of peaches, but they are apparently not aware of the disad- 
vantage of planting seedling trees, without knowing what kind of 
fruit they will bear. Though it may be desirable that some persons 
should be at the trouble of doing this, in order to obtain new varie- 
ties, yet they will find it to be more profitable to procure budded trees, 
of choice varieties, as they require no more space, nor culture than 
the most indifferent seedlings. 

Peach-trees may be budded throughout the summer. I have suc- 
ceeded in doing so, from the latter part of June to the Ist of Novem- 
ber, though the most favorable months are August and September. 

I would suggest, to any one having peach-trees bearing indifferent 
fruit, to proceed in February, or early in March, to cut off the 
branches, a foot or two from the main trunk. By August, one may 
bud the young sprouts, and after three years, he will obtain the fruit 
he has chosen. ' 

Some writers on the culture of fruit have recommended removing 
_ the soil, before winter, from the roots of peach-trees, near their 
trunks, to destroy by cold the worms infesting that part of the tree. 
One of my neighbors followed this advice, and most, if not all his 
trees, were killed, while the worms survived. 
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The most valuable peaches raised in this vicinity are the several 
kinds of ‘‘ Rareripes,’’ ‘‘ Karly Yorks,’’ ‘‘ July’’ and ‘‘ Heath’’ clings. 
The ‘‘ Freestones’’ are preferred for the home market. 

Statement of C. W. Bazsrrt, of Metamora, Woodford county, Illinois. 

We are provided with good peaches for more than two months in 
the season; the earliest is the ‘‘ Morris’ Red Rareripe,’’ which matures 
the middle of August; the next is the ‘‘ Yellow Rareripe,’’ which 
matures the end of that month; and the ‘‘Golden Drop” and ‘‘Old- 
mixon Clingstone,’’ which are ripe in September. 

The peach-trees, in this section, have not been materially damaged 
by the winter since 1846; neither have they been injured by the 
“‘vellows.’’ The borer appears to be their only enemy. 

Peaches sell here from 20 cents to $1 a bushel. 

Statement of Joun Husron, of La Grange, Warren county, Mississippi. 

My best peaches are the ‘‘ Early York,’’ ‘‘ Karly Tuillotson,”’ 
‘¢ George the Fourth,’’ and ‘‘Smooth-leaved Royal George,’’ ripen- 
ing from the Ist of June until the middle of July. ‘‘ Lemon Cling,”’ 
‘‘Monstrous Free,’’ ‘‘ Druid Hill,’’ ‘‘ La Grange,’’ and ‘‘ Cox’s Oc- 
tober’’ are my choice kinds. I have many others, very fine, but 
these are the best. 

Statement of Amos Harry, of Farm Valley, Polk county, Oregon. 

The peach, in this county, has been affected with a disease, known 
as the ‘‘ curled leaf,’’ which threatens to destroy the trees. It made 
its appearance on Mill creek, in Marion county, in 1852, and extended 
considerably on that side of the river in 1853, but had reached most 
parts of the valley in 1854-5. Some trees seem to escape it much 
more than others; but, if the malady increase for two years to come, 
as it has for two past, I fear we shall come entirely short of this 
delicious fruit. Some think it is owing to cold, wet weather, and 
recommend shortening all the limbs as a remedy; and some experi- 
ments seem to favor this idea. Others think it is produced by an in- 
sect, and that no remedy will save the trees, unless it can be applied 
to the whole surface of the leaves. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

Of peaches, we have a great variety in this section, procured from 
every source; but our native seedlings, when carefully selected, are 
surest to produce a crop, and, for culinary purposes, are equal to any. 

The price of peaches, the past season, has been from 10 to 15 cents 
@ bushel. 
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Statement of James Hoveuron, of Kast Cleveland, Cuyahoga county, 
Ohio. 

Since the fall of 1845, my attention has been directed to the culti- 
vation of orchard trees and orcharding, and more especially to the 
peach-tree. The year 1856 wiil long be remembered by all cultiva- 
tors in this county and State, for its barrenness of a peach-crop, as 
well as for the extensive destruction of trees, both young and old, im 
consequence of the unusual severity of the preceding winter. For in- 
stance, on the 9th of January, the thermometer was, at 6 A. M., 19° 
below zero, and did not rise 10° above that point for more than thirty 
hours; and, after this, it was repeatedly from 10 to 14° below zero. 

In regard to the destruction of trees, there has been great variable- 
ness in this and the two adjoining townships, to the east and west of it. 
In some small orchards, say from 200 to 1,000 trees, the loss has varied 
from 25 to 50 per cent., killed root and branch, while the ravages of 
the peach-worm have proved more extensive than usual. In orchards 
within a mile of my own, the loss has been trifling, and in mine, 
which comprises 3,200 trees, I have lost but 69 ; and, "the end shoots 
of last year’s growth being entirely killed, the centre of the head of 
the trees has been so filled 1 up that I consider my trees in better order 
than they were in the fall of 1855; and this remark applies generally 
in this vicinity, on the shore of Lake Erie. 

Cuyahoga county has been distinguished, for years, for the supe- 
riority of its location, and the perfect : adaptedness of the generality of 
its soil, for the production of the finest flavor and succession of varie- 
ties of this choice fruit. 

The loss of the crop, this year, will not be less than $100,000 to 
this county alone; but two successive failing years have never before 
been known here, and ought not, and, I believe, will not, deter en- 
terprising and shrewd cultivators from the prosecution of this profit- 
able branch of industry. It is hoped that they will take courage, and 
re-plant. 

The usual life of peach-trees, in New Jersey, and in some parts of 
New York, only extends to a bearing period of three, or, at most, four 
years. The period of bearing, in this lake region, extends, with proper 
cultivation, to twenty years, "and this, too, for very fine fruit. An 
advantage resulting from this seeming misfortune, is, that improved 
varieties may be introduced, from which the profits will be enhanced, 
and that the varieties may be abridged to less than half of the num- 
ber heretofore cultivated. 
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APRICOTS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Victor Scripa, of Pittsburg, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

In the central and northern parts of Europe, apricots are generally 
raised in the espalier form at the sides of buildings or along walls, 
secure from the north winds. Although the blossoms shoot forth 
very early in the spring, nevertheless they succeed very well, even in 
the northern parts of Germany. When in flower, they should be 
protected from frosts, during the night, with some light covering, as 
a piece of muslin, or other kind of cloth. This protection is only 
necessary, however, at the period when the blossom-buds are opening, 
or the time required for the fecundation of the fruit, as the young 
drupes are not so easily injured by the late vernal frosts. 

In 1854, I planted several trees, “rom ‘which-I raised, last year, 
some very fine apricots. They sold for 374 centsadozen. The varie- 
ties I cultivate are, the ‘‘Breda,’’ the ‘‘ Early Golden,’’ and a kind I 
imported from Europe, the name of which I do not remember. 

e 

PLUMS. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Victor Scripa, of Pittsburg, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

In that part of Germany from which I came, plums, especially the 
“Zwetschen prune,” are grown in great abundance, for home consump- 
tion, as well as for exportation to Belgium, Holland, and the northern 
parts of Europe. Some farmers annually raise from 80 to 100 or 
more bushels of dried prunes. The trees are generally planted along 
large and small streams, and the water-ditches of the meadows, 
and in the shade of apple and pear orchards, between the trees, 
whére they grow most luxuriantly. The fruit attain a larger size, and 
a deeper color, than in more elevated and exposed locations. 

From a knowledge of the above-named facts, I was induced, four 
years ago, to rent a neighboring orchard, in which stood some large 
plum-trees that had scarcely ever produced any ripe fruit. I dug 
smal! holes around the trees, and occasionally filled them, say every 
three or four days, during the warm season, with rain water, dish- 
water, or soap-suds, whereupon the trees grew more luxuriantly than 
before, and, every year since, a good crop of excellent plums has. libe- 
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rally remunerated me. Last season, the crop was larger than any I 
had ever seen before, on account of the abundance of rain, the plums 
hanging like clusters of grapes on the trees. One tree of the grafted 
prune bore about 10 bushels, and they readily sold in market for 8 
cents a quart. In 1854, when scarcely any body raised plums in this 
vicinity, in consequence of the great heat and drought of that year, 
I had a small crop, which sold in the market at 25 cents a quart. 
During all this time, I had but little trouble with the curculio, 
(Rhynchenus,) so destructive to the plum in other regions. 

In my native country, plum and cherry-trees are never pruned, 
except occasionally in removing the dead branches, or in trimming 
the roots at transplanting. 

I would state, that the grafted or budded prune, upon the common 
plum-tree, degenerates, and is not so highly valued as that raised by 
cuttings or from seed. I am sustained in this opinion by the ob- 
servations of the Economists (Rapp’s Economy, Beaver county, in 
this, State,) who imported the genuine scions of the prune and 
grafted them on stocks of the plum. 

I procured my Zwetschen plum-trees from Mr. Charles Schmidt, of 
Winesburg, Holmes county, Ohio, a gentleman who has done a great 
deal in propagating this luscious fruit in many parts of that State, as 
well as in Western Pennsylvania. Mr. Pfeiffer, of Indiana, Indiana 
county, Pennsylvania, also raises prune-trees in great numbers, from 
the seed, and sells them at good prices. He exhibited some of his 
prunes at the late State Fair, where they readily sold at 50 cents a 
quart. 

Statement of ABRAM RoseNBERGER, of Perkiomen, Montgomery county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Plums are easily raised with us, notwithstanding the ravages of 
the curculio on the fruit. I have read of many preventives, and tried 
several. I experimented the last season with mine, and, from obser- 
vation, am led to believe that air-slacked lime, sprinkled over the 
leaves of the trees, is a sure preventive. Having a plum-tree on the 
south side of my bake-house, I commenced strewing air-slacked lime 
over it as soon as the fruit was set, and repeated it as often as the 
rain fell. I took care, however, to omit one limb, in order to test 
the means used, and the result was, that not a single plum was 
stung by the curculio, except those on this branch, not one of which 
escaped. 

’ 
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GRAPES AND WINE. 

DECREASE OF THE WINE-CULTURE IN PORTUGAL. 

BY NICHOLAS PIKE, U. 8. CONSUL, AT OPORTO. 

Since my communication of the 10th January, 1855, on the 
‘‘Grape Disease,’’ I have carefully watched its progress, and am 
now fully prepared to give further information on the subject. 

The disease made its appearance early in March, and spread with 
great rapidity over the whole kingdom. The vines which came 
under my immediate notice, indicated sickness, and, by the middle of 
April, the young shoots were spotted, and did not grow with their 
usual vigor. The leaves assumed a yellowish green, curled, and, 
during the month, most of them became covered with the oidiwm. 
The bloom was rather later than usual, and much of the fruit be- 
came shrivelled, and dropped to the ground, almost as soon as it was 
formed. In many instances, after the branches had been well devel- 
oped, a small black spot appeared on the stem of the bunch where it 
united to the branch; this gradually extended down the stem, cover- 
ing the whole cluster with the oidium. Many of the bunches thus 
affected, dried on the vine. 

Throughout the wine district, the disease made its ravages, and it 
was impossible to find a vine that was not affected. The weather, 
during the months of May, June, July, and August, was very favor- . 
able, and it was generally supposed that the fruit which had escaped : 
early in the season would mature. But, as soon as the berries began 
to change color, they shrivelled and dried up, and very few cracked 
open, as those had done the preceding year. The fruit did not con- 
tain the usual quantity of juice, was sour and unpleasant, both to the 
taste and smell; almost all of it, when nearly matured, began to rot 
on the vines, and many farmers, to save what remained, gathered 
and made it into wine. 

In-ordinary years, about 21 baskets of grapes make a pipe of wine; 
but, on pressing the grapes of this year’s vintage, it was found 
they contained so little juice, that double the quantity of fruit would 
be required to make that measure of wine. To supply the defect, 
in many cases, water was added to the ‘‘must.’’ Throughout the 
month of September, there were excessive cold rains, and the little 
fruit remaining on the vines was almost totally destroyed. I be- 
lieve there was not a bushel of good healthy grapes produced in the 
wine district last year. 
‘The produce of the wine region of the Douro has, within a few 

years, reached as high as 100,000 pipes. The usual quantity, how- 
ever, is about 80,000 pipes. In the year 1855, there were produced 
about 7,000 pipes Although 26,600 pipes have been enrolled at 
Regow, much of this wine has been brought from the adjoining dis- 
tricts, and will be mixed with geropiga, sugar, elder-berry, &c., and 
brought down the river to Oporto, and exported to different parts of 
the world as Port wine. 
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The great falling off of the produce of a number of well-cultivated 
vineyards in the wine district of the Douro, is seen by the following 
table :— 

Pipes produced in} Pipes produced 
VINEYARDS regular years. in 1855. 

| 

Mids: Bs 150 30 
2. 140 60 
3. 140 2 

4, 200 60 
5. 200 25 
6. 80 10 
Re 35 2 
8. 60 6 
9 105 3 

' 10. 80 2 

"Potalay. es 1,190 200 

The total amount of wine at Villa Nova, on the 1st of October, 
1855, did not amount to the ‘‘one year’s’’ production of the Port-wine 
vintage of 1847. Of this stock, a very large proportion consists of 
wine of the vintages of 1850 to 1855, inclusive, which, notwithstand- 
ing its very doubtful quality, cost double the price of the vintage 
wines prior to the year 1850. Those of 1855 are all void of body, 
harsh to the taste, and require a large quantity of brandy to keep 
them sound. 

The quantity of Port wine, exported from this place, in the year 
1855, was as follows :— 

Pipes. Almudes. Canadas. 

Brazil, ‘ ‘ - . 3,644 12 6 
Bremen, . ; : ; 103 20 8 
Canada, .. : ‘ ‘ 605 20 6 
Denmark, . , : : 435 12 1 
France, . . ‘ ; : 27 13 8 
Great Britain, : i . 26,755 11 11 
Hamburg, . , : ee, OGG 0 10 
Morocco,. . : q ‘ 15 6 
New Foundland, . : : 189 19 9 
Portuguese Possessions, . ; SLT 6 8 
Prussia, . ‘ F ‘ 256 3 8 
Spain, d . 3 ‘ Ig 3 
Sweden... “i ‘ 288 14. 2 
United States, . z _ 683 15 9 

34,386 12 11 
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This great falling off of the vintage has caused much distress 

throughout the wine districts of Portugal, and more especially in the 

rugged and rocky hill-sides of the Douro, which are adapted only 
for the cultivation of the vine and olive. 

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF CHAMPAGNE WINE. 

BY D. PONCE, OF MOUNT ZION, HANCOCK COUNTY, GEORGIA. 

As I have not noticed, in the Patent Office Reports, any informa- 
tion relative to making Champagne wine, as it is manufactured in 
France, it has occurred to me that the proper mode has not been adopt- 
ed in the United States. The celebrated Catawba Champagnes, of 
Ohio, do not, as far as they have come to my knowledge, retain their 
effervescent quality so long as those imported from abroad. I have 
tasted some two years old, which was quite sparkling; while others, 
at four years of age, when opened, were perfectly still. I have also 
made some Champagne myself, which has been attended with the 
same result. 

The following method of making Champagne, as practised at Cha- 
lons-sur-Marne, by M. Jaquesson, one of the largest manufacturers 
in France, may be useful to those who are engaged in wine-making 
in this country :— 
When the fruit is gathered and pressed, the juice is exquisitely: 

sweet, but, in a few days, this is changed by fermentation in the casks 
in which it is placed. When fermentation subsides, the wine is vapid 
and very disagreeable. It is then stopped, and fined to as great a 
degree of brightness. as can be obtained before the bottling season, 
which is usually in March following the vintage. When it is put 
up, a second fermentation is induced by putting into each bottle a 
small glass of what is called ‘‘liqueur’’ (sugar-candy dissolved in 

- wine and fined to brightness.) This fermentation produces a fresh 
deposit of sediment, or lees, however bright the wine may be when 
bottled. In this process, the greatest attention is necessary, and the 
bottles are closely watched, the temperature of the air being care- 
fully regulated, to promote or check the fermentation; yet thousands 
of bottles explode, so that at least 10 per cent. is charged as a cost 
of manufacture; in seasons of great and sudden heat, 20 or 25 per 
ceut. are broken. When the wine, after clouding with fermentation, 
begins to deposit a sediment, the bottles are placed, with the necks 
downward, in long beds or shelves, having holes obliquely cut in 
‘them, so that the bottoms are scarcely raised. Every day, a man lifts 
the end of each bottle, and after a slight vibration, replaces it a little 
more upright in the hole; thus detaching the sediment from the side, 
and letting it pass towards the neck of the bottle. This is done for 
some time, until the bottle is placed quite upright, and the sediment 
is entirely deposited in the neck of the bottle, which is then ready 
for ‘‘disgorging.’’ In this process, a man holds the bottle steadily, 
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with the mouth downwards, before a recess prepared for the opera- 
tion; cuts the wire, when the internal force drives out the cork, and 
with it the foul sediment. The skill of the workman is shown in his 
preserving all the pure wine, and losing only the foul. There is an 
indescribable manipulation in this. Another cork is ready to replace 
that blown out, the bottle is filled from some previously purified 
wine, and again stacked. A second disgorgement is always necessary, 
when the wine is prepared for sale; sometimes a third. When ready, 
it is sweetened to suit the taste. This preparation is, in fact, a second 
disgorgement. But the wine now gets another dose of liqueur, 
which is prepared with great care and purity, of candy, dissolved in 
white wine for the ordinary Champagne, and red wine for the pink, 
and the coloring thus given is sufficient. The quantity put into 
each bottle depends on the market for which it is intended—generally 
a good wine-glassful. This gives it the exquisite sweetness, and 
aids its quality for sparkling when opened. It may be added, that in 
the last operation, the corks should be well compressed before they 
are driven into the bottle. 

The above was procured from a friend, who lately travelled through 
the Continent of Europe. 

THE GRAPE-CULTURE IN NORTHERN OHIO. 

BY JAMES HOUGHTON, OF EAST CLEVELAND. 

Within the past eight years, the culture of the vine has received 
much attention in this county, in consequence of the various horticul- 
tural exhibitions having brought together specimens of this fruit from 
the prominent grape-growing districts of the State, and demonstrating 
that, in the region of Lake Erie, but more particularly of Cleveland, 
the ‘‘Isabella’’ grape had been found in the greatest perfection, alike 
in the profuseness of its bearing and the largeness of its berry; and, 
also, because it was not liable to mildew, as in other districts, and 
yielded larger profits to the cultivator than any other fruit. 

The ‘‘Catawba,’’ as an open vineyard grape, is not so well adapted 
to this locality, as it requires a longer season to ripen; neither is 
its product so great, although, considering the excess of clear juice 
it affords beyond that of the Isabella, its increase in value, in the 
estimation of the growers here, must follow, from the fact that it 1s the 
**Wine’’ grape. ven this variety is here produced in finer clusters 
than in Hamilton county, and, from the warmer nature of the soil, ° 
contains more of the vinous quality than the product of the clayey 
hills of the Ohio river. 

The ‘‘Clinton’’ has been tried to a limited extent, but is too 
rambling a grower to be profitable for vineyard purposes. Its berry 
is small also. J have a vineyard of 7 acres, directly on the Lake 
shore, which has been planted for five years, in rows 10 feet apart, 
and 10 feet from vine to vine. But this is oceupying more ground 

20 Fie 
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than is necessary, and I purpose planting another vine in each space 
in the row. I have also an acre planted 5 by 6 feet apart, which, I 
am inclined to believe, is as near as they ought to be on level ground, 
where the air does not circulate so freely as on the steep hill-sides. ” 

I train to stakes. Those at 10 feet allow four stakes, 6 feet out of 
the ground; then the intervening one, intended to be planted, will 
give two stakes toa vine. Some growers are training upon trellises of 
wood-slats, four of them on five-foot posts, and a few on wires; but I 
perceive a practical objection to trellises, in large vineyards, as lessen- 
ing the free circulation of air amongst the vines, which is absolutely 
required for the production of fine fruit and well-ripened wood. 

I have had eighteen years’ experience in raising fruit in Cleveland, 
and remember that the remark commonly made in former times was, 
that fruit, but especially grapes, would not remunerate the culturist. 
At the beginning of this period, fine grapes were sold at from 4 to 6 
cents a pound. I have raised and sold them annually during this 
time, and, in 1854, I sold, from 8 to 10 cents a pound, enough 
to realise $1,280, besides producing 270 gallons of wine. Although 
there are over 200 acres of vineyard, now planted in the vicinity of 
Cleveland, the market is not so well supplied as it was five years ago; 
for large quantities are sent to Hastern and Western markets, by ex- 
press, on the different railroads, and can be transported with as little 
injury to the grape as would occur to any other fruit. They can be 
packed in bulk, in Champagne baskets, and kept in fine order for a 
week, in transportation. 

The small expense of planting vineyards, in Cuyahoga county, lite- 
rally astonishes the vine-growers of the southern part of the State.’ 
With them, the estimated expense of vines, trenching the land, and 
planting, is an average of $500 to the acre. In this county, with deep 
ploughing, aided by a subsoil plough, and planting out 5 by 6 feet 
apart, about’1,400 yearling vines, the cost is only $85 an acre. The 
soil is easily worked, and a vine raised upon a short cutting, of only 
two, or at most three buds, or eyes, and planted at an angle of 45°, 
encouraging the growth of the roots to a depth of 15 inches below the 
surface, and running directly between the rows which this angle will 
give, and thereby receiving the full power of the sun’s heat, will pro- 
duce a higher flavor and finer fruit than can be obtained on the high 
hill-sides, where almost perpendicular planting is necessary, with deep 
trenching. In view of the facts here presented, the attention of vine- 
growers ought to be directed to the Lake region. 

Much has been said and written about the application of artificial 

manures to the grape, and much that is erroneous. The Catawba and 
Isabella vines do not require such sustenance, and the representations 
that have been made have deterred many from going into this branch 
of cultivation. 

Grape-growing is yet in its infancy, with us, but it bids fair to 

equal, or excel, any of the branches,of rural industry pursued in this 

country. Although, as yet, comparatively little wine has been made 

in this county, it has been sufficient to establish its excellent quality. 

Ohio State premiums having been awarded to the northern part of the 

State. 
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CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of ApoupHus ENGELMANN, near Belleville, St. Clair county, 
LWinors. 

The ‘‘Catawba’’ grape has been cultivated to some extent in this 
region, and the wine made from it is most excellent; but the yield, 
owing to late frosts, mildew, summer rot, and insects, has been quite 
uncertain; and the attention of wine-producers has been directed to 
the discovery of some other kind of grape, less liable to injury from 
these causes. 

The ‘‘Isabella,’’ ‘‘Bland’’ and ‘‘Fox’’ grapes are also known 
here, but are not considered of sufficient merit to supersede the 
Catawba. 
. 

Statement of Joun 8. Ret, of Connersville, Fayette county, Indiana. 

The culture of the grape, in the White Water valley, is rapidly 
extending, and promises, at some future day, to be an article of domes- 
tic luxury, if not of commercial importance. In the adjoining county 
of Franklin, which contains a large German population, the grape is 
also cultivated, in almost all their gardens, besides in many small 
vineyards ranging from 1 to 5 acres each. Judge McCarty, a resident 
of that county, has two vineyards, under the charge of an intelligent 
German, from which, this season, he will make about 30 barrels of 
wine. 

From my own vineyard, containing about an acre, set with the 
Catawba grape, I have made 150 gallons of excellent wine, which 
brought me, in Cincinnati, $1 25 a gallon, when only six months 
old. I have several varieties of the grape in my collection, among 
which is the ‘‘Sweet Water,’’ or ‘‘ Early Muscadine,’’ and the ‘‘ Mam- 
moth Catawba,’’ an excellent large grape of the Catawba kind. I 
am experimenting with a hybrid, or cross, between these grapes, in 
order to produce a fruit that will combine the best qualities of the 
two. The ‘‘Isabella’’ is considered good only as a fruit for the table, 
the wine not being so rich, nor so palatable, as that made from the 
Catawba, although of greater yield. 
A gentleman, some time ago, presented me with several slips of 

what some call the ‘“‘Karly Harvest,’’ the fruit of which ripens by 
the end of August, or the beginning of September. It is larger and 
rounder than the Isabella, of a light-purple color, inclining to an 
amber shade. It is very sweet and juicy, with a strong musky flavor. 
Whether it will prove good for wine or not, I cannot now say, 
although I think it will answer well to mix with other wines, such as 
the Isabella or Catawba, but I have never heard nor seen any grape 
for wine equal to the latter. All my grapes grow in the open air, 
and are sustained on upright posts, about 7 feet high, and 4 feet 
apart. In trimming, the spur and renewal system is followed, which 
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keeps the vines always young and vigorous, although I think it ren- 
ders them more liable to early as well as late spring frosts. My 
vineyard, this season, so far as fruit-bearing is concerned, was nearly 
ruined by the frost of May last, but in the making of wood for an- 
other year, it shows well. 

Several gentlemen, of this vicinity, have vines of the ‘‘ Charter 
Oak’’ grape, said to be a native of Connecticut, the fruit of which 
erows almost as large as a plum, and has the hardness of a Siberian 
erab-apple. 

The mode adopted by me of making wine, is as follows: From the 
ist to the 15th of October, I continue pulling the grapes, always se- 
lecting the ripest ones first, and, after mashing them in a tub made 
for the purpose, subject them to a small press made in the form of a 
cider-press. The barrels, into which the juice is put, are well 
washed with cold water, dried, and fumigated with sulphur, before 
the ‘‘must’’ is put intothem. I then place over the bung-hole a piece 
of tin, or sheet-iron, perforated with small holes. The must is then 
allowed to ferment slowly for about three weeks, until the scum, 
caused by the fermentation, apparently ceases. The barrels are then 
filled and bunged tight, until spring, when I rack the wine off into 
clean casks, washed out with cold water and juniper berries, and fu- 
migated with sulphur as before, in order to destroy any bad flavor. 
It. is then ready for market; but, during this time, the casks require 
to be frequently examined, and filled up, keeping them always full to 
the bung. 

Statement of Freprertck Muncu, of Marthasville, Warren county, 
Missouri. 

The culture of the grape, in this State, is progressing rather slowly, 
when compared with the ardor devoted to it some eight years ago, in 
consequence of the numerous failures from disease, which are confined 
principally to a few varieties. I have, growing promiscuously in my 
vineyard, about a dozen sorts, eight of which are certainly exempt 
from the rot, irrespective of the weather or seasons. The ‘‘Cataw- 
ba’’ and ‘‘Isabella’’ suffer the most from disease. 

_ By recent observations, I have learned to make an important dis- 
tinction in the vines. All the native varieties, on which I have ex- 
perimented, produce a fruit of a dark-blue color; but, by pressing this 
fruit, it is found that the juice of some is colored very little, if at all, 
while that of others produces a wine of the true purple color. It is 
only the latter varieties which contain that astringent principle char- 
acteristic of all genuine red wines. From this circumstance, I shall 
propagate no other. 

The varieties referred to above are the ‘‘ Little Ozark,’’ the ‘‘ Wa- 
terloo,’’ or ‘‘Rock House Indian,’’ and the ‘‘Ozark’’ seedling, the 
latter of which I have raised from seed brought from the Ozark 
mountains, in 1851. Its berries are of a medium size, the clusters 
compact and conical in their shape. It may be regarded as a supe- 
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rior variety in every respect. This year, J have made a red wine from 
each of these varieties; of a peculiar aroma and taste, which, by 
connoisseurs, is judged to be not inferior to the best red wines im- 
ported frorm France. These vines are all good bearers, under proper 
treatment, grow vigorously, and remain sound wherever they may be 
planted. 

Statement of D. Mints, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

The ‘‘Isabella’’ and ‘‘Catawba’’ grapes are cultivated here, to a 
limited extent, for table use, but not much for wine. It is doubtful 
whether wine-making can ever be made profitable with us. Our cli- 
mate does not ripen the grape very well, nor equally, every year. 

Statement of Victor Scrrpa, of Pittsburg, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

In 1855, I imported some choice varieties of grapes, for table use, 
among which were the ‘‘Frankenthaler,”’ with a beautiful blue berry, 
larger than a cherry, growing in bunches more than a foot in length, 
the ‘‘ White Leipsic;’’ the ‘‘Gutedel;’’ the ‘‘Blue Burgundy ;’’ the 
‘“Muscat rouge ;” and the ‘‘Fontainbleau noir.’’? I selected these 
kinds, in preference to others, as most delicious table fruits, and on 
account of their standing a cold climate better than any others. 
They are the sorts principally grown in the northern part of Ger- 
many, and I have occasionally seen some of them doing well in this 
section of the county, especially the Frankenthaler and the Gutedel. 

For wine-making, I prefer the “Catawba” to any other grape. 
The imported varieties, for this purpose, will not succeed very well, as 
frequent experiments have shown. The ‘‘Isabella” is an inferior 
grape for the table, or for wine, but much hardier than the Catawba, 
and, for this reason, is preferred by many. The latter, being a late 
grape, should be trained very low, in this latitude and elevation, in 
order to bring it earlier into simultaneous ripening. It should be 
pruned after the “‘Rockschnitt” method, as adopted in the north of 
France, and, with success, of late, in some parts of Germany, as well 
as in the vineyards about Cincinnati. 

Within the last two years, the vine has been cultivated to some 
extent in this vicinity, principally by Germans. According to the 
best information I can obtain, between 40 and 50 acres have been 
planted in this immediate neighborhood, chiefly the Catawba, on the 
hill-sides, facing the Alleghany, Monongahela and Ohio rivers, most 
of which, however, are near the banks of the former. The wine 
inade from the Catawba, as well as from the Isabella grapes, is good 
and praiseworthy, and sells from $1 to $2 a gallon. 
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THE OLIVE. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Rozgert Cutsotm, of Beaufort, Beaufort district, South 
Carolina. 

My olive trees were imported from the neighborhood of Florence, 
by the way of Leghorn, in 1833, and consist of two kinds, the ‘‘Small 
Round,” esteemed best for oil, and a much larger and more oval- 
fruited sort, which turns white before it becomes purple, the latter 
having been sent as stocks to engraft the other upon. The winter of 
1834-5 was an excessively cold one, and injured to the roots, all the 
orange-trees in the South, and some of them so severely that they 
never afterwards sprouted ; yet I do not recollect that my olive-trees 
suftered at all—certainly none were killed. No cold, which we have 
experienced since, has ever caused them to shed a leaf, whereas, in 
repeated instances, our orange-trees have suffered much, and, about 
four years since, barely escaped being again killed, to the ground. 
My olive-trees are planted in a rather flat, clayey piece of land, 

quite near the salt water, and but little elevated above high tides. 
In Italy, I believe, it is generally thought that this tree does not 
thrive well far from the sea; but does best on what they call a ‘‘ fat 
soil,’’ which contains more or less clay. From what I have seen 
of it on sandy soils, in this vicinity, it has proved not very fruitful. 

Finding that my trees grew very slowly, and not expecting to de- 
rive profit enough from them to pay for their culture, the idea oc- 
curred to me of trying to cultivate the sweet-potato, field and cow 
peas, among them, hoping that the expense of cultivating the olives 
might be covered by these means. The land, therefore, was well 
manured every year in June, and cultivated with one or other of these 
crops, in such a manner as the other operations of the plantation 
would render convenient, generally, however, with sweet potatoes, ir- 
respective of rotation. Theresult has much more than answered my 
expectations, as I very seldom failed to make a fair crop of potatoes, 
and the trees have grown vigorously, and rapidly come into bearing, 
and, what I did not expect, they have continued to bear good crops 
of fruit every year, occasionally abundant ones, while, in Europe, the 
habit of almost every variety of this tree is to bear only in alternate 
years. 

As the olive ripens, during the months of October and November, 
at a time we are straining every nerve to save most of our other crops, 
no attempt has ever been made to gather all the fruit; but, one year, 
enough was gathered, pounded in a mortar, and the oil pressed’ out, 
to justify me in saying that, I produced a very clear and good-look- 
ing article which was exhibited about two years since at, the Fair 
of the South Carolina Institute. The only use that has thus far been 
made of the olives is to pickle them, while green, in a full-grown 
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state, in August or September, for which purpose they seem admira- 
bly adapted. A few may now be found on sale, which are preferred 
to those imported. ‘The receipe for pickling was obtained from 
France, and is as follows:— 

‘‘For each pound of the fruit, take a pound of good strong ashes, 
(those from the hickory wood are the best we have,) and an ounce of 

-good slacked lime; mix the lime and ashes with water, until a soft 
paste or mortar is formed, into which stir or imbed the olives, and 
finish by covering the whole mass with a layer of dry ashes. Let 
them remain in this state until all the bitumen is extracted, which 
may be known by the stones slipping readily out of the pulp, when 
squeezed between the fore finger and thumb, for which purpose a 
few may be tried once an hour, or oftener, if desired. The length 
of time required for this, however, will depend entirely upon the 
quality of the ashes and lime, and may vary from two or three 
hours to as many days. As soon as the olives have been deprived of 
their bitterness, they must be cleanly washed, and put to soak in fresh 
water, which must be changed about once an hour, for twenty-four 
hours, when the taste of potash will have been removed, and the water 
cease to be discolored. The olives must then be put into bottles or 
jars, and a strong brine put over them, made from good rock or alum 
salt. This brine will generally require to be changed several times, in 
consequence of becoming ash-colored, after which, the bottles must be 
sealed air-tight; and, if kept in a cool, dry, dark place, the olives 
will keep good for years.”’ 

Olives carefully cured after this plan, will be found less salt than 
those pickled in France, which are usually sold in this country, and 
will retain much of the nutty flavor of pure olive-oil. 

I do not think that the making of oil from the olive will be hkely 
to prove sufficiently profitable to be pursued in this country, for many 
years, as labor is too expensive, and other crops will necessarily take 
the lead, unless the price, of labor or soil in Europe should be in- 
creased, when there will consequently become a greater demand. 

THE JUJUBE TREE. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Ropert Cutsoum, of Beaufort, Beaufort district, South 
Carolina. 

In 1837, while traveling in the south of Europe, I was induced to 
purchase some plants of the jujube, which I have cultivated ever 
since; and, as this shrub suckers freely, I have considerably increased 
my stock, though to nothing like the extent I might have done, had 
[ been disposed. It appeared to me to have been many years before 
my imported trees had come into bearing; but those propagated from 
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suckers, produced fruit much sooner, and have thus far proved more 
productive. - 

_ With us, this shrub is deciduous, stands the climate well, and does 
not appear to be at all fastidious about the soil in which it grows. 
‘It is quite ornamental, when in leaf, and is delightfully fragrant when 
in bloom. Like most other fruit-trees, it usually bears most abun- 
dantly in alternate years; but, this probably might be remedied by © 
pulling off the young fruit from a part of the tree the fruitful year, 
in order to allow it to rest and bear the next. The fruit is about the 
size of an olive, having rather a husky skin, like the date. It hasa 
very pleasant, nutty taste, and, when eaten relieves a cough. <A few 
trees should be cultivated on every plantation and garden of the 
South. 

THE FILBERT. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Victor Scripa, of Pittsburg, Alleghany county, 
Pennsylvania. 

Last year, 1 imported a favorite kind of filbert, or hazel-nut, (Cory- 
lus tubulosa,) and hope to multiply it in a few years. It is decidedly 
to be preferred to most other nuts growing in this country, being 
hardy enough to withstand the cold of Germany, and, doubtless, 
would be adapted to the climate of the middle portion of the United 
States, as well as to that of the South. 

THE CURRANT. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENOKE. 

Statement of JouHn Danrortu, of New London, New London county, 
Connecticut. . 

For three or four years I have cultivated the red currant in con- 
siderable quantities. The past season, I sold 50 bushels at $2 a 
bushel. : 
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THE NEW ROCHELLE BLACKBERRY. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

“Statement of James W. Fauxner, of Stamford, Fairfield county, 

Connecticut. 

The ‘‘ New Rochelle’ blackberry bids fair to be one of the staples 
of our country. Bushes, two years old, frequently yield from 4 to 
6 quarts each. 

MELONS. 

CULTIVATION OF THE WATERMELON AT THE SOUTH. 

/ BY HAWES H. COLEMAN, OF CACHEMASSO, ARKANSAS. 

In the cultivation of watermelons, the first point 1s to procure 
good seed, as there is much difference in the varieties. One which I 
have kept since 1827, I think superior to any other, in the following 
particulars: First, it is the earliest bearer ; second, it is the longest; 
third, it is of the most convenient size, the half being sufficient for a 
healthy man to eat at one time; and, fourth, it 1s superior in juice 
and pulp to any other I have seen. While some object to its small 
size, they seem not to be aware of the fact that large melons are long 
in maturing, and soon gone. It is better to have ten good melons, 
of proper size, fully developed and matured, ripening through two 
months, than to have two or three coarse ones which are hard and 
white in the heart, and all gone in a week. 

The time of planting, in this section, is about the 5th of April. 
The best plan is to dig a hole 18 inches square, and of the same depth, 
and fill the hole with rich earth from the woods, elevating the hill 6 
inches above the surface. As'soon as the April showers have started 
the plants, throw a bushel of cotton-seed around each hill, or, in 
default of cotton-seed, use decayed leaves, covering slightly with earth. 
The hills should have two vines to each, and be 12 feet apart. Draw 
up the earth, so as to make the hill the highest point in a circle of 12 
feet in diameter. In a dry season, this method will protect the hills, 
elevated as they must be to get an early start; in a wet one, the sur- 
face declining every way from the hill, will carry off the excess of 
water. Melons need all the ground they occupy. The smallest weeds 
affect them. They require all the sunshine that falls on the plat in 
which they are planted, and every breeze that sweeps over them, and 
that the soil should be light and well worked. 
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I have three varieties of melon: First, the ‘‘Coleman,’’ which I 
have planted for twenty-nine years. It is long in shape, striped, 
green, having a thick rind, with a red meat and seeds. 

The ‘‘ Rattlesnake’’ melon is my next variety. It should be planted 
in hills 12 feet or more from centre to centre, on land properly pre- 
pared. It takes its name from its resemblance to the rattlesnake. It 
is moderately large, weighing from 20 to 40 pounds. The seed is’ 
almost white, the rind thin and brittle, and the meat red. It is larger 
and more beautiful than the Coleman, but inferior in flavor. 

The ‘‘Bough’’ melon is my third variety. It is cultivated in the 
vicinity of Richmond and Baltimore. From its size and red meat it 
commands a ready sale in market. It is long, and white-skinned, and 
has red meat and seed, and is brittle in the rind. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Joun T. C. Crank, of Washington, District of Columbia. 

In order to have melons in perfection, each variety should be 
planted remote from all other plants of the natural family to which 
it belongs, such as every other variety of melon, and the cucumber, 
gourd, squash, pumpkin, &e. 

The fruit should be cut crosswise, and the seeds taken from the 
end next to the stem or vine. If taken when just ripe, the next crop 
will be found to be less impregnated with other sorts than those 
saved in the ordinary way. 

THE PLANTAIN AND THE BANANA. 

CONDENSED CORRESPONDENOE. 

Statement of Joun B. C. Gazzo, of La Fourche parish, Louisiana. 

The plantain’ (Musa paradisiaca) and the banana (1. sapientum) 
differ but little in appearance, but the fruit of the latter is some- 
what smaller than that of the former. The stalks, or trunks, grow 
from 12 to 14 feet high, springing from a large pear-shaped bulb of a 
shining green color. The leaves are about 4 feet in length, 14 in 
breadth, very thin and soft, and of adelicate green. The fruit grows 
at the top of the stems, in clusters, frequently containing, in the 
plantain, from fifty to eighty, and, in the banana, from eighty to one 
hundred, weighing from 55 to 60 pounds to a cluster. The fruit of 
the plantain grows from 10 to 12 inches in length, curving inward at 
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the extremities, and is about an inch and a half in thickness. The 
flesh is firm and solid, and may be prepared, for eating, when green, 
by roasting, frying, or boiling. The banana may be cooked in the 
same way, when green, or may be eaten raw, when ripe. 

The plantain and banana may be propagated from cuttings of the 
roots, which grow with facility where the soil is rich. Perhaps there 
are no other plants on the globe which produce so much nutriment as 
these, in proportion to the space they occupy. 

LIVE FENCES. 
CONDENSED CORRESPONDENCE. 

Statement of Wit1aM N. Wurre, of Athens, Clark county, Georgia. 

The single white ‘‘Macartney’’ rose, I find, in this region, forms 
an excellent hedge. The double-flowered variety is also good for the 
purpose, and has the advantage of the beauty of its flowers, but I 
think the single one preferable in ease of management. 

This plant is an evergreen, with us, and is easily grown from cut- 
tings. It is very thorny, and of beautiful foliage. It never dies out 
at the bottom, whether pruned or not, and is very hardy, and of lux- 
uriant growth. The most satisfactory fence can be made with this, 
by setting good chestnut or cedar posts, 8 feet apart, with their small 
ends charred and planted 24 or 3 feet in the ground. Upon this, 
form the usual -paling fence, or nail a good wide bottom-board, and 
finish the fence with stout wire, strained through holes in the posts. 
The wire fence may be 4 feet high. The plants should be rooted 
cuttings, and may be located at first, even 8 feet apart, and by lay- 
ering and training the bottom shoots, if the ground is kept in good 
order, in three years, it will repel every intruder. It is better, where 
plants are abundant, to set them out 4 feet apart. 

This hedge requires less pruning than any other to keep it impen- 
etrable. The holly would also make an efficient and beautiful hedge, . 
were it not so difficult to transplant. My own hedge of Macartney 
rose, when three years old, trained on a common fence of rails and 
palings, forms a barrier perfectly secure, and has proved very orna- 
mental. 

Statement of Steruen A. Linpiny, of Monroe, Jasper county, Iowa. 

The “Osage” orange hedge-plant is receiving great attention in the 
middle and southern parts of this State. While some are sanguine 
of its entire success, others are disposed to regard it as a vain specu- 
lation. The difficulties in growing a good hedge are neither few nor 
slight. Some writers affirm that the plant has no enemies; but this 
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I know from experience to be erroneous. The ‘‘Chinch’’ bug, (1 
know no other name for it,) a minute insect, of disagreeable odor, 
like a bed-bug, exists in great numbers in our light prairie soil. It 
appears to breed upon a kind of knot-grass. It often preys upon late 
crops of spring wheat, and has destroyed at least 50,000 of my plants 
this season. It attacks plants from 1 to 3 inches high, when the 
roots are white and sweet. 

The Osage plant has, at all periods of its growth, a tap-root, longer 
and thicker than the top or stem. The bug eats off the bark, some 
distance below the ground, and either kills it, or so checks its growth 
that it is worthless. Ata later stage, the gopher, an animal of the 
mole species, but much larger, will cut off any Osage orange root 
that it finds in its way. Plants, with stems more than an inch in 
diameter, may be seen in some of our older hedges, dry and dead. 
They may be easily lifted out of the ground, when it will be seen 
that the gopher has cut them off a few inches below the surface. 

The ravages of the bug may be in a great degree avoided, by 
planting in new ground, broken the year before ; but the gopher is an 
enemy much more difficult to defeat, as no part of the State is free 
from it, and, in the newer portions, it is very abundant. The best de- 
fence against its ravages is a good steel-trap. If a trap be properly 
set-in its path, it will rarely fail to step into it. Poison is sometimes 
used ; but, besides being dangerous, it is not so certain. The gopher 
does not feed on the roots of the Osage orange, as it does on that of the 
hickory and some other trees ; but it is a most determined burrower, 
and, when constructing its subterranean highways, will turn aside for 
nothing that will yield to its strong, protruding front teeth. In 
cleaning out barren lands, near the timber, roots, 2 or 3 inches in di- 
ameter, will often be found cut off by them. 

Those who have had most experience in hedge-growing are never- 
theless willing to devote time any money to the business. The first 
experimenters were without information or practical knowledge, and 
many, of course, failed altogether. The plants are now raised by nur- 
serymen, who sell them in most cases to those who have large con- 
tracts for fencing, at so much per rod. As the contractors agree to 
furnish, set out, and tend the plants, till a good fence is produced, at 
the rate of $100 a mile, it is probably the best plan for all concerned, 
since experience has shown that any business, when reduced to a sys- 
tem, is better conducted by each one haying his own appropriate 
work to do. 

Statement of D. F. Mauricn, of Brushville, King’s county, New York. 

The ‘‘ American Arbor-vite’’ (Thuja occidentalis) makes the finest 
ornamental hedge known to this climate. It is indigenous, growing 
abundantly on the banks of the Hudson. It requires pruning every 
year, attains any required height, and is very compact and beau- 
tiful. I have hedges of from 2 to 14 years’ growth, from 1 to 
10 feet high, that will compare favorably with any in this country or 
in England. It is easily cultivated, and readily increased by layers. 
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If the hedge is for ornament, considerable care and labor should be 
bestowed on it. It requires two men for a month, each year, to trim 
mine, which are about 1,200 feet in length. If the hedge is simply 
for protection, and is to be trimmed, as in England, with hedge-hooks, 
three or four times as much may be done in the same time. It is 
essential to success that all hedges be pruned once every year, and it 
is more easily done in August than at any other time, the wood then 
being tender and easily cut. No one should plant them who is not 
willing to give them this attention. 

Statement of D. Minis, of Beaver Plain, Beaver county, Pennsylvania. 

But little attention has been as yet bestowed on live fences in this 
section of the State, as timber of the best quality has been abundant 
from the first settlement of the country, and the want of a substitute 
is not generally felt. 

Thé Osage orange, thus far, bids fair to be the best for hedges of 
anything that has been tried. From my own experience, I know it 
will withstand our coldest winters, as well as severe drought, like that 
of 1854. This plant has already perfected its fruit with me, and I 
have a quantity now growing from seeds raised by myself. 

Statement of Rozert W. Baytor, of Wood End, near Charleston, Jef- 
Jerson county, Virginia. 

The Osage orange makes a good handsome fence here, in four 
years. The cost of plants and setting is 25 cents a rod; trimming 
124 cents a rod, per annum. 

The plants should be cut close to the ground the first two years ; 
the third year, they may be clipped 18 inches above the ground; and 
the fourth year, at about 3 feet in height; then suffered to grow at the 
rate of about 18 inches a year, until they acquire the requisite height. 
Neither frost nor drought affect the plants after the first year. 

CLIMATOLOGY. 
THE COTTON DISTRICTS OF THE GLOBE CONSIDERED 

WITH REFERENCE TO THEIR CLIMATES. 

[Deduced from authentic sources. ] 

On inquiring into the climate best suited to the cultivation of cot- 
ton, we must remember that we have to pay attention, not only to 
the air, but also to the vapor. These may be considered in some re- 
spects as forming two distinct atmospheres ; the one uniform in quan- 
tity, and in the proportion of its ingredients, but ever-varying in 
temperature ; while the vapor varies not only in this respect, but in 
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the quantity in which it is present, and also in its point of deposition, 
when alone it becomes perceptible as moisture. 

Cotton is cultivated in so many countries, that we cannot but ex- 
pect it to be capable of flourishing in considerable diversities of cli- 
mate. Thus, the rich alluvial lands of the Mississippi differ not only 
in soil, but also in temperature and dryness, from the sandy fields of 
Georgia. In dryness, both must differ from the uniformity of mois- 
ture which prevails in the islands where Sea Island cotton is pro- 
duced. Some grows naturally in the warmer parts of Mexico, as well 
as in the countries situated along the east of the Andes; and much is 
cultivated in the moist parts of Guiana and Brazil. Humboldt has 
seen it at 900 feet of elevation in the equatorial Andes, and at 5,500 
feet in Mexico. But here different species may, perhaps, be included, 
as we know that which yields Pernambuco cotton is cultivated in 
many parts of South America. In the Old World, we find cotton 
growing in the interior, both of Africa and of India, where there 
must be considerable dryness of climate. It is cultivated with some 
success in Egypt, and also, of late, in Algeria, and near Port Natal, in 
South Africa; but, in the two former, only by the aid of artificial irri- 
rigation. It is produced in various islands of the Indian ocean, in 
many parts of China, and in almost every part of Continental India. 
Thence it may be said to extend into Persia, Asia Minor, and to the 
southern parts of Hurope, including the islands of the Mediterranean, 
whence the English manufacturers received their earliest supplies of 
cotton. 

Within these limits, extending from the equator to 40° of latitude, 
we know that there are considerable diversities of climate ; but the 
heat of summer, in many of these localities, does not differ so much as 
might be expected from their latitudes. The temperature of tropi- 
cal regions is known to be modified by the amount of moisture, while 
that of the interior of continents, even in high latitudes, is increased 
by the greater clearness of sky, which is dependent on the compara- 
tive absence of moisture. This cause tends to increase even the cold 
of winter, from the more free radiation which takes place at night in 
a cloudless atmosphere. Humboldt has remarked that Gossypium bar- 
badense, hirsutum, and religioswum, have each their favorite climate, 
from 0° to 34° of latitude, where the mean annual temperature is from 
82° to 68° F., but that G. herbaceum ig successfully cultivated in the 
temperate zone, where, with a mean summer heat of 73° to 75°, the 
mean of winter is not less than 46° or 48°. 

But, in taking a general survey of the localities where cotton 
is chiefly cultivated, we should observe that many of them are in 
islands, and others in the vicinity of the sea. This is certainly the 
case with the districts where the finest cottons are produced, and the 
largest returns to the acre obtained. It has frequently been stated 
that the beneficial effects of such localities are chiefly due to the 
presence of salt in the soil, or to"its being carried up in the spray, 
which is transported, by winds, into the interior. Koster, m his 
“Travels in Brazil,’’ states, on the contrary, that ‘“‘the districts 
which are universally allowed to be the best adapted for the growth 
of cotton, are far removed from the sea-coast, arid, and oftentimes 

7 
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very scantily supplied with water ; also, that the opinion is very gen- 
eral, that the cotton-plant will not thrive in the neighborhood of the 
coast, and also that plantations were yearly receding further into the 
interior, the soil preferred being a deep-red earth, which becomes ex- 
tremely hard after a long interval without rain.’’ Something, no 
doubt, must be owing to the species which is cultivated, and to the 
climate of the plantation being more or less moist. Thus, Spix and 
Martius, in their ‘“‘Travels,’’ state that ‘‘the cotton-tree cultivated at 
Rio de Janeiro (G. barbadense—sometimes, but, more rarely, the G. 
herbacewm) thrives very well, but is stated not to furnish such dura- 
ble materials as that in the higher and drier districts of Minas Novas.’’ 

Proximity to the sea has, however, other peculiarities besides the 
facility of affording saline ingredients to the soil or to the atmos- 
phere. It participates, to a certain degree, in the peculiarities of an 
insular climate ; that is, in greater uniformity of temperature than is 
found in places further in the interior, and in the freer circulation of 
airdrom the usually alternating land and sea breezes. There is also 
greater equability of moisture ; for air, passing over the surface of 
the sea, necessarily takes up a larger proportion of water. This it 
does not immediately deposit on the coast, unless it is backed by 

hills, because it usually becomes a little warmed by the heated land, 
and is then capable of taking up more moisture. But, as it reaches 
the coast in a comparatively moist state, it necessarily rather checks 
than favors excessive evaporation, and thus does not force the fo- 
liage, exposed to its influence, to give up an undue quantity of mois- 
ture. This, however, is necessarily the case whenever a dry current 
of air passes over the surface of the leaves. To the influence of 
moisture, therefore, we must ascribe the more luxuriant vegetation 
of some sea-coasts, and of many tropical islands. 

Baron Humboldt and Professor Dove have pointed out that, while 
Turope has a true insular or sea climate, both in winter and summer, 
North America inclines to a continental one in winter, and, in many 
parts, to a sea climate in summer; that is, it has a cold winter, 
with a cool summer, with the exception of certain districts, which are 
excessively hot. But Northern and Central Asia have a true conti- 
tinental climate, both in winter and summer, or a cold winter anda 
hot summer. Notwithstanding this, we must also recollect that, 
though each locality may participate in the characteristic climate of 
its continent, all places near the coast will have more or less of an 
insular climate, while those in the interior have such as are of a con- 
tinental nature, though in varying degrees. 

The different varieties of cotton cultivated in the United States are 
believed to belong to one species; that is, that the ‘‘ Georgian,’’ or 
‘‘Short-staple,’’ is the Sea Island, carried into the interior; and that 
the ‘‘Sea Island’’ itself was originally introduced from the Bahamas, 
or, more remotely, from Anguilla, one of the West India Islands. . 
The ‘‘ New Orleans’’ does not differ specifically from the Sea Island 
cotton, and is admitted by the planters of the South to be identical 
with the plant of Mexico, whence they procure their finest seeds. It 
is conjectured that it was from the neighboring coast of Mexico that 
the indigenous cotton of that country was introduced into the West 
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Indies, and thence taken to the Island of Bourbon. Hence we may 
account for Gossypiwm barbadense being identical in species with the 
New Orleans and Sea Island, as well as with the Bourbon cotton. 

The Mexican plant is not a native of the temperate regions of that 
country, but of the tierras calientes, or hot districts. It is produced, 
for instance, in the neighborhood of Vera Cruz, and is represented as 
erowing spontaneously near Valladolid, a town situated on the great 
plain of the Peninsula of Yucatan, described by Humboldt as one of 
the warmest regions in equatorial America. Mr. Stephens states 
that the spontaneous growth of cotton around that town had led to 
the erection of a cotton factory in the place. Mr. Norman, in his 
‘(Rambles in Yucatan,’’ says: ‘‘ The cotton plantations, or, rather, 
the districts where the material is raised, that is consumed in the man- 
ufactory in this city, are to the north, and known as the Tizemen 
district. The same spot is seldom cultivated for two successive 
seasons. After the crop is gathered, the ground is suffered to be 
overrun with weeds and brushwood, which, when years have elapsed, 
are cut down and burned, and the field is replanted.’’ This rude 
method of culture is adduced only to show how little attention is 
paid to the plant in its native country. But, as it is desirable to 
know something precise respecting the climate of one at least of its 
native districts, we take from Professor Dove the subjoined notice of 
the means of observations made at Vera Cruz for thirteen years. 
This town, situated on the coast, in latitude 19° 12’ N., and in longi- 
tude 96° 9’ W., has a mean temperature of 77°.02 F., with a differ- 
erence of only 12°.42 between the hottest and coldest months, thus: 

| | | | | 
| Jan. | Feb. |March.|April. | May. {| June.| July.| Aug. | Sept. } Oct. | Noy. | Dec. 

{ | 
| 

80.48 | 81.86 | 81.50 75.38, 71.06 
| 

69.98 | 71.60 | 73.40 | 72.17 82.40 | 80.96 78.44 
\ { 

The Mexican cotton has been introduced into Texas, as well as into 
Louisiana and Alabama. In the southern parts of Texas, where the 
climate is very congenial, the plant does not require to be renewed 
more frequently than once in three or four years, to yield a crop 
superior in quality and quantity to the annual planting of Louisiana. 
Cotton planting, in that part of Texas, commences in February, and 
picking begins at an earlier and continues for a longer period than in 
the other States; the average return also, to the acre, is considerably 
‘greater in Texas than in the other States, and the expense of culti- 
vation considerably less, in consequence, not only of the greater 
richness of the soil, but also of the peculiar mildness of the climate. 
The cotton, moreover, is of a superior quality, and planters of ac- 
knowledged veracity state that it is not uncommon to pick 4,000 
pounds of seed-cotton from an acre. . 
Mr. Featherstonhaugh, after crossing into Northern Texas, in 

about latitude 33° 40’, observed that he had never seen the cotton- 
plant growing in greater perfection before; for, in the cotton districts 
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he had passed through, the plant was a low dwarfy bush, not exceed- 
ing 2 feet in height; but here the plants were 5 feet high, often 
bearing three hundred bolls, and yielding from 1,500 to 2,500 pounds 
of seed-cotton to the acre, which gives from 25 to 30 per cent., in 
weight, of raw marketable fibre. 

The most successful cultivation of cotton in the United States, it is 
well known, is in the lower parts of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, and Texas. In these regions, there is comparatively lit- 
tle frost, and the winter is always mild, with considerable heat 
in summer; but this is tempered, to a great extent, by the pleasant 
and salutary effects of the sea breeze, which sets in from the Gulf or 
the Atlantic for a great part of the day. There are heavy dews at 
night, and frequent showers occur, in the spring as well as in the 
summer, In the interior and more northern portions of these States, 
(which are in some parts elevated from 500 to 1,000 feet above the 
level of the sea,) frost is expected in October, and often continues 
until April; sometimes it occurs even in May, so as to injure, but does 
not then usually destroy, the plant. The heat of summer, though 
frequently high, still is tempered by the influence of the ocean or the 
Gulf of Mexico, and of the numerous great rivers, as well as by the 
dews and occasional showers. The cultivation of cotton is generally 
commenced about the beginning of April, when the land is still satu- 
rated with the winter rains, and difficulty is sometimes experienced 
in getting the land sufficiently dry ; otherwise, a good shower is essen- 
tial when cotton is first sown, and it is desirable also to have occa- 
sional showers during the planting, ploughing, and hoeing seasons. 
The bolls begin to open about the middle of July, and continue to 
do so until the appearance of frost, from the middle to the end of 
October. 

In order to have a more precise idea of the climates of the most 
favorable cotton districts, and for the advantage of comparing them 
with those of other countries, the subjoined Table is selected from, 
Professor Dove, as published by the British Association :— 

MEAN TEMPERATURE. 

LOCALITIES. 2-|/Ssflel4a/)8/8/2/2/2/ 814 2} e} 3 lee 
Seiarielelsiel/2/2/2721/818 18 (gs Ses. 

Galveston, Tex...... 29°18) |95°10' 60.30 62.50/ 75.00) 73.20; 83.50) 86.50! 88.20 '88.50/87 10/64.20'68.10:'59.49 74.03 
New Orleans, La..../29 58 |90 70 56.75/58.39 66.58 72,41|77.26|81,18/82,22|§2.12 79.42'69.71 158.71 152.96 69.80 
Mobile, Ala.......--. 30 12 |87 59 |'56.40/57.37|65.64 70.00 76.361 42.17 82.41 82.73 78.94 69.97/61.50/55.50| 69.92 
Baton Rouge, La....|/30 26 |91 81 52.37/51.86)61.55|68.99 | 76.58) 82.90 80.10|82.04 76.58) 66.84 |62.47 55.89) 68.15 
Jackson, La.......+. 30 51 /91 10 47.60 49.40 56.60 65.40 70.80) 78.70|81.70|79.90 75.10 67.40 50.00/48.40 64.23 
Houston, Tex........ 31 54 |95 56 {'65.20'60.50 68.70/72.70:85,.50|80.10 84.20 81.40/83.50'72. 30 62,30)}66.00) 73.00 
Natchez, Miss..,.... 31 34 |91 &5 p0.13 50.89| 62.20 /69,93, 72.72/80.62/81.78 80.13|74.99 64.58/55.23/49 09} 66.10 
Vicksburg, Miss.....132 24 [91 60 51-40 59.72 69.99/74.01 76.84 80.65 £2.48 80.11) 70.40 64.92 59.6 |50.91) 67.56 

| ' 5 

To compare with these, we shall further adduce, from the same 
Tables, the mean temperatures of places on the Atlantie ceast, as in 
Florida, Georgia, and Carolina, as well as in the interior,of the last 
two :— 

21 
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LOCALITIES. Es | eis a = = a> oe = D = Ss 
32 | 47 1S) We | es a 

St. Augustine, Fla...,..|29°50/ 81°27" ||60.73 64.97|57.55|70.06|76.89'81.4 1182.81 |82.67/80.16/73.83 diy ee 72.13 
Savannah, Ga......-.+--[82 5 [81 10 ||52.15)53.74)51,19}67.36/73.14 77.89 82.23/82.09/75.96 66.92'57.20/59.50 66.70 
Charleston, 8. C........|32 47 {79 57 ||49.61/52.80}58.34/63.20 75.19'78.85 80.70/80. 15) 74.30 66.70/58.60|51.80) 65.91 
Fort Johnston, €.S....}34 0 |78 5 |j51.42\52.19}50.52)65.25/73.70/78.98 81.57}80.39)76.32/69.11 60.13'53.83 66.96 
Columbia, S. C....4...2.134 0 180 58 |/37.70/42.90]47.30]52.20/67.30)72.40|76.10)76.50 66.30 53,20/43.70|39.50 57.09 

Augusta, Ga... .eseee-[33 28 |81 54 |45.69)47.63)53.66/62.34 eg.88 (te 79.47|75.95) 72.96 pte 61.90 

CLIMATE OF THE COTTON REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

The climate of Georgia is somewhat warmer than that of Carolina, 
but the low, flat country of both, in summer and autumn, is moist, 
and somewhat unhealthy. The spring is commonly rainy, and the 
heat of summer is considerable, but is tempered by the gentle breezes, 
which blow almost daily from the sea. The winds change from south- 
east to south-west about the end of July, but are variable, from storms 
of thunder, and the heavy rains of July and August. The cold weather 
seldom commences before the beginning of December, and terminates 
in March, but the winter is usually mild, and snow seldom falls near 
the sea, and soon melts away. The hilly parts, 200 miles from the 
sea, are agreeable and favorable to health. The winter is colder ; 
snow falls to a depth of 5 or 6 inches. Though the preceding tables 
are sufficient to give a general idea of the climates, it would be desira- 
ble, for agricultural purposes, to have also the maxima and minima for 
the spring, summer and autumnal months, for a series of years, as a 
night of frost may destroy the plants, and great heat, with drought, 
will be equally injurious, from drying them up. Cotton, as before 
observed, is sown in April; picking commences in July or August, 
and continues until November, and on the coast, sometimes even as 
late as December. The Sea Island plant yields about 125 or 130 
pounds of clean ginned cotton per acre. Of the short-staple, in 
the hill country, from the Mississippi to the Carolinas, not more 
than 500 pounds of seed cotton, or 150 pounds of clean cotton; can 
be obtained to the acre. The short-staple cotton is more or less 
cultivated all the way from the southern borders of Virginia to the 
southwestern streams of the Mississippi. The mean quantity over 
all is estimated at 125 pounds of ginned cotton, of both Sea-Island 
and of the short-staple, to an acre, but the amount of labor is much 
greater for the former than for the latter. : 

In comparing the climates of the cotton regions above described 
with those of other countries, it is necessary to remember the pecu- 
liarity of that of America, with which this subject was commenced, 
and also how much the best cotton districts are influenced by the 
Atlantic, or the Mexican Gulf. The climate, to the west of the 
Alleghany mountains, is considered more mild than that under the 
same parallels in the Atlantic States, and, by some, even to the extent 
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of three degrees of latitude. This has been explained as caused by 
the warm air of the Gulf of Mexico being driven up the basin of the 
Mississippi and that of the Ohio. The direction of the valley, north 
and south, no doubt favors the course of the southern winds, while 
the regions of the Atlantic slopes, being transverse, oppose any such 
transmission, and also the migration of plants. The majority of the 
places of which the mean temperatures have been adduced are on 
the sea-coast, and necessarily participate, to some extent, in the peculi- 
arities of an insular climate; that is, of seasons moderately contrasted. 
Still, the difference between the hottest and the coldest month ot 
the year is much greater than at Vera Cruz; that is, than 12°; be- 
ing, at Mobile, Galveston, and New Orleans, 27°.23, 29°.10, and 
29°.96, respectively. But in the interior, at Natchez and Vicks- 
burg, the differences are greater, being 32°.69 and 31°.57. In the 
Atlantic districts the differences are nearly as great as those on the 
south coast, being -31°.73 at Savannah, and 31°.09 at Charleston, 
while, in the interior, the differences are much greater, being 36°.02 

atvAugusta, and 38°.10 at Columbia. 
In addition to the foregoing, it is desirable to notice some of the 

general features of the climate, both of the Gulf and of the Atlantic 
States, as it will then be readily seen how much it is modified by the 
vicinity to the sea, and by the configuration of the coast:— 

Mississippi.—Near the Gulf of Mexico, the climate resembles that 
of the lower parts of Louisiana; the winter is mild, the summer warm, 
but tempered by the constant prevalence of the breeze from the 
Gulf, together with the elevation of the surface. At Natchez, how- 
ever, the thermometer in winter sometimes stands as low as 10° F. 
In sickly seasons, the inhabitants frequently remove to the high banks 
of the bay of St. Louis. 
Alabama.—In the low and southern parts of this State, the heat is 

very great. The climate of the inland and upper parts resembles that 
of Georgia, and may be considered remarkably mild. Frost com- 
mences generally in October, and continues sometimes as late as the 
20th of May, soas to injure, but not destroy, the cotton, in the more 
elevated parts. During summer, there is usually a prevalence of 
westerly winds. Those from the south-east are regarded as the sur 
harbingers of rain. At Mobile, from nine in the morning till even- 
ing, the pleasant and salutary effects of the’sea breeze are felt. The 
rich verdure of the earth, with the copious dews that fall during the 
night, and the elevation of the soil, which, in the upland parts, is 
from 600 to 1,000 feet above the sea, produce a beneficial effect on 
the climate. 

Louisiana.—The climate of most parts of this State is somewhat 
variable. From the sea to Point Coupée, it seldom snows or freezes, 
except in the months of December and January, and then when the 
wind is from the north or north-west. ‘There is less heat and more 
moisture than in similar latitudes on the Eastern Continent, and the 
climate is generally very mild. In winter, the thermometer seldom 
falls more than 2° below the freezing point. In December, 1800, the 
thermometer sunk to 12° near New Orleans, and snow fell for the first 
time in twenty years. In January, 1811, the mercury fell froi 
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78° to 10°, and the Mississippi was completely frozen over. At the 
present time, (February, 1856,) it is reported as low as 20°, and the 
Mississippi as frozen quite over with the ice several inches in thick- 
ness, and the ground covered with ice and sleet to a depth of 6 or 8 
inches, 

Georgia.—All the flat country of this State is described as moist and 
unhealthy, during the warmer months, especially the ‘‘rice swamps ;”’ 
the climate is somewhat warmer than that of South Carolina. The 
winter is the most pleasant season of the year, when the thermometer 
usually ranges from 40° to 66°, though sometimes a considerable de- 
gree of cold has prevailed ; snow is uncommon, but frosts have been 
experienced even as late as April. A strong northeast wind will 
occasionally blight a promising field of cotton, as insects will some- 
times destroy it. The spring is usually rainy, the summer inconstant, 
with a temperature of from 76° to 90° from June to September. The 
atmosphere feels springy and enlivening, being refreshed by gentle 
breezes, which blow almost daily from the sea-shore. About the 20th 
of July, the summer rains set in, often accompanied with storms of 
thunder, and severe winds, and, though not tropical in their violence, 
are often so heavy as to deluge the fields. About the end of July, or 
beginning of August, the wind usually changes its direction from south- 
east to southwest. The month of August is the period of most solici- 
tude to the cotton-grower, as heavy rains at that time occasionally cause 
the plant to part with its young bolls, and even with its leaves. 
The autumn is usually fine and clear ; and, about the 20th of October, 
frosts are expected, but do not often come before the end of the month. 
The inhabitants of the hilly tracts, two hundred miles from the coast, , 
enjoy an agreeable climate, which is favorable to health. The winter 
is colder, snow sometimes falling to a depth of 5 or 6 inches. The 
summer is not so hot, and the winds of autumn are less violent ; and 
the cotton, being less exposed, is allowed to hang longer, so as to 
become perfectly mature. 

South Carolina.—The winter of the lower parts of this State is 
mild; and the difference between the mildest and severest winter is 
about 17°, often with heavy frosts, and sometimes snow, but with a 
hot sun during the day; though snow seldom falls near the sea. The 
winter’ may be considered, as terminating in March, when snow and 
heavy rains usually occur; but April and May are commonly dry 
months. In the low country, the heat of summer is intense; but the 
climate is liable to sudden changes of temperature, when it is damp 
with fogs and heavy dews. June, July, and August are generally the 
wettest months, and the rains consist of heavy bursts and frequent 
showers, which are liable to occur in spring, summer, and autumn. 
November is usually fine, even after the coming of frosts, which some- 
times do not occur until December. The average quantity of rain, 
for ten years, was 49.3 inches—the largest quantity 83.4, and the least 
36.6, in any one year. In the upper country, frost appears earlier 
and continues later; but the weather is not so variable. In winter, 
the cold is considerable, but does not last very long. The climate of 
the Santee Hills, which are situated eighty or ninety miles from the 
coast, is similar in character. 
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Texas.—The climate of Texas is decidedly more healthy than that 
of Louisiana, or any other of the Gulf States; still, on the low alluvial 
coast, intermittents are prevalent during the summer and autumnal 
months; but the yellow fever is rarely known. Comparatively 
little rain falls from March to October, though gusts of wind, with 
thunder, frequently occur, with sufficient rain to make excellent crops. 
During the rest of the year, hot weather generally prevails. 

The winters are warm and mild on the coast, and, for some distance 
inland, snow is seldom seen, except on the higher table-lands or moun- 
tains. From April to September, the thermometer, near the coast, 
usually ranges from 63° to 100°. The greatest heats, however, are 
tempered by strong and constant breezes, which begin to blow soon 
after the rising of the sun, and continue until past noon. The nights 
throughout the middle regions are cool and refreshing, during the 
year. ' 

CLIMATE OF THE COTTON DISTRICTS NEAR PERNAMBUCO. 

In connection with the climate of the United States, it is desirable 
to take some notice of that in which another species, the ‘‘Brazil’’ 
or ‘‘Kidney’’ cotton, is cultivated. From the observations of the 
late Dr. Loudon, at Pernambuco, it will be seen that the quantity 
of rain which falls at that place is considerable, and that the air must 
always be in a moist state. As Koster states that cotton succeeds 
better from fifty to one hundred and fifty leagues interior, the climate 
may still be more moist than that on the coast. 

Meteorological observations, made in the year 1842, at the city of the 
Recipe de Pernambuco, by Joun Lovupon, M. D. 

| 

Saussure’s hy- = . | Number of days 
Temperature by the ther- grometer ae os g and nights a 
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Marchu....23.d0ih. STOO  Were2 OOS MSL BOB clea as sells cveeadectes 8.23 5 20 
April seca dte's ge eae 84.00 73.00 OSI). | Lsatcuch 3 -abal dncvenet eis 25.24 17 19 
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QU tes Seok soa dee 82.00 70.00 (SE Se Ee a 25.26 20 20 
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DB PMSE: os. ctoiassen 81.00 69.00 75.03 | 96.00 75.00 3.15 7 11 
September ........ 85.00 70.00 76.33 98.00 80.00 1.04 dal 6 
Oetieberss:.:s3-.2-. 87.00 70.00 81.06 99.00 70.00 L213 2 5 
November...,...... 87.00 73.00 82.93 | 97.50 | 85.00 0.29 aes Fee 
December ......... 88.00 74.00 81.09 | 100.00 87.05 pRex! 9 5 

Mean. eatshane vue vot 84.23 | 71.10 79.00 98.01 77.05 | 109.27 124 | 130 
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CLIMATE OF THE COTTON REGIONS ON THE PARANA. 

The river Paran4 has its source in the long range of mountains sit- 
uated at the north-west of Rio de Janeiro, in latitude 21° 8. Its 
origin, like that of most rivers, is humble, until, uniting with the 
Parancuba, the Tiese, the Paranapane, and the Curitaba, it directs its 
course to the north-west, to latitude 9° S., where, changing its direc- 
tion, it turns southward till it enters the Missiones de las Guarames. 
From this point it begins to display its peculiar character, forming 
an archipelago of an infinite number of islets, and, bearing towards 
the west, it proceeds to unite with the river Paraguay. Until it 
reaches the city of Las Siete Corrientes, its waters are solely formed 
by the rivers running into it from the mountains of Brazil; and there 
it begins to receive the streams from the Andes of Peru, by its conflu- 
ence with the Bermejo and Pilcomayo, which disembogue themselves 
into the Paraguay. Here it is that it assumes the grand and majes- 
tic appearance it retains, until, united with the Paraguay, and 
swollen by the waters from the mountains of the Andes, and from 
the ridge of hills in that neighborhood, it descends, like a fresh-water 
sea, towards the ocean, with which it commingles, under the name of 
the ‘‘ Rio de la Plata.”’ 

One of the peculiarities of the Parana, which most interests the 
curious observer, is the nature of its periodical inundations, very 
much resembling those of the Nile. In fact, it is believed that there 
are not two rivers on the globe, the characteristics of which are 
more analogous. Both have their sources in the torrid zone; and 
nearly equi-distant from the equator, although in different hemis- 
pheres. Both disembogue themselves almost in the same latitude, 
directing their courses to their respective poles. Both are navigable 
for many leagues, and each possesses its cataracts. Both also have 
their periods of increase, in the respective seasons, which cause them 
to inundate immense tracts; and the reason of such rising is the 
same in each, namely, the abundant rains, falling in torrents in 
the regions of the torrid zone, during the four months in which 
the sun is nearest to the tropics, and tending to swell the body of 
these waters. 

The rising of the Parané begins towards the end of December, 
some time after the commencement of the rainy season in the coun- 
tries situated between the tropic of Capricorn and the equator, and 
continues, without interruption, till the month of April; when, de- 
creasing until July, with somewhat more rapidity than it rose, it 
again returns to its regular level. In this month, it is usual to 
perceive a slight rising, which the people of the country call el re- 
punte, and which is attributed to the waters the river receives from 
the streams pouring down from the temperate zone, where the season 
of winter is almost always rainy. 

Although rivers, in general, which overflow their banks, are a 
scourge, and consequently objects of disquietude to the cultivators, 
destroying the fruits of their labors, and sweeping away the manure 
and substance of the lands, which hence remain unproductive for 
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years ; yet, along the course of the Parana, the contrary is the case. 
Its risings being periodical, they cannot surprise the vigilance of the 
husbandman ; and, as they come on in a slow and progressive man- 
ner, rendering the land which they overflow of a better quality, so 
far from being injurious, they improve the soil. So gradual is the rise 
in its progress, that, in order to attain 12 feet, the average annual 
height to which the waters ascend, four months are required. 
Thus, the surface of the river is seen to rise as gently as a well, hav- 
ing its reservoirs in the interior of the earth; so that the same plants 
which were thriving before the inundation, reappear, when it falls, 
with greater luxuriance; and all vegetation, even the humblest 
grasses, is perceived gently to wave in the midst of the waters, when 
they are at their greatest height. The river then is always turbid, 
holding in solution a great quantity of vegetable matter, clay, and 
salts, which are borne along from the highlands, wherein the streams 
take their rise, and which the velocity of their descent does not per- 
mit them to deposit till they reach the alluvial flats, where, remain- 
ing nearly stationary for some time, over the lands and islands sub- 
ject to be overflowed, they gradually deposit all the substances they 
contain. This is the more perceptible after the waters have retired, 
since the lands are then covered with a grey and viscous slime, the 
utility of which, for vegetable growth, is known from the prodigious 
increase of the pasturage, and the height and luxuriance of the trees 
and shrubs which clothe the previously inundated lands. It is 
therefore evident, that this periodical overflow of the Parana con- 
tributes to fertilise the lands they irrigate; and that, were man to 
apply his hands to improve this treasure of Nature, the crops, which 
might be produced there, would be immense, nay, almost incalculable, 
especially of rice, and those species of grain which delight in mois- 
ture and fertility in a temperate clime. 

Considering the extent of territory inundated by the Parana, from 
its mouth to Cayasta, it waters, during the inundation, about 10,000 
square miles; and, making an approximate calculation of the whole 
extent of the country, which receives this beneficial visitation, from 
near the tropic of Capricorn, (where the banks of the river begin to 
assume this peculiarity,) to its mouth, the space participating in so 
vast an advantage, without any aid from art, may be estimated at 
nearly 36,000 square miles. 

Were this country to enjoy peace and the influences of a bene- 
ficent government, one interested in the development of the industry 
and the promotion of the happiness of the whole people, who could 
possibly calculate to what degree of perfection, and with what pro- 
fitable results, cultivation might be pursued? When that epoch shall 
have arrived, so ardently desired by all who can feel and think, then 
the great Parana, which is capable of producing all that is to be 
found in the torrid and temperate zones, will possess more celebrity 
than the Nile. 

That the soil and climate of portions, if not all of this territory, 
are well adapted to the successful growth of cotton, is evident from 
the fact that the valley of Catamarca, where the temperature is of 
the most genial kind, and its territorial extent more than 300 miles, 

4 
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produces an article, which, in the opinion of good judges, is not sur- 
passed by any in the world. The quantity annually raised is but 
small, and only suffices for limited exports to other provinces, and for 
the weaving of the ordinary stuffs made by the women for domestic 
uses; but the facilities of the territory for its production are such 
that great crops might be grown, and a considerable export might be 
carried on, in that particular trade, to foreign ports, with advantages 
of no ordinary kind ; inasmuch as, not only this cotton is of a fitting 
quality to compete with the best produced elsewhere, but, also, because 
the expenses would not be very heavy in a country where laborers 
can be maintained at a trifling cost, and where cultivation never need 
be exposed to the severity of climate in the slightest degree. 

‘ CLIMATE OF THE COTTON REGION OF THE NILE. 

The soil and climate of Egypt are adapied to the growth of cotton, 
but the yield depends greatly on the rise of the Nile. When the 
river is low, the crop suffers, as little or no rain falls before Decem- 
ber. Almost all the land in Lower Egypt is particularly well adapted 
to the growth of this product, yet it is not all equally good. 

According to the observations of Mr. Hugh Thurburn, in one of 
the most airy and shady places at Alexandria, where the heat is 
always tempered by the sea breeze, the mean temperature in 1847, 
1848, and 1849, was as indicated in the table annexed :— 

May, i ‘ ; ; : 70°26 F. 
June, F : . ; : 70.25 
July, ! F ‘ : ; 78.50 
August, . F ° : ; 80.28 
September, . : : : : 78.13 
October, . : 74.84 

The summer temperature at Cairo is represented as fully 12° hot- 
ter than at Alexandria. 

From the observations of Mr. Thurburn, during the same period _ 
as above, at Alexandria, the amount of rain which fell was as follows:— 

Inches. 

Winter, ‘ : : : : 6.247 
Spring, ; P , é . 0.278 
Summer, P : ‘ , " 0.008 
Autumn, Sa ; ‘ : : 0.974 

Mean, 7.507 
It rains frequently in the vicinity of Alexandria, and but seldom 

on the Delta. 
The culture of cotton in Egypt, on a large scale, is comparatively 

recent. It was first undertaken by M. Jumel, a Frenchman, who, 
in 1821, laid before the Viceroy all the advantages and results arising 
from its production. Previous to that period, the cotton produced-in 
that country was of inferior quality. A few plants only had been 
introduced from India, and were to be found in the garden at Cairo, 
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where they served as ornaments. From these, the culture was ex- 
tended on a grand scale, and became one of the principal branches 
of the agriculture of the Viceroy. Although the soil along the Nile 
appears to be generally well adapted to the growth of the ‘‘Jumel”’ 
or ‘‘Mako’’ cotton, it is planted in preference in rich, heavy lands, 
which retain considerable moisture, and where the plant can acquire 
sufficient strength to produce well-filled bolls. The grounds, where 
the cotton is cultivated, are kept free from the overflowing of the 
river, as the standing water would rot the plants, and cause them 
to perish. The Fellahs* take great care to protect the fields by dykes 
of earth, where they are subject to inundation at the time of the rise 
of the Nile. Nevertheless the cotton-plants are watered periodically 
by means of Sakyiehs, Shadou/s, or water-wheels. In winter, they 
water them every fifteen days; in the spring, if there is much dew, 
every twelve days; and, in summer, every eight days. It may here 
be remarked, that, in summer and autumn, the dews are very co- 
pious. The system of irrigation isadmirable. The planters of some 
of our Southern States might profit by its adoption. In every other 
respect, the culture by the Fellahs is slovenly to the last degree. 
They begin to prepare the land for culture by flooding it in De- 
cember, and allowing the water to remain upon it from ten to twenty 
days. No manure is employed, as the ordure of the animals of bur- 
den is used for fuel. The only fertiliser is the deposit of the sedi- 
ment, of the Nile when the land is overflown. They plant in March 
and April in Lower Egypt, before which they usually give only one 
tillage to the ground, if it be rich; but, if the soil be indifferent, it 
is worked two or three times. In the vicinity of the Said, they 
everywhere plough to a depth of about 15 inches. They then 
run furrows at the distance of about 34 feet. After ploughing they 
level the ground by breaking the clods, and it requires no further 
preparatior.. They then make holes from 3 to 4 inches in depth, 
and 34 feet apart, in which they deposit from two to four seeds that 
have been previously steeped in water for twenty-four hours to hasten 
their germination. In some cases, the Fellahs cultivate vegetables, 
&c., in the intervals between the plants. At the time of the inun- 
dation, they eradicate the weeds. The first year, they cut the cotton- 
plants with a kind of pruning knife, and remove all the branches, 
which they use for fuel. This operation gives more strength to the 
plants, and protects them from cold, which would otherwise cause the 
branches to perish. The second year, they only work the ground 
when making a new weeding, and the plants, which had before ac- 

*The agricultural labor of the country is performed exclusively by the Fellahs, (peasantry, ) 
a peculiar rave, who labor under a system similar to that of the serfage of Russia. The black 
slaves (chiefly Nubians and Abyssinians) in the country, are occupied exclusively in domestic 
duties, and live better and labor less than the Fellahs. The latter are not permitted to leave 
the premises to which they belong, and the reward of their labor is left to the will of the pro- 
prietor, and generally is the minimum of subsistence. They live in mud hovels, and are 
allowed to partake of animal food but once a year, and then as a religious duty. Like the 
Emperor of Russia, the present Viceroy has made some experiments in making the Fellahs 
nominal proprietors of small farms; but the exactions of the Turkish officials never leave 
much margin in their profits. Therefore, haying but little interest in the soil they cultivate, 
beyond the merest subsistence, their labor is slovenly, their fields poorly tilled, and, conse- 
quently, improvements cannot well be introduced. 
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quired a growth of from 3} to 5 feet in height, the first year, now 
grow only in a less degree. 

The cotton begins to flower early in July, and continues to bloom 
till December, and even into February or March. The period of 
harvesting varies in different districts. The first year, it commences 
in July and ends in January, when the season is not too cold. The 
product of each plant is 14 pounds in the rough ; the second and third 
years, from 1} to 2 pounds; but, in the subsequent years, the plants lose 
their fecundity, and it has been found necessary to renew them every 
three, and, in some instances, every two years. They would produce 
bolls, however, for a long period—say fifty years. At the expiration 
of three years, the plant increases in its shrubby character, producing 
a very thick foliage, with but few bolls. 

The yield of cotton varies according to the circumstances under 
which it is cultivated. That which is sown in winter, called Baaly, 
and which is watered only during the inundation of the Nile, gives, 
on an average, above 200 pounds to the acre. That watered by means 
of wheels, and called Miskawi, gives about 300 pounds to the acre. 
The maximum yield has been as high as 700 pounds; but such in- 
stances are rare. 

CLIMATE OF THE COTTON REGIONS OF ALGERIA. 

The soil of Algeria is generally well adapted to the cultivation of 
cotton; but the climate is quite the reverse, from the deficiency of 
rain, the very light dews, the extreme heat of summer, and the almost 
incessant rains in autumn. Nor is the whole of Algeria suited to 
the growth of cotton—it is necessary to select those parts which are 
the most propitious. On the chain of the Atlas, as well as on the 
plains which crown its heights, the heat, although in summer exces- 
sive, does not continue long enough in autumn to permit the com- 
plete maturity of the bolls. In the region of Tell, it becomes neces- 
sary to abandon its culture, at an elevation of 2,000, or even 1,600 
feet, above the level of the sea. But, beyond this central and moun- 
tainous country, there extend two zones, which are declared suitable 
for the growth of cotton, and it is said that proof has been given 
to that effect; one is the region of the coast from La Calle to Ne- 
mours—the other, that of the Saharian oasis. Another obstacle to 
its culture is, that cotton, in general, cannot be planted, before the 
middle of April, without running the risk of the seeds perishing from 
the excessive moisture of the land. Consequently, it cannot arrive at 
maturity before the prolonged rains of autumn commence, which 
nearly stop its growth. 

The province of Oran is reputed to be better adapted to the growth 
of cotton than the other two, Algiers and Constantine. 

Algeria, situated, as it is, between the 34th and 37th degrees of 
north latitude, bounded on one side by the Mediterranean, and, on 
the other, by the desert of Sahara, from which it is separated by 
mountains, possesses a climate, in most parts, similar to the zones 
bordering on the tropics. It is not, however, strictly a tropical, 
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neither can it be said to be a temperate region. It is particularly re- 
markable for the uniformity of its temperature throughout the year. 

The following table shows the maximum, minimum, and mean an- 
nual temperature at Algiers, Oran, and Bone, for four years, taken 
at mid-day :— 

Places. Years. Maximum. - Minimum. | Mean. 

[1837 | 88° F. | 50°F. | 71°F. 
: 1838 | 88 - 59 72 

Algiers. 4 | 3939 | 91 50 73 
| 1841 90 50 72 

Oran isa 1841 84 42 62 
Bones. se. 1841 95 43 | rat 

"This equality of temperature is quite as apparent from the mean of 
each of the four seasons. Thus, at Algiers, during the four years 
above mentioned, the mean temperature of the three winter months 
was 64° F'.; the three spring months, 67°; that of the summer months, 
80°; and that of autumn 73°. 

The mean temperature of Béne, for the year 1841, was, for the 
winter, 57° F.; for spring, 67° Bs for summer, 84°; and for au- 
tumn, 73°. 

At Oran, they have a mean winter temperature of 52°; spring, 
60°; summer, 72°; and autumn, 63°. 

The mean temperature of the seasons, for the year 1838, at Algiers 
and Constantine, fully corroborates the equableness of the climate of 
Algeria, as indicated in the annexed table :— 

Seasons. | Mean at Algiers. | Mean at Constantine. 

Winter... 66° F. 50° F. 
Spring....| 69. 24. 
Summer.. 1D. 79. 
Autumn.. To: 66.5. 

It may be remarked, that the transitions of temperature, in this 
climate, are very rapid, the changes of wind sudden, and their effects 
upon the weather immediate. 

In regard to the amount of rain which falls in Algeria, it cannot 
be well “ascertained, from the limited number of observations that 
have been made. The mean number of days, for four years, in which 
there was rain in April, was five; in May, two days; in June, one 
day; in September, two days; in October, six days ; but, in July and 
August, only a fraction of a day. 

In 1840, a remarkably dry year, there fell, in April, 1.65 inches ; 
in May, 0. 67 inches; in June, 1.02 inches; in July, 0.08 inches; in 
August, none; and in September, 1.5 inches. 
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Oran, which is situated in an arid country, is much drier than 
Algiers. But Bone, on the contrary, situated near the woody moun- 
tains of Edough, at the entrance of the fertile plains of Seybouse, 
possesses a greater degree of moisture in the atmosphere. 

The mean amount of rain, which fell at Algiers from 1839 to 1841, 
inclusive, was 22.95 inches; at Oran, in 1841, 13.54 inches; at 
Cherchell, the same year, 26.34 inches; and at Béne, also the same 
year, 16.06 inches. . 

The monthly amount of rain, in inches and parts, which fell at 
Constantine, in the year 1838, was as follows: January, 0.71; Feb- 
ruary, 1.93; March, 8.31; April,5.83; May, 0.08; June, 1.77; July, 
2.91; August, 0.51; September, 0.71; October, 2.2; November, 6.54; 
December, 16.06. Total, 47.56 inches. — 

From the preceding observations, it will be perceived that more 
rain falls in the mountainous districts than on the coast; that it is 
nearly equally divided among the seasons of the year; and, in fact, 
they have almost.a climate of summer rains. 

The amount of rain, in inches and parts, which fell at Algiers, 
during the last cotton-growing season—that is, between the Ist of 
April, 1855, and January 31st, 1856, inclusive, was as follows: In 
April, 3.92; May, 1.29; June, 1.8; July, none; August, none; Sep- . 
tember, 0.008; October, 3.18; November, 2.24; December, 5.55; 
January, 1.05. ‘Total, in ten months, 19.038 inches. 

It may be here remarked, that there has been much less rain at 
Algiers, during the last fall and winter, than has been known for a 
number of years, many of the cisterns having failed, and caused great 
anxiety among the inhabitants. 

In the cultivation of cotton, in Algeria, stable-dung is sometimes 
used, though but few farmers pay any attention to their fields. As 
their cattle are never housed, their means of making manure become 
very limited. They plant from the 15th of April till the 10th of 
May, in rows, about 2 feet apart. The crop is hoed four times, and 
irrigated as often as water can be spared from other plants; and, 
when abundant, it is applied every four days. The bolls begin to 
form in July, and the plants continue in flower from September until 
the latter part of February. The harvesting also commences in Sep- 
tember, and lasts until the following spring. 

CLIMATE OF THE COTTON DISTRICTS OF OTHER PARTS OF — 
AFRICA. 

Cotton of a very good quality has been cultivated, for some years, 
at Natal, nearly at the southern extremity of Africa. The coast is 
low along that region, and, in some parts, even swampy; but the 
land, within ten miles of the sea, is,considered most favorable to the 
cultivation of cotton, probably from the constant moisture of the 
atmosphere, and the warmth of the climate; though, no doubt, it 
may be successfully grown further in the interior. The country be- 
yond is described as being better adapted to the purposes of grazing. 
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Various attempts have been made to obtain cotton from the west 
coast of Africa, and the seed of the best varieties have -been intro- 
duced from the United States. In Liberia, Dahomey, and other 
places, fine samples have been produced, principally from the Green- 
seeded and Kidney-seeded sorts. The climate is represented as favor- 
able, but a different population is required for an extended and 
profitable production. 

CLIMATE OF THE COTTON REGIONS AND ISLANDS OF THE 
MEDITERRANEAN. 

Considerable quantities of cotton are cultivated in other countries 
bordering on the Mediterranean. It is generally the product of the 
Indian species, though seeds have been introduced from Egypt and 
the United States. These are cultivated in Asia Minor, in parts of 
Greece, and the islands generally known as the Levant. The Italian 
cottons are produced in Sicily, in Calabria, near Naples, and in 
Malta. Those of Sicily, Calabria, and Castellamare are the best, 
and are usually produced from American seed. A Nankin cotton 
is cultivated in Malta, but is all manufactured for domestic use. 

At Naples, the soil and climate are well suited to the growth of 
cotton, with the aid of artificial irrigation in times of drought. In 
some seasons, however, the plants receive injury from insects, as well 
as from fogs and mists, in July and August. The maximum, mini- 
mum, and mean temperature, in the sun, near Naples, is as follows :— 

Max. Min. Mean. 

May, : : 2h BO? (pee je T7°.5 BF. 
June, 2 ; . 100 80 90 
July, ; : &. te 100 106 
August, . é . 112 100 106 

As little or no rain falls in these months, recourse necessarily har 
to be had to artificial irrigation. 

The manure, when employed, is the dung of animals, but no other 
fertiliser is “sed. The seed is planted in April, in rows, with suffi- 
cient space between them for the passage of water, for the purposes of 
irrigation. The plants are in flower in June and July; the cotton 
harvested from September to November ; and the yield per acre, un- 
ginned, besides other crops between the rows, 600 pounds. 

The soil and climate of Sicily are better adapted to the growth of 
cotton than those of Naples, particularly on the southeast side of the 
island, and within twenty miles of the sea. Further inland, the heat 
is not sufficient to mature the crop. The maximum temperature of 
the cotton regions, from May till October, is 77° F.; minimum, 614°; 
the mean 68°. The quantity of rain which falls during the cotton- 
growing months is generally fully sufficient for the perfection of the 
plant. The principal injury to the crop is occasioned by long-con- 
tinued north winds, which, however, but seldom occur. 
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CLIMATE OF THE COTTON DISTRICTS OF BRITISH INDIA. 

In the Peninsula of India, the climate is greatly influenced by the 
two monsoons—one from the north-east, which blows chiefly on the 
eastern coast, and the other, from the south-west, which is mostly felt, 
in Malabar and the western parts of the country. In some parts, the 
advantages of both monsoons are enjoyed ; but, in others, the change 
from the moisture of the rains to the heat and dryness which succeed 
them, is nearly as marked in its character as at Saharunpore, and the 
cotton-plants suffer as much from the transition. Such being the 
extremes of temperature and of dryness, as well as the shortness of 
the several seasons in which the plant may be made to grow—that is, 
during the hot and dry weather, from March to June, or during the 
steaming moisture of the rainy season, followed, at first, by a hot and 
moist summer, and then by a cold and dry autumn, succeeded by a 
bracing winter—a plant must be hardy to sustain uninjured such 
extreme and sudden vicissitudes. But all India is not identical in 
climate. In some, parts the accession of the rains is earlier, their ter- 
mination more gradual, and the cold of winter less, or the country 
enjoys the advantages of a double monsoon ; so that there is a longer 
period of growth. 

Temperature, as we have seen, is only one of the elements of cli- 
mate, and, though a very important one, is yet unable of itself to do 
anything towards the growth of a plant, unless water be within the 
reach of its roots to dissolve and carry into the vegetable cells and 
vessels the elements of nutrition. It must be decomposed, in contact 
with air, not too dry, nor yet too damp, but containing its due pro- 
portion of oxygen and carbonic acid gas, and illuminated by the light 
of the sun. There is no doubt that cotton-plants may exist through 
a long range of temperature, and of moisture and dryness of the 
atmosphere ; but it is equally certain that they will never attain 
healthy vigor of growth unless there is a due supply of moisture in a 
moderately warm, or rather hot atmosphere. Though the degree of 
heat may be measured with a thermometer, moisture is not always 
indicated by the rain-gauge, for rain may fall, and run off the surface, 
or percolate the soil, and the earth and the atmosphere both be left in 
a parched state, even during the season of growth. The moisture can 
only be determined by the hygrometer, or the wet and dry-bulbed 
thermometer; and, imperfect as the majority of such instruments are, 
the information obtained from many situations would be invaluable, 
as we might then be more sure of drawing correct inferences, be- 
cause, though we might not be able to calculate correctly the exact 
quantity of moisture contained in the atmosphere, we could see 
whether this was in a state of saturation, or was capable of taking up 
a still larger quantity, and thus in the one case checking, and in the 
other favoring, evaporation from the soil, and from the surface of 
plants. To the comparative moisture of the air, on the sea-coast, 
and in places within the reach of the moist sea air, must chiefly be 
ascribed the preference of the cotton-plant for such situations, or, at 
least, for its successful culture in so many islands, and along so many 
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coasts. But to this it may be objected, that a long-stapled cotton is 
successfully grown in the dry climate of Egypt. In that country, 
however, copious irrigation produces the same beneficial effects in a 
warm, dry atmosphere. Excess of moisture in a warm climate, how- 
ever, may prove as injurious as its deficiency; for then the parts of 
vegetation may be altogether stimulated, or may be in a state of con- 
tinual growth, when plenty of branches and leaves are produced, 
but few flowers and very little cotton. 

The seasons of India, over a great part of the country, are divided 
into the cold, the hot, and the rainy-names which sufficiently indicate 
the particular characteristics of each. If we take an equatorial cli- 
mate, like that of Sincapore, as a standard of comparison, we shall 
observe a very great difference between it and that'of a northwestern 
situation in the plains, such as Saharunpore, in 30° of north latitude, 
the first being remarkable for uniformity, and the latter for a great 
range, both of the dry and wet-bulbed thermometer. Plants, which live 
throughout the year in the open air at Sincapore, will, in most cases, 
suffer, both from the cold and the heat of Saharunpore, though-they 
may flourish in the rainy season almost as well in the one as the 
other. Did. Bi 

Mean temperature in the shade, by Fahrenheit’s scale,-of several local- 
ities in India, where cotton has been cultivated. 

3 Height | > p al ale) e],4 
LOGALITIES. | © | § above | @ 5 Si. ‘ 2 &|/ 3 FA = | Year. 

Syn | [Ele El ELSE (SBE 8] 5] 8 
A | a ee fe oe ce an ces 

Sincapore ....| 1°23'103°52\sea level. 86.00'85.00'89.00,85.00 85,00 87.00'88.00 86.00 87.00'87.00'86.00'85.00| 86.58 
Madras....... 13 4| 80 14 sea level.|75,50/77.70/80,80|83.70 86.80 87.70 85.30)84.60/83.70/82.02/78.90/76.30 81.91 
Calcutta...... 22 23) 88 28 |sea level.|66.20/69.80|80.00'85.40 85,70 '83.70/81.80/82.00/82,00)79.20)/74.20'66.60) 78.05 
Benares......./25 18) 82 56| 300 ft. |62.56/72.49!79.07/89.91'94.35 90.28 85.71 85.72/85.99 81.49/72. 1363.45 80.26 
Cawnpore ..../26 29) 80 22| 500 ft. |63.0869.05,72.15 88.55 96.05 91.23 86.65/87.04'85.03/78.95 75.25'67.05} 80.01 
Surouli....... 28 41| 77 13] 800 ft. |51.4359.29 67.22/75.03'82.53'87.75'88.61|88.90/77.83/72.32 60.26 49.35 71.71 
Saharunpore ..29 57|.77 32] 1,000 ft. |52.05,63.25.68.00/79.00/86.05 89.00'86,75|85.25|78.00/74.00|64.75)56.05) 73.51 

| 
Deyrah Doon |30 15| 78 5] 2,350 ft. i vs ‘ul ea = pba ney al i la 70.52 

Average quantity of rain, in inches and parts, on the sites of experiments 
in the culture of cotton, on the low lands of the coast, and on the table- 
land of the Deccan, in India. 

ee Height | = x a] Gis] 4 | 4 | Year. 
SITES. oo 5 above a s 5 a 5 = 

AA sea = &/ a) 2] 2B 5] : 
za 8 <|a2] | 2 | @ |Inches 

Madras......... 13° 4'\80°14\\sealevel.| 1.33] 0.23 0.36| 0.63) 1.03} 2.03) 3.20] 5.24| 4.7610 09/12 43) 3.25| 37.20 

Bombay........ 18 56 72 53 jsealevel.|Konkun, S@a COAST... 1... s cece ee ccceeeseccccentsseceresvoccecs 68.73 
Butnagherry....|..... |... 150 ft. 6 SOT Ra gA aiclgetin alsin oiurnic' cheb twin efuleisia » isluls'elcte aisle) «eb ea 114.55 
Tanna .assevesss 19 00/73 00 |sealevel. SE MAINA 5 s:5 Shc cin class wide np sible lols ete 6) Gied.ciasnie(< widic) Sats oatels sieiv eis 106.16 
Wapoolee....|..'00|--set lanier 900 ft. & Bets Gaticle, delet S pan em emai @seiare RB sce Bebe ine -oaec 134.96 
Kundaillah......)....6 fees. «| eVAOME AWWiestern GDAtSL oc dase ccveacvevesa css iid gdaeee Gddaiegen sees 141.59 
Mahabuleshwur.|17 56 |73 30 | 4,500 <« “ REAR Pee aeie cede Secaad Sees BE Ae) iota Mie orcs 254.84 
Paunchgunnee. |.....|..... 4,000 « 6 ERRAGASL  DEAGIy. dhiag sam cf etal tpbeemuaiel ei aisle aiciaicte, Seles 50.69 
Sattarah........ LF ALO FNS: eee eocans Malite-larid).icsicc\casasie's netics clatiedats dane) begs cave ol 39.20 
Colapoor....... 116 20173 10}......00. & GO eo a's icin cfal sip aot Malas piaisialicse = alveqeiers uinaloa eS + 30.74 
Poonah ......... 18 00 |73 00 | 1,842 « “ RE, ate ia aaislnue Simiemcetaga be oteheraciaittg arch Oiale, siefw'eiate <ieretans's 19.02 
Nassuck ....... -|19, 56 173 56 |. olde oes 6 Bay aes cis/stoteh otek GPenae tes oehisiae <3 Se gare 26.72 
Belgaum ....... 16 00 '75 00 | 2,000 << eg Ag ARS eigen otter: ara Wehssa ie Saisie ule dst FARE E 40.90 
Dharwar .......|{15 98/75 8|......... «“ Bt Mies i: fda batt cin te Wha cee 38.81 
Ahmednugger ../19 10|73 15} 1,900 «¢ c PRU ataase sje Py cassie sleieleidial os slates «4 Mate asia 21.83 
RG GAMGTENS, «5c 0 Glietaraviey |asmiarncall ees aces oy Reem ome soc aehauiad «ck 6 lee mind vivie ahc deena. a8 -..| 32.16 
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PROTECTION AGAINST THE DANGERS OF LIGHTNING 

[Condensed froma the American Almanac of 1856; from the pen of Professor Joseph Lovering 
of Harvard University. ] 

Among the means which human ignorance or science has adopted 
in seeking protection against the dangers, great or small, real or 
imaginary, as the case may be, of the lightning’s stroke, it may be 
mentioned that the Romans had an idea that seal-skins were a de- 
fence against this celestial weapon. Tents were made of them, and 
Suetonius informs us that Augustus always kept one on hand. 
Some will trace back to this prejudice the custom which prevailed to 
a late day in Cevenses, a Roman colony, of wearing the cast skin of a 
serpent around the hat. According to Koempfer, the emperors of 
Japan not only took refuge, like Augustus, in a cave, but placed a 
reservoir of water above the cave, thinking the lightning would be 
extinguished by its passage through the water. If this were the case, 
fishes, it would seem, must be safe. But it appears, on the contrary, 
that when, in 1670, the lightning struck the lake of Zirknitz, twenty- 
eight full wagon-loads of fish were collected from the surface of the 
water, for manure. In 1772, at Besancon, the water was covered 
with stunned fish. During a thunder-storm, the Jews open the 
windows, that their Messiah may come in. Salverto relates that, in 
Russia, the windows are shut, and all the cracks stuffed, from fear of 
leaving an entrance to the evil spirit whom God is pursuing in the’ 
storm. By others, three blows with a thunder-stone were believed to 
consecrate a building against lightning. 

The question has been raised, whether the danger from lightning 
is increased by running, or even walking, especially against the wind. 
Some argue that motion, especially if it is rapid, leaves a vacuum 
behind the body, which invites the lightning ; also, that it promotes 
evaporation. Instances have been adduced to prove that a lateral 
discharge, from a conductor of electricity, is promoted by the dimin- 
ished pressure of the air which a wind produces. Others oppose to 
this danger that of exposure to the rain, if you do not run. Nollet 
thought that wet clothing exposed the person who wore it to the 
lightning itself. But this was not Franklin’s opinion. He was un- 
able to hurt a wet rat by making it the discharger to a Leyden battery, 
though he could easily kill a dry rat. The moist surface carried th 
charge, and saved what was beneath it from violence. Neverthe- 
less, animals wholly plunged in water have been killed, as if the sa- 
line liquids in their bodies conducted better than the water itself. 
Some stress is laid upon the quality of the clothing on the body ; 
for it is said that once, of three priests, the one who was clad in 
silk was singled out to to be saved, while the other two were killed. 
Balitoro and other meteorologists affirm that lightning never strikes 
a building on the northern side. Hence, in Italy, the inhabitants 
crowd to the northern end of their houses, in thunder-storms. Arago 
thinks we have an ample explanation, of whatever in this statement 
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requires any, in the fact that the thunder-storms of that country come 
from the south; so that, if they strike without waiting to be verti- 
cally over the fatal spot, they must attack the southern side. Ham- 
mocks suspended by silken cords have been sought as an asylum. 
There may be a slight advantage in a horizontal position, especially 
upon the bed. But more than one case can be adduced, from Howard 
and other meteorologists, to prove that this circumstance gives no 
certain protection, and for this reason, with others, that the charge 
may come horizontally. Cages of glass have been made for the very 
timid ; and some would advise to sit upon a decanter turned bottom 
upwards, and to make a footstool of two tumblers. A building of 
glass will not exclude the lightning; for conservatories have been 
struck, and eight hundred panes of glass destroyed, and the frames 
left; and not always by the jar, for sometimes fine punctures, such 
as electricity alone can produce, are found in the glass. Metal about 
the person, or the house, modifies, no doubt, the effect of the light- 
ning, when it strikes. But it is too much to say that it determines 
the stroke ; except, perhaps, when a broken line of metallic bodies 
forms a partial chain of conductors from the roof to the earth. In 
1819, twenty persons were together, and the one with a chain around 
his waist was struck. Steel corsets, ear-rings, finger-rings, brace- 
lets, knives, forks, chains, pencils,—each, it is thought, adds to the 
hazard. This is one objection also to a metallic currency. Someare 
so scrupulous as to shun iron nails in their shoes. Brydone recom- 
mends that ladies should carry small chains, or a fine wire, which 
they can suspend from their bonnets, or other out-works, in time. of 
danger, as the ship displays in the storm her lightning-chain. But 
we may fairly inquire whether the presence of small quantities of 
metal about the person may not, by taking the charge, if the light- 
ning should strike the individual, be of as much service as they 
threaten to do injury by provoking a stroke which otherwise would 
not come ; for it is well known that, in one case, a bonnet, with an 
iron frame, vanished into thin air without any personal injury. Kund- 
man mentions the fact, that a pin in the hair was melted, when the 
hair was not singed, and the wearer escaped, as it were, by the hair 
of the head. 

More importance must be attached to the larger masses of metal, 
which belong to the structure or furniture of a building, than to 
those small portions which are worn in the dress. Nails, picture- 
frames, chandeliers, and, especially, bell-wires, water-pipes, gas-pipes, 
the clamps used in masonry, the spindles of weather-cocks, which by 
their length and other dimensions admit of comparison with light- 
ning rods, may increase the danger, as well as affect the character cf 
‘the stroke, when it comes. WNollet affirms that steeples of slate are. 
are struck oftener than those of stone, on account of the nails, but. 
perhaps rather by reason of the moisture absorbed. Because females 
and children enjoy greater impunity than men, it is thought to be 
safer in-doors than abroad. If it is safer in cities, where there are 
so many spires to neutralise the clouds, than in the open country, 
still there may be more danger in a crowd than out of it; not only 
because it is a mass of conducting matter, but also on account of the. 
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vapor which rises from it, which adds to the conducting power of 
the air. For this reason, "flocks of sheep and herds of cattle are in 
danger: Barns and granaries exhale vapors, and are often struck. 
When lightning falls among a crowd, it appears, sometimes, to seek 
out some individuals and to shun others. Often this may have been the 
result of peculiarity of position, which was not known, or is not remem- 
bered. Color also has some influence. Three cases are described in 
which horses or oxen had all their white hair singed and burnt off, 
while the rest was left. It is well known that all persons do not con- 
duct artificial electricity equally well, and that a few, if made parts 
of the line of discharge, arrest it. The soot of chimneys is a good 
conductor. The middle of a street is thought to be safer than the 
side-walk. 

Nor is the greatest danger in a cloud. Volta called the idea of 
traversing a Fad op cloud fool- hardy. If the thunder strike with 
such destruction at a distance, what will it do near? In spite of this 
argument, the engineers on the Pyrenees, and other parties, have 
passed safely through a storm, having it first above and then below 
than. While making the critical passage, their hair and the strings 
to their osps stood on end, and a buzzine noise was heard. The 
sister of Arago passed throu gh astorm-cloud, The parties shut their 
eyes, stopged their ears, and, in a quarter of an hour, they were above 
the awful scene. Peytier and Hossard traversed thunder-clouds mth 
the same s2curity, though their companions, who were below, never 
expected to see thern again. 

Arago recalls the fact, that noise has always been used as a panacea 
against every kind of evil, real or imaginary, as eclipses, comets, and’ 
locusts. Mariners have the notion that the noise of cannon dissi-- 
pates clouds. Conte d’Estree routed a Wes. Indian hurricane in this 
way. Arago finds that faith in noise, fur this purpose, has been 
common in Hurope since 1765 ; and that it has been tried in the fields 
against hail. In some places, from nine to twelve hundred pounds of 
she have been consumed yearly, being fired in high places. But, 
e objects to its utility that ships are struck by lightning when 

cannonading ; that storms have broken out during dreadful bombard- 
ments and explosions, and that the usual number of stormy days is 
found at forts where artillery practise constantly. In 1718, Des 
Landes informed the French Academy that, on the 14th of April, 
twenty-four churches were struck in Bretagne, in all of which the bells 
were ringing, while others, in which the bells were silent, escaped. 
Notwithstanding this statement of a single case, we may doubt, with 
Arago, whether the acoustic disturbance of the air increases the 
danger of being struck by lightning; though it may be very true 
that, when churches are struck, those who have hold of the ropes are 
eminently exposed to the charge. The reputation of the bells for 
preventing the strokes of lightning did not suffer by the disasters of 
the 18th of April. It was argued that the catastrophe occurred on 
Good Friday, and that no bells ought to be rung on that day. As 
Franklin saye, ‘‘still they continue to bless the new hells, and jingle 
the old ones, whenever it thunders.’’ The government, however, in‘er- 
posed at last, in some places, and forbade the ringing. In Romagaa, 
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heaps of straw and other light combustibles are prepared in the field, 
and lighted, on the appearance of a storm, to disperse it. Arago 
does not think the practice of three years conclusive, and compares 
the agricultural districts of England with the. mining regions, 
abounding in furnaces. He finds fewer storms in the latter, but he 
doubts whether the cause must not be sought in the mineral character 
of the soil, more than in the heat or the smoke of the conflagration. 

I now come to the lightning-rod, by general consent the invention 
of Franklin. There are those who tell us that, if he did not 
conscientiously appropriate the knowledge of others, he was in facet 
anticipated, perhaps by thousands of years, because Herodotus says 
that the ‘‘Thracians shot arrows into the air to threaten”’ the thun- 
der. Dutens pretends to trace back the invention to that ancient 
date. The Hyperboreans disarmed the thunder-cloud, as they 
thought, by launching upon it their darts, armed with iron points. 
Pliny says that the Etruscans, renowned in antiquity for their know- 
ledge on this subject, were able to direct the lightning. Among 
the Romans, Numa had some control over it, but Tullius Hostilius 
made the attempt, and was killed for his audacity. There is a story 
about a medal of Augustus whereon appears a temple supplied with 
many pointed stakes, which some would have us to suppose are so 
many lightning-rods. Another story tells of a different medal, on 
which is seen the Jupiter of the ancients, cloud-compelling and the 
thunderer, soaring in a cloud, while an Etruscan is below flying a 
paper kite. Artaxerxes believed that two swords, planted in the 
ground, dispersed the clouds. In the time of Charlemagne poles 
were used for the same purpose, but, unfortunately for the antiquarian, 
they were not supposed to have any efficacy till bits of magical paper 
were stuck tothem. In the fifteenth century, a naked sword was put 
upon the mast-head to disenchant the storm. On the banks of the 
Adriatic, near one of the bastions of the castle of Duino, there has 
stood from time immemorial an iron rod, in a vertical position. The 
soldier who mounted guard was in the habit of presenting an iron 
halbert to it, when the weather was cloudy ; and, whenever he perceived 
that the iron afforded sparks, he rang a bell to give notice to the 
countrymen in the fields, and to the fishermen, that stormy weather 
was approaching. ‘This was as far back-as 1602. Something like a 
rod was mentioned, in an old manuscript, as in use in 1610. 

In the discharge of atmospherical aecumcish it is possible, per- 
haps, to recognise all the varieties which Faraday has made out for 
artificial electricity. By convection and conduction, by the rain, 
the snow, the moist air, and also by those natural and eternal light- 
ning-rods which stand erect upon the earth, such as the mountain 
pinnacles or the forests, the charge, which accumulates in the upper 
regions of the air, is silently drawn, or is otherwise brought down, 
to the earth. Mr. Arrowsmith saw no houses in Yucatan which 
had been struck by lightning. The palm-tree has the credit of pro- 
tecting them. Tristan studied sixty-four storms, which raged in 
France between the years 1811 and 1837, and he noticed the fact 
that, whenever one passed over a forest, it was disarmed and shorn of 
its dangerous power. In cutting trees, very many are found to have 
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been struck. Captain Dibblin, in writing of Virginia, in 1763, tells us 
that, when oaks and pines are growing together, the oaks are struck, 
although the pines are the taller. Some have supposed that certain 
kinds of trees were lightning-proof, but not in the sense in which Tibe- 
rius understood the property. He wore a crown of laurels to ward off 
the thunder-bolt. archon surrounded his dwelling with white vines. 
Laborers in Europe, whenever they see branches of the vine dried up, 
ascribe the decay to ightning. In 1787, Mr. H. Maxwell published 
a paper on this subject, in which it is said that the beech, birch, and 
maple are safe, or, according to some, all resinous trees ; but Arago 
has found instances to show that all kinds of trees may be struck, 
wnen standing alone. Noone can doubt -the reality of the mighty 
influence which a forest, or even a single large tree with its out- 
stietened arms, may exert upon the electrical state of the neighbor- 
hood, if he reflects upon the experiments of Mr. Pine, which prove 
the great superiority of pointed leaflets to metallic points. Ifa spear 
of fresh grass is brought towards the charged prime conductor of an 
electrical machine, it begins to glow at the distance of 14 feet, al- 
though a metallic point would show no light farther off than 3 or 4 
feet. Mr. Pine also discharged a large Leyden jar through the body, by 
holding a blade of grass in each hand. With these vegetable points 
he was able to discharge it in 4 minutes and 6 seconds, while fine 
sewing-needles could only do it in 11 minutes and 18 seconds. More- 
over, a gold-leaf electroscope was troubled by a jar at the distance of 
7 feet, if its cap was pointed with the branch of a shrub, as the 
butcher’s broom, whereas, metallic points required that the distance 
should be reduced to 2 feet, to betray any electrical sensibility. 
Clouds, too, passing over the instrument, disturbed it in the first case, 
and not in the second. What, then, must be the accumulated agency. 
of a forest, assisted by the thousand thorns, twigs, and buds, and the 
million spicule upon the rye and barley? It is no serious objection 
to the foregoing remarks, that trees, and bodies near them, are some- 
times struck and damaged. In Conway, Massachusetts, a house was 
struck, in 1816, although surrounded by trees. Perfect exemption 
from lightning cannot be claimed, even in the neighborhood of a good 
lightning-rod ; and a tree may add to the danger, instead of lessen- 
ing it, for one who stands too near the trunk, or under the overhang- 
ing branches, since the roots of a tree are not good conductors. 

I shall now make some remarks on the manner of constructing the 
lightning-rod, though it would be impossible to exhaust this subject 
in any narrow limits. First, in respect to the material of the rod, 
—which metal is the best? Iron is strong, and can resist mechanical 
violence, but it rusts, and the oxide formed is a poor conductor. 
Brass grows brittle, and copper, therefore, though expensive, being 
durable and a good conductor, is preferred. Secondly, in considering 
the form of the rod, I do not lay much stress upon the shape of the 
cross section. The square figure with its edges may have some ad- 
vantage over the circular section; but I am not certain that as much 
is not lost, by the facility afforded for a lateral discharge at a danger- 
ous point, as is gained by relieving the rod of a part of its charge all 
along the four edges. These edges are also relied upon to discharge 
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the cloud quietly, as the points at the top of the rod discharge it ; 
and, for this purpose, the rod is twisted, so that its edge may be pre- 
sented to all points of the horizon. The twisting slightly injures the 
conducting power of the rod, and cannot be needed for the object in 
view, as the lightning is not tied down to a geometrical straight line 
for its orbit. The only important question which has ever been raised 
concerning the shape of the rod is an old one, and it was soon put to 
rest. In 1764, Nollet, a rival of Franklin, encouraged the idea that 
the points which the American discoverer recommended for the top 
of the lightning-rod, provoked the attack of the clouds. In England,’ 
George the III. had parasites about him, who flattered the political 
prejudices of that king, and advocated blunt rods, because Franklin 
insisted on points. Mr. Wilson, a member of the Royal Society, 
published a paper in opposition to the points, alleging that they in- 
vited the electrical fluid in the clouds. Nairne, well versed in elec- 
trical experiments, wrote upon Franklin’s side. The far-sighted 
efficiency of the pointed rod, in disabling the clouds, while yet a great 
way off, was proved by Beccaria’s experiment on an interrupted rod. 
The sparks at the break betrayed the passing electricity. With a 
break of one-eighth, or one-tenth of an inch, a constant succession 
of sparks will be seen during astorm. Captain Wynne, on one occa- » 
sion, found them to continue at an accidental fracture in a rod, for 23 
hours. The destruction, by lightning, in 1769, of the powder maga- 
zine at Brescia, awakened the attention of the British government to 
the safety of their own magazines, at Purfleet. At the request of the 
Board of Ordnance, Dr. Franklin visited Purfleet, and recommended 
the use of pointed lightning-rods, such as had been used with success 
in America for twenty years. But Mr. Wilson, ‘‘then.of some note 
-ag an electrician,’’ advised the adoption of blunt conductors. On ac- 
count of this difference of opinion, the Royal Society was consulted, 
and, in 1772, a committee, consisting of Cavendish, Watson, Frank- 

_ lin, Wilson, and Robertson, men eminent in electrical science, was 
appointed to suggest the best means for protecting these powder-mag- 
azines. The committee adopted Franklin’s views in regard to the 
superiority of pointed over blunt conductors, and the report, drawn 
up by Franklin himself, was signed by all the members, except 
Mr. Wilson. The objection of Mr. Wilson to the pointed rod was the 
same as that of Nollet; namely, that the point invited and increased 
the lightning. ‘‘ Every point, as such, I consider as soliciting the 
lightning, and, by that means, not only contributing to increase the 
quantity of every actual discharge, but also frequently occasioning a 
discharge where it might not otherwise have happened.’’ But 
Franklin refuted this position of his opponent, in the paper which he 
read to the committee, entitled ‘‘ Experiments, Observations, and 
Facts tending to support the Opinion of the Utility of long pointed 
Rods for securing Buildings from damage by Strokes of Lightning.’’ 
Unfortunately, the magazine at Purfleet, which was provided with 
pointed rods, according to Franklin’s advice, was struck by lightning 
in 1772, though without suffering any damage. This revived the 
controversy between Franklin and Wilson, in regard to pointed 
and blunt conductors, in which the court sided with Wilson, for it 
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-was now 1777 and not 1772, and the battle of Bunker Hill, in the mean 
time had been fought. At the instigation of parties hostile to Frank- 
lin, and flatterers of the king, the pointed conductors were removed 
from the queen’s palace, and blunt ones substituted. But Franklin’s 
fame was not disturbed thereby, neither was Franklin himself. When 
he heard of Dr. Ingenhousz’s indignation at the change, he said: 
‘‘He seems as much heated about this one point as the Jansenists 
and Molinists were about the five.’’ Franklin then added the follow- 
ing noble sentiments, worthy to be placed by the side of Kepler’s en- 
thusiastic challenge to mankind, upon the discovery of his three cel- 
ebrated laws: ‘‘I have never entered into any controversy in de- 
fence of my philosophical opinions; I leave them to take their chance 
in the world. If they are right, truth and experience will support 
them; if wrong, they ought to be refuted and rejected. Disputes 
are apt to sour one’s temper and disturb one’s quiet. I have no pri- 
vate interest in the reception of my inventions by the world, hav- 
ing never made, nor proposed to make, the least profit by any of 
them. The king’s changing his pointed conductors for blunt ones is, 
therefore, a matter of small importance tome. If I had a wish about 
it, it would be, that he had rejected them altogether as ineffectual; for 
it is only since he thought himself and family safe from the thunders 
of heaven, that-he dared to use his own thunder in destroying his in- 
nocent subjects.’’ A subscription was raised at court to enable Wil- 
son to make some experiments in the Pantheon, favorable to knobs. 
But Henly, Nairne, and Lord Mahon, men of weight in electrical 
science, exposed the fallacy of Wilson’s arguments. The Privy 
Council applied to the Royal Society to investigate the subject again. 
It was referred to a new committee, and this committee endorsed the 
conclusions of the earlier committee. The Royal Society was urged to 
change their report, but they steadily rejected any interference with 
their scientific privileges, the President, Sir John Pringle, declaring 
that ‘‘he could not change the laws of Nature.’’ 

In France, the lightning-rod sends up one solitary aspiring point 
to disenchant the thunder-cloud. But in Germany, England, and 
America, it is a common practice to surround the principal vertical 
point with a cluster of subordinate and inclined points, which stand 
ready to charge with fixed bayonet upon the hostile electricity of the 
aky, from whatever quarter it may threaten an attack. The multi- 
ple points may also serve to make up, by their number, for the imper- 
fection of any one, an imperfection which may arise from its oxidation 
by air, or its fusion by lightning. The imperfections from these 
causes have not been overlooked. The iron point has been gilded, 
or, better still, a gilded point of copper has been used. In 1790, Robert 
Patterson, of Philadelphia, proposed to make the points of plumbago, 
on account of its ability to resist fusion. But the improvements 
which Wollasten introduced into the mode of purifying platinum, and 
rendering it malleable, have rendered the great resistance of that 
metal to the influence of the air, or of heat, available in the selection 
of a proper material with which to point the lightning-rod. Too 
much, however, cannot be said.in disparagement of points, however 
patented, made, not of platinum, but of a platinum needle sunk into 

\ 
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another metal so soft, that it can be melted down in the flame of a 
candle. The plan, adopted by some, of pointing a rod with a 
magnetised needle, rests upon no scientific basis whatever. The 
question is often asked, whether electricity exhibits signs of inertia, 
or shows any tendency to leave a circuitous path, afd dash off in a 
tangent. The common impression, with scientific and practical men, 
is, that electricity moves without any perceptible inertia. Hence, in 
the construction of lightning-rods, but little care has been taken to 
avoid short turns and sharp angles in the longitudinal shape of the 
conductor. But the attention of both cannot fail to be arrested by 
the facts to the contrary cited by Arago, in his posthumous work, 
‘‘Le Tonnerre.”’ 

The efficiency of a lightning-rod depends upon its height above sur- 
rounding objects. This is proved by experiment. Several rods of 
unequal height are placed near each other, and it is observed that 
the highest carries down the largest amount of electricity, this 
amount being measured for each rod by the number of sparks which 
can be counted, in a given time, at a break made for that purpose in 
the rod. An experiment with artificial electricity would be equally 
instructive. Under the same circumstances, the most elevated object 
will be chosen, as the principal conductor, by the lightning. There- 
fore, the rod must rise higher than the objects which it is designed tc 
protect. 

It is of much importance to know the necessary height of a rud 
above these objects, or, in other words, to know the horizontal area 
which is protected by a rod of a given height. Franklin did not 
give attention to this inquiry. In ‘hiweland: rods rose 10 feet above 
the roof; in France, they mounted sometimes to 30 feet. In 1788, J. 
B. Leroy, ‘‘guided by vague analogies,’ gave the rule that the space 
protected was a circle of 16 metres in radius, when the height of the 
rod was 5 metres above the building. In 1823, the Physical Section 
of the French Institute was consulted on this subject, by the Minister 
of War, and adopted, as its own, the opinion of Charles, that a light- 
ning rod protects, at its point of contact with the top of the building, 
a circular space around, the radius of which is double the height of 
the rod above that point. This rule has been generally adopted since 
that time, though it is not known upon what grounds Charles estab- 
lished it. In extending this rule to different levels, above and below 
the point of contact of the rod with the highest point of the building, 
we might suppose that so large a circle could not possibly be pro- 
tected on the higher levels, while a still larger one might be pro- 
tected on the lower levels. And thus we might reach the generali- 
sation, that the whole space protected, from the top of the rod down to 
the ground, would be included in a cone, the radius of whose base 
was twice its altitude. Byreferring to the case of a tree struck at 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, as described by Dr. Winthrop, and 
other instances, Arago has concluded, that bodies are not exempt 
from danger within this cone; while there is no instance to overthrow 
the supposition of a protected cylinder of space, having the uniform 
radius which Charles’ law would give it, at thetop. Pouillet, in the 
sixth edition of his ‘‘Elemens de Physique,’’ adopts a rule, nearly 
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agreeing with that of Charles, asa deduction from experiment. We 
shall avoid the necessity of raising the rod to an inconvenient hoight 
ahove the roof of the building, if we use several rods, each of which 
will protect its own charmed circle, while the united conducting 
power of all wrll be in requisition to carry off extraordinary dis- 
charges, at whichever rod ‘they may first strike. In oblique dis- 
charges, which come from clouds when they are not vertically above 
the point struck, the degree of exposure is measured, not by the ver- 
tieal elevation of a rod, but its oblique distance; and it may there- 
fore, happen, that the highest point will escape, while one at a less 
distance will take the discharge from the clouds. In 1824, Leslie ad- 
vised that advantage should be taken of the copper gutters and spouts 
of buildings to help the lightning-rod carry off its electrical burden; 
and Professor Henry has made a similar suggestion in regard to the tin 
roofs of houses, if they are connected with the ground by metallic pipes. 

The precautions, recommended for the protection of powder-maga- 
zines from lightning, are peculiar. These magazines are generally 
surrounded by an atmosphere of fine powder-dust, ready to be inflamed 
by a small spark originating in some accidental want of continnity 
in a lightning conductor. Hence, as early as 1776, Toaldo advised 
that conductors should never be placed directly upon these magazines, 
but upon masts, at the distance of about 10 feet from them. Where 
a mistake might involve such great destruction, Toaldo thought it wise 
for men to stand upon the defensive, and not to be too familiar with 
the tremendous energies of Nature. Voltaire has likewise said: 
‘«There are great dignitaries whom it is only safe to approach with 
great care; and lightning belongs to the same class.’’ When Gay- : 
Lussac made his Report, in the name of the Commission appointed at 
the request of the Minister of the Interior, by the Physical Section 
of the French Academy, to draw up instructions as to the best 
method of preparing lightning-conductors, he adopted, with approba- 
tion, the old suggestion of Toaldo in relation to powder-magazines, 
But if, as has been intimated before, the proper interpretation of 
Charles’ law requires that the radius of the space protected should be 
measured by the height of the rod, not above the ground, but above 
the highest point of the object to be protected, the erection of sub- 
stantial masts, to sustain these high rods, and at distances from each 
other, all around the magazine, not exceeding one quarter of the 
height of the rod itself, will involve no inconsiderable expense. 
Sturgeon has proposed to line the walls of powder magazines with 
metal, which would protect the interior of the building from any in- 
ductive action. ri 

_ Did not experience prove the contrary, it would seem superfluous 
to say that a good lightning-rod must be uninterrupted throughout 
its whole length, and, when it reaches the ground, must be bent 
away from the foundations of the building it is intended to protect, 
and enter to such a depth into the sub-soil as to be surrounded by 
ground always moist. The lower end of the rod may be soldered to 
a large plate of metal, or it may be surrounded by a large body of 
charcoal; not common charooal, but such as has been heated red-hot; 
or by coke. Sometimes, the rod can communicate with a well, or other 
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reservoir of water. It has been proposed that, where practicable, 
ghtning-rods should be attached to the water-pipes under ground. 
It is an old saying, that the danger is over when the lightning reaches 
the well. [ocean.] An artificial fountain may not be large enough to 
make a good discharging train. 

Great improvements have been made since the time of Franklin, 
in the manner of jointing the several pieces of which the lightning-rod 
is composed. Formerly, they hooked upon each other like the links 
of a chain. Dr. King, of Boston, turned up a point on one piece of 
the rod at right angles to the length. This point entered an eye upon 
the next piece of rod, and so on. These points answered for oblique 
charges, but nothing in this arrangement prevents two pieces of rod 
from disconnecting, if the attachment to the side of the building 
should give way. Mr. Orcutt connects the rod by means of a hollow 
nut, cut on the inside, to which is affixed a point. The two pieces of 
rod screw into this nut until they touch one another. Mr. Strong 
overlaps the two pieces of rod, and screws a pointed piece through 
both. But this enumeration does not exhaust all the varieties. 

‘The consequences of being struck by lightning at sea are so fearful, 
and often so fatal, that the smallest chance of such an accident ought 
to be guarded against, at any cost. Sir William Snow Harris, of 
England, deserves credit for having called public attention to this 
subject of late, and for having improved upon the old method of pro- 
tecting ships from lightning. The agency was simply a chain, gene- 
rally stowed away, and left to be raised to the mast-head in the hurry 
of preparations to meet a storm. Sometimes the men employed 

' in raising it have been killed by the hghtning before their work was 
finished. Sometimes the chain was carelessly short, so that during 
the rolling of the ship the lower end was lifted out of the water. 
Besides, in a chain there must be great obstruction and heat at the 
links. It is no wonder that accidents from lightning still happened 
to ships so poorly provided, and that these accidents brought the 
chain itself into discredit; so that, frequently, even public vessels were 
not provided with one. In the British navy, the old chains were of 
copper, one-sixth of an inch in diameter, and the links two feet long. 
‘They were only supplied when demanded. In the French navy, 
metallic ropes were used. But Harris’ lightning-conductor for ships 
consists of flat strips of copper let into the masts. They contain twenty 
times as much metal as the old English chains. There is no break in 
the strips of copper, as Roberts objected. They do not interfere with 
the rigging, and they are always in position, ready for use. The mast 
helps conduct, as is seen by experimenting on a fine wire completely 
insulated, and on another laid upon a piece of wood. The strips of 
copper connect with the copper sheathing, and bands also lead off, 
under deck, to the knees and other pieces of iron in the sides of the 
vessel, ; 

It is singular, that the question is still an open one, whether the 
power of a lightning-conductor is proportional to the area, or the 
circumference, of its cross section. If the question is decided by 
the analogy of voltaic electricity, as, in the absence of direct experi- 
ment, it ought to be, then the conducting power for frictional elec- 

"f 
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tricity is proportional to the mass, and not to the surface, of the con- 
ductor. Leslie has said, but I do not know on what experimental 
authority, that the conducting power for such electricity is measured 
by the surface of the conductor. Professor Henry has more recently 
alluded to experiments of his own, which confirm this law. They 
have never been published ; but, as far as I can judge from a brief 
account of them, which he once gave me in conversation, they prove 
satisfactorily that electricity tends to travel more and more upon the 
surface, in proportion to its tension. While the question remains in 
an unsettled state, it is rash to assume that the conducting power for 
atmospherical electricity violates the acknowledged law for voltaic 
electricity. And yet this assumption lies at the foundation of many 
innovations, and pretended improvements, in the construction of light- 
ning-conductors. J. Murray insists upon this hypothetical law of 
surface, when he recommends his hollow tubes as a’ substitute for solid 
rods, the interior to be kept clean, on the same galvanic principle by 
which Davy proposed to protect the copper sheathing of vessels. 
Others, in this neighborhood, have proposed to make conductors of 
metallic strips, bent so that the cross section is in the shape of the 
letter S, or of X, or of the letter Z. 

Of late, it has become a question of importance, whether any attempt 
should be made to insulate a conductor from the structure it is de- 
signed to protect. There have been those foolish enough to suppose, 
that the lightning might be received upon a mass of metal which was 
insulated, not only from the building, but from the ground also, and 
might then be spit out harmlessly from it into the air. There have 
been those, again, who, less presumptuous than the former, have not’ 
attempted to insulate the rod from the earth, but only from the build- 
ing. Spratt’s rods and Otis’ rods are arranged upon this plan. 
Because metal conducts so much better than air, so much better even 
than water, it is supposed that the electricity will not leave the metal 
and go through the glass into the building. One truth, at least, 
seems to be admitted, by those who espouse the cause of insulated 
conductors, namely, that lightning may leave a commen rod, and go 
through the supports into the building, instead of rushing to the 
ground on the rod exclusively. And the question is whether this 
division of the charge will be prevented by such insulation as is usual, 
or, asis practicable. Because a glass knob, of a few inches in diameter, 
will insulate the telegraph wire, it is supposed that a lightning-con- 
ductor may be insulated in the same way, no allowance being made 
for the vast difference between the tension of voltaic electricity and 
that of friction electricity or lightning.. Columns of glass, one or two 
feet in length, are required to insulate the prime conductor of an active 
electrical machine, and even these are insufficient in damp weather. 
How can anything less than this, or even so much as this, suffice to 
insulate the electricity which flows down the lightning-conductor ? 
It is well known, to those familiar with experimental electricity, that 
all insulation fails in certain states of the air. For what matters it 
whether the glass does or does not conduct, if the all-surrounding air 
fails to insulate? Now, although air, and even water, and conse- 
quently damp air, conduct far more feebly than metals, under 
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the same circumstances, it should not be forgotten that the great bulk 
of the air which is present and touches the rod everywhere, makes up 
for the vast disparity in conducting power. Even if the electricity 
could not go to the building on the damp glass, it may go, and will 
go, by the damp air. If the electricity has tension enough to strike 
from the cloud to the earth, an inch or two more or less, of air, will 
make no great difference, and this small difference may be outweighed 
by advantages belonging to the extraordinary path. Arago condemns 
the plan of attempting to insulate the conductor from the building, 
on the ground that it is an ‘‘excess of precaution not worth the cost.” 

After so much detail in regard to the constructien of lightning- 
conductors, what shall we say of their efficacy, when they are good 
and in their place? There have always been a few to maintain that 
the conductor increased the liability to being struck. Frederick the 
Great was not so great that he did not take sides against Franklin’s 
invention. He would not allow a conductor to be placed upon his 
wn chateau at Sans-Souci, though he yielded to the advice of the 
erlin Academy so far as to have conductors on his arsenals, bar- 

racks, and powder magazines. Cavendish was so sanguine in favor 
of artificial conductors, as to say that the chances of escape were in- 
creased in the ratio of four hundred million to one. Leslie decided 
against the efficacy of lightning-conductors, in consequence of his 
peculiar views of electrical conduction, which he supposed to be solely 
by currents of air. The whole effect he regards as only one drop in 
the ocean. He estimates that a thousand years would be necessary 
to neutralise a thunder-cloud with a pointed conductor, and ten thou- 
sand years with a blunt one. Nevertheless, he says, ‘‘If happiness 
consists merely in idea, why not indulge delicious error?’’ The Eng- 
lish electrician, Walker, is so confident of Harris’ conductors, as to 
say that he would willingly make his couch within the powder-maga- 
zine of a ship which carried them. And, with respect to the faith of 
men in lightning-conductors in general, Harris asks, ‘‘Is not every 
powder-magazine in Europe protected by rods?’’ A little less*than 
a century ago, the poor-house at Heckingham was struck by light- 
ning, in spite of its eight rods, and instances of buildings, though 
having the same protection, sharing a similar fate, may be multiplied 
from the annals of any country. No doubt, a principle reason of the 
‘former failure of the lightning-rod to protect was, the carelessness 
with which it was put up. Murray alleges that nine-tenths of the 
conductors in Great Britain are worse than useless, because of their 
faulty construction. 

I am far, however, from claiming for any rod, however complete in 
its appointments, the power of perfectly protecting from hghtning. 
Im their zeal to vindicate the virtues of the artificial hghtning-rod, 
or of their peculiar way of constructing it, and because the material 
of which the rod is composed is a better conductor of electricity than 
the materials of the structure it is designed to protect, some maintain 
the lightning cannot possibly strike anything but the conducting 
rod; and that when it strikes that, there is no possibility of the hght- 
ning, or a part of it, leaving this conductor for other bodies. But I 
claim less than this. The greatest service which the lightning-con- 
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ductor renders, is when, by its uplifted point, it silently, and, at a 
great distance, neutralises the electrical excitement of the cloud while 
it is approaching into a dangerous neighborhood; so that, when it 
has come within striking distance, much of its power to strike has 
been withdrawn. How effectually the point operates to this end may 
be learned, not from theory merely, but from observation and experi- 
ment; yet, when, from the insufficient number of these points, 
or the extraordinary excitement of the cloud, or the rapidity with 
which it is driven overhead by the wind, the lightning strikes 
with violence upon the conductor, although the effect may be much 
less terrible than without any conductor, I do not suppose that, in all 
cases, the stroke will be harmless. Franklin confessed as follows, of 
his own invention: ‘‘If God, for our sins, should think fit to rain fire 
upon us, as upon some cities of old, it is not expected that our con- 
ductors, of whatever size, should secure our houses against a miracle.’ 

Those best acquainted with the science of electricity are at a loss, 
when they are called upon to define the nature of electricity and its 
dynamical conditions. Nevertheless, they are generally agreed in 
assuming it, provisionally, to be a delicate, elastic fluid. In its stati- 
cal equilibrium, it justifies the expectations founded upon this 
analogy. The dynamical division of mechanical electricity is con- 
versant, not so much with the manner in which electricity is propa- 
gated, as with the effects which it produces while under way. If we 
carry, however, into electro-dynamics, the analogies which statical 
electricity suggests, whether we suppose the electrical force to be 
propagated through the electrical fluid, as a w&ve, after the analogy 
of light, heat, and sound, or to flow directly and bodily, as common ' 
fluids may, in either case, there is no good reason for narrowing the 
motion down to a single channel. 

By direct or secondary radiation, and by reflection and refraction, 
double and single, the original central disturbance is broken up and 
sent out in a multiplicity of directions, according to the fundamental 
‘law of wave motion. Or, in the other point of view, a liquid, espe- 
cially when under a great head of pressure, does not confine itself to 
a single channel, however broad and deep, but embraces the first 
opportunity to swell out laterally, trespassing upon its old banks, 
and sometimes carving out for itself new fortunes, by washing out 
fresh channels. In similar ways, if not for similar reasons, electri- 
city divides itself between all the channels which are presented to it; 
and, although the best may carry the largest part of the charge, it 
holds no monopoly in Nature. This division of the charge, particu- 
larly if a heavy one, is indicated most unequivocally in experiment, 
and often stands out prominently to observation from the great labo- 
ratory of nature. Lightning follows the course of least resistanc®; 
and whenever the sum of the two resistances in two different courses 
is less than the resistance in a single course, the lightning will divide 
more or less equally between them. ,This division of the charge has 
been triumphantly proclaimed by the telegraph posts, when the wire 
has been struck. In 1845, on the line between New York and Phila- 
delphia, eight of the posts were struck simultaneously. According | 
to Landernann, in 1718 twenty-four churches were struck, but only 
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three explosions were heard. When the steeple of St. Bride’s was 
struck, although there seemed to be but one stroke, eighteen holes 
were pierced, nine with beards on one side, and nine with beards on 
the other. Ifa small electrical conductor is insulated, and several 
branches of chain are hung from it, with the ends touching the 
ground, whenever a spark from the prime conductor of an electrical 
machine, or from a Leyden jar, is sent to it, all the -hains are lighted 
up, each, under the same circumstances, to the degree in which it 
conducts. There is no end to the experiments which might be ad- 
duced to prove this law of division, said to have been first pointed 
out, by Cavendish, in 1776. When the conductor of an excited elec- 
trical machine is connected, by a substantial chain or wire, to the earth, 
it is still possible to take a spark, bright or faint, from it, by touching 
it even with a poorer conductor. The galvanic current submits to 
the same law. If we connect the two poles of a galvanic battery, by 
a stout wire, and then attach, to two points of it, the fine wire of a 
galvanometer, this instrument will show that a part of the current 
has been diverted from the highway, and has run into the by-way. 
Professor Joseph Henry stated to the British Association for the Ad- 
vancement of Science, when it met.at Liverpool in 1837, that a copper 
wire, one-eighth of an inch thick, the lower end of which entered a 
well, and the other terminated in a ball near the prime conductor of 
an electrical machine, gave out, when the machine was in action, 
sparks sufficient to inflame Volta’s pistol. He also attached to the 
middle of a lightning-rod such a ball, and when sparks an inch and 
a half long were thrown on it from the machine, lateral sparks could 
be drawn from the rod at any point, even above the ball, and as far 
up as the top. This experiment I have often repeated, by attaching 
firmly a stout piece of wire, three-eighths of an inch in diameter, to 
a lightning-rod, and bringing it into my lecture-room. For the 
same reason, a slight shock is felt in grasping a wire through which 
a spark is sent from a machine to the earth. A wire, 27 feet in length, 
attached to one of the discharging rods, three-eighthstof an inch in 
diameter, gave out sparks, through its whole length, to a ball 2 inches 
in diameter; and ‘‘dense sparks in a continuous volley’’ were sent 
to the ball, when it was held near to the safety-rod itself, although 
the ground had become very wet. This law of the probable, or at 
least the possible, division of the hghtning, warns us not to trust too 
implicitly, and even wantonly, to the efficacy of the lightning-rod, 
and to avoid, in the construction and furnishing of buildings, an 
arrangement of metal, between the roof and the ground, which might 
tempt the lightning to divide with it and the proper conductors; and, 
at any rate, when such a broken metallic circuit exists, to keep our- 
sélves out of a position which would make us a part of its communi- 
cation with the ground. I should hardly agree with the distinguished 
Faraday, that a man might lean against Harris’ conductor without 
being injured. What has been said,in relation to this division of the 
charge, shows the advantage, in another view, of placing lightning- 
conductors at the four corners of a building, and upon all the masts 
aud the bow-sprit also of a ship, especially if they are all united into 
one system by horizontal bands of metal. If the charge can freely 
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divide between so many conductors, its tension is so much relieved 
that it is less likely to seek still other ways of reaching the earth. A 
charge of lightning, which would be fatal if received upon one con- 
ductor, is often so divided as to be harmless. Dr. King saw a mili- 
tary company receive a charge from the clouds, upon their uplifted 
bayonets, without flinching. Another similar case occurred in 1842. 
When the State Prison in Charlestown, Massachusetts, was struck, on 
the 30th of July, 1829, in spite of its three conductors, three hundred 
persons, over a space of 500 feet, felt the shock, though no one was 
injured. An armory of guns and pikes was in the neighborhood. 

I do not think that Mr. Harris is successful, in his attempt to make 
a distinction between Henry’s experiment upon the lightning-rod and 
the case in which the lightning descends upon a rod. Harris asks if. 
sparks have ever been taken from a rod at such times. Perhaps there 
is no instance on record, though Kinnersley states that once the light- 
ning was seen to spread around the ground at the foot of the con- 
ductor. Experiment shows, not only that electricity will leave an 
ample conductor, and jump, in part, to poorer conductors, which either 
pursue a distinct route all the way to the ground, or finally unite 
again with the main channel, but also that it will overflow the masses 
of metal which are insulated. ‘To illustrate this, I have been in the 
habit of using a stout wire, lashed by a metal wire to a lightning-rod, 
as before described. I insulate the hydrogen cannon, which belongs 
to the thunder-house apparatus, by placing it upon a wine-glass, and 
bring the knob near to the stout wire. Whenever a spark from an 
electrical machine is sent to the discharging train, the hydrogen is 
fired by the small portion of electricity which leaves the rod and ' 
enters the knob of the cannon. 

The principle which regulates this movement I understand to be 
this: All bodies strive to acquire their share of free electricity, which 
is greater or less, according to their shape and position. If the earth 
were a great metallic ball, so that electricity received from the clouds 
at any spot were instantly diffused, the portion which would be al- 
lotted to a small insulated body, such as I have supposed, would be 
very minute. But this is not the case. Parts of the earth’s surface are 
insulated, more or less perfectly, from each other. Hence, a small body 
may take at first more than it will afterwards be able to retain, when 
there has been time for the final distribution. On this account, there 
is need of observing the following rule, in which the best English 
authorities, on this subject, as Farraday, Walker, Sturgeon, and Har- . 
ris, are agreed, although the latter is sometimes inconsistent in his — 
statements with regard to it, namely, that lightning conductors 
should be removed as far as possible from other metallic bodies, even 
when the latter are insulated ; or, when a dangerous proximity can- 
not be avoided, that the exposed masses of metal should be substan- 
tially connected to the lightning conductor by the most direct and 
easy path for electricity. In this way, the electricity which supplies 
these bodies can spread quietly into them, and afterwards, if neces- 
sary, any surplus may return to the rod and pass down into the earth; 
whereas, otherwise, if the way is obstructed, the electricity will accu- 
mulate until it breaks open a lateral path for itself by violence, 
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The effects of lightning, when it strikes, next claim our attention. 
They are, of course, the same as those of electrical discharges in gene- 
ral. But we distinguish, as the especial work of the thunderbolt, those 
effects of electricity which characterise frictional electricity much 
more than those in which voltaic electricity excels. Besides the sound 
and the flash, which, though local in their origin, are heard and seen 
at a distance all around, I have to speak more particularly of the 
calorific, mechanical, and physiological effects of electricity, which are 
essentially local. These effects of electricity originate in the resist- 
ance which imperfect conductors offer to its passage, and this resist- 
ance arises, either from the nature of the material, or the small size 
of the body which transmits the charge. ‘‘ Hence,’’ says Aristotle, 
“‘resisting substances suffer something ; but those which do not resist 
suffer nothing.’’ But his illustrations are not good. Even a metal 
may not be so large, in relation to the charge which it carries, as to 
escape destruction. 

First, of the calorific effect: Imperfect conductors are often ignited 
by lightning, in its passage through them, and the metals, if not very 
stout, are fused, or even volatilised. Aristotle, Lucretius, Seneca, and 
Pliny had observed this fusion ; but, with their relation of facts, there 
is mixed up much which is fanciful. It was pretended that money 
could be melted in the pocket, or ina bag, ora sword in its scabbard, 
or a javelin on its handle, without the pocket, the bag, the scabbard, 
a1 the handle exhibiting any traces of heat; and hence arose the 
notion of a cold fusion, produced directly by lightning, without any 
development of heat—a notion which Franklin countenanced at one 
time, though he afterwards corrected himself. In many cases, espe- 
cially in metals, it may be difficult to trace the effects of heat, because 
conductors of heat cool so rapidly. But that the fusion of metals, 
when produced by lightning, is a consequence of heat, is proved by 
the fact, more than once observed, that the globules of melted metal 
have singed the matter upon which they fell. When the ship New 
York was struck by lightning, in 1827, the drops of burning metal 
scorched the deck. ‘‘ Need I add,”’ says Kaentz, ‘‘that a fire kindled 
by lightning is as easily extinguished as any other.’’ There are cer- 
tainly cases of extraordinary escape. When the theatre at Mantua 
was struck, on the 20th March, 1784, the electricity melted ear-rings 
anda watch-keys without wounding those who wore them. On the 
15th of November, 1755, the magazine of Maromme, near Rouen, 
was struck by lightning, and two casks of powder were scattered, with- 
out its being ignited. And again, on the 11th of June, 1775, some cases 
of powder, in the tower at Venice, were overturned, but not exploded. 
Hence, some have concluded that lightning will not set fire to pow- 
der. It may, indeed, be difficult to fire the powder, as in experi- 
mental electricity, the mechanical disturbance scattering it, and 
removing it from the influence of the heat which electricity always 
elicits in its passage along poor conductors. The heating effect 
diminishes as the size of the metal acted on increases. We must try - 
to ascertain the largest rod which has ever been melted by lightning, 
and then we shall be able to assign the minimum value to the size of 
a good lightning-rod. Captain Cook, while in the Roads of Batavia, 
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saw his lightning-conductor, which was five millimetres in diameter, 
all on fire. Franklin recites the case of a church in Newburgh, where 
a small wire conducted the charge, though it was melted in perform- 
ing this service. Harris says that there is no instance on record in 
which a bolt or chain of any considerable magnitude has been heated 
much. It is not known that a copper wire of one-half an inch has 
ever been heated red-hot. Captain Dibdin relates that, at Martinico, 
a bar one inch in thickness was diminished in size by being struck by 
lightning, and in some places was reduced to the size of a small wire. 
In 1773, the conductor on St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, which was 
of iron, and 4 inches broad by half an inch thick, showed marks of 
having been heated, though perhaps not red-hot. Large bars of iron, 
in contact, if not fused, have been softened so much as to become 
welded. The links of a chain have united in this way to form a rod, 
and a key has solidified to the ring on which it was hanging. Boyle 
saw the lightning strike a table on which were two drinking-cups. 
One was slightly bent, but the other suffered so much that it could 
hardly stand. They must have been softened by heat to admit of so 
great a.change of figure without breaking. A wire, through which 
the lightning, or a heavy charge from a Leyden battery, has passed, 
is shortened, and therefore sometimes broken, by the mechanical strain 
upon it. . 

I now pass to the mechanical effects of electricity, which are very 
curious, and in their details inexplicable. Trees are split longitudi- 
nally into thin laths, or so as to resemble an old broom. Arago de- 
scribes instances of this sort, and I have seen the same effect upon 
a tree struck by lightning in Cambridgeport, Massachusetts. Limbs 
of trees, over 20 inches in diameter, have been cut short off. The 
iron bar of a shade to a store, in Boston, has been bent to a right 
angle. Lights are extinguished. This occurred when the theatre of 
Feltre was struck, on the 26th of July, 1759, and also when a build- 
ing was struck in Harrison Avenue, Boston, a few years ago. The 
bark of trees is thrown 30 or 40 feet. On the 11th of June, 1849, an 
oak, 14 feet in circumference, was struck, where other trees had 
suffered before, and parts of it were split up fine enough for Lucifer 
matches. The lightning often goes between the bark and wood, be- 
cause the sap conducts. The wood itself is a poor conductor, or it 
weald not be so badly torn. Muncke saw an oak, 3 feet in diameter, 
sl,ivered into filaments. Mr. Wilson states that a bar of iron, half 
gn inch thick, and two inches and a half broad, was bent and broken, 
when St. Bride’s steeple, in London, was struck. On one occasion, a 
block of mica-schist, 28 by 7 and 5 feet, was thrown 50 yards. A wall, 
consisting of seven thousand bricks, was raised and transported, one 
end 9 feet and the other 4 feet. 

It is a remarkable fact, that the fragments of bodies struck by 
lightning are dispersed in all directions. Masses of stone, weighing 
170 pounds, are thrown, one 60 yards to the south, and another 400 
yards to the north. Men, too, have been thrown in opposite direc- 
tions. The hoops of masts which have been struck come rattling 
down. Frgnklin referred such effects as we have described to the 
vapor, suddenly generated from the moisture contained in the body 
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struck, when subjected to the electrical heat. Watt exclaimed, upon 
seeing some holes made in the sand by lightning: ‘‘ Behold the effects 
of steam, generated by heat!’’ Harris also says: ‘Lightning exhibits, 
in non-conducting intervals, the effects of an explosive force.’’ Arago 
supports this view as his own. His experiments, and those of Du- 
long, show that the elastic force of steam, when heated to 500° F., 
amounts to forty-five atmospheres. This temperature is far below 
that of red-hot iron, which is 2,000°. In founderies, when a small 
quantity of water is by accident in the mould, into which the melted 
liquid is poured, a terrible explosion occurs. Rocks contain water 
in their fissures, the trees have sap in their cells, and the ground is 
not without its buried moisture. The mechanical effect certainly 
suggests the agency of some highly elastic fluid, generated by the 
lightning. But it has been objected to this view, that many of the 
substances exploded are non-conductors of heat, so that it could not 
easily reach the moisture, supposed to be present in their interior, 
in’ force sufficient to convert it suddenly into high-pressure steam. 
Another explanation, preferred by Dr. Lardner, is, that the lght- 
ning strives by induction to decompose the natural electricities of 
bodies; and that, when they are non-conductors, they are broken 
by the efforts of the two electricities to separate upon them. 

The mechanical effect, produced by the passage of a given amount 
of electricity through a body, is proportional to the resistance it en- 
counters. ‘The violence, therefore, is local, and appears wherever a 
good conductor terminates, or is interrupted. When the spire of 
a church in Kingsbridge was struck, no damage was done, until the 
lightning reached the end of the spindle to the weather-cock. On 
the 18th of June, 1764, a church in South Weald, Essex, was struck 
by lightning, and also the steeple of St. Bride, London. The 
charge descended quietly until it reached the end of the spindle 
in the steeple, and then commeneed its ravages. A stone, weighing 
72 pounds, was carried horizontally 150 feet, besides falling 200 feet. 
The steeple suffered particularly, in consequence of being fastened 
by ironclamps. Eighty-five feet of it were taken down to be rebuilt. 
{n one place, where there was much lead and iron, 1,200 pounds 
2f stone were thrown down; 25 tons in the whole were damaged, 
and all in the neighborhood of iron. In 1750, one of the stones of 
this spire, 7 feet from the top, was observed to project several inches, 
and the steeple was taken down and rebuilt. The cause was not sus- 
ected at the time, but after the accident, in 1764, it was thought 

that it might have been done by a former stroke of lightning. The 
accident to St. Bride’s excited apprehension for St. Paul’s spire, 
which is 100 feet higher. 

Another effect of lightning is called physiological. When animals 
are injured or killed by it, either the nervous system is paralysed, or 
the vascular system is torn. In the latter case, perhaps, the action 
might properly be called mechanical. On the 2d of June, 1849, a batta- 
lion of French infantry were struck, between Monzon and Stenay. 
Two men were killed, and.two hundred more were struck to the ground. 
Blood issued from their mouths, ears, and noses. When the lght- 
ning passes through a series of mn, or other animals, the extreme 

23 
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ones are most injured. The greatest violence is always done where 
the electrical fluid enters or leaves a non-conductor. In 1785, a file 
of thirty-two horses was struck. The first was killed, the last was 
severely hurt, while the others were only thrown down. In 1808, 
five cniidren on the same bench were struck, and the first and last 
only were killed. Once, when five horses were struck, the first two 
and last two were killed, and thesmiddle one escaped. It was sup- 
posed at Flavigny, where this occurred, that the horse which escaped 
owed his safety to his blindness! But, in another instance, when five 
horses were struck, the three nearest the middle escaped. A miller, 
between a horse and a mule, was not injured, though both the beasts 
were killed. The heel is a bad conductor, and hence it is often per- 
forated. There is no end to the apparent eccentricities and pranks 
of the lightning. Horses have been killed and not their riders. Dogs 
have been killed, the men in company with them escaping. When 
the British ship of the line, Tonnant, was struck, in 1804, one man 
was killed, while in the arms of another man, who was not hurt. 

Again, a place which is struck by lightning is recognised by a pecu- 
“ar smell, which has been compared to that of sulphur, phosphorus, 
ur nitrous-acid gas. Wafer observed this peculiar smell on the Isthmus 
of Darien; during showers it took away the respiration. In 1771, 
Gentil passed a place in the Isle of France, four hours after it had 
been struck, and recognised the strange smell, although it had rained 
much. When the ship Montague was struck, in 1749, it seemed to 

be filled with sulphur. Also, when the New York was struck, in 
1827, there were clouds of sulphurous smoke, but no fire. When a 
building was struck, in 1778, the smell lasted a day and night. In 
1770, a church, which was struck, war filled with this sulphurous 
odor, almost to suffocation. Some havi sunposed the smell in these 
cases to come from nitrous-acid gas, which «as been formed by the 
decomposition and recomposition of the atmosphere. Cavendish pro- 
duced nitric acid by sending a charge of electricity through a tube 

full of atmospheric air. In 1827, Liebig, in illustration of this point, 
examined seventy-seven samples of rain-water. In seventeen cases, 
when thunder had occurred, the acid was found. In fifty-eight of the 
other cases, the acid was not detected. So it has been thought that 
lightning, so frequent in tropical countries, explains the presence of 
nitrates where animal substances are not found. How wonderful, if 
one element of gunpowder (nitre) should be elaborated by the light- 
ring, which is heaven’s artillery! Is the acidity alleged to be pro- 
duced in milk by thunder, the effect of nitrous-acid gas? JLardner 
thinks that the testimony of brewers, cooks, and butchers in favor of 
the effects of lightning in curdling milk, souring beer and wine, and in 
changing meat, is not to be lightly esteemed. In 1840, Professor Schén- 
bein, of Basle, discovered a substance to which he gave the name 
of ozone, and which is supposed to be a tritoxide of hydrogen. This 
he considers as the origin of that ‘peculiar smell which all familiar 
with electrical experiments have observed when sparks are emitted 
from an electrical machine, or when water is decomposed by voltaic 
electricity, and which Weekes particularly noticed, in the working of 
his apparatus for studying atmospherical electricity. ; 
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Volta supposed that the formation of hail was an elevs- ‘cal phe- 
nomenon, the moisture collecting and congealing upon the nucleus of 
the stone, while it danced up and down between two strata of clouds, 
like the little images of pith between the positive and negative plates 
in the familiar electrical experiment. However this may be, the fall 
of hail is an exhibition which often attends a violent thunder-storm. 
In some parts of Europe,.as France, Switzerland, and Italy, hail- 
stones are so frequent and so destructive, that insurance companies 
have been formed to equalise the losses, and protect the srfering indi- 
vidual. In 1764, it was written by the French envoy that there never 
was a year in which the hail did not ravage half, and sometimes 
three-quarters, of the diocese. The storm of July 18, 1788, struck 
a thousand and thirty-nine communes, causing, according to an 
official statement, a damage equal to $5,000,000. During a thun- 
der-storm, pieces of ice 5 or 6 inches in diameter, have been found 
in Derbyshire. On November 1, 1826, a violent storm of thunder 
and hail laid waste Wolverhampton, and one gentleman suffered, to 
the amount of $750, by the breaking of glass in his hot-house. 
On May 2, 1811, great havoc was caused by the bursting of a 
cloud against a hill in Shrewsbury. The hail stood a foot in depth, 
and most of the stones were 2 inches in diameter. On June 21, 
1828, in Hanover, the hail was a fot deep, and as large as duck’s 
eges; it did not melt away for six hours. Murray adds, that he has 
seen fields of grain, near Vauna, taken down by the hail as smoothly 
as if a scythe had passe: over it. 

In 1788, Pinnanzi proposed lightning-rods as a preventive of hail, 
by silently discharging the electricity of the clouds, and anticipating 
the formation of the hail. The French Academy reported favorably. 
Such rods weve at one time extensively used in France, Switzerland, 
and Italy. In 1829, they were attempted in America. These rods 
were made 35 feet high, and placed 140 feet apart. It was urged in 
favor of these paragréles that those who used them were saved from 
from the losses which afflicted their neighbors. Murray says that, in 
1825, he could not find in Switzerland a single case of failure. 
According to Babinet, the experiment was made successfully in 
Switzerland and Italy, under the advice of the Linnean Society of 
Paris. But there were not wanting those who considered paragrétes, 
as insulting to Providence. They met with frequent attacks. As 
some one pithily remarked, ‘‘La gréle seule les épargne.’’ Notwith- 
standing all that has been said in their favor, the great meteorolo 
gist, Kaemtz, does not seem to trust their efficacy in reducing the elec 
tricity of the clouds. He asks, ‘‘ Are not the houses at Zurich studded 
with rods, and yet thunder-storms are just as frequent as before?”’ 
Romas and Charles, in France, and Dr. Lining, in Charleston, South 
Carolina, noticed, in their experiments, that whenever the clouds 
had been drained of electricity by kites, the thunder and lightning 
ceased. Arago, therefore, recommends kites as a defense against 
hail-stones. Perhaps captive ballons would answer the same purpose, 
and protect the vineyards. Gay-Lussac, in his report on lightning- 
rods, made to the French Academy, in 1823, renews the claim of rods, 
and intimates that, if they were placed on very high steeples, as that 
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of Strasbourg, which is 437 feet above the ground, and were suffici- 
ently multiplied, hail might be prevented. 

Not only does lightning figure on its own special arena, the thunder 
storm, but it acts a conspicuous part in every grand elemental display 
of nature; as, in the tornado and the volcano. Sometimes no thun- 
der is heard, but perhaps other noises distract the attention of the 
observer. Pliny the younger alludes to the lightning which attended 
the eruption of Vesuvius, in the year 79. The smoke, which spread 
at the eruptions in 1182, 1631, and 1707, emitted lightning, by which 
sometimes men and other animals were killed. The same was 
true of the eruptions of 1767, 1779, and 1794. On the last occasion, 
a cloud of ashes was taken to Tarentum, three hundred miles away, 
the lightning of which struck a building and destroyed it. Seneca 
records similar electrical exploits of Mount Etna, which were re- 
peated in 1755. The smoke which appeared at the uprising of the 
new Azore, (now departed,) in 1811, was resplendent with lightning. 
The strange volcanic island, which started up near Sicily, in 1831, had 
the same electrical celebrity. If the lightning is generated in these 
convulsions, by the sudden formation of aqueous vapor, whag can be 
said of the case of 1794? For a great vapor must be soon con- 
densed. Is friction, therefore, the electro-motive force? 

Finally, I may notice the light enjoyed in cloudy nights, which 
cannot, Arago supposes, come from the stars, but from the phospho- 
rescent clouds. It is never so dark out of doors as in a subterranean 
apartment, or in a room wiznout windows. During the dry mist of 
1783, the sky was as bright as during a full moon when over-clouded. 
Is this light the glow-discharge of electricity? If so, has the solar 
light the same electrical origin, more intensely developed? And is 
the colored light, which Nicholson saw in the clouds on the 30th of 
July, 1797, the result of processes similar to those that give a color 
to certain of the stars which differ from the white sunlight? 
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METEOROLOGY 

IN ITS CONNECTION WITH AGRICULTURE. 

BY JOSEPH HENRY, SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. * 

All the changes on the surface of the earth, and all the movements 
of the heavenly bodies, are the immediate results of natural forces, 
acting in accordance with established and invariable laws; and it is 
only by that precise knowledge of these laws, which is properly de- 
nominated science, that man is enabled to defend himself against the 
adverse operations of Nature, or to direct her innate powers in ac- 
cordance with his will. At first sight, it might appear that meteor- 
ology was an exception to this general proposition, and that the 
changes of the weather, and the peculiarities of climate, in differ- 
ent portions of the earth’s surface, were of all things the most un- 
certain, and farthest removed from the dominion of law; but scien- 
tific investigation establishes the fact, that no phenomenon is the re- 
sult of accident, nor even of fitful volition. The modern science of 
statistics has revealed a permanency and an order in the occurrence 
of events depending on conditions in which nothing of this kind 
could have been supposed. Even those occurrences which seem to be 
left to the free will, the passion, or the greater or less intelligence of 
men, are under the control of laws, fixed, immutable and eternal. 
No one knows the day nor hour of his own death, and nothing is more 
entirely uncertain than, in a given case of expected birth, whether 
a boy or a girl shall be born; but the number out of a million of 
men living together, in one country, who shall die in ten, twenty, 
forty or sixty years, and the number of boys and girls who shall be 
born in a million of births, may be predicted from statistical data 
with almost unerring precision. The statistics of courts of justice 
have disclosed the astonishing fact, incomprehensible to our under- 
standing, because we do not know the connecting influences which 
concur to produce the result, that in every large country the number 
of crimes, as well as each kind of crime, can be foretold for every 
coming year, with the same certainty as the number of births and 
deaths. Of every hundred persons accused before the supreme tribu- 
nal in France, sixty-one are condemned ; in England, seventy-one— 
the variation on an average, from these numbers hardly amounting 
to a hundredth part of the whole. Not only the number of suicides, 
in general, for several years to come, can be foretold with confidence, 
but also the relative proportion by fire-arms and by hanging. The 
astonishing facts of this class lead us inevitably to the conclusion that 
all events are governed by a Supreme Intelligence, who knows no 

* Dear Sir:—In accordance with the arrangements made between your Office and the 
Smithsonian Institution, for the purpose of cooperation in the advance of meteorvlogy, I 
have the honor to present you a communication, intended to accompany the sumuiary of 
meteorological observations for the years 1854 and 1855. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
= JOSEPH HENRY, Secretary 

To Hon. Cuarztes Mason, 
Comissioner of Patents, 
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change, and that, under the same conditions, the same results are in- 
,ariably produced. If the conditions, however, are permanently 
varied, a corresponding change in the results will be observed ; for 
example, the effect of the introduction of an extended system of mo- 
ral education, in diminishing crime, would be revealed by the sta- 
tistics. It is this regularity which is observed in phenomena, when 
studied in, groups of large numbers, which enables us to arrive at re- 

liable and permanent laws in regard to meteorology, and to pre- 

dict, with certainty, the average temperature of a given place for a 

series of decades of years, and which furnishes the basis, in accord- 

ance with the principles of assurance, of a knowledge of what spe- 

cies of plant or animal may be profitably raised in a given local- 

ity. We, however, need not, in this branch of knowledge, as in that 

of the statistics of crime, be confined to the mere discovery of the 

existence, and the measure of the constants of nature, but, uniting 

the results of observations with those of experiments in the labora- 

tory, and mathematical deductions from astronomical and other data, 
we are enabled, not only to refer the periodic changes to estab- 

lished laws, but also to trace to their source, various perturbing influ- 
ences which produce the variations from the mean, and thus arrive, 
at least, at an approximate explanation of the meteorological pheno- 
mena which are constantly presented to us. 

No truth is more important in regard to the material well-being of 
man, and none requires to be more frequently enforced upon the pub- 
lic mind, than that the improvement and perfection of art depend 
upon the advance of science. Although many processes have been 
discovered by accident, and practised from age to age, without a 
knowledge of the principles on which they depend, yet, as a general 
rule, such processes are imperfect, and remain, like Chinese art, for 
centuries unchanged or unimproved. They are generally wasteful 
in labor and material, and involve operations which are not merely 
tmessential, but actually detrimental. The dependence of the im- 
provement of agriculture upon the advance of general science, and 
its intimate connexion with meteorology in particular, must be evi- 
dent, when we reflect that it is the art of applying the forces of Na- 
ture to increase and improve those portions of her productions which 
are essential to the necessity and comfort of the human race. 

Modern science has established, by a wide and careful induction, 
the fact that plants and animals principally consist of solidified air, 
the only portions of an earthy character which enter into their com- 
position, being the ashes that remain after combustion. All the 
other parts were originally in the atmosphere, were absorbed from 
the mass of air during the growth of the plant or animal, and are 
civen back again to the same fountain from which they were drawn, 
in the decay of the vegetable, and in the breathing and death of the 
animal. 

The air consists of oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid, the vapor of 
water, traces of ammonia, and of nitric acid. A young plant, placed 
in the free atmosphere, and exposed to the light of the sun, gradu- 
ally increases in size and weight, and receives carbon constantly from 
the carbonic acid of the air, which is decomposed, and evolves the 
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inberated oxygen. The power by which this decomposition is pro- 
duced is now known to be due to the solar ray, which consists of a 

peculiar impulse, or vibration, propagated from the distant sun, 
through a medium filling all space. 

It is a principle of nature, that power is always absorbed in produ- 
cing a change in matter. This change may be permanent, or it may 
be of such a character, as to reproduce the power which was expended 
in effecting it. For example, the moving power of a cannon ball is 
permanently expended in passing into the side of a ship; but if the 
same ball were shot into the mouth of another cannon, and made to 
compress a spring, the recoiling of the latter would give to the ball, 
in an opposite direction, precisely the same velocity which it had 
expended in compressing the spring, supposing nothing lost by 
friction, &c. This example serves to illustrate the effect of the im- 
pulse from the sun. It decomposes the carbonic acid which sur- 
rounds the leaf of the plant, or, in other words, overcomes the natu- 
ral attraction between the carbon and the oxygen of which the acid is 
composed; and, in this effort, the motions of the atoms of the ‘ethe- 
vial medium are themselves stopped. The power, however, in this 
case, is not permanently neutralised ; for, when the plant is con- 
sumed, either by rapid combustion or by slow decay ; that is, when 
the carbon and the oxygen are again suffered to rush into union, to 
form carbonic acid—the same amount of power is evolved in the 
form of light, heat, or nervous force, which was absorbed in the ori- 
ginal composition. If the plant, moreover, be consumed in the ani- 
mal, the same power is expended in building up the organisation, in 
producing locomotion and the incessant action of the heart, and the 
other involuntary movements necessary to the vital process. 

Plants are, therefore, the recipients of the power of the sun-beam. 
They transfer this power to the animal, and the animal again returns 
it to celestial space, whence it emanated. Properly to so direct this 
power of the sun-beam, that no part of it may run to waste, or be un- 
productive of economical results, it is essential that we know some- 
thing of its nature ; and the lifetime of labor of many individuals, 
supported at public expense, would be well expended in exclusive de- 
votion to this one subject. The researches which have been made, in 
regard to it, have developed the fact, that the impulses from the sun 
are of, at least, four different characters, namely, the lighting im- 
pulse, the heating impulse, the chemical impulse, and the phospho- 
rogenic impulse; and it has further been ascertained that, though 
each of these impulses may produce an effect on the plant, the decom- 
position of the carbonic acid is mainly due to the chemical action. A 
series of experiments is required to determine the various conditions 
under which these impulses from the sun may be turned to the great- 
est amount of economical use, and what modifications they may de- 
mand, in order to the growth of peculiar plants. The fact has not 
yet been clearly ascertained, whether some of these emanations can- 
not be excluded with beneficial result, or, in other words, whether 
they do not produce an antagonistic effect, and what relative propor- 
tions of them are absorbed by the atmosphere, or reflected from our 
dlanet, without reaching the earth, by the floating clouds of the air. 
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To determine these, requires a series of elaborate experiments and ac- 
curate observations. We have said that the chemical vibration is 
that which principally decomposes the carbonic acid, in the growth 
of the plant; but we know that the heating impulse is an auxiliary 
to this, and that heat and moisture are essential elements in the 
growth of vegetation. The small amount of knowledge we already 
possess of the character of the emanations from the sun, has been 
turned to admirable account in horticulture. In this branch of hus- 
bandry, we seek, even more than in agriculture, to modify the pro- 
cesses of nature; to cultivate the plants of the torrid zone amid the 
chilling winds of the northern temperate zone; and to render the cli- 
mate of sterile portions of the earth congenial to the luxurious produc- 
tions of more favored regions. We seek to produce artificial atmos- 
pheres, and to so temper the impulses from the sun, that the effects of 
variations in latitude, and the rigor of the climate, may be obviated. 

From all that has been said, therefore, it will be evident, that the 
hopes of the future, in regard to agriculture, principally rest upon 
the advance of abstract science—not upon the mere accumulation of 
facts, of which the connexion and dependence are unknown, but upon 
a definite conception of the general principles of which these facts 
are the result. All the phenomena of the atmosphere should be 
studied and traced to the laws on which they depend. The labor be- 
stowed upon investigations of this kind is not as, the narrow-sighted 
advocate of immediate utilitarian results would affirm, without practi- 
cal importance; on the contrary, it is the basis of the highest improve- 
ment of which the art of agriculture is susceptible. On every acre 
of ground, a definite amount of solar force is projected, which may, 
under proper conditions, be employed in developing organisation ; 
and the great object of the husbandman is, to so arrange the condi- 
tions, that the least amount possible of this may be lost in uneconomi- 
cal results. Independent, however, of the practical value of a knowl- 
edge of the principles on which the art of agriculture depends, the 
mind of the farmer should be cultivated, as well as his fields, and, 
after the study of God’s moral revelation, what is better fitted to im- 
prove the intellect than the investigation of the mode by which He 
produces the changes in the material universe. 

The climate and productiveness of a country are determined, first 
py its latitude, or its distance on either side of the equator ; second, 
by the configuration of the surface, as to elevation and depression ; 
third, by its position, whether in the interior of a continent, or in 
proximity to the ocean; fourth, by the direction and velocity of the 
vrevailing winds ; fifth, by the nature of the soil; and, lastly, the 
cultivation to which it has been subjected. 

First, in regard to latitude: The productive power of a soil, other 
things being the same, depends on two circumstances, solar radiation 
and moisture ; and these increase as we approach the equator. 

If the kind of food were a matter of indifference, the same extent 
of ground which supports one person at the latitude of 60° would 
support twenty-five at the equator ; but the food necessary to the sup- 
vort of persons in different latitudes varies with respect to quality, as 
well as to quantity, and the other conditions mentioned, with re- 
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gard to climate, should enter largely into the estimate we form in 
relation to the actual productiveness of different parallels of latitude. 

Though some of the heat of the sun is absorbed, in its passage 
through the atmosphere, yet by far the greater portion, particularly 
at the equator, arrives at the surface of the earth, is absorbed by the 
soil, and is imparted to the stratum of air in contact with it. From 
various determinations, it is a well-established fact, that the tempera- 
ture of celestial space, beyond our atmosphere, is at least 50° below 
the zero of Fahrenheit’s scale. The upper surface of the atmos- 
phere, and the arctic regions, must, therefore, partake of this low 
temperature, while that of the lower stratum, at the surface of the 
earth, is, at the equator, about 80°. The air, therefore, diminishes 
in temperature, as we ascend, but the rate of this diminution varies, 
within certain limits, in different parts of the earth; and, to settle 
the law of diminution definitely, a series of observations, by means 
of ascents in balloons, will be required. For practical purposes, 
however, we may assume, in the temperate zone, that the-diminution 
due to altitudes, or mountains, is about 1° of Fahrenheit for 300 feet. 
Furthermore, the air, as we ascend, and the pressure of the superin- 
cumbent strata is removed, becomes lighter; and, though the temper- 
ature of the several portions diminishes very rapidly, yet the whole 
amount of heat in each pound of air is very nearly thesame. For ex- 
ample, if a certain weight of air were carried from the surface of the 
earth to such a height that it would expand into double its volume, 
the heat which it contained would then be distributed throughout 
twice the space, and the temperature would consequently be much di- 
minished, though the absolute amount of heat would be unchanged. 
If the same air were returned to the earth, whence it was taken, con- 
densation would ensue, and the temperature would be the same as at 
first. 

On this principle, a wind passing over a high mountain is not 
necessarily cooled; for the diminution of temperature, which is pro- 
duced by the rarefaction of the ascent, would be just equivalent to the 
increase which is due to the condensation in an equal descent. This 
would be the case if the air were perfectly dry; but, if it contained 
moisture, paradoxical as it may seem, it would be warmer when it 
returned to the lower level than when it left it. In ascending to the 
top of the mountain, it would deposit its moisture in the form of water 
or snow, and the latent heat given out from this would increase the 
heat of the air, and when it descended, on the opposite side, to the 
same level from which it ascended, it would be warmer, on account 
of this additional heat.. The configuration of the surface of our con- 
tinent, on this account, has therefore a marked influence on the tem- 
perature of its different parts. 

The effect of the position of a country, as regards its proximity to 
the ocean, on its climate, will be evident from the facts relative to the 
radiation and absorption of heat by different substances. All bodies, 
on the surface of the earth, are constantly receiving and giving out 
heat. A piece of ice, exposed to the sun, sends rays to this luminary, 
and receives in return a much greater amount. The power, however, 
.f radiating and receiving heat, in different bodies, is very variable. 
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Water, exposed to the same source of heat, receives and radiates far 
less in a given time than earth ; consequently, the land, especially in 
the higher latitudes, during the long summer days, or during the 
growing season, receives much more heat than the corresponding 
waters of the same latitude; and, though the radiation at night is 
less from the water than the land, yet the accumulating increase of 
temperature of the latter will be much greater than that of the for- 
mer. The reverse takes place in the winter. While, therefore, the 
mean temperature of the ocean and of the land, in the same latitude, 
may remain the same, the tendency of the land is to receive the greater 
portion of the heat of the whole year during the months of summer, 
and thus, by a harmonious arrangement with respect to the produc- 
tion of organic life, to increase the effect of the solar radiation, and to 
widen the limits within which plants of a peculiar character may be 
cultivated. Proximity to the sea, however, has another effect on the 
climate, which depends upon the currents of the former, by which the 
temperature of the earth, due to the latitude, is materially altered. 
Heated water is constantly carried from the equatorial regions towards 
the poles, and streams of cold water returned, by means of which the 
temperature of the earth is modified, and the extremes reduced in 
‘intensity. The great currents of the ocean are seven in number, and 
may be best and most clearly described in connexion with a hypo- 
thesis as to their origin. For this purpose, let us suppose the earth 
at rest, and the equatorial regions continually heated by the sun, in 
his diurnal revolutions. In this condition, a continuous current of 
air from the north, and another from the south, would blow towards 
the equator, there ascend, and flow backward, in the upper regions, ' 
towards the poles. ' If we next suppose the earth to be in motion, on 
its axis, from west to east, and compound the effects of this motion 
with that of the winds towards the equator, on either side, they will 
not meet directly opposite each other, as in the previous supposition, 
but at an acute angle, and produce a belt of wind from east to west 
entirely around the earth, in the region of the equator. The continued 
action of this wind, on the surface of the water, would evidently give 
rise to a current of the ocean in the belt over which the wind passed. 
If, now, instead of considering the earth entirely covered with water, 
we suppose the existence of two continents, extending from north to 
south, forming barriers across the current we have described, and 
establishing two separate oceans, similar to the Atlantic and Pacific, 
then the continuous current to the west would be deflected right and 
left, or north and south, at the western shore of each ocean, and would 
form four immense whirlpools, namely, two in the Atlantic, one north 
and the other south of the equator, and two in the Pacific, similar in 
situation and direction of motion. The regularity of the outline of 

these whirls will be disturbed by the configuration of the deflecting 

coasts, and the form of the bottom of the sea, as well as by islands 
and irregular winds. For a like reason, a similar whirlpool will tend 
to be produced in the Indian ocean, the current from the east being 

deflected down the coast of Africa, and returning again, into itself, 
Jong a southern latitude on the western side of Australia. A fifth 

whirl exists in this ocean, and, in some seasons, is at times divided 
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into two, giving rise to the peculiar currents of this part of the earth’s 
surface. Besides these great circular streams, the water supplied by 
all the rivers emptying into the Arctic basin, as well as that from 
all the precipitation in this region, return to the south, in a current 
between Europe and America, which, as we shall hereafter see, has 
a very marked influence on the temperature of our coast. A simi- 
lar current, but more diffuse and less in amount, must constantly flow 
from the Antarctic regions. In this view, we have adopted the hypo- 
thesis which ascribes the principal effect to the trade winds; a por- 
tion; however, will be due to the currents produced by the heating of 
the water itself. To illustrate the effect of these currents on the cli- 
mate of the United States, let us consider those of the North Atlantic 
and North Pacific oceans, between which our continent is situated. 

The great whirl, in the North Atlantic, the western and northern 
portions of which are known as the Gulf stream, passes southward 
down the coast of Africa, crosses the ocean in the region of the equa- 
tor, is deflected from the northern portion of South America, and the 
coast of Mexico, along the United States, and recrosses the Atlantic 
at about the latitude of 40°, to return into itself at the place where it 
started. A portion, however, of this current, probably owing to the 
configuration of the bottom, passes off in a tangent to the circumfer- 
ence of the great whirl, and flows northward along the coasts of Ire- 
land and Norway. By this current, the heated waters of the equator 
are carried northward, along the eastern coast of the United States, 
and precipitated upon the shores of Northern Europe, giving the 
temperature of a southern latitude even to North Cape, the extremity 
of Europe, which would otherwise be as cold as Greenland. This 
stream has less effect upon the climate of the United States than that 
upon the western coast of Europe; first, because the prevailing wind 
is from the west, and, secondly, because, between our shores and the 
Gulf stream, the cold polar current intervenes. ; 

In the North Pacific ocean, on the western side of our continent, 
the great circle of water passes up along the coast of Japan, recrosses 
the ocean in the region of the Aleutian islands, mingles with the fitful 
current outward, through Bhering’s strait, and thence down along the 
northwest coast of North America. In this long circuit, the north- 
eastern portion of it is much more cooled than the similar portion of 
the whirl of the Atlantic. It therefore modifies the temperature of 
the northwestern coast, and produces a remarkable uniformity along 
its whole extent, from Sitka to the southern extremity of California. 
It is an interesting fact, which we have just derived from Captain 
Rodgers, that an offshoot from the great whirl in the Pacific, analo- 
gous to that which impinges on the coast of Norway, enters along the 
eastern side of Bhering’s strait, while a cold current passes out on the 
western side, thus producing almost as marked a difference in the 
character of the vegetation on the two shores of the strait, as between 
that of Ireland and Labrador. 

The effect of prevailing currents of air, on the climate of different 
gartpns of the earth, is no less marked than proximity to the sea. 

e have seen that on one side of a line, over which the sun passes, a 
current of air flows from the north-east, and on the other from the 
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south-east, giving rise to the trade winds. These winds ascend 
obliquely, and, according to the views of Dove and others, rise to the 
upper regions of the atmosphere, flow backward towards the poles, 
and, partaking of the rotary motion of the earth, gradually turn to 
the eastward and approach its surface, preducing a series of whirls 
overlapping each other entirely around the globe. Whatever may be 
the cause, however, of the phenomena, Professor Coffin, in his ad- 
mirable paper on the winds of the northern hemisphere, has shown 
that, from the equator to the pole, the whole space is occupied by 
three great belts, or zones, of prevailing wind: the first extends from 
the equator to an average latitude of 35° north, in which the current 
is from the north-east, constantly growing less intense as we approach 
the northern limit; the second is that from 35° to about 60°, the cur- 
rent from the west being more intense in the middle of the belt, and 
gradually diminishing, almost into a calm, on either side ; third, from 
60° to the pole, or, rather, to a point of greatest cold in the Arctic 
regions, the wind is in a northeasterly direction. 

The first of these belts would constitute what is called the trade 
winds, produced, as we have said, by the combined effects of the heat 
of the sun, and the rotation of the earth; the second, is the return 
trade, and the third, the current which would be produced by an 
opposite effect to that of the rarefaction of the air by the sun at the 
equator, namely, the condensation of the air the cold portion of 
the earth. The air should flow out, in every direction, from the cold- 
est point, and, combining its motion towards the south with the rota- 
tion of the earth, it should take a direction from the east to the west, 
or become a northeasterly wind. 

The effects which these currents must have upon the climate of the 
United States will be made clear by a little reflection. The trade 
winds within the tropics, charged with vapor, impinging upon the 
mountainous parts of South America, in their course towards the west, 
will deposit their moisture on the eastern slope, and produce a rain- 
less district on the western side. Again, a lower portion of the Atlan- 
tic and Gulf trade wind will be deflected from these mountains along 
the eastern coast of the United States, and through the valley of the 
Mississippi, as a surface wind, and thus give rise to the moist and 
warm breezes from the south, of our summers, while the principal or 
upper portion of the trade wind, or the return westerly current, sweep- 
ing over the Pacific ocean, and consequently charged with moisture, 
will impinge on the coast range of mountains of Oregon and Califor- 
nia, and, in ascending its slopes, deposit moisture on the western 
declivity, giving fertility and a healthful climate to a narrow strip of 
country bordering on the ocean, and sterility to the eastern slope. 
All the moisture, however, will not be deposited in the passage over 
the first range, but a portion will be precipitated on the western side 
of the next, until it reaches the eastern elevated ridge of the Rocky 
mountain system, where, we think, it will be nearly, if not quite, 
exhausted. East of this ridge, and, as it were, in its shadow, there 
will exist asterile belt, extending in a northerly and southerly direction, 
many hundred miles. The whole country, also, included between the 
eastern ridge of the Rocky mountains and the Pacific ocean, with the 
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exception of the narrow strip before mentioned, will be deficient in 
moisture, and on account of the heat, evolved, as before shown, by the 
condensation of moisture on the ridges, will be at a much higher 
temperature than that due to latitude. This mountain region, and 
the sterile belt east of it, occupy an area about equal to one-third of 
the whole surface of the United States, which, with our present 
knowledge of the laws of nature, and their application to economical 
purposes, must ever remain of little value to the husbandman. 

According to this view, the whole valley of the Mississippi owes 
its fertility principally to the moisture which proceeds from the Gulf 
of Mexico, and the intertropical part of the Atlantic ocean. The 
Atlantic Gulf stream, therefore, as already remarked, produces very 
little effect in modifying the climate of the northern portion of the 
United States; first, on account of the cold polar current which inter- 
venes between it and the shore; and secondly, because of the preva- 
lent westerly wind, which carries the heat and moisture from us, and 
precipitates them on the coast of Europe. 

The influence of the nature of the soil, on the climate of a country, 
may be inferred from its greater or less power to absorb and radiate 
heat, and from its capacity to absorb, or transmit over its surface, the 
water which may fall wpon it in rain, or be deposited in dew. In 
the investigation of this part of the subject, the observations of the 
geologist, and the experiments of the chemist and the physicist, must 
e called into requisition. . 
In regard to the influence of cultivation on the climate of a country, 

much also may be said, though, at first sight, it might appear that 
man, with his feeble powers, could hope to have no influence in modi- 
fying the action of the great physical agents which determine the 
heat and moisture of any extended portions of the globe. But, 
though man cannot direct the winds, nor change the order of the 
seasons, he is enabled, by altering the conditions under which the 
forces of nature operate, materially to modify the results produced; 
for example, removing the forests from an extended portion of coun- 
try exposes the ground to the immediate radiation of the sun, and in- 
creases, in many cases, the amount of evaporation ; in other places, 
it bakes the earth, and allows the water to be carried off to the ocean, 
in freshets, and, in some instances, in destructive inundations. 

Drying extensive marshes, or the introduction of a general system 
of drainage, hasa remarkable influence in modifying the temperature. 
The water, which would evaporate, and, by the latent heat thus ab- 
sorbed, would cool the ground, is suffered to pass through it to the 
drain beneath, and is thus carried off without depriving the earth of 
a large amount of heat, which would otherwise be lost. Besides this, 
the removal of forests gives greater scope to the winds, which are 
hence subjected to less friction in their passage over the earth. 

The whole subject of the removal of forests is one which deserves 
more attention than it has usually received. In the progress of set- 
tlement, it is evident that a great portion of the wooded land of a 
new country must give place to the cleared field, in order that man 
may reap the rich harvest of the cereals, which, in his civilised con- 
dition, are necessaries, as well as luxuries, of life; yet the indiscrimi- 
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nate destruction of the forests is of doubtful propriety. By the judi- 
cious reservation of trees, along the boundaries of certain portions of 
land, in accordance with the known direction of the prevailing wind, 
the climate, both for the production of plants and animals, within a 
restricted portion of the earth, may be ameliorated. While, in some 
parts of the country, the clearing of nearly all the ground is abso- 
lutely necessary for agricultural purposes, in others, it may be pro- 
fitable to allow forests of considerable extent to remain in their pris- 
tine condition. Cases of this kind, however, can only be determined 
by the particular climate of each district of country. 

It is now an established truth, that certain locations are screened 
from miasmatic influence by the intervention of trees. A more gen- 
eral recognition of this fact might add much to the healthfulness of 
locations in other respects highly desirable. 

The solar rays, in passing through the atmosphere, do not heat it 
in any considerable degree, but they heat the earth against which 
they impinge ; therefore, the temperature of the lower stratum of air 
is derived, directly or indirectly, from the soil on which it rests; and 
his temperature, as has been remarked will depend upon whether the 
surface be marshy or dry, clothed with herbage, or covered with sand, 
clay, or an exposed rock. From this fact it is evident, that man has, 
in this particular also, considerable power in modifying the climate 
of portions of the earth; and history furnishes us with many examples 
in which great changes, within human control, have been produced 
in the course of ages. Nineveh and Babylon, once so celebrated for 
their advance in civilisation and opulence, and Palmyra and Balbec, , 
for their magnificence, offer at this day to the traveller the site of 
ruins which attest their past greatness, in the midst of desolation. 
Canaan, described in the Bible as a fertile country, ‘‘flowing with 
milk and honey,’ is now nearly deprived of vegetation, and presents 
a scene of almost uninterrupted barrenness. The climate of these 
countries is undoubtedly modified by the present state of the surface, 
and might again be ameliorated by cultivation, and, were the en- 
croachments of the sands of the desert stayed, by borders of vegeta- 
tion of a proper character. Many parts, even of our own country, 
which now exhibit a surface of uninterrupted sand, may be rendered 
productive, or covered with trees and herbage. 
A series of observations on the progress of temperature below the 

surface, in different parts of the country, and even in different fields 
of the same plantation, would be of value in ascertaining the proper 
time to introduce the seed, in order that it might not be subjected to 
decay by premature planting, or lose too much of the necessary influ- 
ence of summer, by tardy exposure in the ground. This may, per- 
haps, be most simply effected, by burying a number of bottles filled 
with water, at different depths in the ground, say one at the depth 
of 6 inches, another at 12, and a third at 18 inches. These, in the 
course of time, would take the temperature of the earth in which 
they were embedded, and would retain it sufficiently long, unchanged, 
‘o admit of its measurement, by inserting a thermometer into the 
viouth of the bottle. 

No improvement is more necessary, for rendering the art of agricul- 
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ture precise, than the introduction into its processes of the two essen- 
‘ial principles of science, namely, those of weight and of measure. 
All the processes in our manufactories, on a great scale, which were 
‘formerly conducted by mere guesses, as to heat and quantities, are 
now subjected to rules, in which the measure of temperature, and the 
weight of materials, are definitely ascertained by reliable instruments. 
The foregoing are general views as to the great principles which 

govern the peculiarities of climate, and especially that of the United 
States, the truth of which, in reference to our contineat, and the 
modifications to which they are to be subjected, are to be settled by 
observations in the future. 

In order, however, that the science of meteorology may be founded 
on reliable data, and attain that rank which its importance demands, 
it is necessary that extended systems of codperation should be estab- 
lished. In regard to climate, no part of the world is isolated; that 
of the smallest island in the Pacific is governed by the general cur- 
rents of the air and the waters of the ocean. To fully understand, 
therefore, the causes which influence the climate of any one country, 
or any one place, it will be necessary to study the conditions, as to 
heat, moisture, and the movements of the air, of all others. It is evi- 
dent, also, that, as far as possible, one method should be adopted, 
and that instruments affording the same indications, under the same 
conditions, should be employed. 

It is true that, for determining the general changes of temperature, 
and the great movements of the atmosphere of the globe, compara- 
tively few stations of observation, of the first class, are required ; but, 
these should be properly distributed, well furnished with instruments, 
and supplied with a sufficient corps of observers, to record, at all pe- 
riods of the day, the prominent fluctuations. Such stations, however, 
can only be established and supported by the codperation of a combi- 
nation of governments. 
A general plan of this kind, for observing the meteorological and 

magnetical changes, more extensively than had ever before been pro- 
jected, was digested by the British Association, in 1838, in which the 
principal governments of Europe were induced to take an active part; 
and had that of the United States, and those of South America, 
joined in the enterprise, a series of watch-towers of nature would 
have been distributed over every part of the earth. The following 
were the stations of the several observatories established: Those 
of the English government were at Greenwich, Dublin, Toronto, 
St. Helena, Cape of Good Hope, Van Dieman’s Land, Madras, Simla, 
Singapore, and Aden. The Russian observatories were at Boulowa, 
Helsingfors, Petersburg, Sitka, Catherinenburg, Kasan, Barnaoul, 
Nicolaieff, Nertschinsk, Tiflis, and Pekin. Those of Austria were at 
Prague and Milan. In the United States, an observatory was estab- 
lished at Girard College, under the direction of Professor Bache. The 
French government had one at Algiers; the Prussian government, 
one at Breslau; the Bavarian government, one at Munich; and the 
Belgian, one at Brussels. There was one at Cairo, supported by the 
Pasha of Egypt, and one in India, at Travandrum. 

These observatories were established to carry out a series of obser- 
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vations, at the same moment of absolute time, every two hours, day 
and night, (Sunday excepted,) during three years, together with 
observations once every month, continuing 24 hours, at intervals of 
five minutes each. They were all furnished with standard instru- 
ments, and followed instructions adopted by the directors of the 
general system. Operations were commenced in 1839, and, in a num- 
ber of cases, were continued through nine years. The number of sep- 
arate observations amounted to nearly six millions, which required 
at least as much labor for their reduction as any expended in the 
observations themselves. The comparisons of these observations 
are still in progress, and will occupy the attention of the student 
of magnetism and meteorology, for many years to come. The sys- 
tem was established more particularly to study the changes of the 
magnetic needle, and on this subject alone, it has afforded information 
of sufficient importance to repay all the labor and time expended on 
it. It has shown that the magnetic force is scarcely constant from 
one moment to another, that the needle is almost incessantly in mo- 
tion, that it is affected by the position of the sun and moon, and by 
perturbations, connected with meteorological phenomena, of a most 
extraordinary character. 

In regard to meteorology, this system furnished reliable data for 
the great movements of the atmosphere, and the changes in its ther- 
mal and hygrometric condition. But, to obtain a more minute 
knowledge of the special climatology of different countries, it is ne- 
cessary that a series of observations, at a great many places, should 
be continued through a number of years, and at stated periods of the 
day—not as frequent as those of the observations we have mentioned, 
but embracing as many elements, and even adding to these, as new 
facts may be developed, or new views entertained. In many coun- 
tries, accordingly, provision has been made, by their respective gov-° 
ernments, for continued though local systems of this kind. The gov- 
ernment of Prussia appears to have taken the lead in this important 
labor, and its example has been followed by those of Great Britain, 
Russia, Austria, Bavaria, Belgium, Holland, and France. In these 
countries, regular and continuous observations are made, with relia- 
ble instruments, on well-digested plans. 
Though the government of the United States took no part with the 

other nations of the earth, in the great system before described, yet 
it has established and supported for a number of years a partial sys- 
tem of observation at the different military posts of the army. 
Among other duties assigned to the surgeons, at the suggestion of 
Surgeon General Lovell, was that of keeping a diary of the weather, 
pnd of the diseases prevalent in their vicinity. The earliest register 
received, under this regulation, was in January, 1819. The only in- 
struments at first used were a thermometer and wind-vane, to which, 
in 1836, a rain-gauge was added. The observations were made at 
7 a. M. and 9 Pp. M., and the winds and weather were observed 
morning, noon and evening. It is to be regretted that, in 1841, the 
variable hour of sunrise was substituted for that of 7 A. M., since 
the latter admits of an hourly correction which cannot be applied to 
the former, except at the expense of too great an amount of labor. 
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The results of the observations for 1820 and 1821 were published at 
the end of each year; those from 1822 to 1825, inclusive, were issued 
in the form of a volume, by Surgeon General Lovell; those from 
1826 to 1830, and from 1830 to 1842, inclusive, were prepared and 
published in two volumes, under the direction of the present Surgeon 
General, Dr. Thomas Lawson. At the commencement of 1843, an 
extension of the system was made, by the introduction of new instru- 
ments, and an additional observation to the number which had pre- 
viously been recorded, each day, and hourly observations for twenty- 
four hours were directed to be taken at the equinoxes and solstices. 

During the past year, a quarto volume has been published, which 
contains the results of the observations of the thermometer, direc- 
tion and force of winds, clearness of sky, and fall of rain and snow, 
during a period of twelve years, from the first of January, 1843, to 
January, 1855, arranged in monthly tables and annual summaries. 
To these are added consolidated tables of temperature and rain, for 
each separate station, comprising the results of all the thermometric 
observations made by medical officers since 1822, and of all measure- 
ments of rain and snow, since the introduction of the rain-gauge, in 
1836. 

The tabular part of this volume contains the most important re- 
sults of the observations of the Army system of registration, and will 
be considered the most valuable contribution yet made toward a 
knowledge of the climatology of the United States. Truth, however, 
will not permit us to express the same opinion in reference to the iso- 
thermal charts which accompany this volume. These we consider as 
premature publications, constructed from insufficient data, and on a 
principle of projection by which it is not possible to represent cor- 
rectly the relative temperatures in mountainous regions. 

With the learning and zeal for science possessed by the officers of 
the United States Army, and the importance which they attach to 
meteorology, in its connection with engineering and topography, it 
is hoped that this system may be farther extended and improved, 
that each station may be supplied with a eompared thermometer and 
psychrometer, and that, at a few stations, a series of hourly observa- 
tions may be established, for at least a single year. The present Sec- 
retary of War, we are assured, would willingly sanction any propo- 
sition for the improvement of this system, and we doubt not the Sur- 
geon General is desirous of rendering it as perfect as the means at 
his disposal will permit. 
A local system of meteorological observations was established in 

the State of New York, in 1825, and has been uninterruptedly con- 
tinued from that time until the present. Hach of the academies, 
which participated in the literature fund of the State, was furnished 
with a thermometer and rain-gauge, and directed to make three 
daily observations relative to the temperature, the direction of the 
wind, cloudiness, &c. The system was remodelled, in 1850, so as to 
conform to the directions of the Smithsonian Institution, and a con- 
siderable number of the academies were furnished with full sets of 
sompared instruments, consisting of a barometer, thermometer, psy- 
thrometer, rain-gauge and wind-vane. 
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A summary of the results of the observations from 1826 to 1850, 
inclusive, has just been published by the State of New York, under 
the direction of the Regents of the University. They are presented 
in the form of a quarto volume, to which is prefixed a map of. the 
State, showing the direction of the wind, and the position of each. 
station. This volume, the computations for which were mgde by Dr. 
Franklin B. Hough, is also a valuable contribution to meteorology, 
and does much credit to the intelligence and perseverance of those 
who introduced and have advocated the continuance of this system, 
and to the liberality of the State which has so long and so generously 
supported it. 
A system of State observations, in Pennsylvania, was established, 

in 1837. For this purpose, the legislature appropriated $4,000, 
which sum was placed at the joint disposal of a committee of the 
American Philosophical Society and the Franklin Institute. The re- 
sults of this system have not yet been presented to the world, in a 
digested form. 

Another State system was established in Massachusetts, in 1849, 
the records of which have been presented to the Smithsonian Institu- 
tion, and will be published, in considerable detail, either at the ex- 
pense of the State or of the Smithsonian fund. 
A system of meteorological observations was established by the 

Smithsonian Institution, in 1849, the principal object of which was 
to study the storms that visit the United States, particularly during 
the winter months. This system, which has been continued up to 
the present time, was afterwards extended, with a view to collect the 
statistics necessary to ascertain the character of the climate of North 
America, to determine the average temperature of various portions of 
the country, and the variations from this at different periods of the 
year. It was intended to reduce, as far as possible, to one general 
plan, the several systems of observations which had previously been 
established, and to induce others to engage in the same enterprise. 
But it was, in the first place, desirable, in order that the results 
might be comparable with those obtained in other countries, that the 
instruments should be more accurate than those which might be re- 
quisite for the mere determination of the phenomena of storms. 
The institution, therefo:, procured standard barometers and ther 
mometers from London and Paris, and, with the aid of Professor 
Guyot, a distinguished meteorologist, copies of these were made, with 
improvements, by Mr. James Green, a scientific artist of New York, 
A large number of these instruments have been constructed and sold 
to observers. Full sets have been furnished by the Institution to par- 
ties in important positions, and, in some cases, half the cost has 
been paid at the expense of the Smithsonian fund. 
A growing taste having been manifestly created for the study of prao- 

tical meteorology, directions for observations, and a volume of tables 
for their reduction, have been prepared, and widely circulated at the 
expense of the Institution. It has also distributed blanks to all the 
observers of the different systems alluded to, except those of the 
Army, and has received, in return, copies of all the observations 
which have been made. It has, in this way, accumulated a large 
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amount of valuable material, relative to the climate of this country, 
and to the character of the storms to which it is subjected. The com- 
pleteness and accuracy of the observations have also increased from 
year to year; and, by an arrangement which the Institution has now 
made with the Patent Office, it is hoped that the system will be ex- 
tended, and its character improved. 

It being manifest, from the foregoing statements, and from other 
evidences, that much interest is awakened in this country on the sub- 
ject of meteorology, it is hoped that the means may be afforded for 
reducing and publishing the materials which have been and shall be 
accumulated, and that important results to agriculture, as well as to 
other arts, may be hence deduced. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TABLES. 

The numbers given, in the accompanying meteorological tables, are 
mostly those indicating average or mean results. The principle of de- 
ducing general laws from a multiplicity of facts or observations, though 
liable in themselves to error, is of the greatest value in modern 
science. If we observe the temperature of a given place every hour 
in the day, add all the observations into one sum for a year, and 
divide by the number of hours in a year, we shall get the mean annual 
temperature. By this method of observation, we shall ascertain the 
warmest and the coolest hours of each day, and, by repeating the 
same process for a number of years, we shall learn the temperature 
of each hour, eliminated from all perturbations, and in this way 
arrive at truths which could not be obtained by any other means. 
If we examine the individual records, we shall find the warmest time 
to recur, on different days, at different hours. We know, however, 
that, if there were no perturbing influences, the warmest period of» 
the day would be that at which the heat received from the sun is just 
equal to the cooling of the earth by radiation into space. At every 
instant, from the rising of the sun, previous to this, the earth would 
be receiving more heat than it gave off, and hence the temperature 
would constantly increase, until the heating and cooling were equal. 
After this, the earth would give off more heat than it would receive, 
and the temperature would begin to descend. On individual days, 
however, clouds may intervene, or winds of varying temperatures 
and velocities, may prevail, so as to change the hour of maximum 
heat; but, as these are not periodical and governed by recurring 
laws, the probability is that they will act in opposite directions; that 
is, on some days, hasten the maximum period, and on other days 
retard it, and thus, in the course of a year, or several years, neu- 
tralise each other. .The method, therefore, of averages, enables us 
to separate the effects produced by irregular variations from those 
which are due to permanent causes. The latter are called periodic 
variations, while to the former has been given the name of non-peri- 
odic. By continuing the observations for a number of years, in 
ascertaining the temperature at a given place, we find, by the method 
we have explained, a result from which that of the individual years 
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will oscillate, on either side, within certain limits, while, for two sep- 
arate decades of years, it will scarcely differ at all; and this is the 
mean temperature of the place. The same statement may be made 
in regard to the other elements of meteorology, and the result of all 
the observations may be divided into two great classes, periodical and 
non-periodical, though, by a very long series of observations, it may 
happen that a phenomenon, which at first may appear entirely fitful, 
will afterwards prove to be recurring; and, at all events, the non- 
periodic variations are found to be restricted within definite limits, 
the maximum amount of which it is highly necessary to obtain. 

The first element given in the tables is that of the mean height of 
the barometer, from month to month. This is, perhaps, less imme- 
diately essential to the agriculturist than any other meteorological 
element. It is, however, of much importance, in determining the 
progress of storms, and the area over which the commotions of the 
atmosphere, connected with them, are perceptible, though no violent 
disturbances may be observed. For example, if the barometer, on a 
xiven day, is higher or lower than the average for the month, we are 
then convinced that it is subjected to some unusual perturbation; and, 
by drawing a line on a map through all the places at which a given 
amount of disturbance is felt, at a particular time, we are enabled to 
trace the boundary of a storm, and to indicate its progress, develop- 
ment, and end. For this purpose, it is not necessary, even that the 
barometers should be strictly comparable with each other; it is only 
necessary that the results should be comparable among themselves. 
When the barometers have been accurately compared with each other, 
as, for instance, those of Green, of New York, constructed under the 
direction of the Smithsonian Institution, they afford the data for de- 
termining the relative elevation of different places of observation 
above the level of the sea. 

The indications of the barometer, compared with those of the hy~ 
grometer, thermometer, and wind-vane, furnish us with a method 
of predicting changes in the weather. These, however, in many 
cases, will be found to depend upon rules applicable to particular 
places, and which can only be determined by a long series of local 
observations. 

The next element given in the tables is the mean monthly temper- 
ature. By comparing this with the average deduced from a number 
of years’ observations, we are enabled to ascertain the variations of 
each month from the normal temperature of the same month, as 
deduced from a series of years, and to compare the temperature of 
the ‘‘growing’”’ portions of different years with each other. When 
experiments shall have been made upon the amount and distribution 
of heat, necessary to give the best development to particular plants, 
by a table of this kind, we are enabled to select the months best 
suited to their cultivation. Moreover, each plant requires a certain 
amount of heat for its proper growth, though this amount may vary 
considerably in intensity; for example, a comparatively low degree 
ot heat may be compensated by its longer continuance. This rule, 
iowever, is confined within certain limits; for, if the temperature 
sses above a given degree, or falls below a particular point, the vi- 
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tality of the plant may be destroyed. By a well-conducted series of 
experiments and observations, the agriculturist may be enabled te 
determine, without a ruinous series of actual trials, what plant may, 
on the principle of assurance, be safely cultivated in a given place. 

Besides the mean temperature, the extremes are also given, and 
these are of essential importance in determining the variations of 
temperature to which the plant is to be subjected. The length of the 
growing summer in a given year, and in a particular place, may, for 
instance, be measured by the interval which occurs between two kill- 
ing frosts. 

The next element in order, presented in the accompanying tables, 
is that of the moisture ; and this is of much importance in judging 
of the productiveness of different years and different places. Unfor- 
tunately, however, comparatively few observations are regularly 
made on the variations of moisture in the atmosphere, in the United 
States. It is to be hoped that our returns for another year will indi- 
caté an increased number of the stations where valuable observations 
of this kind are taken. The figures in the tables do not indicate the 
actual amount of water, for example, in a cubic foot of air, but the frac- 
tional part of the whole amount necessary to produce entire satura- 
tion ; thus, if saturation is represented by 100, 57 indicates that this 
number of parts of water is contained in the air, or that it is a little 
more than half saturated. We are obliged to adopt this method of 
representation, because the relative moisture and dryness of the air 
depend upon the temperature, and not on the absolute quantity, of 
vapor present. Thus, air at 32°, which contains as much water as it 
can hold, or, in other words, is saturated, would, by heating, become 
exceedingly dry, though containing absolutely the same amount of 
water. The relative dryness is indicated by the complement of the 
numbers in the table, and consequently may be found by subtracting 
these numbers from 100. The state of our feelings is much more af- 
fected by the moisture of the atmosphere than by the temperature, 
and the sensation called ‘‘closeness’’ is principally due to the great 
amount of humidity, or, in other words, to the diminution of the dry- 
ness of the air, which prevents evaporation from the surface of the 
body, and its attendant cooling effects. A series of observations on 
the relative humidity, in the regions west of the Mississippi, and the 
northern portions of the middle part of our continent, in connexion 
with the different winds, would be highly interesting, in determining 
the source of the vapor in these regions, as well as settling definitely 
the fact in regard to their average productiveness. 

Another element, intimately connected with the moisture in the 
air, is, the amount of rain and snow, particularly the former. Be- 
sides the whole amount which falls during a year, it is necessary to 
know the relative quantity which falls in different months. A large 
amount of rain may fall at once, and a greater relative proportion of 
it will, before the earth can have time to be fully saturated, be carried 
off, through the streams of creeks and rivers, and thus do much less, 
n the way of fertilising the earth, than if the same amount were dis- 
wibuted over a longer period. 
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The indications of the rain, as of the other elements, would be 
more interesting, could they be compared with the average amount 
deduced from a series of observations made through a number of 
years. 

The direction of the wind, as well as the amount of cloudiness and 
sunshine, besides being of much importance in determining the me- 
teorological elements of the climate of a country, are of interest to the 
farmer, in comparing them with the other elements with which it is in- 
timately connected, and thus deducing rules for the prognostication 
of the weather. 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at ALEXANDRIA, Virginia; Latitude, 
38° 49’ N.; Longitude, 77° 47 W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide water, 56 feet. 
Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Benjamin HALLOWELL. 

= 

Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.|June.| July.| Aug. | Sep. | Oct. | Nov.| Dec.| 2 
1854. 5 

Barometer, mean inches. 30.15 29.97] 29.96 20.95 30.02 mone 30.10 apa! 29.93 30.09/90.03 
30.5 30.62] 30.26 30.24) 30.20] 30.25| 30.52) 30.49) 30.53} 30.64 

ers bee extremes... J 20.36 29.39] 29.74| 29.59] 29.86| 29.80] 29.53] 29.50] 29.3% 29.44 
Thermometer, mean...... 35.74 51.87| 67.05) 14.37 80.83 78.17 71.30 57.3 44.72| 32.19/56.47 

57.23 70.00} 76.50] 86.80] 89.80] 90.30] 87.70} 73.33) 60.50| 45.00 
Thermometer, extremes } 21.83 33.00| 50.17] 61.20] 69.00 65.30| 52.00} 39.66) 28.31} 19. 
Psychrometer, mean...... 73.00 70.00} 65.00) 65.00) 75.00)....-.|.--+- 76.00) 74.00) 79.00; 
pt Edniperakes sy ¢ [100.00 91.00] 96.00|100.00)......|. 100.00}100.00}100, 
BF eee ee yt 51.00 23.00) 39.00! 23.00]..--..|--2... 33.00] 28.00) 00. 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches..| 30.09) 29.99) 29.95) 30.02) 29.97) 29.91) 30.00) 30.04) 30.10) 30.00) 30.11) 30. 
ee 30.80] 30.33] 30.47). 30.36] 30.25 30.20| 30.28) 30.35] 30.35] 30.30| 30.43] 30.6 
arometer, extremes... 4 | 99°33) 99.57] 29.36] 29.43] 29.61] 29.57| 29.80] 29.73] 29.76] 29.63) 29.47| 29.151 

Thermometer, mean...... 34.94| 26.69] 39.17] 54.87] 64.16} 71.20| 77.92] 73.80] 69.09] 51.89] 48.23| 37.47] 54.11 
i ; 50.67] 46.00] 55.30] 77.70| 77.70] 87.33} 86.33) 80.00] 82.00] 65.67| 62.33) 55.67} 

ermometer, extremes. 4 | 93.67) 14.00] 25.00] 36.00] 48.00] 58.33] 64.33) 63.00| 55.00| 38.00) 35.00] 19.00 
Psychrometer, mean...... 82,00| 81.00] 77.00] 76.00} 68.00) 79.00] 80.00} 83.00} 85.00} 86.00 88.00) 86.00) 81.00 

it 100.00|100.00|100.00|100-00|100.00)100.00|100.00|100.00|100.00|100.00!100.00}100.00 
Peyehrometer, extremes. | 00,00} 26.00} 30.00) 18.00 32.00) 42.00} 53.00) 53.00} 63.00) 57.00 55.00] 06.00 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made near ANN ARBOR, Michigan; Latitude, 
42° 15” N.; Longitude $3° 307 W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and 

Observer, L. Wooprorr. at 2 and 9 P.M. 

1854. 

Thermometer, extremes. { He 

1855. 
‘Thermometer, mean...... 

Thermometer, extremes } 

| 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at AMHERST, Massachusetts; Latitude, 
42° 227 15'\ 6 N.; Longitude, 72° 317 28". W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 
267 feet. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. 

Observer, Professor, C. S. Snail 

Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.|May. jJune. July. |Aug. |Sept. |Oct. |Nov. |Dec. 

Barometer, mean inches, | 29,81] 29.80) 29.66) 29.73| 29.60) 20.67, 29.76) 29.76| 20.84) 29,83, 29.60) 29.68 29.74 
30.43] 30.12) 30.33) 30.11] 29.98, 29.99, 30.11) 30.24) 30.24! 30.27] 30.5 

Barometer, extremes...) | 59°18) 99°17] 28.89] 29.25] 29.34] 29.37) 29.49] 29.49] 29.40] 29.16) 28.92) 28 69) 
Thermométer, mean.....- 99,36] 21.97] 30.47) 43.07| 57.27] 66.80! 74.23) 68.80| 63.27] 51.51) 39.82) 22.9346.81 

40.23) 38.67| 52.00| 59.66) 69.33) 76.70) 85.16) 78.90| 77.80| 66.00) 60.27, 38.30 
Thermometer, extremes. | 93°59) 04.63) 19-47) 30.00] 37.80] 53.60] 68:70| 60.70] 43.80) 37.20 22.67, 02.3 
Psychrometer, mean ...... 85.00] 71.00] 81.00) 73.00) 74.00) £0.00, 77.00] 71.001 #9.00! 84.00) 186.00) 91.00 20.00 

¢ |100.00/100.00|100.00)100.00/ 100.00) 100.00) 100.00} 100.00)100.00)100.00) 100.00'100.0 
Re een eed | ad 51.00! 54.00} 19.00| 19.00| 36.00) 37.00 31.00] 21.00} 40.00| 43.00} 41.00) 36.0 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.83) 29.66 29.62| 29.74] 29.69| 29.64) 29.77] 29.82] 29.85] 29.66) 29.81] 29.82'29.74 
30.66 30.15) 30.14] 30.06] 30.04] 29.95) 30.09] 30.15| 30.18} 30.12) 30.22) 30.3 

ai eae extremes... § 28.76| 29.29| 29.04| 28.80 29.30] 29.13] 29.50) 29.23) 29.40] 99.99) 29,13) 28.6 
Thermometer, mean,....- 27.72| 19.88] 31.53] 43.83] 56.63} 64.84| 71.22| 65.75) 60.19| 49.61] 38.49| 28.12:46.4 

41,33] 38.33] 44.20] 62.00] 70.30| 84.67) 81.67| 74.07| 74.90] 65.33) 53.70| 40.50 
Thermometer, extremes. } | 11°99] 08.00] 19.00] 22.30] 40.80] 53.67| 58.33) 53.57| 45.90| 38.67, 25.20| 09.0 
scyehrometer, mean..... 90.06) 90.00] 79.00} 78.00] 65.00) 80.00) 86.06) 81.00) 80.00) 86.00) 81.00] 84.00:82. 

100.00}100.00|100.00|100.00!100.00' 100.00 100.00}100.00,100.00/100.00 100.00 ty 

res 

3 i] © 

Reychrometer, extremes. ) 54.00| 50,00] 33.00} 26.00| 22.00) 36.00 48.00} 31.00) 45.00] 42.00, 43,00] 41. 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at AUGUSTA, Illinois; Latitude, 40° 127 N.; 
Longitude, 90° 45” W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9, 
P.M. Observer, Dr. S. B. Mzap. 

ane | 

, rs 
an. |Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.|June.| July.| Aug. | Sept.) Oct. | Nov. | Dec. 

1854. gs 

Thermometer, mean,.....| 21.03 57.51 39.53 30.93)33.20 
51,00 71.33} 56.00) 47.06 

Thermometer, extremes. 3 | 09 'g¢ 41.33| 23.33) 15.0 

1855. 
Thermometer, mean...... 26.96 53.07) 42.17) 24.00:59.60 

67.00] 59.33) 51.67 
33.00} 22.67) 06.0 

60.00 
Thermometer, extremes. § 02.00 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at ATHENS, Illinois; Latitude, 39° 527 N.; 
Longitude, 89° 56”. W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 
P.M. f Observer, Jorn Hatta 

ye a Sa aa aT CD | EE) LLL i 

q Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.| July. | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. z 
Fr 1854. Ss < 

1 Re ee | a ee ee eS ee ee ee | ee 

bye ate mean...... 23,01| 34.63] 44.00] 55.47] 66.32| 72.80! 79.80] 79.30] 73.57| 59.71] 41.06] 32.97/55.22 
51.33] 56.33] 67.00] 77.67| 78.00] 85.70| 99.00] 88.70] 85.30] 74.33] 58.33] 51.6 

Thermometer, extremes. { 00.03| 17.66] 29.00] 27.67| 50.67| 52.70) 70.60] 66.30| 57.00] 44.33) 25.33) 15.67) ~. | 
1855. 

jThermometer, mean...... ape onan 35.23] 60.30) 64.90; 69.94) 78.97, 
59.67] 43.67| 56.00| 81.70| 85.00] 84.67| 89.3 

|Thermometer, extremes. } 03.33| 02.33) 15.70| 36.00| 46.00| 52.33) 70. 

75.57) 72.31) 52.21) 44.11) 26.76,52.5! 
87.33] 81.67] 68.33] 63.00) 52.6 
62.00) 58.00) 35.00) 25.00} 07. 

i] Te ee as 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at BALDWINSVILLE, New York; Latitude, 
43° 4’ N.; Longitude, 76° 41” W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation,7 A. M., and at 
2and 9 P.M. Observer, Jonny BowMan. 

_ 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.|June.| July.}| Aug. |Sept. | Oct. |Noy. | Dec, 

Thermometer, mean.,.....| 24.10) 21.90} 32.28) 41.42) 56.17] 66.20] 72.40] 67.90] 61.53} 51.72] 37.27 
§ | 44.33) 37.67| 48.33] 58.00] 68.33] 76.30] 81.00] 78,00] 79.00] 63.20| 51.66 

Thermometer, extremes.) | 94°99) 8.67] 17.67| 26.00| 33.67| 55.00] 64.60| 58.70] 45.00] 36.20] 25.00 
1855. 

Thermometer, mean......| 26.57| 16.80] 29.10} 43.07) 54.20] 61.24] 69.31] 65.68} 60.12} 47.53} 39.82 
t (| 42.00) 33.67) 43.00} 63.30} 70.70] 81.00] 79.33] 73.67] 76.67] 61.00] 54.33 

Thermometer, extremes.) | ¢'¢7| 16,67] 13.30| 20.00, 38.70] 47.33] 59.00} 54.33] 44.00] 34.33] 22.67 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at AUSTIN, Texas; Latitude, 30° 20% Ng 
Longitude, 97° 46% W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 
P.M. Observer, Dr. S. K. Jenninesm 

Bn 4 ‘ | a 

Les 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May./June, July.) Aug. Sept.| Oct. } Nov.| Dec. & 

v | 

Thermometer, mean......| 47.45] 54.47] 65.41] 66.88| 72.86] 78.53 80.50} 81.93 77.83] 70.77] 57.22] 46.68|66.71 
i 69.66] 68.33] 76.33) 78,67] 83.00] 86.70 83.60] 84.70 83.70] 78.60] 68.66] 60.00 

Thermometer, extremes. } 23.33) 35.33) 48.00} 51.00} 64.33} 71.00 75.30] 75.00 68.70| 62.00} 40.00) 28.33 
Psychrometer, mean...... 75.00 mp: bpd 53.00} 74.00} 67.00 65.00; 66.00 73.00) 74.00) 77.00) 76.00/70. 

: 6 ;100,00}100.00]100.00!100.00|100.00}100.00 100.00/100.00 100.00}100.00{100.00|100.00 
Paychrometer, extremes. ) | 54'99| 93.00] 25.00| 13.00| 22.00) 31.00 31.00] 31.00 29.00| 33.00] 10.00] 16.00 

1855. 
Thermometer, mean...... 49.38] 47.94| 56.80] 71.13] 77.93] 78.14, 80.11] 80.80, 78,13] 63.69) 58.89] 54.47 66.39 

64.33] 64.67] 77.00| 77.70| 83.00] 83.33! 83.00] 87.33, 82.33] 76.00} 76.67] 70.0 
Thermometer, extremes. } 26.67| 28.67} 40.00] 53.30] 68.00] 69.00! 74.00] 73.33 70.00] 44.67] 45.33 i133" 
Psychrometer, mean....... 70.00] 76.00| 68.00] 68.00] 66.00 65.00) 65.00} 65.00, 72.00] 74.00] 72.00} 75.00 80.00 
cacti extremes, § |100-00{100.00}100.00 100.00] 100.00|100,00|100.00 100.00 100.00}100.00}100.00/100.00) 
aychrometer, extremes.) | 9.00] 18.00} 0.00} 22.00] 27.00] 31.00} 31.00| 27.00) 37.00) 12.00] 0.00 7.0 

| 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at BELOIT, Wisconsin, Latitude 42° 307 N.; 
Longitude, 89° 4” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide water, 750 feet. Hours of 
observation, 7 A. M.,and at 2and 9 P.M. Observers, 8. P. Larurop, Professor W. Porrar, 
and others. 

} 

| = 
{ eo 

| +m 1854 . =| Jan.| Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.|June.| July.| Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. S 

= 4 
'Barometer, mean inches...} 29.20] 29.19] 29.12] 29.12} 29.03] 29.11] 29.20] 29.21] 29.94] 29.96 29.02! 29.19| 29.16} 
iB cai 29.76| 29,66] 29.99] 29.68] 29.37] 29.49] 29.41} 29.41] 29.66] 29.63] 29.83] 99.48}. 
;Barometer, ex ; 28.601 28.61} 28.59} 28.61) 28.35, 28.83) 28.96; 29,05) 28.93; 28.52! 28.40) 28.52). 
[eneneDneste MEAN sas « gsi ras aes era pa aed ee bes 9 ge 53.70) 34.28) 24.38} 49. 

E 135) 55. .00| 74.00} 8 7.00] 82. .30| 64.00] 50.33| 37.33 i 
ermometer, extremes.) | “g.99/ 5.36) 23.33) 28.00] 45.00| 46.70] 65.30] 62.00) 48.00] 38.33] 20.00| 10,00 

1855. 
‘Barometer, mean inches...| 29.16] 29.23} 29.11] 29.18] 29.20] 29.09) 29.16| 29.22} 29.24} 29.18} 29.20] 29.19] 29.1 
ip as 29,81] 29.68} 29,62] 29.66] 29.53] 29.44] 29,32! 99.54] 29.39] 29.45] 29.63] 29.69 

arometer, extremes. 28.64 28.66] 28.37) 28.87] 28.78] 28.65} 28.83] 28.93] 29.00] 28.80) 28.60) 28.29) 
Thermometer, mean....... ened 13.98 bat nas 60.03] 65.19] 72.27] 68.79] 66.42] 45.16] 38.51) 22.07] 45. 

51.67| 35.00} 41.70] 74.00] 81.00} 80.33] 87.00] 81.33} 76.33] 63.67] 60.00] 50.67 
(Thermometer, extromes. | 2,33] 3.33] 8.30] 26.30] 39.00] 48.33] 60.00} 56.67| 48.67| 30.67] 21.33] 9,33 
J 
} va 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at BATTLE CREEK, Michigan, Latitude 4® 
20’ N.; Longitude 85° 1” W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 
9 Ba Ms Observer, Dr. W. M. CampBeti. 

el ee 

3 i | rs 
by 1854. Jan. | Feb. ; Mar. }April.} May. |June. | July.| Aug.}Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. E 

~ sain, Calusa Bote ots ba z 
hermomete1, mean...... 2.2 26.11] 38.97] 47.27} 56:17| 71.03] 78.90] 74.07} 68.53] 55.06 38.30 25.84/50 

: .66| 40.67} 55.67] 71.33] 76.00] 87.30] 90.00] 87.70} 88.30} 67.20} 52.33] 39.53 
Thermometer, extremes. § 1.00} 8.67] 20.00} 27.33] 43.00} 53.00] 63.00] 61.70] 53.30] 40.20] 27.00] 9.00 

1855. 
Thermometer, mean...... 25.84 18.92] 31.40] 51.40} 60.90] 66.14] 73.61] 70.47] 66.50] 47.52] 41.52] 27.05/48.44 

52.67 51.00 '67| 40.33| 47.00] 72.70| 77.30] 86.00| 87.33] 82.67| 81.00| 63.67| 59.67 Thermometer, extremes. } 6.33] 2. ‘ : : 8°67 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at BRANDON, Vermont, Latitude 43° 457 
N.; Longitude 73° 8’ W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, TA. M.,, and at 2 and 9 
Pp. M. Observer, Davip BucKLAND. 

{ \ a 

*y 1854, Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June.| July. |; Aug.| Sept.] Oct. | Nov. | Dec. g 

Lt < 

Thermometer, mean..... .| 20.78] 17.92} 29.12! 39.02) 57.64] 63.73) 72.87) 67.20) 59.47) 50.98 37.01) 17.77| 44.46), 
§'| 45.50] 36.00] 48.00| 55.60| 70.67] 72.50| 82.90| 78.20] 79.00| 67.00] 55.67| 38.00 

| Thermometer, extremes.» | 5/67} 5.60| 14.13| 23.00] 28.67| 58.00] 64.30] 60.30! 47.30] 39.00) 19.84) 11.0 
1855. 

Thermometer, mean......| 25.63) 17.53] 27.80] 42.70] 55.63] 62.72] 70.70] 65.35] 58.62) 47.47| 35.06] 26.04! 44.60 
43.00] 36.33) 46.70} 60.30| 71.70] 83.16] 82.34] 75.00] 75.67] 68.33) 52.67] 41.33 

Thermoweser, extremes. } 1.50} 17.83} 14.00] 18.00} 44.30] 51.00] 59.83) 52.00] 42.17] 35.00] 17.00] 1.5 

Summary of Meteorological Observations made at BLOOMFIELD, New Jersey; Latitude 40° 
49’ N.; Longitude 74° 117 W. from Greenwich; Elevation above ‘tide-water 120 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2and 9 P. M. Observer, Ropert L. Coox. 

oe | { a 

F 1855. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. {spain May.| June.| July. | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. a 

< 4 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.94] 29.90) 29.80] 29.87] 29.81] 29.79] 29.88) 29.86] 29.95| 29.94) 29.72) 29.85/29.86 
30,44} 30,42} 30.21} 30.52} 30.21} 30.11} 30.05] 30.17} 30.39) 30.32) 30.35) 30.61 

Barometer, extremes... f 29.00} 29.34] 29.20] 29.39] 29.40} 29.49} 29.70} 29.57} 29.50} 29.29 29.01) 28.91 
Thermometer, mean...... 28.22| 29.93) 37.48} 46,72] 61.54] 68.83) 75.90} 72.53) 66.23) 55.65) 43,05] 27.71/51.15 

49.00] 45.00} 62.67| 61.00] 70.50) 77.30} 87.00] 85.20] 84.70] 70.00) 62.50| 41.33 
Thermometer, extremes, { 14.66, 16.00) 20.17] 29.33] 45.67| 57.30] 60-30] 60.50) 47.50 41.50| 27.00! 8.17 
Psychrometer, mean......{ 76.00] 75.00 68.00| 72.00] 73.00] 80.00 76.00} 72.00} 77.00| 81.00) 73.00] 78.00|75.00 

‘ : 100,00}100.00} 96.00/100.00} 97.00|100,00100.00] 98.00} 97.00}100.00| 98.00|100.00 
Psychrometer;, extremes; ; 40.00} 34.00) 23,00} 49.00] 25.00} 28.00} 40.00} 33.00} 30.00] 39.00) 39.00] 28.00 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches, .| 29.91} 29.76} 29.74) 29.85; 29.80/ 29.73) 29.84) 29,92} 29.95) 29.76) 29.93) 29.90/29.84 
pata eek 30.66} 30.21} 30.22} 30.19] 30.13) 30.02| 30.15] 30.38] 30.23) 30.22) 30.29) 30.40 

as vee} 28.95] 29.40} 29.22) 29.05] 29.43] 29.30] 29.60] 29.35] 29.55] 29.27] 29.96] 29.04 
Thermometer, mean..,... 31.90 23.69 85 47 46.57 59.23 67.13 75.21| 69.48) 64.77 51.65 45.07} 36.77|50.58 

44,16] 37.17} 46.50} 68.00| 73.30) 85.33] 86.50| 78.33] 80.67) 67.83] 56.83, 47.67 
Thermometer, extremes. } 16.17} 2.67] 24.20) 31.80) 40.00) 57.83) 63.66) 57.00] 52.50) 43,00] 30.16] 28.33 
Psychrometer, mean......} 80.00} 74.00} 66.00} 70.00 66.00] 77.00} 81.00! 77.00] 77.00| 77.00] 73.00) 71.00)74.00 

100.00] 95.00} 95.00} 97.00] 97.00] 97.00] 98.00] 98.00|100.00| 97.00] 97.00 =. 

(Ee ee ess eS ee 

Payehrometer, extremes. } 42.00] 17.00} 22.00} 12.00} 22.00! 35.00! 42.00] 32.00! 34.00) 17.00] 37.00] 25.0 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at BURLINGTON, Vermont, Latitude 44° 
29% N.; Longitude 73° 117 W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water 346 feet. 
Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Professor Z. Tompson. 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.! May.|June.| July.} Aug.| Sep. | Oct. Nov: | Dee: 

Barometer, mean inches..| 29.61| 29.72] 29.44| 29.62 29.55| 29.55| 29.61| 29.60] 29.67| 29.671 29.441 99.55129.59 
Bashineter: exueies 30.28} 30.29} 29.98} 30.17] 29.93] 29.92] 29.87} 29.90] 30.08] 30.06 30.17] 30.35 

2 © ***) | 98.73] 29.06! 28.73} 29.13] 29.21) 29.35] 29.32] 29.27) 29.13] 29.00] 28.74] 28.73 
Thermometer, moan......| 19.59] 16.55] 30.53! 40.04] 60.04 66.10 76.27| 71.83} 61.10| 51.54] 37.68 18,88/45.85 

41.66] 41.67) 47.00| 54.00| 72.67] 73.70) 85.00| 79.00] 81.70] 67.67| 56.67| 38.67 
hermometer, extremes } | “z'33] "3/671 14°00} 27,00] 28.67| 55.30] 67.301 61.00 43,30} 41.33] 20.00] 14.33 

Psychrometer, mean...... 60. 00 55.00 63.00] 61.00! 62. 00 69. 00 65.00 36.00 69.00] 70.00] 68.00] 60. 0063.00 
100.00'100.00} $0.00:100,00| 91.00:100.00| 86.00! 89.00] 94.00/100.00|100.00!100. 

Perea area 0.00| 0.00} 8.00} 9.001 26.00] 27.00) 35.00! 18.00] 36.00] 29.00] 41.00] 0.00 

Barometer, mean inches.. pe: pi 29.56) 29.49} 29.59) 29.62} 29.49} 29.66) 29.69] 29.75] 29.56) 29.71 Pe eas 
30.49| 30.01| 30.07] 29.94] 29.92] 29.88] 29.91] 30.05! 30.07! 30.03) 30.13| 30.21 

Barometer, extremes... | 28,65| 29.15| 28:77| 98,80| 99.93| 99.05) 99:39 99:10) 29,39) 99:07! 98.97] 98.56 
Thermometer, mean...... 25.08 16. 28.40) 43.63] 57.30 64.56 72.46| 66.79] 60.62| 49.45] 36.39 cals 

: .33} 43.70] 65.00) 74.30| 84.60] 82.33] 77.00] 77.67] 66.67] 52.67] 45. 
‘Thermometer, extremes ) | “9 ¢7| 19.00) 19. 46.00] 54.67| 64.67] 53.33] 43.33] 35.00] 17.00] 0.67 
sychrometer, mean...... 66.00 or. 00 62.00] 59.00) 51.00| 72.00] 74.00| 73.00| 73.00! 70.00! 70.00 159, 00/66.00 

100.00} 100.00|100.00} 100.00/100.00!100.00/1.00.00}100.00/109.00|100.00) 100.00 
Psychrometer, extremes. ) | “9.99| 0.00| 4.00] 9.00| 92.00] 35.00) 42.00] 38.00] 43.00] 19.00] 37.00| 0.00 | 

eN~n~a” 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at BURLINGTON, New Jersey; Latitude, 
40° N.; Longitude, 75° 12” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 26 feet. 
Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Rev. A. Frost. 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June.| July.} Aug.| Sep. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. 

-—- |- ——- |- ——- |- ——— | - —___-|- ——_ 

Barometer, mean inches..| 30.13) 30. 29.91] 29.76] 29.81) 29.84] 29.91] 30.04] 29.89 
30.58} 30. 30.26] 30.05] 30.02} 30.17] 30.33) 30.40) 30.50 

Barometer, extremes...) | 99/591 99. 29,67| 29.45 29.57} 29.59] 29.58} 29.25 
Thermometer, mean 30.36] 32.25 63.50] 71.10] 76.87) 72.90} 68.03) 57.56) 44.42 
Th tes: xtreme $1 Dono3} 45. 73.00) 79.70] 87.00] 82.70] 86.30) 72.00} 63.00 
ESS St 17.33} 20. 48.00] 56.30} 70.00] 62.70] 50.70} 39.33] 30.33 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches. .} 30.10) 29. 29,89) 29.89} 29.98} 30.04) 30.08] 29.92) 30.07 

30.78} 30. : .32] 30.16] 30.15] 30.23) 30.33) 30.32} 30.24] 30.35 
Barometer, extremes... } 29,27] 29.6 29,59] 29,60] 29.80} 29.59] 29.70] 29.50] 29.50 
Thermometer, mean......| 33.40) 25. 61.67| 70.50) 76.72) 71.60) 67.10) 54.42) 45.79 

48.33] 47. 77.70| 86.93] 87.33] 80.67] 82.00] 72.00] 60.33 
Thermometer, extremes | 21. i 43.00 60.00 62.67 53.33} 39.00) 31.33 

wmmary of Meteorological Observations, made at CANTON, New York; Latitude, 44° 38” N.; 
Longitude, 76° 15’ W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 304 feet. Hours otf 
observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. ** Observer, E. W. Jounson. 

i 

gr 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.|June.| July. | Aug.| Sep. | Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29,46] 29,52) 29.33] 29,45] 29.40] 29.38) 29.47] 29.43] 29,52/ 29.47| 29 24] 29, 40/29.49) 
diese 30.10} 30.07] 29.82] 29.98] 29.78] 29.73] 29.71] 29.66] 29.92] 29.89] 30.00) 30.15 

Barometer, extremes...) | 99°55] 98.86] 98.96| 98.91] 29.13] 29-07] 29.20] 99.19} 29.08) 28.65] 298.53] 28.73 
hermometer, mean...... 16.47] 15.38] 28.31] 40.21] 59.03} 67.00] 75.67] 70.70] 61.13] 51.10] 37.00] 15.97/44, 

; 46.67) 36.67) 48.00] 56.30] 78.67| 78.30] 85.30] 80.70] 83.30] 66.70] 51.00] 40. } 
hermometer, extremes 5 | 19°67 7,00] 12.67| 24.00| 29.67] 54.70] 68.00| 57.70] 44.00| 30.70) 14.00] 17.33 i, 

1855. 
‘Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.43} 29.39] 29.26] 29. 40] 29.43] 29.30] 29.43] 29.45] 29.52] 29,33] 29. 45| 29.37/29.4 
| 30.97] 29.87] 29.91] 29.81] 29.70] 29.66] 29.66] 29.83] 29.82] 99.79] 29.89] 29.94 
Barometer, extremes... § 28.56] 28.97] 28.63] 28.85] 29.13} 98.82] 29.17] 28.85] 29.08] 28.86] 28.70) 28.33 
hermometer, mean...,..| 23.34] 12.42) 26.27) 42.67| 58.30) 63.30] 72.45] 67.23] 50.65) 48.17] 36.17] 25.46|44.62 

b 48.00| 34.33] 46.00] 63.00} 77.30] 81.67| 80.33] 80.67| 78.33] 64.67| 51.33] 45.33 
Thermometer, extremes) | 6 §7/ 97.00! 6.70] 18.00] 44.30] 50.67] 62.00] 52.00! 41.00] 33.00] 14.33] 7. 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at CAMDEN, South Carolina; Latitude, 34° 
17’ N.; Longitude, 80° 33” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 275 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observers, THoRNTON CARPENTER, 

J. A. Youne. : 

Jan. | Feb.| Mar. |April.| May.|June.| July. | Aug.| Sep. } Oct. | Nov. | Dec. 1854. 

29.87| 29.83) 29.81 
30.48) 30.33) 30.27) 30.38] 30.05 

Barometer, extremes... } 29.36] 29.41] 29.44) 99:39] 29.60 
Thermometer, mean...... 46.31) 49.84] 61.27] 60.83) 72.97 

t 45.16) 66.76} 78.90} 77.20) 81.47 
Thermometer, extremes. » | +35'67| 32:43] 44.77] 41.60| 63.47 

Psychrometer, mean......| 7 

Psychrometer, extremes. ; 25, 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.96) 29.88 ane. 29,93) 29.85 

ir 30. 30.19} 30.10 
Barometer, extremes...- ) | 99.53) 99.41] 29,42} 29.54| 29.5 
Thermometer, mean...... 45.42) 41.16] 52.27! 65.87} 71.60 
Siidtinombtdr."extee mes§ 60.33] 54.33) 72.60} 86.70] 83.30 

? 29.67) 28.00} 31.30} 48.00} 59.70 75,00) 66.67) 65.67 43.00 

Psychrometer, mean...... oe ene cnn ae 64.00 i 72.00) 75.00) 74.00) 71.00 
100. -00:100. 4.00|100.00!100.00) 95.00) 95.00) 95,00/100.00 

Psychrometer, extremes. § 44.00] 43.00! 44.00] 27.00 

| |! i ' Fell at j 1 

Barometer, mean inches.. 

29.78] 29.73} 29.37| 29.53 
82.47| 79.43 aod 62.31 
87.30] 86.80} 84.00] 76.34 
74.50| 73,00! 62.00) 49.67 
73,00| 77.00} 81.00| 73.00 

43.00) ages 42.00) 26.00) 23, 

29.90) 29.88] 29.93} 29.85) 
30.10) 30.11) 30.16; 30.19) 
29.71) 29.64] 39.68} 29,48) 
81.55] 79.84] 77.12) 59.40 
85.33} 85.33) 84.33) 74.67 

enn 

iJ) = ES © s co 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at CEDAR KEYS, Florida; Latitude, 29° 8 
N.; Longitude, 83° 3 W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, ees M., and at 2 and 9 
P.M, Observer, Jupce A. STEELE 

3 
1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June.| July.| Aug.| Sep. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. E 

a 

Thermometer, mean...... 58,64| 60.72| 69.07] 67.28| 78.07} 82.00| 84.37] 82.90] 82.03] 73.69| 58.67] 54.96|71.03 
69.33] 69.00| 73.67| 75.67| 82.00] 87.00 88.00| 88.30] 85.70) 79.60] 72.33] 64.67 

PStermonie ter) extremes. | 46.66] 48.00| 58.67| 52.33| 68.33) 70.30| 79.70| 76.00] 76.70] 71:33] 47.00] 41.33 
1855. 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.97| 29.92} 29.90) 29.96) 29.85] 29.92] 29.93] 29.89] 29.90] 29.88) 29.89) 29.93}29.91 
30.30] 30.22) 30.23] 30.13) 30.01} 30.04] 30.05] 30.03| 30.04 30.09] 30.07] 30.30 

Barometer, extremes... | 29,52| 29.68) 29.66] 29.65| 29.67| 29.83] 29.84) 29.79] 29.79] 29.69] 29.58) 28.91 
Thermometer, mean...... 57.44| 52.13] 59.90] 69.40| 74.93] 80.75| 80.54) 82.07] 80.62) 69.11| 69.48] 60.99|69.78 

66.00] 62.00] 71.30] 75.00) 82.50] 83.33| 83.33) 85.00] 84.00) 80.67| 76.33] 67.67 
Thermometer, extremes. | 40.67| 40.00) 42.70| 59.00] 68.30] 77.00] 76.33] 74.23] 76.33] 49.33] 54.33] 49.67 

Stanmiary of Meteorological Observations, made at CARMEL, Maine; Latitude, 44° 477 N.; 
Longitude, 69° W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide water, 175 feet. Hours of obser 
vation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Joun J. Bele 

aj 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June.| July.| Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec 2 
S 
< 

‘Barometer, mean inches..} 29.64] 29.68) 29.55) 29.60) 29.62) 29.50} 29.60) 29.65) 29.67) 29.75] 29.48) 29.54/29.61 

‘Barometer, extremes... } 28.94] 28.94] 28.83] 29.19] 29.01] 29.17] 29.99) 29.33] 28.94] 28.77| 28.94] 28.46 
"Thermometer, mean......| 10.42] 9.87| 27.00| 36.65] 55.07| 65.43] 73.87| 62.67| 57.57 45.63| 36.26 14.29/41.23 

‘Thermometer, extremes } 19.68| 12.83| 16,00| 19-00] 97-00] 52.30| 66.00] $4.70] 31.50] 35.00] 18.67] 14.00 

awe ee inches. .| 29.66] 29.49] 29.43] 29.54] 29.55] 29.48] 29.62) 29.74) 29.68] 29.56] 29.69] 29.65|29.59 

‘Barometer, extremes, .. {| 55'¢9| 9-0s| 28 81| 28.39] 20.91| 28.90] 29.34) 99-46] 29°20] 99.051 28.97] 2862 
"Thermometer, mean......) 21.64] 12.63) 26.30] 38.33| 52.97] 61.40] 70.10] 62.18) 55.88) 47.86) 32.43) 22.17/41.99 

aemoncie exewen {| 48 S32) se] ea] ses EO Og] se Sty 8 a 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at CONCORD, New Hampshire; Latitude, 
43° 12/ N.; Longitude, 71° 297 W. from Greenwich ; Elevation above tide water, 374 feet 
Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Dr. Wa. PRESCOTE. 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |Aprii.) May. |June.| July.| Aug. | Sept. 

-_——| | | | | | | | S| | SEF 

Barometer, mean inches..| 29.66] 29.66) 29.51} 29.61] 29.57) 29.54) 29.64) 29.64) 29.72 

Barometer, extremes.... {| 329] 30.07] 98:83] 99:17] 29:17] 29°53] 2934| 2934| 20:20 
Mbermomerery means-++<"| 49 66] 38:60] 47.00] 95-931 69.67| 74.70] 4-90] 81.70] 80-00 

i aoe a 7.66| 2.70} 18.00| 27.00] 35.67| 57.00) 60.00 59.70] 49.00 

Barometer, mean inches..} 29.71) 29.53] 29.47| 29.59} 29.58] 29.51) 29.66] 29.69) 29.74 
30.60! 30.05] 29.97| 29.93| 29.90] 29.82| 29.96] 30.00) 30.05 

Barometer, extremes.. | 28,61] 29.15] 28.87: 28.67; 29.22) 29.06, 29.38] 29.30| 29.31 
hermometer, mean......! a an 18.26; 30.13 42.43; 55.70: 64. a 72.21| 66.24| 60.65 

; i 3 30! 60.00; 68.30} 83.67) 84.33] 75.00) 74.33 
\Therimometer, extremes. £.00) 11.33] 16. 9 24. at 43. “i 54.0 n| 63. i] 4.67 44.33 
_— 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at CHAPEL HILL, North Carolina; Latitude, 
35° 54” 21. N.; Longitude, 79° 177 30” W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, T ASM., 
aud at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Professor JAMES PHILLips. 

| 3 
| 1854. Jan. | Feb.| Mar. April.) May.|June.| July. | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. F 

< 

Barometer, mean inches...| 29.60] 29.59] 29.50| 29.49) 20.45] 29.41] 29.46 29.46 29.50 24.54] 29.49) 29 .48}29.4 
| : 30.07| 29.93] 29.88, 30.04) 29.67] 29.62] 29.58) 29.59] 29.83] 29.83} 29.85] 29.93 
Barometer, extremes... } 29.05] 29,19] 29, 14) 29.11} 29.28] 29.10] 29.35] 29.29} 29.06] 29.09} 28.95] 29.01 
Thermometer, mean...... 40.70 45.31| 54.77) 56.88) 68.70] 75.93 81.07] 78.30] 74.90] 62.65] 49,17 89.51 

58.33] 64,00] 73.67] 77.33) 76.00] 88.30] 89.60] 88.70] 86.30] 76.66] 67.00] 59.67 
dap ee eee 26 .00| 31.33] 38.33) 34.33] 57.00] 56.30] 71.60] 68.00] 59.30] 48.66] 36.00] 28.00 

jBarometer, mean inches.. peti ae Ea aed aa 29.40} 29.47] 29.46) 29.53} 29.44} 29.53} 29.52/29.4' 
30.07| 29.71] 29.81) 29.70] 29.64] 29.63] 29.66] 29.69] 29.77] 29.67| 29.77] 30.07 

Barometer, extremes... i 28 .88| 28.93] 28.91) 28.97] 29.11] 29.13] 29.30] 29.95] 29.32] 29.19] 29.00] 28.83 
Thermometer, mean...... mle de ao Stan 67.73] 74,11] 80.20) 76.68) 73.56) 58.50 53. 42 Oana 

8.67| 53.00] 63.60) 84.00] 78.60) 86.67] 86.67] 83.67| 83.33] 71.67| 67.33] 63.67 
Thermometer, extremes. § 28.00} 25.00] 30.00} 40.00} 54.00] 59.67| 71.33] 62.67] 62.00] 43.00 38.33] 27.67 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at DETROIT, Michigan; Latitude, 42° 24” N.; 
Longitude, 83° W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 620 feet. Hours of ob- 
servation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Rev. Grorcx Durrienp. 

I 
t } 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.} May. |June.} July. | Aug. | Sept. 

{ 
Barometer, mean inches.. os s 29.51) 29.56] 29.49] 29.49) 29.60) 29.54) 29.57) 2 

13} 30.05] 29.99} 29.99] 99.87] 29.84] 29.76] 29.70) 29.99 
Barometer, extremes... § 28.76] 29:04] 28.81] 29.10] 28.89] 29.07| 29.29] 29.39] 29.22 
Thermometer, mean...... 24.01] 27.07} 37.40} 45.30} 59.40] 70.96] 76.72] 73.40] 66.17 

45.00] 44.33] 53.00| 64.33] 74.00| 87.60! 87.67|......| 85.30 
aa pica 2te extremes § 5.00} 6.60} 20.33] 29.67} 42.00] 59.00] 61.67] 60.00| 50.30 

Barometer, mean inches... 4 cao etal Ser 29.53] 29.40} 29.50} 29.52 29.58) ¢ 
0.30| 29.93} 29.99] 29.91] 29.78] 29.70] 29.72] 29.89] 29.78 

Barometer, extremes... 98°54] 29.13] 28.76] 29.22| 99.9] 98:89] 99.04| 99°15] 29.23) « 
Therniometer, mean... 28.31 18.01 81.37] 49.67| 58.20] 64.74) 79.08) 69.77) 65.24 

56.00| 38. ; 00} 73.70 83.33) 84.33| 80.60] 78.00 
Thermometer, extremes { 8.67| 7.00] 17.70] 25.00] 36.30] 46.00| 62.67) 57.00) 50.00 

yummary of Meteorological Observations, made at the DEAF AND DUMB INSTITUTION, 
New York city; Latitude, 40° 43” N.; Longitude, 74° 5” W. from Greenwich ; Elevation 
above tide-water, 159 feet. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. 

Observer, Professor O. W. Morris. 

rs] 1854. Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.| July.| Aug.|Sept.} Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

Annual 

(Barometer, mean inches. 29.93) 20.83] 29.88] 29.841 20.85) 29.00 29.98] 20.99) 20.80) 29.87/20. 
30.44) : : 30.09) 30.1 39] 30.36] 30.41) 30. 

i > et bahad ie ed 29,39] 29.07] 29.34] 29.47] 29.5] 29.69 29.61] 29.39] 29.07] 28.98 
hermometer, mean...... C- fee Pag pee 60.85] 70.00] 77.20 66.30 ae aia pops 

50.03| 42.00| 60.73] 63.50| 73.53] 77.70} 86.60 83.80] 68.67| 60.63] 42. 
Fiat Shama , 13.86] 16.70] 23.86| 32.00] 45.80] 58.60| 62.00 51.10| 40.00] 27.83| 10.00; | 
'Psychrometer, mean...... ot i eho hae ne 68.00) the pe ieealied -00 Lig ee 

0 0 00| 96.00|100.00| 92.00/100.00|100.00 ; 
|Payenromeses extremes } 32.00| 22.00] 29.00] 28.00] 24-00] 29:00] 39.00) 30.00] 29.00] 37.00} 34.00] 
| 1855. — 

arometer, mean inches.. . . . .95 " 

: 30.26} 30.36) 30.27} 30.22) 30.11] 30.25 30.34} 30.30} 30.35} 30.49 
Barometer, extremes.... 29:59] 29,951 99.90] 99:53| 99441 99.80 20 0 col 99,391 29.08 

Thermometer, mean..... p 23.83) 35.57] 47.40! 59.33] 68.40] 75.14 66.18| 53.31| 44.38 34.72/50.92) 

Thermometer, extremes 37.41) 47.90) 68.10} 74.00) 84.54) 87.40 80.67| 67.40] 55.16) 48.60 

Yh is , . 4.73} 23.80} 32.70} 39.40] 57.63] 60.40 51.96) 39.83] 30.33] 18.73 
.Psychrometer, mean...... 73.00) 69.00) 69.00 .00| 70.00] 76.00 68 71.00} 71.00) 58.00|70.00 -00 

.00{160.00}100.00) 97. ’ 

a Paychroricter, extremes. } 33.00] 10.00] 15.00} 18.00| 25.00 24.00) 43.00) 37.00| 42. um 41.00} 9.00 
E } ! 
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Summary of Meterological Observations, made at EXETER, New Hampshire; Latitude, 42° 58” 
N.; Longitude, 70° 55’ W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M:, and at 2 and 9 
BP. Observer, Rev. L. W. Leonanp. 

1854. « “ 

Thermometer, mean,......| 18. 

Thermometer, extremes. by 

. 1855. 
Thermometer, mean......| 25. 

hermometer, extremes. ; a 

[$$$ |». | $$) —_ 

19.65) 29.73) 38.87) 56.90 
36.67) 49.33) 52.00) 66.67 
0.00) 18.33) 25.33) 35.33 

17.12} 30.27] 40.80) 52.07 
35. 

Feb. | Mar. iY adie 

11.33) 18.00} 24.00) 41.30 
42.00} 57.70} 68.70 

65.73 
77.00 
57,30 

62.72) 
70.33) 
51,33 

48.80 
63.33 
35.00 

52.18) 
61.33) 
34.33 

38.1] 
58.00) ¢ 
23.00 

36.56 
56.00 
20.33) 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at DUBUQUE, Iowa; Latitude, 42° 297 N.s 
Longitude, 90° 50” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 680 feet. 
observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P.M. 

1854. 

Barometer, mean inches.. 

|Barometer, extremes... { 

\Theremometer, mean..... 

"Thermometer, extremes i 

\Psychrometer, mean...... 

\Psychrometer, extremes 

1855. 
‘Barometer, mean inches..} 29. 

Barometer, extremes.... } 

Thermometer, mean...... 

Thermometer, extremes 

Psychrometer, mean...... 

Psychrometer, extremes i 

——— 

29.31 
29.81 
28.8 
27.84 
42.00 
12.00! 
76.00 
00.00 

Feb. | Mar. 

29.28 
29.87 
28.75 
52.19 
79.00 
26.00 

29.16 
29.50 
28.46 
60.73 
74.33 
52.33 
55.00 

29.25 
29.61 
28.94 
70.23 
86.00 
45.00 
69.00 

21.00; 9.00 

29.27} 29.31 
29,76} 29.78 
28.52] 28.97 
31.33} 55.43) 
45.00) 77.30 
11.30} 32.30} 48.00} 53.00 
78.00) 57.00) 55.00) 67.00) 

100.00}100.00/100.00) L00.00 

14.00 

29.3] 
29.67 
28.80 
63.90 
81.00 

29,00 

29.21 
29.61 
28.85 
68.05) 
83.33 

11.00 ie i 31.00} 12.00) 16.00) 20.00 

29.34 
29.60 
29.14 
T1.27 
87.70 
67.70 
70.00) 

91.00)100.00}100.00 
36.00 

29.27) 
29.47 
28.99) 
73.22 
86.33) 
60.00 
70.00 

96.00/100.00 

29.60 
29.19 
74.60 
84.70 
62.00 
68.00 
92.00 
34,00 

29.35 
29.63 
29.08 
69.32 
86.33 
56.00 
75.00 

100.00 

April.| May.!June.| July.| Aug. | Sept. 

| 
, 29.37 29.37 

29.79 
29.08 
68.07 
86.00 
55.00 
70.00 
95.00 
27.00 

29.34 
29.55 
29.04 
64.61 
79.67 
52.33 
78.00 

100.00 

29.37 
29.75 
28.71 
56.57 
72.33 
38.50 
66.00 
98.00 
28.00 

29.32 
29.65 
28.80 
48.45) ¢ 
66.00 
31.33 
64.00 

32.00} 43.00) 40.0u) 14.00 

29.23) 
29.94 
28.38 
37.92 
53.67 
20.33} 
68.00) 
100.00 
22.00 

17.00 

3} 91.63148.91} 

Hours of 
Observer, Dr. Asa Ham 

| 
5 

< 

29.33/29.30 
29.65 
28.76 
27.35/51. 
38.33 
12.00 
75.00|68,00; 
100.00 
31.00 

29.35/29.31 

28,25 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at FREDERICK, Maryland; Latitude, 39° 24” 
N.; Longitude, 77° 18’ W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 

Observer, H. EH. HansHaw. P.M. 

| 1854. Jan. 

\Barometer, mean inches, .} 29.82} 29.77 

Barometer, extremes ze) he said 

Thermometer, mean......| 32.32] 35.21 

'Thermometer, extremes} see pee 

1855. 
‘Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.76] 29.61 

|Barometer, extremes.. sg Pare ree 

'Thermometer, mean...... 33.39] 26.39 

bak ceili extremes Eig aeie 

Psychrometer weax......| 80.00} 74.00 
300.00}100.00 

@sychrometer extremes. 

ad, 

29.61), 29.69) 29.65 
29.92 
29.43 
65.84 
74.57 
49.77 

29.53) 
29.77 
29,22 
64.50 
78.20 
47.90 
55.00 

29.94 
29.23 
74.07 
87.70 
60.50 

29.47 
29,74 
29,09 
70.79 
89.00) 
61.07 
70.00 

29.87 
29.51 
81.33 
90.70) 
71.50 

29.58 
29.78 
29.36 
78.46) 
87.33 
63.00 

: 73.00) 80 
99.00)100.00)100.00 
18.00) 27.00) 42.00 

00 

29.76 
30.17 
29,32 
70.30) 
85.60 
52.70 

29.68) 2' 
29.90 
29,34 
67.76 
79.83 
53,67 
87.00 

100.00|100.00 
47.00| 62.00 

Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June.|July.| Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. 

76.00 
100.00!100, 
a 

75.00 

34, 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at FORT MADISON, Iowa; Latitude, 40° 377 
N.; Longitudg, 91° 28 W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 
Saat Observer, D. McCruapy. 

Fi $ 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. )April.| May. | June.| July. | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. 

"Thermometer, mean......| 21.16) 32.97 

‘Thermometer, extremes. } 

1855. 
(Thermometer, mean......| 26.95] 21.15] 33.87] 57.37) 64.73] 72.21] 79.26) 73.49] 70.39] 49. 26] 24.02)51.20 

ft te extremes. } | “5'57| “.67] 11-30] 35.00| 47.00] 55:67| 64.00] 60.33] 50.29 
) 

: | Annual, 
2 

> wo for) Pe 3 wo i=) loz) a wo a PS for) & R 
on 
a @ = on =! 1 wo Ss) i=] wa Ss ns nS or oOo & 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at GLENWOOD, Tennessee ; Latitude, 36° 28” 
N.; Longitude, 87° 13” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 481 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, H. M. Srewarr. 

. 

} 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.| July.| Aug.|Sept.| Oct. | Nov. 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.67] 29.60] 29.54] 29.53] 29.45] 28.51| 29.58] 29.58) 29.58] 29.62} 29.54 
a ‘ 30.35] 29.99] 29.94] 30.26] 29.72] 29.70) 29.74] 29.71] 30.05] 29.96] 29.98 
arometer, extremes..-.) | 53°91) 98.97] 99.12] 29.12] 29.04] 39.931 29.43] 29.46] 29.17| 29.15] 28.93 

Thermometer, mean......+| 37.40} 44.24) 52.84) 58.66) 66.29] 72.97| 80.53) 80.77| 76.47| 60.39) 45.30 
: ‘ 56.60| 63.17] 71.07] 76.25] 75.33] 84.00] 87.50] 88.40] 85.10] 76.69] 57.30] : 

Thermometer, extremes. ) | 13'93/ 97.20 38.47] 36.25] 52.60| 60.60| 73.60| 72.70] 63.60| 48.00| 29.67 
‘Psychrometer, mean......| 69.00} 64.00) 65.00} 58.00) 74.00) 80.00] 76.00) 68.00) 69.00} 78.00] 67.00 
a oh tremes, § |100.00| 96.00} 98.00] 92.00] 99.00] 98.00] 96.00] 99.00] 97.00] 99.00} 98.00 
jPsychrometer, extremes. ) | 4°09} 0.00} 20.00} 19.00] 29.00] 49.00] 41.00] 26.00] 28.00] 36.00] 22.00 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches..| 29.60) 29.60) 29.56} 29.58) 29,50} 29.49) 29.55} 29.56] 29.58) 29.58) 29.59 

30.23} 29.92] 30.07] 29.94] 29.72] 29.77] 29.76] 29.80] 29.75] 29.82] 29.99 
Barometer, extremes... | 28.77| 29.05] 28.87] 29.31] 29.21] 29.23] 99.41] 29.27| 29.33] 29.96] 29.94 
(Thermometer, mean......| 39.67] 34.35] 44.00] 63.07| 66.07| 69.7¢| 76.82] 76.36] 73.79] 54.68) 52.59 

tremes, § | 64-40} 58.50] 67.20] 80.30} 82.80| 79.97! 82.33] 82.00] 79.231 62.83) 67.77 
(Thermometer, extremes. 5 | 16 gy! 15.77| 27.00] 43.20] 50.30] 55.57| 68.03] 71.80] 57.70) 34.87| 35.90 
Psychrometer, mean......| 72.00] 68.00] 58.00] 58.00] 72.00] 79.00| 82.00] 86.00| 85.00| 74.00| 72.00 a 

: 100.00|100.00} 98.00} 99.00] 98.00} 98.00/100.00|100.00}100.00| 98.00/100.00|10@.00 : 
Psychrometer, extremes. » | 14 99| 95.00| 14.00] 19.00] 21.00] 33.00] 43.00| 51.00] 40.00] 26.00] 27.00] 14.00 | 
! 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at GETTYSBURG, Pennsylvania ; Latitude, 
39° 51” N.; Longitude, 77° 15” W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and 
at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Professor M. Jacozs. 

{ 

a 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. 

‘Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.50) 29.46) 29.41 

Barometer, extremes... § 98°74] 28.99] 98.67 

"Thermometer, mean......| 27.91| 31.64) 41.09 
Thermometer, extremes. § 12.66| 17.33] 24.00 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches..} 29.49} 29.39} 29,36) 

‘Barometer, extremes... } 98,781 99'09| 98°79 

‘Thermometer, mean......| 30.04 

{Thermometer, extremes. § 19.00] 1.33! 21:30] 31,00 

—<e' 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at GOUVERNEUR, New York; Latitude, 44° 
25’ N.; Longitude, 75° 35” W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7A. M., and at 2 

Observer, Dr. P. O. WiILLIAms. and 9 P. M. 

| 1854. 

Thermometer, mean...... 

Thermometer, extremes. 

1855. 
Thermometer, mean...... 

Thermometer, extremes. { 

| 
{ 

Jan. Red Mar. rane Nad June. July.| Aug. | Sept. | Oct. 

65.67 
32.00 

48,24) 
62.00 
31.33 

Noy. Dec. 

[-—<——$—|§ —_— |} |} | | | 

20.76/45. 11 
38.33) 
0.16 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at HARRISBURG, Pennsylvania ; Latitude, 
40° 16” N.; Longitude, 76° 50” W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 

Observer, Dr. J. HERSELY. Zand 9 P.M. 
© 

1854. 
§ 

Barometer, mean inches., 

Barometer, extremes.... ; 

;Thermometer, mean.....,. 

/Thermometer, extremes. § 

1855. 
|Barometer, mean inches., 

\Barometer, extremes.... 

(Thermometer, mean...... 

hermometer, extremes. j 

= e 
Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.|June. | July. | Aug.|Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. E 

< 

29.80} 29.78] 29.67) 29.69) 29.65) 29.65) 29.75) 29.75} 29.81) 29.83 29.60) 29.71)/29.72 
30,27} 30.24} 30,13) 30.34] 29.94) 29.95) 29.91 30.19} 30.21] 30.16) 30.39 
29,04] 29.23) 29.05) 29.31] 29.45) 29.29] 29.60 29.41) 29,12) 28.96] 29.10 
31.22) 33.54) 42.56) 51.13) 67.67) 75.27) 80.63 73,40! 58.66) 45.02) 30.93)/535.67 
50.33] 47.00} 60.67) 72.00} 76.00] 87.70) 90.60 88.00} 72.67] 63.00} 41.00 
20.00} 24.00) 28.33) 33.00} 53.33) 67.70} 78.60 56.00} 40.67) 36.67) 16.67 

29.75] 29.71] 29.67) 29.74] 29.71] 29.64) 29.74 29.86} 29.70} 29.85) 29.81)29.75) 
30.40] 30.09] 30.17) 30.07} 29.98} 29°97} 30.02 30.07) 30.03} 30.12) 30.35 
29.05] 29.33) 29.11) 29.20] 29.34) 29.24) 29.56 29.49) 29.25] 29.31] 28.83 | 
31.80] 25.74] 37.80} 53.60} 64.93] 71.54] 79.05 66.17) 53.06] 47.83) 35.34)53.49 
41,00} 39.33) 50,30) 72.00) 78.00} 89.33) 89.00 82.67| 63.00) 58.67) 46.67 ’ 
23.33} 1.33) 27.70) 34.70) 48.70} 62.00) 64.00 56.67} 40.67] 37.67| 20.00 I 

' | 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at JACKSONVILLE, Florida; Latitude, 30° 
15’ N.; Longitude, 82° W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 14 feet. 

Observer, Dr. A. S. Batpwin. observation, 7 A. M., 

1854. 

B 

Barometer, mean inches.. 

Barometer, extremes... 3 

Thermometer, mean...... 

Thermometer, extremes. 

Psychrometer, mean.... 

Psychrometer, extremes. { 

1855. 
Barometer, meam inches.. 

Barometer, extremes... } 

Thermometer, mean.. ... 

Thermometer, extremes. 

Psychrometer, mean...... 

Psychrometer, extremes. i 

and at 2 and 9 P.M. 
Hours of 

| : ie | 
Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.| June.| July.| Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec.| a | 

1 | 
30.25} 30.18) 30.08 30.10] 30.05] 30.12] 30.09 
30.62] 30.46 30.57 30.18} 30.30) 30.32) 30.35) 3 
29.80) 29.41 29.62 30.01| 29.42} 29.86) 29.60 
57.48) 60.43 65.19) 82.67| 80.90} 71.23) 59.28 
69.67| 70.67 76.67 89.00} 85.30) 78.00] 73.67 
42.67) 45.67 50.33 78.00| 73.30) 61.66) 44.33 
86.00} 83.00 81.00 81.00} 85.00} 83.00} 81.00 

100.00)100.00 95.00)100 96 .00/100.00}100.00/100.00: 
13.00) 5.00 45.00 38.00} 59.00) 56.00) 51.00 

30.17] 30.10 30.16 30.10} 30.12} 30.09] 30.09 
30.60) 30.55} 30 30.36 30.31} 30.32] 30.36] 30.31 
29.58} 29.65] 29.45] 29.85 29.94] 29.91] 29.80} 29.61 
55.31} 51.77| 60.50] 70.31 82.15] 80.56} 66.13) 68.91] 
66.33} 69.00] 76.30} 80.67 .67| 85.67] 85.33} 80.00} 77.00 : 
37.00] 40.67] 39.30} 58.33 H 74.67| 75.66] 49.00) 49.33) 42.33 
83.00] 81.00] 77.00} 80.00 Hl f 87.00} 88.00} 86.00} 91.00] 89.00/85.00! 

100.00/100.00}100.00} 95.00 .00|100.00}100.00} 96.00]100.00)100.00/100.00 
39.00] 51.00| 0.00} 15.00] 45.00] 50.00] 60.00] 66.00] 65.00} 65.00) 65.00) 47. 

— 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at LEWISBURG, Virginia; Latitude, 37° 49” 
N.; Longitude, 80° 28’ W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 
9P.M. Observer, Dr. T. Parrom 

Cara rT . 

! 3 
1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.|July. | Aug. | Sept. | Oct. } Nov. | Dec 

£ 
< 

‘Thermometer, mean...... 33.22) 38.42) 47.19) 51.62] 65.33} 70.93 56.47| 42.27) 34.49}55.29 
f : baie 58.67| 54.33] 62.67] 72.67| 74.00] 83.00 69.33] 56.33] 52.6 
as aA i 8.) | 17.33] 25.67| 30.67| 28:00] 50.67] 59.00 42.00} 31.33} 30. 

1855. 
| 

(Thermometer, mean..... | 37.55] 30.08 Ene ites ao hi a esti! pee 53, 
50.67| 40.67] 55.00| 70.30] 77.00] 77.67 0.67| 60.67] 50, 

Thermometer, extremes. § 22.33] 17.00] 25.30] 38.30} 44.30] 51.33 33.00] 33.33] 17.67 
i 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at LIMA, Pennsylvania; Latitude, 39° 557 N.; 
Longitude, 75° 25’ W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 196 feet. Hours of 
observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and9 P. M. Observer, J. EDWARDS» 

big, boat tow yp pL ANG A ae es et ee nl hn tint Ae eg opera 
| i la 

i 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.} May.| June.| July.| Aug.| Sep. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. E 

i De (Ea (Ee cee (Sees sees) ES ee eee ee ee eae | 
Barometer, mean inches.. | 29.95] 29.90} 29.78] 29.81] 29.78] 29.77} 29.86] 29.86] 29.94} 29.93} 29.73] 29.82) 29.84 
B ¢ Bot ne 30.46] 30.39] 30.23} 30.50] 30.14] 30.06] 30.05] 30.14] 30.32} 30.34) 30.33) 30.54 
arometer, eXtreMes...-) | 99.93] 99.39] 29.05} 29.20} 29.52] 29.45] 29.69] 29.58] 29.51] 29.28} 29.07] 29.09 

Thermometer, mean......| 29.86] 31.79] 39.95) 48.19] 62.34] 70.07) 76.60] 72.23) 66.43) 54.03} 42.29) 28.96} 51. 
.95| 50. 68.00] 71.60} 81.50} 89.10] 81.90) 82.60) 66.30} 59.83} 43.07 

18.10] 18.40} 26.10 Thermometer, extremes 

Psychrometer, mean.... 

Psychrometer, extremes, 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.93} 29.79} 29.76 

Barometer, extremes... } 99.04] 29.44] 29.20 

Jhermometer, mean......| 32.46] 24.85) 36.57 

30.40} 47,17] 56.60} 67.70] 64.50} 48.90) 37.40) 27.73) 8.00 
" j .00| 73.00) 73.00] 79.00) 78.00) 77.00} 77.00) 76.00) 72.06) 78.00} 76. 

100.00}100.00}100.00}100.00} 98.00) 98.00} 99.00) 96.00)100.00/100.00/100.00/100.00 
12.00} 20.00} 43.00} 38.00} 42.00} 35.00} 21.00) 35.00) 44.00 

29.85] 29.79] 29.75] 29.85] 29,89] 29.95] 29.80] 29.93 29,911 29.88 
30.17] 30.13} 30.03] 30.16] 30.24] 30.21| 30.18, 30.23] 30.48; 
99.18] 29,38] 29,39] 29.61] 29.42] 29.57] 29.33, 29.28) 28, 
50.40 60.50 68.73 76.33 70.51 64.95 50.89: 44.95 33.72| 51.9¢ 

: .10| 72.60| 75.30] 86.20] 84.00] 77.20] 74.50| 66.10| 58.40) 51.00 . 
Thermometer, extremes. } 20.60] 3.63} 18.90] 32.60] 44.60] 58.20 62.33| 60.70] 50.50] 38.50| 30.00} 17.10] 
Psychrometer, mean...... 80.00] 72.00] 64.00] 67.00] 60,00] 78.00] 81.00] 80.00} 81.00] 80.00] 77.00] 77.00] 75.0” 

hrometer, extremes § {100-00]100.00}100.00/100.00} 97.00} 98.00/100.00) 98,00|100.00|100.00/100.00)100.00 s 
| SAAB Oe Neel 34.00} 23.00] 24.00} 12.00) 10.00] 39.00) 46.00) 40.00} 38.00] 34.00] 33.00} 33.00) ‘ 

maiemies 

i>] I 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at LODI, New York; Latitude, 42° 377 N.; Lone 
gitude, 76° 53 W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. Mf. 

Observer, J. LrrrerTs 

| at 
1854, Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.| July. | Aug.| Sept.} Oct. | Nov. | Dec. q $ 

< 
% eee Re tr, eee (em en EE Ya Severs (ES ed tase [ee > = NS aaa 

Thermometer, mean...... 25.12} 23.06] 31.88) 41.79] 58.77] 68.10) 75.80] 71.80] 63.77) 53.28] 36.70} 22.75)47-. » 
Th ter, extremes. § | 47-67| 43.34] 52.67] 63.00] 71.00] 82.00] 86.00) 82.00) 84.00] 66.00) 53.33} 39.33 ' 

ermometer, extremes.) | 3.99] 5.67) 13.67| 22.00] 32.67| 56.70] 63.00] 57.00} 45.30) 36.00} 22.00) 5.67] j 
j 1855. 
Thermometer, mean..... 25,95] 15.87] 29.17] 45.04] 55.73} 62.91) 71.61] 66.29] 61.51] 46.10] 39.53) 28.43/45.68 

39.33] 37.00} 47.30] 66.30] 72.00} 83.33} 83.33) 74.33] 78.00] 63.67) 55.00) 43.33 
9.33] 18.33} 13.00) 19.70} 36.30) 48.67) 62.33] 52.67) 42.33) 30.00) 22.67) 11.00;° - ~~ 

| 
[PEneIREte, extremes. 

{ 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at MENDEN, Massachusetts ; Latitude, 42° 6” 
N.; Longitude, 71° 34” W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 
9 P. M. Observer, Dr. J. G. Mrrcaur. 

{ 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.| July. | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. 

SS ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee EE 

Et aliacee mean..,....| 23.66] 22.51) 30.77) 40.64] 56.33) 65.80] 73.80) 67.40 61.50] 51.96] 40.99} 23.70,46.5 

"Thermometer, extremes |“) Oq| “I-59| 17.67] 98.00| $5.25] $5.00] 57.10] $6.00] 47.00) 99:20 29.29) 2.63 
hirudneidhivee HGR 28,11} 19.14) 30.57) 44.30) 54.77} 65.16 72.52 66.96 61.48} 53.28) 39.60 o9.6alar.ta 

Thermometer, extremes | au ca a8 Sete a enee eho oe ctl ed atid 44.00! 
33) 25.3: = | 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at MANCHESTER, New Hampshire; Lati 
tude, 42° 597 N.; Longitude, 71° 287 W. from Greenwich ; Elevation above tide-water, 300 
feet. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, S. N. BBL. 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |/April.| May. | Juue.| July. | Aug.| Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. 

| Annual 

Barometer, mean inches...} 30.06} 30.07} 29.91} 30.02) 29.95} 29.93] 30.02] 30.01] 30.08) 30.08] 29.86] 29.90/29. 
30.67| 30.70| 30.39} 30.63] 30.42] 30.22] 30.25] 30.47| 30.57 30.48] 30.50 30.77 

Baromapeer, extremes...) 99,27] 29.45] 29.27) 29.50] 29.57 29.65] 29.74] 29.85] 29.63) 29.33] 99.97} 28.9: 
Thermometer, mean...... 21.79} 22.47) 32.61) 43.55) 61.52} 68,30) 75.63} 70.43) 61.33) 51.60 40.09) 23.1 

41.35] 40.33] 52.33| 57.00] 72.00 77.30| 86.30] 80.70] 83.30) 63.33) 59.67! 
Thermometer, extremes § 7.67| 1.67] 19.67| 28.67} 37.33) 57.70] 60.00] 60.30) 47.70] 39.33) 24.67 

1855. 
arometer, mean inches ..| 30.09} 29.91] 29.89] 29,94] 29.95] 29.87] 30.01] 30.02} 30.06] 29.85] 30.10) 2 

3 30.91] 30.51] 30.37} 30.30] 30.29] 30.16] 30.29] 30.33| 30.35] 30.18| 30.48] 30.34 
Rarometer, extremes... { 99.14] 29.64) 29.98] 29-05] 29.60] 29.43) 29.72) 29.50] 29.63] 29.43) 29.44] 29.08 | 
hermometer, mean...... 26.67] 19.92) 32.33) 42.03) 56.72) 66.46] 74.70| 67.13) 60.12] 55.63] 36.05) 27.81/47.13) 

7 
c Pres 

44.33) 37.33] 47.00| 53.30| 70.33] 86.33| 87.00] 76.33| 76.67] 65.001 48.67| 39.33 
hermemeter, extremes } 9.00] 15.33] 20.00 24.30 44.67] 56.67| 64.33] 52.33] 45.33) 40.33) 21.00] 7.00 | 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at MORRISVILLE, Pennsylvania; Latitude, 
40° 12’ N.; Longitude, 74° 53” W. from Greenwich; Elevation ‘above tide water, 30 feet 
Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, E. Hancr. 

es Hive 
1554. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June. 

a 
July. Poets Oct. | Nov. | Dec. a 

S 
< 

Barometer, mean inches..| 30.17] 29.73] 26.04) 30.06) 30.03) 30.02} 30.10] 30.10] 30.16 30.17! 29.99 30.11/30.08. 
30.65) 30.60) 30.45) 30.70! 30.35, 30.35] 30.25) 30.30) 30.50] 30.50) 30.55! 80.80 | 

| 
| 
! 

Barometer, extremes... { 29.45] 29.60! 29.30) 29.50| 29.70) 29.75] 29.95] 29.85' 29.80) 29.60] 29.35) 29.35 
hermometer, mean......| 29.15) 31.18, 39.00) 47.85) 63.83) 68.73] 75.00| 7) 63! 66.03) 55.51) 42.70) 28.00151.55; 

51.67| 44.00] 60.67) 66.67| 71.00, 78.30) 85.00) 81.30' 82.00) 69.00] 59.00) 40.67 
hermometer, extremes. | 16.33] 19 67) 25.67| 31.33) 49.00! 56.70| 65.00; 64.30, 52.00] 42.66] 28.67] 11.00 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches..| 30.18) 30.05} 30.03) 30.12) 30.07) 30.03) 30.11} 30.16) 30.20] 30.04) 30.15! 30.14/30.11: 

eee igi ouees 30.90] 30.45) 30.50) 30.45! 30.40, 30.30/ 30.40} 30.50| 30.45] 30.45] 30.48) 30.65 
arometer, EXLFeMeS. +++ ) | 99.25] 29 65] 29.45] 29.50| 29.70! 29.65) 29.90! 29.70] 29.85] 29.60! 29.521 29.99 
hermometer, mean...... as 88] 24.95 sae 49.07| 59.70) 67.38) 74.16] 69.70} 64.69] 50.62) 44.94! 33.45150.50: 

49.00} 40.00|' 50.00) 67.70] 73.30 81.33] 83.67| 76.67] 77.33] 67.33] 56.67] 46.00 
hermometer, extremes. § 21.00} 3.33] 23-30! 34.70 ea 60.00| 64.67] 62.00} 52.67] 39.67| 32.00 18.67] 

x 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at MILTON, Indiana; Latitude, 39° 47” N.; 
Longitude, 85° 2/7 W. from Greenwich ; Elevation above tide water, 800 feet. Hours of 
observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Dr. V. Kusry 

erty 

Ci 

1854. Jan. | Feb, | Mar. /April.| May.) June.| July. | Aug.| Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec.| 2 
€ 
<a 

Barometer, mean inches. . ee oe 29.00] 29.06] 28,98 29.02} 29.09) 29,09] 29.09] 29.06] 28.91] 29.00 : 29.64) 29.48) 29.40| 29.47) 29.26 29.30] 29.27] 29.17] 29.34] 29.38] 29.62) 29.991 ea teee, extremes. } 28.46) 28.42) 28,45) 28.60] 28.37 28.66] 28.87| 28.94] 28.71] 28.44] 97.74] 28.59! 
/Thermometer, mean...... ibe 84,12) 42.75) 51.35) 62.88 71.63] 79.37] 75.10] 70.17] 55.33) 38.211 32.00/53. 

-16} 50.90) 59.50) 72.50] 75.16 85.30] 87.70] 87.20] 83.50] 68.67] 50.00! 51.00% 
ae, com 3.67) 21.67) 27.00) 29.80] 47.50 50.70] 71.70| 64.00] 53.00) 42.83 25.00 I8.89 | 

De 

ee mean inches. . ae o may 29.09} 29.04 28.99] 29.06] 29.08] 29.10] 29.03} 29.05] 29.06/29 06: 
67) 29. .47| 29.43) 29.31 29.28] 29.23) 29.38] 29.96] 29.33] 29.40) 29.51 

‘Barometer, extremes.. if 28.07) 28.43) 98.16] 28.82) 28.64 28.53) 28.84) 28.89] 28.83] 98.73) 28.5331 98.08 
‘Thermometer, mean...... 31.62) 23.53) 33.60! 54.43) 62.47 66.82] 75.75] 72.19] 63.81] 51.82) 43.85! 29.68)51.2 

57.50 40.50| 47.20) 78.50] 79.20 82.67] 85.33] 83.00] 78.83] 65.00| 60.151 "50 79.90 2. 00] 73.83] 65.00] 60.151 47.85 
‘Thermometer, extremes. } 8.16] 7.33) 19.70) 30.50) 42.20, 46.17) 68.50| 56.83) 53.57 35.33 27.10) i | 

29.04 

i 
t t 

25 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at NANTUCKET, Massachusetts; Latitude, 41° 
17’ N.; Longitude 70° 6” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide water, 30 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, W. Mircueta.. 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June. | July. | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dee. 
a 

99,97) 29.98 29.92 30.02 30.01 80.08 30.05] 29.85] 29.88)29.98 
30.80| 30.70| 30.35! 30.60. 30.38] 30.18) 30.21] 30.30] 50.49| 30.46 30.49] 30.73 

Barometer, extremes...) | 99°19] 99.56| 29.10| 29.28 29.51] 29.61) 29.76| 29.74] 29.65] 29.37] 29.11] 29.02 
Thermometer, mean...... 32.61| 30.67| 37.07| 43.95, 53.13| 63.47 7173 69.23] 62.73) 56.11) 47.22] 35.07/50.25 
eS 48.50| 43.50| 49.67 54.67| 62.33] 74.90| 77.70| 77.50 74.50| 63.60| 60.33] 45.33 
Thermometer, extremes. } | 19'96| 15.27| 25.83 33,33] 42.33| 51:70) 63.60| 61.30) 51.30| 45.30] 33.67| 23.39 
Psychrometer, mean...... 80.00} 69.00] 57.00 70.00 ae ge ar 74.00 a 77.00| 73.00} 73.00|72.0 

S. ; 100.00/100.00]100.00 100.00100.00} 93.00} 94.00|100.00| 97.00/100.00/100.00|100.00 
se ge dana 8.00| 0.00} 0.00 0.00! 17.00| 17.00, 35.00| 41.00] 22.00| 37.00| 37.00, 0.00 

1855. | 
Barometer, mean inches..| 30.11| 29.89] 29.87, 29.95 29.91| 29.92) 30.02} 30.05] 30.09] 29.92] 30.02] 29.98/29. 

30.86] 30.39] 30.35. 30.31] 30.30] 30.17| 30.32] 30.37! 30.35| 30.35] 30.40] 30.54 
Barometer, extremes...-) | 59'15| 99.51] 29.32 28.89) 29.35| 29.41 29.77| 29.47] 29.69) 29.40] 29.37] 29.11 
‘Thermometer, mean...... 37.31] 29.20] 36.40) 44.77| 52.30] 63.74) 70.35] 68.64] 64.13] 57.31| 44.53] 39.97/50. 
i : 49.50 42.50) 45.80| 53.20] 61.70 76.00| 78.33 75.50| 75.83} 64.73] 57.67| 51.83 
Thermometer, extremes. ) | 31331 g_331 99.80| 31.50) 42.80] 59.00) 61.33| 60.67| 54.10] 45.67| 34.00| 25.83 
Psychrometer, mean...... ,73.00| 66.00} 67.00| 67.00| 69.00) 74.00) 78.00| 69.00) 67.00} 76.00| 74.00) 73.00/71. 

ie 00.00 100.00} 100.00] 100.00'100.00} 97.00 100.00}100.00| 97.00|100.00]100.00'100.00 
Psychrometer, extremes. § 33.00 0.00} 32.00] 20.00] 14.00} 29.00} 45.00] 25.00) 12.00] 26.00] 38.00 

Barometer, mean inches...| 30.09) 30.05) 29.91 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at MUSCATINE, Iowa; Latitude, 41° 267 N.; 
Longitude, 91° 5’ W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 586 feet. Hours 0; 
observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, T. S. Parvin. 

1854, Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.) July.| Aug. | Sept.) Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

Annual, 

Barometer, mean inches...| 29.57] 29.56| 29.47| 29.47| 29.38) 29.47] 29.55] 29.53) 29.55] 29.54] 29.45) 29.60.29.511 
Ee ee 30.15] 30.01) 29.95; 29.96| 29.70) 29.76| 29.71] 29.72| 29.93) 29.86] 30.11] 29.90] | | 

? **** 2 | 99.00] 29.03} 28.96] 29.00) 28.74| 29.23) 29.23) 29.37) 29.23] 29.11] 28.85] 29.10 
‘Thermometer, mean,.....| 16.21] 28.39} 38.91) 51.44) 58.55| 69.02 76.39| 73.19] 68.12] 55.41] 36.85) 26.84/49.9 

45.00] 48.66| 56.67) 68.33] 75.00} 82.33) 84.67| 81.67| 84.33] 71.67| 53.33| 40.00 
(Thermometer, extremes. } 4.00} 0.00) 21.00) 22.33) 45.67| 47.00| 62.00) 62.33! 50.00) 40.33) 22.67) 13.33 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches...| 29.49) 29.61| 29.45| 29.52} 29.49) 29.38] 29.40) 29.47] 29,48] 29.49] 29.48 oa 

9993! 29.99] 29.90] 29.92! 29.77) 29.73] 29:61| 29.82) 29.69] 29.86] 29.93] 30.04 
pnt Sigel extremes... § 29.10) 29.03] 28.75] 29,23} 28,99] 29.05] 29.93) 29.20] 29.23] 29.05] 28.94) 28.56 
hermometer, mean...... 24.24 19.85] 30.30) 54.30) 60.43) 67.67| 73.05) 70.45) 67.66] 47.11) 37.69 ee 
hermometer, extremes. § “4.07 wr 46.00) 77.30) 75.70) 84.33) 84.67, 83.00| 83.00) 64.33) 53.67] 45.67 

5.70) 32.70) 42.70) 50.33] 62.33) 58.35) 48.00} 31.00) 20.00} 9. 

-Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at NEW HARMONY, Indiana; Latitude, 38° 
8’ N.; Longitude, 87° 97 W. from Greenwich ; Elevation above-tide-water, 320 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A.M., and at 2 and 9 P.M. Observer, J. CHAPPELLSMITH, 

1 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.) May./June.| July.| Aug. | Sep. | Oct. 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.78] 29.70) 30.27) 29.64) 29.56! 29.6]| 29.67) 29.66] 29.67) 29.72 
30.46| 30.21| 30.09| 30.15| 29.81| 29.82] 29:79| 29.76) 30.03| 29.97| 30.09] 29.95 

Barometer, extremes... } 29.14] 29.04] 29.16) 29.18) 29.07) 29.32] 29.46] 29.52) 29.30] 29.10) 29.06] 29.30 
Thermometer, mean...... 31.33) 40.55] 48.30) 57.07) 66.97) 79.93) 83.50} 80.67] 75.00) 59.5 Bre a 

53.00 60.67| 67.00) 77.33) 78.67| 88.30} 90.00] 92.50| 86.00] 75.50) 54.33) 56. 
Thermometer, extremes. § 9.33] 26.00| 34.00) 33.67| 53.33) 56.30| 72.30| 70.50| 57.60| 47.00| 27.23] 18.33 
Psychrometer, mean...... 82.00| 77.00} 69.00] 68.00] 71.00 75.00] 63.00| 71.00] 77.00| 79.00] 79.00) 86.00/75 

100.00 100.00'100,00'100.00;100.00/100.00|100.00| 97.00/100.00 100.00/100.00)100.00 
en eee 33.00 5.00] 1.00] 22.00) 28.00; 44.00} 25.00] 31.00] 34.00) 45.00] 19.00) 45.00 

Thermometer, mean......| 35.18) 29.84] 38.87] 59.69| 66.61| 72.49| 79.63] 75.79 74.16 pele ae 93.79)55.62{ 
57.33) 50.33] 59.00) 80.33] 85.30) 85.67] 87.67| 83.00} 81.00) 63.33] 68. 3 

Thermometer, extremes. { 16.33] 13.33] 23.30} 39.00] 49.30] 56.33| 71.67| 64.33) 57.67| 35.67) 31.67} 8.00 
‘|Psychrometer, mean.......| 89.00) 86.00} 79.00} 66.00] 72.00] 76.00] 80.00] 84,00] 87.00] 83.00] 82.00) 82.00/81.00 

Psyshrometer, extremes, § |100-00100.00/100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00/100.00}100.00/100.00 100,00)100.00,100.00 
Se aeeee 5 sma 30.00| 32.00} 26.00) 13.00] 45.00] 51.00] 54.00} 65.00! 39.00} 41.00} 42.0 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at NEW BEDFORD, Massachusetts; Lati- 
tude, 41° 39 N.; Longitude, 70° 56% W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 90 
feet. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P.M. 

y./June.| July. 

29.92 
30.17 
29.62 
65.33 
75.80 
54.30 
87.00 

/100.00 
57,00 

29.81 
30.08 
29.40 
64.49 
86.67 
55,16 

| 84.00 

30.04 
30.24 
29.79 
72.30) 

60.80 
89.00 

100.00 
62.00 

29.70) 
70.63) 
80.117) 
62.67 
87.00 

Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April. 
1854. 

Barometer, mean inches, | 30.40) 30.22) 29.79) 29.90 

Barometer, extremes... } oie Ee Hees ee 

Thermometer, mean...... 28.83) 26.79) 34.05) 43.23 

Thermometer, extremes } be er “ed He 

Psychrometer, mean......| 89.00 aol 85.00) 80.00 

Psychrometer, extremes. ; an en aes ei 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches...| 29.98) 29.83) 29.82) 29.86 

Barometer, extremes... § cat Beal eel ae 

Thermometer, mean...... 32.04) 22.54) 33.80) 44.50 

Thermometer, extremes. cen ceed Sy see 

Psychhromter, mean...... 89.00) 81.00) 77.00) 81.00 

Psychrometer, extremes. ; Fs soley “0.00 

* } 

100.00) 
46.00) 

100.00) 
56.00 

82.26) 7 

29.93) 
30.26) 

Observer, S. Ropman. 

| | 
| Se Oct. Aug. p. 

30.07 
30.43 
29.35) 
54.54) 

| 

30.10 
| 30.49 
| 29.66 
| 62.10) 

| | 75.70) 64.50) 
| 61.80) 46.50) 40.50) 
| 89.00) 90.00! 89.00) 
100.00 100.00/100.00 
64.00) 55.00) 29.00) 

| 

20.00) 
30.29) 
29.53 
61.19) 
76.33 
48.67 
81.00) 81.00 

! 

30.07 
30.28 
29.37 
66,34] 
75.80| 
55/17 
80.00 

100.00 
36.00 

29.83) 
30,29) 
29.32 
54.10 
65.70 
42.70 

| 38.60, 41.00 
| | 

Nov. 

29.76 
30.37 
29.23 
43.77 
61.83; 
24.17 
86.00 

100.00 
52.00 

29.95 
30.02 
29.25 
42.99 
56.33 
26.67 
20.00 

37.00 

| 

| = 
| Dee. = 

i< 

| 29.84 29.95 
| 30.64 
28.87 
28.98 48.94 
42.33 
9.50 

£0.00 87.00 
100.00 
68.00 

| 29.91 29.90, 
30.47 

| 28.89 
| 34.25 48.47 
49.00 
17.67 
77.00 82.6 

'100.00'100.00. 100.00 100.00 
27.00 

| 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at NORTH ATTLEBORO’, Massachusetts ; 
Latitude, 41° 52” N.; Longitude, 71° 23’ W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 
175 feet. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2and 9 P. M. Observer, H. Rice. 

3. | 
1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.) July. | Aug. | Sept.) Oct. | Nov.| Dec. FI 

<j 
aes ee —— { 

Barometer, mean inches..| 29.88] 29.87] 29.71| 29.81| 29.75} 29.73) 29.69) 29.60) 29.91) 29.90) 29.67 29.71|29.7 
30.48] 30.531 30.18| 30.43) 30.22) 30.02| 30.05| 30.16] 30.37| 30.29| 30.31| 30.58] | 

Barometer, extremes...) | 59:18) 99.17] 29.09] 29.22| 29.33 29.42| 29.38] 29.30] 29.43] 29.18] 29.09] 98.76 | 
Thermometer, mean......] 94.85] 24.46) 92.77) 43.98) 57.37) 66.10) 73.23) 67.53) 60.03) 51.56) 41.22) 26.27/47.49 

45.40] 39.00] 55.70! 62.40| 67.77| 75.80| 85.90| 77.30] 80.80] 66.80| 62.20! 43.33] | 
Thermometer, extremes } | “3'99| "1.50| 19.57| 29.00| 38.93| 55.90| 57.70| 56.00] 44.60| 36.67| 30.33) 6.40 
Psychrometer, mean...... 77.00) 70.00| 71.00) 68.00] 72.00) 74.00) 67.00) 77.00) 77.00] 77.00] 79.00), 78.00,74.00 

; 100.00]100.00/100.00|100.00|100.00| 98.00!100.00 100.00,100.00|100.00'100.00|100.00 
Psychrometer, extremes. § 8.00| 0.00] 0.00| v.00] 25.00) 22.00 34.00) 37.00| 29.00} 0.00| 17.00) 28.00 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches, | 29.89| 29.70] 99.67] 29.78) 99.15] 29.71) 29.84) 20.87) 29.91] 29.74) 20.87) 29.¢3 29.80) 

30.71| 30.23} 30.18] 30.13) 30.11| 30.01| 30.15! 30.21] 30.22| 30.18] 30.97| 30.37] | 
ibe ket extremes... § 98.87| 29.34] 29.06] 28.79| 29.35] 29.27] 29.59 29.27] 29.44| 29.04] 29.17] 28.76) | 
hermometer, mean...... 29.51] 20.84) 92.59 44.13] 54.97| 64.88) 71-97) 64.32) 97.66) 39.17] 41.51) 31-49 46.02 

46.20| 40.43] 45.10! 58.30) 67.80| 81.90| 84.33] 71.57] 74.83] 62.10] 50.63) 45.30 
Thermometer, extremes } | 73'99) 9.90] 22.60| 23.50| 39.00) 56.26| 60.00| 51.40 45.33) 36.66] 25.20| 10.83 
Psychrometer, mean...... 81.00} 73.00] 61.00) 59.00] 57.00) 69.00] 77.00] 74.00) 67.00} 72.00) 71.00] 69.00,69.00 

100.00 100.00|100.00| 94.00 97.00) 96.00] 96.00] 98.00] 95.00|100.00|100.00|100.00 
Psychrometer, extremes } 40.00 0.00) 7.60] 2.00) 13.00) 18.00] 17.00] 30.00| 23.00] 23.00] 25.00} 24.00 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at NEW WIED, Texas; Latitude, 29° 427 N.; 
Longitude, 98° 15’ W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 A.M 
Lh 

., and at 2 and 9 
ov 

Observer, Professor J. C. ERVENDBERG. 

1854. 

Thermometer, mean......| 48.39 

Thermometer, extremes § sage 

Psychrometer, mean......| 57.00 
Psy : . § )100.00 sychrometer, extremes. 0.00 

1855. 
Thermometer, mean...... 51.98 

Thermometer, extremes | aes 

Psychrometer, mean...... 72.00 
100.00 

Psychrometer, extremes. { 

54.86] 68.32] 69.33 
68.67| 79.00} 81.00 
40.00} 52.60) 53.00 
69.00} 76.00) 70.00 
100.00/100.00)100.00 
18.00} 11.00) 23.00 

50.59} 59.80} 73.33} 
68.00} 80.30} 81.30 
29.07) 39.70) 55.30 
76.00) 72.60) 77.00 

100.00}100.00}100.00 
13.00} 24.00) 20.0u 

Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June.| July. 

75.07| 82.47] 84.53 
87.00) 88.40) 88.60 
66.00) 72.70) 79.00 
78.00| 79.00) 77.00 
100.00)100.00)100.00 
31.00) 37.00} 30.00 

81.17] 83.64 
87.33] 87.67 

71.70} 65.67| 77.33 
75.00| 78.00} 80.00 

100.00/100.00/100.00 
33.00] 29.00} 39.00 

81.47 
88.30 

Aug. | Sep. | Oct. 

85.73} 80.87) 73.56 
89.60} 86.30) 81.00 
79.70} 70.30} 66.00 
71.00) 76.00) 78.00 
96.00}100.00)100.00 
41.00) 36.00} 47.00 

83.79] 80.$8) 67.17 
88.67} 85.67} 84.33 
75.67| 73.67] 49,33 
85.00) 86.00) 80.00 

100.00/100.00}100.00 
44.00} 58.00} 33.00 

Nov. 

59.51 
72.67 
42.50 
69.00 

100.00 
13.00 

62.75 
80.33 
47.67 
78.00 

100.00 
29.00 

Dee. 

0.00 
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Summary ef Meteorological Observations, made at OBERLIN, Ohio; Latitude, 41° 207 N.; 
Longitude, 82° 15’ W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 800 feet. Hours of ob- 
servation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and.9 P. M. Observer, Professor J. H. Fatrcuinp 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April | May.| June.| July.| Aug.| Sep. | Oct. | Noy. | Dec. : 

i \ < 

Barometer, mean inches.. 29.11] 29.04] 29.09| 29.07] 29.07 29.16| 29.15 "20.18 28.95) 

eg 28.55] 28:41] 28.7] 2890) 28:70) D8] 98.96) 28.80 98-95) 2.12 
hermometer, mean...... 29.18} 40.29| 43.82) 59.47) 69.80) 76.67) 73.03 55.66] 39.85 

bermometer, extremes. 12.00] 27.0 29.70) 43:00) 85:00] 63-70] 60:70| 49.60| 40.00] 30.33 
parnintbernrat inches.. 29.68} 29.01) 29.15} 29.11) 29.01} 29.11) 29.17) 29.08} 29.14 

IBarometer, extremes....{] 3219] a869) 28°39] S865) B87] 3838] 38.67] esI| Bee] B8.e] Snel 
|Thermometer, mean...... 20.37} 33.33) 52.53) 59.30) 65.31} 74.30) 70.43 48.32] 43.70 

mermometer exes 0) 38509 iS Sod sto. soy sau] 9 Shy “S| 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at NORRISTOWN, Pennsylvania; Latitude, 
40° 8’ N.; Longitude, 75° 19% W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 153 feet. 
Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Rey. J. G. RansTon. 

1854. 

arometer, mean inches, | 29.96 

Barometer, extremes.... ; end 

‘Thermometer, mean......| 31.78) 

[Thermometer, extremes. j rhe t : r i : 4 i d 
‘ 

Psychrometer, mean......| 71.00} 71. : : i ; i A } .00] 74.00]'66,00/74.00) 

Psychrometer, extremes. ? 20.00 i : 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches..]| 29.99) 29.8: i E E H E - H -97} 30.03/29.92) 

Barometer, extremes.... i 99.19 

hermometer, mean.,....}| 31.88 

Thermometer, extremes. { 22.00 

Pscychrometer, mean.....| 72.00) 58. F 
Psychrometer, extremes. { 100.00}190.00)}100,00)100.00 
~ 

eo 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at PENN YAN, New York; Latitude, 42° 42” 
N.; Longitude, 77° 11’ W. from Greenwich ; Elevation above tide-water, 740 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9, P. M. Observer, Dr. H. P. Sartwext. 

1854. 

Barometer, mean inches. ..| 29.20| 29.19| 29.10] 29.19 29.18 29.19 29.29] 29,28] 29.32] 29.34] 29.08} 29.14 
29.67 29.67 53} 29.4! 

Barometer, extremes... § 98.41 OK. 98.85] 99.] 

Thermometer, mean......| 25.27 41. 66.23) 73.28) 
50.67 64. 79.33) 79.67 

Thermometer, extremes, 6.00 7. 51.001 65. 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches... ae 29.24 29.16) 29.29 29. 

ks 29.64 29.46 29.51 29. Barometer, extremes...) | 53° 38.7 28.69. 29.04 28, 

ermometer, mean......| 28. 45.07) 61.51 69.18) 40. 

‘Thermometer, extremes. { an a1 Meth pe 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at OTTAWA, Illinois; Latitude, 41° 207 N.; 
Longitude, 88° 477 W. from Greenwich. Hours ef observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 
Po M. Observer, Dr. J. O. Harris. 

3S 

Jan. | eb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.| July. | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. a = 
1854. | & 

{ ‘ 

Thermometer, mean... ../ 20.01/ 31.46) 38.48) 51.67/ 62.29) 71.87) 79.80) 75.87) 69.00) 54.58) 37.98 
( | 43.35] 53.23) 56.00 73.33) 74.00] 86.00] 88.00} 85.00) 85.30 70.67) 59.80 

‘Sage extremes. ) | 1/33) 12.33] 22.67] 21.67| 48.67| 49.30] 67.30] 62.70 54.70] 40.67| 23.3 
1855. 

/ Thermometer, mean,..... 25.10} 18.70} 32.70) 55.13} 63,17) 69.48) 74.72) 70.74) 67.94) 46.88) 34.86) § 
55.67) 39.33] 45.00] 78.70) 84.70) €8.33) 86.33] 84.00 78.33] 66.00) 42.67 | 

Sagat i extremes. § 1.33] 2.67] 12.70} 31.30) 44.30) 50.67 62.67} 62.67) 53.67) 36.00) 24.00 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at PITTSBURG, Oakland Station, Pennsyl- 
vania; Latitude, 40° 327 N.; Longitude, 80° 27 W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide 
water, 850 feet. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and9 P. M. 

7 Observer, W. W. Witson. 

[" iy Tce Hay pe ad 
| | =! as 

| 1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. June. | July. Aug, |Sept. Oct. | Nov. | Dec. § 1 

! << i 

Ge an mean inches..| 28.96| 28.97) 28,87] 28.87] 28.86) 28.90| 98.99| 28.98) 29.03| 29.00] 28.81| 28.95/28.93 
: 99.46] 29.35] 29.29] 29.41] 29.15] 29.18) 29.16] 29.14! 29.40] 29.43) 99.40} 99.41 | 

Bsrometer, extremes... } 98.07] 28.38] 28.37] 28.461 98.47) 28.56] 28.80] 28.77) 28.56] 28.32| 9818 e844] | 
Thermometer, mean...... 26.82) $31.18] 39.33) 47.28) 61.00) 70.23] 78.00) 81.90) 71.53) 56.49] 40.15] 29.91)52.82! 
ee ee 50.00} 49.33) 56.00) 65.33} 72.33| 83.70] 87.30] 87.00) 87.70] 68.60] 56.33) 48.00 
ee ope eS: 4,00] 10.67| 18.00} 28.00] 41.00) 55.30] 67.70) 60,30) 53,30) 39,33) 31.00! 11.33 ! 

1855. 4 
‘Barometer, mean inches. .| 28.97} 28.92) 298.91) 28.99) 28.92) 28.85} 28.98] 29.05] 29.04) 28.90} 29.01] 28.94)28.96 

29.79] 29.36| 99.49] 29.39] 29.16] 29.11] 29.19] 29.36] 29.93] 99.15] 29.35) 29.53 
5, ex ah extremes... ) 98.02} 98.53] 28.39] 28,59| 98.61] 28.42] 28.79} 28.72] 28.68) 28.58] 28.45] 27.94) | 
Thermometer, mean......| 31.20] 20.18} 33.37] 51.14) 58.19) 65.47] 73.37| 70.13] 68.99) 48.90] 44.66) 31.84)49.79; 

, 50.00] 36.67| 48.70} 72.00] 71.30| 84.00] 80.00) 76.67] 78.00} 61.00] 58.67| 47.33) | 
a SS ea extremes. § 14.33] 3,33] 19.30| 24.00 44.00) 53.34] 66.00] 58.67] 52.25] 35.33] 27.00] 11.33; | 
! 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania; Lati- 
tude, 39° 57” 977 N.; Longitude, 75° 10” 377”, W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide 
water, 53 feet. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. 

Observer, Professor Jamus. A. Kirkpatrick. 

| | al 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. eee, May. June.| July.) Aug. Nov.| Dee. | 3 | 
be) 

<a 
Barometer, mean inches.. ery 29.94) 29.85] 29.87) 29.85) 29.82 29.89/29 91 

2 0.47) 30.40} 30.26) 30.51} 30.13! 39.09 30.50 
Barometer, extremes... 5 99.46] 29.43} 29.15] 29.94) 99.58! 99.54 39754, | 
(Thermometer, mean...... ech 34.84) 43.06) 51.39) 65.43] 73.13 31.27/55.37 

45,33) 49.67) 65.33) 70.00; 74.50) 83.00 44.33 | 
‘Thermometer, extremes. } 21.83) 22.70] 28.00] 33.00} 50.00] 60.30 14.33 
Psychrometer, mean...... 87.00) 83.00! 73.00) 69.00; 67.00} 70.00 77 .00)74.00! 

‘ 100.00}100.00/100,00|100.00 100.00] 95.00 100.00 
Brvehranetetseneeney} 48.00] 33.00| 23,00] 31,00| 25.00] 33.00 00 

oa 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.97) 29.84) 29.80) 29.85) 29.81] 29.74 9229.87! 
2 30.61) 30.20] 30.27] 30.18) 30.12} 30.0: 

Barometer, extremes. « } | 59 16) 99.54) 29.31! 99.93) 99.45] 29.99 
‘Thermometer, mean. . . pace 26.67) 38.80} 52.90 63.77 71.87) 79. ‘ : sh 
hermometer, extremes. } | 31°33) “4 30] 95°00] 300) 49.301 60.00 

Psychrometer, mean.... . Bis 71.00) 63.00) 64.00! 57.00 68.00 
100.00/100.00| 94, f ‘00, 95. i : ; rpenont exronee {FSO HER RS neal aala ale ca 

1 

BREEDS ESE EEE OO NG (0 NN FN ene mee See 
SSUSZH8e g 

+-F=t- 

BAA SSSSSS SALCSSESS SSS588eRR SSSSSHeee| 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at POMFRET, Connnecticut; Latitude, 43° 
52” N.; Longitude, 72° W. from Greenwich ; Elevation above tide-water, 1 000 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A.M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Rey. D. Hunr. 

) 3 
1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. JJune.|July.} Aug.| Sep. | Oct. |Noy.| Dee. = 

/ & 
I< 

Barometer, mean inches. .} 28.92} 28.76] 28.57] 28.87] 28.87] 28.85] 28.95] 28.94] 29.00] 28.99] 28.77 a 
29.66] 29.53) 29.22] 29.45] 29.37] 29.19] 29.13] 29.24] 29.36] 29.35] 29.35] 29.55 

eae ain extremes... { 28.16] 28.44) 28.20) 28.41] 28.55] 28.70] 28.71] 28.68) 28.59] 28.34] 28,22} 27.96 
Thermometer, mean...... 24.17] 23.51] 31.46] 41.58] 57.63] 65.40] 72.10] 67.03] 59.87] 51.98] 39.76| 23.74 46.52 

48.66] 37.00] 52.00| 60.00] 66.33] 75.30| 82.70| 76.30| 75.30) 64.33) 61.67] 38.33 
idape eerie extremes { 1.00] 6.33) 18.33] 28.33] 36.67] 52.70] 57.00] 57.30] 44.30] 37.67] 22.33] 4.00 
Psychrometer, mean...... 88.00) 87.00) 87.00) 83.00] 84.00) 83.00} 84.00} 85.00} 88.00) 87.00] 86.00} 91.00 86.00: 

: __ § |100.00/100.00/100.00/100.00}100.00|100.00]100.00|100.00|100.00|100.00]100.00|100.00 
ee thy extremes. } 53.00) 53.00] 51.00] 38.00] 48.00} 42.00] 56.00] 43.00] 61.00] 54.00| 50.00] 0x00] 

1855. ; 
Barometer, mean inches..| 28.96] 28.80] 28.77} 28.88] 28.86] 29.83] 28.93] 298.96] 29.00] 28.83} 28.95] 28,90]28.97 

29.70 29.23} 29.22} 29.18] 29.20] 29.10] 29.92} 99.98) 29.28] 29.99] 29.39) 29.35 
Burombter, extremes... § 28.03] 28.46] 28.21] 28.00] 28.51) 28.43) 28.65] 28.42) 28.74] 28.33] 28.39] 27.95 
Thermometer, mean...... 27.94} 19.65] 31.00} 42.73) 54.23) 63.85) 70.34] 65.05) 60.02) 43.51) 39.29] 29.32)45.5 

47.33] 37.00| 44.30] 59.30] 68.70] 81.33} 82.00] 73.67] 74.67] 64.33) 54.33) 42.3 
Thermometer, extremes § 10.00} 9.00] 19.70} 22.00] 38.30] 53.67] 69.67] 53.33} 47.67| 38.33] 23.67] 12.00 
Psychrometer, mean...... 92.00) 91.00) 78.00} 80.00] 77.00} 85.00} 91.00} 86.00] 84.00} 87.00} 86.00) 84.00: 

100.00]100.00]100.00|100.00}100.00|100.00{100.00|100.00|100.00|100.00|100.00]100.00 
Psychrometer, extremes. } 62.00] 53.00} 42.00] 41.00] 43.00] 50.00] 65.00] 45.00] 58.00] 51.00| 45.00) 46.00 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at POULTNEY, Iowa; Latitude, 42° 40” N; 
Longitude, 91° 217 W. from Greenwich. Hours of observation, 7 1 AL M., and at 2 and 9 
Pe ae Observer, Dr. B. F. Opuxt. 

= 
1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. |June.| July.} Aug.| Sep. | Oct. | Nov.} Dec. z 

< 

Thermometer, mean...... 9.94] 23.05] 36.44] 49.42) 57.46] 67.67| 73.67] 70.40) 63.80] 53.54] 33.54 2 a 46.94 
36.40] 39.76] 53.97} 72.20] 71.00] 82.30] 83.30} 79.70) 79.70] 67.70] 51.00) 39.33 

ee, 12.40] 7.50] 17.60) 20.00] 47.00] 43.00] 63.00) 58.00) 50.70) 34.70) 15.33] 11.67 

Thermometer, mean...... 21.86} 14.37] 27.90} 51.93} 61.23] 67.09] 72.63) 68.56} 63.62| 45.08! $3.83! 17.49|45.47 
55.67| 32.00] 41.30] 78.30| 78.00| 82.67| 85.67| 77.67] 79.00| 63.33| 50.00| 41.33 

Thermometer, extremes { 6.33} 7.33] 5.70| 28.00] 44.70] 46.33| 58.33) 52.00! 48.67] 29.00] 14.00] 13.67 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at PRINCETON, Massachusetts; Latitude, 42° 
28’ N.; Longitude, 71° 53” W. from Greenwich ; Elevation above tide-water, 1,118 feet 
Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, J. BRooxs 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.| July. | Aug.} Sep. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. 

Barometer, mean inches..| 28.81) 28.81] 28.70] 28.77] 28.78] 28.78) 28.90] 28.86} 28.94) 28.94) 28.69] 28,69/28.82 
29.38] 29.45] 29.13) 29.39] 29.38] 29.06] 29.10} 29.18] 29.34] 29.64] 29.98) 29. 

Barometer, extremes... 4 28.10] 28.20] 28,10] 28.97} 28.38} 28,25] 28.64] 28.49] 28.47] 28.91] 28.11] 27.76 
Thermometer, mean...... 21.18) 19.06] 26.27} 39.97] 55.53) 63.23} 70.93) 66.33) 58.60 2.8 37.33 o.09}ads 

43.38] 38.00] 36.67| 56.20, 68.20, 70.70| 81.20} 73.40] 76.30| 64.33) 57.67] 36.93 
Thermometer, extremes { 3.00} 3.73} 11.90] 21.00] 32.64] 52.70] 53.90] 56.50] 42.30) 36.67] 20.50] 2.33 
Psychrometer, mean...... Pica! 82.00} 80.00} 72.00} 70.00) 72.00) 73.00 pel 75. ee pon -00 br Nia 

¢ }100.00|100.00|100.00|100.00/100.00|100.00}100.00| 98.00,100.00 100.00 100.0010 
: Shei ie a 49.00| 39.00) 52.00] 0.00} 30.00] 29.@0| 35.00 27.00) 18.00| 29.00) 20.00] 6.00 

DIe 

Barometer, mean inches. . oH 28.67 28.66] 28.78) 28.79} 28.75) 28.89) 28.91 pay yl pag eon 
.68} 29.20! 29.10] 29.58] 29.11] 29.03] 29.87) 29.23} 29.97] 29. : ; 

|Barometer, extremes... § 27.88) 28.30 28.08] 27.84] 28:45] 28.30] 28.18) 28.33, 28.46) 28.28) 28.21) 27.76 
Thermometer, mean..... «| 24.74) 17.12) 28.17} 40.50] 52.87] 61.03] 69.76! 63.55) 58.70) 48.15! 36.26) 26.65/43.96 

34.33] 44:0] 55.70| 66.201 78.20] 79.00) 72.501 73.80) 62.00) 52.00| 38.33 
49.33] 57.33 54.17) 49.80] 26.17| 19.33) _ 8.67] 
71.00| 79.00| 71.00, 71.00) 77.00, 75.00) 77.00,71.00) 

100.00) 98.00) 96.00 97.00.100.00,100.00)100.00| | 
26.00} 45.00) 33.00) 31.00 42.00) 30.00 30.00 | 

——— 

Thermometer, extremes 6.67 

Psychrometer, mean..... Hes ae .00 hes -00} 63.00 irae -00 
00.00) 100.00|100.00)100.00 Psychrometer, extremes. { 0. 0) 0.00] 24:00! 0.001 9.0 

5.57) 17.40! 17.80) 36.80 

T 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at SAVANNAH, Georgia; Latitude, 32° 5” 
N.; Longitude, 81° 77 W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 42 feet. Hours of 
observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, Dr. J. F. Poszy 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.|June.| July.| Aug.| Sept.! Oct.| Noy.) Dec Z 

<g 

Barometer, mean inches.. oie ae pe 25 ay aa coud 8 30.02) 30.11] 30.02} 30.10/30.0 
0.61] 30.46] 30.43) 30.58] 30.22) 30.14) 30.21] 30.15] 30.35| 30.37| 30.32) 30.44 

Barometer, extremes...) | 59'69| 99.62| 29.71] 29.52| 99.77] 29.76] 29.86| 29.91| 29.04| 29.74] 29.49] 99.66 
hermometer, mean...... 52.60 cae at a8 Le eau Ea 81.83) 78.10) 67.37) 55.63) 48.57/66.79 

69.90| 69. .80| 75.50} 80.20] 88.60] 88.00] 90.30 84.30| 77.50] 70.77] 62.53 
Thermometer, extremes. § 39.13] 40.96] 48.77] 46.90| 59.73] 56.00| 76.50| 75.70] 65.60| 58.00] 40.10| 35.88 
Psychrometer, mean...... ou ae oh fey (a ss oo ed fate 70.00) 64.00) 64.00/71.00) 

.00| 96.00} 97.00} 95.00] 93.00 94.00! 93.00! 92.00 98.00) 97.00] 96.00) 96.00 
Psychrometer, extremes. } | 98°09] 96.00] 18.00| 26.00] 32.00| 37.00| 26.00| 39.00| 49.00, 28.00] 31.00| 25.00 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inches.. 30.12 30.03 30.04 30.19 30.00 30.02 30.10 30.06 30)09 30.03} 30.08) 30.12|30.07 

0.61} 30.35) 30.42) 30.34} 30.26] 30.27) 30.27] 30.26] 30.30| 30.31] 30.35] 30.60 
Barometer, extremes... i 29.47] 29.51} 29.40] 29.76] 29.07] 29.75] 29.93) 29.86] 29.84] 29.70] 29.61] 29.68 
hermometer, mean...... 50.96 47.93 56.37 73.87 74.07| 77.43] 82.07 81.77) 78.67| 64.13] 62.47| 52.50|66.80 

62.20] 66.97} 72.70} 85.90] 85.80] 82.46) 84.33) 87.17| 85.00] 77.36] 71.80! 67.90 
‘Thermometer, extremes. } 35.90] 32.73] 36.90| 55.90] 63.70] 70.06| 76.00, 70.43) 71.00| 46.20] 45.67| 38.30 
Psychrometer, mean...... 69.00 61.00 2f.00 ari 62.00 71.00) 73.00 75.00 79.00 68.00] 77.00] 78.00|70.00} 

6.00] 93.00] 93.00] 96.00] 92.00] 95.00} 95.00| 95.00] 97.00] 94.00) 97.00] 98.00 
Psychgometer, extremes. § 18.00) 16.00} 11.00] 25.00] 30.00) 31.00] 42.00, 42.00] 40.00) 26.00| 32.00] 22.00 

} aes 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at SPARTA, Georgia; Latitude, 33°17” N, 
Longitude, 83° 9% W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 550 feet. Hours of 
observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P.M. Observer, Dr. E. M. Penpieron. 

ar 
a} 

Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. June, July.| Aug.|Sept.| Oct. |Noy.|Dec.| = | 
1854. 5 

ele : ‘ie a 

Barometer, mean inches..} 29.52) pare 29.41) 29.39) 29.32} 29.34) 29.40] 29.41] 29.41] 29.47] 29.47] 29.48,29,47 
h 29.90] 29.80] 29.72] 29.89] 29.5%} 29.47] 29.54] 29.51] 29.70] 29.68) 29.68] 29.80 

Barometer, extremes... { 29.03] 29.04] 29.06] 28.98} 29.18] 29.15] 29.27] 29.29] 28.89] 99.19] 98.88) 99.17 | 
Thermometer, mean...... 46.32) 48.15) 60.84) 57.11} 72.97] 78.10) 81.87] 81.37] 76.67] 63.92] 51.70] 43.61/63.50! 

70.33| 63.00 79.00} 78.00] 81.67] 86.30] 88.00} 87.70] 85.30] 77.00] 65.33] 60.67 
DeEGEAE TEE, extremes { 30.00} 32.67] 45.33) 40.67| 56.00] 54.30] 76.00] 72.70] 63.30] 53.67| 33.67] 29.67 | 

1555. 
Barometer, mean inches..| 29.48} 29.39) 29.42) 29.44) 29.37] 29.38} 29.44] 29.42} 29.44] 99.49] 29.45] 99,49 ayy 

99.92] 29.69] 29.79} 29.65] 299.60] 29.58] 29.59] 29.55] 29.61| 29.64] 29.66] 29.90 
Barometer, extremes... } 28.90] 29.00] 29.08) 29.17] 29.19} 29.13] 29.20] 29.27] 29.93] 99.19] 29105 20.04, | 
hermometer, mean...... 46.33) 42.15] 52.47) 69.27] 71.67] 74.23} 61.29] 77.88) 75.94] 58.54] 58.09| 46.43.60 94| 

: 63.67] 60.67] 73.00] $2.70] 86.30] 81.67] 83.00 83.33] 80.67] 70.67] 70.67| 64.00 | 
Thermometer, extremes. § 27.67] 26.06] 31.00) 49.00] 56.00] 60.67] 70.67] 67.33] 69.67] 38.00| 40 67] 28.33) | 

1 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at SCHELLMAN HALL, Maryland; Lati- 
tude, 39° 23 N.; Longitude, 76° 57” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 700 
few. Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. 

Observer, Harriet M. Barr 

| repre ag 
1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.| July.) Aug.| Sept.| Oct. | Noy.| Dec. E 

< 

hermometer, mean,....| 31.98) 35.44] 44.73] 50.98| 65.50| 71.40| 78.63) 75.67| 70.40| 58.47] 43.70| 30.58\54.78 

precmomet exenes|| #5) (0H G3) BO) ES 8 Cs) BA a) Ga ae ee 
Ae ae aaa San. 32.65] 24.96) 38.27) 53.97] 63.93 68.78 76.04 71.61) 67.86] 52.48] 45.96) 33.41 52,4 

moet exon 3] 4) SE) er oO Sa) wa Sh a 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at ST. LOUIS, Missouri; Latitude, 38° 377 
N.; Longitude, 90° 16” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 482 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A.M., and at 2. and 9 P.M. Observe:, Dr. G. ENGELMAN. 

ERD 1 H i \ t ‘ 7 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.| June.| July.) Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. | Dec. F 

< 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.57 29.50] 29.45] 29.43] 29.33) 29.41] 29,48] 29.48) 29.50] 29.52] 29.43} 29.52|29.47 
Saks. EA a 30.26] 29.89] 29.92} 29.93] 29.63] 29.65] 29.66] 29.61] 29.82] 29.81] 29.96] 29.78 

B > €S-+++) | 98.88) 28.98) 28.96] 28.91] 28.84) 29,15] 29.25] 29.31] 29.18] 29.08] 28.84) 29,12) 
hermometer, mean...... oy 39.42! 47.40} 56.87) 67.97] 76.53) 84.03} 82.30) 76.08] 60.93} 43.33 ae 

53.67] 59.33] 70.67| 78.00) 76.33] 88.00} 90.50] 91.40] 88.30] 75.00] 56.17] 54. 
nih ani extremes } 5.33] 25.25] 35.33) 31.00] 54.33] 57.30 a 70.70| 60.00) 48.67] 28.17) 17.50 
ae a mean.....| 69.00} 66.00) 62.00) 61.00} 63.00} 68.00} 62.00) 59.00) 63.00} 74.00} 63.00 cote 

100.00/100.00| 96.00| 97.00] 94.00] 98.00] 91.00] 93.00) 93.00] 97.00|100.00|100.00 
E Pipe eed  ecoa 30.00} 20.00] 15.00| 28.00] 21.00) 37.00| 26.00] 23.00] 28.00] 29.00| 21.00} 25.00. 

Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.47] 29.53] 29.48] 29.48] 29.41] 29.38] 29.43] 29.49] 29.48] 29.49] 29.49] 29.52/29.47 
i tatsiel casdericn 30.19} 30.00} 30.03] 29.92} 29.70] 29.74] 29.61] 29.75] 29.65] 29.83] 29.92] 29.99 

? ***+) | 98.64] 28.83) 28.78] 29.24] 29.03] 29.11] 29.27] 29.26] 29.30] 29.07] 28.99] 28.60 
hermometer, mean...... 33.82] 29.87] 39.40] 62.22| 66.76| 71.65] 79.65] 74.36] 73.06] 53.93} 47.11 32.06)55.d8 

re 47.67| 47.00| 60.80} 82.20] 84.02) 85.83] 86.67] 85.00) 80.81] 67.00] 66.00) 54.1 
; Uhermometer, extremes. | 11.80} 7.33} 20.00] 40.33) 51.02] 55.50] 74.00] 64.00] 57.83) 34.00] 28.67} 2.50) 
Psychrometer, mean......| 71.00] 70.00] 63.00] 49.00] 65.00] 68.00] 70.00] 79.00] 79.00 66.00} 70.00) 71.00/68.00 

5 95.00] 93.00|100.00} 93.00] 93.00!100.00/100.00|100.00'100.00|100.00|100.60]100.00 
\Psychrometer, extremes. } 23.00| 25.00} 20.00 oH 9.00| 20.00; 30.00] 38.00] 42.00] 24.00} 0.00) 16.00 
"oN, a ee SE YES CPCI a SO ARR DR i > (ae i AP ae, I ot 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at SPRINGFIELD, Massachusetts; Latitude, 
42° 67 N.; Longitude, 72° 35% W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 199 feet. 
Hours of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, L. C. ALLEN. 

i | a 

| 1854, Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May.| June.) July. Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. E 

a 

‘Thermometer, Mean......| 22.75| 22.75| 32.17) 44.05 60.59, 67.73] 75.03) 70.23] 62.30] 52.29) 40.62) 23.15,47.81 
; 40.67| 38.67| 53.33 62.00| 69.67, 76.30| 87.00] 79.30| 78.701 66.00) 61.67] 41. 

(Thermometer, extremes. } | “1'33] “6.90| 19.00| 30.67) 38.67| 54.00, 58.30) 60.30] 45.30) 38.00) 22.33, 1.67 
1855. 

Thermometer, mean....... 28.26) 20.53) 33.00) 45.10) 57.73, 66.64) 74.04) 68.89) 63.54) 51.22) 40.32) 29.53:48.23! 
‘Thermometer, extremes. { 42.33) 36.33] 47.00 63.30) 71.30 86.33) 84.33] 77.33) 79.00) 67.33 54.67 1035 ! 

9.33] 6.00} 20.70, 22.30} 40.70, 55.33) 61.67) 57.00) 48.67 39.33; pa 10.33 
| 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at WARRINGTON, Florida ; Latitude, 30° 21” 
N.; Longitude, 87° 16% W. from Greenwich ; Elevation above tide-water, 12 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A. M., and at 2 and 9 P. M. Observer, J. PEARSON. 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. Hei! May.| June.} July.| Aug. | Sept. | Oct. 

Barometer, mean inches..| 30.13) 30.10 30.17, 30.04; 29.91) 29.91) 29.99} 29.96) 29.94 
: 30.54) 30.54] 30.60 30.56] 30.19] 30.08) 30.19] 30.12) 30.19 

[Barometer extremes... { 29.53, 29.67) 29.81; 29.69] 29.70| 29.77| 29.88) 99.85] 29.65 
ffnermometer, mean...... pe pie 65.72, 63.91) 75.86) 81.9 ne a 81.70) 

2.00) 74.33] 75.67, 72.67) 82.00| 89.70] 91.60| 89.00] 89.00 
Sgiime oramaed 37.33; 43.67 3.33 51.33) 65.00] 69.30| 79.30| 76.30| 76.00 
H 4 | 

‘Barometer, inean inches. . 30.09) 30.07| 30.04' 30.05] 29.98] 99.98) 30.03, 30.02) 30.04 
H .44) 30.34] 30.48 30.26) 30.15] 30.16) 30.19] 30.19] 30.20 
Barometer, extremes....} 29.57) 29.67| 29.73 29.74] 99.71| 29.75 29.88 29.83) 29.81 
(Thermometer, mean......| 56.61) 51.03! 58.67) 69.73) 75.80 79.03 80.73 81.19 80.82 

67.33) 64.67) 73.30. 76.70, 81.00 82.67 83.67) 85.00 
We igs ae extremes. } 37.33; 35.67| 40.70 61.39) 67.70. 73.39 72.00 they 75.33 

P | 
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Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at WAMPSVILLE, New York, ; Latitude, 43° 
4’N.; Longitude, 75° 50” W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 500 feet. Hours 
of observation, 7 A, M., and at 2 and 9 P.M. Observer, Dr. S. Spooner. 

1854. Jan. Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. June. Dec. z 

< 

Thermometer, mean...... [26.01] 22.29) 32.23) 42.87] 58.77) 67.83) 74.47] 70.10) 62.80] 52.25) 37.86] 23.79/47.09 

Thermometer, extremes. ren tae palhy fad see ray fa 

Hnieadien hein ie, 27.73) 17.62) 30.43) 44.65} 56.35] 64.75 29.92/46.76; 

Thermometer extemes | 8) 3 i] Sa) ary) 38 oe 

n 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, made at WHITE-MARSH ISLAND, Georgia; 
Latitude, 32° N.; Longitude, 81° W. from Greenwich; Elevation above tide-water, 18 feet: 
Hours of observation, 7 A.M., and at 2and 9 P. M. Observer, R. T. Grpson. 

| yl 
1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April.| May. | June.|July.| Aug.| Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec a 

< 
—— —| | i —_ | 

(Thermometer, mean...... 52.10! 53.95] 61.52! 62.17] 72.03) 76.57) 80.73) 79.33] 76.43] 66.20) 53.85/ 46.48/65.11 
| ; tremes. § | 63:33) 66.00] 71.33) 73.10) 78.00) 85.00) 87.10! 87.00] 84.00] 76.00 69.67] 59.60 PS ees er, extrem s.} 37.67| 38.33) 50.00) 45.10) 57.00) 56.00| 75.00| 73.30] 65.00] 56.20, 39.00| 33.67 1855. 
‘Thermometer, mean...... 49.76) 46.60) 54.60) 65.67) 73.43) 76.86) 81.93) 81.59] 78.27] 63.51] 61.95} 52.29 65.54} 
| } 61.67) 66.33] 69.30) 81.00} 83.00] 81.67] 84.33] 86.00] 83.33] 75.33) 71.67] 65.33) 
Semel, ee remes. } 35.33) 32.33] 36.30) 54.00) 62.70) 69.00 nS 70.67| 71.00} 46.67} 45.00] 37.33 

| 

Summary of Meteorological Observations, m 
42° 16” N.; Longitude, 71° 48% W. from Greenwich 
Hours of observation, 7 A.M., and at 2 and 9 P.M. 

ade at WORCESTER, Massachusetts; Latitude, 
; Elevation above tide-water, 536 feet. 

Observer, Dr. E. A. Ssiru. 

1854. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |April./ May.|June.| July.) Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov. 

|Barometer, mean inches. .| 29.49] 29.47] 29.33] 29.43] 29.39} 29.37] 29.46] 29.46] 29.53) 99.54 29.34 
RAs 30.05) 30.00) 29.77) 30.05] 29.81) 29.66] 29.70] 29.79] 29.90) 29.91; 29.97] 30. Barometer, extremes. ...{ 28.84] 28.85) 28.65] 29.00] 29.00, 29.11] 29.22) 99.99] 29.0] 28.82] 98/89] ay. 

‘Thermometer, MEAaN...aee 23.68) 23.39) ee 43.23) 60.20) 67.20) 74.87] 69.63] 61.87] 52.30] 40.23 
Ea ; .§ | 40.33! 40.00} 54.00) 61.30} 69.83] 78.50] 87.80] 78.60] 79.00] 65.001 58.00 ‘Thermometer, extremes } 1-33] 6.00) 22.00] 26.00) 37.00] 55.30| 56.00) 59.50) 45.00] 38.00) 22.33) 4. Psychrometer, mean...... 54.00! 54.00) 55.00) 64.00) 64.00) 66.00] 62.00] 58.00] 68.00! 70.00) 75.00] 57. 

f bs 100.00|100.00)100.00| 100.00 99.00)100.00' 100.00|100.00)100.00/100.00! 100.00 
Psychrometer, extremes. | 0.00, 0-00; 0.00! 0.00) 12.00} 30.00] 30.00] 24.00] 25.00] 39.00! 14.00 

1855. 
Barometer, mean inet 29.45| 29.38! 29.35] 29.44) 29.44] 29.39] 29.50] 29.47] 29.54] 29.39! 99.51 

, 30.17] 29.87) 29.80} 29.79] 29.78) 29.67} 29.82] 29.83] 29.88! 29.78] 29.88 
‘Barometer, extremes...) 28.59) 29.02} 28.85] 28.57} 29.09) 28.94) 29.97) 28.92) 29.16) 28.88) 28.44 
Thermometer, mean...... 27.63) 19.20) 32.60| 43.47) 55.20) 65.07] 72.25] 66.17| 59.94! 50.20) 39.59 

} 41.33} 37.00! 53.30] 58.70; 70.30 85.33) 85.00] 75.00] 76.67| 65.00| 53.00 
\Thermometer, extremes. § 12.33 10.33, 21.70) 24.00) 39.20] 55.00) 60.00} 54.00| 42.00) 37.67} 22.00 

| | 
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? 

FLOWERING OF THE APPLE-TREE IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

Table showing the date of the flowering of the apple-tree at Mansfield, Massachu- 
setts, from 1798 to 1856, inclusive: Isaac Sruarns, observer. 

1798, May 13. ] 1810, May 19. || 1822, May 15. | 1834, May 20. || 1846, May 15. 
1799, May 19%. || 181], May 15. || 1823, May 23. || 1835, May 29. |) 1847, May 28. 
1800, May 17. || 1812, June 2. || 1824, May 19. | 1836, May 21. || 1848, May 19. 
1801, May 17. | 1813, May 25. || 1825, May 15. || 1837, May 30. || 1849, May 29. 
1802, May 26. || 1814, May 14. || 1826, May 15. || 1838, May 30. || 1850, June: 3. 
1803, May 22. |) 1815, May 27. || 1827, May 17. || 1839, May 18. || 1851, May 22. 
1804, May 22. | 1816, May 28. || 1828, May 17. || 1840, May 17. || 1852, May 26. 
1805, May 14. || 1817, May 23. || 1829, May 21. || 1841, May 29. || 1853, May 14. 
1806, May 7. || 1818, May 27. || 1830, May 9. || 1842, May 19. || 1854, May 21. 
1807, May 27. | 1819, May 27. || 1831, May 14. || 1843, May 22. || 1855, May 26. 
1808, May 18. || 1820, May 17. || 1832, May 31. || 1844, May 11 || 1856, May 26. 
1809, May 25. 1821, May. 27. || 1833, May 12. |} 1845, May 21. 

These dates refer to the days on which the flowers had fully ex- 
panded on the different varieties of the apple-tree, excepting some of 
the late kinds, such: as the Russet. The notes were commenced by 
Isaac Stearns, sr., and prosecuted until his death, in 1837, since which 
time they have been carefully continued by his family. 

The extreme dates are May 9, 1830, and June 3, 1850, a difference 
of twenty-five days. The mean of these two dates is May 214, which 
is the mean of the whole fifty-nine years—the first half averaging 
May 21, and the second half May 22. 

The evidence afforded by these records is opposed to the theories of 
those who allege that our seasons are gradually growing colder. Ac- 
cording to this table, the spring of 1812 opened later than any since, 
with the exception of that of 1850. The spring of 1856 was consid- 
ered very tardy, but was earlier than the spring of 1812, 1818, 1832, 
1835, 1837, 1838, 1849, or 1850, and varied but little from that of 
1802, 1806, 1807, 1809, 1813, 1815, 1816, 1819, 1829, 1841, 1847, 
1852, or 1855. 

The earliest thirteen seasons were, in order, 1830, 1844, 1833, 
1798, 1805, 1814, 1831, 1853, 1811, 1822, 1825, 1826, 1846; in each 
. which years the full blossoms appeared before or on the 15th of 

ay. 
The latest thirteen seasons occurred in 1851, 1812, 1832, 1837, 

1838, 1818, 1835, 1856, 1816, 1847, 1806, 1807, and 1815. 
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS, 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from St. Marks, 
Florida, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by Huan Arcus, 
Collector of Customs. 

Am’t conveyed 
Average : 

ARTICLES. coastward by . Valuation. 
river. Lace 

THD UES 20 626s RG OR bales... 5,000 | $80 00 | $400,000 00 
eo tioM y WipPlAWGs scccccneeeecessecs cates es carearses soe bales... 41,856] 40 00 | 1,674,240 00 
Cotton yarn........... Rep eeeedede fea sspacdsete pana. -bales... 1,564} 30 00 46,920 00 
Cattle, beef.......... COEF SEER AOC EEE STO Feb ecuac cee number... 239| 15 00 3,585 00 
Mir OUR ccauseeeiscacscerdcdsaceccccasacsaestar sess number... 1,564 5. 00 7,820 00 
Pet eedecarsensdsddsacscses dedeescuscovecnnsedascaaede: barrels... 256 5 00 1,280 00 
PACS: Yarecndesassesses Beateweeraccccesucworineaeees bales... 50} 60 00 3,000 00 
Ges wea sedcirnaces ves BialdeWasiuassicce’suaciecaseasde number... 6,398 1 50 9,597 00 
Lumber, sawed.....ccsocesees Sieescacavenccsuuaecacs M. feet... 62} 15 00 930 00 
IGGAENGR vecadeae ress. +s Pelee Gctenavecorscenstsceutaars sides... 100 7 00 700 00 
MGES a acnsesevesstesees Racbanshsvenecarcacnonenceueatece sis bales... 4] 12 00 48 00 
MEOIASSCS oc csscseceesereeae eereceasensctnds vases DATTE]Soes 3,168) 12 00 38,016 00 
INE Ge ean dreitarscocceciatseet oroosasaten ads ....thousand... 12] 35 00 420 00 
MUROS ge aeates conc. on cclae vale secu n ac atlas cust sn dates barrels... 1,038} 10 00 10,380 00 
PO PUORID decssevect cevohieabinswicnoar'ab shee deicwancas'oe's casks... 100} 50 00 5,000 00 
COR AKIN Ses dacecc vcnsalacslircnessiscae otc cavonemenss number... 130 2 00 260 06 
HAIGH. wn ce coenvncaiaas evs dacsuvizescasabncwneetndress barrels... 2,347 2 00 4,694 00 
ADIALOES SWieabicacssncosesteecaovtiicscccnsebteeeect barrels... 50 2° 25 112 50 
Me HOMOPMc.. ccrs-dahdsstctvacssccovemesigsesco cies: feet... 12,080 3 362 40 
FEROB Ee bares tacaenescoseve cd Sec eset ce eeec vt smaeeleuees barrels... 14,833 1 50 22,249 50 
REVERS vidoe qauseneeeans see cbelcs pieckcaesaties semaledae number... 201 25 50 25 
MeO CUT Say Soncn.cs ates sckescessdeimevmveacenchei bales... 15} 24 00 360 00 
HRHGIGs, SatecnbenteeMeeresscicheediess= asso sducaumeuratedtes bales... 4/ 15 00 60 00 

’ Skins, deer bales... 122} 25 00 3,050 00 
Skins, deer number... 1,383 25 345 75 
DUCA se dae dteces eactse eenred closeness sate hogsheads... 650 | 80 00 52,000 00 
PUPAL  cieckecacdycereteecevsantcasas sacwusevedtase sto arrels... 50} 22 00 1,100 00 
Ry VAUI Po oen aus ddens aiopeceranccsaseseuncastcemedad ...barrels... 50] 15 00 750 00 
PEAT oncires cna dave dausenecenccaaecnen ch araesueteardtete ts barrels... 247 3 00 750 00 
Turpentine, Spirits Of. .....-cs.cosccssovsevssosn barrels... 3,684] 20 00 73,680 00 
PRS ONWicwasaiss'saccsu'enecvessaeradnevestntneauseuannerss barrels... 20} 25 00 500 00 
MlnACGOs) Leal... ccovenecavenvsncoeasneevetse en encosaes cases... 1,577} 60 00 94,620 00 
MPEG Le caiss. 'voucsssccatscacasasauvocdrgeaeuarsanseay barrels... 10} 12 00 120 00 
WWEO Ieetccaact<..sitescvewectesconeseetae Waene eaten ses. bales... 74] 50 00 3,700 00 
WYexe CRs csc soc sssshcaccassenucbasesdaeeetoacce barrels... 11] 45 00 495 00 
Wood........ Pek vcs scouts Pee rine ..cords... 1,640] 3 00 4,920 00 

91 cS BR CEN A C200. aN 2,466,115 50 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from New London, 
Connecticut, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by H. Hopart, 
Collector of Customs. 

ARTICLES. shipped to Average Valuation. 
for’n ports.| PTess 

PADIS ALICE 5c fe ayaceory =>» xennboreresobuessdbasan coenseshaVE DUT OA ax 7,300| $08 $584 
BACON MG Steccensacpco+tesascecedacesossoscases Lepeassaweeeee pounds 8,666 12 1,040 
ESCH SMe taper cncavcns ads ssercus spdaecssocsiiitanearasseeceenaasre bushels 85 2 00 170 
REI MEH I ere eue esis csc opecasas oncaecessanes udccasices BSS Baste barrels... 9315) ys) 20 14,151 
Biscuit or ship-bread............0++ ba wae ciad ou adeohens etek pounds... 188,300 10,959 
SEER, COMING ce oars ekwenapica te ake ns pw'eUeestacsiac sox thousand... 10 8 60 80 
PeCOUAs CLOTH I2.5. sly sasetnvacttppesehoons sansonsscustsnerstie head yards... 73 1 86 136 
PRATT GI via fas sas tase dcstane SaWEs we Sabnvaw eee asp eqeasskonceennes si pounds 5,420 25 E355 
BAGOLESS. eect sishansdoveuhmankvivessscseedssssccesaphendswssth pounds 1,979 224 442 
DRCERE aa acs 3s puavelane Stes cabotoksacbecccdsepsescecactsootiesuest pounds... 3,041 13 395 
OAS ALUM ACLU s wae pvsbascwctesenrss ss ssskonanmhauennenascrchen tons 166 7 18 1,192 
Crcletrey ae MCHIESive. sseaccsccatesaccscocdserssseaweceoesss pounds... 57,847 15 8,677 
Orns SHEN Cdk o: vinacdeesnasduvacrgsaraash eteaedsdivsaskasen cee bushels... L140 “08 14 
ROC estIPel ceo. cdavines se sps aaaS oR c-Rtosa se ipiacekcdessasacvese barrels... 60 5 bi 334 
NOU eaen de ta dees toned ewons <tytuatsneanneeagsnadassasce E> barrels 636 8 68 5,520 
AGU iers doen Tac shet os ddob edna ar oponctnans succeed obesesascse gallons... 400 63 252 
Innplements, ap ricultaral i. <csissscssuvevdedscecssovesee Wall AION :-.culonsh mivcguswnns) perk easseene 30 
| Secliga Us) Bae eels EAB eee Ee, as Seo ER ny Nee Nan ere” pounds 2,596 122 530 
MBC AMR OER c neath s dubs isa Cacia eave csss oosnupacadactopecy sees pounds 500 6 30 
PMID e TAH OR. eesacshiscece-as>sescescecunqessaseb cos; ansese feet 193; 000} eceeese cars 5,180 
WISH te ses EM aeeitcat Sassen onset ecu weclsne'oasae qinemensspeos’ gallons 9,300 | 33 3,069 
MT MSE Eee wards Lorne csassboves sense scacsvsestepaess gallons 205 | 97 199 
MULCH ES teaieany sane seins deus hinge ots csiacies sinnisice coal guamebvunadece= bushels... 237 52 123 
RU SIIIOCUG be sealers cciecs aeseseassoeereevensseVeet oars ss pounds... 1,800 153 275 
IBEREDCH CMCES Patcco. 4 ccc 0). 51d op acets doauasscevenie dese pounds... 540 14 75 
11RD Sed ioSdbg boas ano ACERS AbaB En GaREREPRECE Geoee sq) -caceheere bushels 50 1 50 75 
epaieRea eh ceu see sbewane bans pene et ahaa Ceseilcwdsene papedadeecns sce barrels 1,083] 16 73 18,119 
HO UATOCS, COMMON. .adcadencetessvecnduarsedaaasisdephelsonses bushels 482 535 258 
UCHR ins saccades Be BOC Rap Os eee Beeeabenas nan seb iiaselen amar tierces... 14] 36 21 507 
RULED Teva sarcteenteeathesodesodssite Muncie cs spend vaanatenaes gallons... 2,440 484 1,183 
De eas dase edb ccd en thy fed evodievinwinas cee acest Vusizoua bushels... 460 | 398: 182 
MR ck INE 8. LAS tc gicihet padeatlodbicn sce pounds...! 1,000 | 6h 65 
RSG TOL ul OM MO ALTEISY. 00 onsersavineseoepparassenactspaveseespasans iis, asscavenatee \edewedecpert 18,965 
MIETES OF TURPCTERING,; drslosescessvevessenssanpecddawaebesss gallons... 35 | 46 26 
OAT CATIC. Sb:s Ueuwesacas sb Wacstclevcesvoscac ccsnesevakdorks pounds... 9,250 8 740 
AAO PliCHicsaseesccesosshisaeesscs wwssccbs op shSieecccatace barrels... 7 5 14 36 - 
MUS Pareto, (CHE WAN.) os ecbiekes Sesco<cuecccioasceeehtvesescass pounds... 14,014 14 1,962 
WILE ..cecsesessecerersseceeacererssesreesseseeeersnsetenseeees pounds... 25 24 6 

WHOC PAT. .sc5e.s00- SSASS A oad Beat Soepcienees Boer ses acoshocues gallons 1,466 93, 143 
Whiskey .......... pusceduunastnases soces re snt erenetulwies coors gallons 2,154 Aq 1,023 
MMOL, WARY pane eeBe dc dewetitensseveccemssessns rp eo atiseeas anos .cords 115 5 22 620 

To tall ig. Sia nccckabltts casdscand cacarspentmebees Seescecccess eeeeeeee | 28,453 

{ I 

| 
Amount 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, eapn ‘ted from Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by ZEN AS 
CiemeEnt, Collector of Customs. 

Amount 
ARTICLES. shipped to| Valuation 

for’n ports. 

PAWS DIES 5.5 casaccacawacedced'vaccrovscvececscstecesenscscvatendeecactanssases barrels 146 $208 
Biscuit, or Ship-bread......ceccccccscosceccererscrsccscesrscceccesevcees barrels... 5 32 
Corn, shelled........... Becbaaws tcidua ceva ssnbcncaecdasetanseanaanmactnesss bushels... 90 89 
MOV D-MeAl ss. . 5 ladeeeceoceooee sop Cangeacenberensadaedesinesetecesosenceds bushels... 612 755 
Cotton piece ZOOdS..........+06 {CA SACECREGULBOGE poo ebon Soc eeserncosgere pieces... 5 8 
Easement meses edelaravadaectenesndssccedessecesiel tananccioniecer barrels... 317 3,091 
erIR CASIO eeen tee nu tc acaed tee seektueee sence escovacacstsesberscaecetass tons... 2 174 
RBar arp oer etn rdavettodaaartcacessccecccsncesaessoudactrsaceans barrels... 5 109 
PEAT eres Woon ietdedeieess scons’ Rabeotuaierertenatenscsecacmadseysacns ..- gallons... 394 165 

8G) Sg SUSE SSI REE eG ce LER Sr ee eee 4,633 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Westville, 
Indiana, in the year ending December 31,1855: by G. W. Crawrorp, 
Collector of Customs, at La Porte. 

Am’t convey- | 
ARTICLES. ed coastward | Valuation 

by lake. 

SIRNA UM kal ced ESE Its casa co ace ae uberaniaad daweweeeaeieael nwaber WOT recat etes 
JBL ELON ER BRE ater or cacoode ict ick CEOp sone sce aco s Fee Cound ee bushels 66,613 
Hogs, MAvGaricreseossciadeattettesdsessbesesasncects ccawbetesdasceteecs number... BivO) 1) ewes deeineeseat 
MMPS LEG cnc cnlsuavbsaees uch veavsesviedesssececsstytuemepedevesdvae number... HOU |neotecseepenes 
MEIER ceo ence cac Lax sueeswer st vostevcnbsecsde recess esmuassaautean resis number... Bee ecses! pea 
COST TSG BER SenCeE DECOR EEE DE CUCEE EL CLE Er OL DRCEEEROCERECR ECC ance bushels... 25300. lcetceee cena 
OLALOES,, COUUNOM SY sSsaye dadesl-s saeco ane v esses sebcsbames esata bashels... 2984 eo cadselea teen 
UAC sea ratents snes sess cusaeontOatde dev aceescesdommeddens va teccccdaee bushels... EL GONG: 2. iscees pe oeee 
Roo itaiaeeBaaseeacissddtcedacdsdedecs sles Vootasevaedeageddts Nestcoesd pounds... GUO: I cesescs rena bs 

RTE ICL OMe A waictnce cdeiclectdaidds sens dv'e'es nine Wecls oo iecta wenn vs svaseaserseeseus | 59 08 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Plymoth, 
North Carolina, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by J. Harvy, 
Collector of Customs. 

ee Average 
ARTICLES. shipped to Soe Valuat-on, 

for’n ports. Pp : 

Lumber, pine........ LUA Ee veceveuuaaneace naenetus Seccaee'ees M. ‘feet... 1,500 | $18 66 $280 06 
EEA taeisc aris sas sates Peabslacoseese etuvmeenia saummace fas cccess bushels... 194 116 226 33 
MOMIMZIES!.5....22000csacsare suas caphsaethcedashtadar ts reese thousand... 5,122 2 71 | 13,880 62 
Staves and heading........ Sorvubds naive Mbskea visas 7 thousand... 372 | 20 00 7,440 00 
Par-and -pitCh..........sss0eees davauoWded sdadacaddedweve.'s' barrels... 144 214 308 67 

ZO seedovepebeqansan ssnadeverenassedde ndatdavewvede 1$22,135 62 

\ 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of artrctes of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Philadel- 
phia, Pennsylvania, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by 
Cuares Brown, Collector of Customs. 

Am’ t shipped 
ARTICLES. ae Total 

die a Amount. Valuation. 

Apples :...2-casecoassnerse Pieincepscesevaneason seins barrels... 801 801 $1,587 
Ban, HAMS. ..s.0cccceccecevesevescencsssoercoes pounds... 5,071,567 | 5,071,567 452,187 
Beef, Salt.....ccccccccccessovccccccsscsescvecosscces barrels... 1,745 1,745 195.611 
FSGe le Sail ticsects oscescacacdscvesdesntosasuse>ass's '..-tierces... 5,467 5,467 ’ 
BGCSWAX...+.secccesccscesssvcssevsoneeseracioocooce pounds... 27,477 27,477 7,466 
Biscuit or ship-bread.......seseeeee-- barrels or kegs 22,550 22,550 88,092 
PATULER= 5; se scissbscsaseostocsbuchencseseseascceser pounds 349,897 349,897 61,310 
NUITOVCS, Spada cecerstecscvsetvevbiewerdUvonanbiewans pounds 618,994 618,994 109,026 
MUEILLIC:s sacerascorscersscecnenccseuuscsescasecsscsses number 8 8 430 
GEESE, .c.ncsssqueececececccecesvassevdeendedenceses pounds... 58,110 58,110 6,550 
Coal, anthracite.......ssscccssccsoscsecscccsrsvecncs tons... 20,103 20,103 94,806 
Corduge and Cables.....csessecesccsseseereveees pounds... 11,984 11,984 1,554 
COrn, SHEMEd....c..csccsecccecnsvcesessvsccovers bushels... 686, 252 686,252 683,732 
COrn-Meal........sersevcccersescscssescssscscsscoes barrels... 95,168 95,168 465,204 
MRIS Car aes ceteccutracecsecares scosstsecscetunsees bales... 368 368 14,282 
Cotton goods, printed or colored............. VATS. 2s.|.2 savatecesspnscseed ogaecereecehs steps 73,924 
Cotton goods, UNCO]OTEM...........+eeeeeseeeeees VANCGs.0 lisssssascnvaetoecanl|(onesaecsaunuemens 72,112 
PLOUL. .....0.cceccccrccvecsecccovcccvesescssussecsecs barrels... 218,197 218,197 1,962,618 
THOGS, live....csccsecsceassenscessenscsscaeeserecs number... _ 100 100 500 
FLOPS ...seecoscoseene Suda susabaecssecsttcen=ssecsace pounds 19,672 \|ecsvnceraserdeeeee 6,012 
PLOTSESopcsksesusessarasscecseeesoskesceccessonses MUMMEL svi liien. ss WA leawaeeracsacte ene 500 

Tron nails .....sssecseeeeeeeeeesceceeeeees cavasesse pounds... 432,900 |.acccsecsesseceens 16,495 
Iron, other manufactures Of........ssssseee corsecsecseee |ovsscsecsseneasees|secnecusnsenseses 1917935 
PANES eiiecas dseasascemeseeae Redes avitssuvaaenct sees pounds... PO 2B F699 (| ceb stack eeecewse 119,727 
QU, Tard... ..cdscececesenoe panacea sceswene stacy gallons... B G28 | saverguvcdecenvere 7,496 
OI, limseed........soeserecccessnsscereesvsnveneees gallons... TORU: eecevdese 723 
Pork. ..... a Bisdiatusheccssbecaceee ees tierces and barrels... Ka COOdlaeneansa seme senee 149,856 
PotatoeS, COMMON. .....cesereeseerseeeerreseees bushels... DOA cal eeeteetes-eatenee se 3,202 
PEC ee kt oecioc te pospatleges cus cacassesaccned denenanes tierces... Hi(AON ies eaagseeateaue 56,943 
FRORU co ocactaccusshvarcesess va sucnesbaseins ebeenccces barrels... PASS Oh teal pe becca eres 46,113 
BV Gicssssscesss EO caek tancacdin aa teornereeaedesss bushels... AT HULA) EPR tees se stad 51,149 
Rye-meal.......ecscescceeceecneseeeesesereeceeees barrels... HOSA aleanertsseeteseaas 86,238 
Sheep and lambs......ccssecesecescessseseeeeres number... G2) sceeereraeesstivene 229 
MOMMA sieeve sues ecdgbaossssngeeseesbeteeksr sone pounds... LTP UST esas siwesenosenas 2,608 
Spirits of turpemtine.........sseeceeeeeeeeeeeees gallons... PLSOUM | Satdese seteeedevoes 10,446 
SRA Sek aa SO kes anauan duces eacutanvaes pounds... TAG) 289 | ewe eaeapaesees 97,430 
Tar and pitch.....ccccovccececsccssevenseeeensenes barrels TEAS DM esGocasoseeonoo. 4,478 
Tobacco, ChewinG....-..ccccccccssecsssescesees pounds DOA BED" |: eden teceou santas 20,278 
Vine gar....sccesecseeceecerecsernsccsserssecenececs gallons... BO 151.0, apavtgs cakeoeteas 6,354 
IW HERE. scckuhccterscesnheeccueccenstvb ocdescerevecs bushels DAGON |Neesecactwertas Be 451,921 

MO LAU ISE dahac tele aksachibecconcsgeescden tapdesesra een 5,627,124 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Roselle, 
Indiana, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by G. W. CRAWFORD, 
Collector of Customs, at La Porte. 

coastward | Valuation. 
Am’t con’d 

ARTICLES. 
by lake. 

Corn, Shelled ..........sseccsssssscesensccensercnnssserssssesencensnenees bushels... 24,000 
Dats ..cecssocccrccsrecreccscscoccerooccees seseudeueesarcorcerencnsnsecrecs bushels... 6,000 
Borkirve-neasviteceevenss hush hadginsod ee sercep sacoasee Scomesenoeseee sto eeceDArrelsane 333 
UVR recite Meee eens clecussonsns cssinecheapmolerenasphentala poeneaee .- bushels... 5,000 
OiMer MTG Os easeeeleneseetatenstucetummodewsvacecscecesscesemenecs saeco Pecsconses 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Oswego, 
New York, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by E. B. Taxcorr, 
Collector of Customs. 

Sha | ob 8 
eo Gg | 22.0 ae 

ree [ees BS | Total lay’ Hex |aad e 0) v’rage . ARTICLES. E 2 S185 pe aici. Ml etonn' a ieas Valuation. 

ares - |\Y¥ aaa 2's 
HOR /AHSES| 8S 
4 <4 <q 

Atcohole:....<c<e2 MOMS): | SOTO N.disie ic deci bashesosivtanes 10,131 | $1 00 $10,131 00 
Apples... barrels} = 1,414 |............, 8,256 9,670 | 1 00 9,670 00 
Sone pot...... Festa ZU SDOO cv ccsteavecss|eses ef eiadle sae 203,500 5 10,175 00 

Thgeiicads & cccks BS Lessee oaeal tars ree 908 | 60 00 54,480 00 
Bacon, hams............ ‘ 
Bhd: and Saute oesveeeesienes| svenss easier 15 15 | 64 662 696 90 

Barley Becrecdass ss: bushels} © 25; '7104) 2 .secrsces|ooes 25,710} 1 00 25,710 00 
Beer salts). 8... barrels 1,058 |...cecesesesa|teeeeeeeeeees 1,058 | 14 00 14,812 00 
Bricks, com’n..thousand ASD! wcscversreceees|Sseras/qanaies 4323} 6 00 2,595 00 
BUietstesscscncces pounds DAGOO! | eee eerees oes 1,600 7,200 214 1,530 00 
CANCE Cis c.cess POUMOS|Jesske cease: 1,100 29,594 30,694 15% 4,839 30 
Cheese ..........06+ pounds BeSO OM Me reastelnacaee 23,082 28,382 10 2,838 20 
(G12) pe a aaa ne barrels Ab sb we dalelonnctat| saeacels crcess 4] 200 8 00 
(Con yanthraciters-stONS| wares aeeecloncctas osisae’ 13,694 13,694] 7 00 95,858 00 
Coal, bituminous....tons SASH es haan 6,847 7,790| 6 25 48,687 50 
Cordage & cables.pounds]..........0ce|ssceceesesees 68,330 68, 330 20 13,666 00 
Corn, shelled....bushels/2,131,604 | 710,534] 46,917 |2,889,055 873} 2,527,923 12 
Corn meal......... OBECOIS |< Se ectatenl tcnasacsesadt 3,372 3,372 | 4 00 13,488 00 
Cotton goods, printed 

Ce a9 en aa a bree 5 oases |eneaes 85 Hoc |Sack co nodasd nee sae eallesbeenaenss 76,382 00 

SS ieee eee 18,600] 16,925] 35,525} 9 3,188 26 
HaTtHen Ware. ...scsccccceca|sesss coveceel ccccceccscras|eeeessecesees|seccessecsece|ececrocess 13,869 0€ 

Flaxseed .......... bushels]++++++++++++ BA |ereees serene 84; 1 50 126 00 
MG Mes tenck kecass barrels 7,945 3,972 87,614] 92531] 8 50 846,031 50 
How skingits. 2. number|-+-++ Ba tobits BN adcder Socenee 300 75 225 00 
Gia ecsesecsae ses gallons G4 |. cece ceneee| teeeeneeeeees 64} 3 00 192 00 
GSU se kaos atee ec TONS] «seer cceeees|eceeees desea 3,950 3,950 60 2,370 00 
Gipsum, ground..barrels]....+.+-se2e-|.sceeeeeseees 11,217 Lebar na (OY) 11,217 00 
Hemp, Common..pounds|-----.+++0+-4| 10,000 |oeeeee esses 10,000 10 1,000 00 
Eid ese ssi ieee: number SID ule meusauaaa: 3,480 4,355] 2 75 11,976 25 
OOPS ..i3< ct number]3,580, 600 |........cecee|eseeeesceceee 3,580,600 = 14,322 40 
SVs cehaeecrep eee eee pounds] 12,400 }..........ces[ecceeesceeees 12,400 30 3,720 00 
TIOTSES J. .cecus ste FCI EE) scegesieieceses|aesenaya 438 438 | 70 00 30,660 00 
Toouipapie deviates. tons BUTE e ee brcesicesestes 369 |100 00 36,900 00 
Tronybaitecce asec pounds} 20,000 |...... Beers coo tteeeees 20,000 8 1,600 00 
Iron castings......... tons TOW eitzee edeue 318 336 |200 00 67,200 00 
Lined’, iccweeede pounds] 268,662| 134,333 |.......ss0+ 402,995 12 48,359 40 
ATG ipeeseactevec (eee IRGQ'S|waawecisicroecalecee enticed: 1} 15 00 15 00 
Weather} divs.ccsccsete MOLIS| sacoes see ches esemestelee cul 9,501 9,501} 4 00 38,004 00 
AME ahacen sece barrels DC) eae EMER. | ne elaine so esa 230 623 143 75 
Lumber, pine......... feet|4,489,545 | 52,600] 34,000 |4,576,145 1} 54,913 74 
Lumber, hemlock....feet] 330,000 |........scee.[ecereeeeeeeee] 330,000 = 2,649 00 
Lumber, oak........... feet] 469,000 |............. seceeseee cone 469,000 2 9,380 00 
Marble, quarried....tons Biheswess Basses: 4,874 4,877 | 20 00 97,540 00 
Molasses........... gallons] s.<csisusnwealesowed ae 87.352 | 817,352 55 - 48,043 60 
WAT cs acese'ssses bushels} 168,921 ]..... Resdeeasietseseesnsen|||  LOOgo at 45 76,014 45 
Oil, linseed....... gallons BOON satemataenes| coecse'sibsncs 850} 1 00 850 00 
Onions............bushels}...... Bt Seta Nh a Brewis 5 5 3 15 00 
HACAS dodoesccesves sce bushels BBA | cae aitantea| =< Sie scanned 384] 1 00 384 00 
Pork....tierces & barrels SNOO! wateceweees 964 4.763 | 17 00 80,971 00 
Potatoes, com’n..bushels ZOO |tesene paasabe il DEV Le 20 253 20 
PSE aetna 01: SLOT COS) sais suns coesvalaneestiensasnn $53 653 | 30 00 19,590 06 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

= ° 
weg |ebE | os 
Poa | Pot oH 
5 s Pac BS Total {Av’rage! yarnati 

ARTICLES. BE eile E E ) 2 |Amount. | Prices. aluation. 

ese |esnal 28 
HOR |HSES| 85 
<q <q < 

BOOSII Ss cosas ioe ocBd MATTEL S| HepiviscSc esse nee veelens 2,334 2,334 | $5 00 $11,670 00 
EUV Gites ssltesnne ters’ bushels 3,000 2,452 |occcsecsevees 5,452 1 00 5,452 00 
Sali ccemcsendapors RUISHEIS| cc cae viocenoc| onetaociacatan 610,72 GHOST SO Weaeeeens : 244,292 00 
SEMEL pee cece ee nash ne POUNDS eececrcnsccn|ivceisnreeesienr 39,059 39,059 234 9,178 86 
Staves & head’e........M. WE ADOT ecto ceacenie| aeciemtense ss 1,429 | 30 00 42,870 00 
Sugar, cane...... POUNGS|feanseadesedl\ssalteresiioas 2,728,006 |2,728,006 9 245,520 54 
WaMlOW....ts.0c-ne: pounds 6,000 2,700 16,320 | 25,020 103 2,627 10 
Tar and.pitch....barrels|...... Be anttt |peraeccuests 386 386 | 5 50 2,123 00 
Tobacco leaf .....pounds 1,800 |..e0ececceces|eaeessoecses 1,800 10 180 60 
Tobacco, chew’ g.pounds}]........cccse|eorecsseesees 579,629 | 579,629 30 173,888 70 
WANEGAT.,....0.0050 PALLOUE| oe tesicies «ace teens siajecee et 2,355 2,355 24 565 20 
Wheat,............ bushels|3, 166,800 |1,055,599 |..seseseeee ./4,222,399| 200] 8,444,798 00 
Whiskey .......... gallons BoA Veda iwisnioned lt cetetrestsp PR e as 572 38 217 36 
Wood, hard......... cords BAGH) scssmaniseones |edsapatesass 546} 3 00 1,638 75 
WieOles. 5.2 ...5c00 POUNGS} %B,90O | ...cevesoever|osessecsscore 78,900 20 15,780 00 

RRB ie | TE $13,711,136 913 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Marblehead, 
Massachusetts, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by WILLIAM 
Bartoii, Collector of Customs. 

Amount Average 
ARTICLES. shipped to Rinia, Valuation. 

foreign ports. P 

MARISTA 2k PSR Pia oud (ce baevcie ondes sncledoveucee taaes barrels... 48 A 36 
HEGRE. Suess asco ne es Pagidssconssan pelve sevaee sl ssp esescocs és barrels.. 563 9-17 5,163 
Molasses .2.....cscesccsecese SG cgeetecchotecer ey Rieescscek allons... 30 30 g 
Batlepcech ios cinsovds pert cet Scveidone das «ones de tierces and barrels... 1 22 00 22 
Tobacco, chewing.......... hates hevtsexsesbns ENee RGus ae pounds... 120 25 30 

Aste: sesces avtgy WATS ip aOR ee 9.3 nee per fee 5,483 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Key West, 
Florida, in the year ending December 31,1855: by Joun P. BALDWIN, 
Collector of Customs. 

Amount | Amount 
ARTICLES, conveyed | shipped to Total t Average Valuation. 

coastward. |for’n ports.| *70U*: Ree 

Aarowro0t....0.2:0sudeacsis.s popes 4 56,137 100 | 56,237 | $0 07 $3,396 59 
Bacon, assorted...hhds. and casks... |...sssessseeeee 14 14 | 48 00 672 00 
Bananas.......... steesbecsvs bunches... “500 EpsuSeaoanecae 500 50 250 00 
TEBAA otis a ecies « eeerempanccsanacers bags... a end Seeansncoce 5 4 00 20 00 
DBBPPNAN sl Scs...cetedaeesccicees EV OISS. « iffacsvievicssdelacten 10 10 | 10 50 105 00 
Butters.2:2..;.. 5 Seco baateoc firkins... |..... FO COLO RD: 37 37 5 00 185 00 
Lo hl. AROSE ae a ee MUMIBEL:.. |ddedvacesdteece 227 227 15 00 3,405 00 
COCOMMES 2.6.6.1 ovebi cose number... GROOOS eteeesessccssse 6,000 5 300 00 
Wornyphelled.... i. 205..40.. OUSHEIS..2 lessens Maeaecs 1,000 1,000 95 950 00 
QTR s ha ..c3.cscegscceecessecuce bales... OIE swesielaksiacacdd 197 80 00 15,760 00 
(RAMDELTIES .....5.3.ccc0s0000s bushels... SUA acme sdeses sates 375 55 206 25 
BRS Het Salted ics. veccncs.caesrncaeess TONSS.calisaaseeas dade 300 300 | 80 00 24,000 00 
Wishyisalted.\..d....:.ccesess barrels... ADO seecewtiesascccs 400 6 00 2,400 00 
Flour...... eetsacnetel avcccaane® DAM LEIS. .< |'sdadedercaekd's 235 235 | 10 50 2,467 50 
GTABESaiisec sn dccesceccisseates pounds... AD OM Saereseees soso 200 30 60 00 
Hemp, Sisal.........sssse00 pounds... oT ee ee 3,240 10 | 324 00 
| CITES Re oa ee ee number... AB Nel eee se natives 481 1 00 481 00 
FRTIGUG fo ons s'se/ssdves sanieesess barrels... 240) jt susersee Seer 240 5 00 1,200 00 
PROT eassevesc sce: tierces and barrels... |....cscsssesees 20 20 | 16 30 326 00 
PUREE aso deta saecscedebeare es saske HET CES i otvidteaceconsbea 60 60 9 00 540 00 
CUNT osc oa bushels... DGOOO#) | Stewarts nctean 15,000 30 4,500 00 
PUMICE eT acisesvasbacass BHGUSE IG. .\\lseesacssssine'see 140 140 2 75 385 00 
BHOHP Ct. wivclsicdeccscowsasess pounds... AQ ONG covsaxsessonace 49,076 40 19,630 40 
PANO WG sn cats sn sass sswaess cass pounds... ZOOM spestcavoac aes 2,200 10 220 00 
TRUM OS Onis 2. ines ncu'ecateas nhs number... BODillvecannxncntsass 505 6 00 3,030 00 
Turtle-shell.. i. ..i.s.sssces000s pounds... DEO) Wctsacccoxesces 240 4 00 960 00 

WM ose cnsncang chores avacc 118,389 74 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Machias, 
Maine, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by Dantet W. Donnan, 
Collector of Customs. 

Amount | Amount Total | Av’ge 
ARTICLES. conveyed | shipped to} 2 ount. | prices,| V2/uation. 

coastward. |for’n ports. -|P y 

p) REIMER) ORE 9, number... |66,000,000 |....csceseeees 66,000,000| $ 1 | $660,000 
TiBMABEE, PING .....5c5sn0-- 00s see eee feet... |30,619,000 | 2,381,000 | 3,300,000 1 33 000 
ToWmaper Other. 2:,...s.s000teconaas Le DeemMMe tee incon |op.<o-Ubancsuene|deetsdsscegascslies cals acs 3,513 
PERS DAPEL sc s0cdsecnecsenscedseveve tons... Use sce veaarens 17 |80 00 1,360 
SOMMER Oh on os seve svseereeetcee number... | 1,000,000 |.....s.ceeeeeee 1,000,000 24 2,500 

PREM ede Sapo dsc scien ciivch'e cag evcene sete $700,373 
4 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Washington, 
North Carolina, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by H. F, 
Hancock, Collector of Customs. 

sho re) 
oQs ea 
po 3 oH 

af 5 Be Total |Av’ oko "Sg ota rage , ARTICLES. 2a 3 @ & Amount. | Prices,| #!uation. 

gee | 38 
HSBAREMI ck caw ds sd cpasbeipienvc bushels... TOM sltescaetts SAR. 191 | $100]. $191 00 
BERSMWEUK ..ecreatecuidasosasse pounds... U22030 Wl essaseaness ae 12,030 25 3,007 50 
Copper, sheet........sss00. pounds... O00 epee sateen si 7,550 20 1,510 00 
Corn, shelled...........0+ DUSHEIS mae, (42 1|benccassepn bons 232,742 70 162,919 40 
pation Renpae ans ssanebc davies ad Sep aetna tossenne seacese fpeiee 35 e ahaa t = 
PAP Siepia vance nase atiias dishes mumiber..< [ g6i10,000. |osscpcarsnscss 

Flaxseed ....esscsseesesseees bushels... Bi a paetlorrymeage "104 | 1 00 104 00 
SUCH as voncssceeceuyaieseusss number... ASUS Alvacastaand "SE 4,813 | 2 00 9,626 00 
TEGO aA ©. v's somabecpedacs pounds... 21 OOO) | sauctewesonseny 21,000 13 315 00 
Lumber, pine .....e..seseeeees feet... | 4,000,000 | 1,005,598 | 5,005,598 14 70,078 37 
Molasses...........0000...++-allons.., BOO) pexcacnae Saaned 500 25 125 00 
> Lina RG a ei oli bushels... 3,800 |v. hese 3,800 35 1,330 00 
PABA Wae ka ccs s00e cdabadb hen bushels... OTDal cecsaseaeacacas 979 75 734 25 
RAGS PAPEL... .s-cccessevase pounds... OL OU OD cccitteessvosaes 79,000 3 2,370 00 
RIGO E Roses ab woleadeveve'ennt tierces... Dey Be ee 234 | 15 00 3,510 00 
SS barrels...| 30,748 |.sssve-e-.| 30,748 | 1-33 40,997 33 
Spts. of turpentine....... gallons...| 262,920 1,010 263,930 40 105,572 00 
Staves and heading.......umber... 10,500 | 1,086,180 | 1,096,680 2 21,933 60 
Tar and, pitch... .<s..0.00 barrels... | 106,880 336 107,216 | 2 25 241,236 00 
WIDGBILE. cosas ecces osccaheoe--DUShels... 25,205. | ccvecveccoccecs 25,205 2 00 50,410 00 

MGM Satin tacos cdacuiyes dade 1,020,744 45 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from the city 
of La Porte, Indiana, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by G. 
W. CrawrForD, Collector of Customs, at La Porte. 

Amount 
conveyed | Average} , ; 

ARTICLES. , ether Prices. Valuation, 
by lake. 

NUEUMO eies vce sckasecedncve ee a gulSezecanasie Podeate number... 6,591 | $50 00 | $329,550 00 
MEM, WSHCIICH os .cosesisveevasapspsss hore mane kstonb > bushels... | 387,035 62%| 241,896 874 
DMNA M acaba sits deeds so Stbisee val cet es oa secs Rae eee cae dae fa barrels... 945 2 00 1,890 00 
TOMS, VO). ctecetvsts ot 3 Reon seeoet sos caecneeernte tes number... 15 6 50 11,147 50 
ROMS OSI pads age ve Scd sence vss usehothsetees Heectaseds number... 579 | 100 00 57,900 00 
PUENS sk cecpaiabcuesitceescecadsesssmteons sesspercce seek nes barrels... 291 |} 16 00 4,656 00 
Sheep and lambs....... Ce TT TTerier rte number... 1,046 2 50 2,615 00 
Wiican adaas oo Scio: os ondalete cod ENE aces srnstene ed bushels... | 256,578 1 50 "384,867 00 
WON sane odevedees manage ed epate ans darseseenedensDOMBOS ne 58,300 32 18,656 00 

1,053,178 374 
Wier articleeee ee ARR ocacsecacckancas Meo 15,000 00 

| ARE REE OI Re Sed le 1,068,178 37} 
a a eS A A aT Al 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, i. from New York, 
in the year ending December 31, 1855: by 
of Customs. 

. J. Reprietp, Collector 

ARTICLES, 

BRCOMO 5.00 ccnessteeeetsees al css Gussadenide daemsasute Beadede=saeead gallons... 
PAD PIOS. wp aeccedeces See tads spcasaegaasiassa Maetelsy. 5 sdcnncecaaeawaaaaes barrels... 
Ashes, pot and pearl.............cosesesereees Be vinsmak tiie anos canta tons... 
MBAICOTIE..<<n.chaeoctaee Peetsitedccees Sapa MM Ree oe aciels deeetiaencnomnceiaie pounds... 
RarTPMIS AUIS. Js eon eRMaL Sees « cos seen cedeaakiuee dees sce stecctathsencexe’s cords... 
Behe aall ties. sau nweeteinttenscve ss asm uedaddsltaes see Uscesanseoaseniinaiaaa barrels... 
CM csc n= tas eed slo csias's's-checadsv dadvelccsevesescasesees neseasesd tierces... 
MeV Y 30 sph setumiaes ofsne coe biden Waedecewtedeedoaneaicneaeoecas pounds... 
eset OF SHIPbTeadeis.d...2..cowceovweseomecsecaces barrels and kegs... 
MORNE S COMI OTP se se caisee ss sveels nce tuttoderseldeecuivvdneeccecee ws cous number... 
PSNR 5 cs.csesisch dawedatlaeats sebdsadasedesenoncadcaveswusnsesasencs pounds 
PE RMREMLON ea ccaie Sate Pade sdoess sedans sudabindeewooncaat cancswcenomisindss pounds 
REGEN I et salndngscuae ateecteb cade sedestevddcssacadtueste sed pounds 
MUIRMIBUR GC wcpiccversscoses ccs <sccpciocnccaneeseeonracioasesosnes eames pounds... 
Coal, anthracite 
Coal, bituminous eet sees eeeenee seen tons... \ 

MONIC EN OLE Ce cate te tect en cacca scutes se vencste segs sents recotatecseusese tons... 
APOE PIG ted ea dacsrs tec coddedde cues docotiecccdecd veces pounds... 
Copper pipe.....s.s.sceeeeeee Medninesuascebdatacaceessoasdeweee sas: pounds... 
MON PEISSCCHavis <edacsclhs havemstceselvonecssscvecanesueesh ses teeey pounds... 
Weta se and: CHMleNe.,..ccessees.cueveaceeccosactescceacecescoeseses pounds... 
MIGMAIS HNC carer eoeccccasretecpesenss deus seUeevasceseesinnesca care bushels... 
RO GBRIP ICA 55. S tae ce ca chase esne raw ans sis ededsedeeees den cavsedates barrels... 
DNase Netter ak sicicasclaniabiaeice loins dais wrealaaciiaaaientarnsiolswls iste siosislel'ea bales... 
Cotton goods, printed or colored...........sec.cccsscssssecsssee yards... 
Cotton goods, uncolored.......... Sctchasceauainaassteneseday raceeVBLOSwe 
MPRUMCMIV ALOE WidoaWeedsdeees. ccidecteccccarseavasatnesecvcdseovecadasuvsnssteures 
Meee ss cans cola ceeneadceeic est save cee vcrseccevuccedesecsseleccssiveceen barrels... 
CREM Dearne haa cdrclsbadea sub ap hemangansnpnide nanatare sienishas cans ness pounds... 
TEU COMMA ee toon cieaassatass cup cncsosvioedthacsanaceadectacssss pounds... 
PIMECS i etelcesesetedtcccccccssacwetetceesreceseermmtccecrer essere cas number... 
PaO Wl Viercnaces snack cress noncdcssecccmedecectttete tere atet cece eee number 
POP Sbicac cece cndeanasesceesasvncwasecten scopotactmuccoseshcocedecss took pounds 
PR OLSCS ete nade nadine saciepsiateeeads cencamatetedcmaccauaaccceee ss number 
Tron castings and other manufactures Of irOD..........seceeeceeeeeeees 
Wears .s cccasonnsey And RaGABOGEE PO CC 0s00CAaccca TESA San COGOnCAEEL omnG pounds... 
Mieather ......asa ee SOC E ECLA 000 Scot aceern ACAGOCET ERIC ECEI pounds... 
HIAD EL EDUNG Mos sece kon as sas ase ecrtemess Rec cuececscosseecesaresest feet:.. 
Toumiber,) hemlackrsersc..cc<0. evcdetteesbes crnedencscetesccedades: feet... 
Mnmbery POPlAb.ce ccc, occh.s.docecasetrons se Se cosshaecnenpobnenepecce feet... 
WAMOM MEN, LORS eae mee det. vicar Luverdanee eeenueatat tases ccuesetc: feet::. 
eit Der pri eee assetemsscos «cath tak aes Reeser sng ninth cet csc sce feet... 
Hrariber) Dlacicnwaittse..scavcddcoaendecceeteresstecsdccsccssccses feet: .: 
Lumber, cherry:........... ceeSe nobcogeccncktcedcdertasdeedeedsebseis feet... 
Molasses.......0002-0 Sopseegnnee: Geico ccgceane soadesaedasagramnopadcon gallons 
ON Tas cones seen stesteensedoe Cabeonioccocck “nosthbe ee sebbhezpbnee gallons 
Onl Vinseed ..5. tata cadsavsesteadetenecntee ack SGA See gallons... 
Onions.........06 oraesastteearape Sbein eceeseteanaanascet senses oats bushels... 
OPHTOTS) ox clangss sce sn sueesdeasdsaanceomes Ssttcpacnt dA Se aiaoeree bunches... } 
Paint, mineral .............. edadee eoessenntusaccdusanisess<ccecees pounds... 
WERE eso csecs-tedsscarsescovccddestentineresc eee a eh ocenies tierces... 
IENOIES naan gains <a satsses ccs ssesteastdsnaduncempeteeeete tee cote ence ees barrels... 
Potatoes, common.......... teedesscnsovcagecscccces wrceveseccenenes barrels... 
RiCO..ssesseeeeseeseeseeesseceees P Boerrecicect: sce tdc deo SRR RR tierces... 
Rice eseeseseesereeesseseescserseeeneessenreeenens cdo: Hob cee EPS barrels... 
Rosin........ Becdscvesecavacaseceine Dasusneeeeaeataneressceece scones as barrels... 
Meyda crp alanis avnnssnesianangatancaacicaetes seaeederentneawnees ees PULLOMEy 

Am’t shipped 
to foreign 

ports. 

23,170 
2,460 
3,395 

17,224,923 

25,062 
ue 

157,400 
55,379 

1,083,070 
1,706,036 
6,128,960 

seer ccereereseeees 

16,266 

986,000 
3,806,989 

58,185 
273,674 

eoeecesceersnee eeee 

ee reerecccesecores 

990,563 
72,740 
60,400 
27,764 

4 
1,592,286 

110 
we eeereresesscseee 

8,694,720 
914,757 

29,478 

Beeeceoceserceseee 

1,414,255 

Valuation. 

$15,383 
9,275 

439,739 
1,521,263 

38,646 
1,370,880 

42,989 
214,701 
19,068 

220,397 
320,696 
654,839 
17,731 
91,404 

547,651 

127,565 
3,811,245 

297,149 
12,057,905 

149,353 
1,378,429 

8,341 
9,018,673 

38,876 
6,546 

117,782 

20,080 
1,250,450 
963,798 
156, 759 

635,174 

8,464 
76,454 
23,646 
21,950 
68,138 

2,517,165 
50,111 

612,466 
1,214,574 
684,534 
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STATEMENT—Continued. 

Am’t shipped 
ARTICLES. to foreign | Valuation. 

ports. 

ges chee «scat shud aikowaeassanars es BPR SE AS EE Ee bushels... 650,000 $824,885 
Rye MGall)....sesesuaseb@earcsnealesaccsersoat eos cnsessess esdsemmeanee barrels...- 20,100 133,381 
Sheep And lambs: th .tcseevseccesecosctecssssscesanacccsaneensses number... 1,781 Lak 
SSMU nn. See e Gece cas sepeameme sane cates scien cicc \ss Gee cueve es asutewas pounds... 14,380 1,424 
Puss Of TNTPCMAMG£....,..2..1.csecrecascrsoaresecoseqeasevenes gallons... | 1,619,649 176,359 
Staves and Neading.....i..ccccodecscccasscscsevescccsscrseces thousand... 19,512 1,324,596 
SUA, CANE ... 1c. cc. secccsescrescceccestoessceesesnssonsensons ...-pounds... 577,635 35,734 
PN anise - = +s ccv sa tonne ade ovens $o0s<sssandevsvemousbhadovbowes aeebame pounds... | 1,964,713 239,630 
WAG Pi Ch .o5..s..ssceaswose sencandecauevevaversevonssvccvensese barrels... 60,467 192,408 
WOHPECO, leal.. 2... sccscccvocsecececcsesusdanensevesessoaesieess hogsheads... 6,868 
WOBRCCO,. SULIPS.2.sc-c.keseceacsepavcsecedstoessecenses soon cdneseeaoaee bales... 8,514 1,030,515 
EDN CGO STCIIE .aaash-sbeocevassovecs aagnsedeesancsvavevaeneasasuseeden cases... 5,244 
Tobacco, CHEWING ......ssccescssessceserereesensasscesesecessonees pounds... | 5,426,021 934,106 
WSS ck <n cba vncvernnecacnsce rvevebsncedeseessorceuscecssedsshe gallons... 25,815 3,281 
a SRE. PE GE EOE) ERE ES bushels... | 3,455,234 6,952,393 
WVULISKCY \...0snsnssecnncsencaneccyersssnccesstsererncsoneces soeseeeefAllons... 55,826 36,514 

MQUAl sonesesvanageavevctwedardscavensesansae Pcccayasuentiesntes Shee 53,756,387 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Providence, 
Rhode Island, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by G. BRADFORD, 
Collector of Customs. 

Amount 
ARTICLES. shipped to | Valuation. 

foreign ports. 

Bacon, hams,.....0..seccceccesceees ce yeadacecerkeecsuavadectssces pounds... 579 $ 67 
Beef, salt Bee ia Sa be secsesbonsees barrels... 39 605 
Weisepit,..:..s<s00 pestvse ents Brececn ontees Geuirenssswesccsners Fe barrels... 50 287 
Bricks, fire......ceccasees Wettnadsaseswestessasns Reastt ach pnareeen seen number... 4,000 26 
BUTLER: .c..-ceceue Seine vena: Uetinesies sins Ey Pobre suaccskseatekes POUNGHs:. 254 84 
Corneal... ccuvevesseev Rev dvdese SbtenesesekmannanesinResnachans barrels... + 15 

87,228 8,436 
171,388 44,677 

: ses 22,527 1,593 
IRN cose catccuube ovepercvtscdcs sendsuecadusttetectusnsbeeoseseccssosas barrels... 102 990 
TIGOPS..3 «<0. .scssevee Gn dash ecebbensecs sepebeedenenty Ansesen’ esse oct thousand... 1,180,751 30,243 

Limber, pine ....c...ccececcovecseseres ey Miers Be pncscsucrtuseksncs feet... 245,527 4,057 

PREMIER TCH -scsestcase censssndestedsanece vans Set neste aUegces carteesaspas pounds... 60,200 2,408 

ROBINS coics.sp ccceaeceseers bitsh een secenalene adevasise seeveaneveds- DUSDELS 45 90 

PRIGIAL OM os ad'sicaaa> sesso oh mccveisehbROueRenaeetiesee WeWeusevasm ses successes boxes 28 68 

Pariks-.51.<: seeeesibeseceuseeose Peeeen cent tasptcewusdaccone was phew barrels 17 255 

IROTEROER sc .accrasasucss ches sanerees PRS. are Saunseeter ....-bushels 405 301 

TOSI ey sp cteriot) casas e+ccsecccsce seks cesasnasimonscte gcovcvesscececscens barrels. 600 1,125 

Shingles, pine and cedar...........sseseeeeeeee Sables beesiesses thousand 171,375 658 
Shooks and heading ........se.csccscsscereeeeees Ge ciestosisanes thousand... 2,742 6,784 
Spirits of turpentine..........ecececececeseccesersreeees se....... Gallons... 2,400 1,515 

DERIVES cc... -cecusmpecpaveeesese Bear ctadeane ashes ans sdsataechsascsense number... 20,000 1,000 
ROMER Sos Son ccctaenaen nares aes Lage ce scaacerdenws tect Eunberikeassees ...number... 12 808 
"ROWBCCO! i: «cesar ducts rabves esecelsbe Somme nesacewenses ieee! .....pounds... 30,000 3,000 

Wine gar.......ccscereesccsccsceccccscecereccnscccccsssssssssscescoes ooAllONS... 3,881 499 

Weta cpcta cave sues nnbspcpbepinans ceo apnassbsiisesnspacessascbeatanne 109,591 
a an 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Mobile, 
Alabama, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by T. SANFORD, 
Collector ‘of Customs. 

— 

Amount | Am’t con- |Am’t shipped Total Average 
ARTICLES, conveyed veyed coast- to s Valuation. 

by river. |wise by sea.| foreign ports.| A™mount. | Prices. 

Bricks, common..... thousand... |...++eee. 25260 || saan iaiercholerrne 2,260 | $7 20 $ 16,272 00 
GOON ia)5's 0 ssn eae ante pounds... |..c.eseee 63, 244° 815 | 189,774,382 | 253, 019, 197 8 22,71, 727 73 
TAA R Reais: o)n(a:0:0 since number 10,230 12,1 SO) | stare eile, alaietalelers 2, 366 2 44 54,573 04 
Lumber, pine....... thousand... |....++s.- 7,630 7, 284 14, 914 | 10 25 152. 868 50 
Lumber, pine, hewn..... TONS... |e vcvecccc|cccvccccvers 1,660 1,660 6 85 11,371 00 
Masts and spars...... PERIDDEY cc) | boris eeterl Ss elaiorcbiern: ecole 1,588 1,588 | 91 50 145,302 00 
(Ouch 5 BOenpeIne Grr MUSHeEIS ..} VGGOOH ciara vee ceceve|vccescccceves 26,500 80 21,200 00 
LOE a Soa EeOIDES & gallons.. POCO ones ovvecavalsseeceaesves's 2,000 2 00 4,000 00 
Spar \ohs sis!a/s) < cha apenas barrels... |sccscseus 5,592 6,700 12, 292 1 50 18, 438 00 
Spirits of turpentine...gallons.. |......e08 DA, OOO! |e sain ieidicitnetderd 54, 000 50 27,000 00 
SEAVER eas cesses cae THOUSANG ... Je ceccecwelieccs vecccens 104 104 | 49 65 5,163 60 
TEM GVO RS cisecisis todcke PONS! <A vacMeeal eG wacse cis siels 8, 800 8, 800 10 880 00 
Tar and pitch ......... barrels... |...eseee- 1,500 | occccccccceee 1,500 2 00 3,000 00 

Sige Ree | 23,281,795 87 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Galveston, 
Texas, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by H. Stuart, Collector 
of Customs. 

Amount Amount Total 
: Average : 

ARTICLES. conveyed | shipped to F Valuation. 
coastward.|for’ gn ports Amount. | Prices. 
aoe GU a 

Cott i sees DMber... | Rc) el eae eee 4,361 | $16 00 $69,776 00 
WOmdM crcccscrcsccectteccccss bales 68,853 Bry 100 76,953 35 00 2,693,355 00 
FARCE eso ceift cunnrs Baneeees mira er... elie 0; Ol Taslecsecdancoeses 20,517 4 00 82,068 00 
MGIASSCS\<. 4... sh .rscovere. gallons... SALOMON llleddessusomecse 84,945 25 21,236 25 
Sugar, cane............0 pounds... | 1,934,710 |...... sconseses|pluoe, 110 | 7 |. . 135,429 70 

Gta ee esate ees doce cesonsase | 3,001,864 95 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Haskels, 
Indiana, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by G. W. Crawrorp, 
Collector of Customs at La Porte. 

‘a 

Amount con- 
ARTICLES. veyed coast- | Valuation. 

ward by lake. 

Cen SHE cen icssecosvecvescbenscaeusiiions 0 Pe bushels... 16; 000") «+i. ssnpeanaany 
WOR eaie sacks 5208) dative onus eh ciceceO ROPE GOs os linc coves bushels... 6,085) || «css exces means 
MPUNCAIL, cress don Pewdeahces «oes sie geacpe Batya tsa cuaues (SARGRERCEERICCD bushels... UAW ieranedaceonne!? = 
MERE TACHICIOS 12 525.053 5.00 000creegsesesae sega Se SeenER eae Tees we avesek Paababecters)|sacdscstenesesases 200 00 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchandise, 
of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Rochester, New 
York, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by JamEs C. CAMPBELL, 
Collector of Customs. 

Am’t shipp’d to 
ARTICLES. foreign ports by Prversize Valuation. 

river and lake. | aan 

Bh OT er en ree ee: barrels... 7,281 $1 87 $13,615 47 
BaP ee e ocee rears rae sue canaeeepne gases bushels... 6 2 50 15 00 
TICKS | COMMON. do-s.y2kb eevee. esc thousand .. 221 5 00 1,105 00 
Buffalo robes, dressed.........2000+ number... 88 15 00 1,320 00 
Bntterss.5-)... Meith. .alsgdeduyesee-¥eesPOUDES,.. 4,154 19 903 26 
POS ee toh cu sstMarve ss cstapeen tenes seas number... 7 357 24 99 
MPOTMION! 50 «aie h map eds «> atabeone ss sasied pounds. 4,446 15 666 90 
MPD es: snr dacdoaccacunteassessecce number.. 2 20 00 40 00 
RUABECO:.-.0-csansssacascugagstbvoedacece pounds 80,572 8 6,445 76 
MINE NC svc opal gona'oon eh atege tse ess cade barrels... 108 9 87 1,065 96 
Cordage and cables..........s0ceeeee pounds... 10,561 14 1,478 54 
MOB BMCIIERN 5. 5c.. ce gacacovs sesceces bushels... 108 1 00 108 00 
POLE MCA. atsatelns cdebnnssevesessoee bushels... ‘100 74 74 00 
ARIDCH WLC. sievonssecewlssdeoes socsermecessesisaans catcaasanecgeal A Sls settudenniess 570 00 
HE EIN . sis kl einedneoncicauecuesessoess ss pounds... 4,175 20 835 00 
MU eto hota Cnesnsverscnevevescoescsnt barrels... 754 10 19 7,683 26 
PEGA cence bites oacsohs teen avacehse sss number 542 3 23 1,750 66 
Earn. cp gscme cone wacmeaedttwae dyaeoes pounds 2,369 15 355 35 
SUS Ry BRASS EE ee a dieaseds sesNUTADeE,.s 42 154 76 6,499 92 
MR (DO's... sided Rane hebepet ea. cake yo ah pounds... 283,400 14 4,251 00 
TPG CASTINGS... san. onadeenetecadiseswas vers tons... 516 120 00 619 20 
PRU IPOs sc seanc neces csaenmemsreret once pounds. 8,636 5 431 80 
WMORENION . :3 ceihcckeubhc ces meupenswsedeteeansee rolls.. 87 aifhiit 3,228 57 
Lumber, black walnut..........+ thousand... 52 42 00 2,184 00 
MCU SHESS hw segeeepenass duster stone scat gallons... 10,921 40 4,368 40 
BD ATe ue 4 ance go cote aadviBoRpbeRen soba deus? bushels... 118 40 47 20 
ROIS 10-2: Moho dpscmiteh goademysenes bushels... 318 114 362 52 
POP Sdtey ves sesh ep-sassebee tierces and barrels... 141 13 67 1,927 47 
FOUALOGS, CODIHON ....qaccscneses esos bushels... 436 65 283 40 
GO lars. ssccdcansaoe Maen se vaces tose tierces... 14 35 50 497 00 
PUEDE et oo egress Beas ase Bei ocos's Gass gallons... 36 24 64 887 04 
BOM emecaescccceea- staarene Rces amecaantee bushels... 261 75 195 75 
deep and lamps... dc. s.seveecsne number... ; 104 274 284 96 
BUTI OAS. or 5. scdeteles 500 «dc db Siswaalep toe sss pounds... 400 25 100 00 
Staves and heading.............. ....mumber... 30,000 6 1,800 00 
neil oS SEMA? 9 PA METI pounds... | - 8,966 $0 12 1,075 92 
PAI PLUCigscsn. a cmasepsbeoessseses barrels... 2 10 00 20 00 
WODACCO, CHEWING... .csescasecescersens pounds... 22,480 20 4,496 00 
BUTTE OT ssc cans mnab de ante ts coe osUad- gallons... 2,020 23 464 60 
GEL cbs dtdcnecescsaveuatteags cchaeses bushels... 56 2 00 112 00 
PWARISIKGCY. uc uilbosssapadlsecie sans sesece gallons... 23,821 44 10,481 24 
BRON. see nb Bde. obeateders Nita dastes ...pounds.. 1,680 25 420 00 

| 136,040 28 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Holmesville, 
Indiana, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by G. W. CrawrorD, 
Collector of Customs at La Porte. 

; Amount con-| 
- ARTICLES. veyed coast- | Valuation. 

ward by lake. 

et 

CLA, hele Lose sewsess saah dens seas ccamanecet tenon eee oscitelanewade bushels... BOyOTB.,|\.acas0-ee oseenae 
WINER EC fs2kcsccceceeemenees soca dacsastecsaanscestanseete seat .»sseeeDushels... 19,036 ')\s2.sceevees és 
Oiberiar ticles) <csteus wees sencasericaenisenawenssaraped usages iwaasadddnseatomed : c Soeeeanssad 60155 1,100 0 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Milwaukie, 
Wisconsin, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by Joun Wuits, 
Collector of Customs. 

Ss > Zab a=] 
heat Oh hase 5, 
SEs |e iS Je 
=I 2s = 2a ee 

ARTICLES, SES Ses. os 
ofS |oans| oS 276 > ro Fe =| Pid) 

& om f= Come i= 

<q < < 

Apples.......ece«sssbarrels.. 1,600 |.........| 15,000 
Ashes, pot..... sails velso CONS. 400 |..... oserlecaconens 
Ashes, pearl...........tons.. DOO |ewvecesee 608 leg 
Bacon, assorted......boxes.. 1,000 |..seeree seine vines 
Bacon, ass’d..hhds. & casks... 13,528 |..c.e0-e. weeceeee 
Bacon hams. .hhds.& tierces.. 1 55100 Joccscsceclesceecs 
all in bulk...... pounds,. |... : 
Barleye.d. 5.3. 
Beans.. 
Beef, salt. 
Beef, salt........ 
Bricks, common...thousand.. < 
AMOLEN Ses cicacsenesie's pounds.. 405 ORG il sia 'sisi's | sa visieviaine 
IEEE Dia se sc cin ....firkins 3,520 Jececssecclecves 
Pea asicesiesss seine MUTE PEL ssl mvjaidiee see ae see eeceel sere acces 
PUAGGICH. 2. wroccecsas pounds.. 150, COO) x cists aids | eine siite'ste 
ot Gap SR See, number.. Ds Taal siata/siola\e «||| a sim erecnisiere 
Corn, shelled....... bushels... LT7 4000 sl cece siete). | waisieeinincee 
Corn meal....... ... bushels... 177,850 |... 
Cranberries. .. bushels 5, 000 
WRDOE Pte cleveltes sisiela es nuniber 1,500, 000 
LORD ois nreimiacalatete s+ 6 ..barrels., 181, 989 
IGOR aes oc ccss oie number.. 15,000 
Hogs, live..........uumber., 5,000 |....... oo] ewsees 
BAGS ainlafe'e s'e 0) «\u'sials .pounds.. 40,000 |.eseeereelecccncces 
Ut AL eee ele Sew CONS sis 616 Jocecseess © ainielselxigts 
Lard..... Sebirides sale SOULS «0.91 aiajaieieisieiliethe ede ee osiaiaes 
Lard cecscesces oscars kegs.. 11, 286 
WiGan | DAL. lage. « cers pounds.. 75, 000 
Lead, pig...........pounds.. 450, 000 
PRC AUMEN ow o's(a:0's'0'o a vietetarn rolls... 1 975 
At BARROS e Ree eee barrels... 14, 040 
OS SSPE Ba Secor on bushels... 124, 980 
WTS Ginggeeeogoe a6 bushels... 2, 400 
PORN owe s'a.0 ses «00 BUSNEIS .. 2,300 
Pelts, sheep or lambs..num’r.. 9,500 . 
POuK eis ces: tierces and bbls.. DUS G91) ccvessves|ecice ce 
Pork in bulk........ pounds., | 1, 125. 000 ;..+... eeelevcscccce 
Potatoes, common..bushels,. 42. 373 |. 
EVE RGNieldaidsc neon se a bushels... 69,600 
PURE Gravee, eee rarefateve wore Dushels. . |ciecsiesrcess 
Sheep and lambs ...number.. 3,500 
2 Terese augers pounds.. 955, 033 
Staves and heading ...... M.. *900 
Timothy seed....... bushels... 9,500 
Tobacco, leaf....... pounds,. 125, 000 
MUMEHIENS) «avis els stale a number.. 3, 000 
Venison hams, dried.pounds., 20,000 | ..sseeveele 
Vinegar...... Cocence gallons,. 50,000 |... 
Wheaties es icsare bushels, | 2,676,500 
Whiskey............gallons.. 100, 000 
Wood, hard......+.-.-cords., | 36,000 | ........|.. 
Wool..... seeeeeees-spounds.. 552,000 |....0400- 

Am/’t shipped to 
foreign ports. 

ware eeaee 

lene wneeee 

eee eeee 

see eeeeee 

alee eewnene 

ee eeeeeee 

see eeeeee 

| 

| | | et | 

Total |Average 
Amount, | Prices. 

16,600 i 25 
“400 00 00 

100 00 
1,000 30 00 

13,528 | 50 00 
5,100 | 60 00 

215,250 9 
86, 000 1 20 
5, 900 2 25 
16,800 | 11 00 
5,300 | 16 50 
6,500 | 10 00 

450, 000 18 
3,520 | 16 00 

150, 000 15 
2,715 | 50 00 

117,000 60 
75 

5 00 
1 

8 00 
4 50 

5, 000 10 00 
40,000 15 

616 | 37 00 
160, 000 10 
11,286 | 10 00 

4 7 
6. 

40 at 
2 00 

40 
i 50 
5 2 eos 
i 65 

55,637 | 17 00 
1, 125, 000 61 

5 75 
1-00 

40 
3 50 

8 
14 00 
2 50 

7 
1 00 

15 
20 

1 65 
42 

36, 000° 3 50 
552, 000 36 

Valuation, 

$ 37,350 00 
40,000 00 
50,000 00 
30,000 00 

676, 400 00 
306,000 00 
19, 372 50 

103,200 00 
13,275 00 

184,800 00 
87,450 00 
65,900 00 
81,000 00 
56,320 00 

1,712,577 00 
22,500 00 
135,750 00 
70,200 00 

133, 387 50 
25,000 00 
15,000 00 

1,884,968 00 
67,500 00 
50,000 00 
6,000 00 

22.792 00 
16,000 00 
112, 860 00 
5,250 00 

29,250 00 
79,000 00 
40,000 00 
49,992 00 
1,200 00 
2,875 00 
6,175 00 

945, 829 00 
70,312 50 
31,779 75 
69,600 00 
90,000 00 
41,650 00 
20, 402 64 
21,000 00 
93,750 00 
8,750 00 
3,000 00 
3,000 00 
10,000 00 

4,646,310 90 
42.000 00 

126,000 00 
198,720 00 

12,590,548 79 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Dubuque, 
Iowa, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by G. R. West. 

1854, | 1855, | 1855. 

ARTIOLES, 

ef of of of of of 
Tonnage. Value. |Tonnage. Value. /Tox’ge.) Value. 

$4,000 00| 120.00 
1,800 00} 18.00 

4000} 5.10 

BACOM. a sanisls cfeoevive 
Barleyiccisivevesworee 
Bran and shorts..... 

$16,000 00] 90,00} $13,000 00!.......].. sciatic 
1,850 00}..... se 5000| 18.00]......... 

TSN RE? rege ae aingaieye aaukeeias 
Butter and eggs..... 2,500 00 6.00 7,500 00 3.00 000 UO |e sce a cial seated sees 
Cattle...... oewevece 52,650 00 | 1,300.00 105,300 00 650.00 52,650'00'|...... Jee sevens 
Corm..... ee ceecnces 1,000 05 150.00 1,500 00 50.00 500 03 |......6]+ 
Dry goods........... 300,000 00} 795.00 900,000 00} 530.00 600,000 00 os 
Engines and castings 22,240 00 | 392.00 44,480 00} 196.00 22,240 00}.......|. 
MUG RGCES co.cc pyc 650 00 9.05 UH eats slots oe <ivlel] o cign ec sattie west 
BPMLT Se ilvisic o's othietie as 48,000 00 | 2,640.00] 216,000 00} 1,760.00 168,000 00 
EME tTrEES 25.00 3. <0 800 00 1.10 1,200 00 10 400 00 
Fruits, dried & green 
Furs and skins...... 
Glass, sash and doors 
MREOCETICS oct cee 
Hardware & cutlery. 

2,000 00} 99.00 
9,000 00} 18.00 
6,000 00 | 250.00 

194,000 00 | 3,120.00 
32,000 00| 240.00 

9,000 00} 66.00 7,000 00 
18,000 00 9.00 9,000 00 
33,000 00} 200.00] 27,000 00 

776,000 00 | 2,340.00} — 582,000 00 
64,000 00| 120.00] — 32,000 00 

Hides, dry.......... 11,200 00| 174.00  36,96000| 116.00] 25.760 00 
i Uy 40000] — 36.00 3,600 00}  30.00}- 3,200 00 
SEBON ES sia sanesdyexn 21,00000; 26.05| 13,125 00 AN Peper: Ge 
oMes!..... ..0cce ss 31,025 50} 270.00}  62,05100| 13500) 31,025 50 
Household furniture.| 720.00| — 24.720 00 | 2,880.00 98,880 00 | 2,160.00 74,160 00 |. 
Tron, steel and nails.| 1,200.00 192,000 00 | 2,400.00 384,600 00 | 1,200.00} — 192,000 00 

Amount Amoun Amount |Increase| Increase ecr’se| Decrease 

PTaEO 2s 0 alien ules ale 34.00 6,000 00 136.00 24,000 00 102.00 18,000 00 ..... 
GHEE Wis aga pine sie esas 4,385.00 526,200 00 | 5,262.00}  631,44000} 877.00 
PANEG hace 0.0 bis ve os 180.00 1,200 00 60.00 400 00 
Liquors, various....| 125.00 5,000 00} 375.00 15,000 00 
COL Seiya HS hc ah 385.00 5,555 00} 289.00 6,943 00 |......... 
Plows ve vewe ewes 12.12 4,320 00 31.10 10,890 00 
BOL tne ss. ch vases 138.00 10,000 25 552.00 40,001 00 
EDLALOES |.» o0sieicecns -| 480.00 12,800 00} 600.00 16,000 00 
Reapers and mowers 5.00 1,500 00 15.00 4,500 00 | 
Shree e.... ARs... 4.10 1,687 50 6.15 27531 25 | 
Stoves and pipe..... 330.00 3,600 00 60.00 7,200 00 
Stone, caps and sills. 20.00 300 00 40.00 900 00 ‘ 
Threshing machines. 20.00 5,000 00 40.00 10,000 00 20.00 DLUO0 OD! hase wll eretene eeee 
Wagons & carriages. 60.00 15,220 00! 180.00 45,660 00} 120.00 3U,440°00 |... 2c. tees cree 
Wheat....... sseseee! 540,00} — 18,000 00) 1,620.00 81,000 00 | 1,080.00 63;000/00 |: zs5: ¢|oeeeee 

f | i) 

12,034.42 | 1,573,408 30| 243.05 8,919 75 | alll ame rrataa abd 
| 1 mul 2,115,858 20 |12,701.13 | 2,009,618 28 
‘ 1 
! 

The whole number of tons exported from Dubuque, on the Mississippi, in 1854, was 12,0344; 
value, $1,573,408 30. The tonnage for 1855 is 24,215} tons; value, $3,689,266 50; making 
an increase of tonnage, in 1855, of 12,7014 tons exported. Increase of value, $2,009,618 28, 
equal to 134.47 per cent. on the value exported this year over 1854; and tonnage equal to 
101.22 per cent. 

12,034.42 $1,573,408 30 24,215.55 | 3,699,266 50 |12,944.18 | 2,018,538 03 | 243 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of Articles of Merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Jacksonville, 
Florida, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by James G. DELL, 
“Collector of Customs. 

Amount con- 
| veyed to 
foreign ports. | . 

Average 
Pasa Valuation. ARTICLES. 

| 

Lumber, pine..........ccsecewesscsserseeees thousand feet... | 9,020 | $14 00 126,280 00 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Franklin, 
Louisiana, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by R. W. McM11- 
LAN, Collector of Customs. 

loeb ph |\o km a) 
, oO iss] oo o 

Be lteee | 2. | | 
5 gS 5 |e ae Bg | Total |Av’rage eo i - T . 

ARTICLES, 8 B 3 5 8 B 3B = 3 \ &3 inane: Price: Valuation 

qeeu [E8828] 2 
< 4 < 

ee ...number 70s (0)h Baers Peer 420 | 1,200 | $4 00 $4,800 
@attler. 5 <..s.<es<ee number Vj450) |. sc0r00 besaaenk 2,050 3,500 | 12 00 42,000 
Cotton 2505... 00, cto LIGLOS Ibias cesctve vals cseseonseeates seemartes vd seepage eee onal | ma smclcie oc 225,000 

(ETE TU, RM number! 150,000 DTOSO0O" | sec ccececns ; 260,000 124 2,708 
Fowls, common..number 500 BDO |seeeaceke es 1,350 20 | 270 
TANLOR. . 0000000508 number 3,000 ZDOOARasmeeouvse 5,500 | 1 00 5,500 
Lumber, live oak.....feet 10,000 |...... apeeenens|mepenee cers. 10,000 4 400 
Molasses..........++ Ballons |p ilwr 20) 000 Ni ncscessssceneps|eabeueseces 1,720,000 25 | 430,000 
Moss, Spanish.....pounds GOZO 00M etroasapasncnanl|Conandsaenes 60,000 2 1,200 
Oranges ......... )-number 100,000 6,000 |........-0 106,000 1 1,060 

Bint bed dcesdsees 00 gallons AGO O alcercesapaccears |: tesersracss 4,800 40 1,920 
Sugar, cane.......pounds | 48,000,000 | 9,000,000 |.,.......++ 57,000,000 6 | 3,420,000 

Mtstel..:4- seed Ae 4,134,858 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Ceorge- 
town, District of Columbia, in the year ending December 31, 1855: 
by Rogert Warts, Collector of Customs. 

— 

: Total — , ARTICLES. Quantity. | Value. ‘Aanoett. 

Dare ANOS stoi darsacs ts) op-dkba ats casos nadine avers pounds... 445} $ 11 $ 49 
Boards, White Pine ..s....ccsesdensscvescnacsoeseseccnecanss M. feet 78 | 19 00 1,482 
PRIUECEM Gee aciseceveneasatssseeseteeRattadea dec up cceceiacsacce ss pounds 275 25 69 
A ORMBICA le. | see dedecvascesnsaes siisnsi Jesaparssscenassueeavae barrels... 392 4 00 1,568 
OUI Ussaeseuscetsssecreeeesessmee peckehias SoG dononabaieesaoce barrels... 2,550 917 23,384 

TOTAL acedscssndeene suelennceiedoessan’eostttecls Secidacocesoa a 26,552 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Rolling 
Prairie, Indiana, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by G. W. 
CRAWFORD, Collector of Customs at La Porte. 

:Am’t convey- 
ARTICLES. ed coastward | Valuation. 

by lake. 

Mepis Shelled...c.csavacoascandatetenttentsnas ie tacdsscvcassactdenes bushels... Big 2 1h | evacecass Ciseeeabs 
MON ais 5xcsias avayizaceMgenbude en sige teaeenee si acavee'edesnralese cceey bushels APSO lin| Peace caso seeee 
GENE ste 5 is aacacantde sess sv oseeteeeaeekehehtyenigeses'oedevs oes ssiee barrels AO 1s) bide.ccedeeestere A 
Potatoes, COMMON ........ceveceseneee BERGE a aciotls cose vaaeesconus bushels Bye ere ece coche - “es 
RUPEES si'osscoccennccisooesvecsedusevadtecsmtucuwoadudce soverincs recone bushels 315293; |ccnicsnedaaeeoeee Y 
RIV eebiids Ardiasls «oacdedusnnvansece cease Pannen Petia stccedsn sonar pounds... 1 ASA cn cunswaencemsues 
URISIMPAIICIES.. 4-'. «concen esduesevenncemenecmemtetedenate cs eacscteeress tourk seceulvaadaacctenenanes 510 00 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Toledo, Ohio, 
in the year ending December 31, 1855: by Cuartes R. Dennert, 
Deputy Collector of Customs. 

Sk hS g 

beea| #8 
: a2 : = a Total {Average Valuati 

ps a 8 eas a2 Amount. | Prices. mapa 
Pe = 

BSSH| ge 
< < 

Alcohol ........0ssccceceeeegallons | 987,720 |....ceeseeeeee| 987,720] $0 30 $ 296,316 00 
Apples, dried...........06 pounds 18,269 |rcccscrcccesees 18,269 12 2,192 28 
Ashes, pot........ bash wth pounds | 1,402,865 |...ssseeeeeee| 1,402,865 5 70,143 25, 
Bacon, hams...hhds. and tierces 8,958 |ecscsseceeeees ‘ 8,958} 30 00 268,740 00 
Bacon, in bulk............ DOUMOS [a5 i ivwisssnces 140,500 140,500 10 14,050 00 
Barley...........0+ na bushels | 22,066 |......se00004] 22,066 80 17,652 80 
BRATS. scence snaeadecnsn seus bushels 208 | nccoceeees ceed 208 1 00 208 00 
Beef, salt .....cscscccovcease -barrels 9,623 |..... seecesuacs 9,623 | 10 00 96,230 00 
BGG, AGL E .... ice eecceces sunny tierces TyQEL [redevevcecance 1,961 | 25 00 49,025 00 
BGS WAX. oo. cceececseceses ... pounds 3,000 |..... Spe nentuay 3,000 20 600 00 
Bricks, common.......... number TB; QB, |avestewececcccs 15,985 5 » 19:98) 
OO RR A ee firkins 2,361 |... weeeecenes 2,366 8 00 18,928 00 

RAIRCIOS ic... 5. dion adersavees pounds D.BEO, |avastywecbasess 3,570 15 535 50 
WUMEEIO Ceo cakhiescessscdnenns number TUG TAS lpexsiesesnan ss ; 10,674} 30 00 320,220 00 
RUBISGEL ay <0 chu ckG abe cas ce de pounds SHR. el a Pee aXe 37,037 10 3,703 70 
Coal, bituminous............. tons BIS) ates excevscnss 499 5 00 2,495 00 
Corn, shelled...........6+ bushels | 3,864,375 | 402,360} 4,266,735 70 | 2,986,714 50 
Cornmeal ...cccse.eevcesnase DREREIS |e ccnys cos eqnany 180 180 7 00 1,260 00 
MWUEI cue cave chicusesaaasene pounds 35,824 |..... See vealee SD) 824 ile esackvess ive catuaeeean coud 
Gaston Yarns... 2.65. ..6ecaee pounds TLD 7iE hanedly-<aceacus LDS [agnasouswaon| as +s \cecanteay abasban 
FUQBUDGN WATE... cenncceccangs senses |ucves once Neaaasica asuencpvannen Sua weeansbaccys [Chines kbncshy 2,789 00 
TUBES. ve cuscucvcesadecen scours barrels DUA hradevcase acces DU crs cngrage scfevesssnatunsean ree: 
BWGUP sens cactuaatvevevasas ane barrels 271,437 1,842 2'73, 279 8 00 2,186,232 00 
Hides.....00.0009 Biss cso seney number SS LUD | aetssnsccaesase 23,084 3 00 69,252 00 
Hogs, live....ccccosseseees number SO82E | recsvevscsecess 50,828 9 00 457,452 00 
HLOTSES © .......cnesincees eens number Bad |[Rewesnnas Btyase 83 | 100 00 8,300 00 
Tron, pig and bar........ pounds | 3,696,259) ]......sscesense OSG MUD wa vearcecays] ne Rn Saaeaban naasal 
Fron, TAUroad......gh-.reccaryee tons PAPO omcveancuscases 12,499 |..... cegtarulnanecest Seana sated 
BE daconss sda deassohansubund pounds | 4,312,600 26,894 | 4,339,494 10 433,949 40 
BIMTRR ds icy ans Gn ahes subi seus aeaass kegs Tec atiiissesessereecnce Tj B90) fic seaceinsde lenvnheeees .eReee coh 
RR RR. pieces | 3,912,850 |........e0c00 3,912,850 1 3,912 85 
Lead, pig...... pe Ghae kines We pounds MGC tessdsveseedces BESTA Nvecseenscdinn eet viéeuivenanal 
PRERORED « vs ada ch csanes sectyantent rolls SIGHS Pacccccaceececes SLO LG slrsicccececcatevesees Pre FS | 
TAM DET, PINE... .05.00cnraveness feet | -8,'792, 000 |.........00s0. S092, GUC! | ccccccewasen| ince On ccs meee at 
Tuer, OAK... 020 0..csencenses feet |. codecs AES 312,600} 312,600 1 3,126 00 
Lumber, black walnut.......feet |...... Sesseauns 105,000 105,000 ist 1,260 00 
Marble, quarried............+ tons Ay | ER ry 1 Re Ree ce 
Molasses........ dan teeeasan’ gallons EHC Se SS SOOO Mawes ane gos asm Saceaaihs -\saaahe 
MIRE, cnc: Sonsmns bushels] 44,154 |. ..csessseneee 44,154 30 13,246 20 

MRRETIGI « cranccatessnadeess gallons PU SECT cicecarcue eee 10,188 80 8,150 40 
Oil, linseed..............00 gallons yh) ae eee 1,200, 90 ~ 1,080 00 
1 SS tierces and bbls. 45,116 2,931 48,047} 25 00 1,201,175 00 
PAGES ROU UK... asp osece ues pounds | 6,776,000 |......eeeeeeee 6, 776,000 6 406,560 00 
Potatoes, common........ bushels RLESE |GiGEe eee 34,330 50 17,165 00 
PEEP suite caving wis wesen ees cat ¢ bushels TO; AD isvscscassacaven 19,219 1 00 19,219 00 
PARE Roe cakn sds ssh Csvaeons bushels B POs eee ecncrcevacsenn | 575,145 30 172,543 50 
Sheep and lambs......... number Disa elnetaixeys<stsas 11,121 2 00- 22,242 00. 
Staves and heading...thousand Fy BRS levewsvssowvuveg fatwa we eserrerlyccesoeegenthensel accents 
DLIOW, «cancehdeat hare a ces <5 POUNGS Latdaicnannnsnn 51,990 51,990 10 5,199 00 
Tobacco, leaf .............. pounds 1 GOT. jannasns BAR ape 99 sbaae snanigasesis aanetenee 
Tobacco, chewing........ POURGE WGA LAD. loashsshenss canal easesenbersanalccassesseet sate aths esaanseaenkt 3 
PGBs acacceadueesctesstnans bushels | 1,692,275 8,712 | 1,700,987 1 60 2,721,579 20 
RE seseeepouNdS | 1,196,000 |.sseecceeeeeee] 1,196,000 30 358,800 00 

GL. 5 ssichosears bas 12,262,326 51 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchandise, 
of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Lewiston, New 
York, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by A. V. EH. Horcuxiss, 
Collector of Customs. 

Amount 
ARTICLES. shipped to Borage 

foreign ports, ; 

Alcohol ....... Die Siasiats chiep de anagen vege vanehanenieitenss gallons... 137,948 | $0 40 
PBEVLCR I. cr citeegh oirccacicsnntc ocsannesseeetoassenegy tna san barrels... 4,448 1 50 
Brees s CUCL ete ds cate gout sintias onben canned tsieongs eons coace pounds... 46,288 6 
TSACON, |ASSOL TCO wesncusapaseiceceasnence -hogsheads and casks... 8| 21 87% 
Reece. Stat aceon celeb danveceesenscisatens sen umpeon bushels... 154 42 
BeaUOSELI COA, Wes ft dcseascis hep ancanesanscdnsledoesnessccan MUMMOCE se |sesetsereeraneesnn len tsete temas 
11 pop teigebogc nach beapeiabdon coCOeLECUC Eee OCOO EEG CKDS dozen 1,217 217 

MAIO TODES, CLESSEU....ccscosccveccrasccetenscccecorts number 5 00 
MOMMA acc oc rasta crmariackbies hace adsacsiohscdsass scene pounds 9,268 20 
gle iat So cepabipes Meanie at SSIS Sige pial pounds 4,665 16 
PERE Ae. . kc cac vet cup ass tae seuah oapplendacdocneasraacaace yards 1,650 48 
REE ice oc aionscudehna sigh enanno muses soapoaispeatuacns number Sab 78000 
ME OE Mra cesst aa cas'cnaswatas 6s G>auamscens sdesacoaCdess ses ohn pounds 106,031 ll 
ROOM rare dat cap dest cctascansscckandshechet vacranececvesss' sine « barrels... 233 4 00 
WOMCEIRECO, TEC'.scescsscnvs soksbeeraunhsasaanecacenstence pounds... 77,340 104 
SUC AOU OUS cep syaces vcevaganseltdesveaeeets badacesdes ode tons... 21 5 70 
RPE MYemS cll vsntrncens-s.csheaacauccesi@uarascascusscs sas bushels... 1,215 82 
SUEUR le re seach scesskuetavsdadaahsinstasasanaassasanescce barrels... 14 4 00 
Cotton goods, printed or COlOTEd ........csseeeeeeeeees yards... 366,040 10 
COON COOMS, WHCOLOTED oo. .s.c.ccecssccccocecc sous yards... 87,315 8 
HAUNT Gs cqhaeatbe ddan dersatsssacoracccesensses VANMATIOM sce) leatiuaes nedecccece|sce. Paporchh 
BOR tecasscaccenmnerasdnehens meccurosteestese SpeorELBORConcc dozen... 1,400 10 
BOUIN ust on aceoceeseeyasatee teens Senin daueswtnancns ses ades barrels... 82 bi35 
OW s  CODIMOl ss cvevsasecsetqrcscsce so esscsbecvesdasscvs number... 28 50 
BORETISORI crn. <5. sites ccatac css U¥dsopashaeeeasnacecacatacrananeass tons... 8 6 25 
MMI) CLOUD ves. cccisaverecaeersnevecasacseanses due barrels 20 2 41 

brine cpapecteskecscactes + sice caumubiqnemchinas otis’ bales or tons if 7 43 
BUCEIDL COLUMN Oey. Atte c ccacsiomandnacdeaccanssenccemen ss pounds 423 8 44 
LSUVEE Nasa) eee ic cthae ns Cantar cab enwaksenad number... 175 411 
Peet ccc en ot vehetens ¢2ncdess'oh cn aagahgen @itanacaasenroinwmes pounds 6,757 39 
ULL URI Sy egpear ice o> AS SSGSHGEEES eORERE C CREE RERRET Sys ABE number 285 | 134 00 
RUPE 5s staan a das oaceetch teadhsameeacdanaranastamene pounds 2,816 9 
PESMIBIASLITIOS tele tesocrd-' snogan Oates sescgaassncaseacanseds tons 137| 60 00 
PAAR rere sca tere tet lase rt tsecees dnaandis sphiaipabensaacacascas pounds... 10,308 10 
POCO Nc, RM eerarce gs aces ve stanencacs Wiakaaeaeaenadertde rolls 120] 2096 
SDE eee ocr al Her Nes on lak ple dea net eal rcp ssiampsarnec he barrels... 786 1 00 
MOREE OAKS BU sec cine anes scp. muacbteteasagacaeecsenesadcnsen feet... 25,000 14 
CUCU SES Pasi B a (Heo aes SEBS, oe Er RR gallons... 6,847 37 
Bremer atte ene aae ss cctactuaadedicckotassccosere rege bushels... 5,080 40 
Gal dard’. fc.. Pas Renee siactaiaus aatteanet Mia renser seater gallons... 1,400 Ie 
POAT OMS: 5 sa. sincere penis. RPE hci. Rivticnensadlenents bushels... 44] 100 
IOWANS. van cantieedatcenaras teh sete anak CBee eee poaendes gallons... 200 1 90 
Pain, mimeralinie.W..sct.vas soosncestuns Baeeicisinan catia pounds... 39,337 8 
BIOTIC sfevgh nooo dG REdaEycscosce ds asatanccanns tierces and barrels... 120] 15.60 
Potatoes, COMMON .5.5..cs05-0cnace Sea eeak ae clo aise bushels... 112 100 
BB COLR S, 5.00.0 enee sss os ve ae Gancgeaeemmietentacsne pedudecas tierces 15] 4400 
PATI nis as'soe ce stele nea cuxvevedte ascent Acc ce gece Rae barrels 36 3 30 
RSID 3 32250 esiesadGeeneasicenecsss es gaemtuctnaadpavssesscs} sss gallons... 221 2 26 
MeVeMIICAL cc catdectenecscccedy accnteaneans SCAMS SR barrels... 12 416 
Sy SSRN Se coneereer cece ch 2330 Boece eee bushels... 178 35 
Seeemset +: 35:55. Pea eee cane Reece sc) ACER Ee yards... 61,500 48 
Sheep and lambs.............scsesees Dette retessces number,,, 469 3 65 
RMT e ess ciccseceesoscecescserensnaceeamaee pateneteet oscta. pounds... 500 20 | 
Spirits of turpentine.......... secrccceteseeetcneecccceee SALONS... 814 80 
Staves and heading...... RECEP PE OPA Ptre ttre CeO REED | ey 16 | 7 40 

Valuation. 

$ 55,179 
6,672 
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STA TEMENT—Continued. 

Amount 
ARTICLES. shipped to Aer Valuation. 

foreign ports. 

Tallow ......-.- Seah Gh.» Laas ap tnaenaa naan si foapabuaa ese pounds... 222,482 | $0124; $27,810 
PRY ANG Pitel nuaserecet- Sas csceasemeusepataacsscceetnstesn barrels... 169} 10 44 1,764 
Timothy seed....-.csedescecccscecace SeeeeRE ssctcante cues bushels... 2,638 1 45 3,825 
POBSCEO, LeHics cnicchmocneeneeessnensectarecscessester cee pounds... 77,800 10 7,780 
Tobacco, CHE WADE fc apgee stata nn «sh obinvsosenncebuavantne pounds... 41,956 24 10,069 
Vinegar........ Ra eeeee na Ree eeRt ts wes onc abia sneer ane ERA gallons... 714 |. 29 207 
rei sec cc Be eet cde viccs at Ws ob dabn ge seas consehcamuatbaanss gallons... 27 88 24 
Wood, hard.......... aside Seanscct connate Siceateewe en sess COPGSss5 510 2 25 1,148 

WD Atle sacs Sib Bapl sspavnicndgids os civalpapvansssaapanneantas 299,287 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from the port of 
Grand Haven, Michigan, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by 
Messrs. Cutter & Warts and Terry & Sons. 

. Amount 

ARTICLES. ote Yoon Valuation. 

by lake. 

PRGA OS cic saab awe nn ends Sitanaccascntemenbany DS dahivendes aneowewows dozen 60 $1,500 
AI DORIES er stesso scat naiaha son on an uch davevannecmeadhecsuasduccccussuuntseees 2 1,800 
RILIGED concn dace he tween <epuhag endisenscvvenes hewedamanaa Pape astenacese bundles... 160 | .casceseceeupes 
BIOUE.......08.cuventgesscanswecvovsscesscceseceeensseses Yacuvevevseveees barrels... 22,807 205, 263 
Pie TRO 5 dates oe vce hdadatita cv ac nvevenchdvexctioedenpeaucecewecswowwss bags... 447 "447 
BPGRIOGK: DAD Rte. has au eskQynhbhs «veckss cen sau tiene tines bectevash wae soxe cords... 500 2,000 
BN os canst. cape ee es ck caawieesusseosnesseahebuete Spaetectentwp skeen sarten=bs ee 20 200 
BRE AWARD. doin sacks wv sende eek nanvvisoncule dectonbesbe baibvssnt to Gucyleueeacunecs 11,740 1,174 
dis sca ofaee cabin svandulistiae ene an ceanscch osedhnendasvedersswoverervy pieces... | 15,000,000 33,000 
BCBIBED sce chow isecses ieuatbaneaes.i sed Pid shore cneeuenauiveeveet ors packages... 2,190 42,190 
RMR sini le datas sae iyston cass onns cosa nee Cenath odsRpiccaworwcweVevwdd feet... | 45,000,000 450,000 
PE CUBT ISS Aik. Beles ¢ vnRbAvaiean<deecbccentascuupsbeeneguetnseusseusvens tons... 196 90,000 
MEN a oo cins's dei cihsies eves’ ok MOSEL PNEB 3 0 Nev on SEG MME REBENY cvec'on event dozen... 542 1,355 
PPEIIUBES .Sdcteys cian eck sus ueeyats> sodas cchspocetabneMenkdesesceven sas pounds... 56,750 | 2,270 
RIE cic ce GMs cits nous spat RURaIG «ois cu sa qvoTUaPRPImanndes vescovenct barrels... 11,646 | 11,646 
BMRA EOS «wth Girre Ups =s ep aoaggitnnn aos savabcbeveeeenel Bap socbavesencs pounds... 64,822 | 3,989 
BRE TOS Ao Jans. cc ncheetapmigasnnne oxen deeteamipionnasevnseues ce bundles... 2,086 | 1,000 
BIPEMIRGS 5% chs Gcee cua. odavedathannabannedescuduetQqemeteenepenashcenese number... | 40,000,000 100,000 
RPRETIRIO ESS «Son was. «cn dak menantesp anes mute aatneeeen oosbonctubertccopheeense 250 1,000 
SES | WEEE! OTL 60... daveb wens scanedndsece doors SRRaMEna sheet atte ceacuwadsaysess 11,250 1,100 
et Sed ots sus scudqahangdndaienssattonies aia sckoacsveoveascunvensamnue’ fustonsknsts EMME 30,400 
BGO een eater ca eie os so sandabn Conse ssahesee cs Supscebeeteanesescorvsedady barrels 6,008 21,028 
SERB AY nie et ahiete Bilas « oases cams ve aebescceshect nde adtetweowwsrsut eee M. feet 30 1,800 
DCIS adi on cate ate vax sv.ce gesvse vunahs ath cds ub oeeRee rember te cosevdcaded dozen... 452 4,000 
DORE. <ccseeeeeees «ssn sencanns sass Ss aenbabestamepcenect Nb stowinnens bushels... 76,430 152,860 
BP BGC FASTA Seen kev cecncecynsones@the aoe cactsbece manne ndnans ans ehalf barrels... 1,135 4,540 
TUNED es vo sca Seth v snc sue Cac the nck waciacesteboctusetebantesertecstess pounds... 65,972 32,986 
2 A ES eebeeMetehcens ssccniaoungas Mmeeeemomabttersstecaceny cords... 1,511 3,022 

POG paemehihn cass eecesseeunscterat Saansdve'wscuuceatuencauwen peas 1,200,570 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Perth Am- 
boy, New Jersey, in the year ending December 31, 1855: 
W. Brintey, Collector of Customs. 

ARTICLES. 

Apples ......... Winsstee Paxetesai atest Re ceees cearatid dees dorcel -barrels... 
PAPDICE EICUUT ss ctaancetessscvencnscencvecevcdses ce eseds pounds... 
EPCOMCUAIIG Mprenercaasca coteeseescosacaceteres sessesctee number... 
PMA EN ice. seeeee tnai wensnshtiedsoaccecsessrasccessssesces bushels 
TapaUaSeeascctsds cnerccanas AAC SHIILED COLE EEE bushels 
FESCCSW HK sees cansccceneps sasaehisantarsvecn dedeecccnerees pounds... 
Eat H MIC OUMIN ON sce, tuo, odsascncruacessdacsenanncevses number... 
PRTC SINC sc casas setenceededcrsteeecantacuteensccucedts number... 
REAPS Eecl dincseslsatecs sstecuedesetanaewestentescccss ors number... 
PRM ae eo ace ee cediceccocsecocaercacsect¢es bushels... 
RMN re sid aaa erase rpechvooeccatsapacdasacctaneseceee os pounds... 
RMIRMB ees eric shay csasascs rae stecetecattesentsaescssstceees firkins 
Riemer aee. icine. Lavesds ea dchadeaccoatcaseentee ye connects number 
Perea eee ds. bees case vases eaes ste seceponsarssccuassees number... 
MON ARNPOSUS ote ai seccveticaessomsencsctccseccersetssanes number... 
DEAE TANS... wvsercasanacestsateettessatslcodetecdscdseds number... 
REMAIN ras aptlame peddnoce ines tacedcamangaancaeecertese tes bushels... 
BA RGR Oeaiscs aspen aaccee ss <cecsdso ees ceuasaenexdvues vaetes pounds... 
SEE O Sine. ttednchiitscas cass enshernesanscensescesesacne ors quarts... 
BNET t tends (teagiana stand eames tetenessacavens'sicecoosscs sss barrels... 
MERE eosidarartc toner tasdeocdccesdsoecnedsos seas sue rss tons... 
Diraa SECM CON Gece carapsa caves tse casscekacescserssss4ase bushels... 
MSGIMEMICAL..3ssauesevsscecteseces Biecidectacteewessnernsts bushels... 
MMAMMELEIOS Ses capavesccsraceccaddesuasasscicadecacesecocess bushels... 
BLUE MACHINU AL Gracacsasuisisgscucddascneutaas sess sceseesesescscesesesaseie 
FE EM en sas ttn sh sravaicledsutguaeersesesactcacaecencsseste dozen 
aN etertre ates saatesnctgeaseieraccendececatenn cones san facenays barrels 
Erna SC OGIINOM nce lenagesae dee ss anteaarsaccscececsare number 

PUVA He'sksiegissaainaeaiasisan sss aeisiqnehersesinsslvcis asieseeesosersicnas tons... 
LL eiciyy TOW eer Gage ce Senanto casei scogsetedeectco- see bushels... 
IEMs raldvices atamaress ease sede sdeda ase esas sas cerateines number... 
PIDGRSTOL HOOP OCH). rcscccenscosacocatseMenacaresecconsccas M... 
UM Nedieemn san ataae ce Monmensatescasertinctscstecss costes number... 
IMTIEREHIN OS <2 not tann che dstedansgencescconcvesseuecravtan sss tons... 
Misty Obeeerrawentvasacanchacresnarenciieesasesaneseasceacsesesse pounds... 
MIME EDM Giavacarcadcsesactedecrtosdssesverestecsacuces M. feet... 
MOI CCOBL sna tascvssaevasdeesaacarccncresascaacacess M. feet... 
OO ease dens code deanssicaconsecdotucoseatets rsese en neaeees bushels... 
MITITONIN osciue seotutarsecpe'st traobareaccdenscss -CELEEBOEE AEE bushels 
OYSTER = 3) anes <cases evaere vatocapedeuedasenanscarncesecse bushels 
Gy Stier ssccctrestecparaseds «esseeerecncceeOnssecec sess vac gallons 
PERCH OSiens'siuccdaunctemenen sJaeeiaatanestemses ee Bene sineeens bushels... 
Peaches, dried...... pete see dedetere= -cosncenBtdoeareee bushels... 
GAS Un cdas cess dussmes Deaaiaies ta siseianaelat Leena settoneeneec baskets... 
PLUTO) «ise slaee PidideascalicasseatensseeG “con ceeree UBebD bushels... 
Potatoes, COMMON. 2.2 ).......ccencavsses oo sheceyareonane bushels... 
PPOtAtGeS, SWECH~2csceccesccavaneree 802-8 SEB PREROLE bushels... 
Up E agepgaepeae cece cee sscedcu'asionsageeaee Seddhae saenicie bushels... 
Sheep and lambs........... sedenpeaaney Petes este ssieks number... 
Beaistiyy DCLTICS:. .cacesasts sachecosscapsutemaatitececssesesess quarts... 
DENY, «cis s0cosanarenescaunantene Seeamaaenredanesassce ces pounds... 
Be Mesiti...02..s..c08 De veneadedeeas duacaduebetpeetes cess so.c0 bushels... 
W bortleberries..........cccscesece Assit edeasen ne acacee bushels... 
Wood, pine...... peadedenies scdeuan naesedt eta ces cas acelin cords... 
WOES DATA). ..is. ids .ccecnscedounuaveavanessananass pep saasCOLUd sas 

CGE Sc vsecsecesses ctsecedeaasbucestaese Hunep et he precnc 

| Am’t conveyed | 

by FRANK 

coastward or 
coastwise by 
river or bay. 

14,500 
40,000 

1,500,000 
7,000 
7,000 
1,500 

9,000,000 
4,000,000 

25,000 
4,000 

75,000 
1,800 

26,000 
18,000 
25,000 
25,000 

2,500,000 
60,000 
50,000 
10,000 
30,000 

225,000 
15,000 
6,000 

80,006 
16,000 
50,000 
7,000 
2,000 
4,500 

150 
3,000 
6,000 

60,000 
1,500 
2,000 

150,000 
18,000 

600,000 
10,000 

250,000 
26,000 
4,000 
2,000 

1,200,000 
4,000 

40,000 
100,000 
80,000 
15,000 
25,000 
50,000 
10,000 
3,000 

Av’rage 
Prices. 

$2 00 $29,000 

1 

De DH RH ee 

oF Wr 

| Valuation. 

4h 18,000 
25 18,750 
70 4,900 
71 4,993 
25 375 
50 40,500 
00 140,000 
12 3,000 
00 4,000 
20 15,000 
00 10,800 
00 78,000 
00 720,000 
10 2,500 
8 2,000 

15 375,000 
10 6,000 
123 6,250 
00 30,000 
00 90,000 
00 225,000 
25 18,750 
00 18,000 
‘ie 65,000 
18 14,400 
00 128,000 
50 25,000 
00 112,000 
15 1,500 
00 22,500 
00 2,250 
00 180,000 
00 360,000 
10 6,000 
00 217,009 
00 56,000 
40 60,000 
8 15,000 

00 600,000 
00 10,000 
00 250,000 
50 30,000 
50 6,000 
00 4,000 
50 | 600,000 
15 3,000 
00 40,000 
50 250,000 
124 10,000 
10 1,500 
25 31,250 
00 150,000 
00 40,000 
00 15,000 

| 4,976,218 
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Abstract of agricultural products, domestic and farm animals, de., in 
Indiana, as returned by the several Township Assessors, June 1, 1855: 
by B. Cotutns, Secretary of State. é' 

ARTICLES. Amount. Valuation. 

TURBO cus eves SUnayunnn cugande ee? | ciene ire daNuedennae se pounds... | 24,950,763 | $1,270,604 
PEAVEY roreeks Moraatertaereeetr cece cotetem eres cane eee ..»..-bushels... 90,867 74,244 
Wea eae «co ta danas ae aeiWadeS qa: <0 ¢auss ospaps ostauepnsh <0 wctwaehtens number... 798,419 7,578,200 
BUST Dias oxi seks viseas | isWosbed sas «cs o0050cnges daxdacensnan cs sesamsnncs bushels... | 34,811,902 | 11,756,664 
TBE E ccna eelieh ak dusune ubabse chs soansesdspsesasuopeemnstessvsntes eeestOU Sere 422,280 2,205,810 
PAIS Has eck Ce ac g's davviacnotss> cavaenenssqoeromdusdavneSxonsneeceanerens tons... 326 1,831 
FFOMEMA GES MANULACULES 0......00cesener-essinsesessesse Deas aaaaeedaaes nner Hee et tt 2,373,674 
PRA eN eS CST, on laos sWadedevadasianka Scan tnamecacasesvs ns ans pounds... 143,818 27,675 
Horses, mules, and aSses....sscccssseccsaseoes A seaeayis esse ues number... 304,028 | 13,657,874 
PPE ec oii aan RGN Machina Caower es iceseraneast otsshwaanksssetet ences pounds... 5,055,199 345,376 
NAMIC BUCA. A ieancasdapmaghebaoscssscdessaduscctncsiasvenaaust spaeeaes pounds... 611,129 54,164 
MME EU MArdeMNDROUUCING. #5 susveudsansenieacetashinepuedsccscccnecensecaewsessr [sons ccmancecnsess 259,278 

Bacto oniat ote coals cic Rene MAE cians an scat no antskslensaceses-areics bushels... 8,041,919 1,997,752 
PRE ALL DLOMICIR « bautgisthacer scaccens pobetuepsaasaccses sects veoMeecexroocess |asnasvecsssrecact s 435,122 
hei eae RCu tbat abin ce nod ddetaeeinns anne acbehersaanatsbemstassaeanceaes barrels... 234,073 1,658,453 
Other slaughtered animals ...........ceccscseseeeees Ssasinesucceennbeaeestonrel (sh =scnsrenecacess 510,293 
MAMEDES ss cbadkzeasicecdesvadeadave osteeeneee Aekernuechtassns coccesewss bushels... 1,170,290 628,197 
TACRPRIEDING 2 a tateh'as a5 ovs dul dnae ews use uaeeca ces Pipbariaacanedsbuccdescarsughavarss {ovceccoseswasssece 481,128 
OME eatin d BB cak ro% va sa apnnitsoniaeWedb neat ansdnsne cResdacantuc ese setece bushels... 226,559 171,005 
Boss PTASS, ie Cuawa eh ceslatcos tues acta sas Pincnatsgnandaseccersesctre bushels... 103,808 231,405 
BOLCGN 15 se shusbes. cvdio-de durant Maseesench esceeeecarnncnastaescheoscste number... 882,797 937,370 
BURDEN: cus dodatin Cun sop aeopt opsiiees ev coauesueeeecataniparcesercresenee number... 2,668,572 5,514,098 
TEEBMCO\ 01d sts tenwelesde Cemuncrag seacnpasiscesses sens Savevsse Svscen eens pounds... 1,195,549 55,413 
RIESE Ss 0 cB desacbasdcpuaduenecisevetscavesorsceteniesastes sree .-...-Dushels... 6,658,952 7,789,324 
MDRAO Ye cs dciast datos diced Ssesbecebcsactes Sbaduinss udun ies medsecesesesose Oo 2UUU Sere 7,632 6,741 
BUDO y .o2ysshvesiess Rites rowdy emo escs Cason aestancan PER SSSS SSRONSAESERE pounds... 1,396,544 422,326 ' 

6 EN pate fo Fahl yo siren 4 60,444,016 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Baltimore, 
Maryland, in the year ending, December 31, 1855: by Pump F. 
Tuomas, Collector of Customs. 

Am’t shipped 
ARTICLES. to foreign | Valuation. 

ports. 

MAICGRO]<...5.c.<c0ee0e cos Suatetis sett eraeere dcdedeodsccsedssseensess PRION... 22,122 $ 13,096 
Apples..........cccccccescrreceees edéeessese shebsturacedsedevsveubeeeds barrels... 158 318 
PLP MICS, PATIEC .. 2.004 4psccetensseu ease Peneenscesene aueesanecsesccte pounds... 36,533 2,678 
WIZCOD, BSSOTIEM \..........0esccecouaeece Pe ther oe boxes... | 6,038 206,763 
aH CHIH = (ESSOLUCU ces. descecses coaceuesn ceerds seeseeseeeehds. and casks... 21 465 
MGA COM ATIF decaes sccverecsdessess athocbeeee atthe .....-hhds. and tierces... 93 4,481 
PHC, TN! Dulles .eod.c...ces cqhsceccssstudscecscaossteceveus cared pounds... 1,436,399 131,532 
WERICSTOAMS. deat svcuarechueccatoassecacececcchcocwes ror dzts MWS scceessci ee eo 19,857 
TSAEIEY. .osic.dsevses Weeetorreccsvctoccesxede seagate betstvevecart bushels... 68 69 
PADIS rc wsgshionesnh etesiscevenh at vc veveccdececssseneens Wisiaaveesesees bushels... 316 466 
Beef, salt....... esR Soccer Beckie sos dacsiseodacitaetect epee ee barrels... 4,310 75,482 
MSL, Salts. d. cess oc ese oh'e Nstedese savsdauscesdeeeeres Stsaeente atte sooo tlerces... 9,438 330,050 
DREGE WAX ccisnauascoeschecvane Patateecesccdsucbuneass sapsnvsseseusesaccDOURUSin: 28,488 8,459 
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ARTICLES. 

Biseuitior SHipbreads.....cds.cessveedennrceccecoecesees barrels or kegs... 
Snip VRS aden actaay asian oe ostalah on dase ctasieapinsionst dsS'cepensaresesveoes number... 
FSEE EEC MarrcAieier sna anda’ s)elx hie dnpiadasinnanaiesinepsinsseness cone etans pounds 
MR EE ea: Salseek Ucenasbis «seo <aeucepaninncc ons «ere ssideseeuse andes pounds 
ARBOR =) ci sapcdeb ase Relnn cle sioeasevs dowd eh Sale eci'ciivionvewerenionden pounds... 
ERIE gue, {ec deeeeeiace ds so sass tcldubedde cet s sree cesavpececeeseeeerte barrels... 
Coal; bituminous®.............s.00 SMSC AEP EEE EEE CE CER EP ECLCE EET tons 
MOETEANOIY OUGsefsectiasaes nena v eco ecu cvwdeede suv edvecedeecers meeva neces tons 
WOTdA Ze ANG CADIES oo0... ccs ecscuwsesvaeescwucrereoddvsvecseresses pounds 
Worm shelled pos cstics..csscceecseevsessvet vossevescveveseecacses bushels... 
ROGRTENN CANS yee snised ese Sts vided seen ceanavercsrsedeesseusctvescseressuaes barrels... 
BOORMAN ok chose osoe tac acteasstetsea cv devesndedneteeysodsonsviecccneedoes pounds... 
Cotton goods, printed or colored ......1. sececsecseeeeeeeecees yards... 
Dames O0dS, Wmcolored........cosshosacweossccveeAvcscsecencccse yards... 
PEPMMEENVVATO son ictesntste so tdesods qsidesusdsersrnacestrseeccvocsvorcecbesceresed= 
ESTER a ss 6 vas dos Sabeaelo das «a cdeeacsaheuisdvecdducs decorewodscanesae barrels... 
BR VERTaer s ieisisdc daseeancet #s~svsitivesaduucereed cceeneone aves bales or tons 
EMT eye seccn 1s dadeendeeiav elec vetsdodemeumevenvacdscseaccecessccaa ies pounds 
Mrlenients, ACTICUIMUMAL. cdcsavscuessevecucededveessecdedessvsaceddssnhoves 
PrOMECSS HINES <.00s vase dvs ce sce'svevewse’ Wo ssbeUmapoucacceimmwetecoerettcs tons... 
ERMINE css ce eee aie is sence aummapoctocanncigavoouemaneoneres ‘pounds 
MCA OAT..osvaroviseseascscscceees evs Bickbaneivdssveateveumeeanccs pounds 
BNGAIMIED Gawaaves detigeraaies ite sdate se vadebwadcapseuwesbonssabeocve esse pounds... 
MUAH ET SPIN you sesdoads ito 528— oc snub wenunivertesasvesmowseresoesh a's M. feet... 
EDT GI MODIK <a aiatsicch swale ses be'se duvisund colts vwitnlaveideiedowawe dele wasieis M. feet... 
Matas ANG) SPAUSccotccsssstecdasoes acess Diiees Seek ehstuy ves Gwocaeweiisbinsspansce 
MOTASSES! «23... n0cscscveesm ees Weaate duawbgacenssrthanienacisnsenssoasens gallons... 
MOMs 5 tscsvaaersvecdet ses sduea cattAtoeo soar eepuaneeececerssevsivs .. bushels... 
PMLA 21s os oceeressstsssessddecasavodetesissccreasaecass .. gallons... 
WI MITISCOU; sa. duaraves stasavabesomvupberccsedsswebenen benesasieet ses gallons 
DBPON BE tiscsaistededeeres tend eresssraededbluevesssunsenasveveuiipe sce bushels 
OPMIG HE isdss'slioacarwes#n velocities cuvrecceueeSenceced seu ewecuse ous bunches 
IRIEL Dis itecesccrdeeaecescosss sud aves avers voossenuniesisatoplanocs site gallons... 
GAS aie sce. <cacosvenaceses susetendeadeesodtrens epedvsueesvaneesese css bushels... 
ROTH as eae Dh sctdaee eee aae Ste ates emer eaeela ve sume maawed tierces and barrels... 
Potatoes, COMMON .........se0eeee eves Vekde Nee N ss Maces snc enos bushels 
GSGCEN nas tocsaeceteassbetaa saves ute dedeentet fowooutsvienisstsiremelioas tierces 
PGOSII edd Nas stew donee vaettelon denawetdwescesddemeesccbevn anergy a eeee barrels 
Wtetilvendaates stesescr sts teassnoscustedesdesartiueswapavehhwesvecnanibier gallons 
uve redsdnchasscauetsssasccschuen ssa sedieteecwveuseastienesnnsscnatees ss bushels... 
Rey ensniGH lUsanc aa coecres sec cdawas ve ceuobitresssed ddsicausqssesceves duce barrels... 
Dhe|ep and laM\sssieastseissarevevescsvecescdonnedacssvuscossoescs number... 
PM abaevuicehe onaateenates toaledus doar edvetane ss sieeecucuaenpopinaciacs pounds... 
SERRE Sid's sc cre oR Retalas shiek has oeia ns ltaeean cea setbe Set sat bisarncamne pounds... 
SPEC KS Ol) CULPEMMMC Us... suedecstcacesdads secenenws omen wmnceician gallons... 
SCS AT Oe HRA sss acaceces aeuubeoneccevdnkectascagsaccacneranengocne M... 
SUPT CANO) eaeaes: dadesevadesostdedatnnet steady dasdvackeasacsaeses pounds... 
MNO Secs <0 -e cde alan <o casece }ocsUeeeep et ennsh areuasiejtersesimany pounds... 
Mga A PLiC lp eeeaapldh <o<<0cscdsu eed M tees nan onsen sninneonsisnnan barrels... 
Mo Waceo, leah seeraemtes vc anes» neMNR PMI SEsbice de caeencwecomicinaste pounds... 
Tobacco, strips...... Boles cit v evn BAN GUMMIES i Stinicaaetonefenieeomaciaae pounds... 
POHAaACCO Stems; [Neeeiscsdeeseviccensae BREE hls c\eioasineaeieninaiisoins pounds... 
MaehAncco, Chew sc....5.0..sssavieatebetesbesene decutebeconnpeiee pounds 
DURE ELT =... 20 dew aneetnee dea sion sec dMRMPE EDR alodiiaiecs snot conenonan gallons 
PMT b vce: ns os'acqeaupcemnyin quan odg sae eMMMDn twine wornaionmcioned bushels 
AVOISKCY ..... 00. cde Febeeovoaes a0 nat eve REN a dccsdumnneisc ascii gallons... 
PRUE esas a soaice sence sos once le sie ancuistnaicseinigcanesans gallons 

MOtalesetvcecessats eee - a ae BORNE re 

| am’ t shipped 
to foreign 

ports. 

25,614 
15,720 

271,327 
689,208 
100,292 

290,528 
429,704 
44,036 

229,880 
2,100,656 
5,963,171 

348 

ee ereevccsesece 

30,767,051 
346,366 

2,803,657 
254,525 
15,023 

167,032 
24,430 

687 

Valuation. 

$95,813 
2,733 

43,373 
119,355 
12,576 

195 
87,198 

116,000 
32,078 

402,939 
207,078 
19,503 

189,059 
417,422 

1,537 
4,346,558 

1,132 
951 

13,523 
3,221 

155,511 
144 

1,786 
53,953 
13,528 

108 
332 

1,451 
3,907 

653 
2,084 

598 
5,241 

18,380 
432,570 

19,468 
38,764 
6,317 

38,892 
35,600 
1,043 
458 
108 

15,348 
20,160 
1,015 
9,031 

10,52] 
2,229,661 

15,355 
164,418 
28,887 
2,791 

349,904 
14,323 

306 

10,230,622 
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Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from the port 
of Buffalo, New York, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by P. 
HoFrMan, oe ee ee Collector of Customs. 

ARTICLES. 

BOPIGR os cabtsavs te Oeepatedte dee van vena cdectocsclucetadtpecincnensnatt barrels.. 
Bacon. an-Dullkeicstivsevysoydvecscbewsstetveececeowtiw dwcavepeesetag pounds... 
PREM HPEGUTO CK Evrae geet os clco0s> conns62 0s vewonenenensasameamoannsnaeet cords.. 
er eR 08 528 8 in SRE lee barrels.. 
Biscuit or SDPO ar tess etn tat meg ese tsien ees nae ves barrels or kegs... 
BOEPCH PCO MITION Wh sos since av ae cathe weteiecies dete bclocatisceinnsarwistsaele number.. 
FROGS oe .. <c s A acnclaaWaun cho ducasdy ees sbutweanpinubunnnmadteonat number... 
Biiaenioes, Giessed 0h. <. Ai. od cols ieivccpiamnnewmions doubted number... 
EXaTTSOMCAMI AS) beats icone Soabte ose ig ducabubenepbebuanbansmakaes number.. 
TRUULCURUE who. rcchiecomnenahaqinteds sa catebke ct Astseedecs cscs dusceoxen pounds... 
Ue EE. o.oo cs len de eevageeun crate ees beaasniivantaninesrnetrs tact pounds... 
AUER GIMEGEDL « coc cecteue ofise ts «scueld acho ss ete e¥otanee kosiainnne doloaas number 
UNCER REE alae. cedeh snake sn dudvens asonow cr cvaddalehaaenaaiaaaeenet pounds 
(GOL s Me HEAT OUSID. So. es cods tik ansoce ds svddecasaacccatucatdnnnndann tons 
Mee CADION, 5. ox. 0'as sie oo pans ecmecdouveassancaneseesannae pounds... 
ABR  e oe e  e cais « tacla tn chce Oe tmaipuemnmninenien ceri .....barrels... 
AGREE... -<y sataeedlehaw pt sccvenaeierns SUE hebAnacansseprerecerhs barrels... 
@ottom foods, printed or colored eee... .sceecnnesee yards... 
Wotionseoods, WweOlGTeD, Mic .o. eee s RR S aes sces ones sencss JV ALOSn05 
TADRUEROAV ATS . ie Olde ds + cub avoe te aneneeds cctnprobunnpepabrancn oe ef 
PUR Tieos pweneaapescrecnaaspss-n droves <o8sWar aeemacdonesusosfiinndeppcen barrels 
WERIRSE Re cathe. sty cvahtvaned onauwidedcnieacnercadedneetkbersss ovdabuine number 
FROME eee ees ote ASU Rel oc os os chricont ese theansevstbitennes .»+».sMumber... 
Iron, bar....... E.ebcrostr sas scene momaeMecboeetns dn edeasccucskuncese pounds... 
TIGHT ZOE GELAEH, .WEUan buh. .ovalssuch sh postescccacncancanataknesdhbcuessans tons 

NU Rae doabahea vs « Mee inns acosmah sags cave ceGbncbspan steaventannsce pounds 
IWEBU GME. cicsncccdetseekeceucckbarpeend Pent eeMelchecenes acaneegun' pounds 
TRGHE GIT, 50 Seis < sesulceb sachs cust sauveinvelvnsensabs ipiexceetts inated pounds... 
Tam ber, Pine ... Si... 2. cecveescaseos pe neeebeeh cues sae sechy eases feet... 
Wiarigles Haar Teds eos. 5 ks isc eeaen whales ee nesses baneanasas tons... 
DOIASHERT: Gel. «cathe vce cess de thedeaiscabcccegateuskemameeacs bbatoas gallons... 
(OU BiSierepeobst es «cs CRN ado sou sds cose Beis Mee chic etU tea hy Gnca nents onvnkan bushels... 
CALCIO Sel ewath Rape cpa .- sds cbhal sevcessocesenbenemenn ves Reneerasee cs yards 
(ITE Tome Cerca cccabtw. ts s0 cs Shack chatter s cecdbensAdditnesacseaccang gallons... 
CPE RECURS vin Coe ase 4s ica. dheak cmaceeaneneeeretetcee ane ee eee gallons... 
GEATGDER oe. cscnntneh acts. ovccdust enctevscccwermedge Seabees aeknacas bushels... 
OV STCEE nc naas.iceccauqdaceensssipecneducbenste aesaennaalgandst ae ar 
PRIM Gaeral. aiss.s.0secntovuevccsen sea paws haasinnns Relaeas pounds... 
78 OM, RN Se Ran sieeeasasnss okt tape bushels... 
Fork. $2:%4.; 0. AL epee eo poetih ..tierces and barrels... 
Potatoes, COMMON...........eseeee BUNT esi sapeannicncanrtse tect bushels... 
BRIGG hiets. ccvescccttavesscooastichnpe Siac oenmpawepsenpaben's bie aidate, HERCES..s 
FRQBTNER SS Seb. ic. ORS eS. oder eeawate Beeeeee ieee seapbaesn = anne barrels... 
Replay ee naa spans sh aeamnbeiinsneeeeen Peano ae bushels 
ESE Mith ows. -ec deer. Ubasseceticn do esatere Gh eeee eet etnsn cients pasicake pounds 
Spirits of turpentine.......... goaenvteee caebinanenanswess sesnlhdass gallons... 
SULAT, CANE. 0i ecb ecceeac’s oe isesnssenmininasaeetuen pounds... 
Tallow.......»- Reneeeodtcceeths bos .gamvsaee Mechclcapnpaigsanesneee teed pounds... 
Tar and pitch... as on aulaeieh Mine A oatelchiramiaieaviainidens ies shee barrels.. 
Tobacco, chewing.» seeaeets oe ee Webkwcicpaimabhioman Gopal ‘pounds... 
Vinegars: .......... - oA ASE ee ae ohaekonsepe Mian. gallons... 
Wheat...... bs sud Rtabeeebewakcaces dace@ieewe Sepa aL Etec seentie sie bushels... 
Whiskey .. SEA vee sendnceesacens Soara>tehninpleshnn .+.gallons... 

tes sivc cles o deed ei abwianidadiamcicaianainenpes abnehanena sada teianyel 

| Am’ t shipped 
to foreign 

1 A si ei 

341 
121, 5 

eee eweeereeeeee 

Valuation. 

$ 945 
LLgOT9 

162 

2,063 

761 

1,680 

1,357 
1,500 

1,650 

341 

4,544 
1,623 

8,719 
5,809 

5,039 

81,173 

1,633 

10,129 

5,577 
2,927 

22,474 

595 

4,893 | 

489 

29,201 

11,979 

2,604 

10,095 

2,696 

1,118 

. 415,771 

——— ——$ Or  OOrrrrm'mmm_—000000Cw_—COC—_’WwWOCw—_O©C”_O_ CO 



COMMERCIAL STATISTICS. ALT 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Cape Vin- 
cent, New York, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by ALFRED 
Fox, Collector of Customs. 

oho o Hae ee 
Pa I 2 |} eats 
o S ry ~ & 

a 2 5 ae BB Total |A § oF ° Ole =| ota. verage & ARTICLES. z g 3 ge 22 Amount. | prices. e 

qo E HS ‘a 
| 4 Same Db 5 

Alcohol spoaccc0256 5s gallons WOMEN icin cspcion : 2,260 9,954) $090 | $8,959 
APPLES! sevaswesesses See EE Sezai} scieins se asecremes|lecheentdcten se 370 370 2 00 740 
Apples, dried....... WOMNUSssellsas-cwcceneace : 675 41,000 41,675 4 1,667 
Ashes, pot........00. POMMOS 5, |cavvcseseacease GS Dou \teesaest erence. 183,523 4 7,341 
Ashes, pearl......... pounds 87,455 UO GUN ledeemessimnaan 97,144 6 5,829 
Bacon hams. .hbhds.&tierces... |.....s.eeseeee. G69) courtentiesaais 669 | 12 50 8,363 
Bag gin giggsssceecesseoee PIRCESese, lle soe nstcoagsaere|tebaeslessoae 580 580 |..... Aocecbe 2,886 
Barleyiecn vanessa USHEI Sey .i||eWenccennelases Gill Bey Wekcaeerenackno: 31,325 1 00 31,325 
BERUSea ate cdaess: «ses IDUGHELS? 5.'\|csiocvereaiiisees Deeb lnnealesetetesecs 1,200 1 25 1,500 
Beels Salty tace.scssece BATEEMSes. |b cawesunecces OG ile dettciiasiaste ce 1,684} 12 00 20,208 
Beet, Sal tetas vassesess RIGUCES ss. | |e sadencaca ess Ie SOD seracasadesasse 1,865} 18 00 33,570 
Bees Wak. ss ss0se00es POGUES es, | ich ss doasinasevs Sao Lileaesseeerereccs 3,391 30 1,017 
Bonedust.... ...... jaYO na Xs KEUSE  ge Ades MEPL deacatcontove Pts ha uae ea RA 
Bricks, fire. ....number... BS COUGH Paecescccwes Wiicareaeecesins ’ 88,000} 10 00 880 
EREQOMIS) cas twe,. sc =0s number... | SOT 40h Retesanes eee 63,796 149, 266 15 22,390 
PEM MCSE. piel ge cnee:|isvaceceesageness! oucussuesscs 240 240 4 00 960 
Batter £:..1-0.. pounds... | F218 a) V5 V5 7p. le eee 22,506 20 4,501 
BUEER ccaseres<0~- PUES so0 ivectraeasiasmaesenddcpeccsisees 570 DLO on cane soso asiex oaranes : 
Candles.............+. pounds... 7,800 8,090 20,149 36,039 30 10,812 
Cattle...-c..0. >seesiare TM lec enyllstecracenertaes GEuiplleuboune eine cen 647 | 40 00 25,880 
GCOS Cinceb setosse re seen PIO MINGS esl shies geewueels -| 453,193 16,575 469,768 10 46,977 
Clover seed, white. pounds... |....ssseceeeeee SEAN Dhlleccmassoneae ses 38,475 5 00 | 192,375 
Cloverseed,,red....POWNdS... | cuaccecosese|scessevescce 83,020 83,020 6 00 | 498,120 
Coco-nuts.........+. DUUMAOGH aa tdsonantusiseicel ates encheses 2,500 2,500 10 250 
Copper, pig........+. POUNCE: .) | accsccnanmoete GOADUs aecenxstasnace 69,450 40 { 27,780 
Copper pipe......... OMNES 2.) |(tonederarense al caecaiauentes 11,096 11,096 60 6,658 
Copper, sheet....... POUDUS c.ijeesecsedercceel aaucenssdes 19,470 19,470 50 9,735 
Cordage & cables ...pounds...; 216,800 ].........+0. 238,670 | 455,470 15; 68,321 
Corn, shelled ....... BHSHeLS p./aceeaccerass 284,647 1,500 286,147 X00 | 286,147 
Corn meal.......... EHERGIS cc. te setemas Meeee 1,441 2,390 3,831 4 00 15,324 
Cotton goods, p. Or C...VAS... |.....sceeseeee cll: coe Meee | 666,630 666,630 10 66,663 
Cotton goods, uncol’d..yds... | 1,802,400 |........ vows} 519,685 | 2,322,085 q | 162,546 
Cotton yarn......... pounds... OTOH eaeeanat's : 24,692 34,570 15; 5,186 
Cranberries ......... OTIS WEIS2G Not acenasowaee Bills leas wascwacisilaes ET heey Sauce 
INGEN sored aneedeeds ose TUT Ieee |. Aesaestancaes SPC OUD I sgerossccccen ss 240,000 1}, 3,000 
Feathers....... peekes POUMESD.« |otessaccacense Bel Ut eaeandesccteine oe 1,206 38 458 
Flax s..00 506, app eoee sPOUMEE.. |-deteceoss semen Ovo uh |cdeoapaete as Ane 10,232 10 1,023 
IOUL seiedsameens pores Damrel sea. |-beacase seseee! 12,423 |...0. Basvoscads 12,423 | 10 00 | 124,230 
Fowls, common....number soneses RUB OL ceacsnasccaveae 2,085 25 521 
(Gin. -cs-. carp tococert gallons SO;SUG il esenearenoee|ccesese peace : 36,876 125 | 46,095 
Ginseng... ...0.2.0. -pounds snaaee NIZE leds cnecnes aaa 15:15, eames be ats aD 
LEW .ttses onrans coces os aap TODS... |...+.0sceee fess |epanasoccs = 100 100 9 00 900 
Hickory nuts....... (ESTES. «|b esa neuneees UGH Ma ieee a dascean 187 1 25 234 
Hides....... essansoue Eyal: | 2) eee epee GS BID) | pearccdeearesd 8,895| 300] 26,685 
HORS WE ssa..0ce5e pyalstee | oy Ore eperaaed memmeteal MIELEC AGlavesmemederaces 1,526 5 00 7,630 
Hops...... Bee sceaccase POUMHS... |ecccaeeees PSO) SUS ilacccevedeses ae 30,878 20 6,176 
Horn shavings...... POUWUNESE. [eporeesegads ReeEED 500! |stvcacseceaevs 5,500 9 "50 
PIGTBES ochesseccesseed number... |..... sugesgaaee 127 36 163 | 117 00 19,071 
{mplements, agricultural..... }........ sceeaval ieee cess al sea deveszesases Hee TEE Al ere! SEED 46,436 
Ladipioiesrestt.<.<...POUNGS::. |-s/sueeereeee Wne| egasedcisc'sall ses atiiclwestdeme|lteesedsecuceess * 50 2,856 
Tong pigs sacevess «pounds... | 5,000,000 |..... seseeee| 1,718,100 | 6,718,100 13} 100,772 
Iron, bar.............pounds...! 589,720! 24,826 |...ueseeeeeel 614,546 5! 30,727 
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Tron castings........... -tons... 428 
Tron pipe.........000 pounds... 228,120 
Iron, sheet .......... pounds 18,790 
RARGs. Jctieestcassccce POUNOS.feylleseasscenssecee 
Lead, pipe........<.. pounds 36,876 
11) a ee rolls 1,192 
AIG. co stances sacesaes barrels 893 
Lumber, pine........ MAR ELase | seteesdsesecsre 
Lumber, hemlock...M. feet... 300 
Lumber, blk.walnut.M. feet... |......seseceeee 
Marble, quarried...... slabs... 85 
Molasses.,............ gallons... 165,664 
| Lon x bapa dh AB eg USE Stenileoronsctccetace 
Oil, ee Dae ca das oth gallons... 16,720 
Oil, linseed.......... gallons... 155,520 
MLOMS vok.csecs esas BUSHEIS... |b iensnasse ences 
Wy StenS.< so. occ ees'eevs aM wes! |acressacacct sss 
Paint, mineral...... POMD US. eshetyansecosce ves 
PEACHES’ 520, cceete ee BUSHES or ecectane.: 
BEBDUIS Ss coatsnase vee? bushels 167 
Pelts, sheep or lambs’..nu’r... |....0..c0ees00. 
PUCHICS) Pav etsess vote pounds... 2,600 
PothURxp eeu th enna ULELOES AD ISe de cn an ans vines 
Pork, in bulk....... NOUN OS: solespcsvsarese-es 
Potatoes, sweet.....busbels... |.......0000000 
Rags, paper ......... OUNCES. 5. |e... sccseseenee 
PGE, cock uragcass sce tierces 884 
ROSIN ........010+00-0-.Datrels 253 
MBIT cece conten ce'ent gallons 14,128 
Di Pen cccact scans concees IGHEHCIBS.. |.-5..ccecacsess 
Rye meal...2......... BALTEIS. | sceasvestysence 
Sheep and lambs...number... |........s0ceee 

Sune opts pounds 120,170 
UST eran coven nncaxs «oc pounds 7,328 
Spts. of turpentine.gallons 88,704 
Staves and heading....... IM scils 4s eenter Sab acs 
PIE Wiceceiganaits so etece POUDGH. si ls suteensasn<-s 
Tar and pitch....... barrels... 480 
Timothy seed....... DUSMelI.. |saccccecesaease 
Tobacco leaf........ POMNGS eer pewceteesees cece 
Tobacco stems..... pounds... 230,400 
Tobacco, chewing..pounds... 283, 200 
IBTLEKCYS: bensascses'ece DUMDGIise |adescnceasecess 
TINTS pees Sa pounds 4,768 
MIDUE ET csc ceuescners gallons 2,152 
RENO Ce ssh uesete etre HnSnels ss" |sdapahweca cen’ 
NVIDISKOY |. cacasmssaced gallons 24,678 
ENG sdeocccass.nscccen gallons... 2,567 
Wis ssdecnapecnscscd OUIGH 3.5) 'sdecovnsaemmnce 
"Voollen yarn ......pounds 8,879 

tikes sp inag Dh xonnns 

AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 

STATEMENT—Continued. 

Average 
Prices. 

Valuation. 

1,073 |$100 00 | $107,300 

Oe eeeseeeees 

a) 

8 
10 
13 

no] or 
o ~m 

S. | 28 
ae ae Total 
38 = a ae 2s os mount. 

EI BS 
< =<" 

pubtae Run. 645 
ee 27,389 | 255,509 
veer yj aS Atel oR TOD 

64,920 20,940 85,860 
astlonitiell- 14,790 51,666 

151 202 1,545 
Pie Ra 1,150 

LW + Ti PR pine a 11,000 
Bm ter ria Oye 300 

cy 1 Pet eed So a 42 
mitre |r sec ares py 85 
eae 43,393 | 209,507 

8,000 Pesce tive 8,000 
SOR betty 17,112 
756 9,420} 165,696 

Pe cretat: 670 670 
ec eattone 5,000 5,000 

TO OPE [venison 19,827 
rons 317 317 

pa By Woy Abate ye Ean 24,770 
me retry os sot eat ee 2,600 

3,019 457 3,476 
ZBUGO otf ocseterccss 28,060 

ieee 50 50 
e/a 7b Ni os annem ere 35,610 

ees 370 1,254 
We seo a en 321 514 
Et eid oah ne higendeyas Og 14,128 
Bebe od panwailene Seer 33,408 

31 y Pee 437 
ph: gic alec 1,989 

Bing ne Dy ot oh ha arg 120,170 
Pe and er tga HE 7,328 
oni oo, 4,950 93,654 
LEA ed os ce le ds 67,576 
4,900 7,475 12,375 

Spare 199 679 
Al ohana, a 9,876 
5817 op ah ke Re 5,853 

Sogaxphon sol bieneenles 33 s55 230,400 
of etea so 274,367 | 557,567 

Geer foseces secre 684 
Ccoscusteetine Gam cmeeee 4,768 

1,987 999 5,129 
THER ete cocccce 79,918 

. PR EEEEE tet eatncec | 24,678 
hy I pe deel ae 3,209 

peta LE talent i 78,186 
aso icin bs enuleeeaiee 8,879 

3,233,653 



COMMERCIAL STATISTICS. 419 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Elizabeth 
City, North Carolina, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by L. 
D. Starke, Collector of Customs. 

Am’t shipped| 
ARTICLES | to foreign Aca Valuation. 

| ports. 5 

MANY 4 fastecae PEt cs Sov ce gocice cot ects cagaces barrelati | 12 $12 50 $150 
MCR Iere. So a.(lacneadeeeatce os crneuet cs dectensa Ser bushels 192 90 174 
Staves and heading.............ccccccsscssrcesesssess M... 393 23 75 9,334 
Diam iaridipiichits-poteesttes =. ..scdenctatueseces donc barrels... 40 2.124 85 

BINGE Al) come pee lcn son's a Jecectass Momesccesmennace Sesseceae 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Darien, 
Georgia, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by Wooprorp 
Masry, Collector of Customs. 

ARTICLES. 

WAUOR ess ns .5<6s.cberarn ee pounds... 
RUILOS nc ace os cs catanas= pounds... 
POUMIMDET wee foe sven adaties« M. feet... 
ROSE nak ako van<as sages? pounds... 
MEET Steer cos se scacstagkaenese sss feet... 
RGB enable onc cascaayect barrels.. 
BRC aa decade sas cenaiecaiagan'e tierces.. 
SI RUIROLOS 5. cnc sscneasbarecnsosss M. 

FBGA ace shame ea oes dowancee 

Am’t conyv’d} Amount 
coastwise by shipped to athens oi Me Valuation. 

river. for’n ports. 

500000) | uses tenons 500,000 ;$0 15 $75,000 
50, 000i) 2. es.3...... 50,000 10 5,000 
25,544 2,456 28,000 | 10 00 280,000 
163000} 2.2.24... 15,000 3 450 
ZO; GOO) | Siaisdesns scons 20,000 10 2,000 
35,558 442 36,000 | 300 108,000 
45,000 |e. via... 45,000 | 37 00 1,665,000 

BDH7O00"| A33...2 2004 500,000! 500 2,500,000 

| 4,635,450 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Detroit, 
Michigan, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by Joun H. Har- 
MON, Collector of Customs. 

“ 

ARTICLES, 

SRYCOHON vole isicacscesees ese gallons... 
PANGS getilotsa'sousnsaceeedesas .. barrels... 
Ashes, pot.:....... Popsncccns pounds... 
Beet isallt....0vie05. saesldsrear barrels... 

toh oA 

chdeels =e Total Average 5 
3 ae a= 2 | emount prices. | Valuation. 
33"6|5e8 

sonata 

226,915 | 5,175 232,090} $6 30 $69,627 00 

MT Weds sectee age AlT 1 50 625 50 

Bay O00! | ssuccecrases 34,500 6 00 2,070 60 

| 25,685; 1,430! 27,115} 10 00 271,150 09 



420 AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 

STATEMENT—Continued. 

13 5 ro 

Pas | Be 
eeES Sealed we 

ARTICLES, oak S22 
+Sh5/2,8 
geo? | gee 
“ae0 8 |< 

Bricks, common........... neha hie) 02) eee, | ee 75,000 
Buffalo skins, dressed....number... 225 11 
Bytten..:.'s00...asceteeene eons pounds... B25 |..eees 55 
CAVES. cn aveacesedacthossitece number 63D) |seeveeeeesce 
OR TITGT Soaring Sener eye eee pounds 7,212 1,320 
GCM Gics st sscentaastehecesess number 2,020] 18,130 
CHEES paren saan snc sives'acines pounds 8,324 2,331 
Coal, bituminous............... tons 3,790 6,230 
WOBPEELOLG oceseniosdeaasnndssecs tons... ANDO \serdeancesos 
Com, (shelle@is...<s2ce.oos bushels 212,429 | 137,542 
Cotton piece goods.......... pieces... |.. Seder 5,585 
MGAIUMERS: ¢.4 aus dsineaeseaina’ sd pounds... 255D0!||sseadeoeenss 
Flannel, woollen............. VEIL OSs 0) |e cattenese see 2,260 
WIM eeenss. «sas osheasnsee= barrels...| 198,769] 10,457 
Fowls, common............ number 5,250) |scsecoseases 

Piieeas sea dent dates as. bales or tons BIOM ss smeworeaes 
FIIGES, ceescvencnccsenuivessocces number GADD: lewnmasneeoss 
THO PST ANIVG. 1.50 s-ccesenapesae number 1,210] 3,520 
LOPS cas ds anctscss3scsnaceaes pounds EV Eas’ aban 
Implements, agricultural. ..c..s..<c0s | sseccheoesscees 
OCTOBER ddnanc Seca a pee pounds 7,545 3,450 
Leather asd. ismeetswtsnagscvonssi rolls 1,094 131 
Lumber, pine.............01 M. feet... 23,155 | 10,552 
Lumber, oak......... veueas M. feet... 22,560] 16,326 

..M. feet D325 |sensenesuess 
gallons 320 225 
number 1,200 | ..csceveveee 
bushels BOPLOB | so vccesvas'e~ 
gallons 2,270 2,630 

DgGeiiiepraes sa ean sex s5 “eden ...bushels AAA |). Sapa wets 
tierces and barrels 8,194 | 22,361 

bushels 32,275 | .sesceeees 
number 340 152 
pounds 22,355 | cccscorere 
arrels 251 535 

Salt........ eae Be eae bushels 151,040 5,230 
yards... 231 520 

number 6,554 | .ccsnesoose 
pounds 250 525 

Snuff. Mee ads ne soducmcbuce sete pounds... |.... Risameenece| nae hae Ab 
gallons. Da lilensseverds ee 

uti © M. ER le A EE 
barrels. 1,000 250 

MEGWECCO: LEAL... swencteeneeae pounds... DOD) | caceuest bas 
Tobacco, chewing.......... pounds... 521 1,000 
TEESE IS, Gesesnanicunueseo% -...number... BG4"|\. caseataans 
WIE PRT a oie aries ose ensccianies ee ZAITONS..6/|csanvevaes sess 110 
Wrheat.........0 « SeReee: bushels... 308,219 | 512,450 
Whiskey it csss..sccve sovoeee- Gallons... | 3, 609, 090 
WOOL ccsarss soveds cuted «++..pounds... 1,087,200 eeosete eevee 

MGLMle Aeahcscvecceceuctesserven coe 

Total 
amount. 

110 
820,669 

136,310 | 3,745,400 
1,037,200 

Average 
Prices. 

16 

POOP R eee eee wee e esses ereses| FEHR HEE ees 

Valuation. 

$ 300,000 00 
2,360 00 

52 50 
2,528 00 

853 20 
403,000 00 

1,065 50 
50,100 00 

1,245,000 00 
174,985 50 
83,775 00 

637 50 
836 20 

1,633,808 00 
525 00 

5,100 00 
9,675 00 

37,840 00 
654 00 

5,000 00 
659 70 

18,375 00 
404,484 00 
466,632 00 
74,550 00 

272 50 
72 00 

10,558 50 
4,900 00 

222 00 
488,880 00 
16,137 50 

246 00 
447 10 

3,144 00 
78,135 00 

375 50 
13,108 00 

46 50 
*167 50 
110 50 

235,550 00 
7,500 00 

50 00 
760 50 
564 00 | 
13 75 

1,231,003 50 
1,123,620 00 
259,300 00 
—_ 

8,741,152 95 

—7“—_—eeeereeeeee—eeee mw ena eee 



COMMERCIAL STATISTICS. 49) 

Statement of the quantity and estimated value of articles of merchan- 
dise, of domestic growth and manufacture, exported from Chicago, 
Llilinois, in the year ending December 31, 1855: by Pure Conxey, 
Collector of Customs. 

SEs | SPE 3 
ee ana D 
ei S Bribe ag ae Total |Av’rage ° ° o : ARTICLES. ha 3 8 3 E % oe Agaonnte | Prices! Valuation. 

HSe | HSES| # 
< <x < 

Alcohols: <..20-« gallons 146,934 BGO eascenceeare 234,328) $0 40 $ 93,731 20 
Aspples|carressco: barrels G1 onda: boconasnke 5,443 6,356} 2 50 15,890 00 
Apples, dried..pounds 289,672 7,384) 35,257 332,313 7 23,261 91 
Ashes, pot...... GUA) | Sessa .ctndamees SOTO AG Meestenccies 38,943 5 1,947 15 
Ashes, pot......... tons ETD. ocsanettteees | saceseccets 170/100 00 17,000 00 
Bark, hemlock...cords 728 114 320 1,162} 8 00 9,296 00 
Barley’.......... bushels 51,315 40,327} 1,960 93,602! 1 00 93,602 00 
BeahiSiecestacsoss bushels 2,346 LG}, 3111) bpaomotooce: 60,665) 2 00 121,330 00 
Beef, salt........ barrels 47,677 3h(0}319) Rapoebednoce 55,763! 13 00 724,919 00 
Beef, salt........ tierces 3,450 2,936) preceereeeee 6,386] 20 00 127,720 00 
Beeswax........ pounds 1,360 Patel) adeccodcace 3,840 40 1,536 00 
Briehkisiss.crs= number 342,000 AOS IS exeeedeeres= 800,398 1 8,003 98 
Brooms snumber| 392,418] 142,384 ].......00000 534,802 15 80,220 30 
BM tteteeessses << pounds 386,381 CSB IT(S3) eaeicner rice 1,068,174 16 170,907 84 
Buttons dhice-onas: firkins 13,480 jive) ji] eee 31,440] 10 50 330,120 00 
Cattier tis... number 16,483 SHS PA RS scoadnaces 20,404! 40 00 816,160 00 
Cedar posts ...number 713,460 OSG 20 cee cals weelen 832,087 12 99,850 44 
Cheese .......... pounds 760,841 ADT, 063)\..00.-c02e0s 1,181,904 10 118,190 40 
Coal, anthracite..tons 857 TOTSCO|conceseates 13,717| 9 00 123,453 00 
Coal, bituminous.tons 1,460 Bell Koneeodotoo Byeal| {50 39,982 50 
Corn, shelled..bushels| 7,439,986: 178,324).........06 7,618,310 60 4,570,986 00 
Corn meal...... barrels iS) 8828) Btipgcocdo ‘conceal paebecococen 8,396} 5 00 41,980 00 
Cranberries.... bushels 1,396 2) |bacbencoocce 2,271] 4 00 9,084 00 
Bees esec<.. se. number 875,386 DRL OS ermeesensnee 902,869 1 9,028 69 
Feathers........ pounds 44,385 ROOM Lt cacetoeamens 57,056 56 31,951 36 
Flaxseed........ bushels 12,386 Sy A.B) Rami seee sees 15,868} 2 00 31,736 00 
Wlourtedsess=:<- barrels 116,384 Uf SGU henascone 303,497; 8 00 2,427,976 00 
Grass seed.....pounds| 3,118,250 15,630|1,191,687| 4,325,567 7 302,789 69 * 
18) ero bales or tons eth | eon Sooabsacceral eacoicsnoson- 1,473] 9 00 13,257 00 
Hemprecccsne oes pounds MAPS OU bac vorseeanste.||saseencuctens 14,360 t 574 40 
Jab SL Fo scocpeoe number 316,426 NOGA) i ccseecst en 327,100} 5 00 1,635,500 00 
Hogs, live .....mumber }...........0008 TOFS Sa reseenatetes 110,384) 12 00 1,324,608 00 
HORSeSsewece-ers number 1,720 AY leseae incdens 2,177/126 00 274,302 00 
Iron, pig........ pounds 129,700 AGH oil |sedeaenennss 593,537 24 14,838 42 
Iron; Wailroad).:..ONS!|\....seccesease OI eesecenesans 3,927) 60 00 235,620 00 
Lard Jee eee.. pounds| 1,874,972]  316,9841............ 2,191,956] 10 219,195 60 
Latisge lat ca. pieces | 21,383,481] 24,148,125]........00.. 45,531,606 } 113,829 014 
Lead, pig...... POMS!) AOA BAS ceseccesecesseleccocsscssss 4,927,843 6 295,670 58 
Lead pipe...... POUTIUS) |eil, Qis, las lesatinreeteeasen|voslecet ae nes 1,973,123 7 138,118 61 
Lime.. SPIRE IS || Boopepeapsdecr: (CE lot ceineeceee 6,552) 2 00 13,104 00 
Lumber, pine...... feet |134,627,893/101,486,921)............ 236,114,814 2 4,722,296 28 
Molasses........ gallons 171,346 SiESGA ee ciena cae me 269,210 45 121,144 50 
Oats. ea tc USHEIS! || 2 S4U GOGO eetendenctiva--|c'ososcevas os 2,341,960 35 819,686 00 
Oillard:...-.:.. gallons 27,863 EPPO Allie wes esaaee 69,784) 1 00 69,784 00 
Peaches, dricd. bushels USO 110 eedeemesetedars lessees 13,970} 2 00 27,940 00 
Pease oes cove sae bushels TQ 300) Gementeestsciennal|sscw sole as 19,370) 2 00 38,740 00 
Pork.....tierces & bbls. 49,162 i ae 71,646] 16 00 | 1,146,336 00 
Pork in bulk..pounds| 763,421) 13,127,384|........000 13,890,805 5 694,540 25 
Potatoes, com’n.bush. 18,470 BOSABI ec<c! seis acs 68,798} 1 00 68,798 00 
ji ceo ls a bushels 18,470) ee 20,233, 90 18,209 70 
Salt pesesenauss barrels 22,421 55,960)..... acon: 78,381} 2 00 156,762 00 
Staves & head’p.numb.! 4,446,831 HATS DA | sdeseesceces 1,491,183 3 7455 913 
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STATEMENT—Continued. 

sh mM bh | 

era | S25 es 
e E S E te che Total j|Av’rage 
Ss ° x5 . S S | ] ARTICLES. 8a 5 8 3 E- 8 = saisinii--4 Peieess Valuation. 

Boe | HSES | 87 
<q < <q 

Sugar, cane...pounds 120,960 147,382}..... east ak 268,342) $0 053 $14,758 81 
Tallow.......... pounds 900,321 TO\AGG| sac. tmancece 979,787 13 127,372 31 
Tobacco, chew’g ‘* 16,535 DIIGSA! scearocetes 38,219 50 19,109 50 
Wheat .......... bushels| 5,719,168} 721,863}.........-.. 6,441,031] 160]| 10,305,649 60 
Woollen yarn...skeings 898,940} 1,687,664)........0.. 2,586,604 35 905,311 40 

J re | 33,985,165 35 



FOREIGN EXPORTS. 
FROM 1821 TO 185d, 

* 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of she 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1321. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

ARTICLES, 

Animals and their products— 
EG eae eee reneceee seca rs snesosepeisee (ere enacoarecceshswos] number 7,885 
PROG seta oerln sc ses, Sonate «eb se soe toceasn be scasescdaeteeehe barrels 66,647 
COMME AIAG HATISE. wee toceclescevcsecaasGeoncasnseasson casas pounds 1,607,506 
BOE eto mer sector ares cecasaa-eanenenincsbreenpiecthesnes 'aceee pounds 3,996,561 
IONE ANCADI GS scccocsectdc-sbuccedecctscaccedstaceeestsase! number 5,018 
Pee Sacbeace eben te cdsbs wasvacasess posse ab owaet ccbimenpeeceee cba barrels 66,887 | 
MUON cariaaa aes sev evaaiacleda cabs shes cic facae an swainsiebuseet ac pounds 81,691 
LEDEDD Soobsa supe scU pg COCCRDE OIC: UCU Ca oe aU SUDO RE aos cox ICoc number... 13,558 | 
PRAT PORP ees. <cataceseh tite scons casassceqscaccceevsveslersecee pounds... 1,069,024 
RE EESOra ts deb ectaneabhiecsusaeh anerececcavsecedsacbedacdeatoes pounds... 766,431 
UCC Ne acta shoe at sananendcaaacbesammanepaaseuaas pounds... 1,453,62 
S12) C kancanacagmodborerchoandondobrcorecessorea-cadcroesorlacas pounds... 3,915,272 
LGC SS ER a tos anc agnmob cen auD eno Second adue Canes cO unre number... 853 
"IMIS, CE SR See: ap bAnpseociccec clause Socket abchooo ear eino dosnt number 94 
MMM easton sees eseecesttee date ter cssectsareoceet escort pounds 243,555 
| STOO FSigoseacSorisono- 6 maaucbocun. ACEecOAShGe: ace ncacbectisdeesticcse pairs 3,392 
SSHGES ccacata tosnee rs iicecescahicvsauceesssesceregee covceeec dnote pairs... 187,889 
ECD nee sacrenestseanessnns sondeeraasstcesatesemesesareserast number... pp wir’ 
PPRIEN AUGEIUTS Cap -wacccosaaedesersasrccsecdesecsoreteensswecuneacsoeethagearsacentesssrnedns 
ANE foc sau agosdoo 32 opeecdence 2qcbscanoseetascooncéeecscades pounds... 241,909 

HODES nc cayanc ac ASODeSoe eo hot bags. NCCI AC ea Mc -epCudasaggnCoos bushels... 68,643 
Bread stuffs— 

AMGTANE COMM Ss. cstecpomsoscsedstencccescce pense coer shee ene bushels 607,277 
MAA TNC es ence ecohaes osachecuerssqesedasccesceaststfece es barrels 131,669 
WIDER th ccecccre i cncesessocacetebaccerscdseretece setae rae: bushels 25,821 
LILO tI Ses-arecseghoghtnnee seube ber tenabedee =fececheccescocenunc barrels 1,056,119 
AVVO WMCAIE sh arcs cs waccecacsedvencetaesasersereresserectissess barrels... 23,523 
URS GENS, Gt. saccadsfrsos scoop acid odeS ner taocbbdococcr auagentet + celica Sheen deg sanpaaeaie 
Rice.,..... een saves wedoudestnscrtsecacadsenceoteeastatcc: tierces... 88,221 
Biscuit, er ship-bread ..............0.. Drennecneosrethacees barrels... 47,509 
Biscuit, omhip-bread .............. nnHSSomO San OS ee SELECERES kegs... 31,370 
POTATOES Sas rere on caee te eee Satter s cee teeekeaseas bushels... 90,889 

Cables and cordage...........sss0e0 teeaes's “gy Pacesce coacecrncec cwt.... 2,384 
Cotton— 

Seaisland..<cccestescpeesssesdeseacnenseas Ee apeeesaleeseues pounds...| 11,344,066 
hiner KIMMS.. vescccacccctesucccteness SORT eee an67 60082 pounds...| 113,549,339 

MUPENRECU 3 foaccececesacecadeavenacsoseatasnmurmmacastdsenacdstcces bushels... 264,310 
RGIUIRENED: sada aeae oa accosttnahiaan sdcaecsentncameneaenerontenieie recat pounds... 352,992 
DigeUseaeeneaos osoe et ceaus ce davewersatineeeaseaeaees reese pL eee pounds... 319,501 
LES. |S EeRBRRBEROCREC CUETO) - 5 reac SUOCCUSDESACHBPHoc Ene Rape pounds... 1,004 
PUPIISeeaTe Gillies’: <. .- asses amencechens=appeocccetemaemtacat et ccecc ccc: gallons 16,370 
Spirits ohetds Pen tine..c.... cavodveccesccusneeeee sco AA Resensen gallons... 19,016 
Spirits from grain.............s.00 “tistebsccecosn.: POM See gallons... 167,422 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks,)....2........ gallons... 87,592 
14,456 Beer, ale, porter. and cider. (in bottles, )............ dozens... 

Number 
and quantities. 

Valuation. 

$ 1,354,116 

263,258 

22,175 
166,205 
85,654 
39,966 

261,099 
345,180 
20,925 

4,298,043 
55,226 
47,137 

1,494,307 
157,389 
30,500 
26,662 

20,157,484 
420,202 
171,786 
18,498 

14 

20,532 

120,561 
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STA TEMENT—Concluded. 

Number 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

Spirits from molasses...... Pees ee Ase sssbepetscdss PALLONGE 840,761 $ 280,648 
Sugar,” Drown........s.sece Vousuanen ome ceremeaeaerss* swccet ences pounds... 24,592 1,975 
MMP ATSWNCHNEO +. sensceaaoun enue cekeweheaececns= ag oAcc Saaesaccee pounds... 156,527 24,051 
ROBACCON, .-cc-s-ureasterececdasssMneoetneroercrmtee rss acattecaeas hogsheads... 66,858 5,648,962 
TODACCO, MANUTACHUTER.......cccsscacsccccesscvcscescccaasvcces pounds... 1,332,949 149.083 

SSI T js. Ge erase eee saswccls oe aasseeacas <ccunoesseestects suse pounds... 44,552 ? 
Wood and its products— 

Staves and heading.............ssseccsseceses Seekers thousand... 25,506 
SSHIM OES es avatet onsen over epantconenessccccuedeseseesemcad thousand... 53,583 1.367.666 
Boards, Planks &C..c..scrsccccccecrcrtvacsccccenececes ceeeeeM. feet... 76,244 area? 
Me wyine thMprelies sy 3h chases avenetnenaas desehss feapeak oust So neeees tons... 15,220 
@iiher lnm PEL. .)..4e cc douse gtaacme secs rsteesscecaeresarnseebeeves swans esa vv eesceries sve eMe ey 90,521 
Masts and sparsy.uicassecraest seveseesecses Luveascercadetetiaetbas ater fatectpedeveererewthie 54,627 
Oak-hark anduojien Wiypisss..as-s-ceebescccssescunseccosccceseecacecealeucesvveessecers sees 139,534 
Ashes, pot and) Pearl ivcsct.cscecscscssnvccscacccscsvascsvness tons... 8,353 889,348 
MATA EDULGH we san sence pean Geaansaanaeepacaeosssaaaseneacaen barrels... 71,196 314.660 
OSIM ANG TUPPSMUNE...naceecacsessoncdesserssuscecnsensen barrels... 79,213 2 

summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1822. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. } 

Number 5 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
PUMEVO OS 2 seers tuuenscahennevassccceansbicchan eR. number... 9,798 } 

ROVIG swe tnet aerbit tae tene se serevovashaues hacktrensnarvabenelans( barrels... 68,352 
IACON HMO WMAMISsésessuec cede sehaderascscncsanconssersewes' pounds... 1,142,945 $ 1,357,899 
PPS Ch coe toigh ch Sates sel elcnisni's nals seplearauacena ans Sainewenesie tate pounds... 4'137,814 | 
EEO TEM) CaCl On ce apatavacuslecvesvashastsasayusncaesusccoesnct number... 3,557 
EEL soccestPn as cach uetc ep anodes srnetaatics so shaaches ta'enes barrels... 97,610 
ANION. veh cu haggis tk bidev. < Sasbhe WeGbndacepaavsicaacnsseeak shice pounds... 63,856 <i 
WAVCLOS cutter abs cacasnsincsncccnobssdekontans ds asarasascasiy oben number 15,079 
PESEUHOL Leckie atena course ecevenasensesessluanhcnassssspennsseeers pounds 1,149,783 
CHEESE... cieneevcncecseetevscecnsendssansesssscoscecssaces pounds... 722,548 er ig 
SRA ONY | CAMONCS: waddaes «ose sdtewaceasnacntacsce ches vsnvesicees pounds... 1,564,460 s 
SEED awe sta e oan dueeaben sc + 4cdddue sae edanee Kaa hanes saaicevacwas pounds... 5,727,738 \ a 

MPMELOLSCS lubes sadaptosauyeatetece ctneaa AncatakBen ea ccadesvessieans number... 1,182 
INTIS, A asa a CAs poo oer coe ce. oF eee SO DORE ac number 121 \ og 
WCB LH EL awe sak nae ssisecs tees a4 schacases sega cswssihsestnceseseed pounds 233,607 
BANA peptide estuaan alan ts 5 es ota ploeeeece etn ccbicn<assvapenesmae es pairs 6,561 326,030 
SUCH cs renemcteepinas cree cach tateenaeceaatescroccesatenvecsres pairs... 244,999 
RSCG at see oe eme ailing Cale suas Pen esean Dace te necaenn can congiee number... 6,368 12,276 
RUINS SUE EU Slecticpwecie vsisse eoeaneacRaescsossvascosescdarsenccasccase ded astetcecvenedassutes 501,302 
BVA c ods oWeaneaarises nc ac cclcs oem and anapes eu o>saceevledels pounds... 238,795 93,129 

AIDES wees ode ckativoes Pau ia pee sch ensoesmsemiceererass<Meeceenee bushels... 63,689 48,499 
Bread stuffs— 

AIH SCOTN. «5.0. dca us on subs oceacndhaakemtacscerescscsecs vsce bushels... 509,098 378,427 
GARE ITOH oe cernwwah os -ieeresendacteanpassasccsssce ss bac barrels... 148,228 522,229 
NN CA Ab se tnd wean yan'de ces Bacneenmenniamaassossecen<sesascas bushels... 4,418 3,080 
PMO rae pe ebawysaceme Be’ cehecResancen Saeed clesiicelt sais ans sian barrels... 827,865 5,103,280 
ERY CMC A a racsedpiae. .0fho.on-tnpcanaetes ESIC barrels... 19,971 75,736 
EBV; (OBS HEAIG Law esiep .»0-0aheed ens aupstieenceasascastt Ps saaccpueanecares os>|ssuaeuse daode saeeeee 63,832 
IGE. oct theeptecnepsnesesh bots scape dibas seceamnensrssececeres tierces... 87,089 1,553,482 
Biscuit, or ship-bread...........ssseseseceeees Baeecacaeee barrels... 44,581 180,926 
Biscuit, or ship-bread ...........0000 Sapcsessisnese awenet ... Kegs... 33,382 , 
OLULOOS vecacaurusbavinok conse Gor senenanefasnccsavssssns sides tteisers 129,814 45,758 
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ARTICLES. ofr ae Valuation. 

Gables ANd COrdAges.:....s.ccceuscecnscsaccrsscoscecsescacscoveqsens cwt... 2,914 $ 33,807 

ae d 11,250,635 Sea Island....... Beas ce aden deer eunsteeeeb tes coos saws enesecs pounds... , 250,63 
OGher Inimd eee cot as sos s cage teeceeetessencastasesceesesioes pounds...] 133,424,460 As) Dario ae 

HOPAMBEC ics cee acne cthacacarsesceencetemsdtanonssssendscsegasnes bushels... 289,111 392,772 
RETIREN OY reahe eocaeeessareesee ccs cesuceatecdenssecssssesatsecantes pounds... 753,717 313,948 
TODS oe secs esos FECHA COSPBE REED BEC E An Oe OC DERE EERLEIED pounds... 283,200 23,025 
Indigo;.:...... BS Oc ont a CORPREBRBE EY Geos cicodoCouENpSUpeE acer ec pounds... 3,283 2,399 
MOTISCEU Ol wae ceeewen sc. eccancuadsdinattscas ccs suzeeccesensese gallons... 18,527 27.985 
FSPUMIESVOL TUT PEMUIMCN =: <..0csdusuaveescescecesscrwecddoesoeas gallons... 25,205 ) 
PIPURTES ALON CEA. ne adedeedsarcentasccacaqescastersuces gallons... 196,277 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )............. gallons... 37,654 124,140 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )............ dozens... 19,340 

Spumte trom’! molasses ..::..22deeteaasscesdeccccdssecedesecess gallons... 166,925 60,045 
SHES LOW Mhessi tastes ostscsscadedecttecedscapaseatsssccseesss pounds... 8,593 805 
SOS MME T.CHITICU!. se set Sat sac enscs's dugedtenecenaiscsccsscccescccecses pounds... 177,065 26,320 
HIGH HCCOp tes cteresccceonscoettes Racer eaecuntecrrenctessseeaas: hogsheads... 83,169 6,222,838 
Tobacco, manufactured.......ssec00 Beieetabostectsscucssenees pounds... radekee 157,182 

POUL Etere abe Sauer eels cals Pe ate chest dinars he, pounds... 44,602 lee 
Wood, and its products— 

EDVCS ANG UHCACIN G7: licceddearece secede caeeatesee ests thousand... 15,784 
[S) apt aye Reichs Be CRE ame Bore Stas bo errr thousand... 52,183 1.184.399 
Boards, plank, and scantling............sesccsssccooeeves M feet... 68,490 ae ra 
HTC Waly UIMDEI er ocetos scacecctaebceeomenecsttarsccnsteeansacsratas tons... 10,487 
OTHE MME eres weaSecvacetes ven sodsstecesteecesdae tute rseetece eds ts|veveCeabousllecedaleces 92,733 
EIS ISt1 GUS Paliewieean iscsudtaeesteaasratacececcccstssecsdescaseanes ce canace sestesecsanees. 30,538 
Wak— amcor OuUnel GiyGasasssdectsssurse esses seceescevecmesilnascneete|(onntandnesdndsemsnavs 145,705 
ASHES s POLIANG ,PCaLl...ssscuseereuercdsscscedcasanadcduanesonce tons... 9,606 1,099,053 
MANY PLCChvesMesdienescseatartseccscerseccsrececscses acces parrels... 100,213 441,869 
ROSIN ANG tUEPeENtINe.:..ccctasrarcvcceveccusercoscarsesess barrels... 96,166 i 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1823. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. } 

RTICLES. 

Animals and their products— 
VO PSs oumesn aes aniiatinc wide Momaanae cntemansccdtasasess eon number... 
OTe eceeennesmatecs ood: iota Satrarscetesseaereatestarees cveecs barrels 
ACOn HUM LANs: Mer ate Meemeing dete: ocho de cesevkoe pounds 
Wales ae wsncscnecetee ss sees oasesamudtencinabactovasecessteoeees pounds 
Orne: Cattle siescstes ans ceeans TMepaceceavecseucenees number 
BOE l renee. cunssevedwadces ide. ox Hascemtetee ec tasecteseesno cee te barrels 
piletl ONGicwacmanecaenoctonss ote taecemusuttatees ns vcaswees ontaeets pounds 
FATES Tivecceccmrecses cst csccreegetettertteitecisssetereceene number 
BULLI: eo scnn aupessusisanssanncrememmcecreneticcscoseeerccesss pounds 
(CHEESE. 2.45.05; ,cueuasereeen vette ce Reena enti svc evaeecn pounds 
allow candles. c.ccesssessteecrceetermceeererest cccwc cee: pounds... 
FIOM). .assanscosencunsussosvcvantrcnesmteetenrrenecerescececen: pounds... 
HV ONSES. acc soc sonacanecdecns ste cas emanate rcredcccss seve number... 
IMMMRES Ys aa sasncctscaresccossect Se ereeemraeeente tees ckckocine number... 
BReaUNGEs..\..-. cosansvscsiecaisedasenmmeeemeenairoescsre eee ce pounds 
Boots...... nolenceeadsleteeiietsits popotessersche edonodnec dbadronoaces pairs 

Number 
and quantities. Valuation. 

664,807 

123,373 

492,504 - 
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Number Valuati 
ARTICLES. and quantities. aluation. 

HSE. w sone an aera cvavcecceceee hea Nwa de Wiese ireceencese number... 6,880 $ 15,029 
Si SUan GAs reures bases ne peraab ee ne seren needa coe cove saacsasewesaay melhbleSesveenecenent hee 672,917 
IW idiXins.ccp tctemecthdecdee stock Seber mcees oss sce ccsecestes pounds... 325,116 112,574 

Apples .%..c0se8 Rete sc desols «pak fosepecahtancreadesesccecesssnys ...bushels... 53,606 30,429 
Breed stufis— » 

Indian corn.......... Robccsoocbh ccsearueracesacdesuenumedcss bushels... 749,034 - 453,622 
BECian MGM ease Rakees ce'sces ftacadsstnce cesses’ ses os deletes barrels... 141,501 476,867 
WHER te noes Beret onic aht'osocohe aus tptaceaees esav set iicceoers bushels... 4,272 5,663 
Wlour..Sotestsasz piste aaet cates hbsble sabe tarneace sets assestenee barrels... 756,702 4,962,373 
POON Ca trateceds ahd sececssendnes sane SAS eistwcubaccdeeas barrels... 25,665 91,957 
HUY Gs Ontty Wes. wacacsssossccsassacans@astacscte eccthes seavcanakesvneusss| ove ceveseee rast voeckt 89,354 
EGON tha canta es op ob ax'eSccesevattecaaee seclopsis Soecceseecmons tierces... 101,365 1,820,985 
Biscuit and ghip-bread........ccssees ee cackaese ee ene barrels... 43,700 183.401 
ENSCULL ATM) BHLPAINCDC ss cede ccksypattudeecdcstessevcaevsowedss kegs... 30,994 ; 
POtRtOCR tees cnateomesocescstscdtecadeanesence Wedeellhunsces'ss bushels... 104,187 37,241 

Garblestan GiCortlapen. satis.csssststccepdenaureneesctecesthecsrves saad cewt... 2,287 22,659 
ep 4 : 

PICAMUSIONG! 2. Pevveteean cgsceustteeiesenacsme cess Sr Beedsicevet pounds...} 12,136,688 
PEROT MTG vo ks dataniee noes sds tiangisanspaendusen<nocbessuess pounds...| 161,586,582 es ie 

BUBESCEM cae ancgscsvecssrsntasccecaesdhocberescennssetterd§ <eisotess bushels... 232,761 262,314 
ASTIN oie corns Ga io n deus At fooae Se vos se detuansaaeestnedtseudss coerce pounds... 385,877 150,976 
PHOS oa sclas «dake prgnsus teas oocccoak feces cvansea vpSMeasttSEs sere ce pounds... 249,927 27,124 
TED eie hes n0schete adsrais chin vo os svnsettechaste apecscesvissssk covers pounds... 2,990 2,314 
TASER AOU, S:. trpe vag gene dove cdoevecaeseetehucteschuanteeugedescecd gallons... ie taes 17.192 
IVES. Of jtUTMEN LING. 5 oc. -ccaecqas one cscs canceebsmauavede cess gallons... 16,796 , 
UM TOU TRAITS acs seeccevcoecgdec bebe scmeenbedededesusstects: gallons... 111,314 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )..........00 gallons... 26,568 89,615 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )............ dozens... ~ 20,793 

DPMS COM THOLASSESL wi. cacevsapsscakancacph costasseiaensceeas gallons... 95,119 37,807 
PUD OLOSVIE.5 wsccdedoaascceasvootes sede Schiape ces hese Wewesiocuet pounds... 3,846 353 
PUD AMS CCUMO UR seens cane cas scacuerssPanccseatsnnavabiaecwnasseness pounds... 55,187 6,654 
TLOWAGEs Va. seseess cavcstvsrsetconeseedesesvevvetuareraetteverns hogsheads... 99,009 6,282,672 
Tobacco, MANWIACTUEED . 6! ....ceccnts, once sscsteaveNss socs<ssePOUBOS ice 1,987,507 154.955 

SS ivi na hota py Sencha a Senin 4 caiage/*s kateb Segal uaacs SA @iae ten MOU Sys 36,684 iio 
Wood, and its products— 

Staves and heading...... besheten getehs Foss ee thousand... 18,667 
BUPIMGLES. Was thacesncagensdsnssgsdatapectecs SUES ai's sp yek thousand... 40,383 1.186.118 
Boards, plank, and” scantling......<ccccessssseceseeee os M feet... 64,620 1 
PIER ANINUCT Se vceacenccnsecacshuacacecnccenes cocccesbestersseteds tons... 3,756 
Oger NIM DETE Coos, ceeesca sede nc teuk eawowelve Vee de bilelaawe sopnevuaenes | Qet schs «atevbesen tees 128,525 
INGEST UTD EPUES: ons wecnen cacancawuepeddaqacceswcmuncumcos ceecemecryce osc ererecteneacwersecene 20,957 

Oakham, sn dL Othertdyesr: «osccgacecconctcatuneesvnevsececverctioostetbes esate tes sccdewunecuenees 111,333 
AM APS, PO GMUUNEARL, 1. 0b sevsconscuctavacacervenstesssndiy tons... 13,214 1,770,523 
sparen PiGbraweves scsececsn pereeahecees eet sares ters codecs barrels... 45,032 457.562 
Rosin and turpentine.......... nile sp cemoeytac'elinslasiwies barrels... 137,530 d 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1824. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number . 
ARTIGHESs and quantities. Valneton. 

Animals and their products— 
Hogs. ssstcuciepachasgbtasansbeeaccn case ah ewasescatetbeuses number... Faas 
POT Ki. 105k Mapes canescceks pe chahraatasanedea teyssbescserrsicess DARDELS pS. 67,229 1.489.051 
Bacon and Hams <.....cceschecaas gapeas poese snes eeadaeies pounds... Poets: | $1,489, 
PBard....: 4 Mebeme sure .ccamaaee to vntes Reesetieces pagar ae pounds... 5,053,182 
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Number 
Ga and quantities. 

Horned cattle........scceseee eemececennses “aneclapncapecce number 2,759 
IBECL cwcecasewosscsesacavecsases debeeeoce Mecniencscessse's .»»e--barrels 66,074 
T'allOW....ccccocccececsesccsccccsccevesenconsccscccoscescsccce pounds 96,261 
ALON ise cect cepesass cee Sopace CHa Renddusceessss cs .+++--fumber 46,166 
PRIPECOR. « cdevcenacereane Daeatscdseneneaees rébeceragoneoracnn .... pounds 1,386,232 
(OHECSC.,.d-eespntttnaas nave cseder gondecte chocecnetoascec ++es. pounds... 933,158 
Tallow Candles ......s.cscsccsscees Eacuodueesceres aaenenesed pounds... 2,186,177 
GAD Eve cecou-cones SSA ECRDOBEDC A REOPL CORE HEE AARC COCCILIO pounds... 6,988,081 
HIGISGRh -stescadtpanarpyecscecasace Ssncinbo aoeaceodcrecer coer ...number... 2,711 
Mitlossearscmenrudcapesebes sess Sones pe caastse ee ees sooesees-Kuumber:.. 840 
NAGHIRGT.. 0 serapadar «duseoocacasssceucseccccaccencecsstavacess . pounds... 557,614 
eas raep iets socemsnanass asisedcostarceaen mhadae se accnesascensapeessOlrS 10,447 
HOS sacddcdoaMactnarscaccccsecees Sapussoereioes eatreuaesade sees Pairs 682,865 
RBGCOD attra sccastacnachacssccestensgsecdsascer cs eeaenasoesnes number... 7,421 
DS UIS/BNGTULEEs shestes-scoss sees pvaesnavere SRE EARR GEOR pE co abobricd RCOnRaDrEonanmecccn: 

BUR daleudewenssagt eeseoes ca moot tace Ldonecacaaasans deuasere ....pounds... 308,733 
WANT eSeratsain star aasratueges seca + Spesceessssmandece acourcrc Mees ALL See: 27,055 
Bread stuffs— 

Unrian! CONN, cectasspsssssseascces Are rae Peete: esses OUBNEIS: 5: 779,297 
MRA HEALS peters os sisesebercesedtieewes sho pecnecppatcec barrels 152,723 
INVENTED, Lian otecdeceeaecvcnscccswosercesorcehereste aeceee Leepecee bushels 20,373 
LOUTH ..¢-0 6 AnOSe OER ECD Ad DaspavacruddecCesessseemecasse barrels... 996,792 
EU VE sTNCH lesan cnaas gastos sicsceores casevenyee Mienaecestenereemes UACTEIScc. 31,879 
Huyey OAS GoCraasesenseconccaececssense Muasvet esa RAnSH occ econoncacemacd [dc ROroecboaeercer es 
[Mee Ceriece ssi ne re sanbcEECEEIDCLECOACLOCEACC SO RECEREC CeCe DC ECay tierces... 113,229 
HISCUIt, LOL SUP OLCAC...ccsecaseva-cespeess secs apaceotore barrels... 50, 888 
EIS GUL BOD SUN OTCAU sc ackevcasecnreencecscocesovesscerareds kegs... 33,282 
NERA TOCSaeaceccasteanacscscucsceecarsscanciiss tossoce RegesssesDUstelses. 131,194 

Cables and cordage ........scsscsseee Ganchiaeae SodEREDS aoa tanticee cwt... 4,769 
Cotton— 

CALlclancdctremecetenreseeseace. sect cemeta otters sacnsaee ens pounds 9,525,722 
UMED KIMAS ete sseteasskectes Eiaepeeeae test ated sidneecsceae pounds 132,843,941 ; 

GDN CE lvoe teeecssesceotrcsceciscaccsdee pss asiisumn cates seacsaeneene bushels 377,226 
(GRRISTELAS op can ic Boge COnooSeNeEoccon UaRtDOUEE” ic SonESCE CO SCERene- ee pounds 600,046 
TE K0) DS -onicon F sec peigdoeNe cageonucoace achascaone: Las itepsesencos saute pounds 389,788 
JOINS EN Oo Sts Ba gaggnOce Hor aCeCUOU LE CLE EL Coin IED SCRE SEE pounds 818 
TGTMSCEMU CU accrse ee aes ccvises iin smaacee satiny aeesiadadasecs ais gallons... 13,924 
SDUMINEGIE CUR DEMING rs sconsecs ccbeccowsccdecteececcbecessssceese gallons... 30, 933 
SPUR OM SOMA eed sdtorsttcnsaconaestocestnscesssastens gallons... 340, 868 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks,).........006 gallons... 28539 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )............ dozens... 20,923 

Sains ran MOlASSecrescescsdcnchecceneatsasdverceessacncate pace gallons... 158,556 
DUAL LOWE seatertretteaccesseseeedaaesepanerree pevecesaauarents pounds... 5,960 
MpoHnh LEMME. se aevars tustasestt rs cecGsaeees vecldesaesissnisances POUNDS... 57,908 
LODRECOsscrscteece sen tabeeassesaoccherreansencnetranetaenoecs cs hogsheads... 77,883 
Tobacco, manufactured prises stupsese cenmaannies SULKAORRE SE ...pounds... 2,477,990 

Grnit  L edb ee 20, ae (ORs etdssaveuact was vecens pounds... 45,174 
Wood and its products— 

taves and Weading.....<c.stcesccecesstecsss piscsenuessthOusand:.. 28,682 
HINGES asa osgienaetiscscbcosdetvanenes Seana eee ctcoedness thousand... 38,129 
Boards, plank, and scantling. SSeS Sot nec eReBEEE RES M feet... 77;292 
Hewn! temibers ies cciay leeds ak? OSSBUAAEEY oc peeneeacee tons... 7,166 
plier LUMI sessed cscs aldecee testis ees cseravessestsvasecdssucacs|t+ccocoscsctscctsess- 
Masts amd'tspasvecrc. sesenaecss eae cericastarerccceseauerecetene lsarcenesecccserestans 
ale’ barks amdrother Dy Cre ccaterecn:cedusassccsce-escoccsoescussaera|sevsarcensensseese se 
PASLeS, POMAMMMCHLlessccss oastecevascwlcseecscnscetsaccenee tons... 12,938 
PPA L nd” pitches oes aweas es co aapareeeree te teedcs caseccss barrels... 46,537 
Rosin and turpentiste:..0.decescsstesveetersssdecssoceens barrels... 176,136 

Valuation 

$707,299 

204,205 

816,095 

213,396 

710,924 

14,938 
661,455 
107,451 
46,813 

351,665 
384,675 
20,740 

5,759,176 
85,651 
95,401 

1,882,982 
197,339 
44,042 
47,262 

21,947,403 
504,327 
229,080 
81,810 

836 
23,607 

154,144 

51,172 
434 

7,195 
4,855,566 

203,789 

1,491,986 

206,949 
35,651 
95,674 

1,613,796 
555,055 

SS ee eee 
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Number 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
HOGS ....cess BetesBaaeene noose coches sane pee ee a aesracaaee ogg ttn 4,525 
POY Keen octet east aeeenetscnncshesaseesspevssesecsasscansinnsas barrels... 85,709 
Bacon and hams.........scccccccccceccecscsscssecseses ..--.pounds... 1,896,359 $1,832,679 
DEAL)... -cabowceqnsescih ota s+ ccnneecsSeensesssssnonewosconsanen pounds... 5,483,048 
HOT Ned GattlGsce decadcspeasccsccosccsncesencesscansestecansy Spee 3,095 
TRGGE SSOERE Sere Wie ccedaed cotensascecemnccedesacnosuecnebie. barrels... 88,025 
a) 2S RIES A ik BEE pounds... 533,451 980,465 
FUIGES Tiiceee eds cuciecase cosonccseutadavsictsanses neva Rack oe payed 56,043 
EE DULEL Ste pect core kdcedpactsccharcersadtsrtovcces@rccencerss pounds 1,442,197 
CHEESE... 20.0) ssecaptcoss savot ser scesedasccvercossccenvacsenses pounds 1,230, 104 ae 181 
WMallow, CANIS. cos. cscccccskssmenssoasesassscercnsesasies pounds 2,336,408 790.945 
SOG acs she pcomesecreseccenceoch psveciesisev\easabissdvecvsalene ee Seas nat en 
ELOTSES. . cans feaeebseatees ak shu side saduapemanoecescsnvsesseeses number... 3,861 
MIMHEBA, coe vasweadncadvecenes ugensaesvataaeiccscenscessSokaud number... B16 283,835 
Leather 0. .....0scescerccecdenscacscrcsnceseessevenncsscn sees pounds... 590,441 
BIGOtS. c.007 so oecate 2ec05+ orescence tuedvanrogansccesceeseaseonsceers pairs 12,488 621,702 
BOS cist te decabl cinadec cose ude etetgap@anmscgacascccasecsescsitas pairs... 513,000 
PUHCODs.cnch cc desceepitessssqrecvdeessboaduneasecsse scores eses number... 9,681 20,027 
MON EUEITUG) SUMS. somceeps oe = cspchanteshaastparssccscaraheaconsacesnasntss |dasscesaecasossereee 524,692 
AIK co as yc uae Waa ce tavciapias'e= ste astuaasepderseeecesavavelesess pounds... 219,884 85,592 

PDD EN ies tscosntcercccnvssacnvorsssacrsbocianscunesas odes sesnecasesss barrels... 32,354 53,662 
Bread stuffs — 

ANC (CORN eccavaagsadecaetrsb }scrtukanagh osessascsssee'ssces bushels... 869,644 429,906 
ATMA WHE secck dates secusectoccoaaateapeeee’ eccvrirerese barrels... 187,285 448,167 
Whe at.......csccsseseccsvcnccoserencrsccassesccosesenscseces bushels... 17,990 18,570 
GH nee Toe ntae envads voc et henconenscbarsenetsscdeuvasscuee barrels... 813,906 4,212,127 
RY IRCA opera enesecpcasessensenesnuchinesconsessscaseneseses barrels...| ° 29,545 73,245 
Rye, Oats, UC. ....rcrccrrecocsscraccecacscccscscersvcsesscecs te en Niner eee ene 92,226 
RICO. n.....ssscnacencanovensescccerencessencnsaccascocsecseoocess tierces... 97,015 1,925,245 
Biscuit, or Ship bread..........ccccccccrsccsrecssssscecees barrels... 68,627 A 
Biscuit, or SHIp Dread.........ccecccsceccccessscsssssccsooees kegs... 37,873 235,982 
FA TALORS dae resteeksadete aaa ccoctvcrsdeabpnabesmasss viacsae ce .-.-bushels... 106,954 37,588 

Gables And Corday. ..c.....oscdoccocccansasrscesscnens aasciseaneaens cwt... 2,472 28,114 
Cotton— s ‘ 

Ga SAM se tcnpeditorrescccetsctneapasam oy, cwcetatressescas ounds... 9,665,278 
Uther Iki Gcec-onacmiacestctestsstancacscacrcasetcaccccsseess ponds: 166,784,629 36,846,649 

BaXSCEd........ccecsernarcccascvccnscssersccosenssvscssacecssovcens bushels... 234,042 234,845 
GINSCTP,. .....0.ceccucscsseccscencccancccnsareccvaccsnscocesusceses pounds... 475,974 144,599 
Baa ethene cca e odes dtp omincavecc cast che ceaceeadacrscesdcaessesedecs ss pounds... 117,623 13,865 
DWGUGOns score stenascedhils csvepneccedscvatastaudesectssrsssae ses 0 cna pounds... 9,955 7,034 
MSEC Oll-; sc-cdeeammesmencnsesteaseceatropearunctetesteneeecs'ssn gallons... 9,022 
PALMSHOL TULPCWEMC sc cn..co.c+seccne-senpeacnawarsavessesss eos gallons... 39,469 ese) 
SOUS COM OPAL cavenessusenecst an gasaainsaurcmencesen tesa nce gallons... 332,084 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, Ke CBSKS) ccc .sue scents gallons... 36,565 154,223 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, ).........06. dozens... 20,553 

Spirits from molasses........0scccccsccsescesescoes wessoandssees gallons... 127,950 51,505 
SUGAar; DLOWM ....scsccsconceccescoscsccvcnerneses ereeeccsscececs pounds... » 27,782 2,632 
PME CO. septs epee ncesoceakancpasnontoutrests'sesnbe secs pounds... 50,017 6,963 
Be aie Weld Tse ; Son'sh awe 4 ganscvia cle tercbievephathepeeee sess cece -hogsheads... 75,984 6,115,623 
ODACCO, UATUTACLULE) ccc cccnes sesh coviecttascnes tines Waveseece ounds... 1,871,368 Bie 

PSII peaa ca posece secs cccaattadeseeeccceahantetene eysreroesces a : 53,920 Eaeeo8 
Wood and its products— 

Staves and heading........ 5 eieispaceuuae Rainweckes es thousand... 23,507 
polebheted te) 3 5 Sea ere Euuectenscs'ees «+seeeeeeethousand... 40,959 2eR 
Boards, plank,’and scantling............cccccoscecescees M feet... 78,061 eres 
HOW) tiMDEM ceeacsvesccscecavecvcsecenevaccecneses Masiecss<sleens tons... 18,176 
AtHST MUTA Er ose esek swecese nase coencs Sate cnoe Savewnesacelbiee secuant caleas caavanecpvanepeeee 168,952 
MASIS /ANG'SDATS.cccessssassoccasosesesoscossobesseeve cavsscenssonducaneellessusgnteeseeeareenes 67,353 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number : 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Mae Aric teanitl PUNE TIL YCr ties cavaaceescacesacuscsescussseeonvassises| svcsnceseoooseuanande $93,809 
Ashes, pot and pearl.......e.ceee- BR OOCENECC EERO COROEY Or SAGE tons... 18,479 1,994,381 
PE MEAG WUC scevcdessoseGessdecaccasasectdeacescccnacss .....barrels... 47,340 463.897 
PROSIN (ANG GUL POMUINC soisc cca saeveltetanvsavesenecnsscneas barrels... 158,863 7 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1826. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

‘i 

» ARTICLES. oe i came Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
IBI@ RIES. Coot G.coqneonscet sed cone: ceUneeceehee sonineccondecdaesc number... 6,939 
JED eee eec S Bccc CCOCUBCEEREOBEE On rCCOOC TG? LOL EEE OHACEEOHE Be barrels.. 88,994 Sede 
Bgeoit) £0 G HhARShS 20 <0csscaeseteteeeeiieeedsanscs ences: pounds... 1,836,133 $1,892,429 
Mietlecerse dk decePenwees Mu sécac. Siaisiseedsasserscescescanesa=s pounds... 7,231,643 
Horned cattle...... Riiesies conescecetwerencecacadasenscscaaes number... 3,427 
SEG hetiea sone Suadacteneeaaingnansneaastacs osc nenenvacasnenasies barrels... 72,886 
PRAM O ince seneestesssueesincsccstvsssascenscaceqnsasaccoaaneseuns pounds... 423,610 733,430 
TE BS pecenore cocoo-to, cot gore in a boon boone Lose PASSOEEscoabace number... 29,841 
TDM Her bot dbdocoococBocpcnondae becncc ACHInnSescangnecRoanassan pounds... 1,176,579 207.765 
Ses cycles ae dees ta conn sedsantedstas mewcdecaasieienvacs pounds... 735,399 aa 
PEN OVI CANIGIERHsttes conc sssuchiindeetedasensinencsececqsasce pounds... 2,062,225 122.414 
SETTER GOgrp eG pence oe coer noe ro cbec SoDUCCOCBOL IDO SOCOCEEADOnGAEE pounds... 6,089,408 aa! 
FAME CS a ceiensbcueecennennersaccvesecetsccycnoacegaasprinacaccrs number... 2,931 41.543 
IN Seas Su caddedsetiueatens saapcsasctoanensuanscscaanaaeecase number 922 ve 
Meduher And MOLOCCO) SKINS ss scnessasasonceceesenceorssaseneoesaricee| ucueesecsectscestsenae> 43,834 
heather: tcc.saseaat~s0 Be was essetucncenecuecsttes « adcaceseess pounds... 607,334 
OES tue cussh vetnectcbsice(ecebs aa csesb areca Jontophocgpocecoccer: pairs... 13,365 586,576 
SHOPS EER eh io atencvicdkdasas tosecbocstocccecvuescadkesasmnenaces pairs... 448,807 
NS)V TE) 0) 8 PBRRR ASA AGE AS RO PRBS CO EA TAREE e ESCCCERE COC number... 8,695 17,693 
SKINS) ANC TULS fmecss aasedeecens ves Pats cause teaidaslestestaace cesrenecnte| tices atasesseatese tes 582,473 
Wikre. padsuddeusltn cles tassversiadcseceerdadesponteaedeesse pounds... 473,832 206,001 

Aiplesipacsessterssacdesredsas OROCACRCSE no gnOUCDOCHOCREEIDCHGORCRCEE barrels... 15,695 27,370 
Bread stuffs— i 

UMC IAM CONN ecestesadahceenctecnesecscncencsssce encase: bushels... 505,381 384,955 
Indian meal.............. CAE ROE HEBCCCO-DOEC CHC ODOC EDIIIDOE barrels... 158,652 622,366 
WWihealtenecs eatarseeonceesnctes sasnccuesercanewena ss cavebent es bushels... 45,166 38,676 
HlOUMesewedadcedsducess (tense sochacsrossecusensausaeeccanacssse barrels... 857,820 4,121,466 
ie MICH Wdceedavetemestens sac eoseatmecesecpsaeannacescene nce barrels... 14,472 49,297 
Rye, oats, &c...... ACEC REED EL Ceo er Ch coeeoe  PAb qoneonooacbaRad-aeauded eae cnutoancarBuente: 72,371 
IGG spvcoc due aoabeeeen wens BG Hac wih eteneccods Acqpeerneete tierces... 111,063 1,917,445 
Biscuit, or ship-bread...... Hrbe car este od PoncnnAOKER barrels... 72,253 251.728 
BISCULt, OF BUMP ULCAW, «0 cessesmermettamtaads ssascrencsecss« «EDN aes 49,705 sont 
Gt GCS Sard metentshareaoideeseerememteterseeecce ct sere: DUSHEIS i 87,734 41,583 

Cables and cordage.......scccssees BC Sono IG AGORECOCED CEDARS cwt... 2,743 31,483 
Cotton— H 

Sea Island.........+ Podaniess Redes eR seneeetereeccetrene sacs s pounds... 5,972,852 
Other kinds........ sepltveess shee Seceaicetto Maeascenc esate: pounds...| 198,562,563 meme 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed: and ‘coloredi.c..<..cssssnsesersesececses SORREDAREIEC ORCI EE Mileenasctedeccmeres dace 68,884 
(i eel ARS 3 AR Se PR boo ccccactt em seetethc cet Wi paestsi) i) 821,620 
INSECON bos.55 cc 0veddesscsesdeceseaees aiseeeeee SCORE DEEDE EOL LOACHEDEH CCCCCRE EDC EEE TEE 8,903 
WIS, Varn, ANG thread. Levscessdosseieddesteeccesscocenessssescses|cventeccorcseeoss sen 1,135 
All other manufactures....... Naeenen MManseetieccacesstesascccds Wiea|(recucceents Fercict 227,574 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

ARTICLES. Numiber 
and quantities. 

Bl aXCGGd ss cactp ssbicm selon «s=cneseanpasthenneaens sheasnsenbusieasres bushels... 117,672 
lax and hemp— 

Cloth and tirendie........egasergetensess eebhienhal Sh osnbbelnrc: vsmmdenl tae aeten ener saae eens 
Bags, and /all other manufactures.......ciseecscecscscsssececncas|eeeuceeeceeercncecere 

pounds... 437,420 
pounds 388,718 
pounds 5,289 
gallons 9,117 

Spirits of turpentine...........cse00 Paseo. ene gallons... 887032 } 
SSS W ROMMNOT MILs. ses cecnesacaenseneesimrrgeatoassanccaesarce callons... 212,970 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (im casks, ).......+0++ gallons... 57,813 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )..........+. dozens... 25,003 
IMIMECER. chee cpecacssrsenbsciansbabecepelps casuesiesas cane cibisphisenepmsiench «| \ssacabinadan ce tgieds ans 

Rpts) Thom) N10 ASSESS serasceesssteestanetesscentscereokoene sar gallons... 194, 264 
MUICIASSES aceuueetstea cess sec cccas eMCaNVasecs onaqssonenenhsaeberrecaas ay ensh<caueaceecsssectnae 

SHORE SLOW Direainsstercusctrecseutsecterstess sccsvsseonesceneca pounds... 57,025 
PUPA BLCLLOE ORs tna wae seer ce ssc canacaseceatsnupecassasenssrwsceee pounds... 168,991 
PROD CCOvc . sone edo ree te eek dus docnncicscccabbcesscctevecccssne hogsheads... 64,098 
PRobrcan Tien in wenar ed keer sesananeterascasssseassespecnsesacst pounds... 2,179, 774 

PANU iLicstecgccbansa des tpieveeccvedsscceranescntencecsscrarersens pounds... 61,801 
Wood, and its products— 

Stavegiand Wheading ..5....5.bach<sccdessoueeceescaseses thousand... 28,193 
BOUTHP TCS, sb ok detun ieee sccc<nasccuwacepetdeewecssuceccuseses thousand... 71,991 
Boards, plank, and scantting..........ccccccsceseceense M feet... 76,345 
PLOW, CHAD EF aubatcn ch ones. soipwel eothede st nmnsieneiontwoiesrenien tons... 7,515 
Ger WEA eiS Bass fossa sa henstontosbatenna sanncecenasdeens snctsiaas deelonantenenamnbin mews 
WIGS ES AN CISDENSR iahtlas ons evade octanbids sapnistinnionnina\sistencimnan'sniefevical ek yeueeeeenie Feats eats 
Mdic-bark BNAtOiher) AY Cy. <6 as tassetdectaataceetsenncciomensinisenvaace nies sehoeasbnkhanisees 
ASHES, POC ANAMPEATL.......desvdevssivesconnnserseesessrscnons tons... 9,210 
SAN UEC LUGHGsnanaeits or oesnsduestvdssvcdswoneinswelcerewsicis barrels... 46,337 
Rosin and turpentine ..........006 Red beeewaiedlucleniteise barrels... 96,157 

Valuation. 

$144,908 

2,937 
5,444 

137,014 
100,668 

3,922 
27,116 

143,966 

5,801 
70,212 

621 
4,964 

27,043 
5,347,208 
210,134 

1,843,985 

167,709 
37,482 
65,120 

900,458 
254,491 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 182°. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

ARTICLES. 

Animals and their products— 
LEC Yea RAR 2, Ber Oe Noy et RE Snatecesece Seemann .... Dumber... 18,441 
PaQicy ods boreu aban svete sence scchcwsedasrabpasness dsenedasanes barrels... 73,813 
PSACOM ANG WAABIS sila cnusnvcnc a<aapancnnae eaaek donne coousesPOUDUS x 1,864,956 
SLL desde Rat deme weca as aeccttcepes mame s ace cee Sereeneeeen pounds... 6,927,084 

HJOVMED) CALIG..<ccwspseedececases nadmadmaasbeeesses esooeeee LUMDEF... 3,768 
BGG heck sec tok cn cwesocen sens cgpettce Bactactee ores eeaadasans «eee DaTrels... 90,685 
PRSLULOW Es tsa cone ses sute cote ceecpete tee Peneansnenkecatsicsvesat pounds... 301,983 
FILL OM acre rang Geos vue detccsedtecad poe eee odveecpacthuMmber ss, 22,883 
BSG ie eee hae oan 2c ste, xo snide d's chek Ad Ate pees sess». pounds... 1,148,480 
EERO SecRittt scans evctescnntsdranes Mera cscect paccmiiays ses o<F OER Ss. « 641,385 
Wa llOwy) GARAIES...:6...cc00cepsecneos HueUtkcacechasnessness ..pounds... 2,236,397 
SOAP. ke ee tess ssstesscscoossseccttecce RITES cc aessess ac o@adses. 7,591,260 
PORES cs ee bs cnacddcanascananeaianA manna oC Eas 1,666 
PVCS sceP ete ed ec saacesncssssdsacses savaeapanne Pe ibirisiae 1,067 
Teather aad MOrGcco’ SKINS.....5..000c0cscoescavne inashacncnanescese) cdcepnanaasenennesss 

Number 
and quantities. Valuation. 

$1,555,698 

772,636 

184,049 

901,751 

173,629 
119,545 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

ARTICLES. 

MGCATNED etacastarntscuncecscsensdececseesscnsclescacsveacncses pounds 
ROO Usha ce ope sche ntbendtse tdeectsscesicaresaccesascdaeasescecdues pairs 
SI EVOTES Ry Acree en PORE ce Oe EO NOE OBCEE ec ECOL OREO sponoeee pairs 
SSCP sc cecysescecncsecacnevsescseusceveescecscvrssccasdecsnons number 
PUKING ANG UES pedtives. vies eco doemapteaneterescesecacueereusuctetuncsesists 
WV cikea wes cee aictee asians cee os duh Novattgamuenals on ccds ee cent pounds... 

Apples:... 2.6.0. NaC aepeniacie sis « sie dlipe saa tiiecennsccauscloe seve barrels... 
Bread stuffs— 

Indian corn...... SCORE CEED HORS Toco ESSA SANS EBORE Hee c iRasers bushels... 
OLA TAIY ATINCA eaetideeysciass swacarevnchinepatecrsecscvaceceiveees barrels... 
INVAELEHIt doc Sebceik caceeraronctedcvawiestis~'seeccsecseduusvedues bushels 
UG: te A atealcagieveinasseeeveseee ceeniataacweisees ests sooeeee -DAETEIS... 
TE @ HERE bone SSRN S cer eco CEEM SePPeneence coe ep Peer nce barrels... 
UHI CALS 1 OUCe cata sawas cave delve senterenuecuses cece dadeecdseatttecndaveseess 
RCE os aie Mam acueecaesaw sods dastsomuesn4 Beeivelen au satakeetcea tierces...; 
TACHI HOLMSUUN-OUEL svc uenopeancesnesasesosessccscsinsse barrels... 
PASCUIt, OF SHLD DLEACs..c<deccaseneauaanecesestssceciaveseeve kegs... 
REPULOCS 4 seeuelee ches ocsnas sv csitcatant senvaneuesdatestictaats bushels... 

Cables and cordage..........+. Pocoacnasas esas Russnese scree sis cwt...| 
Cotton— 

Dene sland pscscgesaievsssd-weccussbeacesteeseccsenssesse ete pounds... 
Ofer cin Secateasciaessssssassceres andes cissccedvatuacNat pounds... 

Cotton, piece goods— 
riniteds aad (COLOLE<.c.scoseederoctaevavessversevoeseartee vewcseteescs 
RVVALIIG specs eee enae pic cvies seen eisea ac sldsiadvalrcslsvlasace aaueeadacedsaacses 
ENGL CON idacelgaveipers sess seeeeone Suaienisslncsasnoaaceeenasbaees sinacees 
MR WISt.) VAM ANUS LAM CAC.cscsewccweeseJocanvasseds soccdseetesesewe se. 
‘All other manufactures........ Pilate castes sccelaldevddelca's daerdd ace vviise'ee 

MAARSEOC Js stent boanynacenis rises cndedveredbauaccesevacueecacsedouee bushels... 
Flax and hemp— 

Pnioth and threadvst...qocsadceccvasethscsncvesssscceeveddsoaveercsudas 
Bags and all other manufactures BO CACCE COE COCE Denn ree 

Ginseng Deacasdeo ects danes'e Suvusngeaiacsvacneccetadedsesdudaora ts pounds... 
UG seretaswneeset sautacurverctisscsc'ccdecsteucndsveressconcseessestee pounds, .. 
AGA cc woven aeatans sca ssnce seeker terandssasvaseses csscueesscvees pour... 
PAMSECD) OWN ee. csasersss occassion Bb dquemndelie suceenvawesseucalsut gallons... 
SPURS O GULL PCM patadaedoneendendndesderecracnccrocgacanenecs gallons... 
SPU MS COM ONAN G eocers-co+eaccuccaccasesavesctvesecvexevesse gallons... 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, tin CHEKS'\)..cteeceskene gallons... 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, ).............dozen... 
WANED aT) a nedscancatsccncsescateess Raaeageevetiecede ss hiduvuevaanecacsveat’ 

Spirits GrGUETRUMASEE ww sacra es oer st kee eee gallons... 
WMS ch aeutececuancade rcs sncerccaoducrossrssanscenedstes earuasels ascecee 

RARE We Ml tence ccecata cu ueucb cue duawewesuccevovsscauueosoaacve pounds... 
BP PaU NOH CUnsrccatrcdusccocsessctersccearoccesveescciees dueseencs pounds... 
TOMUCCOs ence tidnrcvesececoracesensepsevetcacccor sate veeoeeeee hOGSheads... 
LODACCO MMAMEIA CHUL CO sswcoscsceencexenassssccevsedsce eccaee -pounds | 

Snuff.....csssseccoseeeoess seteeeenesseseereseceseseeseeseseees DOUNAS...| 
Wood and its products— 

Staves and heading............. Diaaerceds snecoees tek _digusand | 
HIN CLES hsesesiaasecsssscsecd ont eoedanese sovcvcesceceee thOUSANG... 
Boards, plank, and Scantling. Beeean acess sdibdieasacs coos M feet... 
Hewn timber...ssssesssssssevee SanesteccscateecsssoedsesanlOUSuns 
Other lumber.............. Regucovceacsdsucvesuccromatvucdeaclacss ds 
Masts amd SppiSiec. <0. sets-boaccinn Sddnsnraccsoentcoseceososvecsersece 
Oak-bark and other dye...... eaaMoonsacsasceces ages dweucecenevdavalts 
Ashes, pot and pearl............ nesheaes seccccscecscosscscvenstONS.., 
ar’ and PitChisgavecess0+osssbe¢spaas 5 ee scence 0 .-barrels... 
Rosin and turpentine ........csssscccssscsssssceeeeeesesDOITClS..0 

and quantities. 

PCO C ewer eeeesesessens 

OCC erases ssenesees 

eeleecccescone Pe eeeeceee 

43] 

Valuation. 

13,586 
441,690 
123,354 
35.828 

588,462 
434,002 
14,800 

4,420,081 
47,698 
87,284 

2,343,908 

210,903 
39,174 
63,074 

29,359,545 

45,120 
951,001 
14,750 
11,175 

137,368 
188,606 

11,084 
5,364 

79,566 
8,284 
8,358 

20,704 

144,832 

8,182 
97,003 
1,511 
1,489 

34,012 
6,577,123 
239,024 

144,548 
37,460 
79/885 

643,171 

402,458 
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Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1828. 
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Number é 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
IDS. cn cute snccean eeeeea sansa te casecncas se cosesecssnueiens number... 16,171 
POVIC.. Dieta cp acesteiine<teseccepecsapaonsonncececcsecerescpers barrels... 53,836 
BACON Sua scans sceccsssseueassencecctasnnceceseseneue pounds... 1,837,920 $1,495,830 
Doar Cees ee tnescnsns ccc -dcasntarssnazasvsesssasnuncesenes pounds... 7,493,319 
THOTMEM GHEE. 7... .0--..s0cccoccacanssongeresesoccecevesens number... 1,193 
PSE cee cect ap nari pia <*'o as anc anashenenanmesicecsccesass cnr barrels... 66,640 
MANO W 2; -28 << tanec ccaeckes<ccsbseossanapntenaccunaecsasennanes pounds... 422,130 719,961 
FUNOS <n oce ss sachs avestcovse scab es semecchnantoovseveratsarase number... 39,642 
BRTOLCT oc ons ccc oancucincaneoscsUakiocecnooancpivuevecsuctepnessent pounds... 1,184,329 
TS SIRE a he sepepnerier opmneee rasmbeemtetaerraeterr spe pounds...| 688,548 M06, 304 
PE SIGW ACHES Cte vadeductiertapecnussnaencns sasencenesat pounds... 2,348,501 
Soap........ pero cah capcnasnencustssunkan siamceacescchecscaccass pounds... 7,782,039 si aie 
ID RCS co ces catiace aah cers cancodcesnchoddensanesoseussencuas's number... 1,442 ; 
PIGS <<--aceusn iota sssesevecscacpaacsacsancesenasesceacnss number 1,377 Lees 
Leather and Morocco SKINS........ccccsccnsccsescrevensseonsseasonselscssscseabsonseences 81,221 
MiG Bt HGies Spe cecestsneysesessnceheCannendeesmatssaccsessundane pounds 233,391 
GOCE. .ccdavanesavasanscienscncshascahhadessevcceccsccacsenasnaces pairs 6,245 401,259 
DOE achat cod scbdabecs Stacsescncrccsuncceveraacenenacetenuavatss pairs... 401,188 
PUD GO Pi os decane on. cSanassnanshactecacsesscncscscsescersaswtes number... 5,545 7,499 
RUICI Gua TUES ioc seaes cascrunaenan cee cacermenrcans ce setguearerccrnsacccasinmease uh aces aeeatenne 626,235 
Des ceteea recurs <cesausegthacesceucnestnctacemescasasees pounds... 486,530 134,886 

APPLES oo nacs: sdececccccccsececsccccctnsavcracsecoeccousceusesveseces barrels... 13,839 22,700 
Bread stuffs — 

TTIAIH (COLE vaneNaasccsvecacsdeseavscdascanenunresavoacccens bushels... 704,902 342,824 
MUTE UIMCG srecsdyneaschscssonsocaesntacssiceccessslslvsecssre barrels... 174,639 480,034 
WVUCAT on dow snsenanusennasnsncdoscvcncarsncnssensecsesdecnens bushels... 8,906 6,730 
FOUL. .@ece.osscsvcevcnscocsonccocassecccvcnsvcaveseccecaecnece barrels... 860,809 4,286,939 
Rye meal. .........c.nscosccscccssensecessccessesccocnconencs barrels... 22,214 59,036 
Rye, oats, &c...... Be Ne Oe IMO eee nen Sa ok Ca ons ON WARES Coe SCTE Nee Oe Ue 67,997 
Rice, .s.4ecccngascncnessoesecedseseqsvecnracaccccersoessseccans tierces... 175,019 2,620,696 
Biscuit, orpship-bread.........ccsccseceecesersseseeeseeees barrels... 51,494 171.105 
Biscuit, or ship-bread.........csccseccecescceceeseveeesaeens kegs... 35,191 ) 

AGG TOGSCE Goats feancatcst «scene canctsteaumeeternenenes capeee bushels... 94,898 35,371 
Cables and cordage........sesseeeeeeeees “EASE REE EES ECE BB Hose cwt... 2,425 20,030 

aig d d 11, 288,41 Sea [sland........cccccececsececeecsccsecsescesceceeceneneees pounds... , 288,419 
Riker bide suet ha PAV cy Sish3 ce 84 ta 88 pounds...| 199,302,044 22,487,229 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and colored............ oe eeee eehanenes scaceeaedsnges AEH prereys SERRE 76,012 
WAI Seaee Saat Ls eeeerer 2 887,628 
PUPEIKGGM S:.o+cc2 ae te cucccasis see sap aneenesernmenssess ses BEEPS ca) PCAPPEE ERT rece eaNte 5,149 
Twist, yarn, and thread......... 5 AREA SAS CHIR EEL SES Het eae saat 12,570 
All other manufactures..... Leeacncsntatcectisenacecctotauert auerenesfeares Eye ctaeactnce sts 28,873 

PIAXSEEM ......i0t.ecccsecnscevccsceeensccescncces Siisesceatcuass'cehs bushels... 118,492 144,095 
Flax and hemp— 

COTA ING SRC pacsevecscueevassessence Soeaevuttasseeree LES ocr) COCR eer eres 5,335 
Bags, and all other manufactures ....... s.s-seeseeeee es reer ocd Cennewareeceee ~ 3,365 

GinSeNGi........c.ccssecee Did onesccnttoteaneadeesemoaeeneece eaeeatt pounds. 220,396 91,164 
HOpS,....cccccceceesecesscececcccsecssesecosauncsareavcoscccccvevcces pounds... 375,058 25,432 
THOU EGS. sacectadecsocecsosccevsevseuscssnwocksce Doscvovcessesccveses pounds... 2,648 1,495 
Linseed Oil..........c.. cc ecececccsencocecccsscsesccseseccnrescesece gallons 9,200 22.119 
Spirits of turpentime..........cceeceeseeeseereceeeeees ainevecss gallons... 32,547 ) 
Spirits from grain............esseeee Seo choggsapasacee eeeeee. Gallons... 468,888 ) | ° 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )..........++. gallons... 3300 | 203,780 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )...........4. dozen... 20,574 
Vinegar .........csesseesseseeceesseeecnsacsenenssesscnsceesaneessteesnsccalon nenaks scnaeeeeeees 5,884 

Spirits from molasses.........sseeeeeeeeeeseees auvnabvdwewe .--. gallons... 506,052 185,096 
Molasses.......-.--sseeeeesee Bie hexeceec sduewsess saucoceceecccuetswcuce]osqusveneiWmenaeelesss 601 

ra 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

ARTICLES. an Smante Ney Valuation. 

MOOG WH «5 iccdcheninn darn danebaii Ula nivaddvahedaiieiasdiee pounds... 54,035 $4,095 
SUIS IMLLCH NCH J... curctectusannanehaddenomeemnestaa cbse ai SUKidiG pounds... 269,291 38,207 
PIMBECO: «oh adocesdenainise'ssaden seaadbamermmecesesecabathike hogsheads... 96,278 5,269,960 
ebueeo,; manulartured....... J eabasbucaniarostbircesoooeeias pounds... 2,637,411 210.745 

SS CUIETHA OUR ba a i a pounds... 35,655 ae 
Wood and its products— 

PIAWeS ANG Medd ink Le eemeare el sceaddeccdase thousand... 25,981 
Sh neler) Dahahle Sahil Ramen je. pagan iee maeicts s cetaaie alae thousand... 51,672 1.629.249 
Boards, plank, and scantling...........ssccseeeeeeeeeees M feet... 86,981 oh he 
ee TGR Minas.) dass gedcees Mes naaact bverewececcooeweceses tons... 4,523 
Siahier: lamers. ce avs Levddddeseahe sosca ste occssccdaa sedsers seceseneceteilaacepeceestyseevasts: 182,303 
MAES AML SORES aa cai diaedinsadetssacacsidaseckdoseisersnavesceraaetos| sacweedcvees dread ese 10,354 
Oak-bark and other dye............ Mec iascdsasesdeeunededssadcnauues|benmmcerondeneeenedey 101,175 
PAHS. WOWANGNEALL,...ocgaeeecswuacanersddedercdscssavessarn tons... 8,501 761,370 
SEMEL SENG PIRME tae ssiciaa ein od. ckeelaghinlaisenn bs sista» oleae ceauiee barrels... 68,668 487.761 
POSIT and tnrpentine.cisdbeprrwecswestscssesscccesee ses barrels... 163,443 : 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1829. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. } 

» ARTICLES. _ Panne ss) Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
OS. Ath s enu cadences ashe dtat sebthaashive ss 0cs0 4.0/v0'elete number. 10,779 | 

PEAT 015652 dortdlgan Ae Meets ois « cc RoR eR Ce eG peclolcbebie’stolelclae barrels 59,539 
PASE OTN ANGE HAMS cs cctaanctabe Remeiabie scwacst cogs ects pounds 2,305,405 $1,493,629 

BIMP: es icbichatudenmnccedassvap aePeertanaveseucccueeste yes pounds 7,154,742 
Horned) Cabtleu.c naire voenscesdheueunecsthactetessasescse te number... 2,044 
EI adaaisrdesammanee eae etre teat actie coe casetioean sees sets barrels... 51,100 
Tallow... BORER 6s Ap SERRE CPM oe oo EOL ABER SRCOE De pounds 491,106 674,965 
TUIGeR...-..cesacecescensosesderelecsedesensasssecaceeesesessns number... 44 i 
Butters Wau peneess ARO) TURE EU ANH storie to 969,13 y 
PUIG inde Berns cioatang wes gemes Chale reese at gens cee sats Pk pounds... gLe.gee 176205 
ELON CATICIOS: |. ctcccessissabhieerecceneneatuae so ctmennes ounds... 2,522,975 
BOA aso asdes APRA Ae OAR LEL 125 OEE SERIA ES er 5,441,303 692,691 
BORSES: sivads ncn outers eccts aces chase eaavectsadiucwuaboa etic number... 1,985 
LUTE oa SO AR Ne RN ED LY ENR number 1,299 207,858 
Micathermandunondeco, SINS Js asus dus /asdescuccsedasaeescOaeua| ee cia ove owe cde suaes 80,173 
BEALL cid Nt aie eanaen {Ade sak ctiaces Uedaupaiianeiestas pounds... 259,586 
ROOUS.<.a scene MCC aes ws 5a vio aicuiseltaes wa saa calslelsie cay slera'e saat pairs... 6,324 356,658 
GirGes. isk ccene Mtuadedsse sa %s duairsaacheraitanee da saduved ss toa pairs... 359,041 
Sheep ia icteieeces Be 2 eee eee OE ere re number... 6,846 10,644 
Ro ibaigeces 1073 Siphon Mael AN R  SRRN )—8 MRER 526,507 
Bigs Srey ae Penrose son scetteceemen 1 A a Re ee ON eee pounds... 532,422 132,939 

ROIS. i0,n2:<'apieds hiaemliness hides cus aghah DEE ird o.245csstae sous barrels... 8,193. : 15,958 
Bread stuffs— 

TUGIAN COMMsecmrwesweservevdd en Mele aia sss vse «deat bushels... 897,656 478,862 
TUB GHAM, TCA spuuswtanieensidvans deh bindss siss's esas +s oaieyd barrels... 173, 775: 495,673 
AMIGA. .20's Hod saadaetaales asic e005 Dinero en anes 0u ditahin® bushels... 4,007 6,372 
GUA... wBiNe de canenccassoes ic atedstaememiiielc cs: ceaneses barrels... 837,385 5,793,651 
Rye meal.............. Reine eve ee db eneneet setae wos en's barrels... 34,191 127,004 
FRYE, O81S FECC... sesccsesocceed peu cig rscccneeresaassLevenemaenc tcsaemerloe ON Sodas aceeeed tes _ 74,896 
FUlCCas dca vacaetescveete sees: Revs Meares pa ahaa SRR tierces... 171,636 2,514,370 

28 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

ARTICLES. pt gem eg,| Valuation. 

Biscuit, or SHIp=bread ....c sco casecsenesaenccesceercansennie barrels... 44,254 
Sas@nit, on supe presi... . scpcquepeacersweerapesscayvovnnnes kegs... 26,849 $172,897 
BOtATOCS ..4.0neoracseesessarsa sn s UMEMENEss esse oenscaeseps bushels... 77,226 30,079 

Cables and COTdAge.apseccocvecessecncccecensesssrscrssssessscoseees cewt... 660 7,984 
Cotton— 

Sea Island.......... ML ON I naececwctccececatensecugens pounds...} 12,833,307 
MOphier ins pewtie teres shar s0 deuausanrsetdeescaqqneacensg pounds... 252,003,879 26,575,311 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Maribel AA COLOVG Us: «- + cadcceus sduoeepgrenmeensnerenpnsereenasbeces=scfonscansias asmuecs need 145,024 
Wate) cuca ete atts «soon ss doe cnypmaebestaemessssenceuchresdtoespenps a | ecnccceuuecitas aoe 981,370 
MMBIRCOT Res Cenc lvn aa cece: cdahd cqaneatandatneteatstinensceiecaneces padre saaesennlduenertaet em 1,878 
Mist, VAs NO GUNCA cc secsesgegeccsed catceececasveudascenresanda|novssaceaanenaevtnets 3,849 
All other manufactures,.......ssecscsscccescsrssscssceseccensveccaens|onesereseeceacrasenes 127,336 

Fler SPE Ginn... aeessasattadierasa-<coscosgnastdansrqnardancstoncnase bushels... 68,758 113,040 
Flax and hem P 

Cloth and  iemdte sr... sc.cessqamcevensetnspsprevsrenscosgeess ness Beeveluaaqeccaenteare acess 2,166 
Bags andy al OCMEr MANIACTULCS weveccccecsceccnssnceoMloceustcsa|-sswsuatsesesccareriss 14,954 

AAMISUUPicecaccanCerencesessacseosscerbarenekcevonssscaceserccssyeuae pounds...| 411,602 114,396 
iG Uineartnsprasces se duuutspaices veces Sogd<t note Gears ae pounds... 128,482 6,917 
EGMUPEUOI.cocaactersesausgyscs*-swtacteamamenacecasectenssere carts gallons... 5,322 30.442 
MpINtS OF tUTPCNLING...20.isccwscscgcesesnces sores sce seaeeneaee gallons... 184,199 d 
ORES LOCO Orel Mans en op nace waar Sepsdasarancdsaceeeesa+sfeneene gallons... 591,109 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks,)............ gallons... 36,563 215,494 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles,)............. dozen... 14,024 
AMP EAE once dauceer ee tan banaadaanaae eee ema oe Macnieben (tudanpepehsdelenobs Ga os qscrpteda te 5,953 

SPITItS TOM, MOLASSER.. |... 2. ccavcesedevactavecessousesacceress gallons... 464,225 166,740 
PUR ARECS Ser cr a. MincmcssGueucdr cies sclasersstticewe success seuscsiehossac|ere'sebismaadvapewads, 1,992 

Supiar brOWilsdvesmearaceacosseacedss 8 bath SCORE OBEE EET kD Do eEEe pounds... 53,778 3,289 
Sugar, refined..........ssssesees rok specie eanpeaveseeese snes ete pounds... 479,218 50,739, 
POUACUD. se s'coukisneradndlaeidcieantebobesscxduseccesversevsnens hogsheads... 7,131 4,982,974 
Tobacco, manufactured..........ccscrsccrevescssseecceccsesens pounds... 2,619,399 202.396 

Uy oak deunssasd-cestacass scr opeamepescuasecscececsascecanss pounds... 19,509 : 
Wood and its products— 

Staves and heading....... D cbivndueanadeetebeceacan ena: Bede See 29,253 
RAIL SLOG Jcee csadecsctecceaccsccecsengusneesversconceesens thousand... 62,459 
Boards, plank, and scantling.........ccssccoscseeseseees M feet... 75,257 eee 
FLOWN TIDES dluesanoss+s+.ccesesencecure> eevee foaceeectsecsyas tons... 36,435 
MIE IMACTAtEE eae ces cues sear onte cance cous ecausournesacns oncasasess] us Spacpnsal cape aeemts 126,575 
MRIS S NLA SPELS Us nnseges a +> ceeranpsepncegaspusexnsark Wr ativaloic ania nias eee ni sablbeMieeradeane 17,768 
Oak-bark and other dye......... SUiRosan canna castes deanven cra caaaclnueknascaneear ket nae 165,406 
Ashes, pot) and) pearls... ...cosecscssasennebocsesssecssveseres tons... 6,881 817,434 
PHT ANG OL iellecesas.sisccs rub steceeSoacaapardsacessasnsasces barrels... 48,329 377.613 
Rosin and turpentine: :.......secscccscesccessesccsrcnens barrels... 142,761 ’ 

. 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the jiscal year, ending September 30, 1830. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number 5 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation, 

TIDES ys. < cwkewes Sen MeGess s+ s000 ste Ronaetnme Rss setessrececns. 0G 0CLa 22,294 
OTK... 00. cecscowletenasenrsvonsecesves selemnnivesheessrccents ss barrels... 45,645 
Bacon and hams.......sscsccccssssscrscvescssssroncesces pounds... 2,154,986 $1.315.245 
REGEN a pk cae c Cpnttedtee seh case aves fepbWassauewagsceceasness ...pounds..|, 6 001.417 
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STATEMENT—Continued. 

Number : 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Horned (CA @r ica atasseessccuhecamhcascndencdassescescs~soue number 
EE cette Paces een ue aeN eet Weas uur aan entenmactesc7asecc<c barrels 

GRAM) Stans Ceea ect cos sk echeecemeteerpdecs<-cceeeecencses pounds $ 717,683 
EDA Ses See tem aeeteencusectse sUsentastsas> «ses ececscenssate number 
Eeiitenvend neteardoeeceqssccccsbetsecseteten.csrccenereeqeenses ounds 
WEES Cua. e Were inen sccuccscavente cate nencaceccacesinoneeeteds neni 142,370 
PISS LEW CHUTES ncn) scnasecselnuesarnesar«secesesederssccts pounds 
EL Ostetord a cecsnccercengaasce: Hae cace nappa ais aaaMaes seer pounds Gig) 238 

Peete rece te etrccan.sccversusbvacesusccccsceendccdscostved number 
EE Sec cet mentee caneteasattrsescsecestscacceccacieceses number a aes 
Mea UHEE AIMMIAOLOCCO BHIMSserscuccessecoeecesescorcccvecaestsnacests|zcerecencuatenseven ss 70,568 
MUCa Gi eapcmssasceacecetgedtuds sidecssatessccveccesessacseces pounds 
Pa Saeenncedensaesecstescastestertecesdeaececscascserccst<ercrens pairs... 338,603 
BRGa rece crcetach tac cnecetteateetaasccisecsccsscasconse ese xe pairs... 
PueCWeesteetecceeterecsvostelvtdesnsebuessecsssctsscstocteare number... 22,110 
SSRI Gu PTAC RS PIE Sense eka ae pa ecaicn dade es sueuddsccadckustboudacave ct A 641,760 
eetr eee deesns: cedancan enahanredateyesevngccnssentctuccscs pounds... 581,201 153,666 

OPM Settee a do ceeneetesederatatakaenescsasseteacy sreccnecces barrels... 14,458 23,727 
Bread stufis— 

UCL COUM ces mnwrves cecalvcl ts todenedacnceconcesscecesace bushels... 444,107 224,823 
Pea tlicativrited lee sacaantnscneceachaavescssasutsettncecccscccens ss barrels 145,301 372,296 
SMU eatit panbet caret eeawechace penn cwaqcaccscoscesccseccseves bushels 45,286 46,176 
MULETUncra «someeeeen ante ene ts stleear tap vesewccecss sucs>ccee= mn anet barrels... 1,227,434 6,085,953 
UpCuaMi cst ocr tet reeds asubsedes caaascescstrcrreterssereneus barrels... 26,298 87,796 
Haty On OMA OU Cte cncccdesavene de SnaseSoacccs sone cccasnecaacaccrtzaavctee| thecueiaadaren sammie 66, 249 
rnCense cede emnecr was coats 18 Soret BSCR RSEEEE SAEBAE oc bere tierces... 130,697 1,986,824 
BiSCuit, OF, GHYP-DLEAC.... 22,0 esvercsscsurtcveerecsokenese’ barrels... 57,101 188.474 
FRISCH, OW ROP LOA ..sasececaccsdoscastsccsccccsarseaaerats kegs... 38,592 : 
RPOLANO Coan ani te eeetace soicatas evetaamassenceacsacte emotes bushels... 105,620 39,027 

Cables and cordage............sesecccsees Jyicddor SREOReRe tC SAe ewt... 351 4,135 

ieitectstancll S84 d " CaS An none sedss cecescsbaptenecsacscasonecccsectecesass pounds... 8,147,165 
Other KINGS). scavesrecsnssccescseteasasecvestececdrecsescns pounds... 290,311,937 49,004,883 

Cotton, piece goods— 
ipmunitad! aiadls COMING aces sda ddantcasscacakssecustes scorer ener ce eee el occee renee te ceo eee 61,800 
RUN IMt Coan ee earceraes sats = nese ce anedsureessastere ce necee st orersseesceni rer ccas etceeeseme ae 964,196 
SAU cee tee stems nat tue dosidpase cocwseaveeecestecesuneeseer ect ece aes cece. coetereee teem 1,093 
Miwist, yarn, and thread... 7... ....scuscoscccsssescassceceeracse ses tod pbb ouasaododed Je 24,744 
PABother WAM URACUULER, 5. diese cacascwvasdctduccdatsicccsscedccduvcce|oaseasasncevenbencne 266,350 

Biltecedl cos suecdsecwentcneatossshetastesscvewoccResnuaeere cree ne bushels... 115,762 180,973 
Flax and hemp— 

Glesth Atte Reena os <a Bea drek nana teceecessescecss sacssectanterccccck|sésccasscuaneeeaseen ‘ 2,152 
Bags dnd All-other manusaerares. esses er elke k es lcesasancbacanapeacese 10719 

Gingeue 8. Acpesdtecereses se Sedaateeccaumaetwerasccieatseseaes pounds... 321,692 67,852 
TMi sna ade che dct sec ines ixotunatucitok 383,060 30,312 
ea Se pen spansadtesecasancualeetaedae weenie 1,140 827 
TSGCO ON a ssndseeecone waveviedoaneesyt $8ece nce: Sacec coca 3,914 
Spirits of turpentine 78,629 Paine? 
<p aE Oe He eRe Eee Tere 47,488 22,978 
Spautsttrom, @pauei. tirs.. desiseeereceocusdvetorsesec f 653,290 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )............ gallons... 52,397 225,357 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles Py) BSSREE; chaa dozen... 17,536 
Vice Petr. < oe sauce weenie sas sevne vetabtenduwarssvetalsaseeesce-susabeeccses|sbbshabosieeeercsscss 6,690 

Spirits from mMOlMsses ws. Weedieecese.cccesiccdetccee gallons... 753,160 49,798 
Molasses 7. sc suueesetaetaatcmbebanaUteddaucnes'scsesecsecseccas dasesueittnel cuuuedgcctolleces's eee: 3,968 

BUT, DLO WI Aap seaveemtansedotua. codammeasaert «cas as'ssceveceeh pounds... 37,646 2,975 
Sugar, refined. ......servssees eastete PimeVeN tate sssceeesseescate pounds... 1,586, 220 193,084 
TOWAECO........csseconeswarsenses seeeeceas Pua wen bi ves''eones hogsheads... 83,810 5,586,365 
Tobacco, manufactured ...... steeeeeeeesceseescossesseeeeeeee POUNAS... 3,199,151 246,147 

PAE ce adtsesedttericnnsnviesusiemeMeeNs2 88632 NURS ’ 29,425 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number : 
ARTIOLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Wood and its products— 
Staves and heading..........sscecceercressescssosers thousand... 23,069 
DBENGIES. hires cuuedbs Cososeb bon owanannapanscrevescorcese thousand... 41,175 
Boards, plank, and scantling........sssecseeseereeerees M feet... 67,300 $1,501,658 
Hewn timber..........ccccvcseccsccscscnncncersccevecsceeeeesees tons... 19,203 
Other lumbe®.........cccecsececesscccccscnseccecensescccescssessseveeen|eeeeesecescesereeeees 148,257 
Masts And SPAaTS....c.ccseeeceecceeseceeeecsencceenssseseancesecsueceees |eeereeeeesersesenecee 13,327 
Oak-bark and other Aye.......ccseeceeseeeeeeesecenceeeeesererererens|sseeeeseceeecsssesecs 220,275 
Ashes, pot and pearl.......ssecseccssersesesceeeeeeeeeeeerees tons... 8,957 1,105,127 
Tar and pitch ............sccccecsseencnsceccreneseeesceees barrels... 44,343 321.119 

Rosin and turpentine........cececeseccerererensseeeeneeees barrels... 120,722 } 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 

principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1831. 
{Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number 
and quantities. 

Valuation. ARTICLES. 

Animals and their products— 
HOGS ....eccncscnsvscatevssccscsenvesaseccswocisesssscsssosoeres number... 14,690 
OTK: ceawcsLhaeehbadegavons otcavienlesesbuipeetssseceecesouveisose- barrels... 51,263 

Bacon and NAMB i..1.....sccssssvcncsscvescevessesovssoees pounds... 1,477,446 $1,501,644 
DUA csicateassuilipintsvcecesccsscceetueveasenwssasspesosossees pounds... 6,963,516 
THOTNEG CAMEO ictscrccescececsavereuccoveseteeeseses eae’: number... 5,881 

BGGE sian ca cree oe beth om vein occ otbavocbneapbiescsvecosesccsecre barrels... 60,770 

Tallow ...scsecesecsceceseeecessenscuscuscnseecsesceeeseeceeees pounds... 679,623 829,982 

FRIGGS «20s kb oeneyesentevvestens husobueees Seakkovaprowsece ety number... 299,473 
Beaters s/c dvugae ee dageodd tdi vweges svsddedeveceweeseveedsesees pounds... 1,728,213 & 

CHECK... 3 fenwereee's do Pacis vec Sateveveetee terceescedescse pounds... 1,131,817 agers 

BU OW. CARGIOS ts tists cvsvesessdvveved seudusitdiseve'seseveldses pounds... 2,669,211 643.252 

SOdp........cscccssevsscvecccesccnsceneasesscccseersevecsescncs pounds... 5,752,430 , 
FHOTSES .... +. .s.ccesececscevcecsctacesocencecscssscscsecseceecs number... 2,184 
WGles: ... 02.2: -sencnsodevcoscscccedecvansgessaadscsccssseocences number... a pee SA, 

Leather and morocco SKinS........ssccscscsecesecseecsesscessencsces|seaceencesesteeensens 58,146 
TiGRDMED). sapicaesseasccecerscoseecssccesseveccassscescceses pounds... 316,795 
BOCA ..-) Te cwwovesvcicees ckcbecusedecslevwevesceeecessesease pairs... 4,777 290,937 
DSMOGE + oss dan cemcepey Deiswes dup buses vameas copasaacssceescnsar pairs... 257,150 

SSUPED. «ca nnchce'uh¥esibasioseseunce suaneassn Seateressesenccss number... 8,262 14,499 
Skins and furs ...........5 dusbeses Sascosqese Ditecsteveddcessostricec ulus sttnnss cageaenen™ 750,938 
WUE ss 6 iceces sob ph da bsc/0d ds sleotepsedaphe asso sees .eees. pounds... 430,929 » 114,017 

Apples ......20.000-sssccecessececscesecesascssesscosecscescssesanees barrels... 16,375 31,148 
Bread stufis— : 

TROIATY CODD 2050 cdeccats oosccssdscecoesebsqar ewer setssasesvs bushels... 571,312 396,617 

Indian Meal.....s.ccasvevescrns bevveseessuneescserecsseddres barrels... 207,604 595,434 
ARCA 6 5282 .de cnc -en ae Wnehaceessanunipnieds pase sassesc/sd<ceq SUIS OOIGEEs 408,910 523,270 

BIDUTK. -ccchenscosccesascuncnsessmssesoensses sees Suadtatacsesce barrels... 1,806,529 9,938,455 

FRyie IMeAl ibe cava ceed ween hatRisioahis paeeeeessenpcrectcn oss barrels... 19,100 71,881 

Rye, Oats, KC........ssseessccsneerecccceeerseeescesssesseseeccsssssseees|seeeenenseransncanens 132,717 

OCs. case ack DEEEME ius’ «ss soe dds MURR Cpb aie >sasecsenssessoas tierces... 116,517 2,016,267 

Biscuit, or Ship-bread .......2..ccceseceecesersssesassneres barrels... 67,113 * 

Biscuit, or ship-bread .........-. 1 RR eikene! kegs... 46,048 i a 
Potatoes ........ PREMEMG: vee vias oxbontnns Becaerest cher ncns 3 bushels... 112,875 41,147 

Gables! and Cordage....c.socccecseecesseeres Lace’. vddedela te dias sa cwt.... 622 J. 6,109 

Gotton— , 

Sean SAMOS, set ctvasascsess eae csddhvepeesiencusesersevncenss pounds... 8,311,762 25,289,492 

Other lands. site. ese. tp ee PesesToadistsossacces pounds... 268,668,022 
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STATEMENT—Coneluded. 

Number 
ARTICLES. and quantities, Valuation. 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and colored ........s.s0006 WRN eee sone e cece nencsigeraian cecccfesessaaceeemeapeanene $96,931 
See eee PENN ccs chts SUM mEMOM EME c os ceceseaucatasanedccase ve dece|encscosedessaranensys 947,932 
RsrHUKR OW CRaseeae tt cs, |e RRAEEUEEE, os conc ascneuaddonnessnrs cesesi|veoeeeocspnceree suede 2,397 
Maymist, yars ab) threads jp aesccmass--.vcccascvautupcstmeuceanncevse|esepesssccessssastoes 17,221 
PEL Other maT MA CHULCS. sh asscresnivnsi.esscoesasscpedarsceluaeasase pesniarsreeccuasaceossiess - 61,832 

PERSE Jos Meee sat hs sclmecbancoenacs tone sssscsecsaceanattae bushels... 120,702 216,376 
Flax and hemp— 

CTGth ANG) THACHIYS, ....<ceesaceesceresier cosoncearssceccassiasgdsepscisassenccasececanerinclas 23] 
Bags and all other manufactures..:.......ccccscsecscsssscssccsca|eccevesecseceececcver 2,599 

RG TERT ONU saee Sanches usin xounestichycosansioasaccacoretosstencaes pounds... 357,002 115,928 
EUR cores eee Re cere csuvecedenccececuoncssesnestotescueles pounds... 265,043 26,664 
ECU GUE es sta Ss svavicsiesvedessiesecestthidequevseuaeqcottesees gallons... 8,643 54.092 
SINUS Ol AMMMCTIUING.,. cknsussrddyceadsodnncdeokecscescensenense gallons... 131,934 ee 
Rees Soca ke woutamansavaen's pic's ees Se tlea bins badagete cece ss vauaeees bushels... 45,847 26,848 
MES ALOIS (OTANI Gre eds +. .cdecdedcaddestecsscectersoscaceess gallons... 326,491 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, me Gaskes))ieopcaseaees gallons... 76,856 141,794 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, ).........+... dozen... 17,875 
Beene. eee onc caaacetact uv deers sorieca se satvecesctenseccscanaccecscnas|eccasceaserevsnsceess 7,178 

RSD UNIG FLOM, TNOLASSCH eons cs saradhaveaccccenscescasntenstccaseres gallons... 110,554 34,569 
UNDPASEESN eet ceeeas s Act rs stue ata actecernescecissencsiccsaetncesmapmiwers|aversecscotmtonense sf 948 

PSUS IS MIFEU ILE tetas caisgse de dapekednante ccs veincssaseece sn pounds... 180,132 10,105 
Oc LEMMENG eters... .cexcoten cusdsvesastsceenceieetanetess pounds... 2,057,487 215,794 
HOURECO) fon. 2 eee a chy: voisasechedogtdcnsstoscccssecesanans hogsheads... 86,718 4,892,388 
GMHECON MANUIACLHLEM., s/o ddeadddescrassasceucoscsseccaccs pounds... 3,639,856 299.475 

POMED eee Petre i uasccaiventtnantucnipiwesccescbeseneseses pounds... 27,967 we 
Wood and its products— 

Raves IG CGAL S|. dy saelelatsiysiotewnssacescss aces thousand... 22,838 
RHE OLS Urn inte Nias den vom Viva tiasienieeiae ga geo cies oe ss . thousand... 33,122 1.467.065 
Boards, plank, and scantling.......... Weiendaliaocsplstnns M. feet... 65,045 dala 
CWI tee Gerentlscs se cedegnsitengawedasotessccactecrsneass tons... 32,335 
MUDMER MARU EI ee ete tele e. dele bntbaepasmriansins acigadeuscecesssassaedauesesen| ts ascsaces dnasinucecs 214,105 
MASS ANU ESHUS Ihe vaste ececaterdacdsaskanace> cries casmerproenepaases|as nese sepyscnassecseps 7,806 
ak bark ona WiHER Gye... wuts baccasqnesnesecacencenccercacqrcee|"*sanscensnesccacenes 99,116 
ES, OH SHC NICAL) os sebanaepeeietecnedssscceseceosseeaeesne tons... 10,219 935,613 
HUNAN) CL BDLEC Ht a ance thhccd: tealececdosacsvccecceseoqenccae ALTelNe.. 52,995 391.687 
OOHUO A CUD Glas. 4. cans ode dthenthesanaceheasiancann barrels... 156,319 : 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, ard manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1832. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. ] 

ARTICLES a Valuation } and quantities. 

Animals and their products— 
LOPS) ibe aden eaatan sees eM ae meaaee es Seiecasaccsteaotes number... 5,266 
Orn RRR Pccote oO RCPER EES Sore cy «1 CSc eR REE REE CRCECE barrels... 88,625 
Bacon: and Pharisees, ..1..sodcclseemiedasemscosescaccesasee pounds... 1,810,880 Pliage, 196 
DUSRUCL <2 RR Roeser eM e's aia sac seeeee' pounds... 7,756,782 
“ac Gat these a aiiaic siesta PMR ee tals isle'alsislabt elas number... 50 | 
BC Lic hs dsch'seciece nai ratincles Gail Vent eames Sac daldseeh dad barrels... 55,507 

CINCY, ene iee hocnocuberne Beek onocenoucp PROC pounds... 622,522 114,087 
FIVGES aia A Oe aewsed es ttssnenaneersarnsanenaierdene ss number... 52,110 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

\ 

Number ; 
ARTICLES. and quantities, Valuation. 

SUGGES: peoec tte Sten sees nase ap. ob esancebeuveb weer erect. pounds 1,501,686 
POR CERO Ee cs tscansn tn cnas cand veteeeerseenkelteetetstec cect ce pounds 1,391,853 $290, 820 
PBalTOW, CHWGIES!..0 2sc0 vous bor ectontereddceccdcescdvdudesees pounds 2,498,776 701.184 
OAD oust nvneacnccsasvescunsnapecrerusduenctu avid cu'ewesieduaye pounds 5,743,602 2 
OSB OS ye ser cdeti te cteas metnonetteactiswe<ncyya+enensen cea number 1,798 
BULGE aed scctatsnmnsamsca th tatescutesesterwsnusesneetoess number 1, 128 i, 
eather ANA MGMOCCO SKB, ..0.6 > psec ncscwecosscecnsnsenssvessouss|uanteresescsvesstnsn 42,566 
WUPUUHEL By gee ean apidsnnsdsderestanciraasditacsersessoosesnce pounds 318,590 
Boobies hist iatirn Sonivaien +» aque cach sbingduines Sevainesevancisane pairs 4,215 277,388 
OER eRe eee he shocca ane scupeeeeapecesreromdacessaces pairs 263,081 
SULTS Diya gaara, pela AE a 68 Abn coh ME ta number 12,260 22,385 
PORAVIOHENICL AUER Sate seve om» dteesetees cantew sacs osnces We. Rape bcs Be Miles Saas oe ORC e Ee 691,909 
RU AR 5 5s\ds io stncmaee vgspusqedioenpene SSS se ..-pounds... 258,559 63,444 

Apples.........ccccccecneparsesccsceccscrerceseoncecosccscssaccseracs barrels... 6,928 15,314 
Bread stuffs— 

AMMAN GOP asc eaeetxs <i5 ds sacgmganensapesrsssceees sev acuen bushels 451,230 278,740 
Tndian meal......epesseenseereessseees Siecasaseacsnccasacnnn barrels 146,710 480,035 
AVI GHIb: Bb sevan ages se cess cdcesancmncsresecncessesdese mabe bushels 88,304 93,500 
POU Gree nn cwsecscsesscarctessceoceccdcctevensacseresssvests barrels 864,919 4,880,623 
RYO MEA) ...ppuscpepercocccscccsssereerescnessscnsccassasses ene barrels... 17, 254 15,392 
FRYE, OAS, Bere. susopsvcccecencncccarccseeccedcesccevevuccueddededdds|evet sbestvensresesene 78,447 
PRN a oie smmentgnnit sane: anctronageeenracaesscevacescde eas dere tierces... 120,327 2,152,631 
Biscuit, Or SHUP=DTCA.....0..ccseeccoccseversccecercosesere barrels... 73,883 255.135 
Biscuit; (OL Sar DTCAss cee. ancassecnerersps st eseseesceeete es kegs... 29,208 Say 
POLALOGHE tree ca ncsasbvnnsahesnarenausaaescusscherceite cae bushels... 106,517 42,077 

Mme aNd Conese eras» >acm-cspevaarmagzeacgecocece tes saceh sckotate cwt... 1,086 13,863 
Cotton— 

Sea Island........ Bes ap atey baits cremeaneanaee eet QCA pounds... 8,743,373 
ther Kis... v cwcscsnsesenecsrecsscoesspspenstonsecassonte pounds... 313,471,749 ere 

Cotton, piece goods— 
MARINHed PMO GCOUDLON's,..onasrcacenaccasersscescrsseetesscmarclesccu dene] .bkvicuvebbuckeunaems 104,870 
ETON Lis SRR Tt ane ee SRE RRR ee 1,052,891 
INATIKECU ccscantascacncccecagracscoucscscetccssesrstsvecdnseuccsenessretniar apteeusenecsesaesees 341 
Twist, yarn, ANd thread ............cccsseccnccscnsscccescsconsovselesecsasseseneresences 12,618 
DL) OtbOr TMMMITSCTULTES.«isetarscpnescssceeses se cet ses sebeshote=sseee| cet ewoke cone sthentred 58,854 

BiB eBeeO) os kiececmtegscess «oeetppesnebanshsepscscsees eset catees’ bushels... 57,537 123,036 
Flax and hemp— 

COlGtn ar LOTER A... 1s spsececocadecttecesectcacdvevcsedudescavedsccsa|evoetsounts'tadteddiad 1,570 
Bags and all other manufactures.......sccsssoscsescscsesceccsssssleseesececsescssessess 2,685 

MRTISHULEt Ac vic foe emt ceennet cctese sansaacacitnensk seas cnns rehab abe pounds... 408,404 99,545 
ODA tage e cans desccctartaspics sceesodeec care ts Mab eet sates tcles ceteris pounds... 184,729 25,448 
TREMP COOL oats read teat sano nesvodacstntecrnacapcsecdens este cece o> gallons... 4,495 33.304 
PSDITIES OF TULPENEINE. 50... sevcccacessccsnccosevscssvoscassees gallons... 71,766 4 
Serge scdvi locaton sua spec -ncupbes cnn ccstuperccmeeoberasteisets bushels... 45,072 27,914 
SPIES from FrBIN...,..6.0...sarervenacsenccecesrmsconecsesose ses gallons... 258,961 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )...........+ gallons... 40,988 127,583 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )...........+5 dozen... 12,120 Ps 
SUMP : ceca nn chversouchesenerersnetuctvessuves cobvovvasesddacndseasthousexvecusbeonmes iil A,6TT 

Spirits from molasses..........cessssesseceseececeenssseesewees gallons... 119,416 38,221 
DQIASHCHs-.cacecancecesercusceseccon sense Ree OR EO oa cn ERE se ack 2,493 

Sugar, DrOWD........cscssccsccccossrecsssnscnasscocaesesconcosees pounds... 154,160 . 11,232 
Sugar, refined:.........cccsbescedocceossscocbansconsenssccceecssos pounds... 701,862 74,673 
GMC CD oree toreteccte gs... ane Ce. Sepa “Abou hogsheads... 106,806 5,999, 769 
Tobacco, ManufAactured........00..cusceescscecsescsrsessvwesers pounds 3,456,071 295.771 

Snuff........ Be rac aaas wesw degnetaeee Seecte seveeeseuepaners pounds... 31,175 J 
Wood and its products— 

Staves and heading............sssceeccseveeseeees «..thousand... 20,282 
WINGERS eieeecbherere’ nn cecsutecoceedeudcscensécuauaeh ... thousand... 39,123 
Boards, plank, and scantling..........ssseeeseseseeeeee M. feet... 67,820 Aye 22, 063 
Hew timber eriscc tte ctcastesscecsecccesccabeassssessesceam tons... 26,439 
Miber Wamberisiivc:-.. 00. coassesecsteeecsncocnssvacescedecssse eeeceeeeta|voasentess awasaepenee 188,608 
Masts and Spars. ..00...2.soccetcectesecesens poche tedanee barrios aaesee aeeth hs death iceaeee 13,368 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number inl 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Peas -larat ict mean OMIM CVG Wir ce pets annie cae sac neo aaccecose.ccs|<seseehesiees soupacens $52,944 
PRSCS: PO tO POCAEL. ca clacashelldartiedspscnarecsosecesess laces tons... 8,859 930,398 
MT OTL 441 teats Gee Daas sa s-ncVa seen eetdiinnenn-sensagsamceene barrels... 47,523 476.29) 
BSOSIN: ANC Wu PML. se spaseaehanebaeescecateansacesenaes barrels... 168,770 uy 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of’ the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1833. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number ARTICLES. and quantities. 

Animals and their products— 
HOPS. sci. schec cum BOS BAAO- 3 PBBEEAG ON OOECEIEGE SHEBCEED number... 6,819 
WORK. de asce ues ¥ ah a ws ch aie dateneaeMeistanSsisucsciesiesan ess ae barrels.. 105,870 
Bacon andhhais”;.........-0seece Ab BECERRA ARABS: pounds 1,786,637 r 
REM oe Mian vdeo candids tddecl s Nesoasendooreacnwars pounds 7,655,198 | 
PVOrned sCoiitlersnss 65s. s.0cddesecedaavfsssccsseccessaceocs number 6,837 
IBGel.< css be PECs ais vin cs cuiae AMBER s scloestane'samacus evesse barrels... 64,322 
MANO Wiceewaeeeccs sencth settee csescdass Lecesececsecsaccscess pounds... 676,841 
FANG GS ob Meeiietsertctias wae dace ve deddcmetaet-secsssecccsececess number 58,179 
PAU ULELcsseb tds rec Sethe sence debamadaaeed fas sccasccdecvaces pounds 1,346,364 
URGES, 3. co cUetes cans. sstecudaconenskenaests sbeneces tases pounds 1,213,092 
plsllowy (GAMOIeS sn... dosesecctuendanchacucscndcasesactes pounds 2,410,385 
RGA Dice dod cbeec een tn pan cthtdthateresevcssisers costersscsse- pounds 5,537,161 
25 1014 s(2S A AEC SEC ER DACRE EICCR PEER CE aero SPPYT EG MADerentaees number 2,040 
BYRDS eoune ener dean a tan coc Geer sts caneceteatno ss vorecssccs number 1,011 
PECAN eT ANG MOLOCCO SIMS. cies cncecagotecccas+snsstisatnesvresasc4.|>arqaacteeeeasueacess 
HGCAUNED sic ce detete aio can saahicP a st suRedegt aes sc nae sso saea pounds... 275,453 
SOG tS evapecteb bears <5 scctinewa he ccokacaaeeiited sltcaettabb eat Wee: pairs... 9,628 
Shoes....... pia tabAa cn Sabie Ststiiaa xcs tee uns tadae cline ausiemaus pairs... 167,622 
SECC PE Weee tear cath asnalaesla ns fal de Aoecinccicsinatels nealis cassis number... 11,821 
PLS, PLO IS ERRDE eae v'sidtuactsdsmuagcl cas cases tceesatacttoeeooth les se sun cenetctesan exe 
BYU SUK PS SPs Hee es Sein de hc das mitedcs ohdataisian vos Ses pounds... 783,843 

ODES ss oe dolce oe pineeie menses sehen aa met elias o0sesascasesonet ace barrels.. 17,075 
Bread stuffs— ‘ 

Livaes TEE oy ee ys ale eR, SRR. ae Pe bushels... 487,174 
Titec eek ines TEtase er ae ie ee | ee Peer re barrels 146,678 
MO DEALS hea camad Me re .asccecas Pach cidaadite isi tsienes ease same bushels 32,221 
TOU lee eke ateck aise stenacscoomutsdiiieeiacescrorcnsore net ....barrels 955,768 
UWE NCTE eye i cada sue atl awassvaenessabacensin's barrels 36,038 
RY, @; ; OBIS! MGR ME AI Os wes Lk eens cis. na ieiscklasiy Liccscesce| sees op sesupenieepanee 
Rites. sis peepee Rais non oo meen tee Shs ec caceseses parce ss tierces... 144,163 
Biscuit, or ship-bread...... He Ras no elas shiva saci ani barrels... 72,642 
Biscuit, or ship-bread........sccssseseeee eee ey Be kegs... 23,718 \ 
PGtSOCS SetteeMons 5s oslo acalwaiwaytoasdst ..s:+.-s-5ss0:+s DUSDEIS... 136,127 

ables and Gord dpcewen, . cute derteaastsss+.ss.s0ccs4teescenss cwt... 10,342 
Cotton— 

Sead [slam sass sen sobws <cteaad uawanpsticeaass<+sa2ssesn0ee pounds...} 11,142,987) 
Other KimtdSag isos ns sb w<slsateas eas caso 00 venssanincee pounds...| 313,555,617 j 

Cotton, piece goods— 
erin ted) ame CO Waad siete eu lice a0. snevecewaicctaassscucaddge| raeceseeaseonapaestam 
DWihiite. Jc. ¢evtatater ne. qns Ws PRONE EEE ono dvdncidachtnaaississe| san xn0sseserrsganasne 
BN AMIS GCN 5 2; de cnidethocsssuates taseuhet anise ‘CR RMRRO Pe Sap prrats peaesrs gales cnaatesas a sameaniged 
Twist, yarn, and thread........ diamueays Sebleidnnausien at caaseaneesiia cst] spies ac pemcersmaegs 
Pell Other) Man Win Chares .catsessceasccnsscsvecasssceese Sauutasstsocast|arey onanmamomds rae is 

Valuation 

$2,151,558 

958, 076 

258,452 

673,076 

213,510 

21,464 
841,933 
178, 748 
33,262 

337,505 
534,309 
29,592 

5,613,010 
140,017 
102,568 

2,744,418 

36,191,105 

421,72 
1,802,116 

2,054 
104,335 
202,29] 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

ERPS GeO eset at chay'okuncun scenvenasseeaswknaunsge Sueper ps scoueate bushels... 117,292 $228,300 
Flax and hemp— ; 

CHG HANG "TOTO Ss Wc 115.0 he epeeeemeee rece toe secvesdcecevsccesogacsoluewevsteaoe IaeeU esata . 5,964 
Bags, and ‘all other, manulaChuresecy. 20.2. J. cccestiewe. sccencvoss|ecccvocdaMnessssienes 18,985 

GRSGHO. Vc stssacev meen boeereear da5e SuysemBeneeees co neste foeeeune pounds... 546,878 183,194 
FLOPS Sad spinels ovis na ansinalasendenbapeoscnakstnetiscne/a aaseaienmnaney pounds 468,798 92,963 
PAT 2 clea ssintineiete ele Rab van alt dak ndbhed gethibouat xs Scaas ae ree pounds... 300 180 
EAnSeEauoilies sane ck piebaeeehscvesofce span cka@anseessakeberepseasier gallons... 3,159 30.293 
SPL USHOR HANS WT Ces ates svat clos anoa a ceetssesestwesesecoueee gallons... 71,654 ; 
Salt ices bichea ican eRbe UCL «<a. Gp RRMRia deebeenoaa ned bushels... 25,069 18,211 
SDLP USHER ES INS ol ni5 a die os ela na gah eRMpeRaaw se abhi a aas gallons... 295,695 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, tin CASKS! ) bac. .cce ces gallons... 65, 044 144,069 - 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, ).....«....... dozen... 14,658 
MUBSMAL vad» he dir Aprnicneon dh seuacmatewenee ier otaad ics. habneeds teepen spe feds ondeee eas society 3,347 

SPRTULSMECOM, MOLASSES, sseassanecuavsmeceblasinaccedccedececesscuse gallons... 79,693 28,463 
OAS OS aon sas in nad 5 o:nn cnn cman ENG Anson cinnsimmsisieiaidisinse deaemenis| iaaknieaiaihaeih hotles 2,279 

SUZ AE, | DOW asic SebRanGhK «ns nea.’ carder Netbaneiwen eevee pounds... 100,340 7,635 
SBMA GMMONC a. ccch pepo bieda miners + ow enteei bn dapaleculddewlelipe cs pounds... 416,736 "40,327 
RODE COOM iii. tsadncndanduebebestordhor ccceNeM aD ite sestentss hogsheads... 83,153 5,755,968 
TODSGCOs MAN UTACHITEDS..<.:<.4sonoesccaleecacs seenmdeea owes pounds... 3,790,310 288.973 

POUUETgr date cam arep catvauneis\oMigsebatus dg araceueauecanecn seta pounds... 13,453 
\Vood, and its products— - 

Staves and heading.....scss--seccccodssdudseccseseense thousand... ial 
HMRI PLOR AS Het Met Beaccerapeitucecsseatecotescseccces thousand... 40,956 1.969.191 
Boards, plank, and scantling.............ssscesssseeees M. feet...) 76,755 Ta al 
Prepay tia Oi emr.)  niccavinewiaperedaioanepiecrerereccescseccebwet tons... 20,247 
Dtiser nn Dee Mesgaswonvmonepsvepuowmamacesdsstesdtec ses cc de te temeetes oeressscdeccacsmcdses 249,036 
PPHEAS ANG SPATS atavasndadswesendomsesssuace coceeeMtcteeasoc denim spst len cestaneacecaseneses 32,625 
MEL Darkea OLE GV Ou gisotdaarnacesceesseecmineesverecsardossperslinocencecteteestes ter 93,609 
Ames) PAWMANCHIEATILS, «. cd caceceebeeiteestecsdealsdperes tons... 11,052 814,398 
PesUly) AAUP UUs ets ase cies oavaactacqseonakeee cess ronesescetece barrels... 41,024 483.712 
ROSIN ARAMBUTDCTING) caacusasocqessdiciescveddscccduvscccas barrels... 176,146 z 

Number 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1834. 
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‘ 

N umber ; 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
SAMI « ob sos sb dbsihepmevenssis «pr verhior anteaiceiaeeie aievinose number... 3,338 

FEB snd. 0009 dupes A vosveqes svesthucrdabeacseetetdcases cess barrels... 82,691 FS 
Bacon) ANG | RAMS iisiesaven+.-sseederoeoeres Bo Ee pounds... 1,520,638 $1,796,001 
HAGUE Hin ss ises Saks we seVenibie ode sUsupat ci Ree SeuguBB BOCs és’ 50555 pounds 9,050,342 
PMPRCHEM  CALICI .\eud. suaizn'< age sao See sabeeessahoaeaacs number 6,441 
ECL. icaaiafas spat kumeyias sauce scbeeet ates seapAssiacaats Careathes barrels 46,181 
SAU seta a aines Aciesiss sons «a0ts Melcutc naisies mca pag sessamnusis pounds 171,239 Tha ahe 
FUT Ga cs te dureeubec das s+ sedesweuieete aiesanssncunanoaeds number... 60,015 
Butter see cccese reece escesoecscccccceseccescccccseeesecess soomee pounds... 1,084, 960 120 099 

MORES a oi ha cee ONES OM «snis« hn iv knsGp MR Rien ecw esuateste pounds... 819,567 Sirs 
TEALOW CARLES: sacthpasn sir ne'ss0eh'noubiabhsutetleoeneubtet pounds... 2,950,301 : 
BOR tots sccciies Peas apie soaks acne bees ptueetpebyeubeshetbbhE pounds...| ° 4,327,602 pte e9a 
BLOTECS 204. seassanananerneun anc cue ance Jecesdsderassecoas number 2,954 , 
DEICH... .clasayoeuasnssihpites shathuwsabit,Luaneatbieeacbecite number... 1,000 aa uBe 
Leather and morocco skinS........000008. ees weesncteree rs etic CINE 11,822 
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sj aa eae Pp aeenon. 

MGT ER en. ORER ONES ss cadet ehcccatscecsenteae sacs eoscerse pounds... 257,813 
SO Utes. eeaeaCeMMANMeS PIURAL GI tas entas ceeetusekiensnabece pairs... ne $177,731 
SSA SBR aa ae PEREIRA TUT Malesia esos pairs... 134,729 
PUGS P oes aes et vada uectaas coc sen cceicceneeeueN es oon encsevne aaana number... 16,654 29,002 
RAS RTT PELE 5, ss aan dep ec ameiieee tis vin aaino\dxvaeabampewmemtatssael|cecbide ve eeens teweu 797,844 
POU sno eee UO suis ican Sekt k memeiemRenas ois soca Cee pounds... 364,674 86,803 

PG fo M IL wn's cnn cadeancneneseiapticss sasawebeahentes barrels... 25,276 41,849 
Bread stufis— 

WRGaein | COMGreremae cess oko sentees setssreensccsesdassenaaacd bushels... 303,449 203,573 
Upieiseanh: THs amuse. Jonksonecaieetvanetseecssetactesdeaserranas barrels... 149,609 491,910 
ETRE BU 5 RRR SES ETS re ery Be bushels... 36,948! 39,598 
Yi ATR Oe Se I Ree ODES Tn barrels... 835,352 4,520,781 
ae neg ENA as situnn cAtats cos eeee neces ebiieleeteteeaae barrels... 39,151 «Te 
PE OAR MCT NENG vc vo oanaeiaccaansscaat aphcaens caval sbitetiensWidardsloaleb’ | wegen vwevnsiborheneest 65 

1 SEE 2 SARE tierces... 121,886 2,122/272 
MMR CULE ON SIIP=DLERA....sncosassverneddsssscussacasaaiaas barrels... 66,309 231.7 

IARWIL, OL SHIP-BTeAG......soci disc libwerenasssasastamecnoee kegs... 25,161 ety te 
HEPLALORS Hise SAT Mack cain dicesde evee ee taraaaN essa aa eas bushels... 97,427 38,567 

aad WG COMMAS sno: washes a aesceee mea teeeeteannaesldsaanesaees ewt... 2,087 22,062 
tton— 

BGap Slants econ g oe one voc soncteeenteeiecroe tr eeencceeees pounds... 8,085,937 , 
Other Kimdsh is uc... cussteet orate eoutosscas pounds...| 376,631,970 Ge 

Cotton, piece goods— 
PALIN (Sd ANG! COLOTEG)s.....scoccseadeddececneacesas sokesachessvaseheUeea|seeslecsvnuenvsed=dae 188,619 
es Se Adee mame eines dy ae ete deste cc ae aiidcwevaeonsaseodanee eno eqacane x TRE 1,756,136 
SUNEEON ss eee neu dl ws vasa dbeassen ten aaaednae ccscedbacsubbisweve da thetel aremencs eG cenmenen se 1,061 

Twist, yarn, and thread........... SURI sie ieee a Wahicct cheers Weldarwataerawaaaaue’ndile 88,376 
SALOME TIEN META CULIPESS « cb vac de sive sisttte sea aandnscristelommacrbieionansiiasasasteiades sey ve 51,802 

MSOC pada fea Wed taste becca sasdoenonsammananeateens Viaana sss bushels... 187,468 281,990 
Flax and hemp— 

letra: THneadee 2: 4. J Me ase oul sits aceasta tWelvslesict binie wen sewieetidneraecinps 4,889 
Bags, and all other manufactures.......csseecssseecveceenarececse|socsssesscoseeesseres 6,162 

METIS CLE e. 25 tins eesedanes sensscpechscstesauereedaserscesedeetsaass pounds... 181,002 70,202 
UG eate cone coca secccs sateee nets cease cad cstateaeesecbsaaccoses aay pounds... 917,600 164,577 
ets | AEB BEC SH kc SO RRR EOE EL CCECEEDILCODRELE? SCnUERCEEEE EEL pounds... 102 148 

RDSARU CEL banctice LENS once eeceddestareceeessscetsaasd sseadadas rallons... 15,728 
SPDs OL SMUT PEM ser..sccecagcatecdocescsgretaasdveaecesases salices. 54,62 \ 42,912 
POS hemtnes Weve McameebEaas csoeelb ees eeeeeit cade dasde esas adores bushels... 89,064 54,007 
SPIPUA MOM HAIN, 5. scsnusddecustseeckssteasesas yes seks gallons... 269,046 

Beer, ale, porter, ‘and cider (in casks)............... gallons... 51,853 110,601 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider (in bottles)............... dozen... 7,976 
Vinegars. Lenina, PSN od 555 20553 sede s saUSssdedausaasd heawewowennenascadlen yr 3,805 

sia anh WIOMASSES! cco sd avesioesswisoweeeeess}s gallons... 222,852 73,827 
GLASSES pal uw icuee's Uv daes suites vebelenid ccc cess sa vabclleveshueslse'shl|copabeesevewebeen, eve 5,934 

Sugar, brOWM! ...c.sccctessesscseses SE COCR ELE GU CCCEEEECECEEEE pounds... 108,087 6,461 
Supar, retinedssisseissesaysssvccddssssseatsnessdacsasedatecsaaies pounds... 2,355, 754 219,153 
WPODRECOs. sess. sésbasseasadeaceeiscwdudsdteadies dsdoesaadedoede hogsheads... 87,979 6,595,305 
Tobacco, "manudaeturedswewsieraedsedsssssesssssesedwes pounds... 3,956,579 é 

Snel... 1 RRA co. Te ERO cetene pounds... 57,826 n2Both9 
Wood, and its products— 

Staves and: Meade yideces css sesh sali scans cake thousand... 29,797 ) | 
pel svtitss (ecm ees ss Cen r eM) ft (Saar ere thousand... 37,917 1,901.62 
Boards, plank, and scantling............sccccsseseseeee M. feet... 69,996 0 LGAs 
Hewn timber 2.0 0.280. cdats eR cs tee todees tons... 20,383 
Other lumber Phe hs. Fi. pect UA cavern encosrrreas a eousltesaeedMetueds teens 192,098 
Masts and) Sparedssssees...peeeumesmnenabadssass313sbidd8378 244 sda ddd davecddededcidcesess 22,457 
Oak bark, iand/other Gye.) ROU wisiascaesscasesteebascarceassa[edecsddedsetidee seve 71,747 
ASHES, pOt ANG POHNN! si... ised MOUMU Us van sseve sede twne tons... 6,481 557,500 
Parisind pitchiss eae Jesstecdeeve BE os UE EEE EEE barrels... 49,792) 25.3 
Rosin and turpentine.......ccossestesssvssevsesseseesssDArrels... 172,391 § aapaeee 
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ARTICLES. 

Animals and their products— 

I Number 
!and quantitiés. 

reens 
PROGS .. sc sSeaotetet ens <csesimansbebgsevesestensensscosanns number... | 3,930 
POrk......ucevececescecccccseenoonsonsaseeseecreesccsesccccons barrels... 61,827 
Bacon and Hams...........scssscscsscsevcecsccoesesesceces pounds 1,492,027 
PHGEO Swe ceewcenaredevew cuccacsasaponadaomsdengeaccassesdenesans pounds 10,637,490 
Horned cattle.............scoerssascsestevcrcsscseccevecses number 7,348 
FACOL. <<a ceceaebbasstcosssecestevensencenevEe en srserepapep,rrecere barrels 38,028 
TAILOW......tecccsoccecceescescenstseeccevcescsrecsecccsacc css pounds 491,412 
FUG GS «cfs cdic stews oceans scuagatnblensennsnnanosescccesoee number 41,495 
EU eee ee EE ee ee rene pounds 684,624 
WH EESC, . dinate icenlssionwinnanne SenanhBASAaedanssenepsanczcinece pounds 887,000 
Tallow Candles........ccscccecsessresscrrersrereccserences pounds 2,503,883 
OAD sis ceveceilues thes cuccaveconanauldinecepcenevcsceesencesses pounds 3,708,101 f |. 
ELOLSES.i sy dv thbatein tess 0sscas caapdnitaadepaeaiancnss.assense« number 3,616 
MMU] ©8 cos os oe So pate ae dos cee cco ennadgn@iBiabaenanacsnesaceecosse number 1,100 
heather sMOroCeO: SKINS, vccnpennnacontssosscncesqseccissnacdeswes|ooacesacecscuacesaecs 
Wiener. c. seadtenpeavccsesscsescncdegnsarassracvacsareespescss pounds 355,274 
SOO tA ives degeash ss fdeee seta ssc scqcielashahake sss celedss sv itsvesnes pairs 5,692 
PSLOGEE e Sdaash | sakes spb eb Na: » Gvaep Sqobpea abe dines tasatowsenentepee pairs... 129,781 
ASHLCED iss scuangenosaepeanse enh es serresssecedersesccessasesseas« number... 19,145 
POCA MALLS ancnpepsiepsosccaismaprssrascnstoaduesoncyschegadeepcras0| tds os tnecuheeunets sre 
AVY cialis dak eebUe tacee dna sancecctedstuesansagnehs> esdsleseelnn pounds... 375,061 

AS DIES dene Swiss phan dancers ciapacneppesinenesssnennsosbofiippp price d .>.barrels... 9,745 
Bread stuffs— : 

EIST CONTACT  aacannscinssia pasiadopedsnasaccandess see bushels... 755,781 
AAT WHOA ada snaddiaceaccnsessnedesaessecrasosuacnsensnps barrels 166,782 
IVIRCHIA Seamer on cre cansbanas Use repsaepaesoacersssreiepoosesas bushels 47,762 
LOUD ace iscivsgadvacsasnncnencntiadasenappasde vena bans sceorssse -barrels... 779,396 
Rye meal........ccescccescecccerscssnscssccsscsecsssscooees barrels... 30,854 
Biye, Oats, S:6....00,c..cesecsvcensecsecsaccreccrcccnsseseensencercansracee ahi ee Gah 
Bite. .vccsMilitdapoagrs>ss00sebstansaanabeasmieass Secs nevs’ eres DIET CGS ey 110,851 
Biscuit, or ship-bread........scsesesscoscssceceeeceeeoeces barrels... 59,013 
Biscuit, or ship-bread.........scercecescseccereecncesereeeees kegs... 36,447 
Pata OCH. cateaetatines as easswucapsapeeradudeascccandaddssasse bushels... 83,823 

Cables and GCOPGAGE..5.5..:0.0..-cnscacvaccsresseceesnassasesceasesas ewt... 2,530 
Cotton— 

Sea liglariletcta ss 2-5: -oacoccine eae Recsesavedsstienatuasawd pounds... 1,752,736 
Other Kinds..........ccceseseccsesccscacessesesccseesedsaess pounds...| 379,606,256 

Cotton, piece goods — ! 
Printed and Colored...........scceccssesesvscesscesascsacsscssopesssnnls sas Pescucxepesens 
White... d-c0cs POOLED. c ond cuceppantceeend (ieasasesaacsecsasusbaddasassaletesaqenancaeeonee as 
(Nam keen Socetvp capsechesnseses'enspeatannte’s santa caseseseececdeceecssveees|acsenessrnuceisaciense 
Mwist, yarn, And thread....,,..cccccccocsereccrcccscorssescctescnsces|sescsescessasepeseaes 
All otherfmanmnsaciures. ..2.., cup scemeennsnds mens oo tusmn caasssece inci] <ssv ssbb phe oeunyineiten 

WIAXSCCG.........ccdecesccescscccescscenneeesessessasseesovsoscseoes bushels 228,863 
Flax and hemp— 

Wloth and: threads. +: 3. ncceus ekoamaapatddares cc Sbsarezeemoeey tees ye de ceicayucapaaaa vad 
Bags and all other mamufactures....:...scsssesccscscrescoccosess|esescasessesseoesess 

AGINREIR EO. Winn seSctreca acces nseechueeees piemeeesesstanas cucneninaeced pounds 308,020 
VAODRevoncecss sbtocsten chistes sees sedan smancsenschaperetyapaasssP sabes pounds 625, 684. 
WGITIOL. cc cpdeesarigarseacess apes cueangunsons ssebshecsanpohopnesserrs pounds 1,031 
WNMSEOA (Oils eonercee sat ensnnnsncaorncarecmaacasehetachaaanenesanes gallons 2,370 
Spirits of turpentine........... Rate waaeanccneaassaenad sai sie seis gallons 81,837 

Tea usc cau tk cmeReEMe Rt wos 0'sasleve se nacegbbesaes hiss tecet sesh et set bushels... 126,230 
Dpwits from |G palieeecss.0-veseecmayes Soptoeomarcee sc Raat: gallons... 264,857 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks,).........++ gallons... rs 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles,).............dozen... 12,541 

| Valuation. 

$1,776,732 

638,761 

164,809 

534,467 

285,028 
11,847 

224,722 

36,566 
759,953 
93,919 
20,959 

588,276 
629,389 
51,406 

4,394,777 
129,140 
96,478 

2,210,331 
221,699 
41,543 
11,686 

64,961, 302 

397,412 
2,355,202 

400 
97,808 
1,859 

451,886 

795 
1,575 

94,960 
90,720 
1,060 

47,728 
46,483 

134,823 
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Number 
ARTICLES: and quantities. 

, 

RIE COTY dc Jn ealnaan ee ne dodacte nc nesaanaseess Pe Ce 
PULLS ATOM MNGIBSSER Ai. cules .opececndcidecesecsencssesnenesse gallons... 

US a eh a a aan Sa cld naman anannsnsiaite| nse namsiat'spacace seas 
SUSE, DOW Re. ccc. eveseeee con oro coadiaia wos cnaacaqnal pounds... 102,431 
aed TEE LUCA” ac neiahccis'oin sca’ o's ahinemeeHandenanencaaseaenyaqsauas pounds... 768,075 
MIS RCD os. sloicsinsletatts salt sons. ones nosepen eeacanenakeeanesleaiels hogsheads... 94,353 
MIGIHECOS FMAM MIACEUTEM .....1.c.ccackoucereataeecseccdresdedeas pounds 3,817,854 

BL ee Lt aR. sustanyans pounds... 36,471 
Wood and its products— 

PPAVES SMG MOCAAIN GE. 5. cccieidvcvccss cs cccue'slewecddsletees thousand... 57,636 
RTM LOSar. cee seces -onscsusseannencsansceansnnnlcapteninnns thousand... 39,288 
Boards, plank; and scantling. 2...) .sccsssssssessecass M. feet... 153,671 
PPS W WAL PLM UM etovenr a cocen sida det tenannascoananaussnce son iresinetrthe tons... at 
MEPL RM Clot scs css verse cc snncctes ack choho hohe hae Ps EGAPER DE SPP ADee | bh bhlehMacin pkeERniad 
ISSA AUGINS PALS ss cc-c.scshogessrczerncs seeepe soos nad kane sme sDbieen petenichAltemaes hepa 
Mai Dar in ANOTHER OY C.hccsauscsuos shee esboadnnypalsnseiempiieeniebieneal po pinapouwmanpabinahs 
PASUEAS PPE AHA PEAT ..ccuetercses-tesccseccdecceddsdsddatazad tons... 6,448 
smi putCitass eca-iascusasasareretewssopusddsssiccdsdaaa barrels... 51, 248 

170, 282 LOSI AIC CUPPED. vendcscccsacsecses siccdddddcscdacess barrels... 

443 

Valuation. 

$4,540 
158,544 

1,963 
8,526 

62,293 
8,250,577 

357,611 

2,635,056 

247,032 
29,437 
73,877 

571,591 
567,566 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1836. 
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ARTICLES. 

Animals and their products— 

Number 
and ed 

ESPs sop seseeceee op « iva = huban ny aebaee ies es sckscenss sess number.. 1,231 
OP Si oct eee eee Osta son cbcbeeibiaaMenead dadscddea dicese'es barrels.. 22) 550 
A COMs MIRC AROMA ood. sess ums eonten tes cctivadcsctaciises ve sleus pounds... a 398, 475 
A aches se aeeetete s s'salee ob op abe shec Mea seyeaésesacin aces pomnee: 6, 493, 878 
OTM! GAH Se. vs. sccccsgsdsseeee see tasscdddddecdseeeecs number.. 4, 683 
BSOCheveskap atid eastaecnscsesspsbetsseveceaisbandésecsaccsdecsaee barrels.. 50,226 
Rea OWs 2 3-Peeeetee aes Ms avce sbi Saveabiaptta sstiiveceddssscede pounds... 443, 765 
TATGES (5... Seb atune seteih ofc te rebae a to eeFauadds ceive sie seces'eass number.. 39, 379 
Iter sotege nee a5 «2 PRR Ce adverse ddseedoece e's «a pounds... 361, 395 
GHECRO sags We dsiesececet Meena? sagidd ss sesehes ede sekedee pounds... 486, 234 
AMO WCAG eS eashhvunhanedddddddasdecduyddsddeecse cee pounds... a 2 75, 943 
[OBS 35 he Ho st oor Reena be ac Oe Ip ennE cE CCACOCE IOBELEET asc 2,796, 110 t 

MI OTSES fh Sawaag tes sacks asaeterssbestnecessasedeuedecesasese number.. 4, 553 
Males... -bue teenies cs « «onde veut ele values eve sats number.. 875 i 
Heather and) morocco. Slims chests tetas sescsssesceoscencomcsavssesealssace Pees 
DUNO Astor eats ho enn gs SESE Ras cues cwenncss #0 pounds.. : 337,335 
LETC FS RRS SCRA 7 CRORE One MORE REDE oc Co icr OS ECE CBOE Ep EP REE eee pairs.. 3,563 
SHOES adda cactus duccnesncsccdes huedeiracstsicvassesscsccteccsy pairs... 51,440 
MGCP s onde. sees pistons ox ssdecetteseenate ssc catesconssowese number.. 6,342 
Skins GING AAS RM Masse cn dnscteesae de sad alisscs sete soass'cdeedue (ce loa seavatawstmccencdee 
IW 21X20 de oosenes peoe sous a sees eeMMME ERs aes sciccsstosiece pounds a 311,807 

PLES ac o.s > doe ded atavisisen» sev sRRMMUMIR MEG nase 282050 s500086s barrels.. 22,235 
Bread stuffs— 

Rerdisn. COLUNE. deaebuss oss. vei MRE eMIE lca sosnesos cece bushels.. 124,791 
Midian  wicallvde. ssgee e600 edencde mat ee sla siete sae scen seme barrels.. 140, 917 
Meat. bss scaebiede hh cedesennk aa smameeiarsert sas sv sssss anda bushels., 2,062 
Flour....... dchidecle do scuwes eu sa dus dbaitenmcuatesna'rausnaaciates barrels... 505, 400 
Rye meal........000 esenesnoases ae ee GaNiedisaed neces ...barrels... 36, 646 

Valuation. 

$1,383, 344 

699,116 

114,033 

478,310 

346,689 
21,367 

133,471 

18,548 
653, 662 
91,676 
39,668 

103,702 
621,560 

2,062 
3,572,599 

173,976 
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Number 
i shaeieanesit and quantities. 

. 

UY G5 OB: (AIGA RCRA cn vube seid evaded sao ceplesls doy Qevcereesteeeeeeeedia cater eas 
MEICE oo. 0%h seMiveace cosh ssh com ebudeete Meats Lecdiesaaesodeeess tierces... 212,983 
Biscuit or, ship-bread.s.sisaevssisssceeeevesseenwewenweeess barrels... 55,986 
Biscuit or shiprbread....,.cesrovecevesccwesussvceessvereseves kegs... 30,691 ; 
Potatoes... Aaeyere. Drieteds wet sa Patan celts vo eisresnapreree es bushels... 91,581 

Calblesiand condagese sigs ...<ki-aaivainmesertseb oss eeececceses ivardde: cwt... 525 
Cotton— 

ea Aslam a Meese sews d.Ss xaow swe haed vse ehvededsansendeudated pounds... 8,544,419 
Other Kinds. ssoedesoesso eee cosoScantdassbenersercarves sets pounds...| 415,086,888 

Cotton, piece goods— 
gpinted and coloned....'...cacstedsteredecsceougaynesecoscubabacines sea) inaaenebenecesenauais 
AWD e..2, Eset aes as.cun as tageeaeeesers Sh cdganevabebaseans cansepend] coca cadeaens sccsanes 
INAMKeON. 5, dewaubedetelsc. vos Waaecetapvenl ues she cus/ouuceerst num eeetige level cacut cbiatius Cunpannns 
Mvist, yarn, wad chreadis cescatuestecteossspeenpsessssmeness bemaenst| scecsecanecaoscer se, 
Alliother magmufgcturesins Kepsetnesgeweas’ susopieoepachschaseavanssee|ivesauaarateesdeeeees 

HIAESOGU... 2. -deceeiasteaeeepatbch bet outcuaeehise Gebabe eens sees eewene bushels... 123,926 
Flax and hemp— 

Cloth and thread.. 
Bags, and all other manufactures. rchy bad saeke et 

Giger eo ee awe neat aeeetea as aan aeth setae Ses Sebi a "pounds... 465,619 
JAQISE se devisees sebaneettienans setunsis sets PMOEMCCAcho = ssanseeareceres pounds... 207,548 
TGS Oy ceeennnvctbareyeeeeteiee sete esc ast eeeh cts naetrancse sb hace pounds... 1,065 
LADSEGO (OUsy soap awa phh. specebes «ave dace seueeaeT ete. ovspesecab rome gallons 1,785 ; 
Spirits of inrpeghne seh trt so eens Has es ask kode PEE eee en gallons... 84,261 
Salt... Retbab eases on cobs weearepekte a he) tonne TLS ELS. a 49,917 
Spirits from grain. Peuuevnite < cos sa Acres enaeeniess aantaosstanns ... gallons... 180,965 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )........ +++ gallons... 79,758 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, gost bottles 8). suprise are dozen... 15,593 
Vinegar... eee reas ac rece sect 

Spirits Deen Weapsteaaee sec ccd sh och snes papesnd dane ves "gallons... 92,228 
IMOISSSCRY Seeeeneniede-Soehbs. oebhinsesSentsncncassees polnsisesomamustanenncagl ys aioe cabeesewaenes 

SUGAT, DOWN. .vcecesevesececsccrsscesencvesssenssceedersacconcages ..-pounds.., 128,119 
SUPA UCIOCU esse ceuseneos sep peutsencpcenentsesarsnpuoan>arerse ..-pounds... 1,442,989 
TNODACEOman<. a opeabaeabessheaks.<cuabaeaeen Seeersserters hes hogsheads... 109,442 
TODSECO, MAN TMIGHUNEMS.......ccastadstedbishensccrsessposesss- POUNDS... 3,246,675 

Snuff. si MEMES cascode ROnnda. ry 
Wood, and its ‘products— 

Sia ves and Heading... ....2. tecedsenncecscsencecsacqes thousand... 23,546 
SHIMOUESE eremmaceuaha ces vcs sos cubGaekh hauls Sosaecaudeva ante» thousand... 43,604 
Boards, plank, and scantling.........ccccsecssesseeres M. feet... 16,950 
Hewntimberssieussesc. sre: § dif oh MB SRMGb on unasinananctnhaamincn tons... 28,744 
Other LUMPS sb srecsesst ss by nce ke acibatiaces snocteccsssatsanaacnsswansiaalbelines + seusiyeeeine 
POVESES ‘STICESDAIE: ohn. Spent sos nsnendansievenaranacsanasethainsas Adem ME. dlp dyaaee Moa: 
Gale bark: Bn OGHBT IOV O disdain in dnascivsignan saan nenne a aanancnvedalesnrslives yd aseheees 
Ashes, pot and pearl........++. 2792 BNA et tons... 6,003 
4 Nieigpeh etc > oy (0c: PS eee R ERS 7 BASEL E ocr eaten aitanmann barrels... 49,433 
Rosin and turpentine..........00. Pepashee ee beeesacnaee barrels... 216,418 i 

_ 

Valuation. 

$80,492 
2,548,750 

244,760, 
43,630 
8,502 

71,284,925 

256,625 
1,950,795 

637 
32,765 
14,912 

250,192 

6,720 
7,385 

211,405 
25,886 
1,020 

51,910 
31,943 

117,032 

3,634 
34,721 

851 
12,342 

165,648 
10,058,640 

435,464 

2,153,623 

195,188 
22,106 
68,758 

723,606 
912,376 
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Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
Umted States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1837. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

ARTICLES. € 

Animals and their products— 
8 Benoa Jour pa eC RBBR EEE. ACE ace eee eee number 1,110) 
POPS ee sae ks eae ee sis 00s 5 oseewunbneanandad Qusesuacesadsact barrels 24,583 
Eee a) Sta OAM iss en'e edidclematianisttNd ica yosieacaaeaad pounds... 965,935 
AE Gb Kos: S0 seReaen aed sah. os sbaneeuaMtccttpadvadeseneeratees pounds... 6,388,174 | 
TLORMCS Col eure Oeael. dace. cadseveteersataasasasaantieuens number... 3,237 
Reruns vahcs Seren aauain cs cascaceaacbasisessstseosayconspceess mess barrels... 231076 | 
PREM UO Woes peter nce dsirininaclois dua oln Mune qexioesdad’s Rou salldadsaaddes pounds... 168,795 
PAMADR a ote dedee terns adsondecsseactueassasesqaaaesadadesee number... 112/096 | 
RUMIED 0) PR teas one some nsbs tele Q¥s pocanaseeasceanaasens pounds 281,939 
CER CONC) J ore mrma gsi aad iso a% sash evaeenaanmawadeceaceeerecen pounds 411,338 
PNG Wy CAMOMES Le Li5 250i sap abesnamesamene voceebeussaiees pounds 1,606,424 

Paeesaetl Uetenisalutisieliass |< as daaeementnce yeu vertues seesect pounds 2,208,497 
Renee eter evealcatedawetatvereoesetoerosncscodecrsceteoe number 5,022 
UMM Seatestetek osuhaskibs ssurhinastse eee stentht ieee eeleteas let assets number 764 f 
eather aid MoroccoO-SkiMS:seiscciieeaveabeis esac cdedessousetecwewtlesavoner.covadereten. 
NUGHEDER ok Siatseeens Meta stes Jk lvetiee SMURAN ea ddbes eeadives pounds 202,006 
RG OTS sg perce nthe ontleveuplessqieuuenidnnes tna utbn cs ckyns sven. pairs 2,388 
RSHORS Ncecap atatigaaskatth casts aleseeiereearuoseuekenatey canes pairs... 62,286 
PMCE Ueda Md atedescscecsraessrthtene a eauisuecacnueestt number... 3,460 
Skins) AMA HIS, Mies cscs tech Uae Mee cardetedes dea daclscccesvacvaca|kieaietsecweeec hoes 
WW dcv ce aswctueveselncsedsensepavetedvadetressceveevesverses pounds... 311,202 

PAN DLCS eae tanide «sc seecet pants pads «ce ges ae ob ava caeetedale sv'clveledo''s barrels... 20,594 
Bread stutis— 

ilnelitcyay COTE ry Adee reaps veo es's doeadsaseeebaeaneeenementn axes bushels 151,276 
Mica a Tnleerl sacttsataneascdanutovddoomouetecedewsemeauca raed: barrels 159,435 
Coty. st aP Ee Gece. con se cc gees eee ey ae tog saeinioee's bushels 17,303 
WOT GUT een dek Pee gas Wee vvak scctnunteeiin ketecatsnioie onloawilsielesass barrels... 318,719 
IES pe EMEHIN- 8 ts 2G aaitvek uo aan'n'c Saheb neeiedp banakdesedavegeeszes barrels... 28,323 
fray OWS, RON Giarn ceee neh vs o~ cdacuttabBaeia tb asiesicNewnsniins@ies suclevvelselelds|'ste4aaysue scenes sees 

ROC aeiroin not sh dee Ratcews'ss ss ose chtae senuntdsceigate Uisiasie/aceeae'a/abs tierces 106,084 
BiSeurt, (OF SHIPSOVEAC: ......Jcceonnceheweet<qveceteverss barrels... 43,308 
BISGUAG, OLPSUMMSONGAC. 5... bic Mhisesemopaiele dein cen rele ets kegs... 17,606 
POtetbo eae ere spep ncaa ss suc ses eneeeee es cacepame pass bushels... 100,703 

Cablesiamd cord agergceaad.. «.cc.-doaccteaptoattuncdedcvpesrssstaeds cewt... 1,260 
Cotton— 

PPUUERLEATI OR erat athe tsa cnies « sg daleplenanin cas she osves sisson. pounds... 5,286,971 
Obiter: kin Ga Ree Mad csaas ssa de thse seiteleve cries de ssieene pounds 438,924,566 

Cotton, piece goods— 
FRNGEA) Aly COLOLEU cokes panne sitdatblatevnsviv'ssaesuieslewsesesecdeess|soe sans wa vctateateas 
WU LG isc Nubisnabsiswowsnaper rmeemcundwadacaiesiecicadarcsics'ecseevedtanaaeaclt Gentes sacs emneiee en 
VHIMICOGT V2 MURS a sca os\s «et eR ana dcdawedacysesq ces coneasemds sal mancacadcecstameete 
LISE, VALE BMG HITeA Cl .\. pataen nadee miselowinnioe/ivieprensrliteaulgeae tal bite ~a\oo/sb'ahiaanene sen 
AM OLHEL MAA BUMAEMUT ES, «sepa euRmeaE yess vc udace'sowssiesiedictdcwneeis|sasvouscaeervaresiee 

Files GG dues. se. to toecesa stone cn: se cedse Boek CER OEBEE OPE EEEEE bushels... 33,147 
Flax and hemp— 

Cigehvan ita ree EAD os. ia REA d hc cicnssaschdeadoagakutades|orescaassevscnnasuard 
Bees, ard Pal oun ery aN Ui CUUMe Memes ss scscaseesscassacaunneade[ocsacscasacccsenacdas 

GIPSON dade saat oxneidana daistsaaWas secede Menomena aes Hecoss soe pounds... 215,007 
FAS Fah tase sca aan samen games on ce ote mine Repo tig ea csaeecacsess pounds... 1,096,428 
Earseedioil.....2.:.Reeasaternan« Lense bi ne cscincssaagee gallons... 4,660 
Spirits of turpentine...............seeeee EEE ane no ssn onense gallons... 112,602 
DRiatncsksso +0003 sesh cepedbeidvesaeve'd aageianaERRaeane rs +ans --...-bushels... 99,133 
SPUMTcom grainy: Wbsiocsacsossseee Pee si cnscvccpes sede gallons... 231,957 

" Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, ).........++++ gallons... saan | 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )............. dozen...| », 17,653 
Wiles eat tb ude tea viaaasdct ean ae Odes ans .esaannhansinaasiaWalys sobs shidaasbasqanese 

Spirits from molasses.........seeeeeeeeeees ees nie aie gallons... 141,556 
Molasses..... MN PRP er ace dees cess whdese sexes Danese SN aMMEaal Sses-cses nd ashe nenetes 

Number 
and quantities. Valuation. 

$1,299,796 

- 585,146 

96,176 

393,031 

368,094 
21,316 

114,553 

16,852 
651,908 
91,168 
40,990 

147,982 
763,652 
27,206 

2,987,269 
165,457 
80,785 

2,309,279 
244,992 
53,630 
15,327 

63,240,102 

549,801 
2,043,115 

1,815 
61,702 

175,040 
50,553 

18,422 
29,898 

109,398 
89,705 
59,726 
58,472 

145,519 

4,313 
53,513 
4,171 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Wumber. = : 
ARTICLES. jand quantities. | Valuation. 

SNE a INGE 6. besussarensannorp BCL qcinacacheese> ous esau se pounds... 306,602 $22,668 
FUSE TERME M 5:0. c5e serene eokometsectnccessseaseee cos 2@....pounds...| 1,844,167 215,728 
POU ADCOt.< ce ach cecerasece cee aeee ter ceeeaeesnecteenet ese ceueee hogsheads... 100,232 5,795,647 
Tobacco; MamMuUlAaculredaaieasccsssctepencrasycctssoceevesckpence pounds... 3,615,591 427.836 

MUNUh. « see0 oth weranuameeuieboetenteaaescncdess-+-cscccnsemtees pounds... 40,883 , 
Wood and its products— : 

Staves and heading s..........0c. cc. etssecsessccuense thousand... 20,880 
RIM OR sesepeete ewer cevaecetcrececessevtccsesccdceees thousand... 42,108 2.333.663 
Boards, plank, and scantling.........sseseeeeeee vebvesenteateeti. 88,721 er 
Hewn tiitWerecrr-tsecss-cvccevccecveteet srccusccvesteuassaseoues tons... 17,187 
Reger VITPIMEN n vax ots vases sc eetseteeeeeternseckunceepeteces Ferrer erty | peaecocn Soa wee 251,083 
(Masts BU Rpt teens +s -sove spe trecccera ce cow teaeewtateewsveeededereaes/urese dogateescceeees 30,654 
Wak-—arle And GUner AYO. go rctasceasvecrssnucedcdeccdencvecedeuerdcclts cose tecebacaacseese 96,443 
Ashes, pot awl perEl<.... 5 js costes cues iueeteeee eee tons... 6,565 731,596 
Pair Anil Pr Wslirece ccc¥a tess ochesvecetertestcccreccteceecvdedds barrels... 42,303 823.410 
Rosin and turpentine .............. cock hace beac barrels... 216,624 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the, 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1838. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

ARTICLES. psn , Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
HOGS..cee.ssssesssececeseccecssscoerecsscsccccsssovecsseeneees preetcesaty. : 366 
POT IC eo -depcocsstdstuvevvecestnccasarvvessatsssucvevistuovessee arrels... 31,356 
Bacon and hams.......cccccsesseeseceeeeseeeeseeeeeerees pounds... 1,194,890 1 bys 
TATE... sc chess ssaies cds scscddecevkesteisssnassevnsbovenss eect pounds... 7,209,478 
Horned cattle.........sscccccsersecescescencessccecsseweees prot 2,826 
Beef .......csseeseeseseees doasedecaed doseudenvcced soseseusoveses arrels... 23,491 i 
TT AIO W cok echetuadanesssesesccscechtacghewenssascatsoscceaccte pounds... 363,036 i sae 
BIMGGS ..dvcasadecbucccurssseccsccnevcuscevetvcscsssvestoucesss inl 56,762 
HRTELUED kchadedshaccratcccscccccnassdecacepuvacecuvevesdpreneess pounds... 495,108 
MEARE ia ck tech cuecteushdacnicecueatesecaneucrepcosapessbauveens pounds... 664,660 148,19} 
Tallow Candles........cccesccccsssresecscessevsnsescnsan ence pounds... 1,820,145 513.721 
SOap...cccccccseseseeeensesceenesceeaacecensceeaeecsesnnaeecees omer 3,105,714 : 
VERITON, WE con datasan cada coktyd-cbabianescsoseneheees secdemuas number... 4,418 

Mules........cccescecsecececevevscsccnecsscscccessceccees seeeee UME... 409 IM,620 
Leather and morocco SKINS........ceeecreceseeceesereeeeseeeneeeseslens ei 28.071 
Mies Hers. wcpwa ek ievew chee Venctccdddedsvadevandsduceecweswsies pounds... 172,958 3 
Bats .,s doaceeupente ties Pega esse eee eens, eee TS pairs... 8,131 132,476 

Shoes.....ccccscceseseesccsscceescceccevascncsensscesssceseeeeeens pairs 7 79,105 
Sheep......ccscscccccseceeeneeceeceeeneseceecsesseesenenes .+.-number...! 6,698 20,462 
Skins and fUrs........ecssecscseceecerseeecseoeseesescoeesesesees sce Sedactascass tas sacetanaees 633,945 
WAX... .cesesccecscesceseceescesceaseoevecerseeweceseres seoeeee pOUNGS...: 241,819 67,181 

Apples..........csceseseceseesesevees sadd Suvdececcceecenceveovessns barrels...’ 20,157 41,121 
Bread stuffs— 

TmGian COTM...........ccccesccssssccccssccsseseccsscveevcees bushels.../ 172,321 141,992 
Indian meal..........sssecsesceseceescnsseneseseescneteens ..-barrels...| 171,843 722,399 
W henitccdcescsetaerecve-ccocsanesposccccacuencotswusttcses »+»-- bushels... 6,291 8,125 
TOUT... cc dneren es tarts We ccs. scaweces teeta ns seeskeeagavetess barrels...) 448,161 3,603,299 
Rye Meal...cscesccecesesessceseceens Stesoweus wade Vacevavads barrels...) 22,864 |- 110,792 

Rye, Oats, &C....ccseeeeceeeeseeseseeeesees panivesbsunns waves bavnananasiceldevonseuscacesubensee 4 94,533 
RiCe-....Jnae ndoeoaetes. fs >saensndeaaeee Hecchawesuvi cbanbe sates .tierces...| 71,048 1,721,819 
Biscuit, or Ship-bread........sssescseessceeseeneseeseeeeeDATElS,.4i 49,566 263.686 
Biscuit, or ship-bread........cscsceseessensersecasseverereeeKOBSens| 21,633 3 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number é 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

BRGtAtOCSs,.ttesdusveuacdusosscepsiobaaenracces oc ec bushels... 118,627 $56,898 
Palesand COrdALE....<..0..c..secseccoccsescescsceccoe.ccesecessens cwt... 1,814 21,547 
Cotton— 

RICCI UBIEITE ea eterna aay eowotepastecuyasessveseaes sévesesPOUNGS... 7,286,340 
GT Ailes Sl ile, MOD “upounds,..| 588,665,957 f|  ©12286:811 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed, and colored.........s<se-soseccnessess ee eWertteeeu Beasts peticasecaghecssnsetacees 252,044 
White.......... eae e.-, Sdinee eeMer cael it coahiscecnetRU Re Re li decisions izasotis Suge Sagaaa 
PNERUKCCME Etec iindiiesccesaredeselvaenssescecdeccecbuescuspooceweccteueeQaleneerastnscceneeas és 6,01 
Mwist, yarn, and thread...............sscscese sha eetousccbschaatacn ch [emeeweddenkdaenaccacs 168,021 
PAU OUST MANMACUUINES. seeces<sodesiescusssecdbacevureucsovdscdecerne|see Wear oese dees svi 82,543 

PUIG fas dad n ete p ccs sedsdecn canatgecdaNsccsceesccusecsesnetscs bushels... 35,651 55,954 
Flax and hemp— , 

HOLM ATMUGATEM CY oc .> nes sepegsrneccudgcesceendsevorceabushsth rene sbar|=secseed sesasdgascan 1,244 
Bags and all other manufactures ........ssssecerereees yreeeaccees|oreccnseecceseeeesees 2,146 

MRE re dare vccc nacht cues seston cidesdeeddscweresssavses tect pounds... 69,187 36,622 
bas Peo custetutecdeccssiedcevascuvecavercdascereevesdevensevevues nanees ma ee 
WORN Ietddattpghists se sete lees to aan se -raguencdaunaswecechast seas can pounds... 
PAUSCH OUST a cacaneaenocterercccdusrdcce cuesaes cb assenessecsitens gallons... 5,604) 94.295 
Spirits of turpentine.............e0e0 dad deoaedveve seuenetw rst gallons... 225,231 f ; 
RSet tan sas de cesnemtndd-ocasapSibrceccevsosecasecd¥ddedenes bushels... 114,155 67,707 
SUMS HEOUL PUAIE, ysausacrosseteseteesstcocecskccotwsstsencs cod gallons... 226,962 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, ).........++4 gallons... 108,897 165,316 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )............. dozen... 24,211 
WE PAT cars sctecace wets scih cocbevevceWsdoeidrddedidevdevendtedemeeniedvey fate phases oclaonions 5,241 

PIPINMIS MOM MOISSKOSI 62,6 o-oo cedcerscacemivendasssdsddvoceds gallons... 249,356 99,473 
SME HESCSc.cendestet sen, «soWsnets vr esceaccnesteeecséstasscteeeess etveteere|ued Sardeeeeceetacesas 6,626 

SERRE AA GMETD 5 hans npg nannnns nn aplokcbsnaacccalaehassldtiy side pounds... 408,802 30,487 
RIPE APENCUMCMS adsrnccsteroossscganabiec reveue rs cecuseieawnseoatles pounds... 2,610,649 249,671 
SCTIOMRCOipe o's ocean Gaeatute cub sSacanstguecearteums seessse subse hogsheads... 100,593 7,392,029 
foe apm BS Ak Kauaaqucdcedineugichincss acs savskeaseses as go Pa 517,420 

FAC cls Satu'gs'cs nowge castsosqebsscentacsanecdledcecsevdaveceds pounds... : 
Wood, and its products— 

tae ait (HCAGING \.v.verdsecocccntsmecesaastarsevsese thousand... 24,177 
DO BMMPIOS! Dis iedd dy dececlcescce secon dcadsutwoes. oodeedzedvs thousand... 36,007 2.102.053 
Boards, plank, and scantling .........csesessecseeeevese M. feet... 87,217 “aad 
leon tb DaRes ssaneesesecscers steve a staassreceecveuwevebvibeniee tons... 21,238 
Pb Lher Meets some t tcc seeds dudocd ccancdeccacasdisvetoacsoeceecnscctanfocccocscrmrcee ee: 267,134 
IMeLS LS VAUMUR DAS acts okie dedigacstecadsscasdicaccasuseasdedeductues| vassacoedcesusen teeth 36,150 
AK UANE MANGGOLMENGC YC, casccaucnscasetescctoddeacecosctnes sreetecuer|ocdosvecbacnaanice cps 161,694 
BRANES) TOL WIG PORT st cceshe- asbadessescscccccasaceenbesncoses tons... 7,745 710,342 
eats N10) Ottis Meseetaeeemeemecets ae beleannisasestusedess++s ok tue barrels... 33,629 703.394 
ROSIN: ANG FUT PEN MEAs naadeonscastensssecesacessecveous barrels... 245,860 i 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30th, 1839. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

Animals anu their products— 
MLORS. .. 254: Sout Wiese se cgcce RARE NIWNa es «0466s aseoses number... 
BAIDU 55: edcwo bale bee ds «sas veces eEMU URE TREN Mad sui dove tledavee barrels... 5 
Bacon and hams..........sscssees led eeaeteaw es siacsecodeu pounds $1, 777,23C 
tt oo ee oe eM err res , Suybednieridire yea aseicanes pounds 
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STA TEMENT—Continued. 

Number " 
ARRPCUES: and quantities. Valuation. 

PROPS CHUTER NA, 0. peas nnakochabtannpyiegeer: 6 ...number... V5") 
TS (cl Sea $e ot Ae Spee es 9 TO eRe etn barrels... 16,189 
DAT Wabash oasis heen obsw pe igs aa a rtee taidlcccudduaduaen d pounds... 118,037 $371,646 
FAG OS a. «.<akce eeaeeeeeadesiss's has daedbebaeech cass cnincayutelens number... 33,852 
BUTLEL.. ...2 ips seen aeeee + «panes hisradsiieseresses eeu Menees pounds 424,609 
CITECSE: Cec cansneeaeeMteee sess she us racteouav eden lll soueeeuas pounds 519,017 127,550 
Tallow candles...... Par Seecaraasereccebetocessesecasperaeae pounds 1,310,008 
GBae s/o. useeMcecndla! AenccddcceccestosayeeseeusnesaceeeeeO Os 3,322,049 453,471 

PEOUSES, AM aMEMMEM Ee Ccacasesaaannrepersceeneneraseeeprossceas! number 3,168 
PE a 35) See leaadamscxompoaanvecanncronesanaseaecsneeer number 882 —- 
eather and {sMoreceo, SKINS) ..<-ascenssanssncadeaceseseesecnensecstes 6s Po eR 12,952 
WRGATHOD: «26a dievatiene.'-onas¢danageMnbetinacacuchesscness pounds... 336,350 
NEGUS ac Seale oienalaepeacies ses igesepvapbecweeelse reesecven descr pairs... 9,283 173, 859 
ESHOCS:.; «i deh wasuhannsaiteradeer tase Ie abanneagneestanehnerneaeks pairs... 73,587 
ROCGD: 3- sceancn ent aan tease neh iva datansen an geN hans ran c>sices number 6,084 15,960 
OS ATLART UE MA eet. sey ocr ocheMGebUn Toe, sebpes ts testes at chaesteeel os cues ecbebrelssetes.s 732,087 
WS: 5. 22d. epee epmianewwnecs - tetaaemtent pistes tame aie eapsyaa pounds... 236,520 68,961 

Apples...........04 We irisics caskets sn peeshRee Mevena sas iacsandstebe barrels... 23,470 50,875 
Bread stuffs— 

ANGisN COR Eset: .:.. cosseudieWNEENeadepanansyenesse bushels... 162,306 141,095 
MGI AN WG) Seeaisahahsaassa sodved hidelaraacacsienasstacnspsy barrels... 165,672 658,421 
WET. LE ROS, ac bs heretnblgaverdttaaditers bushels 96,325 144,191 
UTILS. s's Unk Reem sereteetes ens os anna haute eaia sean eubeccdenas barrels... 923,151 6,925,170 
IRV G6 WEG. Secbcekenahasss''stoep spshisbesphiaeuanvacasndenemee barrels... 29,458 145,448 
FRI Sy GAEL BEG 2 oc cidaninaisnn th dentees appesaisensce netinnnt eta kanads a0: fsnaintues uae ee eee 72,050 
RECO ss. vans cop eee Ea wa es've b dowadhgucel Mebleceomey xe. 7am tierces... 93,320 2,460,198 
Biscuit, or Ship-bread.....c.rcccccesersereeees fis eon scenes barrels... 68,824 349.871 
BISCUIt, OF ISHIP=DECAG |...) caves deuetccsionscswenesnaneres kegs... 41,178 ‘ 
PPOCALOGS..5 cectucliehue nano ov eclepa tele Hardatas webb ve he'seseree bushels... 96,569 57,536 

CET At COTASB ENEMA <. .. 0000 dpoadhed oephai ene dened consecoues ewt... 2,237 25,899 
Cotton— : 

Sea Island ....ccsccscescseccceveese ephidbBiasuessactssesssne pounds... 5,107,404 
Other Kinds. i. Wed secesesscecsasessees Gbzcosteeccvoncet ...-pounds...| 408,516,808 a 

Cotton, piece goods— t 
Printed and colored..........sseese REC aiibaseslopboveteweceonsie scecen|ovbseke sas barcebanees 412,661 
White. (ck 5 PRONG Ssh scenes PRI sous backs piv eck engine dae 2,525,301 
NemIGen: seemteaeneasanvecss cchegs Sueetnssenapessoasiteedgdiedyeacsuivasisee| bvesevNewe'e'ls daweuteud 1,492 
FLQRISE, YAMA POTCAC,, .eccacencccnses <svacagovattivddsdecesdssoacs.|vveeevsurseeossdvpaes 17,465 
AGT OLMeL MAMEACIITES: .h.dopsapmocncarccrscesinssccodsdeheacediecscalenssweace ese hardeners 18,114 

TRA SG ries. «is daseicsenanieonns tebe dee acenyarceessaeuasakechsnehc bushels... 66,781 161,896 
Flax and hemp— 
Cloth and) tireaaewer . is. ....2eszeeeeeaewsed avaivee eee Jaisekeve'wn'e'es «wl edlae DORN ES oscssnios’ 2,010 
Bags, and) allotherimanufactunesyacyevevcwess-soncceesescnwcss oclus| sp ecsweemauneneniscieas 2,047 

GDEGE Daw scious tedadsbablatess savucodvevasceesernnecmamecamane s+. pounds... 319,564 118,904 
TiGiectacesakc sec csescvdrcdeccirvsdadctoerecestanetienaceo eee treeeet pounds... 747,164 72,425 
GIRERCA TOI scat catapeeeakestrn sees ss cetsteocewtetecdsarsecced ese gallons... mid 48 45% 
Spirits of turpentine........... PR ea ee cr Seer gallons... 178,248 ing 
PET rete. tg Sarche teueNctsie ns Seyuaswers <oaaneemsine sae eolnkae tae bushels... 264,337 64,272 
SMMBUEN PION SAIN Ne wldyccnncpoecnchwcuecesrscvosedcdccs cles gallons... 164,845 y 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )..........00. gallons... 161,166 142,085 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles i) es'cavenneenet dozen... 18,798 
Vinegar ee kat hd te es A foe Oe Gee US pans Mia shedvantaeeiaevens 3,745 

Spirits from molasses...cs....scssssssesssessesesssscssssesseees gallons 463,760 183,446 
Pi 2)? et Si ee siicie eat wv edaltela WOW sre c DONO EAS UE eon bes vewee ; 3,438 

Sith WEG ee ttines nner s tad ev sescesMedaccuensecuwieees pounds... 387,203 28,722 
Sugar, refined....... Eebeacearcud@asactusccterrstes dccadesdesseera pounds... 4,782,723 521,117 
"TODACUGt.;..+sc5 cece seetetawet oot 2s prukwebsbeee eee veovoveecom@s HOGSHERGS... 78,995 9,832, 943 
Tobacco, manufactnred Piteccaas pcssudeeans Pusccbesusbes sees. pounds. oes 4,214,943 616.312 
CO TOMER: CRE 5 PNR ... pounds... 42,467 . 

t 



COMMERCIAL STATISTICS. 449 

STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

Wood and its products— e 
Staves and heading...........sesscccccesseee Bi vtaictss thousand...| © 51,182 
PERU LOS Fe. Ue ARTI e 251i as ovade Deideabinehssos oe cscs thousand... 37,569 2 270.603 
Boards, plank, and scantling..........0-ssssseceseeeees M. feet... 84,630 ia 
Hewn timber............. She RaO MUM EEMEIe « c'akaciesecaesuevtete tons... a 
pPeReEMLIETH DUI tea cKeR sc acs agutieeURPeManaEets soasssccceisahassteteectass las s¥verasssssocedokk 327,687 
MPI LT Mi teeters 0 so. Jat yi eae uacte Nemesia nse sziasss SMa acaey|l ae dase ted assecessusine 37,122 
KGale- aris aT dy OUNEN C76 !12.5-..ndaancMMieeos cavecs soe seen ster sensedelanvaccks cones se sdehos 309,696 
PN SHES NOU Gy PEAT! os .teee decesindMacstwcessesorsecsicaesees tons...’ 6,052 620,369 
etapa Gees ses eseccccatsy sevewatascuessWeascacevesedss barrels... 61,584 688.800 
PVOSID! ANG CUMPENTING.... shes votecerssnecersecacksccycess barrels... 197,267 2 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the jiscal year, ending September 30, 1840. 
{Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

Animals and their products— ‘ 
PAGES 2. toa kotetenoewa st seve dc davetheod Mae diusera+s nessa number 4,854 
EON ccc Aon wtseereeessiecssseshete Speeds esata now's dtas barrels 66,281 
ACO TATUM WATS aodos aoe sods meadptaeracstracusansssauds pounds.. 1,643,397 $1,894,894 
Lard ..... spobeesces ocoaaooee maweseebudesernobeb oh vegan pounds.. 7,418, 847 
Horned cattle... +... Laduseaaumaveat cueasicudaeanaks number... 4,259 
BCOhege cases Pad cuWaedde es ss csc oenamsesdrccusiuuregercss nance ste barrels... 19,681 623.275 
STRRIIA I, 8.0 oe sSieiseaecht us . chives TMG AWilasnvenndcceknens pounds... 273,946 mre 
EPIL CS nec « cb snctivpwetican ux te weebebevasctuhh heath es essaaesonenes number... 112,500 
PEMUREGT f. outer tateddedvadavevavadedsdevedceasdtceuseddyovesessss pounds... 1,177,639 ) 
DN Se aes atsee asl direst Dh eiginba ddan inners padsatedion pounds... "723,217 210,748 ; 
URBULONY: CATIGIES. fiinnecs sasscauspasdacesmeutemeneaciewralelsairs pounds... 1,710,454 451.998 
BGA isc scpecteancecmstas snacsan gathataeenceds Caxauanskaaieaies ELS 3,335,641 ’ 
IOTSES MG teresa neces qos cnceacch Atnot pene an aol avletecatwayees number... 2,759 
PURINE None Vite easMentuete ie wosesyiads sveeds sarvavascgacavenacees number 872 226,320 
eeUO Gt cS US SHOEI GEO SIS, ©, J athisceactnninasicesessescescencnsasseclnacdencacesacenctense 19,557 

_Leather....... Been eeetaencsean seeder tacts casnpnetearssceass pounds. 534,187 
BOOS vo. iccescesscocesasatins dacnelees “SaCBISG I poss pRBeo ss ends pairs... 13,342 214,360 
NOES. ssa c seer eves seaeeer't SOOM ssh ahovnsihh on» ae anadeasiens pairs. 63,380 
Sheep...... ae ne Pen ieh ceteMendyiddiews custcnseessaces number... 14,558 - 30,698 
Skins and furs........ Ms eM LEr stinD ESTs ts ode aed <4adeoae es tensa bacececes ads casmaanty 1,237,789 
WAX oe scis cet evaisenssen cs sedeaes Shanes Bintas\osicaderaess soa pounds... 207,623 59,685 

AIPPleSie assesses Saatvepmanp te asee oa've dn sa daueaceeeserseecasceseaers barrels... 23,396 55,131 
Bread stuffs— 

Indian ‘Corres 6852.2... dbeetaes WabaUet ics cccuasenscucse bushels... 574,279 338,333 
Indian’ meal! itt. -....-...ds008 anppeaest °C barrels... 206,063 705,183 
WHHGSi ve scssuctttersesio-c=cese>saceuanes BaBwensiessecaccuses ti bushels... 1,720,860 1,635,483 
POUDUIT ne otesccmececcsssa---> sol esret rete sesessenccencesceces barrels... 1,897,501 10,143,615 
TRV ABNOR i. scrote Riese sc: tact edmeates cose cael cud aes barrels... 53,218 170,931 
Rye, oats, &c....... bo ops 0» oasssteNaeeMMas daeicnscvesanacencasecasssacan| asses Hae Se Sane 113,392 
RIGO: 350: ees bapee petits vesn. 3 meombeiam RUMMans occa ceoccusqan tierces... 101,660 1,942,076 
Biscuit, or ship-bread...........+000. SeeM ee seavsccessescce barrels... 106,276 428.988 
Biscuit, or ship-bread......... aoeart nee Pep iieat ass sc sc csencene kegs... 40,767 ee 
POU LOGS. «ide dtedseaapenabe eked oh) 6 bushels... 123,549 54,524 

Cables and cordage............ sieanlaeet PERM M ES dace sno nicisia<asieias CWitese. 3,552 43,510 

aes laatia a Island......... ee clase ot Uo netameaRmen erat sees ses cee: pounds... 8,779,669 
ORDER TINS, .......cesasceratvorcnee vonessscsnaneecvect esses POUNGR..» 735,161,392 65,810.201 

29 



$50 AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 

STATEMENT—Conceluded. 

— 

Number 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Sotton, piece goods— i 
Primted and :COVOCEC sc decee eran ere bade eae aa eae e TAN e ei eeeat esse $398,977 
Shae oe hae Mtoe Gop US Se anit ramen trey erro MARTA S 2,925,257 
INGNKEENS aint vars saps eascs oem mipaumeaiess vas askane’s Labbe cna acsaen es DEAE ORE ea 1,200 
Twist, yarn, and thredd...........ccccsscocscscsscasscccscorovswscascepicssescosasees aeriees t 31,445 
All other ManufAactures.......ceccccssecsccsccces sees abbogsugdesbeespescusaeedndsdacdty, 192,728 

FHEXSGGO |... 522 -uanueteanee er aerratas eats seccemee Sete eonenene seoeee bushels... 76,970 120,000 
Flax and hemp— g 

Cloth an@thread...........sccccresescoesscescosseves eeeeanee Resta eneels sbisaetideccsiaiiies 7,114 
Bags and all other manufactures.......sessesesccsseescesesseeeesertors penewpeveuretent te 1,128 

CGNHISEROD. cs tcccessocts dese sddcosnensosunapaveodaionesiansbaseanscsss pounds... 46,581 22,728 
PAO ston sos otal vscacenenseposhetnpibascenadnesocsssepcassessasse pounds 82,086 11,235 
NOMI Org os niens waepicigeiienninotas ot cennnatine paereebrern aaa pounds... 209 209 
TAS CES Oil. <c.5 sc ceaccenearaeersseasdpabeecroesssas. ae causpessoe’ gallons... 3,968 ; 63.348 
Spirits Of turPentine’,......00-rssroscccenreccccasecersercnceseane gallons... 162,309 ; 
SSHiy eck «Seencmene dubienecs sce <beenairmanes paied np oben cw seiene ene bushels... 92,145 42,246 
SDPIELtS TOM PLAIN snssesecssnonssnersenmceccocccnssnecsccssspeces gallons... 192,327 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks,).......ceeeee. gallons... 105,159 128,330 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, }.........++++ dozen... 12,613 
VIDOR AE terns natipecadane onsdunn's doSpasacuncnsscnspasnetnnscnccsnessitibnsssel oes sae aes'enenss staves 6,401 

SPN POM MMOLE Cee oc sty deses:npacherveseraevqrers afta vase ce gallons... 832,210 283,707 
MOLASSES: Seah eseches vesecns Wcevsinantaeceesccmmapenase st thece sons saeek deabepempactee stra sv 9,775" 

BUMBLE, LOM DG ee ee aces steeds ces oenasnacaccurseneceucnarsseanscs pounds... 769,908 45,940 
Disa, LOMMCGixs veuces cosacscsecdaperanncccccevacvlceccecerseres pounds...f 10,741,648 1,214,658 
MODRCCO Di diac denna dacs stelswesstetoniesscresnend Srenaneet tee hogsheads... 119,484 9,883,957 
Tobacco, manufactired(...08::. cp .stecrdseeseanapncentensen tes pounds... 6,787,165 813.671 Fy 671 

Snufl.e sass febse een ganse\ « enneee Sede ns occhaoncn tenes -.. pounds... 37,132 
Wood, and its products— 

Staves! Mey MCAGMBE. Pie, wsesmetarencteresrnarstyee thousand... 28,136 
PUN DLCE Nee earttehenssdch<vaan sane essesas ne Wee a tals thousand... 31,359 301 049 
Boards, plank, an@ scantling..... Ric gexectstursreseceee M. feet... 83,075 aie 
PFs wot SUPA Ol eeeeeeae sed. occecaseeesbhicctataseccrsacssecsss ene tons... 12,484 

 Mther Lumber. ....4.)...00..csctesssconscchesvecsscessesepecsoobessaaveclessscvacrsessorannann 270,935 
® Masts and Spars..........-.scecsneecccecenccnrccscscsscncsscscscoscacccbesscnscoseccsscesess 29,049 

A)GK=VarkeAMOOUMET CY E..c crneescdsensngeaeassscennceccuaseessnnssanlepsos>e>ssnntnbie ante 229,510 
(AG eRP ORM PCHTIC, pseacnecteseupevactissnshssssboassisecs tons... 5 oie 533,193 
AI AIRC "PAUL Clie, terebodn arceete «peciaateD Ac etriacaasasesesss barrels... 44,655 |. 602.529 
BoOsin Ang PITpen tine. 152... a seecepecerssrecccccceorss esse barrels... gy 215,121 iF 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and vaiuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1841. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

ARTICLES. 

POP Sbeceehers scresseeseneee pmedv<cncepar Eoeenstee “Since suas number 
POV. 1iaeesenc cs 00 cte WRAEMciwetcces Babee cee eee ....-Darrels 
Bacon and. Hams... Ques. sseseccoseceeenens pais as pounds... 
Tard) | cece .snev nabs! LN dats MBRescsess- DOBRUS:.¢ 
Horned cattle............00. et eee loweksice Sea number 
TRB chee tare Retekels vee vedcameeeaas’ pee Reet Ars. Datedeee barrels 
Tallow....... aie kai an aby seeeereneneeeeaseneeeeeenes .+..-pounds 
ESR sch ste pare Pee ey tot seve Cutie takibions saaoe svapnensanees TED EL oes 

Number 

and quantities. | Valuation. 

7,901 
133,290 

2,794,517 
10,597,654] | 2,621,537 

7,861 
56,537 

980,027 
45,898 904,918 
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STA TEMENT—Continued. 

Number 2 ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

IBILEE fauds Some eey sata suyemedueteoseylsanoerssaotbesandcapa's pounds...| $3,785,993 
PRTCCL Coaumener en cease «neniacchsuaemuMeeesees o's dis adindo casas ana pounds... uF 148,471 $504,815 
allows CANPles roa. scsceckissseeeeesstbasosseeassnensantess pounds... 2,145,845 494.577 
pcan i ste Mestalla dy bina Males «» Pencaxes oopakt pounds...} 3,414,122 als 
PUB E Ree sas wen eehindas vada banyscwadasancadsiand lester ve tapacer number... 2,930 
BR Dc ecttatin i otielee av ane chistes autanteehoiscasyysesccoseeiae number... 1,418 Et a 
PreaIMEL ABARTROTOCCO SKINS cveasepeceaio-s-.00secadcteeeemiarccescas[ecestssecercercinteace 38,689 
MU CHIUDIGRAN ataat sic SAWGUS sshivaduy Haleie'dNGs 4s eaveeurecuars te pounds 390,655 
BESO OU a aR ics ond liacmainigs she diee'sdaviec ededasinddivgasasees CoN pairs... 0 193,583 
PM GU Sep iret Uti inva dau sectcncse ct ostncaveauscnodcaseenccarctees pairs... 83,853 
NEEM. sree vacans SecRNtnd tyetie ra siessdatus to idlceaeie wes number... 14,639 35,767 
SIO UG Tes Lio a eels beading aa) soviw e's voa erica tenssseuobes st oben culekassussreeediee ness 993,262 
YPaINaa ee cute cscwsdecefonamtacaagencesssevcanemeeeresenes pounds... 254,088 74,120 

JL NESEE RCD at dre ee OOEEEEC EERE ere sofas Fasdioddensventeere seuss barrels... 25,216 48,396 
Bread stuffs— 

inn AIRCON ES dete seoss ont. acdaneee vas ee Bawaude svc sesyaun eee bushels... 535,727 312,954 
BML ARC ey cavecslaahGhs-cnedsncagerssersaveceesecucecs barrels... 232,284 682,457 

PAPHOS ie its atiG Jacl slasboonnmnadsnestseeassvcancssctc succes bushels 868,585 882,881 
ME ER Ree NEI e, 5, cua ecastartla en aatiovaesszeqnaeaars barrels 1,515,817 1,759,646 
RVC INGO ays oienece deem eT conacatesenessactvessescesasees barrels... 44,031 138,505 
UV Cs OMLS WCE ns. We os s atte erent kta aiincs uae sicseasepmamanonestnacceulccet met torecounisaces 159,893 

LCE Ee apermranetateysridscdacuavscdectees ss ocssecsyceneda secs tierces... 101,617 2,010,107 
BiSCUlt OSHIP OLCAM v ves sugeevessllessesessacapsexssose tes barrels... 103,995 378.041 
BISCULE | OPSHI-DLCAGs 5 sssveebopvdeesivatoocsesvescceeyssveess kegs... 39,410 : 
Potatoes........- ica vicshantelua ae Warde oeeaeddsues sk \aepicos bushels... 136,095 64,402 

Catlew and Corda Pens as .vavsxaechtel ecu assssspaswescesenscoseeses cwt 2,805 31,582 
Cotton— rl ' 

Sea Island....... Sicrdvsoseauee Sane dedesatersies as edacaqsauyas pounds... 6,237,424 
Other KIM: ss. .scc0+e des Wee eeeduneaddaie sana clemoias Berne pounds...{ 523,966,676 oe ett 

Cotton, piece goods— 
PTI Led p HIN Gs COOLED <. sausnadeeeauceege donesentosGsdengudaussnnusenel ansccaenesanaeton Bias 450,503 
MTGE AGU NOTIN... Goede Peedi cccanscdecssadcareraanet ree lacleovacert noeansutears 2,324,839 
PRWAs tee yeiMa ae LAT CAG ven teudeledecensleceesencesmabeacsanedauetassjsa[ouslisina ts sicagete +a 43,503 
UIE GUA CITA NILA. C HITCRD unk echeseeeice desonaewiacnas anes tencduesanteinse[sscsqacnteesessn ce sce 303,701 

MUR POSCCOL utees eingsss Siesrdcss auneeaNadecasnscsicassasecesanaqeas bushels... 32,243 50,781 
Flax and hemp— 

Clothraa dimen ts r.: «<< cetvateabeanses sae anaecsWendcscscueressonpasaie palscs scat pear eHS Was 2,764 
Bags and all other manufactures Sines eessetevnseaanassindsssesesdaclensnsnsasecncsy cules s. 10,636 

GUS OU OMe adaeaeestnies ese de vecsriesteldMacecpendsaesessinaaps pounds... 640,967 437,245 
TTOUAYS. \ospeeceaenes Raataaeaeseddns deddaeaeai acces sactiaentan seaaise pounds... 176,619 28,823 
MGEVES CORD OlG 7 ctemitne doeWa voices ones e daw estabv a va\nossevads ovseineeeian gallons... 10,072 52.162 
SPS OF TIE MEN TING es aura gauie leaked oneeocslnasstemasindslennes gallons... 107,640 a 
SE RS eS Ree eee oa sda cvaetaseesavercsesionce=s bushels... 215,084 62,765 
DPMS {rau Pras serdease es watsaeeseeceLevsencdess2sescencues gallons... 328,791 97,150 

Beer, ale, porter, and ager G@miicasks)...5452.0. <0: gallons... 106,017 59.133 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider (in EAE paentans ersenu0QZEN.<, 19; 763 ¢ , 
WARMED AD, Mecttgabsenscc. dan cteceePeeaec acdsee chsccconcsadarcannnantenrcal| ssactscncabheeaseecs 12,957 

Spirits from molasses..........006+ “ok gallons... 1,281,142 371,294 
NEG LASS GSwete such iat in si Cee aalep Mga edidas dba Uae ss ssncis Sanaesaaeiseadn liga aecqnseaneceenucies 7,999 

Sagan, LONI voveeedse ss sca cosvesteees BoE URMMaeadccanase enna pounds... 312,864 23,837 
DUCA, TEHMe Ms duapeeesaesab seco sMaebMebncaracittne .senesc'canss pounds...| 13,435,084 1,348,974 
TOMACCO.<piuereeeeaatesaddass eawald fon SESE SARE hogsheads... 147,828 12,576,703 
Tobacco, manufactured......+» MMCe Aaa mancitnceenaisianan pounds... 7,503,644 873.877 

ERs BA a na RO” Gee eensieees Bases vane snaiee pounds... 68,553 2 
Wood and its products— 

Staves and heading............... Pica. aaa daeetateines thousand... 42,507 
FS) aed (Ea sy CARR 7 thousand... 37,759 2.549.812 
Boards, Plank,’ And SCANT G  veicscccsdecveversseces M. feet... 93,049 1 ne 
Hewn timber........... sbawaudeomeasees Puusicasesscacavanguemaods tons... 61,249 
Other lumber.........00000 Coe 2 SERRA i 1a. SEO IR nS 266,175 
Masts and spars.........+ Uubirabhwldpiselionlsishisieebiawsie ov sie'aialapinimotoinnapeaeanlbeveS\ors sejipitins sale alent 58,991 
Dak-bark and Other Cy Giinivd massaseneerenssceyenaadegpaaasoe as ann[rnddentaniingear yaned 153,519 



452 AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 

STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number | 
ARTICLES. eye ion. and tec Valust oP 

Dehes, pot mm pearl.. scree Maser vpsss cdecrcnevarey tons... 5,565 $573,026 
Pair ain Dh UCM ao ns nas «a davtben tae tmadacnassiatcessoaanas barrels... 77,019 684.514 
ROSIN: ana GUT PU tBS... escseeedse det sec cwescecesvesends. barrels... 244,846 Mane 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending September 30, 1842. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number : 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Animals, and their products— 
EIOOSS. Jap svesesatumes sac sbs rt ipvecueueusishomusves Susseeaadanass ee 5,564 
POY Kucthat anapeternds soe vancapsbeunvecnrad edadvandadsnannadeedys arrels... 180,032 
Bacon Bd Maris s,.......dicsccorservessssddiauee Sweeter pounds... 2,518,841 $2,629,408 
Digird Wo Aungesteenee nade caraievd conceuisedddddddddcdadgeued sone pounds.,.} 20,102,397 
HIOPNed CATT Es. c.cscsessuspeverteurvocs ecbeeuoebationnpebnne number... 9,887 
Beef, cag vactcseegect cnecbes cupecttc seeded Kc seveullsulcadl beaicaalutiat barrels... 48,581 
Tallow........ Su ipneeterctcsbeos'csebotheeesh cceesss mE EEE pounds... 7,038,092 in i 
PTIUOS ct Wepthtiaceseercascchwecaeeves Uetiets eee Ae number... 58,187 
PSWUtGlckecup sec sanpechases pup atncces sree FS eee ce pounds... 2,055,133 
HOGS IG. we ceattancnsvay dsale cates acvenseadtasesdss oases canes pounds... 2,456,607 i Eooen 
Ta OWA CES ts ovat ah tarh dl cbiewsavpwelvchs seek swascionine cs pounds... 1,981,602 485.128 
OID ceateinedes datnaneniaaainis Kageayadut xpudescecaddrices'ssin pounds... 3,854,836 ’ 
EIOTBES Aaeacncessstac setts a Whee spebtpcucesbsseonauechuls oie xp'ene number 2,964 
Miles wont diesccccsiacdguessceasssy RS RUNG SNSRNRbenes sgenp number 1,503 aga, 66% 
Toepther AMGMMOROCCO SEUNG tistcdadeediscadcesatavecocsoondeaecbee|eoeuennayaasesensesn: 22,502 
TiC RIUHET ce oat levels ee diwwen'slahipcsphslecneisnens/li'ces 6 ous ne pounds 363,693 
OOS eowcunstaress enor cb accnseenhercossGveswesahockpevwcsacnckuans pairs... 4,615 168,925 
ShOesicetta sates de scevsesas seve watncethesceckseahevsweececcsassken pairs... 89,525 
Ge Des aime eeeick snsiwlcvves seeuvueleds Pocus bp eS ie ws cwceksowdsnpis number... 19,557 38,892 
Skins i, he ties. SFT SRSA RANE ERENCES Mer Me AEE Tt 598,487 
AVistISs aa Salenss oa nitenianleee abbey bev ee ctiaad ture cele iliatwaicin'y wens pounds... 331,856 103,626 

INDICT. <0 dono sean tan iteamuabanldnsalseucedtgnve ceasialelesiastenon einai barrels... uy 239 _ 32;245 
Bread stuffs — 

POCA CORN Te rchtecs snes dldsodds Ve verpobshsbouemeosianaesnan bushels... 600, 308 345,150 
JindiamimMealisssssccaceaqagess ovroorscwen sey Woectsesced eee banrelsie. 209, 199 617,817 
Wheat.s.3ec.ceersatsaned Pads teewahtaaes evedcafowentonterter bushels...] 817,958 916, 616 
LOUIE Sch ane caecmenebene top a duphitnnvene UWoetemsencetasoaucses barrels... 1,283,602 1, 315, 356 
RVG THCAllaaee Enea es. von seanasbmanckthe dovinveesnssaacene seis barrels... 34,190 124, 396 
BUY) Gated state co putatdetoicav dude conveuecnesceebabaaiesdaeals ryeeccasaseeresn sane 175,082 
Rice..a..855 Cibtatediessncteses Biksiet ase vaes'coseseswesuxmaacaed tierces... 114,617 1,907,387 
Biscuit, or ship-bread aqeeey PaMaLeUanesbeGcnsesies eSpenddass barrels... 83,594 323.759 
Biscuit, or ship-bread...... Rateh at hnseneidsesiteduacs enna kegs... 29,773 : 
Pht tie le gs... duvedkiihinn ecee cote ; ~ 194,946 85,844 

Cables and cordage..........ss0000 Waptoas cesses cliccesaaccsecoudevey e 2,589 30,457 
portage ha 

Sea Island........ F ‘ 7,254,099 
Other kinds.......... ba ie | 517,462,918 ‘ aaa 

Cotton, piece goods— ; 
Printed and colored........ Potent op vive cnevioierbucaacicbouinsphaspasclar pe voerer ae cae 385,040 
Wiltlie:bssssraceassasces cactace MEDE lekivbs dun danus@anw anes s sacasperteoereaercl sd tsss veneegeeaemaee 2,297,964 
Twist, yarn, and: threaQitigs..tc.stiscosscsvesscsccncscesew Teriaatidlvscsxess piSnaReT eee 37,325 
All other TAAMGERCHUNGIS. EET ost mndnonssedecaccunesevevaceaceieomnett L, swackbnedaveee owe 250,361 



COMMERCIAL STATISTICS. 453 

STATEMENT—Concluded. 

i ARTICLES. cfu dé. poe o Valuation. 

Flaxseed.........+. RR Sake c tes ea aia site tenes sare bushels... 18,354 $34,991 
Flax and hemp— 

TAGS; ANC AMORNER MANUTACHIPES i. n.....craccsnrercenpescccseene|eccosnnna te ssssennuse * 1,038 
AMARONE e ass atic luk ca mMAM Aes «acces case cubalsubeade ss Son scseassewaus pounds... 144,426 63,702 
INEMAE Meee ccs Giau onanidasniaaaenssecaasersetataverrecec tee tee totes pounds... 339,181 36,547 
MENDON cine sa cuban teats poate <a acu.asdessAUndatis tis ocasassae'accuente pounds... 2,200 1,042 
ECE Ol sve duewocadeccsus xc dos cctesaquateerdesosassesedenaate gallons... 4,367 24.75 
SSUES OMNI OM GIG. « eicivaaa-cvqltererssisyh puss teal caanuer nen gallons... 74,193 et 
SUMMA Cue ten ano ke ole, de cicnscataidants dies egdioes cee bushels... 110,400 39,064 
PUPGBMRTTC OUD OVAL as sac acecsersesdcaniwebserstonsshecacoesemed gallons... 193,860 * 50,708 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider (in casks)............00. gallons... 70,626 54. 674 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider (in bottles)...........004 dozen... 19,102 ? 
MMTTCDAT cc ss e5eeboGoiioscoaccadesonenspadivesvcesctescecccrenteesssarsceti ecosmaaansaeeaceemes 10,208 

RMABLESMICOMM IOLASSCS.... ocesecesthesnarccdsdencsensanecnteqacsse gallons... 998,409 247, 742 
WARHOR iti tiesy nckevwessssveatasancnseaakessacrs weaasicieosderiner cwese lite vneeny camccuevacss 19,04¢ 

UIE OGOWY se Sen erat» sobs dana susiseanens tes rperecacmerner pounds... 166,533 8,896 
MEME MCN GM Nar itis cous «Ta pgee sods. scancdcneoneaseceteesinnsans pounds... 3,430,346 291, 49¢ 
MURDER SELE , 3/80 cats donc Unk vie voge Ge se sk nedtuahivessseasce cons hogsheads... 158,710 9,540, 755 

Sr CCONNA ATUL CHULCU 5000 doesn deeptiaerasdgaeanesanescese pounds... 4,434,214 525.496 
PHM Ree kos cat daasenagdhuravemaussetesoceregevscevsenee ss pounds... 42,668 bain 

Wood and its products— 
Staves and heading.....,.....cssesscsesserssssseseeees thousand... 31,843 
ROU CLES) Meee ti ewan adeashset ctnstle ssqarotnokeevences thousand... 34,050 3903.53" 
Boards, plank, and scantling...........ssssscsesseeseees M. feet... Me | ae 
PAPUAN ATTN G Missa sa saceoc<haateontuaess6 Ssletes alee snare rons. tons...) _ 13,633 
MBB EY Ue yeeres van nsco.cbap pened satetrcenekaibesoscccoscursenseisudp oe) cldehevssite deems cote 253,931] 
MEEEIS , TUCOWS HEUBN ease mn vs cohev tea ce ae ceases MEMS ces shane ee’ ssinet ood sa eenedes|iunddias sain ay 87, 73( 
Wal bane janmdvouber Oye... ctcseepeeeneeesncponncnecasceetesscasce lense peeseceaeernuts 111,08 
PR SMES MOO DANG CAL)... decsmcstseitenqanstecassoccsnacsasws cans tons... 8,012 882,74 
pA AT MTU TOME UCPC cca ah datetedtdaetsoccscadecegseosceusess barrels... tener 743.39 
Rosin Ari TUBB TIRIC. nod sddegvenaiensacsncamocgesess barrels... 277,787 | the 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, from the 1st of October, 1842, to the 30th of June, 1843. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number ; 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

Animals and their products— D 
TO Gilet cs secbraseee seta cotice eosterenratateeaat eerie ret oeee number... 7,162 ) 
PGE Wey Naatenenapiathaaescceaeamqteecmctere caer ecreoe cee barrels... 80,310 
aACOMs ADEM TAME... we stoccanceecgcten sn etnoes vecce resect ce pounds... 2,422,067 $2,120,020 
AEC facceutsaveeeaacs=ccacescantemeaemencacccscescc le ceees pounds...| 24,534,217 
PLOL MEMS CRUE a aera. ..cch-ssceMeEnes eee ectaece scene -number... 5,181 
Becis nsde der sacstscnessedeccommmmmemnatentrnesirteseceae ose barrels... 37,812 9 
PAll ow: saves <. pS SAT SS vas . aaa es Bat. pounds... 7,489,582 aN02 040 
BI CESE vate eseeccecrsssecemencceeaeeesete chic rte te keer number.. 50,340 | 
BULL LCE q cemawedcmensphionsaeb enw Seta sv a'e oc sececsemerina pounds.. 3,408, 247 
(HECSE.. .suace mines RinoG='< ces aatasaeaneee tens scce se scteese tees pounds. 3,440,144 508,968 
allow ‘camdlen woes... sboduuertenuceaerec res eecessttherece pounds. 1,998, 35 407.105 
MIODD it vs oapee nea deewansoticeeduameemememer nel. .cocsas coeees pounds. 3,186,652 } 
TOrses... 2... gots sas nisecanadacheaaenatnmeceete overt heccessate number. 2,002 
PATICE. «.. . cans asicees ness s cea reeeren enema: Mem. ek sa number... 1,193 o Ried 
Leather and morocco SKINS..........s00scceseseeeseee ee cick Bes Lite eT 26,782 
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STATEMEN T—Concluded. 

ii ma and quantities. 

BURUDCL: cans teeter nee sistas nes cehaneesatearen Saneanshse tue abe pounds 317,560 
SOME dy heb loans canawean ues eGbbcaxelsnidwariiewensu<ecwslsssenkahs pairs... ; 
Oe. coeee cane seaaane denen nets tAehesmnctetmtaassGasrasweues te pairs... 65,499 
DEC). cccuce caererbapecnuok ea cnenectemeraccce snes ce sakene ata number... 13,609 
Skins ANG HANS. 44) bok tee waschicltcdlccccsesccscccecccegeevwes advadeveu|nebnslesabapase Mek 
IVa Xue, 5 ctla vats Maa Mapn st vets sake tan evens cides slo's alesistet pounds... 475,727 

ADDNES . cnanaeoaeancaees Peay enlace accdces oc sMMUReneeis son casseecene barrels...! 15,412 
Bread stuffs— 

nee CODD Pastas sae sive ess0b4 BS a aeaereca ere bushels... 672,608 
Indian meal......cssceeccesesscesecnesccscensscssscscccescnres barrels... 174,354 
MDG nc. etic cateds tscwuen-oasceecertnaataemtitcces.decuewertes bushels 311,685 
IPH ORIE. «5.025 Fe exaehnwaadasetesrssadeswadebenanpeiohactassbes cates barrels... 841,474 
ey @ Teal Jy Accesses seus yates eadas'semesas Saaeaecaascdcacsdedes barrels... 21,770 
ROVE, ORS QU CaumansteMevec east cauaaauces cs s'cccbosvet ecu enter steutlaseeeaeaascavert antes 

SIPRGIGE,. a5 \nuah CameBn NeW ae eee Scot pkasanmanansana ces cathe bases’ bce tierces... 106, 766 
SBISCUIt, OF SHUP-DLEMs.soocdececdutoacanascescessssceseess barrels... 96,572 
Biscuit, or ship-bread............ Mapa sc aeseesstovasoesse se? kegs... 29,351 
POTATOES vane se saan’ «econ de ante scupensenemunsca'ddvsieanasa's bushels... 144,99] 

Cables and cordage.............ccsesssee» Setaeeats ss enucebawenet bets cwt... 2,204 
Cotton 

Sea Island....... GadNasbiat anderen cccpa “Re eS pounds... 7,515,079 
Other kinds...... Ss eer peceuetaeateiees paccenedsesksnes pounds...} 784,782,027 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and colored..........sesee0 senpasdascedece sateddaascdcedsaees| ec seb ore cesese eeu tte 
IWHAISTC os SCS te abe auccsccpecadeuscs tocceatuaddnscwadaddcsddeadsccscuuwdelsboesvese seeees canes 
Twist, yarn, and thread........000. acudssiatedadssaMncraure "eudes|Saretcasehorberkisres 
AMI other manufAacturesiivi.ssccsssiesecscocccccssceue PRCT aeN ei ye sieel ses savescvccuceee utes 

PB RSCG. 5's..snscemwaven'asetuessedsbeyedeactoevuscee Recscancssseaae bushels... 35,002 
Flax and hemp— 

Bags, and all other manufactures...........cccsssccsvcssecsecevecs|seotseeseccsoossevess 
CHUDSEO DY, 5 'cncin aac save ebues svn saaapitseceapasanae=ce sebeeaee kee pounds 556,533 
HOPS ¥scecaensrcenes Lite US NAS aha aelaiciee.niah a dblanbabiscwhe<sesosne se pounds... 1,182,565 
TALE Oiae tain enclne cuasioes taanehekubs echa cushatsandopaserevesss s¢e+s POUMUS.e4 208 
Linseed oil..........0+ Schad aulni deethneldp sila ciaties ware Kelaisiaisi's > eh gallons... 4,185 
Spirita.of AUTpentMes.. Secrseecsesnssaversvsnsvecevencesensses ae gallons... 61,053 
Dalit. staiienns sos hp Med ide ne tusitecs Asia sasnanunsh an cahasse sins 2s bushels... 40,678 
DPM ALON PTH pos cacsceooedsneds cpasasadenesscasceonteeee set gallons... 89,546 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks,)...........++- gallons... 88,433 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, LM DOLEIES.,) os aseares vanes dozen... 14,182 
WHRLGDEAT «ip some secre sasomcntsupatinscissis sees ccsaesvicestesoncsvaveccsusussi¢on|sevdsvarsaecvenansees 

Spirits FLOM MOLASSES. a0. coescvoreressasserrescesasavescvace ...gallons... 491,947 
MUG DSOS cagat nsecs peas uuinayes (haves ceyoriedeniioestpiisa sens vacs neeserbecs es CReyEnen cb Bir. 

SUGAR MUO W Die csccsne sence ceasncerennvcctseevatsesasiseveresdnnys pounds... 68,563 
Sugar, refined........ Patt tne op sundinnagataun caneeeuetins of pounds... 598,884 
MODACCOIss.Clovissassssvoccees Pancaslitesseecocacteearesncen nets hogsheads... 94,454 
GO AeGO WNANTACLOUNCU, saccecsoashnshaccanseancpscenepassnossne pounds... 3,404, 252 

SODEEE: bas stake ge Ve SEM aD S ehO nee sei apie 3. Se pounds... 20,455. 
Wood, and its products— 

Staves and UGH AUIELO Sb atic de Sanaeeeaceabe cons sacesbiecse thousand... 19,765 
RSPIRETIOH 1. secivatenpavepas eons adaactennassarnanaanaccenne thousand... 20,270 
Boards, plank and scantling.....-.. BR CRs Kapa esa di cet M. feet... 49,754 

Heeworiy Tine t oy ce ccusien skapn vaca sdetesdadasnaaebnesaccn teens isms tons...; T, 230 
Other lumber...... paeaiduns CAME «caine CaacadeRadenesnes honk Oeae AMEE Meer peeks exces Wa sunscns 
Masts and spars......c.sssccseesnscses ena TER AcapepRaeescensoMibay|e1 esis ssa nlaneae tees 
Oak bark, and other dye... SIReMCna Dike omrece seaeedaradesssccesen cementless ensitses ccs sesnen 
Ashes, pot BuO Pear less seeer esse ensns Meee ateste nse srecne tons... 5,436 
Tar and pitch......... tttteeareeeeeeeseesseseeseees age ee barrels... 377,454 
Rosin and turpentine..........ssseeceees ®....barrels... 188,952 

eee aD _- 
““ ¥ 

Number 
Valuation. 

137,532 
32,825 

281,749 
454,166 
264,109 

3,763,073 
65,631 

108,640 
1,625,726 
312,232 
41,151 
22,198 

49,119,806 

358,415 
2,575,049 

326 
193,870 
123,745 

198 
29,434 

| 117,537 

3,435 
47,345 

4,650,979 
278,319 

1,026,179 

541,004 
416,357 
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Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1844. 

[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 
/ 

nn nee ee LE EEE EEISEEUESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSS Gann 

Number 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

Animals and their products— 
WAGES .woshassccussondesscessceses Borer est 9,615 
IPOD... cece qedecocttecessscees caccacecdsancecsccsesssccocseran arrels... 161,629 ee ite 

Bacon and hams........... deavees Baus aoac ccs anee pounds 3,886,976 $3,236,479 

BRIE, coded dstan swan ercovecseredne Seeaetacvciccccvercstuscre™ pounds 25,746,355 

Horned cattle.............cscscccccssscsencncrsescccescsees number 10,822 

ISEE Re vacalstecaness sos cnsssccsdtonoteensccoorssaccsnesrrscpsccs barrels 106,474 e 

PES Le. Rela AOI TA ACI pounds 9,915,366 apn! 
TOS reer cat Ue st Sessa sssusaiiecster ossoscsasseseerenssagent number 62,658 

METALL ch ioc teeeccctesesasceuevesnsaenceeccsasasaqecensse cress’ pounds 3,251,952 2 

Cheese...........+ Fees So savuchae teeeiets eeseaes censancyssas pounds... 7,343,145 158,829 

BOULOW:) GATEGUCH: canny s cocncadeacdaneucd¥ercccenscepeaeenssse pounds... 3,086,566 i 

ons PER Sai e core ee ncetercceetbakes di wack ceaee pounds... rt a 

PEILDOBEL ocr biode e2 Pes RSE DER CC ERE DOEEE EEL EE EEE EE CES number 37135 5 k 

BME NAc Sete setae: cccauecuiccnatenseersncreestesersstaecse number 2,019 sini id 

Leather and Morocco SKINS.......scsccenscececesccscevcavcceccecccces|ssecceccsseerecaee cre 39,197 

MEI re Nts cn itnadasadentersaccsesusddscss svesenes nse pounds 591,951 

IDGUES ssdecdese ceccvedcetssdevesee cuedsocceecrecstvaddecacervenes pairs 10,409 204,000 

PRIMER dine. at caspecctaess daadon Sechide is as Voueeles ve seeeeuwudte ss caay pairs 95,532 
CCD eran cetavcs cucu sbcacslansechnnvvevs chinese ecsesasss ferns number 12,980 27,824 

VRAIN TUT See eete sec rae scares cs cvonaiumaneracpaeaeteoe sie es EeeASHeReer bed ean DeaAeaaeseiccokos 742,196 

NOVO. gcaanetta nantes voce rnccessoncs cautatneMcedeieatsacerscs pounds... 963,031 278,039 

APPles.....0..cscccccccavsccasccssereccsesercncsvassconscscassecswanss barrels... 22,324 51,465 

Bread stuffs— 
UMOTAT, COL sic sevecsccessbeseacsconsccccetancessssscnneresense bushels... 825,282 404,008 

BLIGE TCHS, cnc Ge cucuaceeves deastecee s, ¢ineeasedsaceleasandak barrels 247,882 641,029 

BOICHibs oo de cea csionine neapasciensdedccandsasavaevencevesse cesexast bushels 558,917 500,400 

PNG cd Woaseuctegdersarsecadsteatescecesscce=scarseksse sete: barrels 1,438,574 6,759,488 

RVG MCA eccaconeteese sacs veces O Shascek eer cine pu scewadeteteasd barrels... 32,690 104,391 

Bye, oats, &C.....s0006 peaesc imecsueasree ses Dg ettensbeesencanteradsedelesiesvecsiontccsieaeen 133.477 

HUIGEs wee sols sskewaaune sles oe Keebechtc gececeses Retiocv ceveucesonec HOECEB ers 134,715 2,182,468 

Biscuit, or Ship-bread.......-scesececseres Ld ideopneccehemeOANNelS es 117,781 388.603 

Biscuit, or ship-bread..........csccssescescceeeeses eatiSees kegs... 41,920 ps 

PAEALOCS cases tte + Waddesudcassadweteesescstessdceceianss «s-ee-Dushels... 182,238 74,108 

Cables and COrdage......sscccesccsevescecese etuencaseinece vddedegdess OW bans 5,078 49,242 

Cotton— ‘ 
Sed) Island t-scetewesseaaene Be diyateeites esevcccruacus cece; POURGS.. 6,099,076 
Other kindS.cccsssssssseceeees TARA Spite ate pounds... eviese ons meee O0 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and colored........ mdcstaee Be specccuedaceedaat core cecesans oot] an eeaacar eosionenen ce 385 403 

WWGIIUG, cscs ed paccieten sac ondetereasaewead Be scess LpPRa Pts ree Penn EA Atnad Less test 2,298,800 

Twist, yarn, and thread......ccseccseccceccseeceeesreresenscseesecees|oescee see eee cer eee ens 44,421 

All other ManufAactures.:.,.cisccsccdcsscevsscscorssssosscotecvecsecess|essecnevsensnerenstse 170,156 

VWlaxseed.ic..sass.tessacras Boanbvesvacsevese Mie dveussaededsekecsvacus bushels... 15,206 23,749 

Flax and hemp— 
Bags and all other manufactures........ patuNaveecavccanettoonene SH RCo asonticene 311 

GISENE....-.0ccceccensr = cereersoe’ PLS es Pes Ss gan PE EAE ere pounds... 301,408 95,008 
IGP Sivdeceee legsccevocnwenvann ovosdedeweres =e) nae PS Deer pounds... 664,363 51,550 
Indigo....... eoenpolenenia tomas! RU es veelle cesses .-pounds... 2,500 1,176 
Linseed oil......... Rated toca dovecesoaas Gaeetneedddiseaddddvs seooees Gallons... 6,327 68.476 
Spirits of turpentine..........ecescceees auase seen Sankees ..... allons., 156,203 dak 

PERG e oe. oocvswun eis lasdevaney suaueotuaweswapaneibay > detscdcdésovsdsDUSHOlEan 157,529 47,755 
Spirits from grain.............. suduotdants Saieasesteaess PoE gallons... 215,719 56,697 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )......+.+.+++ gallons... 113,029 59,312 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )..............dozen... 18,990 iM 
Witlegar ....ccecss dvibeseee avbceguddvaves eeataades co atiGed ave saat ise oblaeal Rus ec iia naseameanone 8,315 

Spirits from MoOlASSS....cerevsrereesscecsceecseresseeesees LAOS... 881,325 241,604 
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STA TEMENT—Concluded. 

ARTICLES. a ecu ti ba, Valuation. 

Mo lags 08. sd histones ab-ovesvovenvsateatyerressssonnguss eakaexentasasonnsteaeeieg $3,922 
SW PA, MTOM Un ceerdumswague secreccuscnense wasnovoseravescsese ++. pounds... 12,363 
PUMA EINEd.. d..sshpkacnees avckdsrosees “Ghee quebee asscdane DOUNUS ss: 128,594 
TODA GED), ccscesorenednsesnascerasecepnen Baiseharhssossasennn .- hogsheads... 8,397,255 
Tobacco sig tanidna 0 Bit ieasdaeee Pudensapiesasace seers eenns pounds... 

ce a Re “ER © ete enn Sao pounds... fa6,600 
Vood and its bohiteaeces 

Staves and heading............0. uae aresaccusedee .-.. thousand... 23,246 
SHIN TICS SB sstens eas sce: es sapvevoar OMe eE sos csteses v.... thousand... 42,615 1.672.279 

- Boards, plank, and scantling..........cccccsseseceesesses M. feet... 92,179 ire 
TROVE UCEBEG puien sacs conenaededsemasaucwccscdddascddetepegans tons... 4,700 
MiBer Mim Ber'..2c0.¢..2..sessvevsecentnp Boenradscnse tates sisnsants Sietesletecees seinaaats scghe 326,945 
Mais and, SPATkss secdis.ovccns averse ce Monvddes <écwsatesede aatebdaed da iid wae vedpleS/eRp ya's si 23, 24 
Oak-bark and other dye.......... BUisccensseys telbs eistesnetceceses Ohio ss tap srten ae : 70,370 
ASHES, POLIANG! POAT] .......cvecdbeesacscavedssedcvecwecsevcdies tons... 18,271 1,140,848 
Var and) PROM. wsvcerssscoene Seente Wonccscr aves eesbetace barrels... 62,477 818,692 
Rosin and turpentine......... Poe seceeasst yes \ets sooeese DAITE]S... 362,668 : 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending June 30, 1845. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. ] 

ARTICLES. 

Animals, and their products— 

Number 
and quantities. 

BIBS cevtsce st Betas pase sesce cauunbedupiitedasheasharcaraxese DTD Cr as 6,384 
Pork eee meeressceeesses ses seces Ehwacehasnbeanadecoeacerrsci creat loles 161,609 . 

BACON ANE DAMAGES ce... cscuebigeamatannspppessnroracsasROLNGS 2<. 2,719,360 
GAD: . ssc ae tnemtataanssscvesteaye Seseenssonersecconscsesee POURGS-.-1,, 20,060,999 
IOUMCH. CHUTE ssrces 2.62.) sennddgadaucnanaadaceascessss ses DULEHDEN sac 5,252 
SPOOL. is Scnememertic ated casio. ovckcaaeapacemier bores sremmuscsusORERIN: sp 101,538 
Tallow .. ..- pounds 10,022,504 
Hides.... -. number 111,636 
0 GL) SR athe SOROS REEEY PEST PINE Coley MERERRETSP ORE Bete pounds 2, 5817, 489 
WMECEE cactunmecen haere aoe eee det pecs cpnecnerpararses pounds i, 941, 187 : 
MONO CAMB LES Teh, tecsscciuccccs cst cavectorexasterteeene pounds... 3, 490, 736 

MEISE S ccew Star acca detassian dans aefseeractne rn sA selec pounds... 4, 138, 313 ; 
MUOLSCS sis sb asan. Caaceendoccs cache seh cbhccuecacettcenemecrane number 3, 052 
OE ERR a AE RE ROR ER a PES aR number 3,248 ; 
Heather ALA MOTOCCO SING. .cecccccesecenspecdate-nclSaannntinsacns RE reer ne 
anther). 8.awtenitee ss thn dats tovenisbtbdes twin yon tine Samtacs pounds... hal, 122, 902 
MSIISAR sae ds ace ap cae wet vere sn ik acute honecs detente asactur atta pairs... 1, 738 
PSHORS cs cat sosbtonsscansotcestassatesancantente vateusec buses eeeed pairs... 128,828 
Sheep... auedeceneee ten soy eh cette etar’s Scho ie. Wn beR aA) 6,464 
Ral Cn chek ate ee ies «eee. beac, spwueile daeaavansee 
gi aha ek a ae ee amt eet a SF as Bedi | pounds... "814, 499 

AP DIGS escmep seta tea tevne a any'ck eee aeldachnseaecca nee barrels...| 4, 022 
Bread stuffs— . 

i bushels 840,184 
barrels 269,030 

WHat. see domans RR ERE RS. .......bushels 389,716 
seeseeeeeee DarTels...| * 1,195,230 

..-barrels... Bb ypiéll 

» +». tierces... T18, 621 

Valuation. 

$2,991,284 

1,926,809 

878, 865 

623,946 

385,488 
16,363 

328,091 

23,948 
1,248, 355 
234,794 
81,306 

411,741 
641,552 
336,779 

5,398,593 
112,908 
177,953 

2,160,456 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number ° 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

EASenit, (OF smi Mrendartteeeiaa este lens:..5..0cc Darrelg:t: 1179629 $366,294 
Biscuit, or eae snaubstepenmamncicsietli.'arwocd as OO Sr, 30,183 viet 
Potatoes. Ee eaet os enh -ecpaieraacatedaeae setts eh OUSHEIS cot 274,216 122,926 

Cables and cordage... Peacpsaudcacncsstemmantacas shah ecunecsntseC WN Utes 5,654 55,016 
Cotton— 

PEPIN IATGEg, ene: ss 00's coniescnadeaneass tebocbscesiee cose OUNUSs >. 9,389,625 eS 
MEDC RUIEAN ccnctians vecso«ecededcadaetiasecrsecesuctaesyeres POUMOS,,.() SO3, 016, 311 51,739,643 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Ptabited ANG |COMIPE .......<0cvaisence nce vosscevee PAGEL SLALBRMU ee vIb bts Sabie cutislvelceds 516,243 
eee ce a caucus kededr tbe chad ca SOUR NUT EREEIR TS DUEL TMOEL 0 ANE BRU og 2) 2,343,104 
CEO Coaceneeetnar csc a1a.c cam encesebos cet Juceunecacccaseate cvates ceca Masecatdettoacctmaas: 1,174,038 
Mare, VALI MAO OMCGAM sresrcrcccshscusesscaddccvsiece coccenate fevdce|eesceenessessantt sen 14,379 
All other mamufactUres.........ssecseseesseseeseessseeesseecseseeces [esesseces cre seeeeenes 280,164 

Flaxseed.. Bean actus can atzics sie vauaaasenseadde cdaste ste rote: DUNaIO at 178,007 er St, 918 
Flax and hemp— 

Cloth and thread... ay A PE REE ae och dc iky sl amen a eam PoC 950 
Bags, « and all other manufactures... SAAS see oc6 Cacet ec | COAG USIBOGEOOCR A ce , 13,812 

Ginseng... sft: RAURGES Sonen fs OPE OEE nn 468,530. 177,146 
Hops... “HN RE ic SR RERUNS 87. 902,072 90,341 
(RIN eS ‘SS oS cai ceneneniaas its, ofr 100 70 
Linseed "Besant Si oma 7,416 92.614 
Spirits of mee imc gas ebaenesecanenieinas oatp rie ceten SPLLONIS he 182,989 ? 
Salt... Mapiegsies sicauazdpesensicavices cat ePaleerer sOUSMELS cs 131,500 45,15] 
Spirit#from | crain . Sera 277,514 75,108 

Beer, ale, porter, ‘and cider (in ‘casks)... ieee aaa 185,033 69.582 
Beer, ale, De and cider (in bottles)...............dozen... 21,226 ; ? 
Vinegar ....:.... SE BARB H BC). SoC CCS Sa tC HE ECOUEEE PEE BEC 4 REPREEL eR ApIS See cocs 14,375 

Spirits from molasses .. Rea tenenen- yc voreemneeee lito ty, 710,612 216,118 
HESS ee Pa ags (Sets ies Sie oodndonevsamteaatatvecddcveecnsts dscceeosmernates tess 20,771 

SSG DLO Wes ucutes cetceeke ook cee ace vee vvacaucays sseeeeeeepounds... 195,985 11,107 
Sugar, refined... eases saa cunssedsedccebenesteve aaesaateo etree pounds... 1,997,992 164,662 
TODAGEO) ccnccevswencescens ss aubseueaeenasisces Rasaseddvedeieete hogsheads... 147,168 7,469,819 
Tobacco, manufactured .......ccccscssoessesee “SECA ORECOCE COE pounds... 5,3@,971 538.498 

et LE Basrescnteres mancanswateerstse senses pounds... 44,399 ’ 
Wood and its products— 

Staves and heading........... ecnnte Saneseerccsweneass thousand... 21,264 
SAMMI SICH sopecessceemceicn(sapesncaress cit Ree sats tae dates thousand... 60,918 1.953.222 
Boards, plank, and scantling........s.cscccccssseccevees M.feet... 96,673 ‘ae 
PreRVBINUITOD CL swacavaantcccenscerececnv cr capisa secs tr orccvsreeess tons... 4,590 
MMEMET [UUG ON scascrtenccedcarccstastenaiestcaserssteiecrossresareseececsselsocerteses Hees! 369,505 
ieteinss (AAG Sst aM ae mnedan caiedan'asadea te waanaue ocse0kk as cos ven sten sue eres aeseaunsaknesesta sues 28,692 
Oak bark and other dye... Wet eases soe sth en ceccterseoctcngccrerdsacdl neste romeeecestaates 70,616 
Ashes, pot and pearl.......ssscecssssesseseeesseersseterenees tons... 24,219 1,210,496 
Tar and PLLCH. remasases ss RPMs siaSoacee castes saasany aces barrels... 58,002 814.969 
Rosin and turpentine..........ssssesseeees Dadaveesdes ccd barrels... 347,683 4 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture, of the 
Umited States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1846. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. ] 

Number 4 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Animals and their products— i 
HGS o u's «0.5 onesie ebiclds aehveie oacuce = Aesnaaenentay ces + oeeeeeK: number... 7,437 
EMTs o5 =i avecncpeasver de sradseeisioneecete es caace lets ont barrels... 190,422 
Bacinyand "NAMSs.s.pasessscocdeascgundntteccneosaterccekst pounds... 3,006,630 $3, 883, 884 
PEG cisncss oveoseesl a) vse Re setaeveaseoueseranants cata pounds... 1,843,164 
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STA TEMENT—Continued. 

Number : 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

» 
TLOTMOG! CALUCp een cesovocscccccnendagsasceresdecssnesces sso number 3,101 
Beef? s.ccscncensees 14:), 223 
TalloW...cscceerseeecscaes soedeaehsinanigaccsesscccestinsMas sl pounds 10,435,696 $2,474,208 
Hides......ss00000 Eaehenaivasaieateweaterones sicces'en te selmeieuinane’s number 143,323 
Butter.,.sanceuet SPER each diveadecdosoansseccseseees «+s. pounds... 3,436,660 - 
Cheese.......<ssss Dagaeeeedatoe+sxccradwindesscs snes sececosesees POUNGS... 8,675,390 1,068,087 
Mallow \Caddlesertoccvcasc.cec «opgecndetdessvee scdeceeeuesssDOUNCS ces 3,718,714 
Ble ps ulidbeie ities <snsousn-ss aeebbane- ueseesetvseeeeespounds...| 3,161,910 Geant 
FHOTSES...cestacsecacessccccccvesvescnersescascoes sesasevesesHtIHOel ne 3,082 
IVEGRLES DS Maes ace.s-cvnosceschocusesvrccosonsvessesecenan> number... 3,020 382,382 
Leather and morocco SKINS.......0ccccsssceerenscresescesecscsans sea) sed Seeeenpeeeestaee 26,667 
UBALHOR, ac asanieesoiipeapncaceseinpnsnr senses Pains nenneacieenene pounds 1,326,251 
BOOts). 5. 46: cassidsesians fis ce wns Casta nnsidak sca scieae asa re= nee pairs 17,183 346,516 
SHOCSs ccs anadecwaasccennosesommamebecisas Ses RE SEGRE ES pairs 121,139 
SHEEP ..sccsccocccssccsccscccccrececcenssacssesseecsssssonensce number 9,254 30,308 
WOOL oc aincaceawacevowsenscetevinncoccsdennccussotoucoueses sh pounds 668,386 203,996 
BENS ANG HITBsie ences caeseny Be eS cnsla gc'd fineneiics LRMEMM ARS cece Moualedt: cet aeeee oaRh a 1,063,009 
NWidK:, au asids Crem ee sesse css iS res ose ee miatocnsacee pounds... 542,250 162,790 

Apples... .dicccecssaseccnceeoses coasdce™ Beinavenessccsssssochananes barrels... 30,903 69,253 
Bread stuffs— 

Indian corn........ Uuidvadessaccneueapssescscounecracceesses bushels... 1,826,068 1,186,663 
Indian meal......sscccccssccecccsccscesccscnssecsccccosseeers barrels 298,790 945,081 
IW ARLGAIL. Stietdnaete anna calesne um ciwies tas se Sones an pins bushels 1,613,795 1,691,975 
JOUR ss. -\cagsesbensscpsioavesnaconncass Le aseet asthe mabe sen oid barrels 2,289,476 11,668,669 
Rye Meal.....ss.sccesccsscevscessenencenssconsscsssoncees ons barrels... 38,530 138,110 
Rye, Oats, &C.....cecserersersvecvscceevees Boies coibeeeGpeptigeBnssoetse|scovessecsvcstsesenee 638, 221 

RAGE. 0). sis sccee sbccocesedevesn'sassatasniens eee ee tierces... 124,007 2,564,991 
Biscuit, or ship bread.....s.sscesssessereessereseeseeeeees barrels.. 114,792 366.688 

Biscuit, or Ship Dread.......sseseceseeeeecceseesceesenaeeees kegs.. 25,505 aed 

POtAtOES.....acsnrecvesecsccccceesengenccerereccsorencceccess bushels... 125,150 69,934 

Cables ‘and Cordage .....cssescsecececcrscserssesscceceensseeansnnses cwt. 5,860 62,775 
Cotton— : o i 

Sea Island.....c.ssecccscscocsessveseeeens ie dois suceineivabe pounds... 9,388,533 ) | 

Opherskindssiiestitscvedsos vecceccewesenvessen’ vaeeneaeh ..._pounds 538,169,522 42,767,341 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and COLE ........cssesecsceseeeesersteetcesecersvcecececces|sceeeeses ese asses ces 380,549 

We I BL odgsi edi nn vcapnigaiees 1 CITES SEER ERE 1,978,331 
Nankeen ...cssccsccsccsececececeneescececsecsseaseceeeessesoenees Seber |sieci4n/saieiiWAnmnlely ar 848,989 

Twist, yarn, and thread .......cscsereecceseeceeeeeerensees Seunasn det vote selceweemnetutases 81,813 

All other manufactures.......cscsssccsereecccecsceeeseecscescrsceeses|scnscsceeseosesan cues 255, 799 

Plaxseed......sccssecsesecceerseecessesseeesecesescesooeee debsise eae bushels... 107,959 165,438 
Flax and hemp— ud 

Cloth and thread........ccecscssecevsvccevscsesceseceeeceeees seve cence lon nian ale see aRS wera: 1,364 

Bags, and all other manufactures.....sseseecerseeeeeeeceseeneeees 10,765 

GINSENG.......ceccsecccseeeseeccerssecsnnecensevsccaearsueseecoeees pounds... 567,297 237,562 

RODS gi 55 bi oes c0 consid cenewetveewdv deeses weeds esceueedeusdusenseess pounds 287,754 41,692 

Tindigc.........csccssseceecesceesescesnescesesssserscenenseraneseaees pounds 90 90 

TANSCED Oils... oc. i i seecececeeetececcocserce tes cdassusccsvdeessavers gallons 8,656 0 159.915 

Spirits of turpentine......seseecceeceereecereeeeeeeecereaeeenes gallons 329,570 } 

Salt... Wi... cate e itched ane sesedeee veneauaawepvcdudsunss bushels... 117,627 30,520 

Spirits from Qrain.......eceeeceeeceseeeeecneeeeeeeseeerseeeeees allons 257,496 73,716 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, ).......++++ gallons 195,662 } 67.738 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )......++++++- dozen 17,350 : 

Wine Parti. slice PEPE COLL reer sr achalutitalgcipeha aig oaniaa aia iaarciewiiyuisea 17,489 

Spirits from molasses.......... I's ois rain labin'n weboweietviadiesinivee'sive gallons... 850,462 268,652 

MOLASSES ..recascongeesserossscrcereecnsaccsevececccsccescccsssonseseeeals Fi dncapetmchwenser 1,581 

Sugar, brown........ gt SES ot Re Peace sereeeess pounds... 109,295 7,235 

Sugar, refined ........... aot An ee tevussgaoniéass'swe pounds... 4,128,512 392,312 
MAR CCO tr. |. de MURR ook t= vce aces eB eNe ponents ssteus..... Hogsheads... 147,998 8,478,270 

Zobacco, manufactured...... PROG alia. civvcns «cOREMEROs ess oeecs pounds... 6,854,856 695.914 

SSHUTE oe. ecenancenten Watiss sam erence na sad eles Mideepacsaess POURS ss. 52,458 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number : 
ARTICLES. * and quantities. Valuation. 

7 | ; 

Wood, and its products— ? 
Staves and heading..........ccicccacsercersdave ... thousand... 28,800 
DHINGIES......02censvescensesescossenscsecssesagvcccencees thousand... 42,093 $2319, 443 
Boards, plank, and scantling .........ssccsssscessseeees M. feet... 100,119 ere ad 
AGRA TING CR ac cotesaste cave cot cen catceasasucccacscascascssussses tons... 6,779 
RITA IE DED ectss se oay vse s dub oc ap aeidsicgauoesesceves vers esccemmemtatacs | secens Bslediptivscaey 324,979 
Wises ta INC Sa Saya cu «és cngeinsmiplenisers+cscorsdsivass SR se Ba eicessiseotenosaniiace 21,682 
Wis Dark an GsOGher CYC. +..6...scsseessessccccnoecsceneceesanupaneuar| Saewaddacecneeashas 61,382 
PSES | POUANGSNEATL ....scduccsnacsacenssacectecscons eee tons 9,800 735,689 
Brae UCC Meee avs ose denen evsetiesadss.sssececere ...barrels... 65,805 1.085.712 
ROSY ANON CUBE C....ssanteddesadsepacecssoscesncoseas barrels... 351,914 ee ie 

od 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the jiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1847. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number 7 F 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
FEI sles do etadaahana cae ssa cacuncbosapanansnstenangnes .. number... 3,274 
AO WHe ee glint y's ceeel Soll os onainis namenceancteeaenindatndaameinnnnies barrels... 206,190 
ACG ATG MEAS. Sed. cessessneoe these See Me sicas acaonos: 3 17,921,471 $6,630,842 
Pant tece des eee cn date ahie0ss «5 sunandsauaddesachinadsaqncenss -pounds...} 37,611,161 
Pion ed catitler ys t4ess' i ...s0sancasdetdadscrseenecarianionsisien a8 3,383 
BEC x - senses toeeemeUta ss eanss cud notdelacusscnsiiawamsnennavads als 111,979 
ei EEGs, oid ARG a, atensaaneneescols w.| 11,172,975 mata ke 
PRU AGH aust cadena teen tneanonaanescateaundans phaalgaaaptoetes number... 181,394 
BNEDEU CEUs conchae cpl eaaaetacd Setawdanectdabeseancies> aE ce a 4,214,433 EMA cL 
SEED nihicie ROT ena anaes 15,637,600 Ba 4 
Walow, CAndlesices. . (oa. vdsencciesesacsoe Seas = - 3,094,985 
2) EE SEE SP RR: | 3,802,783 606,798 
IEROUBES) scat desctdnen cidwotacheveqenauesedvuancemsaasaaecanass 2,077) 5 5, 
PR NET ous ance Miu canssevcencn 2/341 ATT,BD9 
Leather and MOLOCCO SINS... ics... .ceeccccncccenncenceccesecssos|cocenseansccvcsencsce 29,856 
Leather ...... Sasa <t sncatasacincssea's Pee acuens saeacacmee aa 969,803 
BOOtS <0 .cecasccenceeetaemnnottns Reeeesaneeanacendsnas saeco HE pairs... ss} 243,816 
SSHOCS. mcs shaneee 5256 AMS Ae Mieetanenadadadeaenaussoccesed TEN 87,257 
SHEED: cosackivvverestdeee's «es MPU eset ivensasciiesccsve sme numniber... 10,533 29,100 
1 he ea ee, is lhe ee E 378,440 89,460 
SNS and Taree. a santensccnns Bid Sy ee ee ence nel ice Bone snet ee cee 747,145 
WYicixcwe dsecscedeiesccasevsdssetes Macda de setss dais eannas et pounds...|. 627,013 161,527 

JAN Oiis sa i5aiSieige s Saaemae einicieds oceuavedaeiieuenwataacucneeasanns.sce barrels... 45,300 92,961 
Bread stuffs— 

Tag UeTL | COLT. .smenae dake «cc vacepoxahsdasintaacceccensnecesces bushels...) 16,326,050 14,395,212 
Indian meal........ Bane Galdetasdeobuduecwserwonss So ceeeae barrels... 948,060 4,301,334 
Wheat... srctsgetetoneed Bats tut aan ptaedete asa ceawans .....bushels... 4,399,951 6, 049.350 
BRNO UG ot oe east sensnes aso ecss(ens eee Bees rlnaigenne'sisislaion ov.a(¥xe barrels... 4,382,496 26,133,811 
PRO TGA 2S cassia ntdennnanakdenagepmpasabeememeascasciacmenenans barrels... 48,892 225,502 
uyey Oats, Wi ssdtcenarssescentee ORs inns esissiccedue UNE SAR e reels. Soi ce'a v's 1,600,962 
DRAGS i085 .00ieh Soe careeerancisnsies Geena SONS aeenie's'an en na aiena'sisi tierces... 144,427 3,605, 896 
Biscuit, or Ship rend >, ....kassmawaaivesnccsdtaeccacnenss barrels... 160,980 556.266 
Biscuit, or ship bread........... PIN Teak asjacascuseseanaes kegs...|' 31,082 4 
Pra tGes...sdesedasbdacsssee won deneeaeds Waid ..0ceeey -.-bushels...| 164,365 109,062 

Oablesiand cordage sei8:..0..<..sasttatdetet sense casa ceteteng cand cwt...| 3,302 27,054 
Cotton— ; 

Sea Island........00 Eiveeian <ickaleee WUdte reeneecran musi pounds... 6,293,973 
Cpe MIINOS?scseconscdcoreanvevers wavelet besevenesssstesesea POUNGS. cs ora ee 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number . Ki ARTICLES. , : Ghd quantities. Valuation. 

Cotton, piece goods— tint 
Printed and colored........... Bee eeee aan scene essay osteaatent peice aan lanepiaieiae Sedeae $281,320 
Miiitey... kaha. oss SAMOS, | cshstlbiessnosebeetdinda act paeael aievesciel, > 1BYSEG,902 
VATU CODS das Ot ce eR seen vc deyieemenascn esc'e caeuavabse eka’: sh Scemesansutee itoveamenae pst a 8,794 
AIST, amity BUM MReAA!. 2. teteeerssescececdccrdadesacdsadkedonadedanseedaasdenaaenene goad 108,132 
All other Mmagafichunes:s 7... seeaasese-s ance anbaceasenmaestmraseemmae Shshbeeariewieaee pean 338,375 

WG REBEd <.-ccepen tained; dab ses eaes espe Meee eR ao ss'= en aera eee bushels... 968 1,346 
Flax and hemp— 

It AAMC. 5.0... 2 acnteeenee seacccucdccdecteaeamddsemendssacau|oaenee peoaaes eeeaes 477 
Bagsjand sllMather!manifactures. .-.. 0.0.0.0. ccssssescnssnaasbesesele cease Roteavarnesauen 5,305 

IGARE NO ceccoctes sep eek sieeve ones cd ence mera vcncwcdeeeeene ss pounds... 139,906 64,466 
TAGS Me cs uhasia tench scatebens ane ncceee Maememnetn ve nacnas peace pounds... 1,227,453 150,654 
SATOMI: ss wecs'ebnasaopansh une’ sso meqprPeoeieesr ee thicap ob enebouesynsias pounds... 25 * 10 
TAM e ed Oil. sec sasatte band savha nce pga MMe scans eon Xaincinneaats gallons 6,701 498.110 
Spirits of turpentine............006 SEER sa niseds son cinainng en's gallons 1,093,464 : 
Gulikoaas- oslaunbenssedavevors sii sssctevadsserdestsddows sttescette sss UUSHEISa ys 202,244 42,333 
Spin lis tirom, Om AIISS, <2) bs <datbeodupnee baluses -dusacances angi gallons... 202,547 _ 67,781 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, tin BEBKS, inns eas deve gallons... 215,025 68.114 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )..........++. dozen... 14,575 
SVS AM. 5 catia At ful alo wassapepau ev een aes dead sancvnnsnnnavnicnRapeennwaalicgaais italetuteutasnte 9,526 

Spiewis from WORSEN .v5 210s eicesdoos odcOvedupownaeseesnnncs gallons... 859,732 293,609 
POM SSES Ssh wach a ine meted xo AoAabpnan eater abe sepbidbhindsevesdavndtenscassrowesliene Pescara caueh dans 26,959 

SUR DLO Wiles kate ce. causes qaonathaetetearchsbonuaunonaians pounds... 388,057 25,483 
Susp Telnedt,thessscekse.c-secopennds Foren t sandatiniaeniven ces pounds... 1,539,415 124,824 
OTACCON sass seF at hte 2 does oe aedeines Bp ned this xceeb onsnsagitene hogsheads... 135,762 7,242,086 
Tobseco, mannufaetined....../.2...cteseudae..» sana pounds... 7,844,592 : 658.950 

RSET Elias -vmmale supe tbat «<0'os RR ER aaa ood ge cdeaee conenDOUNGS... 37,051 ? 
Wood and its products— i } 

REA VES ANG NEARS Jv. ..seeeswandeenue covewnwreniamney thousand... 21,206 
PUMUITIOIES. Letcamp tee as osiv'e nus alaetn Pears essa nies bens thousand... 38,147 1.849.911 
Boards, plank, and scantling .....ss.cecececseseseeeeees M. feet... 90,481 ees oy 
FIO WH TIMMDED 2 nose csassvesos sevonocsesestwoevacavererversesrway tons... 9,714 
OPH Sr LUA Rare teee soso on newvaSadubvisseeipwenrtasbicessmupaebeyrisinn anes kale waeewedade oni 342,781 
MMe sits oi Gh Saas aa scin eto «>> a derwoCpendaeaaadauindiaiayid vets dadeweits aa |bsiomowiel diebinsinleisile 23,720 
Oak-barlgian a Other Gye. .-semeodonnnasqaieensJacndexnsdeousneetnsneas|soure stasenpkermseie 95,357: 
Ashes, pot and pearl.........seeecee Bb aseusunausasencesssicd tons... 7,235 618,000 
ARG ATG UIC Die ss detain vinein als sioawrceeactseanewaaaddnesnesd eau barrels... 47,245 159.221 
Rosin and Gurpentine...;..sdvconeodsesansisnvewevies .»--barrels...|..» 312,059 hae 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1848. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number , 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

Animals, and their products— : 
HOPS) ..0-un0 er - Be MEE nine sa acain pisitys enh auaiadad dg:9' number... 4,750 
POR... cline vee ge COC ER 9 ARS Sere Danprdiaiiiastasta.naicq ORE DEL ade 248, 269 $9,003,272 
Bacon and hams,.........s..seseeeserseeceececeaneeeeseeeesPOUDAS...| 33,551,034 ho ay 
io: ep ee caesenvenseseeneeneeneeeeneneey _ Sateen pounds...| 49,625,539 
Horned cattle............ Gis -» <esbameasuney 1S | a poke ‘ ie } 
Beef... 0.2025 Seceeds «+ A SIRE « «ota Sdlciveisw wats ' 2: SRS arrels... 0 
DLO ¢. rae ccsncevowcscos MRMMeREG + cssvocccndunsnasesesess pounds...) 8,004, 235 eek 
Hides ........ anetente ess DART Coren uae ts doccatancesgenes number... 36,145 
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STATEMENT—Continued. 

Number : ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation 

PSUGHED SF svwtach cease cows ooancede RecMawiiida ace sicacanccssnaee pounds... ia 751,086 
MEO. Season ac cin asicwwihd/othabatenbnsineas es docee vuideae.< pounds... 2913, 305 $1,361,668 
Wallow CANGIES se ccesseesecdove sasecns Sewwecawevacteeceoneds pounds ie 468, 593 Q aAeS 
LT eae se 2 ns aehakinatons cuss tecien ads z 644, 031 § 670,223 
BESEROH aiteny vaste cstadeddesasapansesctsueivesdesccvsnvaeecsy number 996 
PUL CS rec te omon etna -ioecovs soeccenapi ian si ervececviecarsce odes umber 1,625 190,295 
MRCOTHET AN GGIMOTOCCO, SKINS. sutivcctasd coscssccssveces cov sAMMREMNe loc ucecevedeateececccs 16,483 
MMPAMGD Cone tcwenGs veces ss ddcvduehios svecesce sc casauceasses pounds “497, 102 
IBOOtS'.. chee Lesuamiaades aiedabtnabaep edie acd Jautacaddeeweac woe pairs 6,553 194,095 
DNOES....02.000 Bee ows nisl a ebiabinws atte sent seeite teasers pairs 130, 242 
RPHEE Ds Se catteUaceee tavcocscstieaseeeeseicdscesvoncess veers ces number 6,231 20,823 
WO]... .ssssseatensseceees eaves soddenedtGeigeesvedesvsusareeth pounds 781,102 57,497 

; 607,780 
Wax...ecccrvess Wi odhpesioins oie da vahibie vescccsaceseosnece pounds... 529,691 134,577 

Apples............. WN shtcUents kusasunsetdcsaidRincs usa voasbaesaeeds barrels... 38,719 88,944 
Bread stuffs— 

PPANCIAN COPD: sc cecceccccnes Pee TELE peecayoven bee bushels... 5,817,634 38,837,483 
Indian meal....... t snlaab'on pov PadenidleS oun Uactiaes Veo¥sdedecesie barrels... 582,339 1,807,601 
IWVILLERDewtonies cave Saeuewseeedeuseteeeneeet tiuveuseietees severe bushels 2,034,704 2,669,175 
BION ag os vas ssvedacerenvmenwintaea Mave vide vevawedacvinnnatducl barrels 2,119,393 13,194,109 
FUE MCRL, «. Lapsupeasbeto an cepwoncttes sccaeonsccerevsassuuens barrels... 41,584 174,566 
HEY OATH Ol Cra cs aceumangnswe teow ceoscosscsascteccdvaceuvcccutastioessee pebscnsti-peetenceeent 376,572 
Rpt He sow astdcsreeeaercraaecacettenngt deca eneunccreaameet Se nwaileLCeB ses 100,403 2,331,824 
Biscuit, or ship-bread............ auctor rene seevace barrels... 167,790 619.096 
BISGHIt, OT SHIPsHIeAd)... 22.08. li seedabeenasesaBuaecen scars kegs... 38,121 ; e 
PG URLO CH a ceete drat cose suceeded svesdvebRrepeebewws ae bushels... 133,170 86,274 

Gables: amd: Cor dageees.<.0+.nssevsslstddstbueetes teeters vccenscewen cwt... 2,326 29,91) 
WU Miertenes duct ys sedas awNieedeees<ssbepeeveuee coi. COCR Reece tons... 9,309 47,115 
Cotton— . : 

le ISIANG ees seca os'sssene Be ie EEE pounds... 7,724,148 
Oiler Kinds ist... sseteee hsiGennanviesseuwsivinses pounds... 806,550,283 ; GL9ee, aa 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and colored ........cs00+00 Bebkewncewses daw bBvaneisisesceinnaes steve eviceznumaeuenttees 351,169 
White ......... EulahiegiAbeansbeonhees eet AARRRE ALES ST PARR il 2 4,866,559 
ANGITICGEN teckisecceenutstiresvedommbstue es ad eveens wiovacavesenevenvsseoraviseelecosdccececcoscecscses 2,365 

- Twist, yarn, MR PR cco circesecayroretsae hae, Ua 170,633 
eal OCH er AAWUPAGHUT ES .iui.c Bets adthie oven con weseewswecaitelsecsersuswaliocsiiwwnsecsesesceeges 327,479 

Wlaxseed .....césncsedbavecdses. cdvan veotsedtve BEt. vot usowseine shied bushels... 1,017 1,584 
Flax and hemp— i 

FLGMp dus esssephcose ope ise ERUPE Es scee eCeec CeCe aebostor ccc cwt 5,085 27,657 
Foe REPS GE RN ORE RE IR lS AUSP NM ATE ea 495 
Bags and. all/other; manvsactures........sosescrcececesceressecs|ecees Secret 8G a8 6,218 

GINSENG... ..scssusaes eave Des o <ceMMMORRGDS discos edecividesee'scs des pounds 465,460 162,647 
MODS cece. s-cabveceust res senses. « cop memenapdet Pipswac robe coukbeccbes pounds 251, 016 17,671 
RCOR ed. astiseaberas nas cates idee dade ee are leila siia's's deat uctuicnalnceea'sileptvacdsbeacileadevess 75,547 
Tic0 CS) SRE BE Be BO ePR PER POE PPT CRROCE oe COLee Cr EMEC EE CEC REE pounds... 1,150 1,100 
PANHEGO Ol, \...caseeasareses sce cess sntusoreds SL At since so Se gallons... 11,066 331.404 
Spirits of turpentine........ rch gegeeeeaeiNeescat dot retains. «ci gallons... 729,500 : 
pS Uspeeeec eck ans saeereaseteescos caarurecereadstrectresadecesdes sss bushels... 219,145 73,274 
Spirits from grain........ Mess det anata tea dasdedeieoe'en gallons... 242,579 90,957 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, ) Naueeenatnes gallons... 254,607 78 O71 
Beer, ale, porter, and i (in bottles, )....:....060 dozen... 20,389 : 
Win ear.nvy ise cats Gi ssecteyeeedeanedssenss Perdeisscansccachasital sneer ine uuseaes ss 13,920 

Spirits from molasses...... sae dp aeseMeMMGR SENG coedcaniaseeeaiss «nc gallons 805,701 269,467 
Molasses........0+ Peeloiewee's shoepae se PPCNede sc susscacvsere sees ceccanaddsal CMA centcees 5,563 

MN Bar Dro WN. J los. ss dss 1500 esse MipeahiecosvessesseessersesssPOUNAS.0. 135,006 8,891 
Sugar, refined........... seeesscesaceieble Helekcescuse peaeede das pounds... eee 173 253,900 
RGUHCCO,...0:<d-400 tachi’ soecsdeWiMlbsveddddcassssassevLlOgSsheadg..: 130,665 7,551,122 
Tobacco, manufietaned ......sescidspbaibdbescseaen.coateees pounds... 6, 698, 507 : 568.435 

nu bh sosdahe Pires Uovan-oda cep teri ers Geet CH OER 36, 122 
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STATEMENT—Ooncluded. 

Number - 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Wood, and its products— 
Staves and heading...........ccccccers pewepestaeeccnees thousand... 22,463 
RMI LON. sort pp te tua dolecefav pe depmuseaneecsss + sense esis ore thousand... 39,743 = 
Boards, plank, and scantling.........scscccseecsesssens M. feet... 100,590 $2,429, 863 
Hewn timber...........sccsscssenceccccsccscsscssosectecsssecees tons... 21,033 
Mier WMD ER capsspceccascvoccacsansnossstacenvvecsmecncactousosensepnae|scessssacsaerensaaer 83,433 
Masts and Spars........csscsseseoere fovo-ccannucenesceasascccsoscsvocense|epeverasaccoversaatns 29,760 © 
Oak-bark and Other dye....c.sceesssececeeeseescsscesserscesceseeeees soon ERaoatciets te 184,126 
Ashes, pot and pearl........sccccseccsssscecescessssccsssesons tons... 4,465 466,477 
TAY ANG PUECHse......0ccencconratbonsccercocosecnsccerosese barrels... 60,340 
Rosin and turpentine.......cecccssecccececsscscescrscsvees barrels... 324,738 ; mnyae 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1849. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. ] 

ARTICLES. 

Animals and their products— 
THOS: + cs .cpecesdeacctdescccsossduusvecamebocssudeuas seoeeees DUMDEL 
POT Kase ss ebeakeeecissecanss ooodembbhige os o'vce's co's Wile'ce'oleabiem ..... barrels 
Bacon and Hams......sccscscececevsscveeeeseceseers vesee- pounds... 
Mia. Loeacqsaanensstatsusosdsesaveccaeracenecsesssesseaeeses pounds... 
Formed Cattle.........cccsccccescvcsccrcvccsscesesecscccecs number... 
Beef. B.....ccccccsccocesevsccccccvecccvecsevesicoscssssaucseoess barrels 
THAN OWeetecscrcavevstheesscacegcet: cesnvecsecssescsseessessenre pounds 
ATGES ccc licubasdacseeccsdsactacvostigeseoseesesectssssees ease number 

ULEL<..Shasesccesesssbeee sb bovee Seatesed seevacnedevebvadee pounds 
CHEESE. cds .cecacecccscecccvccnecccccccccencsccccsssesescscesees pounds... 
Tallow Candles......s.severccccsssccccccecssssseesccscccwses pounds... 
OAD. coctpeasecsusubesre sees ends duseadets assdeaeedersetedt pounds 

HOTHOS, cevucs setvecccseocccsecstenscoses Saendndseceststotece number... 
MleSics oi scccewccovcncscvacececscene creveccccsevoosoosscosce number... 
Leather and morocco SKINS.........seeeeseeeneeecesecscsceesenenees 
LG THEL..4 wat etieenesocWsheulseeedesowvevcesss saddens eisai pounds 

Sicins And) TONS cncesssovsesvovsses Aa ates Seer ee 

PWV Ks. solar eeNeetanenpsh ss scveddashevesoetahss eeovene=me pounds... 

Apples.......svaree Sncceesbos cSepachib'oas eeassennne dacoeees sooseeess DArTelS 

Bread stufis— 
MMGIAN “COTD ies +500 500 Pe er tae iL: bushels... 
ici iT) INEGI pore oaw'esss0c cddesooe ase eee Buecast belt «seers barrels... 
INVIN CA, «45 veiec'sccvedeseecnsseeevavaneted esedeenecsane sees abe’ bushels... 
DENIES anes de oousysepucen vice namedaae Sis sSea snabeasoaseeend sosnse sDATTEMSs << 
Rye meal........ccessesccerescsscseceeceeses iisnecsesst Hee ie 
Rye, oats, &...... MRRUMES. osssassccbaconses Sscdbicceseas osecegeenrernens 
RCO. A iiesec scale ORL sar aks coass ss osenen > sabeubssbabdeses cate MerCeseie 
Biscuit, or ship-bread.... ee pereewe error MARCEL see barrels... 
Biscuit, or ship-bread...........++. a oeu tasty Bases esessacaaes kegs... 
Potatoes. ase: Po. topes aan Bock Peoegeecr eer bushels... 

Cables and corte ate Peeks De Hee it ERR see Whnws 
COR eres cekesetbercubedse sce CHGRMUE DG serie SvdencocnsescdsoccnseenncnnantDiSan 

Number 
and quantities. 

1,121 
253,486 

56,060,822 
37,446,761 

2,607 
103,286 

9,334,138 
23,390 

3,406,242 
17,433,682 
3,170,109 
3,959,770 

896 
568 t 

314,894 
14, 634 
98, Mt 

4, 195 
159, 925 

538,056 
41, 694 

13,257,309 
405,169 

1,527,534 
2,108,013 

64,830 

128,861 
111,372 
21,378 

109,665 
5,944 
9,661 

Valuation. 

$9,245,885 

2,058,958 

1,654,157 

621, 280 

96,982 

9,427 

151,774 

16,305 
81) 015 
656, 228 
121, 720 
93, 904 

7,966,369 
1, 169, 625 
i: 756, 848 
11, 280, 582 

"218, 248 
139, 793 

"2, 569, 362 

364,318 
83,313 
41,636 
40,396 
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STA TEMENT—Concluded. 

} Number r 
p ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Cae 4 4 : 
Ga ASIAN... sc cencccascsccbecnrcccascecenscrecenscarens pounds...} » 11,969,259 > a 
Rydmer Rey lh. hee tetennetids Leer eee pounds...|1,014, casero $66,396,967 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and Colored.....cccssssessesesessesseee Bode handed ecooc ded Ip icant eaceasiceo ors 466,574 
(TRG Leia se hd Sain oe ‘sth Ree ee SELL 3,955,117 
IMP CON tesa erceetics.xacvacccspeneesdooseren'ssvcdeesseenaen > ong REC DEE EROP EEE RREES 3,203 
PWISE, VATM GANG UHTCACs-scecceastocteccdescscccccscsodcane MROMEPRE < ded dccocetaecses sece 92,555 
PM OL MCD MAM MAACLULCSsnccsesepsoconsceececenscecvacssecscuededmesece| ees ccvesedsecres«cnss 415,680 

IERECEC!. .0s2) sprasenpeencncsssnedes pap iaeasadeopeeresevedeeeeccecs bushels... 4 4 
Flax and hemp— 

PGE desesenesiressrwsenseeee aeaeaesen Bepelaee deal atena de ddnesageaadsaCWlivn. 621 8,458 
WOU DUM LUTCAD. ; ..ccnccsdicacevacsssssecvavesavesseucasds bene Fer Sdddedscsdddaddcadead 1,009 
Bags) dnd) all other, manufactures.......0.csesccascessescsanceussss|sossescesess ont 4,549 

PEs ce ieaistn cite sse-sascsaccvoedacessarcescdecaccssse Jacese pounds... 584,021 182,966 
ICIS cWesp es davecsce.corckcces=ssbecccaey Measedenacerccacits pounds... 411,164 29,123 
Ice... addadenes oy cueeh ces erri85: 027 
Indigo é 493 | 49 
MEISCE OOM 2, 5p 0 csthdwece cess cowececoteytoreatteass s : aH? 7,797 148.056 
Spirits of turpentine i 394,746 ’ 
8 RRR oo es: RMI or ren an 312,063 82,972 
REMUS LOM OTA epacsecaanhsestsscorrests+osecdseescbes sess DAU OUNes, 222,375 67,129 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, ).........++. gallons... 155,584 51.320 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles,)............. dozen... 13,496 : 
ETICGAT. Jevesceeee Pave .cardsactnccerecasteans des acacia date stelalcidatatelstesloude de aislaelte'sWnlelot spo ftaiae 14,036 

IPI OM TOMASSE: ce dssecensomassiaedgumene dues Be avessecenes gallons... 974,899 288,452 
ROR ASHCS sc eeiuetea te vac acecaadedacnoammemeeratedae’ dacds Seaccdendustdaats| vecaretccsacdecuaidecs 7,442 

HSE DLOW Die ssasvosessinevaseeoesscdecss staleoaes Rati cdecdcce ce pounds... 399,209 24,906 
PAE L CUNO nent sdaatnaln aes seu cteadaun odedde sented <ceee oaders pounds... 1,956,895 129,001 
IMMUN cn. Saas aaiti dca gianeaeedssb SUP OULS tapcbssadg A: hogsheads... 101,521 5,804,207 ° 
POMAGCO, TOANIMACEULCE..c.ocansazcastevelosetesaseuecbooes ents pounds... 7,159,397 613.044 

POPUL: ce ca teahGacieosseenee ses pesueeudeLusetehUnecteses socks pounds... 49,888 ; 
Wood and its products— 

ACS, ANOS CACING....ccctowavevensessectecascescecess thousand... 22,618 
RelA LGR ean uatectdeconsecascaddudsacoritceabeisan'se eect thousand... 30.27" | 1.7°6.749 
Boards, plank, and scantling .............. sooner tebe dt M. feet... 67,346 eros 
HEWN CUMD ER se atessnes+es+ccussncasacesvsecececacs seveeedeeces tons... 9,979 J 
WOH OT IPED er seneesvordaciorddddcaiclesce sgpeo'eedce ves Naaduaetnedscreass| ssc ede daradsasaddades 60,344 
MGSTS AMOBSPATH yl cdvanwecdevcdcidd deawnid Mecuccas'ccseidecwcccccestecocsalcoeeettuaneact: stare 87,720 
Oak-bark and other dye..........ssssescees BbsidosSdeceaedendastdoars|nachods seeanteeccdas 95,392 
Ashes, pot and) pearl.....,..0.-.0¢r.000 Wauwernnves s'sev sent tons... 4,603 515,605 
ar and pitch 2yiveu:. 2 cess OL SASSEEBEAREE SAE ae barrels... 79,125 845.164 
Rosin and turpentine....... Reeoselnowss'e'slse ieseoocssceeo DAITOIS.0. 325,694 ; 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1850. 

_ [Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. ] 

Number P 
ARTICLES. | and quantities, Valuation. 

Animals and their products— : 
ae bes aivcaaua Saeeee cuss sw adevedea soncessecccnscesecescovos oes NUMPEL..« fy 881 

PVE Yyecs seeeedolsen aevcene ceneeser eS sudesuvedececseths ...barrels... 188,841 
Bacon and hams......... oo ececssscescecscscceressceseevee POUNDS... 41,014,528 $7,550,287 
LATG....0ccsrssscccccessssceseccerescesccssscssscssssesseeeesPOUNGS.... 54,925,546 
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STATEMENT—Continued. 

Number 4 
AEECLES. and quantities. Valugtion. 

LOUMER Caters veneasawceuchparesse tdaedpetON roresssw set cc number... 1,848 
EC cne 3 caaak ee teerovs de he Pe oo ae ee OPEL barrels... 95,307. 
DELO. «2 bob sees beteetle ce cnteiesesevermeeeee Seeeteressatecatd eee a4 pounds 5,858,459 $1,605,608 
EITAES nde tice Hote date ouidce's os qupveerendacevldvwebebewekbennss number 71,940 
PULELSR:: ta oh coos ita wenqninassuaientecescsouvastosceutueaeass pounds 3, 816, 175 
OHCCSC... cc sscrvevasersdevesdsccstassaeescoesessccesssesseess~ pounds 13, 020, 817 Gb», 408 
MALOW CaNleSyeswveveseveeccesssdesedveesa ps vwdade elas pounds 3,587,884 
PID) syn. amebseReLs ves esssedunvedbouctenavessesso@ruvmevety pounds 4,402,542 t Mi 963 
Horses... vec. cvteee BD. cock sons ae Seco neyacch tiswaneGehiee hw number 957 
Des. sateee eis sesh 0... cseen depen vivivgstbediswais number 871 Cath 
Weather and aiOroccO SINS: Sin ieevccscssdessscausccavsasuevsvdoseleve euvectadducateten 9,800 
OHUOED 0: sMectasscsoncostacct ae eMierenmenCscessccbocenner sce pounds 258,528 
ESDOLS se. avs ang ssn amore ereeanais a cua Mees Reeience oe cus sewennre sees Pars 18,521 193,598 
PSOE... toacone ecacckvsesastned SEEMRME sevseneecocvcossrsccsccd pairs 133,699 
PIR COD aniascc' debs easctse Soo enti cn gered ote ve oveucausilen as number 3,945 15,753 
RAO) <0 5 etek, cea: cs sioh eo eeeiaeraasatssesencesda seed pounds 35,898 22,778 
SINE AM ia ae ness uceereptertmenestetecctuessecastercctensece ten sane caseaucescunerses 852,466 
ISK rsh sh Saseetesoatesvans osathh act Wegalioe ce en acustessssceut pounds 514,096 © 118,055 

AB IIES Ss ianoct on keaetsPelenne ssesen'a SEE Si EERE 5 8 barrels... 11,215 24,974 
Beead stuffs— : ‘ 

PIGIAN COT HBsrssmecn- ss sek eo deee PereetebeitecacCewnassess scree bushels... 6,595,092 3,892,193 
259,442 760,611 
608,661 643,745 

1,385,448 7,098,570 
(BG MICAS 3 caver sopicatpulee dayne scestmsiayes sxiew Olen vous DATES... 69,903 216,076 
UV Cs OBES EA ete nse nce updo shrek tania conc cccterseMneteene anizacscclles ‘euecaneaapnaennes 121,191 
EREGE |S. eae shclasaecep sehen sesh ames ose ce vosaeceseemeae ees tierces.... 127,069 2,631,577 
Biscuit, or Ship=bread......vesveederseceeeoee LpemeeUHTTels... 97,561 334.123 
Biscuit, or ship-bread...... Wceeeedes: Reawest ceeaey soveceee KODS... 26,368. 
Potatoes. 24 vende ossssas SeWeerebscshals sss cete .-»+.- bushels... 155,595 99,333 

Cables and cordage......... Bien ce sean Wastes pecteemee Vesssasavere cwt... ‘ATT 51,357 
MGGH o's. 2sceecsecdemeces Seco ceccsecccscassdvsnceyacscses socsessooscbeossetOlIS... 38,741 167,090 

nada d 8,236,46 C8, [sland % lovcscscccevcccsccccdsssnenecadseccsccseseeessees POUNGS,.- 236,463 
Other Kinds. ,c.ccccssscscasssesscscessessessesseseesesseeeee-pounds...| 627,145,141 ; 71,984,616 

Uotton, piece goods— 
EMited aid QOOTEG: tines c..sucecsWec cer tenes ccdcescscdccaccctcscccccfescesesesscccecsans 606,631 
White... Relsng soe caeb none sel cbe its snececct ects ce etcestedar= st semen 3, "74, 407 
Twist, yarn, “and thread... EEnOCOBUCOSS GION Con Race AAeaAyIC aches sticeeeeeneny al 17, 405 
All other manufactures....scccseesesees Rasasraaeteddedessacnscanen see socaesceeseaccners cee 335, 981 

PUR SACEG :. J. tee paereredP aes sos cocdvantbughtetepess secs ereentceess bushels... 2,501 4,040 
Flax and hemp— 

Hemp. Nivcocch touaeneEae sc occees ovseevyecuttece TC WViUed 787 5,633 - 
Cloth SuiifT EAM Lt oon gcarnist ets dussat sch voaseeites ios RaSaNNES Gs Wirevenceerceess 1,183 
Bags and all other manufactures.. Beererene Res Coo o 10,593 

GAMIBETIO \, , .s.0sspascdsecdees Serna epoca ooescace mepkecmeerecnaeets "pounds... "367,448 122,916 
FRen ett occu. fab  qgd0EE HOCREEE DEE macor Ep aa 5600 Cea Bee oe pounds 1,275,455 142, 692 
Teens 3.2.0 ess Pao aetenes Sinesedsoseeccsemoee Patan evelatssccsuestensts ste ve cacalonessttvetsyeuheeaens 107, 018 
Linseed oil...........+. geder as dabne ats 13,488 
Spirits of Rae eS ppiebottinnaPGchiens sunate ae taaceas gallons... 644,616 ates 
Salt... USI SO. eR ad 319,175 75,103 
Spirits from grain. Rich ivi sock acderockevoetscseerasWe tact roeeees tae g ; 176,685 48,314 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )....+0. ...... gallons... 168,791 i 52.251 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles,).......,..:... dozen... 11,282 vA 
INATERC EOAT Hu Meesec eee ME a cesetweea ee cccd safeccaesccs ssa st sete NeeEREE POPE Rete qoudt 11,183 

Spirits from molasses............s0see00s Ruhnavases SOE gallons... 919,956 268, 290 
MolasseS.........ss0000 WTR Sass Svedarwcunersudddl sdamiddatvades ted ae toe aNd ediersigeet 14, 137 

Sugar sbrown Agsdit.soctsscesccesatees MTA baaceetwebded .-pounds... “458, 839 23, 037 
Sugar, Wefined...cvensaesn«s eigen water a: Ee le seeps 5 ce «pounds... 2, 786, 022 [| 285,056 
"PODACGCO'S. .:.5-ssacoseahanaes deecsibaceeccasecne cadcepeheses + .-HOPSHeatsn.: "145,729 {> 9,951,023 
TopRceos mannfactured ....cviguuces-...sc-c20s Sees sappiuec pounds... 5,918,583 0 648,832 
STB, cn jua tatech tp tes MmaeMee reece aoe caaeteeeeeanbees pounds... 44,690 , 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

ARTICLES. ee ete | Valuation. 

Wood, and its products— 
Diaves ale headinp es... ..ssscacesemosetcnens>cheanasane thonsiad 32,459 | 
SDAIN ELIS rein gosta) GARRIBSE OOH, CHC COC ACU SERRGE a thousand. 32,779 
Boards, plank, and scantling...........secsccssssssssee M. feet.. v1} 2,437,079 
LCA PINIC RM stray APases. ss os .stabanseetsecises-oaescesuaccyess tons... 20,287 
LLU BRET CES. een Sepp Or Ror CCUBNEL? SEOCEREE REECE COLE RCE ECCT CICORES BEPC ERRPE SRREEE EERE G 107,827 
PRES: Ss ES LY Sa n'a leas dale Seatdalolde sels vc's<sideiceleltgttoas Stes ait |'atiss''vcle ia castes bet 52,109 
Pile bark) autheother Ay evi. cccdonpssesseeseseaBicicevouancecebagensa|spoesbacessncss econ 205,771 
SASHES: MOMIMGN ICAL {4.522 seseensebstess3s osebeiebosanacsciaeds tons... BDO Se 572,870 
BREAN PITCHOPED. «6... snansassebuctasbed ser sncasaccesasess barrels... 133,833 1.142 113 
Rosin and turpentine........... “pepo SEC REDE RECO eins barrels... 398,111 WATE od 

Swnmary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
priacipal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1851. 
{Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

.* 
ARTICLES. ai a uidanil at Valuation. 

Animals, and their products— 
HDD) eee wean ase Macee vita a cot sssass ot eendeMentontentenss os cus Danaher 1,030 
RE Pet ecg otes AeaE RNa Ran dacs +. cede waked ie Me acmbeecteele< scarce barrels 165, 206 
Pet ATIC HEURES aa aan sa sos» uele welewiespetentves weiiownionich on pounds. 18,027,302 $4,268,015 
MERC cvs aara seat settee doencwscuceugebee  pacrctlewvesvevmbt pounds 19,683,082 
PAE EO) CAP Come sctis «occ esp seneswaenaetacs:eateseseesases oe 1,350 
CD54 sonccune Quctebadeoncdagasseoer SpE eoa no bucpoMEueReeee cepeea so arrels 90,648 rE 
Wao occee metic tacos ovens sa aceteebeeeeres watesstens ... pounds 8,198,278 1, ABD, 998 
PUIQOH on os caue- aden get dene tudes caeceMedestiuienswevece a6 ara mumaber 86,624 
SEU ee ie sateteree ett aaece scctses estat ddl aelsdenwbnulasisubiens pounds 3,994,542 
CHECREL i cenceiet as tare cecesssssesceiteeece \esveciddessdsondes pounds 10,361,189 1 1af 652 
Mallow ‘candles ......s.cs0sas. RovaseessseaWe cs soeseses etd’ pounds. 3,227,633 
WAH stirs deco dratpceeetnas asad ser Sectdsesegandass¢sessdseds pounds. 4,288,378 60p) 182 
HAMIUS OD etencscedecusasacdasdotdeancvectevavsss soctertb header number 1,364 
PANEL Cees price cee tate Malone's «cv e'o dans cUebtt rc okacu et vewsesces number 2/946 #29; 165 
Mea ther AKA IROTOLCO, SING sscbec2.ce0 0 cecesrateveeseveeceuessneeunlences vaste esseeeéb ns 13,309 
BUCUNUIET . «0 sep tenet Mtets s etleaanleR@arae sodas swe a'seeevcan's pounds 222,676 
BOOS sss soceesscsnese fies ones weteeenets cad caccssaseeicacseereelte pairs 77,478 458,838 
RUNOUS tence tearcasunasstentetearcansee cer stetve iicdduecceaecetees pairs 205,198 
PAHGe Wa axcct samen ene sd sosuceeoeseemer hens von aka eos number... 4,357 18,875 
MARL DIS Rea fue areata: dash ae u eee Ne eicenec ri 8 Jccbth ys Sesh pol aso oe saseraaeee aseee 977,762. 
WAR cat au bactauoseian ends Mie. Uaste caasansbvssaniaesedttenas pounds... 415,923 122,885 

AND GiGi ietaes crx sPearscaioencrto ese cs cenesiinchoahaase sscceeesce acess barrels... 28,842 71,376 
Bread stuffs— 

EMA S! COMM ee sanded: Pv. c.g sappeee Manders sdesdeeseaces+s bushels... 3,426,811 1,762,549 
Pian! Maca P eet scek sc Js SoeracesetameOMen acoso taceses « barrels 203,622 622,866 
Wileat.. 2 deste eed ce asics dass apere etic ss sc ecvecas ees az bushels 1,026, 725 1,025,732 
BOUT csc decracetteand ares ater ca AGuenMEENG occ scceeeutoes: barrels... 2,202,335 10,524,331 
WR Co 9s Bae os ol ee ane, 9 ln. 7 a barrels... 44,152 145,862 
PAYG; OBtS |B C raves ears rye Mae tale ct dws ov ans aps ayncioananiadesven| >: calito dasls xs 120,670 
BEI s 0, vl tbosantes covesey cteues eee eee ee tee eeeetssetaa cen tierces... 105,590 2,170,927 
mecuit, Or Ship-bread... cade votdveeMagm<ndasseccesneseas barrels... 106,399 254.286 
Basenit, or Shig-sbready,2icaes. dissecs tee o.saiassictagasedes kegs... 34,815 ‘hs 
BTOMILOCS =< 5) alvccaaghiaaesssah aenmene SUEain wh see's 3 atete's bushels... 106,342 79,314 

Gables and Cordage......:....sccsseevee RATAN BeteMionsicesercsren es cwt... 7,303 52,054 
COB acess decos pave sed Be apentsilaze Berar cor cease senh a tons... 37,727 163,977 

30 
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STA TEMENT—Concluded. 

ARTICLES. a a atic. Valuation. 

Cotton— t , ag tie 
Bea SLATIG se cet No ece sec sowccncepmececer ade e's «'s iccvanilecsee pounds... 8,299,656 

QO Uer KINGS ace oct = cn ecqsessstedtooes sree esc scseesas e's pounds... oitie gent $112,315,317 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and Colored ...........csecceeececcseeeececneescesseersencaee|secesesenesscasserees 1,006,561 
WADI tess teereerentet ers coset vabesetcectescangecssecastedésUes'sesosassn'estl Watt consis aseiun 5,571,576 
Twist, yarn, and thread........cscecceccssecessecternecee cee snceesee|seeeaeeesecereneeseas 317,260 
All other manufactures........ccccccsssecsereeesseeccscascessesessese|evens eodesadaredeseve 625,808 

Wl aRSCCH 005 MeemmeaM Ese sesasso-ese Sues cdaiessersnessevecesnunsvalen bushels... 9,185 18,988 
Flax and hemp— 

lem. sectensses seo Beta LddtiucvetAseeccwods \andvacsedasedes cwt... 4,769 29,114 
Cloth and thread<scccap.tccsereerseeesceees et AEE EE cl Co Seuebesbeseeewests 1,647 
Bags and all other manufactures.........seessescenrersseeeerereeeels aenietoetaer boceaeees 6,376 

GiMSENG........cccerserereectseccesereroevenssesececsccaideowvanoenne pounds... 196,510 100,549 
THOPS...2..c0ceccecscceserccescacscusseceveaseckeesrcssosevcnsconsones pounds... 110,360 11,636 
TGCS. .das.cesccbodedsdscessevereee Lademuetecensbscaveveteosecenevestlscdessetess| vee Wircedcnheveersecs 106,805 
Indigo.........sssscescsccscccseseescecenssscccnsenssesenensesooensl pounds... 2,740 - 2,803 
TAMEEED. Oll-.-.cevesatvensescecesevedavsnteeataeiy sees decvesenendeds gallons 20,193 145.410 
Spirits of turpentine.........ccccsecseeeccesecreccesceceseeseeee gallons... 368,828 ’ 
Salt ccccsacsrsneeseccerstsuscscessscsbenevsesenadecscasssvsscodescuae bushels... 344,061 61,424 
Spirits from Qrain..........ssssessesceccescneccscsnsrereesoeses gallons... 95,245 36,084 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider (in casks).........s000 galléns... 143,014) | 57.975 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider (in bottles)..........0+6+ dozen... 15,122 es 
VINEL AL ...ee. ccccesescersecescuscacsecassaccsosenssessdes sieve geasbseaise'es|sshivie'pllasteb Cans 16,915 

Spirits from mMOolAsses........ssccccsscseccsoverecessecvseeceees gallons... 756, 246 339,622 
MOLASSES ios ssspscecsuenssne salscbn ale piue ae stosces sesekeuschnsussanuee sisi! Vira isaleadeetsva snes 16,830 

Super, DOW. s.sanncebasencesscaceccunecatustsneeosdhs soessatietses pounds... 561,828 29,170 
Sugar, refined .........casreccesscscccecsssessenerssseenseecesssen pounds... 2,689,541 219,588 
MINSKIEECOW 6 oasis 5 Patent se dalssee saved Seam Marekaies 0 tsenacanne hogsheads... 95,946 9,219,251 
Tobacco, manufactured......ccccesrevceccnscscecscssevcreccees pounds 7,235,358 1.143.547 

Ute OW Pe ideta donne s0xync song te MRReiRiss nash saisicn «ate pounds... 37,422 ; Te lal 
Wood, and its products— | 

Sisvies nd NOGA s, s....c.ecnccetserestnascaesanacsaes thousand... 33,006 ) | 
IHIN GIGS coh teedantincsnssccssneestewasemenaar soseecnacaes thousand... 34,871 2.348.621 
Boards, plank, and scantling .........secscccscceeereees M. feet... 100,604 ne 
Le wit fea DOP de sibice a0 on’ valspbabsdsvedeacswaesaecemseansaene tons... 13,372 
Mel” NUR te Sees 3 nico sash igebeyaton enh s cnn sesidananbeat vickhiye usb eclesneaie whines 205,190 
Diasts ANCES PACS: Pe: 20556. Bes wcwarens eden sab ceunameshueslcet ede ssaieas|vaedeecoieanatawaee 70,095 
Mak-bark aud sopher Gye. ..-..sgusscsocevsccsssonscesecacecsecssoosnse|sececteecetnercuranat 355,477 
Ashes, pot and pearl...........cssecsssarcrcesvecscssesascnees tons... 5,918 649,091 
BRAC isIGL SD IUCH us dep sevahecbaasrssny pesseshaeseascwesseosnper barrels... 112,971 1.063.842 
ROSIN And Mumpentine. jcc. oncsowuserdaserssvecessecever barrels... 387,220 a phat 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1852. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

+ | 
Number | Valuation. ARTICLES, oak ae and quantities.| 

lige eS Ne 

Animals and their products— 
LOSS i <p ee qu seOMe Redes ws 6c dean sue le omMesce cas Sarees estas number... 185 
POT sic esssncrmene Basse acdeetcbanersceat RRR SemeMe es t= eas barrels.. 83,382 {| - 
Bacon and hams......... « Lopddielpgsntaeodacoregasaane pounds... 5,746,816 $3,765,470 
HORT ...csieeiepccvncvenccseggubeuuercessersecccssscecavanss sons pounds...| 21,281,951 



COMMERCIAL STATISTICS. 

STA TEMENT—Continued. 

Number 
"i aaa and quantities. 

EROTTICH) Caleta sagas, s0scvetesetinsasteasacesveeos'tsaees ste number... 1,078 | 
BBB RL rence Hadeeeenincs eins seudsncttecateecamtccecacccsesonenes barrels... 122,259 | 
TAllOW.ccsesacsoonses BE aeer one e000: co. BHRSBA REE CEA ocr cO8 pounds... 4,767,020 
Mela GS eet snetemeesaess << ccssdedansigeaesssctascecssssteeesh ace number... 55,421 
MWe Urea tele ra ee cela dele sclaseeendacqucicav access vanerceNeaane pounds... 2,222,264 
ICCC Guanine muacecssccuetatsnesscadedesctepeccascncesterdat pounds... 6,650,420 \ 
PANO WAGANUOMCH Nc dnesaccssidsvauacesassccsccesespudcesensuen pounds... 3,612,002 
PN aes ee alas ssc tateavaucssascaccossspersncasarcsds pounds... 4,233,481 \ 
HOUSES Ps sltsdmaatarin a's vscc san casuncsezenae acre cesteceueues number... 1,550 
MPLS ese etat igs deco gente venuadasateccseccsecace esters number... 1,233 \ 
IGCHIMer AMY MLOTOCCO\SKEDS esse. ..nacssceadeatucs ssencanssnadacecin| ess onscemtentcamen sa: 
Hear Bee at cae aeatace healed salves’ semlaaahletiauatnet pounds... 966,519 ) 
Taal eliavel fs QO Shp AF Cone ee re eco aasone sacneposeene pene “pean pairs... 303,472 f 
SIG Oa Ee BEEN COOBeEDEOr cc eee bo ee eto rne npc eer number... 2,968 
VOOR SEN Soete tee apestocesecoamaeoe Aurtere: Me Mer ssseunesnan pounds 55,550 

PMFRLTI SN SUING UTS: se telhsalenss tuna aa AE SaNNRauaan on sclurbteeinsseeecegneme ss | vn dtetdetasausy sess 
RUVetit aie Sy Sasa AEE es He comin ancnd A sens need canes pounds... 326,368 

PACS ees ek ee eaittls ccewnos capsinctSuictavruecressyerseesessvencas DALTEISS, 18,411 
Bread stuffs— 

Prd rear COMM: Ssetsvioce sven seepeeeh Seth ds aaei<ceaesacetaas ses bushels... 2,627,075 
Tava eot jo0tet) ete deneaer aan rn rc te on SpE DEES BOMEEEIACFCE barrels... 181,105 
WIELDS ef Scceepaaniiess< toheckstanedestnrsesds pest ocavavedae bushels... 2,694,540 
PUOU Yc sas aes each de eaine testo see ressve 4+ >= 2 2slep\sseolse eee barrels... 2,799,339 
DEIN ean ciate Rcleplanieta tebsnialaanigsa dic sciesivelaetcsasaciacs barrels... 18,524 
UVC OH ISIE ONC Fetes see « oadhaniMavied fueideaasinsesaacoacsceecncres cevecenne]ernem secs meneeenaee 
DECRG pee tartare aah Aca ol eta horl oc aishe SN e's o's d'si-oa ybia Sum tierces... 119,733 
IBIS CUNT, (OR SB IP PLEA ss. ceteeetacvans alesis sss 045 <ts one barrels... 93,694 
IBISGUI COR ISHNPHDLEAG -. ya. seleWae deeanayt oases acs eenene extn kegs... ae 
TAL O CN sgeaen Mena Tas cae ace dwantermae'as bushels... 148,916 

Cablesven dp real Oriaes bul. siciie earedsenes nevmeo ssa shesetensnades ewt... 13,220 
Ga aired seca teaser Rats wens ses caguaradmeabicnvecsles soresscsngersycdes tons... 45,336 
Cotton— 

Sea Island........... Sie sce bati beets tansicasoos sack pounds...} , 11,738,075 
Gi Her PPMP MIG... ..ccsidaksdirudlantats sassy ccceoensnsnens pounds...{1,081, 492,564 \ 

Cotton, piece goods— 
PeRU Ce CPU COLOLEM «21. 1a. ccittaeeesctasaveaisublesaacaasteontjassantelsesr|ssecesssoccevcensa vad 
VU Oe ccborlte bd ec LA Se TOU DBOCHODE CECT IOOU DE COC COS EA RG ASCH O IEEE en ROGER enact conse 
Wiyists ipawteeamane GATES, Osta yaialsateWaeoslaaacie AurdaltnssGnel\eiiee leon oaele xo okecnemse eas 
PATI OTHER MIA ACHUTES: js stseeseviaeids apessspancepeeadansscscec <oucea|chdnaweuk cee stands cot 

RIRRISCE DI sn cette ease een ccce ccvenansNeEhCessi ses cesceecsvuensuss bushels... 31,304 
Flax and hemp— 
1 ECS 11 eeneROee Cie Sen ork BEEEE CE Cees oe to eee CCEE RR EEEREE SHEE BE cwt... 3,067 

lO PAA MARCHED. sc lc csn tne Malia <e Msn daa dacesnasentrccannasnlsel et esedeaancaencee ss 
Bags and all other i ARR ROPERS oc espe cola neeee Abe Soacdsstekanecner 

Ginseng peed eaten mee ada cslos pisos oeCMaE asia dde'shs ei alsin a pounds 158,455 
HOPS. esses deeasionsees acs PEER So Sek SSB Soak eee SERRA PN pounds 238,008 
FCN aio chinese alana olictesicy ol cic Veco Umea tinse tn sidaess ducaldacasainaewuss| binene desi pases renee? 
WIPO es ancee tepe Pb itnes Na sssstee ceeds oa fUvan dus vce'se ania pounds... 1,079 
TEINSECONOM Ia. «ied cvcaewees oes auabewoblerddasdtass Susneties ecoe'sae ss gallons... 18,073 
SUR On Mr Pe Mies tts... cees cate eset. dancstas ase sone gallons... 358,658 
RS ieda ete a sayedesc ek usb oMebes os onic sau seeebeeeien sp cuscusnsscmccxeas bushels... 1,467,676 
SPMLES MTOM STAIN Reeweet sk. os ta tees vaca teseaseue cers gallons... 136,347 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, )............. gallons... 111,372 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles, )............. dozen... oane 
WV THEM A seca snenaen esl Rede eks cures staticcravelsavsecsicacosce avmscasesaalce ccenedte ne teases cc 

Spirits! from MOSSES .s.cs.ss ede sveeecesserscecceessvvcoeee suse gallons... 1,102,696 
Molassesssdseteesieancssawsiniec dee ReMi cciy ene sce scncona suns teeassanes|sememae es aeccoy ec esas 

Sugar, brown....... fecaees ese Side RURPER tse sanslatsssananned pounds... 401,620 
Rae NOLO cveab ckvanes's cose kecateteeneehnseteas s.<cusssisn ays pounds... 2,096,770 
Tobacco......... iat Se Woteaierse oats “eA Bead scitee hogsheads... 137,097 
Tobacco, Manutietiived,.:..iiccgeme oun ec cits pounds... 8,436,153 

Migs vaccesscesedecocacaseveecsenccsteredeettorsetss: wees pounds... 58,475 

467 

Valuation. 

$1,500,429 

779,391 

660,054 

247,550 
18,617 

428,708 
16,291 
14,308 

798,504 
91,499 
43,635 

1,540,225 
574,380 

2,555,209 
11,869, 143 

64,476 
334,471 

2,471,024 
318,899 
115,121 
62,902 
188,906 

87,657, 73% 

926,404 
6,139,391 

34,718 
571,638 
56,187 

18,649 
5,468 
8,154 

102,073 
69,042 

161,086 
910 

14,981 
137,856 
89,316 
48,731 
48,052 
12,220 

323,949 
13,163 
245057 

149,921 
10,031,283 
1,317,622 
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ARTICLES. Number | 
and quantities. 

Weod and its products— 
Staves and heading.......... seehgens “Siu Ag egtbeeeaee thousand... 29,106 
PSITINI CICS. c useacs sess rcks a+ connedamhivesiass oie ARO eos thousand... 
Boards, plank, and scantling..........-ssecssessssesseee M. feet... 100,695 
BWI tiMDOIsis sevde stsnavotbonrptannesssessssesesescessssescves tons... 24,409 
Other lumber........ cea ean aiesane ssanapetaeaetentearonsvsreeesesl rans pantech aces: 
Masts and SPa4rs...ercccccscccsssecccerseseeees HARM Ss erected fs 686 Secck Skea irs 
Oak-bark and other dye......s...--eeeeeee elect catiacedaneaccvecesectsl sacaancerumeremereen 
Ashes, pot And pearl........scsoscsccossrecccersscccecescesees tons... 5,052 
Tar ANG PitCh\............cccsrsccccccsncncssecsecossvovnscees barrels... 63,254 
Pipain, ANG PEEPENLING ..1.-.tcwutesmsppepstapersacisaeccee barrels... 449,194 

AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 

STA TEMENT—Concluded. 

Valuation, 

55,405 | $2,674,577 

123,522 

1,209,173 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1853. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. ] 

HOgS.......secnecscnevsesscressccessesevcnvesscccssecsccossnes number 22 
BPOTIS c. at, Sok ae cteness sp seiisfe SanGdt uatiesne ss\vslees'e'esiesteceeted barrels 129,881 
BACON ANG PAAR piss. .b-0cuewcehlencvsvensecseeceueseesee pounds 18,390,027 
DRT, cee ci deaard nce sdecescvcevccsnsoesessravcnsecsvecses tats pounds 24,435,014 
Horned Cattle............cccecsessscerescccccssccscsssenees number 1,076 
BGG occ 5 se SMa gt dasak basse idole Se musdeesasdccvenesonasovee sess barrels 126,041 
PRG WP silededclscns sues onan sthanvatpmedhsedoasoosesevacess pounds 3,926,598 
BAT eS 00 fevecn odes cosedes sce ccettedocgdanssancereceocescueeee number 25,955 
ESELLLOT Wea Mee sbes coe cduee cee coumemyeeieedveanwensnssensecase pounds 2,658,911 
PYHGPSC Hoek ccemaes donee sc rodspestsehveulvecyveleunclvevicestllese pounds 3,763,932 
Tallow CanGleS?...c5v.s-sss.csscovevcesssscceeveassenseueis pounds 2,772,188 
POAP...cpecnucccccacnccnncteverseecssccessseaocnsevcesseceocs pounds 5,190,880 
FOTSES.....ascetecerccescrcascccaeencescserecesevsscsseseouene number 1,390 
IMILES: Ce p cab tut ecn a ccovdeseddosecygdentesnessesdescccdede number... 1,337 
Teather fNGiMOLOCCOSKINGssdvssseassavs.cssccoecssscoccesaaesedsceu|soaessesevennestumael 
Leather .......s0sscoeease Ai dab buteneaueuas testa dba ata lt oh pounds... 1,172,561 
Boots and ShO€S...2........ccescessesessesseoesconsorsosceees pairs... 446,709 
MSHGODs. de canecsnqchsoveecsossessbdcssencsraemeurecwsessecsaua number 3,669 
IW GO]... te. sacides votcasses estes cccncnnadassesdeocaanseedoness pounds... 216,472 
Skins and fUTS...........scc0ce.cnvoweee ubeecwebapee tree aeencetrtesstylwssd sap nsmebenta ddan 
WAX. ..casccccccccccceccecseesecdscssvocecesaswencsaeccsuaeses pounds... 376,693 

PALES. 3305.08» snes ove Bibby task Aveta ea bios sbidelsels thes etedite barrels... 45,075 
Bread stufis— 

Indian corn...... syvapancssbents tavascesberhatete their ...».-bushels... 2,274,909 
Indian meal...... piobes ssw ssendcneuspusewethsrasccreesataenae barrels 212,118 
Anne Sateryperoccec: SEO og TO daa alee tol «+++. bushels 3,890,141 
IOUS. fesocneestvccutaccan dee Wisestneaieebenssutes Fa cmctdy barrels... 2,920,918 
Rye mealies .ctitescccscoccteccnvsvecenecsssacrocscess barrels... 8,910 
Rye, Oats, &C........scesesncvcrencccescssccacsccceccers asasecaseasecnielpevauses dadevavguneeds 
PRICE pep ccasveatie cece cies wecuseoeecere SERA tae ae tierces... 67,707 

.. Biscuit, or ship-bread..............0seee+ seu Meenaa seeks barrels 121,281 
* Biscuit, or snip-bread............0 Yiseedsineas MMebsedsseesnsd kegs 56,089 

Potatoes......:sne- Rend cubsthe ceaceseserecCoeae Whoeseeses ... bushels 225,905 
Cables and COrdage.........scsecccoccscvocsssccsecencecsecscsscessnsCW bess 

DAL SPccpcveccsedcecsce cattuecteceen scents ce ee teeta dcsestnn ss peeAMiN ssa 

ARTICLES. 
Number 

and quantities. 
Valuation. 

$6,202,824 

2,214,554 

862,343 

681,362 

246,731 
6,448 

673,708 
17,808 
26,567 

796,101 
113,602 
107,283 

1,374,077 
709,974 

4,354,403 
14,783,394 

34,186 
165,824 

1,657,658 
454,020 
152,569 
103,216 
336,008 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Reicuns Number Valuati 
j and quantities. iii as 

Cotton— 
RRC US AAP castes mae hlanielsenidhtes cuscessaauane ts culslsaeictdaeaa pounds...} 11,165,165 
Ge iid cn.) ces chicqaendbion pounds... 1,100-408208 F 109,456,404 

Cotton, piece goods— 
aruda Cy COLOLCC a5. vableteacnetsresbessesesteeestesbesebanbuesceseel cscs PEE Seo ter 1,086,167 
White .......0. ah RATS EEE Seay ns ot Netto eS eT 6,926,485 

MAYS Cy AMMGRATIUL LOT CHC cng ducsescecasecclesiseldnccdoleeevemimmvonmeaens alisonccsasnesctesi neers 22,594 
PAN Other MANUTACHURES Tac sccessccsacsctessassseadacacuddadeueteeleos| ebaccaieenets Mein} 733,648 

PRUE cya e tM nce auatiassseegeuadececsconetaseacsevioesecccween cs bushels... 3,932 1,719 
Flax and hemp— 

PAOMID Gest Greens ecphopcccccdsqcscaeasecsaeeaadeate sal coeeauetent cwt... 2,413 18,195 
OTH GAOT CS A, a sanccntdaseamopacaecs cavsesuronsicereoteeieedsen ere eacseeooceeessee tet 2,924 
PACS yandrelOther MANUIACUULES:..c.cseosscorsnteseerscceweteacsrs|serscecoscrcenseetes 13,860 

PINSON G .00.60045 004 Mer aecls sce fcluetin cap cls ceunvostestancemeteey pounds... 230,726 133,813 
OCT CS Bronte oo peat ain eee TRAN AE SRE De TE RET pounds... 245,647 40,054 
Re Me AREER. OR es ania nas Aacalinils.. <ontplenainecendaedates «Oils: saouapue cancer ssnee 175,056 
Indigo Menem goens PGE ARNG Sac eBan ce natoss ssdsicelncle cs eee eedesisc pounds... 36 36 
HEGRE PON Ollecetsc tcc sstocde ssc meseatessencdeceeveersetrtneds tetas gallons... 18,266 15,468 
RUAIEMS OL CUTE MMe sce hide enusie see lode gndu sede te adess gallons... 634,371 347,492 
Pe Cape asabas cs anW'sigcsper's Wasa ss sce ssahecaakasenseesccvecacetaesscs es bushels... 515,857 119,729 
RUM AERC OL OTN oe cic, cs ine, Lous smadvascsccatosseefeeoears gallons... 360,633 141,173 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider (iff casks)..........0000 gallons... 133,979 64.677 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider (in bottles)............... dozen... 17,390 d 
ADIO DANE Cuvier ansenencscatasarascersswstinaccess reise ts nese neues Pace sciegll weeele cece raat caer 20,443 

PIPUUUUS MEO TOUNMOLESSES nap. cacccsabcoteansnacccnececlsovetscesrse ts gallons... 1,065,396 329,381 
IMOLASBCH Uae a uegnebaeacnay es sec cumctihadesicccrscescoererocesarsenetiotesesl vere etpescnoaneenents 17,582 

LP MR DLO WI esiinassejonciesu as sdscomendyttanecdcescacenadsccscases pounds... 672,274 33,854 
Sevan ere liN Gd etaaetucbine'sssoccecpasaunanserteesseerseecccesercs pounds... 5; 155,057 | 375,780 
RAO Ms oh seis atta tuts pis iol svanapinidalyes sewees sp asere se: hogsheads... 159,853 11,319,319 
MG GACCO, TAM UISGhMNEGs..<csucarasdeaarecesneveccsarcsscsacace pounds...} 10,561,692 1,671,500 

PLU eee mene sc anhera eau Maceeeaucaguancaenacsiodssccnaee pounds... 39,641 haa) 
Wood, and its products— 

RUEAVCS AM GD DOAGII GY a locusdusncscgsaccaescvosoncncese thousand... 28,693 
PENIS Lea eae terrae econ sMleeneiuaniitaccsecciccsaces case thousand... 41,932 2.578.149 
BOALOSs WinMs ANG, SCANT sn .csc.-sccecccsenenerensee M. feet... 78,599 4 ite 
PSM GM Lee Miata seas ctuPaeamcartacasasconcccarsentesece tons... 45,564 J 
foie: WHER Lhasa. «ssab cuasartancarosesoncuceessccneteneate rte ret ec li caneees nate sets 123,743 
MASTS GOES PONS odes .c<cwacncaansennans HESHSSIA NE caroccecnnnta nada pucd0 eG. 302 57290, 903 129,628 
Oak-haplaanmuouner Cyedciainsernsccesconccnstnardacecseccessrss|Setrassetccdidecesdess 118,894 
ASHES, SO RAMON PEAT]. sc nectennanesdnaceveasoeedaecssueseetiones tons... 3,421 334,321 
Misty AOA Gee eats a¥ sc oddacashias:cacesncorsssrnceu nannies barrels... 59,144 )\ 1.406.488 
FROSIM, MUM GMGACMMMNG sees gesnecnadecsssccecnceessecoacess barrels... 454,715 on 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1854. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

° Number 
and quantities. 

Animals and their producta— 
H xa 279 

220,147 
45,953,473 [| 41,061,016 
44,450,154 

ARTICLES. Valuation. 
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#Number 
SELES. and quantities. 

Horned. Cattle. s.casecccnsesseosssesMiinessstiMieaasenacees number 1,022 
ef ets. e ASU e seb umbibdes Jo sehesueSMemeenceeebnre ses secs eaves barrels 126,220 

PRADO Wicks svn dati efustiee vassive ¥8b seo seRanaERPE NGS «8+ se0s s..... pounds 9,325,471 
ELLOS. tea sianvapiadeastalianaiebueecsetss ttevscvensssceseses number 23,622 
RebCT coat teak doc vase Wee deransanauacesss sastaseaeases pounds 3,774,634 
PSP ESCs sock eos as waccumcatanblodteacedss 60s dscsei vena ddcatepeenc pounds 7,003,974 
PUIMO NW! CAIULCN: crtauvevssecesiees nse stsibves'suscncudeseves pounds 3,389,577 
BL cis cece Shia orm RMNah es altlctic casos ev eeccdst aces seese soe pounds 5,445, 869 

EIOTISCS 08s come MO ING a's s400ss coabmagikboksicsbeensessee sa op number 1,241 
NINDICH soe see eee Ns «0 soon Seas onnidsittionatevenaetsetansues number 903 
Leer sn eM OM CCO SKINS.: sanhuadeadddadcsesadecsedcacegaeevescncs|css0cetebemarsarnara 
HUCWUTOD. scecu.css0 tse secasescuvapaseemeatcabearescdssessosect ce pounds 1,763,066 
Boots ond shoes...csseccowssswereteedeeeariescaeck ostek sae pairs 455,680 
RERECO Desc alae ucyey cadavers caueet Ohcspeatanaec Rees ect ine as's number 2,642 
DIGO . »npctsbn sasedeeetyas cndhcndeosuatudibieeren>aesveeose ss ... pounds 114, 268 
KIDS ANG PUTS... ..cscccsccesoscseebens EER AeeeR Pee ones pees CE EEE BeBe a rcitine 
YT, CR re eek Aer ne St ee EE pounds... 324, B54 

Ap Peat bai: 5, wncdueres abe btes coun deers ase ds een access dees A eurelais 15, 326 
Bread stuffs— 9 

UP AVAM/COLRS Aatece secede ckies Mane eeedaectnesdeeoasees ts bushels... 7,768,816 
MILAM. ITCAL Ssleannget aby vencehbenenaddvdacsvovedcesssveas ers barrels... 257,403 
NY MGA... ied axpestinandancnagvususianadswneasdceersoteve ects} bushals 8,036,665 
MOMs iS id nnenas Meee Mcas sheen sanay days Pcvesssbeescbsved sx barrels... 4,022,386 
Hiyenmeals: bere mare ett te cccvcstswacsseveascet bese es barrels... 23,624 
BVO MON IS Gis cor sac one coke tusssaehataecesteeeencs ees casaoecasee eos eaudnaras dlewcrs tame liate 

ICE des teeta rasa cave SaNsepanb seeaeGaentneecacdscnscse sides tierces 105,121 
Biscaiit, Or SREPEDICAC. jacehsesebucceyaceesveteres sive sesso barrels... 107,844 
BASCUIL, /OF SUMIMMEDG, cho dcbivcccaskarereoseseecsaces scone kegs... 34,582 
POUSEOES 5. ssn vaadeu'ee AEE pvasiduiiecvapecesssscousidece bushels... 140,575 

Cables and cordage........ Rane eam nenec cree sccceetoreerbens cwt... 14,443 
[2/2 ba Sad Nansen tases daneasbiananenueses sors ov valtecce tons 93,884 

Cotton— 
SGA ISIOME recs a ceenseccenadshechianna nucvadeseuupedeove tends pounds...| 10,486,423 
CRBOD UDO s. s sismcap us sensi gacdaunnanucmaansersaccees rotes « pounds...} 977,346,683 

Cotton, piece goods— 
PAATGCU ANMMCOIGLCH. «2 sansaeesranspensecarterceocsccessnsescarcrestsess [wes ss ensenneca/enases 
VIREO «<a UP «sp ncsacuisisapendeidae wes vsesassapacovecs ore sree tceme nent tee cect sen eee aa kanes 
PASO V ATI, SUG TONCAU ay. sesorguesaenercsectes ewcweracs conecer sees iaoe ves see ty aenau carers 
PEM ther rikatiPaCLUPBH..ovccseorgc comes oCeeneeels os esta i 

MPORAC AU Maniacs eh top rp sovaaghddes dhsinenacarncreverteces ceeleee bushels... 2,757 
Plax and hemp— 

BPMN) i: once e MRNA UNU Sa sevaddecagctanhansasace sss heeececeeses cwt... 9,210 
PGih ANN AT eAUl.t.uecvsede cdavesacsosdesacvccoecetvevecce eotert eet ecd | tee cs cee tecemementtas 
Bassi end .all Other Mann fACtures, f..7cdeiesessessecss. elobssteo eas] cor eesiere seniavslnceas 

AGE Bip tachi: «3h ic prccis ces ude thee’ ony evunch on somebulenevaneces sop OUTS 37,491 
eRe ssa ee NE Sct san nemnnth atnn ances ccncodeeeseeesious pounds... 260,026 
NC CPROUMERS S6u0\cawinrdsautudaancicas caewckastirons vaanncntecceveesee cece ese sm ne ee eans | sort ant ane C OnE RS 
TAVAR Tins ann Poned Lavoe ee aen ttle. ocdesstces seett oe. Vie pune: 1,509 
LM an cai aciips MEANS Nina dp vay vo kapenns ovsigbeese-adeenaced gallons 32,622 
SPUMISPAIS UE DCMGIN, acc varevevassexcsuperasetapeceencus ome cs gallons 1,669,523 
SAEs ere Fe coak vasa Utyon settee te avers cane tca cece Moencdanaae bushels 548,185 
SSMMMESIEORT OTA 5. o.oo cab oains «aap sscupacemsnsans sain satne gallons... 780,056 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in casks, ).... Fete: je maertarg 118,669 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider, (in bottles y boos ss GOZEN... 16,702 
WAMIBOAD aii a sianiin v0 dedaas tn anc ihs caesaa vas cacscaees cencccatecs Setanta Meautes csowadeceeds 

Spirits from 2k 7 lll A AAT ee gallons... 2,120,620 
Molasses... Poeddi anntiveh teas ccivencrspssjacsneslemenscetinet acemedlasaeke sense aan ee aes 

Sugar, BEOWMssssetetsesnenseneseseneeete cesar DOUG 5,104,340 
Sugar, refined.. sie tidaw sas slaveust bce tteeenas es teseeeceb asap OUT p 4,789,411 
WO DCC uiaches cn satce dasetetae de cic + sone otenateaetneen sepsne ...hogsheads... 126,107 
Tobacco, manufactured.........seeseeeees Bas cnc aparasnee eaeaas ‘pounds... 10,273,152 
eT RS (ko a 0 aR ae pounds... 36,287 

AGRICULTURAL REPORT. 

STATEMENT—Continued. 

Valuation. 

$2,757,022 

1,258,393 

888,557 

200,098 
15,882 

893,723 
15,194 
33,895 

888,531 
87,140 
51,766 

6,074,277 
1,002,976 

12,420,172 
27,701,444 

112,703 
576,195 

2,634,127 
495,340 
121,680 
186, 766, 
443,506 

93,596,220 

1,136,493 
3,927,148 

49,315 
422,560 

4,958 

93,699 
24,456 
55,261 
17,339 
63,763 

202,118 
1,320 

28,609 
1,055,720 
159,026 
280,648 
53,385 
16,945 

809,965 
130,924 
220,256 
370,488 

10,016,046 
1,550,327 
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, STATEMENT—Concluded. 

Number 
+ 1 and quantities. 

Wood and its products— 
PUUMEN EMG REACT... cucsu\ waneseseaceeecascenccccs thousand... 34,594 
BV IALCS Aire ee cos cwcuanisdeudaaucaderssscceercs thousand... 26,174 
Boars, plank, and scantling.. urscietedeess cocecetadseace M. feet... 197,154 
Hewn timber Shacncrecndee apes ineaaainstreensecsomsenee sects tons... 41,964 
Seemann Cae eaten tsp e\aicteeamauarunaae>s << sutccaccoeeuennecentenseelersdcdoerdecese teense 
Wars 1G GA Up areee- AMMO 1a \eceauWordatusquesedesodeseseseacttenaccces| cress ce senc codecs ence 
Oak-bark and other dye Ree sete cc scemeccsiecouxeaccastercuanncacen| te secs ranestecoreees 
BNPHIES AGEN G NEAT. 1-0. sgcdesenseneesesaiicecneseats vesmexnies tons... 3,217 
Siren GU Mase cscadacasc-citececcareconcucensesesedcnencts barrels... 76,989 
BPpoUh ANG, TUMPSN LANG. <...0.0cssngessexcusecnaevsdereoeanes barrels... 601,280 

Valuation. 

$5, 122,854 

165,178 
130,522 
95,863 

322,728 
2,066,306 

Summary statement of the estimated quantities and valuation of the 
principal exports of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the 
United States, during the fiscal year, ending the 30th of June, 1855. 
[Condensed from the Annual Report on Commerce and Navigation. | 

Number 
ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

Animals and their products— 
HEIGOIS 50's. ol-'wniteoneeeuenens's oscen ce wefehinleat iets sade maldaien dias number... 431 $2,192 
IBORIC, << cctulisacvaer 0 SOS RRER EE Reco cot ccrh Cine scoeneeer eters barrels... 8,639 
MPGUCrs osu Bdulsbieaueabide scl ss 3 despa eenaaee Peeeucusvseesterets tierces 285,801 4,390,979 
PC OT AAC SIS as wcwic saneue duudendsclecbectiav sve guetn pounds 38, 188,989 3,195,978 
Biter Rtas Aw ieee asttacaniatacave deameode ans deeutaesevensenees pounds 39,025,492 4,018,016 
Gard) oi)).2.3 203.004 BPR ied fe cece tesa criatya ses sees cancises gallons... 103,200 82,945 
HOLME Cattle ss. co55..2.cecnecceascnsiensseceresseccesnseses number... 1,501 84,680 
Ge iieunceeeecuden ddan ts iWvcuosde sesedtbhpeunssaatesssiubansses barrels 46,375 2,600,547 
MaMa sh erades sence dione piaasieW cthndacn sacades'sises owgnepics pounds 11,866,992 1,352,406 
PLCS adios Saw ds Sun vassal Saco ch cones Uise sad eesiescsascseve number 114,787 361,982 
UME LET or. Ug asta cSiatisassis'ssie cla nd caemles/ealvons'lelenasives saesa pounds 2,315,249 418,723 
MCVGGSE is caer aceon snes paces vais sa]oS Ana oe nasis'satsrevaedeeslasien + « pounds 4,846,568 514,034 
Adamantine and other candles............scessssecsee pounds 4,014,457 699,141 
RDAs es deca derween see sass ca shonsebeceaitrssiostnseccnetrasie pounds 7,714,243 412,208 
TOTBES Po wee ok suapceeadaaucsvesadetuectidaversesssbeasssssieeuee number 1,003 108,484 
Baus Es oy aerate A tcleosaesuoanaaMeveiaparsaessacsastse’ number 912 83,420 
ddeather anGsMOLOCCO SKIVS.crecscsspsuevecosceerensenccdevece¥ccnnse|es sles ndacvusswae a 36,045 
HSCHIRLCLs 2c Spee oRenentlts «+ «sasevereaenbn deeds Cavesosevice oe pounds... 1,488,385 288,867 
Boots and SOS ecetts tons cdeelthsaase oajgavsecoeses eens pairs... 616,104 763,539 
PURE OU Soeucustatacee ce wanes waaLee sateanta ale ce'cacieatiieatees en number 4,235 18,837 
\ VOGT Raa ee Cape ere LRT CARE Ph ON eee Cone ee ere pounds 88,886 27,802 
PUSH SAIL, MUMS ete casc eset AeaeMddragsanacedieevasdveisacavescvinwas| oinseviancatacewenecis 709,531 
IMLAY ois octet ert neS doh eee san, ae Manip na canseindae ee sia =< pounds... 257,415 69,905 

ARIE aoa ss aac se esicetsteneaice cs seidas eee me svameesnceses+ssnices barrels... 33,959 107,643 
Bread stuffs— 

TEGAN CORD ME scasvdessdna2ac-hos-lasedet does: ass csens cote bushels... 7,807,585 §, on 571 
Pian, WRC Besa: wr cyien eo Sane emtacentss = Cys ata sbarrels... 267,208 237, 122 
WDD c.accanebscttacenasatasemscessssiitsen svesssscecsase nae bushels... 798,884 é 329, 246 
WLGUIR, aoa ceeis «xidnaew asa lneeneaneepddaasitiests sas cnseras wacres barrels... 1,204,540 10, 896, 908 
feryie) WEA oe occeamectencamennmeriortsturel “pecbapcabenchcg: barrels... 35,364 236,248 
IRGC, Oats Come ean aeeateaeSeterelaGtardesiecssascensarassoreessecerenun|e0 Seite 238,976 
NCO. Sees 0 vs des sana eeainwe ns oat ds dsislea Buu dense ctstos ac'selesicae tierces... : 
BIAS. , |. as GaSe EMS aca somte dome Naceislane ealsus access os barrels Se 1,717,953 
Biseiyy OF SHUPAOLCAM. ota cues ceweiecacste ss sacsecooaeee' barrels... 110,90 : 
Biscuit, OF SRUPAGLER Oi veuw aes omowtsies ncmne' sauiyaie’s os kegs... 42,380 657,783 
PORUGOES 1. succes cece stat ecvubeneub aa Bevis cs Yor scuaiousnesine ta bushels... 81,823 203,416 
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STATEMENT—Concluded. ¢ 

Number f ARTICLES. and quantities. Valuation. 

aN ih NA ia peti a ne ent nniaen temiodsttaasaian <sennh on ctninwans ewt... 23,728 $315,276 
MCIOMETISECH «5 il eccunas apidssancen vel pactenthameenpaes se secters 0 s>coemsebleremen| mvs Poa rupees 12,570 

AGEL an Pave ebins wcleesseaie wan Ghaneae cachecememaronies rest: PP COP TEC Coe tons 110,586 637,006 
Cotton— 

RIGHTS AU Geacscsenaatepeneeeemenaresese BaBAE SABES 6 OLE pounds...| 13,058,590 
Other, KiMGS7 Soccocsascassecanas secenscese caanecnenneenetas pounds...} 995,366,011 88,143,844 
IAPILCS sce sthecseesans Ree nn cheaker in reusessene agsedesseaneoeere number...| «2,303,403 
Oil cake Ween Betowssoncs tecoens AACA ALBOCE IC) ce TRE ati Cor ee 739,589 

Cotton, piece goods— 
Printed and colored...........0+ dencasdecessecnivosascebsussssessb'csa|s*cpsuestoneuvcseech 2,613,655 
eo SO, it SIN SSE Tt a® fetes War clones | 2,798,910 
DGG ence sto aetthnesswnewssoqeeacntaesaenae sencnsonoadecsncceeevsacsccsscass|*e+cerescecsvesenenes 113,366 
Other manufactures ............cecercees Eve svese seecsnsed seule tuaeastens|an= sets cubarsnyternees 336, 250 

IGEASSCCC . ci cshincadstets donasn Su spate > ocedibesnsses sv sanaatne | a=ccun bushels 5,808 6,016 
PLOWUPAN, westecsthcacststeaasesstecccrcasssnneeet ean catoecteneteeaee -cwt... 13,289 121,320 
Hemp, manufactured— 

ClothwanG | thrrea dace iss deiieus einen resedowedn cs ccewsnatunes Mis eesetedee| ase Cee eeeeeeeesersere ; 2,506 
Bapy and, all other. manwlaCwaress...s.csss0sasdossesaconencsacesuedfesihacnesbasenssariiid 34, 002 

MPIRISCLID ScUdee A tev twee Wilov spose seh smbacsecueakaasant apccaseeh heen pounds... 47,367 19, 796 
EBIET Uy foot len debiniaa seaeiclohaieaiah maintains Aiea apaehanaapnngnaninsae mis pounds 4,021,816 1,310,720 
31 Gs Re ae rs ee nGnnetntao ee ennn ai aeek eeaiense eae tons 41,117 190, 793 
TOMB C ERAGE tases cena esaneaaiganks=ssprechesatsscanccescss sands gallons 56,692 49,580 
G) WI ONSie ena pcesecs syate ena ec onet ak acnasasmesaess ssonsuncaes ossipcnssracaesaaleces ssavebasensicnaieg 64,496 
Suthtisetees seth bears ve sesarccssasattehsscssecuts Bue vweasitewerhecse bushels 536,073 156, 879 
Spirits of turpentine.......sseecscsessseseessereeeseeeeeeeesees gallons... 2,339,138 I, 137,152 
Spite romp Ora eaccns.-0n0os0eessancern eattcersctascess cots gallons... 742,961 "384,144 
Spirits from ‘Malsssessc.<scsvasccecosnscwrtercsee Meco cose cee ee gallons... 3,269,231 ve 448, 280 
Spirits from other materials.............cccccssseseseceserers gallons... 166,199 101, 836 

Beer, ale, porter, and cider (in casks)............... gallons... 84,194 18, 603 
Beer, ale, porter, and cider (im bottles)............... dozen... 13,615 26, 466 

ATLEDUE tes us daasoarenteceies sees socecesvaumet steteweriseee ne gallons 147,664 17, 281 
BEE, DOWN bis: once pode taie cea shes vibnch custeeh den dente edi pounds 4,062,625 286,408 
POU U TT CNC Mies 2.5 fener osvess westst donmmcgpenecanveenseu sss cals’ pounds 7,098,320 526,463 

Molasses....... hackevadenay ieUhas Ueigdevee steben nen ncboane® gallons 790,956 189,830 
Tobacco— 

Fie sheads...ienwa<weneens si enohsadgemame ana Cc gacess tease eet 150,213 
CB ics cscttsn Sop thas enn eal ceeginnnniee ac pate ec eR ERE ate 13,366 14,712,468 
Bales.....c000. oe Sanne sepbeivamevccashccecd ced asty cf itee ills et teh 12,913 
We SCENT gn saint ation spina renrencansessonade Scsessnaee pounds 9,624, 282 1,486,075 
POUL... odinnerneps mercies vancdsscsstarccartansssuseseeesess’ pounds... 72,534 14,038 

Wood, and its products— 
Staves and 1 LE PCRS 5 ae treahe teh OPEREE EET thousand... 89,454 1,922, 238 
MSDN GIGS 5. seserce cuesneass os archer gcccosrerancctsencrnass thousand... 36,825 143, 36% 
Boards, plank, and scantling eapecclene aettieaernen seen M. feet... 144,718 2,544,065 
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